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IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL
President
(The sitting utas opened at 5 p.n.)
l. Resumption of the session
President. 
- 
I declare
European Parliament
I 980.
resumed the session of the
adjourned on 19 September
2. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
Mr Buchou, Mr Debr6, Mrs Dienesch,
Mr Gillot and Mr Poncelet have informed me in wrir-
ing of their resignations as Members of Parliament.
Pursuant ro Anicle 12 (2), second subparagraph, of
the Act concerning rhe election of the represeniatives
of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, rhe
Assembly esrablishes that there is a vacancy and *ill
immediarely inform rhe Member Stare concerned.
The compercnr Danish aurhorities have informed me
of the appoinrmenr on 9 October 1980 of Mr Eggen
Petersen as a Member of the European Parliamenr to
replace Mrs Groes.
I welcome this new colleague and would point out
that, pursuant ro Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Piocedure,
any Member whose credentials have not yer been veri-
fied takes his seat provisionally in Parliament and on
its committees with the same righrs as orher Members.
3. Composition of the political groups
President. 
- 
Mr Erhard Jakobsen has informed me
that since I October 1980 he no longer'belongs ro rhe
European Democratic Group.
4. Petitions
President. 
- 
I have received four petitions, the titles
and authors of which you will find listed in the
minurcs of this sitting.
These petitions have been referred ro the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for its corisid-
eration.
You will also find in the minutes of this sitting details
of rhe various decisions aken with regard io these
petitions.
' 5. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
Since the adjournment of the session I
have received from the Council, the Commission, the
committees of Parliament, rhe political groups and
Members of Parliamenr various documenis, a- list of
which you will find in the minutes of rhis sirring.
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6. Texts of treatiesfotwarded by the Council
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council ceni-
fied true copies of various agreemen$ and legal acts'
These documents, which you will find listed in the
minutes of this sitting, will be deposited in the archives
of the European Parliament.
7. Autborization of reports 
-Autboization to delioer
an opinion- Refenal to Committeei
President. 
- 
Pursuant ro Rule 38 of the Rules of
Procedure I have authorized variotts cdmmittees ro
drirw up reports. In the minutes of this sitting you will
find details of these authorizations as well a,s of
authorizations to committees to deliver opinions and
referrals to committee
8. Statement on motionsfor resolutions
President. 
- 
In the minutes of this sitdng you will
find details of a decision uken by the Committee on
Transpon with regard to the motion for a resolution
Doc.l-452/79.
9. Order of business
- 
Spokesmen for the political
groups and the non-atached
Members lO minutes each
(total of 80 min.)
- 
Mr Lange, chairman of the
Committe on Budgets l0 minutes
On \Tednesday the Staff Committee and the unions
repiesenting the staff of the European Parliament are
organizing, from 9.00 to 9.15 a.m., a demonsration to
condemn the recent murderous attacks in Bologna,
Munich, Antwerp and Paris. In order to allow time for
rhis demonstration to take place, I propose that the
beginning of Vednesday's sitting be held back until
9.30 a.m.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkin
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
The announcement you have
just made concerns the decision by the Staff Commit-
rce rc hold a demonstration on the terrorist atacks in
Bologna, Antwerp, Munich and Paris and, I might
add, the terrorist activities in Nonhern Ireland. All of
this is greatly to be condemned by everybody.
Now it is cenainly not the intention of my Group to-
deny anybody the opponunity of demonstrating if
they so wish, but I would put it to you, Madam Presi-
dent, that this demonstration might take place outside
the normal working hours of Parliament.
(Applausefrom,the centre andfrom the ight)
It might take place, perhaps, from 8.45 a.m. to 9 a.m.
Nobody is more horrified than we are and, indeed, the
rest of the House over what has happened in recent
wecks. But I must say to you' and to any staff repre-
sentatives who may be here in this Chamber, that
because of this decision of theirs, Parliament is not
going to be able to vote ort \Tednesday morning on
ih. ,.gent resolution on terrorism. I would put it to
them ind to you and to the House that it is possible
that the demonstration of our own feelings might
c rry a little more weight outside than theirs alone. I
arn iure that many colleagues will wish to take pan in
the demonstration. That will not disrupt our proceed-
ings.
Ve have a gteat deal to do, a large number of urgent
matters to deal with: Mr Rumor's rePort' Question
Time and all sorts of other issues of exreme import-
ance. Vith reluctance, therefore, I oppose the sugges-
rion shat we stan at 9.30. Ve should stert at 9 o'clock
and the demonstration should be held before our
working time. That, I think, will satisfy all of us and
we willlhen be able to express our solidarity with the
staff, and indeed with the rest of the people of Europe,
against the horrific acts which have taken, place and to
do our utmost to see that they are stopped.
(Applause from the centre and from tbe ight)
President. 
- 
The next item is to fix the order of
business.
At ir meeting of 2 October 1980 the enlarged pureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been distributed
to you (PE 67.749/rev.).
At our meeting this morning the chairmen of the polit-
ical groups authorized me to proPose to Parliament
the following amendments to our draft agenda:
As ir was not adopted in committee, the report by Mr
Ghergo on social security for migrant workers has
been withdrawn from the agenda'
The allocation of speaking time for the presentation of
the general budget for 1981, which has been fixed for
Tuesday, would be amended as follows:
- 
Council
- 
Commission
- 
Mr Adonnino, rapponeur l0 minutes
- 
MrAnsquer, rapporteur 10 minurcs
40 minutes
40 minutes
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam Presidenr, I think that
Mr Scotr-Hopkins has made a point which needs ro be
considered. \U7here would we be heading if we were to
accepr. a precedenr.of rhis kind? I shall confine myself
to posing the question. Personally, I am grateful to rhe
staff for making us all aware of this problem and I
shall join rhem during rheir demonsrrarion; bur we can
hardly agree ro the work of our Assembly being held
up through iniriadves taken by the Staff Commirree.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Arndt.
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) I should like first to thank the
Staff Commirtee for arranging this demonstrarion
which is really only natural. I am also grateful to the
President for making ir possible for everyone to take
paft in the demonsrration by postponing rhe opening
of the plenary sirting for half an hour. Funhermore, I
wish to srate, on behalf of the Socialist Group, that we
shall be panicipating in the demonsrrarion on rhe
understanding that the sitting will open at 9.30 a.m.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) At the meeting of rhe group chair-
men wirh rhe Presidenr rhis morning, none of my
colleagues raised objections 
- 
neither Mr Scort-
Hopkins nor Mr Pannella. I believe that this morning's
meetint would have been the appropriate occasion ro
discuss the merits of the marter. This morning we all
agreed to the President's proposal that the \flednesday
sitting should open ar 9.30 ro enable the staff to use
the first quarter of an hour, from 9.00 a.m. to 9.15
a.m., to demonsrrare their justified indignation and
protest, with which we fully concur, in face of the
grave events which have occurred in cenain European
countries.
I cherefore also support the President's proposal and
invite my colleagues not to uphold their objections.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, Mr Fanti
has righdy pointed our rhar this problem did not give
rise at our meering this morning to any funher disius-
sion, a[ least not along the lines now mentioned by Mr
Scott-Hopkins. I would also like ro say ro Mr Arndr of
the Socialist Group that there is no reason for the fears
which may have led rhe European Democrars to make
these remarks. I cannot imagine thar the Smff
Commitree deliberately chose ro hold the demonsrra-
rion during working hours. On the other hand I read-
ily imagine that the Sraff Committee chose this pani-
cular time ro give all Members of Parliament an
opponuniry to rake part. If that is the case, Madam
President, the Sraff Commirtee will surely atree ro
extend the sirting by half an hour ro make up for the
time lost on Vednesday morning; we shall then be in
fact losing no time 
"t "[. Th. rhi-ny minurcs which arelost in the morning can be made up in rhe evening. If
you invire the whole House to take pan in the demon-
stration on [ha[ condition, my Group will agree.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch.
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D)Madam p..rid.n,, Mr Bange-
mall's proposal is so convincing rhat I am prepared to
withdraw my own suttesrion. I should sriil, however,
like ro make my point: the actual demonstrarion is
only due ro last for 15 minurcs; I therefore failed ro
understand rhis morning why we should begin the
sitting half an hour later. Ir seems ro me rhar rhe sitting
could open at 9.15. But I have nothing against bettei
proposals like the ones rhar have just been made.
President. 
- 
I call MrJohn O. .I'.ylo..
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Madam President, as a Member
of Parliament for Nonhern Ireland, I am perhaps
more than most osher Members of rhis House closeiy
associared with a communiry thar has suffered for
many years from rerrorism. Only this weekend we had
a funher incident 
- 
rwo righr-wing Republican
terrorist explosions in Nonhern Ireland, one of which
tragically resulted in rhe death of a neighbour of mine
while he pursued his ordinary civilian work at a carrle
market.
Therefore, I fully wish ro identify myself with the
motion in rhe name of the saff. However, I think thar
tet'rorism, which is so rife throughout this Commu-
nity, is somerhing which staff and Parliamenrarians
should join together ro oppose, and I would like to see
this. particular demonsrrarion, as Mr Scort-Hopkins
and Mr Pannella have already suggesred, being hild at
a differenr time so rhat we in thii House can unite as
all parties togerher wirh the staff to show united
oppo.sition as democrats ro terrorist activity rhrough-
ouI the Communiry.
President. 
- 
Ve wenr into this quesrion very
thoroughly this morning. I informed thi chairmen of
the political groups of the requesr made by the Staff
Committee. ft is in order ro permit not oniy rhe staff
but also the Members of Parliament to take pan in this
demonsrration that ir was decided ro p.opos. that the
beginning of the sitting be postponed.
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However, I appreciate the points made by Mr Klep-sch'
Since the stafi themselves feel that a quarter of an
hour would provide sufficient time for the demonstra-
tion, the sitting could begin at 9.15 a. m.
I put this proposal to the vote.
That is therefore agreed.
I call Mr Baudis to speak on a point of order.
Mr Baudis. 
- 
(F) Madam President, if the staff, to
whom we have no lessons to give, has decided to take
action on \Tednesday morning, I fail to see why we
should postpone our urgent debate until Thursday' If
the matter ii urgent for the staff it is urgent. for us too.
I therefore ask for the urgent debate to be held on the
same day as the demonstration'
President. 
- 
The time when decisions are taken on
urgent procedure obviously depends on the time when
thJse decisions are requested. It is because most of the
requests could not be disributed in time that we
deiidea not to discuss any of them on Tuesday.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on a point of
order.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
I merely wished to ask,
Madam President, if you are going to put to the
Assembly the point raised by the leader of the Liberal
group that we should go on later. In this case, since we
I.e only going to stalaa quar[er of an hour later in the
evening?
President. 
- 
A question addressed rc the Counbil
will in any case delay the end of our sitting.
I have received from Mr Ansart and others a request'
pursuant to Rule 12 (2) of the Rules of Procedure, for
a wider debate to be held during this pan-session on
the crisis in the iron and steel industry.
The chairman of the political grouPs, who are also
anxious for a ma.ior debate on this important subject,
have proposed that it be placed as of now on the
agenda for the second November part-session. and that
th1 political group spokesmen should be allowed to
sp..k fot five minutes each after the Commission's
statement.
This being the case, does Mr Ansart Persevere with his
requesl?
I call Mr Baillot.
Mr Baillot. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I note that the
conference of chairmen agreed this morning to
arrante a debate on the steel industry during- the
Norrember part-session. However, on behalf of my
French colleagues in the Communist and Allies Group,
I should like to point out that the future of the Euro-
pean steel industry and the fate of thousands of work-
ers will be decided very soon, probably before our
November pan-session.
The first indications of the future plans have, of
course, led to great anxiety, especially in my country
and more panicularly in the Nonh and in Lorraine.
Ve therefore feel that the Assembly should deliver its
opinion before the Commission's new plan, which we
oppos., has been decided; it cenainly will have been
decided by November. I therefore maintain our
request for an urgent debate.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Oehler.
Mr Oehler. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I fully support
the proposal for an urgent debate. This imponant
problem cannot, be dealt with in five minutes.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote Mr Ansan's request.
The request is rejected.
The chairman of the political groups also propose that
speaking time for \flednesday's sitting should be allo-
cated as follows:
- 
Council
- 
Commission
- 
Rapponeur
- 
Members: 180 minutes
allocated as follows:
Socialist Group
30 minutes
30 minutes
30 minutes
41 minutes
I
Group of the European
People's Pany (C-D Group) 39 minutes
European Democratic Group 26 minutes
Communist and Allies Group 19 minutes
Liberal and Democratic Group l8 minutes
Group of European Progressive
Democrats 12 minutes'
Group for the Technical Coor-
dination and Defence of Inde-
pendent Groups and Members 9 minutes
Non-attached Members 16 minutes
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Madam President, at the meet-
ing of chairmen this morning I opposed this arrange-
mint. I am sorry to have to rePeat myself, but these
decisions are incompatible with our Rules of Proce-
dure. The rule in question allows speaking time to be
I t\ I
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Pannella
allocated for a panicular debarc and not for a whole
day. I conrinue ro believe that this is an abuse, against
which I proresr.
Secondly, Madam President, what is the real purpose
of a Parliamenr? Is it to hold genuine debates or
simply to ensure that a number of decisions, regardless
of their narure, are raken each day? I believJ that a
Parliamenr owes it to itself rc hold full debarcs
enabling different points of view ro be heard and indi-
vidual Members, rarher than political groups, to
express rheir views. On \Tednesday we shall be consid-
eting an imponant repon. I am not prorestint because
the independenr group only has nine minutes, but
because ir is extremely dangerous to pretend that a
debarc can be held in such a summary form 
- 
without
giving Members rhe right rc ask to speak and allocat-
ing.the whole speaking dme ro rhe groups and group
chairmen. In rhe name of parliameni"ry .ightr *a of
our Rules of Procedure, once again I shall vote against
this proposal.
President. 
- 
Mr Pannella, rhe speaking rime rhus
allocated refers only to the Rumo. repon; we are
therefore acting perfecrly in accordance with rhe Rules
of Procedure
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
At the last pan-session you kindly
accepted a requesr of mine with reference ro the reporr
on European Music Year (Doc. l-345/80). I wrote
and asked whether this repon could be held over to
the Monday, Tuesday or Vednesday of this week, as I
would nor be able to be here for very much,of Thurs-
day, or ro any time including larc Friday morning of
the next pan-session. Somehow it seems io have come
back on to the aienda for Thursday, and I wonder
whether, in the light of my request, a misrake has been
made in drawing up this agenda.
President. 
- 
Mr Balfe, if this reporr is to be held
over unril the second November pan-session, we shall
need the rapporteur's agreemenr.
I call Mr Hahn.
Mr Hahn. 
- 
(D) I should be very glad to have the
repon held over unril the next pan-session.
traffic controllers so thar I may have misunderstood a
point on the agenda. I undersrood rhat parliament
would nor be nking any decisions on urgenr proce-
dure undl Thursday. I want to make the p-oint ihat it
would creare very grear difficulties for the Commis-
sion if the decision were only taken as late as that,
because we would have difficulty in getring our people
down here. Now, obviously, there ire dilficulties on
your side, but I wonder if we could have exchanges
chroug.h rhe usual channels in order ro rry to work Jut
a satisfactory arrangement.
President. 
- 
I have already said that requests for
urgenr procedure will nor be discussed on Tuesday,
because they will nor be ready for distribution by then.
Indeed the same is also true of Vednesday. \7e have
always discussed requesr for urgent procedure as
soon as they become available. Funhermore, in the
c.ase of some of rhe quesrions for which urgenl proce-
dure is requested during ihis pan-session-, ir would
seem thar the political groups will have to do funher
prepararory work and hold funher consultations in
regard to rhem.
In any 
-case we already have an exrremely heavy
agenda for Vednesday.
Are there any other commen$?
The order of business is therefore fixed*.
President. 
- 
This report is rherefore held
the second November part-session.
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhtt, Member of the Commission.
unfonunarely delayed in arriving because
10. Speahing time
President. 
- 
For all ircms other than the presenta-
tion of the draft general budget for 1981, i propose
thar we adopt the allocadon of speaking time sit out in
the draft agenda.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed+.
ll. Deadline for tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose that we fix the deadline for
mbling amendments as ser our in the draft agenda,
except for the Rumor repon (Doc. l-455lg0J, for
which the deadline would be fixed for Tuesday,
14 October 1980 at l0 a.m.
Are there any objecdons?
That is agreed*.
over until
- 
Iwas
of the air + See minures of this sitting.
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President
I call Mr Harris to speak on a point of order
Mr Harris. 
- 
Madam President, may I ask if you are
going to put the order of business as a whole to the
uore. I ask you to do so, because I want to exercise my
right to give an explanaiion of why I am going to vote
against it.
President. 
- 
Mr Harris, the Rules of Procedure do
not provide for explanations of vote on procedural
mattlrs, and you may therefore on no account explain
your vote.
Mr -Harris. 
- 
Madam President, I wish, with
respect,, to point out that you gave no opportunity for
anyone to make comments. I therefore want to regis-
,.i 
" 
p.or.t, 
- 
perhaps it is a lone voice 
- 
over what
has happened today. I think that not for the first time
*e haui abdicated responsibility rc the staff. I respect
the stance taken by the staff but I would respect it
much more if they agreed with me that we should have
staged our demonstration at 8.30. For once I agree
with Mr Pannella. I think there is a very serious point
of principle here, and that we have allowed our
agenda. ..
President. 
- 
Mr Harris, I am sorry. Parliament has
already taken its decision, and the order of business
has been finally fixed.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Madam President, on 19 September the
European Parliament adopted a resolution requesting-
rhe iommission to imposi an embargo on all sales of
surplus agricultural products co Iran. The subsidized
salis to a regime guilty of Persecution and the denial
of human rights is an ourateous misuse of Commun-
tiy funds. I would ask the Commissioner to confirm
rhat the embargo called for by Parliament in Septem-
ber has in fact been effecrcd.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.'
Mr Gundelach, Vce-President of tbe Commission'
- 
Madam President, I would like to confirm that the
Commission is implementing the decisions adopted by
rhe Council following the United Nations' Security
Council decision which, I think, is also in conformity
with the posidon mkcn by Parliament. As a matter of
fact no pinicular activiries in regard to the country in
question are at present taking place.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Harris.
Mr Harris. 
- 
Could I ask the Commissioner, in view
of his-*/atement that no activity is at present being
taken, whether he can give us some assurance that the
sr^tei ,,ie*s of this House will be respected and that
no sales of subsidized agricultural products will indeed
be made to Iran.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gundelach.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
Madam President, I cannot under-
take to give any such blanket Euaranlee for all eterni-
tv. I mu-st call ihe attention of the House to the fact
t[rat *hen the United Nations] Securiry Council
introduced and recommended a ban on exPorts to
Iran, they specifically excluded foodstuffs and medical
p.oju.tt. Tiis House also referred to the decision of
ihe Uniied Nations when it rcok its own decision. I'
think thereforb that this House 
- 
like the Commis-
sion 
- 
must respect its own decisions.
14. Implementation of the budget of the Communitiesfor
I 980
President. 
- 
The nexi item is the oral question with
debate by Mr Notenboom, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party (C-D Group), Mr Dank-
en, on bit atf 
"f the Socialist Group, Mr J' 
M' Taylor,
on behalf of the European Democratic Group, Mrs
Scrivener, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, Mr Ansquer, on behalf of the Group of Euro-
p."n P.og..rsire Democ.ats, Mr Spinelli, on behalf of
12. Procedure aitbout rePort
'President. 
- 
In the minutes you will find the titles of
the proposals from the Commission to the Council
thatiare been placed on the agenda of this sitting for
consideration without rePort, pursuant to Rule 27A of
the Rules of Procedure.
Unless any Member has asked leave in writing, to
speak on tl',.t. p.opot"ls or amendmenm are tabled to
them before the opening of rhe sitting on Friday next,
I shall deglare these proposals approved.
13. Action tahen by the Commission on the opinions and
proPosak of Parliament
President. 
- 
The next item is the satement from the
Commission on action taken on rhe opinions and
proposals of Parliament+.
I call Mr Hord.
o See minutes of this sitting
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President
the Communisr and Allies Group, Mr Lange, chair-
man of the Committee on Budgers, and Mr Aigner,
chairman of the Committee on Budgetary Conrol, to
the Commission on rhe implementarion of the budget
of the European Communiries for 1980 (Doc. l-461/
80).
I call Mr Norenboom.
Mr Notenboom. 
- 
(NL) Madam President, we have
gradually established a tradition of questioning the
Commission about rhe implementation of the budget
for the curren[ year before opening the debate on nexr
year's budget. !7hen ir comes ro the adoprion of the
budger, our debare is with rhe Council because rhe
Council and Parliamenr rogerher consrirure the budg-
etary authoriry. But the debate on implemenration 
-both the final debarc on rhe discharge and roday's
interim debarc 
- 
is conducrcd wirh the Commission,
which is rhe executive body while Parliament exercises
powers of conrrol. I am grateful to Commissioner
Tugendhat for his readiness ro answer us again, espe-
cially as the-situarion in 1980 differs in many.espects
from that of previous years.
Madam Presidenr, when you read out the names of
the authors of this question it will have been imme-
diately apparenr that there is a very broad basis here:
pracdcally the whole Parliament wishes ro be informed
by rhe Commission on rhe implementarion of the
budget for rhe currenr year. The interest is so great
specifically because our own powers are the issue here.
Our role in respect of cenain budget items cannot be
compared wirh rhe posirion of a narional parliament in
dealing wirh its own governmenr on the narional
budget. Ar national level, Parliamenr granrs authority
ro the government. as the executive to spend no more
than rhe amoun[ specified in rhe budget. In 
-ost coun-
tries budger ircms consrirute a figure which the execu-
tive may not exceed. In many cases it will nor be a
matter of imponance for rhe narional Parliament if the
executive does nor require the whole amount entered
against a panicular budger anicle. Bur that is not the
case when amounts have been entered or increased in
the budget specifically rhrough acrion by parliamenr,
because in rhar case Parliamenr has, wittrin rhe limited
budgetary freedom of manoeuvre open to it, made a
choice, which is often difficult, in order to ser in
motion or inrensify a particular policy. parliament will
quite naturally wish to determine exactly how the
executive body, in rhis 
.case the European Commis-
sron, is carrying our the wishes of rhe budgetary
aurhority. Thar is a characteristic feature of thl
debates which we have held in recent years in Ocrober.
As rhe Commissioner pointed our last year, we are
naturally concerned here with the overall amounrs
entered againsr rhe respective arricles and not merely
with the increases requested by the parliamenr ani
referred to in the quesrion. In our question I have
named the amounts which Parliamenr inserred in rhe
budger rh.rough amendmenrs, bur we are essentially
concerned with responsibility for the overall amounrs,
because rhe Commission cannot make a disrincrion
berween rhe original amounts and rhe amounts added
by Parliament. In rhe year 1980 with which yre are
concerned here, we narurally investigated in detail,
when the budger was being prepared under the guid-
ance of our rapporreur, Mr Dankert, wherhei the
Commission feh rhat the amounts entered could actu-
ally be spent. I well recall that rhe quesrion was first
, pur ro the Commissioner in respecr of each ircm; only
when rhe Commission answered in the affirmative dii
the Commitree on Budgec deliver a favourable
opinion. hs recommendations were largely followed
by Parliamenr. Ve can thus safely ,"y ihit we rook
steps ro ascenain in advance rhat the amounrs entered
in the budget by Parliament could actually be spent by
the Commission. Thar is an important poinr since wL
shall now be hearing rhe Commissioner's answer.
A further characteristic of 1980 is rhar our quesrion is
being put only rhree monrhs after the adopdon of the
budger. Thar naturally makes ir more difficult for the
Commissioner to answer than was rhe case in previous
years when the budger was adopred in Decemter; this
year the budget was only adopted in July and we are
neverrheless still purting our quesrion in October. That
makes things rather more difficulr for the Commis-
sioner, and we shall be all the more grareful ro him if
he is willing [o answer us.
Because of the alrogether special situation in l9g0 we
have added a special quesrion, i.e. quesrion No 5 about
how rhe system of provisional twelfrhs worked,
because this was, [o our knowledge, a unique experi-
ence.
Then there is a question about rhe legal basis, quesrion
No3: whether rhe Commission considers that the
budget, as adopred, consrirures the legal basis for the
utilization and expendirure of funds. Ve know the
Commission's general answer in advance; its answer is
different from rhat given by Parliamenr. I concede that
in rhe case of certain items a funher legal decision is
required in addition to the decision determining the
. budger item, but I feel thar rhese are rrre e*.epiions.
Parliament and the Council consrirure-the budgetary
authority and take the legal decision on rhe budgei.
The budget itself is a legal decision. But rhe Commis-
sion interprets ir merely as an obligation to put
forward proposals for regulations ro rhe Council. fhe
Council might then refuse to approve rhese proposals
thus undermining the decisions of the budgetary
authoriry of which it itself is a pan. That is why our
opinion on rhis differs from rhar of the Commission.
Although we are familiar with the Commission's
general answer, we have included quesrion 3 again rhis
year for rwo reasons: firstly, because we hopeihat the
Commissioner will direcr his answer towardi the items
indicared in rhe quesrionl in none, or ar mosr one, of
these cases should a legal decision be necessary. But
question 3 has also been included among our list of
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questions because we cannot lose any opportunity to
"rren 
ou. position to the Commission; we shall soon
be dealing with a new Commission and we wanted to
include this particular question to avoid creating any
impression that we agree with the present Commission
on this point. Vhatever rhe ansver given to 
-us, 
we
shall have to take the matter up again with the new
Commission. It is a pity that the Commission and the
Parliament, which are in many other resPects partners,
have such a fundamental difference of opinion in this
imponant area which touches on our basic powers' I
hope that it will not be long before we can settle this
p.obl.. once and for all; this year's deba-te is there-
iore particularly important. In conclusion, I venture to
hopcthat the Commissioner will answer our questions
clearly so that we can study irc replies in more detail in
the iommittee on Budgets and take account of the
information given to us when we come to make the
difficult choiies necessaly to define our strategy for
the 1981 budget.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Madam
President, all of us who have been engaged in the
construction of Europe a[ one time or another are
sometimes disappointed at how slow the progress is
and how long ii sometimes takes to place one brick
upon another. But in the budgemry field, which, as Mr
Niotenboo- pointed out, is clearly at the centre of
Parliament's powers, those of us who have been
concerned with the matter for some time can see how,
over a period of years, Progress is made, though often
not 
", 
i"rt as one would like. For example, something
which was an innovation at the beginning of the life of
this Commission has now become a regular feature of
the budgetary procedure. I refer, of course, to the
question whiih Mr Notenboom has asked. Vhether it
is asked by one Member or another, whether it is
asked from one part of the House or from another, it
has now become an esnblished part of our budgetary
routine. I share the view expressed by Mr Notenboom
that it has also become an important pan of our budg-
etary routine.
All of us, I think, 
"r. 
nJ* fully conscious of the need
to ensure two things; one is that the will of Parliament
- 
the will of Council as well for that matter, but the
will of Parliament in this connection 
- 
is respected,
and the other is to ensure that when money is placed
in the budget it is spent' This device of this question
provides a means for monitoring Progress as we go
along.
Mr Notenboom also drew attention to the fact that
1980 is an exceptional year, because for the first six
months of this year the Community operated under
the provisional-iwelfths system, as a result of which,
particularly in the case of new activi[ies, there have
Leen unavoidable delays in implementation. Despite
that, as I said in some of the debates we had earlier
rhis year, the Commission has done its utmost to
.nsrie the smooth and efficient execution of the
Community budget.
I think there is no other way round the panicular issue
wirh which we are dealing here than for me to go
through the points which have been raised in fairly
detailid fashion, aking them up, as far as I can, point
by point. This is not an occasion for oratorical flights
oi f"n.y but for dealing with very specific points, and
the quiikest way of doing so is to sdck very rigorously
to the text which I have and which arises from the
questions which Mr Notenboom laid before us. But
before getting down to the questions th.emselves, I
think pirhaps the best place to stan is the point to
which' Mr Notenboom referred 
- 
namely, the
one-twelfths system, because that is the exceptional
feature of this particular year.
Now the provisional-twelfths system was no-t designed
- 
and t ttrink it is very imponant that all of us should
understand that 
- 
to make life easy. And so it proved'
Life was not easy. The constraint of only being able rc
spend a twelfth at a time, corresponding in.size not to
tire budget of the curren[ year but to that of the
previous year, meant that very real problems arose'
The Commission, however, took an early decision to
observe to the letter the limits imposed by the system
and therefore only in exceptional circumstances
requqsted additional twelfths from the budgetary
authority.
Let me give an example of those exceptional circum-
stances. Rent and insurance contracts of the Institu-
tions are paid on an annual basis. To have done
anything eise would have been very expensive indeed
and would have constituted bad financial manage-
ment, for which the Commission would, I think, have
been open to legitimate criticism. I note that both arms
of the Ludgetary authority, the Council and rhe Euro-
pean Parliament, in fact also requested addidonal
ryelfths.
A second instance in which we $r'ere obliged to ask for
appropriations in addition to those already made was
foi ernerg.ncy aid, and I am here referring panicularly
to Afghinistan, Kampuchea and Zimbabwe. Ve
.rnno,, and in my view we should not, beyond a
point, try to plan for catastrophes' Thus, in normal
li..u.trin..s we should have been asking for trans-
fers for such expenditure. Under the provisional-
twelfths system, the budget authority did not feel able
to Brant a transfer but instead Save us extra appropria-
tions, thus recognizing the legitimacy of the request
being made. In-connCction with the revision of the
Financial Regulation, the question of the circum-
stances undeiwhich and the extent to which transfers
should be made possible 
- 
a question on which at the
moment the legislation is in fact very unclear 
- 
will, I
think, need looking into, and this is one of the lessons
::)
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we have learnt from the experiences of rhe first six
months of this year.
Lasrly, in connection wirh the provisional twelfths, I
musr say iomething about EAGGF (Guaranree
Section) expenditure. Here the Communiry was faced
wirh a dilemma: on the one hand, in rhe absence of
changes in rhe law, rhe obligarion of the Communiry
towards its creditors was, in the vasr majoriry of
expenditure lines, absolute; but, on the orher hand, the
monrhly allocarion under the provisional twelfths was
known from rhe ourser ro be insufficienr to meer rhese
obligations. The House will know rhat the Commis-
sion rook the view thar rhe Treaty, as interprered by
Anicle 96 of rhe Financial Regulation, mlant thar
advances were possible for commirmenrs capable of
being enrered into for periods of up to three months.
The Parliamentary half of the budgetary authority
tended, I believe, to rake a different view, rhough I am
. 
not sure that the House was ever called upon to rake a
definitive decision on rhe marrer. Vhat ii clear is rhar
the application of the provisional-twelfrhs system ro
EAGGF expenditure created difficulties, and that as
long.as.the presenr legal obligations of the Communiry
in relarion ro this kind of expendirure go on, difficui-
ties of this sort will conr.inue. In 1980, as [he monrhs
went by, a problem was being stored up. Fonunately,
it never came ro a head; it never actually reached-a
crisis .because rhe budget was adopred in the nick of
time; but for the future, Madam Presidenr, I have ro
say that no amounr of revision of the Financial Regu-
larion governing provisional rwelfrhs will solve ihe
dilemma posed by limircd financial means on the one
hand and unlimired financial obligations on [he orher.
This, too, is a lesson which we learned from the expe-
rience of the one-rwelfths system, and I think ihe
lessons which we learnt in this respect, as in some
others, are ones which we need to ponder very carc-
fully indeed.
I no-w r.urn to Quesrion No 3 and here I only wish ro
confirm the Commission's position, stared in earlier
deba_tes, that rhe 
.budger constir,utes the necessary 
-a.nd I emphasize the word 'necessary'- legal basis for
the use and expenditure of appropriations but rhar this
basis is nor always in itself sufficient. That is the tradi-
tional poinr, as Mr Aigner clearly recognized. Mr
Notenboom said that rhe Parliament took a different
view. He 
-put rhar in rather absolure terms; bur my
reading of whar has been said in the parliament in thl
pasr is that rhe position is not quite as absolute as all
that. Lasr year, Mr Danken forinstance 
- 
who is in
the House roday, as indeed he,always is on budgemry
occasions 
- 
as rhe general ripponeur on the l9g0
budger adopred a similar position to the one which I
have srared and here I quote from his reporr:
Although the budget can be a.sufficient basis for the
a.uthorizarion of expendirure, it is not possible to mainuin
that it is always a sufficienr basis. Cenain new activiriesfor which the Treaty has not provided the necessary
powers require a separate legal basis.
This year, Mr Adonnino, rhe general rapporteur on
the l98l budget, has noted:
The Parliamenr considers rhat the adoption of the budget
constitutes by irelf an authorization to effect .*p.nii_
He. then goes on ro say thar .the development of
wide-ranging. measures mus[ be covered by iegisladve
tex6'. Mr Adonnino, on page 7 of his *oiking docu-
menr No 2, has suggesrcd that this quesrion be clari-
fied within rhe framework of rhe .u.r.nt budgemry
deliberadons. The Commission, for its pan, hasln thl
pasr of[en suggested rhat a solution to the problems
which have arisen ought to be sought by way of a
consensus among the insritutions. I think we are deal_
ing, as Mr Notenboom said and as Mr Aigner also
indicated,.with a question of very considerable impor-
tance. Ir is imponant in relation not only to pailia_
menr's powers, but also to the conduct of the whole
ludge1 Ve are also dealing with something which,
though cenainly of considerable legal imponince and
complexiry, is also of very considerable political
impo.nance and complexiry. It is, finally, a queition on
which it is absolurcly essenrial ro ,"i. sure, if one
possibly can, rhar all those concerned in the budgetary
procedure are approaching the marrer on the same
basis, because if theydon'r, then clearly we are going
to have rhe mosr awful misunderstandings and iowi
as Mr Notenboom clearly agrees. I do uige upon rhe
House, first rhat this is a very imponanr matter; and
secondly, that it is somerhing which, while the parlia-
menr will wish to take ir up with the nexr Commission,
needs to be deah with as soon as possible. I hope very
much rhat rhe procedures for bringing abour a satis-
factory solution can be launched and *ltt U. launched
as soon as possible.
I now rurn ro the irems menrioned in Mr Norenboom,s'
quesrions. The Commission has every intention to
implement rhe headings insened or increased by
Parliament wirhin its margin. From information
supplied to me by my colleagues responsible for rhe
various ponfolios, I can assure the House thar the
following arricles and items will be used up:
Anicle 327 : Energy balance sheets;
Article 328: Srudies in the energy secror;
inem 3723:Texrile indusry information sysrem;
kem 3741: Harmonization of industrial laws;
Anicle 375: Srudies relaring to indusrrial policy;
Item 3920: Implementation of the education
ProSramme;
Article 511: Measures for handicapped persons;
Arricl-e 942: Aid for rhe managemenr of training insti-
tutes for narionals of developing countries;
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Anicle 945: Community conribution towards schemes
concerSing developing countries carried out by
non-governmental organizations; and
Anicle 948: Evaluation of the resulm of Community
aid,
The situation as regards the other articles and items
mentioned by Mr Norcnboom is as follows:
For Item 3241: Programmes for the development of
new sources of energy, commitment appropriations
which Parliament had reinforced by 3 m EUA will be
fully utilized, whereas a carry-over of payment apPro-
priations to next year will be unavoidable. Ve reckon
that the carry-over in this respect will be about 14 m
EUA.
Irem 3030: Pilot projects on better housing for handi-
capped workers. Expenditure under this heading has
vinually absorbed the carry-over of payment aPPro-
priations from the previous year 
- 
323 000 EUA in
fact 
- 
and a beginning has been made on the udliza-
tion of the provision in the 1980 budget, which is
575 OOO EUA, including the 60 000 added by Parlia-
ment. As a result of this sizable carry-over of unused
credits, and of the delays liable to affect construction
projects which underlie the carry-over, it seems likely
thar in turn part of this year's Payment appropriation
will be carried forward. On the other hand, the
present forecast is that the 1980 appropriation for
tommitment will be fully spent by the end of the year.
Anicle 322, vansportation of radioactive material. The
appropriarion of 350 000 EUA, which was entered in
thi tsgo budget at Parliament's initiative, will be used
once the cu.t nt studies procedure has been approved
by the Commission in mid-November.
Items 3720, operations in the ceramic sector, and
3722, rcxtile industry technology. It has not been
possible to use the appropriations for commitment
entered in the budget at Parliament's initiative 
-
5OO OOO EUA at kem 3720 and I million EUA at Item
3722 
- 
as the Council has still not adopted the
proposals for action programmes presented by the
Commission as long ago as 1979.
Item 3780. These are studies preliminary to financial
aid in respect of transport infrastructure. The inrcrnal
procedure for committing the appropriations, 800 000
EUA, of which 200 000 were entered at Parliament's
initiative, has been inidated. As the Commission feels
that this is an instance in which the appropriate budget
entry constitutes an adequate legal base 
- 
I empha-
size what I said: being an adequate legal base means
that it is something which we act uPon 
- 
these aPPro-
priations are expected to be committed in full by the
Lnd of the year. This is a new line which was shown as
a token entry in the 1979 budget and thus could not be
implemented under the provisional-twelfths system.
I now turn, Madam President, to the token entries.
Here we have Item 3368, which is biomolecular engi-
neering; ltem3547, protection of the marine environ-
ment; Anicle 351, environment aid; Item 5101, indus-
trial reconversion; Chaprcr 530, measures for frontiers
own workers; Chapter 54, European Coal and Steel
Community contribution; Item 5601, studies in
preparation for the integrated operations and
item 5602, specific Community measures in the
context of integrated operations. The Commission is
examining at the moment whether it might still be
possible thit y... to enter amounts on any of these
iines by means of a transfer. It appears, however, that
in most cases there is a problem about the legal base.
Now that I have covered the panicular questions
raised, I should like to say a word about the prosPects
for the implementation of the budget between now
and the end of the year, and about other potential
problems not specifically mendoned in the q.uestion. In
doing so I am again, of course, following the practice
of previous years.
The EAGGF guarantee credit utilization is the first
point I *ould like to mention here. Now here, of
.ourr., we are dealing with expenditure to the end of
July and advances to the end of October. This is equi-
,rallnt rc 84.1 o/o of the available appropriations. This
is ro be compared with a theoretical rate of 83'30/o
for ten twelfths of the year. A procedure has been
introduced, as the House will know, whereby the
Committee on Budgets of the Parliament is now kept
up to date on utilization of these credits. Through the
continued application of strict management of the
market we believe it should be possible to keep
EAGGF suarantee expenditure within the total availa-
ble under"Titles 6 and'7 appropriations for 1980.
And then, Madam President, the structurai frndr. R,
far as the Social Fund is concerned, I can assure the
House that all the appropriations, both for commit-
ments and payments, will be utilized: a considerable
improvement, I would point out, on the performance
of 
-previous 
years. Vinually all the appropriations
orght to be urilized in the EAGGF Guidance as well.
PrJspects are, however, less encouraging for the
Regional Fund. The Council regulations governing the
implementation of the non-quota section were not
adopted until 7 October 1980, which is obviously too
late-for any expenditure to arise in 1980. Under the
quopa section. a.limited under-utilization of commit-
ment approprlatlons rs expected owing to a dearth of
"...ptrbl. applicadons against the quotas 
of certain
countries.
On the payments side, although present trends point
ro a fairly satisfactory uptake of credits, certain delays
affecting requesr from one Member Smte in panicu-
lar will need to be remedied in order to keep on tartet.
The Commission is actively pursuing this matter.
,,r 1'"' \\
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Title 9, Chapter 96, dealing with cooperation with
third countries, gives a good example of implementa-
tion difficulties. On 30 September l98O 26 o/o of
commitmenr appropriations and l0 0/o of payment
appropriarions had been spenr. As rhe House knows,
this expenditure derives from financial prorocols for
the execution of which rhe Council has to adopt, and
has so far failed ro adopr, the necessary implementing
regularion. That, togerher wirh delays in rhe radfica-
tion process in the beneficiary countries, has had the
effect of slowing down expenditure very considerably.
Article 930, which is aid to non-associared developing
countries, has also created problems, dtie largely to rhe
absence of a basic regularion which is at presenr rhe
subject of a conciliarion procedure between the Coun-
cil and the Parliamenr.
I am glad ro poinr our, as Mr Cheysson said in the
Committee on Budgers of this Parliamenr, thar the
enure commirmenr appropriarion will be used up by
the end of rhe year, despite rhe fact that the 1980
programme will not be adoprcd before mid-Novem-
ber.
Article 92, food aid, has in the past shown significanr
delays in execurion. Efforts have been made to redress
this situation and ro date 760/o of rhe available appro-
priations have been commirred, while 25 o/o have actu-
ally been paid over.
Now, Madam President, I would like ro say a word
about indusrrial policy. In order ro give rhe House a
full picrure I have ro point out rhar the Council has
still not raken a decision on the basic regularion which
would enable rhe Irem 3750 appropriations remaining
from 1979 ro be utilized. The 1980 budget only pro-
vides a roken entry. The same applies to Anicle 512 in
the Social Fund, which is of course the social conse-
quences of industrial restructuring, which is shown as
a token entry in 1980 bur on which appropriations lefr
over from 1979have been carried forward to 1980.
Also in rhe energy secror, Chaprer 32, in addirion to
the anicles and items where Parliament increased to
appropriarions and which I have already dealt with,
reference should also be made ro Item 3240, which is
energy saving. Of rhe 35 m EUA available in appro-
priations for commitment, 27 are expected to beused
by the end of the year for 50projects; 13m EUA in
payment appropriations will have ro be carried
forward [o next year.
I hope, Madam Presidenr, rhat I have now covered all
the quesrions. I hope too thar the information I have
provided will prove useful to Parliament in assessing
the real scope for Community ac[ions and the possibil-
ities for derermining what appropriarions need ro be
entered in rhe l98l budget.
As I said ar rhe ou[ser, Madam President, it has been
necessary ro go rhrough rhe poinm in detail. I hope
very much that rhe detail I have enrered inro, rhough
rather ponderous ro say, will provide the basis which
Parliament is looking for in rhe decisions rhat it will
have ro rake in the next few weeks and months.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Balfe.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, being rhe firsr to
follow the Commissioner, I am sure I would be echo-
ing the feelings of this House in rhanking him for the
full repon he has given us and the deail he has gone
inro, which is essential in the new budgetary proce-
dure we are now beginning.
As he will appreciate, my reacrions have ro be imme-
diate. 1ifle, as I think he knows, agree quire firmly with
him that while a decision of Parliamenr may consrirure
a necessary legal base, ir is not in itself always suffi-
cienr. I think it is important that Parliament itself
comes [o agree with rhar viewpoinr, because clearly
there must be a demarcarion line berween the Council
and Parliament. Clearly rhere are areas where Parlia-
ment can vore as much expenditure as it likes, but
under the Treaties it does nor have rhe power for thar
expenditure to be carried our. Vhen we commence the
amendmenrs ro rhe new budger, I hope rhat rhe
committee will not go beyond the powers which this
Parliament has under the Trearies.
Having said rhat, I would also like ro say rhat I am
pleased ar what I feel is a positive increase in the
amount of endeavour which has been pur inro acrually
implementing the amendmenrs rhar Parliament has put
through. The picture this dme last year was nor as
hopeful as it is now. Certainly I rhink that many of my
colleagues will be pleased to have heard that the Social
Fund monies are being committed and will be at least
reasonably pleased ar some of the orher irems, espe-
cially food aid and enerty.
I would like to make rhis funher poinr. As we go inro
the next series of budgetary amendmenr, I beliCve it is
importanr that when token enrries are pur in by the
committee, rhey are interpreted by rhe Commission
and the Council as being a responsible merhod for
determining whether, within the powers which Parlia-
ment has, a new programme or new heading can be
opened up. It is 
- 
and the Commissioner will know I
have said rhis in commirree 
- 
a foolish exercise ro put
money into a budger programme rhat does not exist.
Provided, however, rhar under a reasonable interpre-
tation of rhe Treaties rhe power exists under those
Treaties to pur forward a programme, I do believe that
it is a reasonable way of proceeding for the Committee
on Budgers, on rhe initiative of the spending commit-
tee, ro pur in a roken entry and rhen for the Commis-
sion and the Council to rry and look rcwardi a
programme. After all, ir is in this budgetary area thar
the powers, such as they are, of rhis Insritution finally
reside 
- 
the power of opening up programmes and of
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trying to float off new policies. So it is my hope that
we proce,:d with that.
The final point I would like to make is this. It is quite
clear frorn the Council's attitude to the budget so far
that as we approach the end of own resources we are
going to approach not only a considerable financial
irisir bur also a conflict between the compulsory and
non-compulsory expenditure within this budget.
Non-conrpulsory expenditure is increasingly going to
be under attack. It was partly for this reason that many
of us felr. that the new Chapter 58 expenditure should
be non-compulsory, because we were not too happy at
a develorment which seemed to be saying that we will
safeguarC certain expenditure and leave the rest open
to attac(. \Tithin this development there is clearly
going tc be even more pressure on any new policies
rhat the committees of Parliament might wish to put
forward However, if at a time of deep indusrial
recession this Institution is going to play im pan under
r the Treaties in developing new policies which can help
at least to alleviate the social distress of Europe, it is
absolurcly imperative that we do retain both the budg-
etarf arLd policy room for manoeuvre.'I would hope
that the Commission will be very firm in its dealings
with thr: Council in order to ensure that we do not
reach a point where there is an effective embargo put
on new policies in the non-compulsory area, because I
fear that unless we are careful, that might occur.
Having said those words, I look forward ro the new
budger;ry round and I hope it is a litde less hectic than
the lasr one. I am sure, however, that the Commis-
sionervill agree with me that the social situation in
Europe today means that we must continue within this
budget, especially in the non-compulsory area' to
develop new lines of social expenditure and new poli-
cies un,ler the powers this Parliament already has, not
develop,ing new powers but acting within the Powers
of the Treaty and of Parliament. Ve must do our
utmost to show the unemployed and the socially
disadvanmged in Europe that this Parliament has
something to offer then'..
continuing the debate 
- 
and this to some extent
makes up for our haste today 
- 
both in the Commit-
tee on Budgetary Control and above all in the other
specialized committees; we shall then have to draw
appropriate conclusions. Repons such as this can only
be meaningful if the obstacles observed are actually
discussed and lead to the submission of new proposals
through which the political resolve of the European
Parliament can be implemented more easily than in the
Past.
Madam President, first of all I thank Mr Jenkins for
being with us. I believe that the Commission has been
quick to understand the enormous political signific-
ance of this discussion, not merely in its individual
details but in overall policy terms. \tr/e should 
- 
and I
hope my colleagues will agree 
- 
proPose to the new
Commission a procedure whereby the Commission
President will in principle submit a reporl three
months before the end of the budgetary year showing
to what extent it was able to implement the political
wishes of the budgetary authority, by which I specifi-
cally mean the Parliament and Council. This report
must be presented in good time i.e. at least three
months in advance 
- 
to enable the experience gained
during the debate to be used for the next year's budg-
etary consultations.
There is, of course, also the aspect of parliamentary
control. Madam President, this Parliament has no
legislative authority. It must therefore try all the
harder to exercise parliamentary control. Control
cannot consist merely in giving the discharge after two
years on the basis of a book-keeping check of the
budget. As I said two days ago at our congress in
Naples, Mr Strasser, this Parliament must set as its
political aim the gradual attainment of political control
Lver implementation of the budget. Then the President
of the Commission, rather than an individual Commis-
sioner, will be the rapporteur in dealings with Parlia-
ment. Mr Tugendhat, you know how greatly I respect
you personally, but there is one point on which we
shall never agree. You adopt the position that you are
administering the budget. That is not correct, you
must implement the budget in accordance with the
wishes of Parliament and of the Council.
I should like rc quote one example here, that of the
rextile industry. For two years, i.e. in 1979 and 1980
and possibly too in 1978 through a token entry, the
budgetary authority, i.e., Parliament and the Council,
called for a new political action by the Community in
rhis area. The Council agreed because otherwise there
could have been no budget decision on this point.
Vhat then happened? The Council took no acrion,
and after all it is the ultimate legislative body; it rcok
no action this year and will take no action next year.
But what will happen during this budgetary year? In its
draft budget the Council deleted this item although it
had already approved it two years previously. Mr
Tugendhat, if you support this position you will be
sticking to your ground, but in that case you canno[
IN THE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Aigner.
Mr Aigner, chairman of tbe Committee on Budgetary
Conilol. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and Sentle-
men, I am very sorry that time is short this evening.
On the other hand there are, of course, the difficulties
which we always experience with debates of this kind
on a lvlonday. This debate was Partly prepared already
in the Committee on Budgeary Control. Ve shall be
'.1 ;
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possibly be rhe dynamic body which the Commission
was originally intended to be. This is a long-standing
point of conflicr between us, and I merely wish to
remind you of our discussion lasr year. 'S7e saw a few
years ago rhat different Commissioners were capable
of putring diamerically opposed views to this House.
On thar occasion Mr Cheysson adoprcd a totally
different view from you, Mr Tugendhat. The
Commission musr ar long last find a common denomi-
. 
nator. The President of rhe Commission musr have rhe
cou.rage ro say ro rhe other arm of the budgetary
authoriry: we will defend the rights of Parliamenr just
as Parliamenr defends the Commission's rights. Our
righrc would be illusory if rhose of the Commission
were not upheld.
'\fle shall be continuing rhis debate. This is a cenrral
problem, because we are concerned here with the legal
strucrure of the Communiry. I therefore find your
position regrerrable, Mr Tugendhat. Despire the
sysrem of provisional welfths we have seen progress,
but on rhe main issue rhere has been a retrograde s[ep
- 
because inacrion is ranramounr ro regression. That
is why I regrer your posirion.
President. 
- 
I call MrJohn M. Taylor.
Mr J. M. Taylor 
- 
Madam President, I take advan-
rage of the opponunity to pose a quesrion ro rhe
Commissioner who addressed us so comprehensively
earlier today.
Those of us who actually wanr, care for and desire
European progress and the progress of the European
Communiry are possibly rhe ones who are mosr keenly
aware of the meaning of. the exhaustion of the
Community's own resources and of the imminence of
thar event, and rhe prospecr of possible rransfers of
responsibilities and resources from Member States to
the Community is only likely m be at all anractive m
the European [axpayer 
- 
who is also the European
vo[er 
- 
if he feels that the Community is ar least as
effective a steward of his money as the Member States
are. I should rherefore like ro ask rhe Commission
wherher, bearing in mind the fact thar pro-European
senriment needs rhis kind of reassurance, they would
be prepared to tackle 
- 
rhough I know it would be
hard 
- 
the rask of comparing the Commission as a
steward of Communiry funds wirh the Member States
in the performance of their similar stewardship of
taxpayers' money. In shon, how does the Commission
stand up ro a comparison with Member States in the
accuracy with which ir discharges and spends budger?
In the same connecrion one mighr ask whether there
are any lines in Mr Notenboom's quesrions where
nothing has been, or is likely ro be spent.
In the inrerests of economy of inreruention, Madam
President, rs/o of my colleagues asked me to enquire
further, with regard to the ceramics research problem,
what rhe Commission might have ro say about rhe
seeming inconsistency of the position of the Council in
agreeing to funds and denying legal approval rc that
ceramics research programme. Another of my
colleagues would wish ro enquire concerning the fate
so far of lrcm 3932: Architectural heriuge.
Those are detailed points. The main'thrust of my
enquiry is how the Community shapes up in compari-
son with other exchequers. A reassuring answer would
be of great value ro those of us.who wish to join
urgently in the debate on rhe future of the Commu-
nity's own reso-urces and and the possibility of increas-
ing transfers of responsibiliries and commiiments from
Member States to the European Community.
President. 
- 
Ir is now rime to adjourn this debate. It
will be conrinued tomorrow at the beginning of the
sitting.
15. Question Time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is Quesdon Time (Doc.
l -458l80).
Ve shall begin wirh the questions addressed rc the
Commission.
Question No I by Mr Galland (H-328l80):
Since the Commission took part in the work of the
INFCE, can ir provide deails of rhe main consequences
of the conclusions of this Conference for rhe developmenr
of the Community's nuclear power indusrry, especially as
regards relations wirh countries supplying uranium?
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) In
general the Commission looks favourably on rhe
procedures introduced in the context of this confer-
ence. Ve consider thar a number of imponant points
of agreement have been found in rhe course olrhese
procedures, in respect both of currenr needs and of a
more precise definition of their objecdves by rhe
industrialized countries 
- 
somerhing which is parricu-
larly imponant for she Commission since we already
import large amounts of uranium. Ir also seems rhat
the conclusions of rhis conference accord wirh the
guidelines laid down by the Council in its resolution
adopted in February. I also agree on rhe need for
technical conferences of this kind to enable us ro
define our posidon more fully. I think rhat this confer-
ence demonstrated the imponance of the subject, as
well as of rhe need to strike a consensus on it, and was
thus a positive factor in dealing with so difficult a
problem.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Is it true rhar in the matter of
uranium supplies, problems arise wirh countries such
':_rrr r ', _r r,
_l
(,t; ll
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as Australia, the United States and Canada? On this
panicular point does the Commission find the budget-
ary mocifications to chapter 3210 normal: 'Deletion
of comnritment appropriations and substantial reduc-
tion in [,ayment appropriations for uranium Prospect-
ing activities'.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) On the first point, there have,
strictly rpeaking, been no difficulties with the United
States, Oanada and Australia. As suppliers of uranium
those ccuntries naturally hope that Buarantees will be
provide<l that the raw material will not be misused.
The Cornmuniry naturally agrees on this, but it must
also malle sure that the Community's own prerogatives
relating to freedom of movement within its territory
- 
without interference by a third power 
- 
are guar-
anteed. . therefore think that these are normal difficul-
ties and not questions of principle.
On the cther hand, as regards the second pan of your
questiorr concerning the substantial reduction in the
progranrmes, the position taken by the Commission on
this dur ng the budget debate was panicularly firm and
opposecl to the Council's decision.
Mrs Vie hoff. 
- 
(NL) The INFCE report shows that
from i')85 onwards increasing amounts of uranium
will har e to be produced from deposits whose exist-
ence has yet to be proved if the production level speci-
fied for the year 2000 is actually to be met. Did you
take acr:ount of this in your plans?
Mr Darignon. 
- 
(F) In our analysis of the needs we
naturally try, as far as uranium is concerned, as indeed
in all other raw material sectors, to.assess as accurately
as possrble what amounts will be available and where
.they will come from. But the Community has a
rwofold problem: it is not simply a question of know-
ing wht ther there are adequate uranium supplies in the
*oitd; we also have to consider whether, having
regard to the Community's own needs, it will have a
sufficie'rt quantiry of raw materials for its programmes
to go ahead. The Commission's analyses therefore
relate both to general availabilities and to the availabil-
ity of uranium insofar as it concerns ourselves Particu-
larly.
Mr Hr:rman. 
- 
(D) In proposing such a sweeping
reduction of budgetary resources, has the Council
given :rny explanation, or are we to fear that it has
6een ,:ssentially guided by budgetary imperatives
which t is applying blindly?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I attended the Council's discus-
sion ol the budget and tried to obtain more detailed
explan:rtions of the positions of the respective Member
States. I insisted so strongly that at one point members
of the Council protested against whar they saw as an
inrerrogation and stated that they could not agree to
be subfected to a legal cross-examination. In other
words the Council gave few explanations. That is why
we are trying to obtain an early meeting of the Coun-
cil of Enirgy Ministers in order to resolve the conflict
between thi budgetary implications on the one hand
and the energy objectives on the other.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
On the question of the countries
supplying uranium, may I say, as spokesman for the
Orkney Islands which possess uranium, that they are
united in their opposition to uranium prospecting,
which is incompatible with rheir only industries of
agriculture and tourism, and I would remind the
Commission of the undertaking by Commissioner
Brunner that there would be no prospecting for uran-
ium in the Orkney Islands without the permission of
the elecred representatives of the islands.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I am able to confirm rhat
mineral resources are legally the property of the coun-
try concerned and that the Community has no inten-
tion of suggesting that these resources be used in a
manner that might be in conflict with the law of the
land or the wishes of its citizens.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Is it true that Spain has refused to
subscribe to the non-proliferation treaty and that this
is a consequence of Australia's hesitancy in the matter
of uranium deliveries [o the Community? For your
information, allow me to state, Commissioner, that the
Committee on Energy and Research will be drawing
up en own-initiadve report on this subject.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) The official position of the
Spanish Government on the non-proliferation treaty is
that the whole matter is under review.
The agreement now being discussed between the
Community and Australia does not concern Spain
because it affects only Member States of the Commu-
niry. Vhen a Vice-Premier of Ausralia came to Brus-
sels we had occasion to look at the different provisions
of this agreement with a view to achieving progress. So
I think that the two matters are not linked.
President. 
- 
Question No 2 by Mr von \7ogau(H-338/80, formerly 0-36l80) :
Is the Commission aware that on 3 and + July 1980 rraffic
between the Federal Republic of Germany and the
Repubtic of France was seriously disrupted for about 50
hours at the Strasbourg/Kehl border crossing?
'!/hat action can 'the Commissron take to prevent such
disruptions, of intra-Community frontier traffic?
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How does the Commission view the suggestion that it
should set up a special depanmenr ro permanently moni,
tor rnrra-Community frontier rraffic, at least at the main
border crossings?
Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) As
the honourable Member knows, the Commission has
made an inquiry inro this marrer which concerned
more specifically rhe difficuhy experienced by an Iral-
ian circus 
- 
known in facr as the 'American circus' 
-in passing the fronrier lasr July because, under French
regulations on rhearrical companies, rhe persons in
charge of the Icalian circus did nor have the necessary
authorizarions.
Vhen rhe Iralian circus submitted 
" 
,.qu.r, fo. 
"licence to stage enrenainments in France, the licence
was granted and ir was able to cross rhe fronrier. That
is what acrually happened. Now for the rwo other
questions which go further and ask what the Commis-
sion can actually do when incidenm involving pracrices
or regulations in conflict with rhe Treaty are referred
to it. \flell, it immediately opens the necessary proce-
dures and conducts a number of local inquiries. But ir
is self evident rhar we are [hen dependenr on reques[s
made to us or reporr.s submitted to us.
As to the honourable Member's suggesrion abour rhe
creation of a body of Communiry inspectors ar rhe
frontiers we do nor think rhat is a desirable step. Ve
believe on rhe conrrary thar what we are actually
trying ro do is ro establish coordinated action by rhe
national services and that the narional cusroms services
should be responsible for verifying, through the coop-
eration which we iniriare, rhe proper implemenrarion
of Communiry legislarion with inspecrions carried our
by us from time to time.
As I see it, rhar is rhe best merhod. I would add that
the Commission unfonunarely considers ir most
unlikely rhat we would be given rhe staff necessary ro
perform a qask which does nor have priority when we
are no[ even given rhe personnel needed ro undertake
priority work.
Mr Von Vogau. 
- 
(D) Does rhe Commission
know that the circus concerned is still having difficul-
ties in obtaining official permission ro carry on irs
acrivities and does rhe Commission see any way of
ensuring free comperition within the Europe an
Community in this particular area?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Thar is a difficult quesrion
because French legislation is nor discriminarory on
this; its requiremenrs for foreign theatrical companies
are the same as for its own nationals in the same area.
This Iralian undertaking is clearly having difficulty in
complying wirh the regulations. If it considers rhar rhe
legislation is being applied to ir in an excessive and
inequitable manner, it should refer rhe matter ro us,
and I do not rhink rhis has been done.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
It would seem rhar rhere is no discrimi-
narion in rhe laws but rather in rhe implemenrarion of
rhem. Have you considered the possibility of enlisring
all the cusroms men and frontier officials in rhe EEC
into an EEC cusroms force? Hopefully rhis will not be
approved in the budget and eliminared fonhwirh, so
that we will have no funher customs barries or checks
within the Community. Quire seriously, on rhe exter-
nal fronriers why not an EEC force so that we can all
be sure rhar the rules are implemented normally and
farrly all around the Communiry?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I am always favourably
impressed by the enthusiasm of those who would like
to see addirional bodies of officials created ro ensure
proper implementation of our legislation. I should
even be willing ro open a discussion on rhis with the
honourable Member.
I think rhough thar we musr recognize thar the nsks of
our customs offices are many and varied; they under-
take a whole range of activities under national legisla-
tion which have nothing wharever ro do with the
European Community. I think rherefore that rhe effon
currently being made with rhe heads of the cusroms
administrarions ro creare cooperation between those
adminisrrarions and the possibility of rapid inrerven-
tion in face of all difficulries are rhe best rhar can be
done at presenr. Of course, this does nor cope wirh the
basic polidcal problem which is that we srill have too
many barriers because Europe is not progressing suffi-
ciently. I think this is the heart of rhe marrer: a number
of unnecessary adminisrrative regulations conrinue [o
exist because Europe has not made enough fundamen-
tal progress. It is rhose regulations which must be
attacked rather rhan the marginal aspect of conrrol.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
It seems ro me, from dealing wirh
complainrs from constituenrs, [har rhe business of
crossing frontiers within rhe Community is a circus. Ir
is not so much a quesrion of discriminarion, as I am
sure the Commissioner would agree, as of confusion.
For instance, I recently had an anguished call from a
firm whose lorry had been held up for 35 hours in
France as to wherher or nor it should be allowed to
proceed. There was confusion over wherher the lorry
required a quora permir or not in order ro conrinue on
its way to Italy.
This was very unfonunate and caused a tot of diffi-
culty. 'Worse still, we had a lorryload of ponies
delayed on rhe Iralian-French border for 8 days in
rather distressing circumsrances. It seems to me, the
more I deal wirh these queries, thar there is confusion
among cusroms officials all over Europe over who
needs what bit of paper.
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Now this Community and this Parliament and this
Commission should be, if anything, the enemy of
frontiers. I would like to suggest to the Commission
rhat rhis is an area ripe for harmonization. I would
also invite the Commissioner to agree with me that the
problems we now have stem from the fact that the
Commission does not give transpon policy the impor-
tance it deserves in this Community.
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) I appreciate the remarks made
by the honourable Member on the situation and in
tomorrow's debate on Mr von \flogau's rePort on
administrative barriers within the Community I shall
have occasion to return to the subject in detail.
President. 
- 
Question No 3 by Lord O'Hagan(H-35el80):
'!7hat action will the Commission now take against
Member States which continue illegal state aids?
Mr Vouel, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) The
measures which the Commission, having regard to the
particular problems in each case, will take against
Member States that continue to grant illegal aids will
be those laid down in the Treaty. They may lead to the
modification or elimination of such aids or even [o a
demand for reimbursement.
The Commission has recently sent a letter to all the
Member States reminding them of their obligation to
notify it of all proposals to introduce or change aid
sys[ems and to make no payments which conflict with
the relevant aid provisions in the Treaty. The Member
States are thus perfectly aware of the Commission's
determination to ensure respect for these provisions.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Does the Commission accept that
its powers in rhis pan of the Treaty constiturc one of
its most imponant weapons in maintaining the
Community which must be handed on intact to the
next Commission and would it, flowing from that
question, take the view that action on the list recently
published, which showed that 6 out of - 9 Member
States were infringing these provisions of the Treaty,
is now urgent? \7hat srcps will be taken on that by the
Commission soon, and finally, Madam President, will
the Commission be mking urtenr action if the Coun
of Auditors or anybody else proves that a single
Member State, which just might happen to be France,
but I do not know, were not enforcing the coresponsi-
bility lery as it should be, because such a lack of
enforcement would be a direct discrimination against
rhe other Member Sates which were applying the
coresponsibility levy correctly?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) As regards the first two pans of the
honourable Member's question. I would say that the
Commission is perfectly aware of its powers in the
matter of the granting of state aid; it is perfectly well
aware of the imponance of that instrument and will do
all it can to see thal its authority is handed over intact
[o the new Commission.
As regards the specific action which the Commission
intends to undenake on the list of infringements
mentioned by the honourable Member, I think that
this is apparent from the general part of its letter to the
Member States.
The third pan of the question falls within the rcrms of
reference of Mr Gundelach who is here with us and
will answer himself.
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
In regard to the application of the coresponsibility
lery on milk, it is the Commission's obligation to see
to it rhat all Member States adminisrcr this coresponsi-
bility levy in such a way thar it is paid as provided for
in the regulation by the producers. !flhere a doubt had
arisen in this regard the Commission adopted the
effecrive method of subtracting from rhe monthly
payments to Member States the sum suspected of not
being paid by the producers. There were then no
funher difficulties.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
I think I feel a little unhappy with Mr
Gundelach's answer and I would like some assurance
from him that in future the coresponsibility levy will
be paid by the people who were inrcnded to pay it. I
would like an answer from him as to why it would
seem that this coresponsibiliry levy was not paid by the
producers for quite a long period.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
My answer was fairly clear,
namely that it is the responsibility of the Commission
- 
and it nkes seriously that responsibility 
- 
to
ensure that Member States fulfil their obligations to
have the co-responsibiliry levy paid by the producers
in accordance with the law. I indicated one series of
actions we took in a particular instance where that did
not seem to be the case and the matter was rectified.
The co-responsibility levy is being paid and the
Commission will continue to see that it is paid for the
whole of the period by the producers, as providcd for
in the decision.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
If Britain were to grant assistance to
British honiculturists to equalize their fuel costs for
British glasshouses with the Dutch gas price 
- 
as
Germany and France have done 
-, 
would this action
be considered as illegal state aid, and if not, would this
be the only way of solving the problem of the Dutch
gas price to honiculturists in all other countries.
*i1 :' , , 'ri 
'1
't-
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Mr Gundelach. 
- 
It does seem ro me rhar one is
slightly wandering off the original quesrion, and one is
actually wandering inro another question which I am
called upon ro answer later in Question Time. I do nor
mind ar this panicular time saying thar if the Unircd
Kingdom were ro wish to use a remporary national aid
in order to adapt structures, or any other such
measures, and applied for permission ro rhe Commis-
sion 
- 
as Germany and Belgium have done 
-, 
rhen
naturally the Commission would take the presenr stare
of rhe market inso account in its answer to such an
application.
Secondly, I do not think rhat rhe solution ro rhe
inequalities of the honicultural markets is a further
diversification of national aids. It may be a measure
forced upon Member Stares at shdn notice at a given
moment, but it cannot be the real answer. The real
answer must be the harmonization of Community
policies which creares equal conditions. Vhere rhat
necessitates action by the Commission under Ani-
cles 93 and 92 of the freary, such action will be mken.
Mr Megahy. 
- 
Since it is somerhing like 23 years
since the Common Market was founded and we are
srill in a situation where rhe Commission can reporr.
that most of the major counlries, who are always
preaching Communiry ideas, are in facr not abiding by
the rules, would ir nor be more fruitful for the
Commission, since ir has so abysmally failed ro ensure
that the rules are being kept over the years, ro look at
the rules themselves and ro see whether the rules
enshrined in the Treaty of Rome do nor need to be
altered? Vould rhat not be a better way of proceeding
than trying to keep up the pretence rhat these rules are
kept, when in fact only cenain nations seem intent on
keeping the rules anyway?
Mr Voucl. 
- 
(F) My answer will be in two points. I
would first draw rhe honourable Member's attenrion
to the fact that this question relates to an action which
the Commission inrcnds to undenake in the future, in
a case of aid which has not been nodfied ro rhe
Commission. Ir is always very difficult for the
Commission to ac[ in cases which have nor been
broughr ro irs artention. This is one such case and it is
on this marter rhat the Commission has written to the
Member States. Ir informed them of im determinarion
to take severe action in future and even to refer to
earlier insrances 
- 
some of which date back to 1974
- 
to supporr a case in rhe Coun of Justice if such a
case were to be brought.
As to rhe honourable Member's ,..ond question, I
would say thar rhe Treary articles on aid are still topi-
cal and we should be abolishing rhe Common Market
if we abandoned rhese rules. Instead of having pani-
tions due ro taxes and cusroms duties as we did in the
pasl we would rhen be having a series of panitions
based on dearer producr prices because of rhe aid
granted by the Member Stares rc rheir undenakings.
President. 
- 
Question No 4 by Sir Peter Vanneck(H-258l80):
Vhat srcps should the Communiry now be raking to
strengthen the internadonal competitiveness of European
aircraft manufacturers?
Mr Davignoa, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F) The
Commission is convinced that Europe must do all in its
power to develop irs aerospace industry in rhe sphere
of aircraft, helicopters and space launchers.
Secondly in the general context of the Community's
external policy we inrervene rc facilitate promotion
and procurement campaigns and a number of impor-
tant results have been achieved in rhis way.
As to industrial programmes proper, the Commission
found two years ago that the financing of some of
these programmes by the Community led to a reduc-
tion in the aid provided by the Member States ro rhese
self-same undenakings; the Commission felr that the
Community programme could not longer make a
useful contriburion and, that being so, should be
discontinued.
Sir Peter Vanneck. 
- 
I thank the Commissioner for
his answer, but it was not entirely satisfacrory to my
ears. My supplemenrary has to do with the imponance
for competidveness of maximizing joint military aero-
space production in'the Community in the defence
field.
Is the Commission fully av/are rhar the effectiveness
and indeed rhe actuality of a two-way streer with
North America depends ultimately on a common basis
here for procuremenr and research and developmenr
and will the Commission, through the IEPG or any
other organization if necessary, keep up the pressure
on national governments to secure this?
Mr Davignoo, 
- 
(Ft I am myself far from satisfied
with the situation. But I'think it was correct on my
pan to indicate that when rhe Commission found that
the Member States penalized undenakings which
panicipated in rhe Community programme, ro the
exrcnt that the Community even established a
programme, there was no point in continuing on those
lines.
Secondly, as. regards the impact of military purchases
on industrial policy, the repon on rhat subject which
the Commission has promised ro submit ro Parliament
will be circulated before the end of October. The
honourable Member will find a number of his ques-
tions dealt wirh in thar repon and I rhink it is piefera-
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ble to read the repon as a whole instead of replying to
specific questions at this stage.
Mr Seligman. 
- 
My gallant colleague stressed the
military aspect of aircraft manufacture. I would like to
stress the civil aspect which will command the suppon
of all the House.
Vill the Commission submit updated proposals for
coordinated Community research and development in
the aeronautical sector so that we can have the design
rools to compete with the Americans on an equal foot-
ing?
Mr Davignon. 
- 
(F) Firstly the European civil avia-
tion industry, with the successful airbus and the design
studies currently being conducted by the same under-
takings for other aircraft in the same category, is
obviously alive, active and dynamic. Neither the
undenakings nor the Member States have indicated rc
us a wish to add a further programme to those which
exist already. I would like to state most clearly to the
honourable Member that if the Commission feels
action to ensure rhat the European aeronautics indus-
try has its rightful market share in every sphere to be
inadequate, we should cenainly make proposals' In the
present smge of our analysis we find on the contrary
rhat our legislative action in the area of standards and
of the encouraSement of cooperation between under-
takings, and also in the external sphere, has enabled us
to make good some ground in the past three years and
gain for our industry a far more imponant place than
it held previously. For the time being we feel it appro-
priate to continue on those lines.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
\7ould the Commissioner agree
with me that if we are to have a comPetitive aircraft
manufacturing industry, we should also have a
competitive airline industry and that if we have
competition between rhe airlines, lower tariffs, more
people travelling, we will actually have more business
for our aircraft manufacturers in Europe? \7ill he
promote that policy?
Mr Davignon, 
- 
(F) That is certainly true, but I am
not yet altogether sure what we have done in this area'
The difficulties facing us are well known. I think that
, some of the questions enrcred on the agenda of this
part-session relate to this point. I am sure that the
honourable Member is right and that the promotion of
a panicular industry must take account of all the
factors in the environment of that industry; it is clear
that if better uie is made of airlines the consumers in
the European Community will be better clients for the
European aircraft industries. That is self evident. But it
raises a whole series of questions which you will be
discussing. I feel that Question Time does not provide
the right frame for the author and for the institution
providing the answer to cover the whole field; I apol-
ogize to the honourable Member on that score.
President. 
- 
Question No 5 by Mrs Ewing (H'299/
80):
\(zill the Commission, in its deliberations on the Common
Fisheries Policy, include a provision that fishing inspec-
rors should be exchanged among all the Member Starcs
where fish is landed to ensure that regulations as td size,
quotas, etc. are not only carried out but are seen to be
carried out?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of tbe Commission. 
-Recently the Council, on a proposal from the
Commission which was supponed by Parliament,
decided at long last on common measures relating to
conservation of fish srccks in Community waters. This
was a step forward, but it will not be sufficient unless
it can be ensured that the way in which fishermen
observe these rules is monitored in an evenhanded and
effecdve manner throughout the Community. This is a
problem because, as things stand in the Community at
p..r.nt, the actual physical control function lies with
the individual Member Starcs. The Commission has, in
order to overcome this difficulry, made proposals
concerning harmonization of the methods of control,
and I hope the Council will move on to a decisive
stage in their discussions of these control measures at
rheir fonhcoming meeting. Included in these proposals
for harmonization is the exchange of fishing inspec-
tors about which the honourable Member has asked.
They also provide for joint meetings where methods
can be elaborated on a Community basis and for
inspectors appointed by the Commission. These latter
are Commission officials, who have the right to inter-
vene at any time if they feel that something is not quite
up to standard, as is the case already wit[ the EAGGF
Fund. Therefore, measures relating to common poli-
cies for monitoring the observance of fishing rules are
being proposed. Incidentally, we have also incorpo-
rated the consequences of these proposals in the
budget for 1981.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I thank Commissioner Gundelach for
whar I think was a fairly enthusiastic response to a plea
that I have been making for a long time. All thp
Members of this House who represent fishing areas
know that one of the major problems is mutual suspi-
cion that somebody somewhere else is disobeying the
'rules 
either as to size of mesh or quotas. My sugges-
tion for an exchange of fishing inspectors has been
perhaps partly responded rc by the Commission in the
action of 8 September, when I undersmnd that the
Danes and the Scots managed to cooperate in the
question of. mackerel landings. Could. I urge the
Commission, satisfied as it may feel with the progress
already made, to spell it out a limle more clearly that
fishery inspectors of one Member State can actually
operate in another one, whenever they want' wherever
I
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they wanr, with the authority of this Parliament and
this Commission. I really do believe rhe reduction in
suspicion would take us a trear srep forward rowards
finding a common fisheries policy.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I agree with the honourable
Member that in order ro make a common fisheries
policy work it is of vital importance to allay suspicions
between narions or fishing populadons rhat rulis have
not been.respecred by one or the other. The only way
this can be done is ro ensure the even and effecdve
application of rhe rules on fishing now adopted by all
Member States. Physically, as I said, the control func-
cion has to lie with the Member States, because a[
presenr the Communiry has neither aircraft nor boats
for this purpose. It is essential rhar it be done at sea
and in the pons in rhe same way and wirh the same
efficiency by everybody. I rhink that rhe first step must
be, as I said, to introduce common standards and
common rules governing such control. That is why we
proposed it. It is also imponant that rhere should be a
Community element in execution, first and foremosr
- 
and this is rhe lesson we have learned in rhe context
of the EAGGF in the battle against frauds 
- 
Commu-
nity,inspectors, people who on behalf of Community
insrirurions have the right at any rime to look at what
is happening in rhe ports and at sea.
S-econdly, I quite agree rhat suspicion would be allayed
if inspecrors from the individual Member States irad
access ro ports and inspection in other Member Snres.
That is rherefore specifically proposed as a measure
togerher wirh the Community inspection to which I
have already referred. The Commission has even
proposed rhar some of the expenditure for such visits
or exchanges of fishing inspectors from orher Member
Stetes could be financed under the Community
budger.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Firsrly, let me say thar I am surprised
to see rhis question on rhe agenda roday, because it
shows how much the quesrioner is out of touch not
only wirh rhe feelings of Parliament bur also wirh
some of the helpful answers we have had from rhe
Commission on previous occasions. I feel, however,
Madam President, that we musr rry and probe a lirrle
deeper into rhis question and ask the Commissioner if
he is considering in rhe future common fisheries policy
the monitoring and recording of landings rhar will be
necessary [o gec any Community assisrance that might
be available to rhe fishing industry.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
Ve are now going into anorher
question and we are thus overlapping. No control
function can be carried out properly unless there is a
comprehensive recording system covering catches in
the various pons and also the performancis of indivi-
dual ships. Thar is why we proposed the introducion
of a log book system. A quota sysrem cannor be oper-
ated unless a number of other common measures are
operated. Third country negoriarions are anorher viral
consideration. Ve must have a recording system which
functions as a marrcr of law and which is open to
inspection and discussion by all Community institu-
tions.
President. 
- 
As irs author is absenr, Quesdon No 6
will be answered in writing+.
Question No 7 by Lord Douro (H-3a8/80):
In answering my question No H-95l80 on TJuly 1980,
the Commission stared thar they had commenced
proceedings against France under Anicle 69 of the EEC
Treaty. Could they now explain why they have not
decided also to commence proceedings against the
Republic of Ireland?
Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. 
- 
Madam
Presi,Cent, with regard [o rhe sale of racehorses,
Ireland can continue ro exempr this activity from VAT
undl rhe end of the ransirional period.
As to training, the provisions of rhe directive allow the
inclus;ion of stock minding, rearing and fattening
under the flar rate scheme. There is an elemenr of
minding and rearing in the training of horses. It is also
lhe cirse, as has been pointed out previously, that in
f.re]and the training of racehorses tends to be closely
linkecl ro teneral agricultural activities. However, rhar
pan c)f a rainer's services which muss be regarded as
training in the srrict sense obviously has nothing to do
with farming. The Commission has therefore
reque:;ted rhar rhe Irish authorities review their legisla-
tion on rhis point and inform it of measures they could
take t() regularize the system.
Lord Douro. 
- 
Once again I musr regrer the absence
of Commissioner Burke, as I undersiand he is rhe
Comnrissioner responsible for questions of VAT.
Nevertheless, I am grareful to the President of rhe
Commission for the reply he gave.
However, rhe remark he made on this occasion and
the rernark made on anorher occasion concerning the
conne(:don between the training of horses and agricul-
tural r:nterprises in the Republic of Ireland causes
considerable surprise ro many Members of this House.
I wonrler, rherefore, wherher the Commission would
be prepared m define more closely, more. carefully,
how nruch of the turnover of a rrainer in Ireland ls
exempr: from VAT, considering rhat Irish trainers, just
like trainers in other counrries of course, have rc grow
cernin agricultural producm for their horses. Bui this
still do,ss not make them farmers.
Second, would the Commission agree rhar the contin-
ued absence of VAT on rhese training services puu
& See 1\nnex.
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trainers in other countries at a serious disadvantage
vis-i-vis their Irish competitors?
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
If the honourable Member, the noble
Lord, asks questions of too great a detail I shall regret
the absence of the Commissioner directly responsible
even more than he does.
(Loud laaghter)
However, the fact that I am replying to the question
will, I hope, be nken as an indication that we treat the
matter seriously.
Now what seems to be ttre sensible approach? Clearly
you can have a position in which somebody is panly
Lngaged in training and panly engaged not in agricul-
tural-pursuits purely in relation to maintaining their
resources but in more general agricultural pursuits.
That, I think, is more frequently the case in Ireland
rhan in most other counries which engage in these
pursuits.
However, I am asked a direct question: what, in the
view of the Commission, should Ireland do to bring its
legislation into line with the provisions- of the Sixth
Directive? I would say that in the case of trainers who
qualify to be treated as farmers by vinue of their other
activities, the Irish Government should establish the
proponion of their services as trainers which cannot be
Lrought within the terms of the common flat-rate
scheme and tax that proportion according to the
normal VAT rules. In the case of full-time trainers, the
Irish Government should suPpress the facility to opt
for treatment under the common flat-rate scheme.
That is what we wish ro see the Irish Government do.
That would produce a fair answer and, I hope, satisfy
the noble lord and the House.
Mr Turner. 
- 
\7hat is the timetable for legal action
rhat the Commission proposes if the Irish do not
comply, bearing in mind that they were very.prom.pt, I
". 
gt.a to say, with France, and seem to have been
extremely easygoing with Ireland?
Mr Jcnkins. 
- 
I can assure the honourable Member
that there are cenain differences between the two
cases which have led us to Proceed in a different
manner. However, we are at Present waiting a reply to
the question sent to the Irish permanent rePresentative
by in. Commission depanment concerned on
' lb August; I hope we will not have so wait very much
longerfor that reply. I would not like to lay.down an
exait timetable, but we will certainly proceed as
rapidly as is reasonable.
Mr Balfour. 
- 
I am not trying to put the President
of the Commission on the spot in any way, but I
wonder whether he might give us an indication of
what the Commission believes to be the fattening and
rearing element in the value of a racehorse that sells
for a million pounds.
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
The value of the racehorses enters
inrc this aspect of the matter as opposed to the ques-
rion of whether thoroughbreds can be imponed free of
VAT. \flhat I was endeavouring to do was to say how
this slighdy complicated provision arose; that there is a
prouision under a general agricultural provision and
ihat whe.e people are engaged in mixed opportunities
there is, as I said, an element of minding and rearing,
not, I think, of fattening 
- 
I do not think that is
entirely appropriate in the training of horses. But I
have indicated more precisely in reply ro Lord Douro
what we would regard as the right Irish action to deal
with this.
Mr O'Leary. 
- 
Vould the President of the Commis-
sion agree that, as regards the rules of the Commu-
nity, Ireland is probably the best-behaved Member?
(Loud laughter)
Mr Jenkins. 
- 
Vell, I would never like to draw invi-
dious distinctions but I would cenainly say that in my
experience Ireland attaches great imponance, to its
Community spirit, and I am sure that it will wish to do
likewise in this panicular case as well as in a great
range of others.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
Question No 8 by Mr Cottrell (H-362/
80):
Difficulties continue to arise with the Commission's
proposals for harmonizadon throughout the Community
of a fair and equitable system of sxation on spiritous
beverages, due it seems to some Member Governments
unwilIingness to grant fair treatment to imponed products
such as Scotch whisky. In panicular, the Danish system of
mixed taxadon continues to give cause for concern. Vill
the Commission state what action they ProPose to take co
initiate progress in this area and also sute a view on what
progress has been achievcd so far?
Mr Tugendhes, Member of the Commission. 
- 
For
several years the Commission has been seeking to
encourage a political solution rc this question and i[
believes that such agreement is now long overdue. A
Fiscal Council has placed the matter on its agenda for
October 27, in other words later this month, and the
President-in-Office has put forward compromise
proposals which have the suppon of the Commission.
As i result of the Coun decisions the four Member
States concerned agreed to amend the relevant regula-
tions. Exceptionally, however, the Danish Govern-
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ment proposed a mixed taxation sysrem for alcohol
which depaned radically from rhe approach of the
other Member States and, indeed, of rhCCommission.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
I am pleased to hear the Commis-
sioner's remarks bur I am nor enrirely satisfied. The
Commissioner will know the problem rhat Scotch
whisky is facing in terms of expons at the moment. I
want him [o answer a specific question here: what is
going rc be done about the mixed system of taxationin Denmark, where I understand whisky is now
known as liquid gold? Is he satisfied that the French
budget proposals for 1981 will in fact end discrimina-
tion rhere? The fall of the Ialian Governmenr proba-
bly means thar the economic package which w.as
meant [o a certain extent [o remove discrimination
against Scorch whisky is in some doubt. And is he
confident that discrimination will end early in l98l in
Ireland as promised? I have ro say ro the Commis-
sioner rhar it seems [o me [har it is time that the
refreshment of harmonization reached those pans
where harmonization has not yer gone.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I musr say that rhe panicular
advenizing agency that devised the Heineken slogan
ought ro ger some sort of prize ,fot.rhe numbeiof
times it has been quorcd. I really am in great difficulty
in answering the question because clearly everything is
' at the momenr awaiting the outcome of the Fiscal
Council larer this monrh. I share the worries expressed
by the honourable Member when, he draws atlention
to the very considerable difficuldes in bringing about a
satisfacrory soludon to rhese problems, and I cenainly
would nor wish rc express an inordinate amounr of
confidence rhat they can all be semled in the time scale
that he laid down. But I do think that a good deal of
progress has been made, and I do think that rhere is
now a willingness in all Member States to seek a solu-
tion to the problem.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
As rhe member for the area with more
Scotrish whisky distilleries than any other pan of
either Scotland or, obviously, the rest of the Cbmmu-
nity, could I say rhat rhere is a real question of econo-
mics, jobs.and social problems arising if this industry is
threatened in argas, villages, glens, remote plaies,
where there are really no alternarive souries of
employment *hatsoevei. And I would just like to
inject thar nore of realicy into the problems that have
to be dealt with at Community level, bur also perhaps
to ask the Commission to bear in mind that the Sco[h
whisky indusrry has ro consider whether ir has not to a
large extent gor itself to blame for cutting its own
throar and undermining the Community's interests as
well, by allowing the expon of bulk malt so that some
day.Japan, Canada and America can cur this industry
cb shreds and affect the jobs in my glens and villages.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I enlirely agree with what the
honourable Member said in rhe first pan of her ques-
tion about the social imponance of Scotch whisky to
the areas in which it is produced. As ro rhe second, I
would hesimte ro enrer inro a matrer of such profound
rcchnical imponance, though I must say the idea that
anythhg should be able to compere with the malts that
come from the honourable lady's constituency is
something which fills me with horror.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mry I ask the Commissioner if rhe
Commission are going to take up the matrer of the
European Coun of Justice ruling againsr Italy with
regard ro discriminatory raxes, rares of VAT and state
boundary raxes, etc. Does the Commission expect the
Greek authorities to remove similar discriminatory
practices applied to spiritous beverages in Greece? The
Greek aurhorities said that in fact they would do this,
but prior to their accession to rhe Community I would
like to know when they are going m do it.
Mr Tugcndhat. * Clearly, any counrry acceding to
the Communiry would have ro accepr rhe Community
rules in this matter as in all others. fu the honoutable
Member is no doubt aware, the Commission was
obliged to initiate Anicle 159 cases for breaches of
Anicle 95 of rhe Treaty on rhe taxing of alcoholic
drinks againsr France, Italy, Denmark, Ireland and
indeed the UK in 1976. These cases were nken ro
coun in August 1978 and in February of this year the
Coun gave its decisions on all five cases. The Coun
held that France, Ialy and Denmark had failed to
fulfil their obligations under Anicle 95 of the Treaty
and that rhey must apply rhe same level of taxation to
both home-produced and imponed spirits. Likewise in
the case of Ireland the Coun found for the Commis-
sion and against the Irish legislation under which the
time limits for payments of excise duties depend on
whether the beverages in question are home-produced
or imported. In the case of the UK the Coun gave an
interlocutory judgment. I go into that detail ro show
that we have been to rhe Coun on one occasion. The
Court has recenrly delivered a judgment and we are
now.seeking a political solution ro the outstanding
problems, as I said in my initial answer. Ve believi
that progress will be made at the Fiscal Council later
this monrh.
Miss Brookes. 
- 
I hope very much that this will not
be regarded'as a facetious quesrion. In acrual fact it is
very serious. !7e have heard abour Scotch whisky.
'!7ell, in my counrry, !7'ales, we produce a drink whiih
is called Velsh mead. This is in fact a corrage indusry
at the moment. I hear laughter from the left. please, i
dislike laughter on the lefr, Iaughter on the right I do
not mind, but laughter on the left is always more
dangerous.
(Laughter)
t I-
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If I may refer to Velsh mead, this is a cottage industry
which we have in \Talesi It employs about 300 people
rhroughout the Principality.
(Interruption)
(They are great large creatures that live under the sea,
but my Vales happens to be more imponant than
anybody else's.) If I can now be serious and if we are
going to continue with this question, because I have
rhe floor and I intend to ask my question, however
long it takes me. \Thoever is heckling can please be
quiet. I do not mind saying here all night, even if they
do. So if I can return to the question of the production
of \7elsh mead which employs about 300 people
throughout the Principality in the rural areas, this
drink at the moment is not taxed, and I hope very
much that it will remain so and will not come in the
same category as the taxation of Scotch whisky and
other alcoholic drinks.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
I have never.had the pleasure of
drinking Velsh mead, but if the producers of Velsh
mead are so fonunate as ro be untaxed at the moment,
I am sure that the best thing to do is not to draw this
fact ro the attention of the authorities!
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Question No 9 by Mr Balfe (H-367 /
80):
Can the Commission state whether it has any proposals
under the newly created Chapter 58 payments to provide
funds for rhe relief of the severe social distress to be
found in many of the older cities in Britain, which do not
qualify for regional aid 
- 
particularly in London where
in some pans of the Inner City unemployment is now as
high as in some of the worst of the regions?
Mr Tugendhx, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
ln its
proposal for a Council regulation establishing supple-
mentary measures in Chapter 58 rc which Mr Balfe
referred earlier, that is in favour of the Unircd King-
dom, the Commission suggested that one of the aims
of the meastires should be the renewal of urban areas
through the improvement of economic and social
infrastructure and that in exceptional cases the
measures might also cover areas outside those qualify-
ing for regional aid. The Commission's proposal is, as
the House knows, at present under discussion in the
Council.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
I wonder whether the Commissioner
would accept that one of the reasons for the very high
level of unpopularity of the EEC in England is that
large areas of considerable poveny, including the
centres of a number of very large cities 
- 
for example
London, Birmingham, Brisrcl 
- 
do not qualify, in
spite of their poverty, for anything which resembles a
realistic level of paymenr. Therefore these often
isolarcd pockets of poveny in otherwise rich areas are
not able to approach the Commission to seek aid.
Many people in London and in other cities were very
pleased to note that the Commission might be consi-
dering extending possibilities of selective assisance to
this area. I wonder whether the Commissioner can
give me an assurance 
- 
not only for London, but for
the other large cities with pockets of poveny in them
- 
that it will remain a priority to try and establish
programmes under Chapier 58 
- 
and hopefully later
under other Chapters 
- 
to alleviate poverry within
these areas, by means of payments under the Social
Fund for training and other small-scale projects which
are often suitable within these areas.
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Having had the privilege of repre-
senting the Cities of London and Vestminster at one
time, I know very well indeed that what the honoura-
ble Member says is true. Even in areas of very consi-
derable prosperity one can find pockets of very consi-
derable poverty and deprivation. This is a matrcr that
cenainly concerns the Commission. He will be aware
of the panicular programmes vrhich we have recendy
initiated, coordinated programmes involving a number
of cities, including two in the UK, though neither of
rhem in England as it happens. Ve are of course faced
with the problem that the Regional Fund was drawn
up with a particular set of rules and criteria. The prob-
lems to which he refers have to be seen in that context.
So far as Chaprcr 58 is concerned, much will of course
depend on the nature of the proposals that the United
Kingdom government actually makes to the Commis-
sion. I do assure him, however, that the difficulties of
large cities, whether they are in development areas or
nor, are ones which the Commission is cenainly well
aware of , in some cases from personal experience.
Mr Price. 
- 
In approaching any submissions that it
may receive from the United Kingdom Government
under the heading of improvement of urban areas,
would the Commissidn agree that the kind of prob-
lems which exist in the inner cities also exist in other
kinds of urban areas, including not only small towns
but the outer parts of cities and the peripheral housing
estates, and will they give equal attention to that as
well as the problems of the inner city?
Mr Tugendhat. 
- 
Certainly, though in the specific
case of Chapter 58, the vital question is what propotals
the United Kingdom Government will put forward to
the Commission.
President. 
- 
Question No l0 by Miss Forster
(H-377 /80):
Cenain issues which are germane to the block exemption
regulation are being litigated before the European Coun
of Justice in the Maize Seed case (Nungesser and Eisele v
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Commission, Case No 258/78). Can the Commission
assure us that they will not proceed with rhe new draft for
the block exemption regulation until rhe Coun's decision
on this case is available.
Mr Vouel, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F) The
Commission is able rc assure rhe honourable Member
that it will take no final decision on rhe proposal for a
re-gulation concerning the application of Anicle 8J (3)
of the Treary to licence contrac guaranrees bifore the
Coun has delivered its ruling in rhe maize seed case
which is now pending.
Miss Forster. 
- 
I am deligirted to have that answer
from the Commissioner because, as I have said to him
before, rhere is a great deal of concern about this draft
regulation which does not seem ro [ake inro considera-
tion the normal commercial proccdures that go on in
patent licencing. As a supplementary c n I ask him
when the transcript of the public hearing that was held
a ye^r ago, and which I have wiirren to him about and
received no reply, is going to be available. Secondly,
when is he going ro reporr back on this matter to the
Parliament and the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs as he promised to do in March of
this year?
Mr Voucl. 
- 
(F) The repon concerning the hearings
which took place about eighteen monrhs ago should
be ready in a few weeks time. fu regards the submis-
sion of the report ro Parliament I think that it is
reasonable rc add to rhe honourable Member thar I
shall not appear before the committee responsible until
I have the ruling of the Coun in the maize seed case
and until I have had an opponunity to study the text.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Can rhe Commissioner undenake that
his Directorate-General will reflect fully in rhe bloch
exemprions, when they eventually come out, the whole
of the judgment given in this case, wharever it may be,
and that they will nor just take a narrow point and say
the rest has not been decided? Vill they please make
sure that. all the principles enunciated by the Courr,
including those which are obiter dicta, that is those
which do not give cause for the judgment but are
nonetheless valuable remarks by the Coun, are
included in rhe guidelines which the block exemprions
will give?
Mr Vouel. 
- 
(F) Madam President, I obviously
cannor give a blanket undenaking of that kind, but it
is equally rrue rhar by its attitude the Commission
must no! conrravene a ruling of the Coun on a marter
of major imponance.
President. 
- 
Question No ll by Mr Lalor (H-383/
80):
Vill the Commission take immediare srcps ro regularc rhe
::1|:",,1 esgs in EEC Member Srates for rhe following
l. The egg industry in rhe Republic of Ireland is being
seriously jeopa rdized by UK dumping;
2. 40 0/o of UK expons rc EEC countries in April were
exponed to Ireland;
3. 25 0/o of all eggs sold in rhe Republic originate in
Nonhern Ireland;
4. the UK is operating double standards. On rhe one
hand it is complaining about impons to the UK from
other EEC Srares while dumping large quanriries of ir
own produce in the Republic of Ireland;
Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of the Commission. 
-The Commission has actually no evidence that eggs
from Nonhern Ireland are being dumped, in the legal
sense of that word, on rhe Irish market. Our figuies
show that the average impon prices from Nonhern
Ireland for the first eight monrhs of this year, for
example, were higher than Irish wholesale prices. The
egg sector, however, is characrerized by marked ups
and downs in supply and consequently in prices. This
is aggravated by a cenain lack of transparency in the
market which would be overcome in my view by betrer
cooperation between the Commission and the egg
producers. Ve are trying to reacrivare the coordinat-
ing committee which exism for this product as for a
number of other agricultural products, and considera-
tion is being given ro serting up some coordinating
body which, however, would haye to function in
accordance with the Treaty, since there can obviously
be no quesdon of establishing anything which is a
cartel or could develop into a cartel.
But better cooperarion in the field of eggs and poultry
does seem to be necessary in order to avoid the rather
wild fluctuations we have seen in the last few years
and which in panicular seem ro be hitting the smaller
producers. I would add that there is a quesrion of
subsidies which have been paid rc egg producers in
Northern Ireland by the United Kingdom Govern-
ment. In regard to this subsidy the Commission has
alreadysraned an infraction procedure in order to get
these subsidies stopped.
Finally, I would like to make a commenr, and that is
that the Commission is pursuing and seeking from the
Council an atreement on an acrive resructuring
policy in both Nonhern and Southern Ireland. Ve ari
trying to pursue rhat sructural policy in an even-
handed manner. I am making rhis comment because it
so happens rhat later in the week a proposal by the
Commission concerning sructural aid to the egg
sector for Nonhern Ireland will be discussed anJI
would nor wish this later discussion ro be mixed up
with a market discussion nor ro be considered some-
thing exceptional in regard to Nonhern Ireland, since
it is to be seen in the broader conrexr of the approach
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to structural reform of agriculture in Northern Ireland
and in the Republic of lreland.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
I want to thank the Commissioner for
his extensive reply. I am afraid that he did not appear
to have accepted what is, as we see it in the South, an
established fact, namely, thar dumping is taking place.
On the orher hand, I am pleased to hear the Commis-
sioner accept the fact that there is an improper subsidi-
zation. But I want to ask the Commissioner at this
stage what he is actually doing about a formal and
detailed complaint which he received from the Irish
Government on low-priced imports of eggs into the
Republic of Ireland from Northern Ireland. There was
a complaint lodged 
- 
I notice that the Commissioner
did not refer to it 
- 
and I would be glad if he could
let me know and let the House know what actually is
being done about this official complaint.
t.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I am aware of the unstable condi-
rions of the egg market in various pans of the
Community, including Ireland. However, I was not
aware of any official complaint. Reference has been
made to this instability on various occasions and the
Commission is studying it, as you will have under-
stood from my rather extensive reply. I have not found
up until now that there were any pricing conditions
prevailing which would permit the Commission to
conclude that actual dumping was taking place. \7e
were able to conclude that actual subsidization was
aking place. In regard to the subsidies, we have
started the appropriate infringement procedures in
order to bring it to an end as quickly as possible.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Vhilst welcoming the Commis-
sioner's assurance that export prices from Nonhern
Ireland are indeed higher than Irish wholesale priges
and that therefore there is no dumping as such, may I
ask the Commissioner whether he agrees that intensive
farming has been one of the most imponant elements
in Northern Ireland agriculture since accession to the
Community, but that since 1972 there has been a
reduction of 50 o/o in the number of laying hens in
Northern Ireland and that the total number of people
employed in this sector has fallen from 15 000 to
l0 000. There is considerable regret in Nonhern
Ireland that this question has been tabled; it is a ques-
tion of unfriendly nature towards Nonhern Ireland,
and I hope the Commission will agree that the figures
I have quoted prove that the competitive threat from
Nonhern Ireland is considerably reduced and is still in
decline.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
As I indicated in my first answer,
the Commission is aware that you have a particular
development in the Nonhern Ireland indusry 
-which, by the way, one sees in other parts of the
Community as well 
- 
namely, an increased activity in
cenain bigger enrcrprises and a decline in the activity
of smaller enterprises. Actually, what lies behind the
structural proposal which will be presented to Parlia-
ment later this week is a Commission repon from
earlier this year tha[ Nonhern Ireland is the most
unfavoured region with regard to the conditions
governing the pricing of imponed cereals and there-
fore has an unnatural disadvantage in regard to the
output and number of products based upon cereals. I
therefore believe that the ups and downs in the egg
market, rc which I have referred and which are a real-
ity 
- 
there I agree with the original question which
was put to me 
- 
are something which has rc be
tackled, and tackled in the manner I referred to in my
first answer 
- 
namely, closer collaboration between
the Commission and poultry-producers.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
If I might say a word of praise rc the
Commissioner, who must sometimes feel that he is a
one-man European coun, would he agree that the
progress the Commission is now making towards
setting up the interprofessional body, which I believe
he was referring to, will, if this body can be set up,
greatly help to overcome many of the difficulties
which currently exist in the cross-frontier trade in
eggs?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I am absolutely convinced that
such a body, which, as I said, naturally must scrupu-
lously repect the rules of the Treaty, would be of
immense help in overcoming the difficulties in this
market.
Mr Maher. 
- 
How long is it going to take before
the question of the subsidy rc North of Ireland
egg-producers is finally resolved? I ask this not in any
way because we in the Irish Republic want to see
egg-producers in the Nonh of Ireland penalized, but
because we have to accept that there is in fact no
border between the Republic of Ireland and the Nonh
of Ireland, as products can flow freely back and forth,
and so equilibrium can be disturbed if one set of prod-
ucers is in receipt of a subsidy and another set of prod-
ucers is not.. So I think that, in order to have rational
trade between the tw'o areas, it is imponant that this
question of the subsidy on one side is finally resolved
- 
and quickly.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I entirely agree wich Mr Maher. In
connection with the settlement reached in the Council
of Ministers on the basis of proposals from the
Commission in regard to prices and related matters,
including a number of structural measures which were
ultimately decided upon as well, including the ones in
favour of Northern Ireland to which I'referred, it was
accepted that this subsidy must go now. I therefore
must expect it to disappear in the very near future,
because that is not only a question of law but also of
political understanding.
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President. 
- 
Quesdon No 12 by Mr Collins (H-389/
80):
Is the Commissiori aware thar much of the raffic in
live food animals is in breach of regulations designed
to ease the suffering of the animals in transit and will
the Commission undenake to bring forward enforce-
ment measures which will eliminate the problems of
animal suffering in traffic both within the Community
and from third countries?
Mr Gundelach, Vce-President of tbe Commission. 
-The Commission has received over a reasonable
period of time a number of allegations of infringement
of the Community rules designed ro prorecr animals
during transpon. Ve have 'received complaints
concerning the transpon of live horses from Greece to
Italy; the transport of chickens; the non-stunning of
cattle prior to slaughter and so on. In each case, rhese
allegations have been taken up vith the Member States
concerned, who are responsible for the day-to-day
application of these rules, and action has been taken.
As regards funher measures for implemenring the
existing directive, the Commission has already
presented a proposal to the Council to this end, but so
far, unfortunately, no decision has been aken in the
Council. I can confirm that ravel between Member
States and to and from third countries is covered by
these proposals.
Mr Collins. 
- 
\flhen Mr Gundelach says that rhe
Commission has taken up various matters with
Member States, I should remind him that prevenrion is
usually better than cure. The Commission must be
aware by this time of the brutal and quite disgraceful
conditions that animals are rransporred under both in
the European Community and between rhe Commu-
nity and third countries. In spite of assurances that I
have had, I wonder wherher the Commission would
agree with me rhar it would be desirable first of all to
ensure tha[ rhe slaughter of animals takes place as
close as possible to where they were reared, since this
would have the effect of eliminating rhe transpon of
the animals live, and, secondly, that one ought to
enforce ar rhe time rhe minimum conditions in the
trucks and wagons and so on phat are used for this
purpose rather than take up cases after the offence has
occurred. Vill Mr Gundelach undenake to invesrigare
this matter funher along these lines?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
Cenainly we will pursue these
matters funher, because.you will have norcd from my
first reply that we are nor only seeking the applicatibn
of existing rules and pursuing maners which are not in
conformity with exisring rules. \7e are also trying 
-and this is prevention rarher rhan cure 
- 
rc build up
rhese rules, and we have proposals in front of the
Council on the mode of transpon and the loading of
animals into transpon vehicles. This specific question
was raised.
In this context one has also discussed and is discussing
the problem of whether there should be a rule on the
question of exactly how many hours an animal can be
transponed from where it has been reared rc where it
is being slaughtered. Obviously this is relevant both
from the point of view of prorection of animals and
also from an economic point of view. I think it is diffi-
cult to decide on a very specific number of hours. Ve
had a proposal from one side for a maximum of
12 hours. Now possibilities of ransporr inside rhe
Community are quite different in various pans of the
Community, and therefore to harmonize on such a
limited standand would make life awfully difficuh for a
number of farmers throughout the Community.
Therefore one has to go about it in a somewhat more
flexible manner withour losing sight of the concepr ,
itself. I think we are about to overcome this panicular
difficulty, which I feel is one of the few outstanding
issues holding up the Council's adoption of the direc-
tive to which I have referred.
Mr Vclsh. 
- 
As the source of one of the complaints
to which the Commissioner referred, namely that
concerning the transpon and death of chickens at the
Italian frontier, which he has very kind'ly undenaken
to investigate, would he agree with me that a major
problem with the enforcement of rhe present regula-
tions is the facr thar only the country of dispatch can
be held responsible and that rhere is effectively no
control in the countries of transit or rhe counrry of
receipr? Could he assure us that the new regulations
that he is proposing to rhe Council will take accounr
of this major loophole in the regulation?
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
First u/e are trying in rhe applica-
tion of this directive, irrespective of rhe legal loopholes
to which reference hds been made, to make all the
countries concerned in the voyate responsible.
Secondly, I can confirm to the honourable Member, as
I think I already indicated in my original satemenr,
that what we are proposing for the future does cover
the whole span of the freight roure, even including
third countries.
President. 
- 
Since they are on related subjects, I
shall call roterher
- 
Question No 13 by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-392l80):
Homogenized and lyophilized meat-based producs for
infants havc been withdrawn from the marker in Italy as
they contained oestroten that has caused dssue to swell
dangerously. Vhat has the Commission done so far and
what does it intend to do in the future ro ensurc rhat beef
and veal containing oestrogerl arc nor pur on the market
in view of the fact rhat the animals used for the products
seized in Italy wcre geqerally imponed slaughtered from
, 
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the countries of the EEC and that it was rherefore impos-
sible to detect the oesrogen content?
- 
Question No 18 by Mrs Scrivener (H-403/80):
Is the Commission aware that the use of synthetic
hormones in feed for calves has caused concem among
consumers, and does it contemplati proposing Commu-
nity legislation and inspection procedures applicable to all
producers, which is the only c/ay to avoid conflict
between consumers and producers?
- 
Question No 27 by Mr Remilly (H-a16180):
To deal with the crisis in the veal market, does the
Commission intend as a matter of urgcncy to propose
legislation prohibiting the use of anificial hormones and
anabolic steriods, promoting the use of natural hormoncs
and encouraging producers to feed calves on untreated
milk?
Mr Gundelach, Vice-President of the Commission. 
-There can be no doubt that Communiry acdon, in this
case within the common agricultural poliry, must have
as a priority consideration the protection of human
health and the qualiry of the products presented to the
consumers. The question of hormones in meat 
- 
in
this particular case it is calf meat, but we will have to
deal with it in regard to other meats as well 
- 
is one
which has occupied the Community for some time. It
was about ten years ago that a ban v/as introduced on
the use of hormones in the fodder of calves. Most of
the Member States have in the course of that period
introduced fairly strict rules concerning the use in
particular of synthetic hormones, but also of natural
hormones added for growth reasons, i.e. natural
hormones in processed form. The difficulty has been
that control measures have not always been equal and
not always sufficiently well-developed.
This is what has brought about a very Breat deal of
concern in this area. A few years ago when the
Commission established an integrated programme
concerning human health and the quality of food
products, it concentrated on control, because ivithout
control no bans are c/ofth the name. The work in
regard to control measures has advanced considerably.
'S7e are actually in a position in the very near future to
propose to the Council common Community control
measures. It is particularly vital in regard to the anifi-
cial hormones, the synthetic hormones, but it must
also be done in regard to the added.natural hormones,
because there are levels of so-called natural hormones
which bring about health risk and difficulties.
However, you will immediately realize that the diffi-
culties of control are more pronounced in regard to
natural hormones than in regard to the synthetic
hormones, because the word natural hormones righdy
indicates that a calf or any other animal which is graz-
ing or drinking milk is getting a cenain amount of
natural hormone in its natural fodder. How then do
we distinguish between what it receives in a natural
way and what,it receives as a natural hormone added
'to its fodder? It is not all that easy, but it is feasible
when one deals with levels of concentration of
hormone in the meat products. It does presuppose
however that the control is carried out not only in the
slaughrcrhouse but already at farm level.
The Commission, as I said, will bring forward propos-
als in regard to a bah on the use of hormones as
growth promoters. \7hat is important in order to
secure everl standards and thereby also fair competi-
tion throughout the Community is m have Commu-
nity control measures, as opposed to the situation
which we have had up until rcday and which has
failed, i.e. a system of national control measures. In
this way we believe that we will be able to deal with an
imponant subject in an evenhanded manner and in a
manner which fully respects the interest of the
consumer. The product will be a better product, but I
must also indicate that it will be a more expensive
product.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) I am rather surprised by the
Commissioner's statement in the first half cif his
answer that it is pointless to take decisions when they
cannot be applied. Apart from that remark I should
like rc know what the next action by the Commission
will be; this action should include a total ban on the
use of oestrogens in animal farming because there is a
real danger, even if the Commission has tried surpris-
ingly to minimize it.
Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I have most definitely not mini-
mised the imponance of this problem. I think the
honourable Member had not quite understood what
we are dealing with here. The use of these hormones is
banned in most Member States. But since these bans
cannot be properly controlled what are they wonh?
\7hat I was saying was that we should have the ban
but we should also have conrol measures in order to
make the ban effecdve. th.t. 
"t. the control measureswe rare going to ProPose, and until now nobody else
has been able to put them forward.
Mr Diana. 
- 
(I) Has this matter been considered in
other countries which have.a long tradition of animal
health care, because the arrangements adopted by
them are quite different from those in force in the
Community? !7e import meat or at least we comPete
on the same meat market.
Does the Commission not therefore think that a
serious survey should be carried out in [he first place
of the practices adoprcd by the other countries and of
rhe possibility of controlling meat imported from those
countries where the use of oestrogens is authorized in
some forms at least?
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Mr Gundelach. 
- 
I fully agree with the honourable
Member that this exercise cannor be carried out wirh-
out taking inro account our rrade in meat products, in
panicular calfmeat 
- 
since that is what we are mlking
about at the moment 
- 
but orher mea6 which will
come on our table too. Ve are imponint, we are
exponing and we have consequendy had to harmonize
this matter also in relation ro our trading parrners.
President. 
- 
The first pan of Question Time is
closed*.
16. Agendafor tbe next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held tomorrow
Tuesday, 14 October 1980 from 9 a.m. to I p.m. and
3 p.m. to 7 p.^., with the following agenda:
- 
continuation of the debare on.the oral question with
debarc to the Commission on the implementation of
the Communities'budget for 1980
- 
presentation of the draft general budget of the
Communides for 1981
- 
Commission staremenr on the situation in rhe iron and
steel industry
- 
joint debate on an O'Connell repon and an oral ques-
tion to the Commission on consumer policy
- 
joint debate on a von Vogau repon on the customs
union and an interim von Vogau report on barriers to
rade
- 
Newton Dunn repon on harmful exposure to lead
- 
Muntingh repon on whale products
J p.2..' Voting dme
The sitdng is closed.
(The sitting a)as closed dt 8.10 p.n.)
+ See Annex
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COMMISSION ACNON ON OP/N/ONS DELIVERED BY THE EUROPEAN
PARLWvIENT AT THE SEPTEMBER PART.SESSION
As agreed wirh the Bureau, the Commission informs Members at the beginning of each part-
session of the action it has taken on opinions adopted by Parliament in response to consultation at
rhe previous pan-session.
At iri Seprember pan-session Parliament delivered 6 opinions in response to Council requests for
consultation.
At rhe same pan-session it debated the following 2 repons on which it gave opinions in favour or
did not request formal amendments:
- 
report by Mr von Vogau on three proposals relating to the safety of motor vehicles;
- 
a second repon by Mr Blaney on two proposals relating to the flax and hemp industry and to
the use of flax fibre bundles.
In 4 cases it called on the Commission to alrcr its proposal pursuant to Anicle 149/2 of the Treaty
and passed amendments.
At the dcbates on
- 
the repon by Mr von Vogau on two proposals relating to:
(i) the fuel consumption of motor vehicles;
(ii) the engine power of motor vehicles,
the Commission explained to rhe House its reasons for wishing to leave its proposal as it
stood.
In the three cases in which the Commission has declared its readiness to accept Parliament's
amendments in whole or in pan, the state of play is as follows:
- 
report by Mr Dankcn on two proposals reladng to:
(i) convergence of the economies of the Member States;
(ii) creation of a financial mechanism:
the Commission has acceptcd most of the amcndments requested by Parliament and has
presenred them to, and defended them bcfore, the Council bodies. The Council endorsed the
views of thc Commission and Parliamenr on most of these amendments at its session of
7 October, although no formal decision has yet emerged;
- 
reporr by Mr Sassano on a proposal relating to financial support for schemes to cxploit alter-
native energy sources:
an amended proposal will be adopted this week for immediate transmission to the Council and
to Parliament;
- 
repon by Mr Turner on a proposal to coordinate the laws, regulations and adminisuadve
provisions governing insurance policies:
rhe Commission is preparing to alter its proposal for a directive. The new version will incor-
porare rhose amendmenrs proposed by Parliament which the Commission has accepted. As
iegards cenain other points, the Commission sees a need to consider in advance the possible
implications of the suggested amendments for the balance of the proposal as a whole, and as it
relites ro the Council's dcliberations on the second coordinating directive 
- 
the directive on
the provision of services.
The Commission takes this opponunity to inform Parliament of the following disaster aid it has
provided since the previous pan-session:
(a) financial aid
(i) on 8 October 1980 it decided to trant 500 000
flooding in the Depanments of Haute-loire,
Haute-Savoie;
EUA to France for the victims of the
ArdCche, Aveyron, Gard, Lozcre and
3.
4.
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(ii) on I October the Commission dccided to grant 1 200 EUA to Kenya to alleviate the
effects of the drought;
(iii) on 30 September additional aid was granted for the victims of Hurricane Allen, as
follows:
- 
700 000 EUA to St Lucia,
- 
200 000 EUA to St Vincent
and 300 000 EUA ro Dominica.
(b) emergency food aid
The Commission also decided to grant emergency food aid to thrce countrics hit by Hurri-
cane A.llen, as follows:
200 tonncs of skimmcd mifk powder to Grenada,
- 
I 5OO tonnes of cereals, 200 tonnes of skimmed milk powder and 200 tonnes of butteroil
ro Jamaica
and t +00 rcnnes of cereals and 500 tonnes of skimmed milk powder to Haiti.
Questions which could not be answered daing Question Time, with uitten ansuers
Question No 6 by Mr Van Aerssen (H-300/50)
Subject: Theft of goods transponed over the French/Spanish border
Attack on vehicles carrying fruit and'vegetablcs from Spain have reccntly increased in the French/
Spanish border area. Vhat is the Commission doing to prevent such ourrages in the future and to
ensure thar the law is respected on the roads of Europe?
Ansuer
The Commission deplores acts of violence such as those described by the Honourable Membcr, but it
is solely the rcsponsibility of Member States to maintain law and order in their own respecrive rerriro-
rles.
Question No 14 by Mr Meller (H-398/80)
Subject: Danish dury on spirits
In its ruling of 27.2. 1980 thc Coun of Justice of rhe European Communiries ordered Denmark to
amend its legislation on spirit dury. Denmark did so in a law dated 6. 5. l98O which placcs foreign
and Danish spirits on an equal footing. Even before the new law was adopted, however, Commis-
sioner Burke announced that the Commission could not accepr it. How does the Commission jusdfy
this attitudel
Ansaner
As regards Commission initiatives in this sector, I should point out that the resumption of Council
discussions came about in response to the Commission's communication (COM (77) 338) of Zl luly
1977. These discussions resulted in a repon to the Committee of Permanenr Representatives in
December 1978, identifying the major oumtanding problems. The Commission then proposed, in its
communication of 22June 1979 (COM (79) 261), a compromise soludon ro rhese problems. Unfor-
tunately, rhe Fiscal Council of l6 October 1979was unable to agree ro this soludon.
Subsequently, the decisions of the Coun of Justice of 27 February 1980, on four of the five infringe-
ment case-s.brought by the Commission improved the possibilities for agrecmenr by removin[ a
number of the discriminations in this sector.
The President-in-Office of the Council has placed this issue on the agenda of a Fiscal Council on
27 October and has formulated funher compromise proposals, which the Commission fully suppons.
A political solution is long ovcrdue, and the'Commission hopes rhat the Council will now be ible to
agree.
I
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It is in the light of these considerations that rhe mixed taxation system for alcohol set up by Denmark
falls to be considered. This new law depans radically from the Commission's approach to rhis marrer,
an approach approved by eight of the nine Member States and consisdng of the application ro alcohol
of a single specific rate of duty. The compromise proposal now before the Council is in line c/ith rhe
Commission's approach.
It is for this reason that Commissioner Burke reacted immediately on being informed of rhe draft
Danish law.
Question No 15 by Miss Broohes (H-399/80)
Subject : Unfair competition
In view of the very high level of unemploymenr in the UK and, in panicular, Nonh !flales, I am
deeply concerned about the increase in the amount of dumping of subsidized products on rhe UK
markct, which is seriously aggravating the employmenr siruadon.
It appears that subsidized Italian washing machines are to be dumped on rhe UK market and this
could seriously affect the viability of some of the UK producu. Can the Commission tell me whether
any action can be taken against this grossly unfair competidon?
Ansuer
The Commission assumes that the Honourable Member is referring ro rhe aid nov under considera-
tion by the Italian Government to rescue a large undertaking producing washing machines and other
household electrical appliances. According to the information available to the Commission, no deci-
sion has yet been taken by the Italian governmen[.
If a decision to grant such aid is taken, the Iralian Governmcnt would [e required to notify it as a
prqject_ to the Commission which would then evaluate it with regard o, inter ali4 its potential effects
on trade and intra-Community compedtion.
Qaestion No 17 by Mr DiAd @-402/80)
Subjcct: Crisis in the car sector and Communiry inrcrvention
Vhat measures does thc Commission intend putting forward to combar thc crisis in rhe car sector in
thc Member States? Does the Commission not consider that there is an urgent need for a Community
srategy rc support this sector, based on cooperation between manufacturers on rescarch and rhe joint
production of some componeno, either with financial suppon from the EEC or by coordinating
national aid, through the establishment of appropriate Community intcrvention insruments, with the
added pulpose of laying down rules for relations berween Community countrics and third countries?
Ansaner
The Commission th4nks che Honourable Member for his question but wishes to poinr rhar ir has
recendy forwarded t6 the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and to the Committee on
External Economic Relations a document containing an assessment of the situation in rhe motor vehi-
cle industry.
That document was prepared to encourage a broad debate in Parliament and the two Committees
have already begun their work on this subject.
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The Commission believes that the Community institutions must turn their attention immediltely to
the motor Vehicle industry. Consideration of the document forwarded by us must enable, as the
Honourable Member wishes, suiable measures enabling the European motor vehicle industry to
retain its rightful place in the world to be highlighted.
Qaestion No 19 by Mr Martinet (H-404/80): aithdraan
Question No 20 by Mr Patterson (H-405/80): defened
*
Question No 21 by Mr Moreland (H-407/80)
Subject: Trading aBreemen$ with Indonesia
Because Indonesia does not like restrictions placed on impons into the Community on rcxtiles it is
discriminating against cenain impons into Indonesia from the Communiry. Vhat acdon has the
Commission taken to force Indonesia to end its discriminatory policy and does this action include
making it clear to the Government of Indonesia that any review of thc present bilateral agreemenr is
dependent on the ending of discrimination against cenain Community expons?
Ansuer
The Honourable Member will be aware that the Commission has opcned consultations with the
Indonesian authorities to try to resolve the problems relating to textiles in accordance with the terms
of bilateral agreement on rade in rhis sector between the Community and Indonesia, with the last
series of consultations aking place at the beginning of October.
The Commission hopes that these consultations will enable a solution ro the current disputes to be
found, without excluding a review of the agreement if necessary, and thar Indonesia will then cease to
apply restrictive measures to impons from thc Communiry.
Question No 22 by Mr Neanton Dunn (H-408/80)
Subject: Fishing
Vhat is the month for which all nine Member States have now nodfied ro rhe Commission quantities
of species landed in their pons, or landed outside the Community or ranshipped by their fishermen
and why has the information for this latest complerc month and for all previous mon[hs not yet been
published to the European Parliament, as was promised by the President of the Commission during
Question Time in July?
Ansaner
1. There is a legal basis for the requesting and the dissemination of information on catches of the
MS, and the Commission has been battling to get this information. At the present dme our data is scill
too incomplete to give a clear and accurate picture, and is not as yet suitable for publication.
2. Vhen we have a Community fisheries policy this problem will disappcar because such reponing
will become pan of the normal procedure. In the meantime we are doing what we can with the legal
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insrruments ar our disposal to get this informadon which is necessary not only an accurate quola
system in our fish policy but also to fulfil our obligations to third countries.
Q*estion No 23 by Mrs de Mlrch (H-409/80)
Subject: Consequences for the female employment market of the various plans for industrial reor-
ganizadon and of the enlargemenr of the EEC to include the 3 rpplicant counries
Vill the Commission provide wirh all due specd a study of the number of jobs for women which have
disappeared or are about to disappear in cenain sectors, and sectors dependent on them, as a result of
plans for industrial reorganization, and a study in respect of France, Spain, Greece and Portugal of
the number of jobs for women likely rc disappear in industry and agriculture as a consequence of the
EEC's enlargement to include the 3 applicant countries?
Ansaner
1 . This question musr be seen againsr the background of the structural changes which will take place
in the European Community in the next few years and also against the background of the fact that
unemployment in the EEC is tending towards 7 million registered unemployed.
2. One facror which is relevant here, panicularly in the case of unemployment among women, is the
influence of new technology (micro-processors) on employment opponunities. The Commission
submitted the repon on this subjecr ar the beginning of the year and that repon was discussed at the
meeting of the smnding Committee on Employmenr on 26 February 1980. The Commitrce felt that
the inroducion of micro-processors would undoubrcdly lead to far-reaching changes in the produc-
rion process and in employment structures but that the nature and scale of these changes could not
yet be defined with clarity.
3. To overcome this weakness in the analysis and gain a better overall insight, the Commission has
set up a.pool for European analyses and studies which will be open to all interested panies. In the
EEC women represenr no less than 45 percent of the overall figure for unemployment. This implics
thar the level of unemployment among women is significancly higher than amont men. Special atten-
tion must therefore be given to this aspect in the analyses and studies.
4. I do not alrcgether share the view thar enlargement of the Community will lead to lower employ-
menr opporrunities for women in industry and agriculture. It is an established fact that sensitive
sectorsiuch as rcxtiles, clothing, and footwear, in which women represent between 320/o and850/o
of the work force, may increasingly suffer from competidon from the applicant counries. I would,
however, point out that this comperirion already exists. Industry is not therefore unprepared.
Moreover, the Community does have insruments at its disposal to alleviate the consequences of
opening its market, both before and after accession.
Question No 24 by Mr Schinzel (H-410/80)
Subject: Transborder school visits in the Community
Vhat obsucles exisr, co the Commission's knowledge, in the border regions of the Communiry to
school visirs to neighbouring countries, e.g. visits by Dutch children to the Fedcral Republic or by
German children to Belgium, and what steps is the Commission taking to facilitate such visites?
Ansuer
l. The Commission has prepared a study indicating-the general problems confronting the organiz-
ers of school visits and schoo[exchanges. This study gavc rise to a major confcrence on thc subject of
'school visits and school exchanges' organized by the Commission in conjunction r.ith the national
Ministries of Education in Venice in 1977. The results were published in thc Commission's educa-
tional series.
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The Commission has recognized thc specific potential of school exchanges bcrween member coun-
ries but has not yet looked into the specific problems of frontier regions. So far the Commission has
concentrarcd on an inquiry into the overall situation of pupil exchanges in the Community in order to
outline the porcntial for action at Community level.
It will continue its rcchnical work in this area and make more detailed studies of this important matter
in its future programme.
2. A presenmtion of the Commission's proposals for Community action with a view to practical
suppon for school visits and school exchange programmes (including exchange programmes in fron-
tier regions) will be found in the Commission's communication ro the Council on language teaching
in the Community dated 22 June 1978.r
The Commission is actively supponing the interest shown by rhe Parliamentary Commirree on Yourh,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport in this matter and hopes that the Resolution now being
prepared on educational and youth exchange visits will lead ro srronger exchange programmes in the
Community. This is extremely imponant in the light of the aim of bringing the peoples of rhe
Community closer togerher.
To make the problems and possibilities better known in the meantime and disseminare the informa-
tion which is already available, the Commission will be publishing in 1981 the first Community hand-
book on youth and educadonal exchanges.,Again in 1981, the Commission will be publishing case
studies in its educational series showing how problems can be solved through the successful organiz-
adon of school visirs and school exchange programmes of many different kinds.
Question No 25 by Mr Vekh @-a1il80)
Subject: Aids for the honicultural sector
In reply to written question 296/80 by Mr Newton Dunn2 Vice President Gundelach states 'The
Commission . . . has in fact asked the Member States to discontinue all aid measures including those
connected with producdon cos6 in honiculture except during two pcriods when oil prices rose
suddenly (1974-75 and 1980). Strict conditions have been arached On each occasion to the authoriz-
ation of aids'.
R.".nt ..pon, have mentioned proposals for: 5 o/o interest subsidy on oil purchases for Belgian grow-
ers and 120/o ior German gros/ers; improvement credits wonh FF 45 million for French growers
from the French government for fuel conversion; an export subsidy scheme for Guernsey-romato
growers; restrictions on the export of Dutch honicultural products to Denmark; a HFL 32 million
research protramme into fuel conversion in Holland where subsidized prices for natural gas conrinue
to be available.
In the light of this, does the Commission not consider that the time has come to make detailed pro-
posals to rcplace all national aids by a single Community system?
Question Nr 36 by Mr Beazley (H-432/80)
Subject: Energy costs in honiculture
In view of the answers provided to my previous questions on this subject and the apparent failure of
the Dutch Government ro agree the complete harmonization of energy costs in honiculture before
1981, despite Anicle93.l procedure having been invoked, would the Commission now indicate the
measures it witl take ,o ,.Li.u. irc objectivi of providing a genuine common market in honicultural
products ?
loint ansuter
The Commission finds that there is a clear distortion of competition in this sector caused by the
special tariff applied for gas supplied to the Dutch honiculture. Therefore rhe Commission has now
I Com (78\ 222 final, Anncx B and Financial Schedule Annex D.
' 
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decided to enBate rhe Sute aid procedure foreseen in Anicle 93, paragraph 2, of the Treaty against
the Netherlands.
As an example of the disronion taking place I can mention that the Dutch expon of tomatoes to the
UK during the first 6 monrhs of rhis year has increased by 85 0/o and of lettuce to the UK has
increased by 50 0/o in the same period.
I should add that the present case is the son of thing that resulm from a lack of harmonization of
energy prices. The price increase for energy should go fully through to consumers and this should
also be the case for Communiry honiculture. This indicates that only a Community energy policy can
eliminate problems of this kind. Until we have a policy, q/e must do what we can with the instruments
at our disposal.
Question No 26 by Mr Deleoau (H-41 t/80): uithdrawn
Question No 29 by Mrs Dienesch (H-418/80)
Subject: U.g.n, ,."rures to support pig-meat prices
In view of the serious falt in pig-meat prices which is threhtening the livelihood of many producers,
panicularly in wesrern France, what emergency measures does the Commission intend to take to
.nru.. ..rp..t for Community preference and to eliminate distonions of competition within the
European Economic Community?
Ansuer
Suppon measures taken by the Commission include:
- 
an extension of aid for private storage until the beginning of Ocrcber and this has taken more
rhan 30 000 tonnes of pig-meat of the market,
- 
additional impon levies on cenain products from cenain third countries,
- 
increased expon refunds from the beginning of September.
Together these measures have strengthened the Communiry pig-meat market. Prices have risen stead-
ilysincerhebeginningof September,goingfrom 83.90/o of thebasicpriceto 86'50/o attheendof
the monrh.
However impons have shown an unhealthy development lately and the Commission is looking into
rhe possibility of strengthening the sluice-gate price system.
Qaestion No 30 by Mrs Niekn (H-a20/80): defercd
*
Qtestion No 31 by Mr Gi*mmana (H-423/80)
Subject: Crisis in the wine sector
In view of the very serious crisis in the wine sector and the disquieting prospec$ for the new wine
markering year, does not the Commission consider it essendal to take action to cancel authorizations
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to edd sucroscr to rcmoye to'rtion pcndizing wine consumption, ro respect the principles of thc
prefercnce schcme" to protctt thc produce uaditionally grown in the sourhern areas, to incrcasc the
level of refunds, to encourage promotional campaigns and ro ensure tle enforcement of Coun of
Jusdce rulings?
Ansaner
Theg is already in effe<t a nerr Conimunity wine policy which takes care of the concerns evoked by
Mr Giummarra, and which I have described to the Housc on scveral occasions. This wine action
Programme includes structural as well as commercid clemens and provides a whole range of
measures including a recommendation to Member States that thcy reduce winc excise taxis. A
number of spccific actions have been taken to provide extnr support for thc market as a result of this
year's high levcl of pmducdon, including special distilledon and the 'garantie de bonne fin'.
\Zhen these points are taken into account, together with the fact thar nexr year's wine production will
be lower that this year's, I cannot atrer that there is a crisis in the wine market. Thi Commission's
wine poticy will.suppon producers' incomes at a time when an unusually large sock would normally
cause'prices to drog sigdfican*y.
So far as the specific questions are concerned:
- 
the Commission hes made imponent progress this year towards e much greater limiration on the
use of sucrosc,
- 
Community preference is assured by a reference price and the possibility of compcnsarory rrxes,
- 
expon restitutions ensure access ro rhird country market,
- 
the Commission bclieves that producers themselvcs should organizc publiciry carnpaigns for rheir
wines.
Qrcstior No i2 by Miss Qt;n (H-125fr0)
Subiect: I\occdurt for considcring and approving apptricarions un&r rhc Rcgional and Smial Funds
Is the Commission satisfied with its present procedurc for considering atrd approving applicatircns for
Regional and Social Fund assistance, and, if not, what changes would it wish to see?
Ansaner
Experience with drc functioning of rhe Regional and Socie} Rrnds during thc last few years has
shorrn tfiat the pmccdures for considering applications lor essistanct can be, in the aggregare, oon-
sidered satisfactory. Nevercheless, cenain aspects still need to bc improrred.
tn +c.Regignal Fund these aspects ooncern for example thc descriptioo of a proiect's regional impact,its linh with the rcgional derclopment protrammes, and the presentation of small proieos. Ti.s.
espc'cts will be considcrcd in the preparation of the next revision of the Regional Fund Regulation.
In the Social hrnd drcre hetc bcen problerns of delays in the handling of applications, due to scveral
factors" including thc frcqucnt nced to consult Mernbcr Sratcs foifuntiei informadon. ln 1979,
however, the Commission succccded in spcding up the decisiron-makint procedure. Further effons
in this direction will bc made in collaboration with thc Social Fund Ctmmimee and rhe Membcr
States-
Questiott No 33 by Mn Catle (H-a26/80)
Subjcrt: Apples
Is thc Commbsirn evere thet during hrliement's Ftcn ry .xirar b S6rsb6x11:3 rhe onty tpc of
applcs scwcd in rhc rcgrurems b th. Frcnch'Goldco Ddicftxx'. Can the Comm[sion *nfi"- *",
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this non-communautaire discrimination against other excellent apples such as the Cox's OranE
Pippin does not exisr in the Commission'i own resuurants and will they ensurc thet a varicty of
Community apples is on sale in them?
Answer
The Commission runs its own restaurants and has to balance revenue end expenditure. 'Dessert
apples'are bought on the open market each day. No variety_is specified,.price being the solc deter-
mining factor. The Commission does not therefore set out to discriminate betwecn varieties.
The resuurants operating during Parliamcnt's plenary sessions in Suasbourg are run by a catering
firm which selecs its own produce.
+
+*
Question No 34 by Mr Maber (H-a27/80): defernd
+
++
Question No 35 by Mr Maffte-Baugd (H-430/80)
Subject: Table grapes
Since producers of table grapes apparendy do not benefit from adequate arrantements, their income
is falling as a result of rhe absence of any measures to prevent excessive market fluctuations'
There is a need ro find a use for table grapes withdrawn from the market in order to guarantee qual-
l#l1j:*ilt, since Community regulations restrict to aminimum the amount 
which may be turned
Two avenues might be explored:
(a) A Communiry regulation providing for the grant of aid amounting rc FF 0.35 per litre to pro-
ducers of grape juice. Such aid would not be linked to any tuaranrced minimum producer price,
whereas aid granted to producers of other producs is linked to guaranteed minimum prices.
For example:
TiXJ[:!:n';:,5f o'.,'ff'f,)
Peaches 184.65 152.37
Villiams pears 172.37 135'01
Prunes 810.22 280.07
Morello cherries 436.19 181.90
Other cherries 388.24 170.79
(b) Alternarively, the grapes withdrawn by recognized producer groups should be sent for Process-
ing rather thrn b. dist.oyed. In that case, the processor could make- up the inadequate with-
drawal price (around FF O.O8) by a premium which would bring the producer price up to
FF 1.20.
I should therefore like to ask the Commission whether these proposed changes would not help to
prorcct the table grapes market and producers' incomes?
Ansaner
The Commission does not agree rhat market suppoft measures for table grapes are insufficient.
Several points can be made.
- 
The basic market regulation provides for wirhdrawals from the market. This measure has becn
used a few times in Italy.
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- 
The close link between Brape musts and wine means that rhe price of grape musr is largely
supponed by measures in tle winc sector.
- 
The Community has set up, as of the present campaign, aids for the use of musr in grape juice.
In the light of these facts the Commission cannot accepr, Mrs Chairman, that there are not sufficient
measures ro supporr the income of table grape producers.
+
++
Question No J7 by MrAdam (H-433/80): ddened
'*oo
Question No 38 by Mr Conbe (H-438/80): defened
+
+*
Question No 39 by Mr De Keersmaeker (H-440/gO)
Subject: Ban on entry into France of aniculated motor coaches exceeding 15.5 metres in length
Is the Commission aware thatwith effect from I October 1980 the French Government is imposing a
ban on-entry into its rcrritory of aniculated moror coaches exceeding 15.5 metres in length, jnd does
it not feel that such legislation violates the provisions of the EEC Tr."ry on free competition; with
consequen[ adverse effects for motor coach undenakings and manufacturers in orher countries?
Ansuter
The French Government has informed the Commission of Decree No 80/648 of 2 September 1980,
which entered into force on I October and modifies cenain provisions of the 'Code de ia Route'.
Under this Decree, the maximum permitted length of aniculated vehicles (including lorries and buses)
is increased from l5 metres to 15.5 metres.
There exists a derogation which allows the use of aniculated buses up to a maximum length of
18 metres. The French authorities have issued a circular, separarc from the Decree already
mentioned, which restricts this derogadon to buses in urban t.anspon.
The Commission is aware of the fact that the diversity of national limits on weighr and dimensions of
vehicles poses serious problems both for the transpon secor and for vehiclJmanufacturers. It has
therefore proposed to harmonize narional laws and regularions in this rcspect.
The maximum length of l5.5metres provided for in rhe French Decree accords with the Commis-
sion's proposals on this point.
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Question No 40 by Mr Bonaccini (H-441/SO)
Subject: Euroconrrol's powers
Vhat steps does the Commission of the_European Communities intend to take to prevenc the Euro-
control Commission of Ministers from deciding next November to withdraw from'that organizadon
all legal powers in the field of air traffic controll
Ansuer
ln l.978.the Commission-proposed- to include airtraffic control on the priority list of topics for exami-
narion in a Community framework. This was refused by the Council. Undeithese circumstances, the
, 
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Commission does nor feel rhat it would serve any useful purpose to make proposals to the Council
concerning Eurocontrol.
The Commission is, however, following the matter closely in view of the imponance of a coordinated
high tevel ATC sysiem for aii transporiactiviries in the Community and has concluded a cooPeration
agreement with Eurocontrol.
Question No 41 by Mr Diana (H-4a3/80)
Subject: Aid following natural disasrcrs
On 22 Seprember 1980 the province of Savona was struck by an exceptionally-heavy_hailstorm- This
natural disasrcr affected a total of almost 300 hectares under glass and about 2 000 farms producing
;;,1;;i;;;;iJi; ,;e;;s.;;[les a',d flowers mainly for expo=n. Does the Commission not consider
rh"t aid is urgently needed"ro help ro offset the loss oi.ropt and equipment esdmated to be equivalent
to,some 150 000 million lire?
'Ansaner
The Commission services are in contact wirh the relevant Italian authoritics in order to obtain funher
informarion about the events described by the Honourable Member before assessing whether the
damage meets rhe strictly limited criteria under which disaster aid may be granted.
*oo
Question No 42 by Mr Radoux (H-444/80): ddened
+
++
Question No 43 by Sir Fredeick Varner (H-445/80): defened
+
Question No 44 by Miss Hooper (H-449/80)
Subject: Inrcrnational Sugar Agreement
Has any progress been made'since lasr March to ensure the Community's membership in the Interna-
tional Sugar Agreement?
Ansuer
l. Yes, some progress has been made.
2. The International Sugar Council has nowl made clear its desire to enter contructively into nego-
tiations to secure Community membership of the Agreement as quickly as possible, though not on
any basis which would e*cluie a fixed limit for Community exports when quou restrictions were in
force under the Agreement
3. The Commission has requested a mandate2 from the Council of Ministers to undenake such
negotiations, and it has framed its proposalsr for the new Community inrcrnal sugar regime in such a
I Letter of 2 June 1980 from Executive Director of ISC to the Commission'2 COM (80) 475 final of 30 July 1980.3 COM (80) 753 of 30 September 1980.
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way that this would be compatible with che obligations of membership, if the negotiarions were
sucessful.
4. However, the Council of Miniscers has still to decide on these proposals.
+
+*
Question No 45 by Mr Seligman (H-450/80)
.Subject: Civil defence measures
Vhat measures does the Commission plan to mke in order co coordinate an'effective civil defence of
the Community against nuclear attack?
Ansuter
Civil defence measures are a matter for Member States, and nor the responsibility of the Commission.
Question No 46 by Mr Kaoanagh (H-452/80)
Subject: Community poliry for rhe development of,smaller pons
Vill the Commission state its policies. reladng. ro, and the aids available for, the development of
smaller porcs panicularly in the lesser developed regions of the Community where they 
"r. "n 
.rr.n-
tial element in the infrastrucure necessary foi funhir economic de*,elopment?
Answer
The Commission considers that pon infrastructures in general are an imponanr factor in the develop-
ment of the less-favoured maritime regions. Thus, provided that rhey irave satisfied Regional Furid
eligibiliry crircria, applications for aid for pon infiastructure projecis submitred to the Fund have
almost always resulted in decisions to grant aid.
The Commission would however draw the Honourable Member's arrendon rc rhe facr rhat under the
'rms of the. Fund Regulation, applications for aid must be submitted ro the Fund by the Member
States and that consequently Fund aid for small pon infrastructure projects is condiiional on such
applications.
Question No 47 by Mrs Desmond (H-454/80)
Subject: Cuts in Regional Fund aid to Ireland
\rill the Commission clarify its position relating rc its recent proposals for revising downwards thequotas of the Member States, rc allow for Greek entry, panicuiarly for lreland, whe"re this Er;J i, oi
considerable significance, and will it propose instead ionsiderable expansion ofihe Regional Fund?
Answer
The inclusion of Greece in,the.Regional Fund quota sys-rem as from I January 1981 obviously raisedthe problem of proponional adjustments to the quotas Lf th. p..r.nt Mlmber 'states.
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In the document which it has just forwarded to the Council and to Parliament,r the Commission has
proposed a quota for Greece equal to l5 0/o of the amount of the ERDF quota section. This figure is
based on a comparative analysis of the situadon of Greece compared to tha[ of the other Member
States of the Community.
As regards adjustmenm to other Member States' quotas, the Commission has tried [o ensure that the
least prosperous Member States will be least affected. Instead of proposing a simple linear adjustment,
it drew up proposals in accordance with a distribution scale based on the deviation ofpercapita gross
domestic product in each Member Sute from the Community average.
The Commission also shares the Honourable Member's view on the need to increase the resources of
che ERDF, and would point out in panicular that on the basis of its proposals for the 1981 budget,
the amounts available for each Member Sate under the Regional Fund have risen in absolute terms
despite the reduction quotas expressed as a percentage of Fund resources.
Question No 48 by Mr Hume (H-4 ) 5/80)
Subject: Commission proposals in favour of small farmers in Nonhern Ireland
Given the urgency of the situation facing small farmers in Northern Ireland, will the Commission
report on the fecent discussions in Council on the Commission's proposals for structural and other
measures in favour of Nonhern Ireland farmers?
Answer
Discussion of the two proposals of the Commission relating to the development of agriculture in
Nonhern Ireland is continuint in the Council within the framework of the overall discussions on the
structural package. A decision by the Council on this package is anticipated in the near future.
Question No 49 by Mr de k Maline (H-a57/80)
Subjeci: Agreemenrc between Italian and Japanese moror vehicle manufacrurers
How does the Commission view the technical and financial agreemen$ which have been concluded
or are about to be concluded between Italian motor vehicle manufacturers, specifically Alfa Romeo,
and the Japanese motor vehicle industry, represented by the Nissan cornprny; is this agreement nor
likely to lead in the long term to a cut-back in jobs among compering Italian companies, panicularly
Fiat, and also among some French manufacturers?
Answer
The Commission has been informed of the progress of discussions concerning the Alfa-Nissan agree-
ment during talks with the main panies involved. The proposed operation comprises a series of indus-
trial and commercial measures over a period of several years. The Commission has not yet completed
irc examinadon of the agreement which was only approved at the end of September and cannor rhere-
fore give im opinion for the moment:
- 
on the subjecr of the comparibiliry of this agreement wirh che rules of competition;
- 
on the possible repercussions on the distribution of employmenr within the Community.
I COM (80) 368 final, 6 October 1980, proposal for a Council regulation (EEC) amending Regu-
lation (EEC) No724/75 establishing a European Regional Development Fund.
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The Honourable Member may also refer to the answer to Question No 1103/80 by Mr Pedini and to
the document conaining a factual review of the situation in the motor vehicle industry as a back-
ground text for the fonhcoming debate on this topic.
.oo
Question No 50 by Mr Boyes @-a61/80)
Subject: Integrated Operations Areas
Vould rhe Commissioner explain to the Parliament how to dercrmine which area should be desig-
' nated as Integrated Operations Area? Funher would they say any areas in Country Durham could be
so designated and panicularly the tov/n of Consett where unqmployment is expecrcd to be 50 Yo?
Ansuer
l. The'inrcgrated operations' approach is still only in an expcrimcntal stage.
The Commission cannot thcrefore esablish rigid crircria as yet for determining what areas should be
designated Integrated Operations Areas, although it is now working on the establishment of one such
. 
operation in Naples; a second is also being considered for Belfast. Given the limitations on rhe activi-
ties open to the Commission in rcrms of resources and staff, it is quite out of the question for the
launching of any funher projects of this kind to be considered at present.
2. At a more general level the Commission can, however, specify a number of conditions that it feels
must be met before an area can be considered for classification as an'Integrated Operations Area'. It
must:
- 
be covered by the regional development programme;
- 
have especially severe employment and development problems, and at the same dme constiturc a
region of significant economic activity and population in relation to the Community as a whole ;
- 
be in receipt of considerable current or projected financial aid from its national government or
local authority;
- 
meet the conditions necessary for action by a number of Community financial mechanisms.
3. As to the question of whether certain areas of County Durham (population 600 000) can bc clas-
sified as Integrated Operations Areas, it would be prema[ure, given the current experimental stage of
Integrated Operations, to give a definitive answer. The determination of Inrcgrated Operations Areas
is, at all events, based on data and guidelines provided by the Member Srate concerned. The Commis-
sion would also point out that ir has already shown an interist in the Consert region, where several
Community mechanisms are in operation (in panicular the ERDF and the Social Fund).
Question No 51, by Mr Van Miert (H-462/80)
Subject: Cultivation of witloof chicory
Can the Commission confirm that France applies cenain support measures for the culdvation of
witloof chicory which have a discriminatory effect in particular on Belgian chicory producers and
what does it intend rc do rc stop this discrimination?
Ansuer
The Commission has not been informed of the granting of specific aids for the production of witloof
chicory in France contrary to the rules of competidon laid down in the Treaty.
In France as in other Member States, investment aid is granted for agricultural products at the level of
the farm holdings and this also applies to the cultivation of widoof chicory; this aid falls within rhe
contextof Directive No72/159/EEC on the modernization of farm holdings.
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INTHE CHAIR: MRSVEIL
President
(The sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoalofminutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I received various documents which can
be found set out in the minutes.
3. Membership of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the European
Democradc Group a requesr to appoint Mr Moreland
to the Committee on Energy and Research, to replace
Sir Peter Vanneck.
Are there any commenr?
The appointment is ratified.
4. Implemenution of the Communities'bdgetfor 1980
(continuarion)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuadon of the
debate, begun yesterday, on rhe oral quesdon by Mr
Notenboom and others (Doc. 1-451/80).
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Dankert. 
- 
(NL) The statement Commissioner
Tugendhat made yesterday on rhe utilization of the
amounts entered in the budget by Parliament by means
of amendments was, in my view, fairly satisfactory.
That was no great hardship this year, because Parlia-
ment adopted very few amendments during the last
round. The only exceprion, to which Mr Aigner has
also referred, was perhaps the question of the ceramics
and rcxtile industries, and I wonder whether, despite
the absence of a legal basis, the Commission could not
have found a way of using these amounr by means of
'specific actions'. That has been done in the pasl I did
not hear the Commission say during the voting on
these amendmenr that expenditure in this field was
impossible.
Madam President, as happens every year, we are again
faced with the fact that 100 0/o or more of compulsory
expenditure, panicularly rhat on agriculture, is being
utilized, while some of the appropriadons approved in
the non-compulsory sector have again not been used.
The result is a worsening of the balance in the budget.
And I should like to ask the Commissioner a few more
direct questions on the development of agricultural
expenditure than the ones he answered yesrcrdaf.
According to the Commissioner, expenditure up to
October amounts to 83.3 0/0, slighdy above what is
required when a budget runs its normal course. I
would be very interested in hearing from him whether,
in view of likely developments in the monrhs ro come,
it can now definitely be said that rhere will be no
supplementary budget or rhar there will be no substan-
tial conversion of non-compulsory into compulsory
expenditure. I would like to be sure about this because
I believe that we must not find ourselves in the same
situation as last year, with a supplementary budget
being rushed through Parliament at the la$ moment,
with all kinds of unpleasant consequences 
- 
I am
referring, of course, to the 203 m. I should therefore like
precise details not only on the present situation, but
also on what is expected to happen in the few monrhs
to come.
I have two more comments to make, Madam Presi-
dent. The first concerns what Commissioner Tugend-
hat said yesterday about transfers under rhe system of
provisional twelfths. He said that this system has not
really worked satisfactorily in the Commission's view
and that, in connection with the review of the Finan-
cial Regulation, for example, it therefore feels it will
have to revert ro this matrer. I thought both Parlia-
ment and the Council were of rhe opinion that the
position regarding the ransfer ro the anicles
concerned was extremely clear and that a review of
this aspect of the Regulation uras superfluous,
although a problem did arise, for insrance, as regards
the Commission's power to divide agricultural expend-
iture into commirmenr appropriations and payment
appropriadons and thus ro operare a sysrem of
advances which it could not use where advances were
made on a rwelve-monthly basis because the total
budget would automatically be exceeded. I feel this is
a matrer which requires somewhat closer attention,
since the legal services find that the necessary lack of
clariry exists in this respect.
My second question is as follows: can rhe Commission
state whether it is completely or fairly sure rhar budget-
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ary funds will be required this financial year follow-
ing the declaration of a manifest crisis in the steel
sector, or is this a situation which will occur only in
1981, and what amounts does the Commission think
will be involved?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhr\ Member of the Commission.
Madam President, you caught me slightly unawares
and, I must confess, slightly before I was ready,
because the questions asked particularly by Mr Dank-
en are not only imponant but also very specific.
However, let me begin at the beginning of the debate,
or even before the beginning of the debate when I was
asked a very specific question by Mr Patterson,
concerning the heritage.
The problem here is, of course, that it was a new item
and therefore got caught up in the rwelfths. But we are
cenainly hoping that we will be able m spend the
money and we will try to provide him with additional
information on this point subsequendy.
I was also asked a question by Mr Aigner about the
nature of the Commission's position bn a legal base.
Now, I felt that we vere in danger of running into a
disagreement where none existed, or at any rate that
'we were in danger of running inrc a disagreement
uihere the differences beween us were not as great as
appeared to be the case in the debate. I laid out, in
answer to Mr Notenboom, the Commission's tradi-
tional position that the budget is an absolutely neces-
sary but not in itself always sufficient condition for
expenditure. I drew attention to various satements
made by parliamenarians which, in my view, were of
a similar nature.
None the less, as Mr Aigner said, there is an area of
very considerable uncertainry here, that cenainly
needs to be very much more carefully and specifically
defined than it has been in the past. Our strong view is
thar it is important for the institutions to reach a politi-
cal settlement on this matrcr. I hope very much that, in
view of the strong feelings expressed on this occasion
by Mr Aigner, but on other occasions by other
Members, that Parliament will consider the advisabil-
ity of launching a conciliation procedure on this point.
It is a point that needs to be cleared up and it is some-
thing, as I think Mr Notenboom agreed from the way
in vhich he nodded his head when I was speaking
yesterday, that can only function effecdvely if both
arms of the budgetary authority and ourselves as well,
are in agreement on the inrcrpretation, because if there
isn't agreement on the inrcrpretation one could find
oneself in a very difficult situation indeed.
So, I would urgc on the House, in the light of Mr
Aigner's exhonations 
- 
though, as I say, they are in
linc with vhat other Members from other pans of the
House have said in the past 
- 
that a conciliation
procedure ought to take place on this and that we all
ought to seek rc work towards a bommon understand-
ing of this difficult and important point.
Now, Mr Taylor also put a specific question when he
asked me whether I felt that the Commission 
- 
or the
Community I think he said 
- 
was as effective a
steward of its money as the Member States. Vell, it
would be very dangerous, I think, to be rco dogmatic
on that subject, Madam President, but when I look
around the Member States and see the difficulties
which some of them have got into in calculating their
esdmates and the way in which in some Member
States, even despite the greatest effons on the pans of
Ministers of Finance and others, expenditure aPPears
to rise more rapidly than those Ministers would wish, I
think that I can safely say that v/e compare favourably
with Member States. I would not want to claim more
than that. No doubt some are better but I am not sure
I would say that all of them are.
I would also point out that we are very dependent on
the Member States themselves in the implementadon
of our budget. Indeed, when I went through the list of
items in my speech late last night, I pointed out how
on some of them we had been unable to spend because
of the absence of action in the Council; on others we
had not spent as much as we would have wished
because there had been a delay in receiving applica-
tions from the Member States.
In some respec6, on some of the funds, we cannot be
better than-the Member States themselves because if
they do not send in the applications and the receipts
and so fonh, we are unable to spend the money 
-that, of course, is a reason why we must try to improve
the performance of these funds; it is a point that
Parliament has been very concerned about ever since I
have been here and I think in the last year we have
managed to make a really subsandal improvement.
I drew attention particularly in my remarks 
- 
but I do
so again because it is a slightly different group of
people in the audience than was the case yesrcrday 
-to the great improvement made in the Social Fund.
Now the Social Fund has always been an area where
paymenr have been. rather slow. Ve recently intro-
duced a new system for making payments; this year 
-and, of course, it is very relevant to the 1981 budget
procedure 
- 
we believe that there will not be any
carry-over from the Social Fund into next year. The
Social Fund has, of course, always been imponant' but
its imponance is perhaps panicularly underlined by
some of the difficulties facing European industry at
the moment. Mr Danken referred to the srcel industry
where the Social Fund has a role to play.
Now, on other specific questions: I was asked a ques-
tion by Mr Aigner concerning lines 3720, which is
action in the ceramics sector, and 3722 
- 
textile
industry rcchnology. Mr Aigner claimed that the
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Commission ought to have implemenrcd rhese lines as
'action ponctuelle'. The siruadon is in fact as follows:
initially the Commission suggesred programmes which
would require a legal base. Now, it is true that in the
course of discussion there was talk of turning these
programmes into studies which the Commission could
then have implemented, but that would have required
a change in the commenlary.'!7e were of course
beginning to run up againsr deadlines.
The basic point is that it had taken a long time in the
Council to ger any progress at all! So I hope thar that
explains why we were unable ro move quite as fast as
Mr Aigner would have liked. As th-e House will be
aware,-changes in the commenta{y -"ra ,rot an abso-
lutely straightforward business.
Mr Danken asked me some specific questions with
regard to agriculture. I will do my best to ansx/er
them. But, as he will appreciare, it is more imponant
to get the answers right even if I do not answer them
immediately, than to provide an immediate answer and
tet them wrong. That was why I was hoping that there
might be one or rwo more speakers besween rhe time
Mr Danken sat down and the time I stood up.
None the less, in the case of agriculture, total credits
amount to 1l 507 m EUA. Advances until October
accounted tor 9 579 m EUA, so rhe balance for
November and December on rhar basis is I 828 m
EUA.
Our latest information is rhat payments in Seprcmber
have not only been lower than expected, but that
paymenrc in September were less than the Member
States expected when they made their requests for
advances and therefore the surplus money from
September should be taken inro accounr for the last
three months of the year.
I have said before, and I say again in answer to Mr
Danken's specific quesrion, that we do not exped, we
do not wish, we do not believe thar there will be a
supplementary budget. There is a saying in English, a
language which Mr Danken speaks very well, that one
should never say'never' in politics. I think in general it
is wise. If I had nor gor that exhorcarion ringing in my
ears, that one should never say'never' in politics, I
think I would be prepared to give the absolute assur-
ance that he is asking for. But I rhink it is unwise to be
as absolute as that. I really do not believe there will be
one. Ve are confidenr thar we can live within the
limits and it is certainly our srrong view that there
should not be one.
Obviously there will have to be transfers within Titles
6 and 7 this year as in the past. That is normal proce-
dure. But I take his point about there being a differ-
ence between the transfers between compulsory and
compulsory on the one hand and berween
non-compulsory and compulsory on the orher.
Cenainly, our view is that rhere should nor be rrans-
fers between non-compulsory and compulsory. So I
hope that that provides the answer that he needs.
Now, that concerns agriculture. I have gone as far as I
possibly can on saying there will not be a supplemen-
tary budget, and I have made the point about transfers
from within the budget as well. Of course, this means
that we should make sure that the necessary measures
are taken to fulfil what I have said though, as Mr
Dankert recognizes, we are dependent on the Member
States for information. and sometimes rhere is a
dangerous time-lag between a change becoming appar-
ent and action being taken. The changes are qor
always in the same favourable direction as rhey were in
September.
Now, he also asked a question about manifest crisis. Of
course, you will be aware that, whatever one's view of
the steel industry may be 
- 
it may indeed be in a starc
of manifest crisis 
- 
the formal stare of manifest crisis
has not in fact been declared. I need to make thar
imponant distinction. In any case, our view is that we
can tet by in 1980 with the existing credits. The
House has, of course, in the past 
- 
I do not see
Madam Hoff at this moment, but it is her name that
comes most readily to mind on this subject 
- 
emphas-
ized the very grear imponance that it attaches' to
measures in this area, and we certainly believe that if
action was necessary earlier, it is even more necessary
now and it is likely to be still more necessary in the
future. The social consequences of the rundown in the
steel industry are profound. They are nor limited by
any means to one Member Starc nor are rhey limited
to one area of our Communiry. I think rhar in dealing
with the steel crisis and with the production and the
prices and the sales and all the rest of it, one must give
equal atrention to the social aspects of the crisis, and
one musr seek to mitigarc the consequences of what is
happening as ,far as is humanly possible. I wish thar
Madam Hoff'were here on this occasion. But that at
any tete is the siruation.
On the final point about the provisional rwelfths, as I
said in my remarks at the beginning, I rhink we all
[earned a good deal from our first 
- 
I do not know
whether it will be the last 
- 
exercise with the provi-
sional twelfths sysrem, and I drew arrcntion rc rhe
problems that arose from having limited finances on
the other. Cenainly, I think u'e are going to have to
ponder very carefully the lessons which have been
learnt. Perhaps the framework wirhin which to ponder
them is in the revision of rhe Financial Regulation
which is an exercise in which all of us will be panici-
patinS.
Madam President, that brings me to rhe end of my
remarks. I hope I have dealt with all the points which
were raised in the debate yesterday and roday. If there
are funher points which I have not been able ro cover
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in the shon time available, if Members would draw
them to our attention, we will write formal replies to
them.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
5. Presentation ofthe drafi general budget ofthe
Communitiesfor 1981
President. 
- 
The next item is the presentation by the
Council of the draft general budget of the European
Communities for 1981 (Doc. 1-455/80).
I call Mr Santer.
Mr Santer, Presidcnrin-Offce of the Council. 
- 
(F)
Madam President, on 24 Seprcmber, after nineteen
hours of deliberations, the Council established the
draft general budget of the European Communities for
rhe 1981 financial year, which I today have the honour
of presenting to the European Parliament.
I believe I am not exaggerating when I say that thb
deliberitions that night of. 23 and 24 September were
amontst the most difficult ever experienced in the
budgetary field within the Council.
The Council was in fact faced with various awkward
choices.
Vhile, on the one hand, it wanted to provide the
Communities with appropriate resources in 1981, with
account also aken of the accession of Greece, it could
not, on the other hand, overlook the growing
economic difficulties of the Member States, which are
also reflected in the national budgets, which, owing to
the downward economic Eend, are subject to increas-
ingly severe constraints. The margin for manoeuvre
which the governments of the Member States have in
areas ai essential as social policy, defence, and, in
particular, new activities is extremely small, if not
vinually non-existent. Inevitably, this situation is
reflected in the attitudes of the governments of the
Member States towards the Communiry budget.
\7hile it is true that the deliberasions leading to the
establishment of the draft budget were difficult and
laborious, because of the restrictions on the Council
and the sometimes differing interests of the Membcr
Smtes, I would warn agdinst drawing hasry conclu-
sions on the outcome of the Council's discussions.
I was also somewhat surprised to read in the European
press on 24 Seprcmber that the Communities were
heading for a new budgetary crisis, since I myself felt
that we had in fact avoided one the previous day.
For rhe first time, the Commission felt it must disso-
ciate itself from the Council's decisions on th.e trounds
that the draft budget established by the Council would
not properly reflect the Communiry's priorities.
I shall come back to this criticism in a moment.
But firstly, to permit the Members of the European
Parliament to make a better assessment of the context
in which the Council acted, I should like to make a
few introductory comments and then refer to a
number of chapters of the draft budget which will
undoubtedly interest Parliament most.
My first comment is rhis:
The natural and immediate reaction of all those who,
since 23 September, have expressed their views on the
draft budget established by the Council, was to
compare it with the preliminary draft submitted to us
by the Commission in July. ITithout a doubt, that will
also be the reaction of the Members of this Parliament
who, in their various committees, will be finding out
what this draft budget proposes to give to the areas
which interest them and comparing it with the hopes
awakened by the preliminary draft budget. That is the
natural reaction, and one which I personally under-
stand.
But I would ask you to put yourselves for a moment in
the shoes of the Finance and Budget Minisrcrs, who
are called upon in the Council to consider the budget
for the year to come. Theirs was also a natural imme-
diate reaction: they compared what is being asked of
them for 1981 with what was allocated in 1980, calcu-
lated the difference and then asked for reasons to
support this difference.
A practical example will perhaps show precisely what I
mean. In the preliminary draft the Commission
proposed increases over 1980 of 25.48 0/o in the case
of commitment appropriations and of 27.85 0/o in the
case'of payment appropriations. I hardly need to point
out, Madam President, that in several Member States
there will be no increase in public spending in 1981
over 1980, and in some there will be a reduction.
And it is not therefore surprising that, in the circum-
stances, there should be a movement within the Coun-
cil to reduce these percentage increases m levels that
are more acceptable to the majoriry of the Member
States.
But what has become of these growth percentages in
the draft budget established by the Council?
In spite of everything, Madam President, the draft
budger represenm an overall increase of 3 580 m EUA
in commitment appropriations and of 3 550 m in
payment appropriations, compared with the 1980
budget, or of almost 21 0/o and almost 23 Vo respec-
tively. These percentage increases are far higher than
the rates of expansion of the national budgets.
:1.- 
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The most analytical criticism levelled at the Council's
draft budget 
- 
and it is clearly derived from the
Commission's statemenr rc which I have already
referred 
- 
is that, by reducing non-compulsory
expenditure, the Council has upset the balance which
the Commission had tried rc strike in the preliminary
draft by increasing such expenditure and thus reducing
the relative share of agricultural expenditure.
'!7ell, what is the present situadon? The agriculural
sector mken as a whole, in other words the Guarantee
Section of the EAGGF, including food aid refunds,
the Guidance Section of the EAGGF, the fisheries and
maritime policies, and cenain agriculrural appropria-
tions entered in Title 3 of the budgeq has been allotted
69.9 0/o of the payment appropriations included in the
1981 draft budget. It seems to me that, compared with
the 75.5 0/o rhat was the agricultural sector's share of
the payment appropriations in the 1980 budget, on
which Parliament and the Council agreed barely three
months ago, this a significant development in the
direction which Parliament considers necessary.
I should like m emphasize at this point that the Coun-
cil fully shares the European Parliament's view that
agricultural spending must be brought under control,
panicularly as regards the cost of surplus production,
and it feels that it has already provided evidence of its
conviction.
In the autumn of last year, Parliament called for the
entry in Chapter 100 of the 1980 budget of an amount
corresponding rc the increase in the co-responsibiliry
levy on dairy products, which was then 0.5 Vo. Even
though it did not immediately act on this request
because a formal decision had not yet been taken on
the essence of the matter, the Council did express its
sympathy with Parliament's concern and subsequently
demonstrated that this sympathy was sincerely feh
As you know, the Council has since then quadrupled
the standard co-responsibiliry levy to 20/o, the iate
being 1.5 0/o for the first 50 000 litres produced by
farmers in less-favoured areas. Moreover, the Council
has decided that, if milk supplies increase by 1.5 0/o or
more in 1980 compared with 1979, a supplementary
co-responsibility levy will apply.
The draft budget forwarded to the European Parlia-
menr therefore includes, where the co-responsibility
levy is concerned, an additional saving of 285 m EUA
compared with 1980 and of 415 m EUA compared with
1979, 175 m EUA of which can be ascribed to the
supplementary levy.
In addition, expenditure for the suppoft of agricultural
markets (Guarantee Section of the EAGGF) has been
increased by 12o/o in the 1981 draft budget compared
with 1980, which is very clearly an improvemenr over
previous years (1975-1979), when the increase aver-
aged 23 0/o a year. And this despite the fact that rhe
l98l draft budget includes expenditure relating to nevr
market organizations.
This 12 0/o increase must also be compared with the
overall increases in commitment and payment appro-
priations in 1981, which, I would point out, are
20.69 o/o and 22.68 7o respectively.
I would also remind the House that the European
Council instructed the Commission to submit by the
end of the first half of 1981 proposals for structural
modifications designed to ensure the more balanced
development of common policies. In these circum-
stances, I feel it would be wrong a[ this stage to antici-
pate the imponant debate that must take place in the
months to come on the introduction of these structural
modifications.
Other criticisms have drawn attention to the fact thar
the draft budget does not include appropriations to
allow action to be taken on the decisions on agricul-
tural prices and associated measures for the l98l/82
markedng year.
In this regard, the Council noted that, in Volume 7A
of its preliminary drak budget, the Commission stated
that when drawing up price proposals 'it will at the
same dme make proposals for financing which, it
stresses, will have to be found by savings to ensure that
neither the balance of the budget is upset nor the I o/o
ceiling is exceeded'.
I am sure that these proposals will be examined by the
Council and by Parliament with all the interest and
PromPtness they deserve.
In this context, I would recall an important passage in
the conclusions on which the Council agreed in
February 1980, when it was considering the financial
implications of the measures envisaged by the
Commission for the common agricultural policy. The
Council starcd at rhar time rhat it was absolutely essen-
dal for the common agricultural policy to be better
organized so thar the rase of increase in agricultural
spending might be appreciably reduced and also,
having regard to the resources which must be allocated
to other policies, so [hat the I 0/o limit on own
resources would not be exceeded.
Before concluding this general pan of my stat€ment, I
should like to remind Parliament that the draft budget
is established by a qualified majoriry. Vhat you have
before you is the outcome of the application of this
procedure.
Although the results of the Council's deliberations
may appear disappoindng to Parliamenr in cenain
respects, I would ask you not to forger that they are
the best on which an aBreement could be reached by a
qualified majority.
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In fact, since the Council is obliged to submit the draft
budget to Parliament before 5 October, most of the
delegations had to agree to sacrifices so that
compromise solutions likely to obtain a qualified
majority might be found and the Council might then
take a decision.
All those who pass judgment on the 'Council's atti-
tude'would do well to bear these factors in mind.
I should now like, Madam President, to refer to some
of the other chapters of the draft budget on which
Parliament will undoubtedly be focussing its attention.
The social and regional sectors of the draft budget will
benefit by a considerable increase in payment aPPro-
priations in 1981 over 1980. In rcrms of the total
budget, these appropriations will rise from 6.4 0/o to
over 12 % in 1981. This phenomenon has rwo princi-
pal causes. Firstly, there is the introduction of systems
which will allow Social Fund and Regional Fund
payments to be made more quickly, and secondly, the
iniry of over 1000 m EUA in Chapter 58 of the
budget, Supplementary measures in favour of the
United Kingdom.
The Council emphasizes that the supplemenary
measures are of an excepdonal nature and the
outcome of a political agreement within the Council.
They have been included in Title V of the budget
because they will cenainly conriburc m the social and
economic development of the United Kingdom and to
Community integration.
In commitment appropriations the endowment of the
Regional Fund also rises, in the draft budget, from the
1165 m EUA on which the Council and Parliament
agreed in June, to 1400 m EUA, an increase by rhore
than20 o/0.
I am aware that many of you feel that this amount
should have been even higher. I am sure that this will
be one of the principal topics in the dialogue between
Parliament and the Council.
I would point out, however, that the basic ERDF
regulation has to be revised by the end of this year,
principally to adjust the quotas in view of the acces-
sion of Greece.
Commitment appropriations for the Social Fund will
increase, it must be admitted, only very slightly. But it
should be poinrcd out that the Fund gives definite
prioriry go activities in favour of young people and
aimed at improving the employment situation in
cenain regions.
In this conrext, I feel I should stress that, despite a
marked increase, the opportunities offered by the
Communiry budget for aking action are exuemely
limited, all the more so as the volume of available
revenue is restricted and there is even a danger of the
ceiling on VAT resources being reached in the near
future.
If only because of this restriction, it must be remem-
bered that the Communiry budget cannot, on its own,
provide a solution rc the Communiq/s ryclical and
structural problems.
Consequently, sructural poliry action must continue
to be aken principally through the nadonal budgets.
At present, the Community's financial effon chiefly
plays a supponive and stimulating role, which must be
gradually strehgthened in the years to come .
Parliament will note that, in rwo major sectors, the
appropriations adopted by the Council have been
reduced compared with 1980.
These are, firstly, the development cooperation sector,
where the payment appropriations have in recent years
been utilized rather slowly. The reason f.or the 9 0/o
reduction in payment appropriations allocated to this
sector compared with the 1980 financial year is that
the Council does not want to see the budget bulging
with appropriations which, to judge from experience,
are unlikely to be disbursed during the financial year.
The major part of the appropriations in this ared is, as
usual, earmarked for food aid, the Council having
acceprcd the Commission's proposals for the 1981
programme on cereals and skimmed milk powder. In
the case of butter oil and sutar' on the other hand, it
has entered the same quantities as in 1980'
The commitment appropriations in Anicle 930 
-Financial and technical Cooperation with non-asso-
ciated developing countries 
- 
have been fixed by the
Council at 100 m EUA. The Council took account of
the fact that a substantial 1980 appropriation will in all
likelihood stillbe available in 1981.
The second sector in which there is a reduction
compared with 1980, although for.a different reason,
is the energy, industry and transpon sector. 'Vhat
these three areas have in common is that they are
spheres of Community activity in which we have not
yet been able to atree on genuine common policies. It
has therefore proved impossible, at this stage, to Pro-
vide resources for activities on which the Council has
not yet taken any basic decisions and for which there
is therefore no legal basis for a budget entry. The
Council's attitude in this respect in no way prejudices
the position it will adopt in due course on activities in
these areas.
In view of the period of ausrcrity we are now experi-
encing, the Council has studied with panicular care
rhe appropriations for operatint expenditure, which it
has reduced by an appreciable amount, taking its
inspiration from various amendmenr adopted by the
European Parliament last year.
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As regards staff, the Council has allocarcd a total of
216 permanent posts, including 113 convened rcm-
porary posts, to the Commission in view of the acces-
sion of Greece, it being understood that the recruir-
ment of Greek officials will continue after the 1981
financial year.
On the other hand, not wishing in any way to preju-
dice the outcome of the examination of the implications
of the Spierenburg report, the Council has not at this
sage allocated new posts to the Commission for what
the latter has referred to as exceprional requirements.
I would point out that the Council has examined the
estimates of the other institutions with a particularly
criticial eye and has made substantial reductions to a
number of budgetary lines, panicularly the appropria-
tions included in irc own budgetary esrimares.
The Council has, however, confined itself to noting
the Assembly's estimares, since it feels that it is for this
insdtution itself to judge whether, in this period of
austerity that hangs over rhe establishment of all public
budgets, cenain esrimares for 1980 should bi: revised.
Madam Presidenr, the budgetization of borrowing and'
lending activities is, I know, a subject which provokes
lively reactions in this Parliamenr The Council has
confined imelf to the presentation of borrowing and
lending operarions adopted for rhe 1980 budget, but,
as I said to the parliamenmry delegation which met rhe
Council before its deliberations oq 23 September; I
can assure you that the Presidency is making every
effort to ensure that a frank and sincere dialogue can
be conducted with your institurion on rhis subjecl
I should also like to point our rhar the Council will
shonly be adopting a letter of amendment to this draft
budget aimed at including an appropriarion as aid in
preparation for Ponugal's accession, in view of the
decisions taken by the Council in this regard on Z
October.
Madam President, I am ac/are that I have devorcd
much of rhis statement rc various political subjeca and
perhaps not enough ro rhe conrcnt of the draft budget
imelf.
But I felt it necessary to recall cenain factors we
should bear in mind.
The scale of rhe challenge the Communiry will face
over the nexr few monrhs is such that 1981 will be a
turning point for the future of Europe. Ve should
therefore begin to consider the problems awaiting us
in a spirit of calm.
I call on Parliament to take accounr, when considering
this draft budger, of the difficult context within whicli
it has been esnblished and of the fact that we are noy/
at the first stage of the procedure leading ultimately to
the 1981 budget.
For my part, I shall do everything in my power ro
ensure thar the dialogue berween the rq/o parts of the
budgetary authority resul$, in December, in rhe final
adoption of the general budget of rhe Communities
for 1981.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Adonnino.
Mr Adonnino, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) Madam President,
ladies and tentlemen, rhe representadve of the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council has in his speech given
more arrcndon ro ceftain current political factors than
to the technical contenr of the budget. I agree that at
this point the political questions should Le empha-
sized, insofar as rhey arise from technical aspects whose
imponance should not be undersarcd.
Madam President, an examination of rhe draft budget
inevitably raises questions regarding its juridical and
political role, and the political philosophy which
inspires it. As we look at rhese pages, which provide
many starisrics but explain few motives, we have to ask
if the Council is aware that the budgetaqy procedure is
the annual opponuniry for rhe Communiry and all the
institutions to re-examine their policies and political
objectives as well as rhe means of achieving them. An
examination of the rcchnical contents of the budget
demonsrrares rhat the Council has a different view of
the role of the budget and, consequently, of the
annual budgetary procedure. It regards it as a mere
administradve record of decisions made elsewhere and
only included in the documenr for rechnical purposes
of authorization and implementation.
The precision, courresy, and good will shown by the
representative of the Council can do nothing ro alter
the hard realities of the figures themselves. Ve all real-
ize that this is a particularly complex and difficult
budget, which must take inrc account the accession of
Greece to the Community, the foreseeable but serious
growth problems exemplified by the financial difficul-
ties of Great Britain, and the need rc coordinate agri-
cultural and other Communiry policies rhrough a
review of agricultural spending.
The Council has been subject to three kinds of con-
traint, in parricular the facr rhat we will soon reach the
VAT ceiling and the consequenr exhaustion of our
own resources. Also pertinenr is the fact that this
budget makes no provision for the future impact of
agricultural prices and the need to be able to deal with
them at the proper time. Thirdly, [he economic crises
in the Member States and especially the alarming
growth in public spending raise an imponant point:'it
is impossible to arrive at a healthy policy by correla-
ring the patterns and rates of growth in public spending
in the separate counrries with those of ihe Community
as a whole. Communiry policies should nor be mere
hindrances or addenda ro national policies, but should
rather constirure intelligent, supplementary action
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aimed at solving structural and shon-term problems at
the national level. Lasdy, the expectation of proposals
to be made by the Commission in the coming year for
the rbstructuring of policies and the settling of under-
lfng financial problems has also affected the Council's
deliberations to a considerable exrcnu
This viewpoint, undoubrcdly a political one, becomes
apparent from the extremely restrictive use of the rate
oi-in"reas" provided by the Treaties, where a rate of
growth is calculated according to determined factors,
but rnay be raised through action by the rwo arms of
the budget authoriry. The Council has in fact kept well
below diis growth rarc, apparently because it wishes to
leave Parliament with as little room to maneuver as
possible.
At this point the President-in-Office of the Council's
representative must acknowledge that it is legitimate
towonder whether the Council and Parliament as the
budgetary authorities are really exPected to provide a
concerted impetus rc this procedure aker t ProPer
debate. The policies which must be drawn up in
consideration of a rate that has been politically prede-
termined and established in a manner that severely
restricts the powers of the Parliament cannot be other
than mutilated. It was a reaction to this method which
led one of the Member States to give a netative vorc
when the Council was in the Process of approving the
budget on 23 September. Under the circumsmnces' it
appJ"rs more.probable that the desire for broader and
more energetic action cloaks an intendon to Pursue
quite different objectives. It would have been much
more logical to choose the policies first, and then to
examine their financial and economic compatibiliry
before reaching a final decision'
Parliament must resist a political attitudd which is
clearly aimed at restricting its powers. The rigorous-
ness used by the Council in distinguishing compulsory
from non-compulsory expenditure can no longer be
attributed to the reasons which made the distincdon a
Iogical one when the budgetary procedure */as
created.
The President-in-Office of the Council's representa-
tive has sought to demonstrate how the scope of the
budget has been enlarged through the Council's
action, but this demonstration fails to correspond with
realityon several points. The increase rate for the 1981
budgit is 'considerably reduced in relation to that of
the previous year, in regard to both commitments and
paymen6. The cuts made by the Council.amount to
-gZg 
.illion EUA for commitments and 812 million
EUA for payments, resulting in the use of only '88 Vo
of the 1 o/o maximum VAT instead of the former
.95 o/o andin turn reducing the remaining margin from
552 million to 1364. A true evaluation of these cuts
would have to state that in the final analysis the
increases in respect to 1980 amount a 20.7 0/o for
commitment appropriadons and to 22.7 0/o for pay-
ment appropriations.
These figures must also be interpreted, however, and
when wi consider the influence of the financial
compensation in favour of Great Briain, which make
up approximatrly I 0/o of the entire budget, it is imme-
diatJ$ apparent 
.that the real increase, whether in
commitments or in payments, is about 2 000 million
EUAs or 10 0/0. If we take into account the 10 0/o
mean rate of inflation established by the Commission
itself, this means that in real terms there is no growth
at all over 1980.
To speak of growth, of new orientations, of increases
in public spending aimed at balancing Communiry and
naiional trends, has no meaning whatsover in the light
of this budge
An examination of the manner in which the cuts are
disributed berc/een compulsory and non-compulsory
expenditure reveals that non-compulsory expenditure
comprises 14.7 0/o of the budget in regard tcl Payment
appropriations and 207 0/o in regard to. commitment
appropriations. Thus the cuts have all been made in
the area of non-compulsory expenditure, where
Parliament has little power to intervene and where the
whole orientation of Communiry policy on agricul-
tural spending is dercrmined. It is in this area that
measures could have been aken to avoid situations
like those which led to the United Kingdom's financial
problems.
It is true that the Regional Fund appears to have been
increased by 20 o/o for commitments and 24 0/o for
payments, but because from 1981 Greecq will have the
iight to its own quota, the real increase falls to barely
2.1 o/o for commirments and 5.4 0/o f.or paymen6'
Again we find that in real terms we have not even
reiched the level of the preceding budge6 and this in
an area which is basic to Communiry policies.
Moreover, I should like to point out that the Commis-
sion's proposal for a I to 2 reladonship bemreen
commitments and payments in the Regional Fund was
altered and weakened by the Council, which changed
the proponion to I to 3 which shows that in this in-
scance it underestimated the Commission's abiliry to
make payments, something which in other cases has
been used as a pretext for cut-backs.
The President himself has admitted that the 1.5 0/o
increase for the Social Fund is absurd, especially in the
light of the programmes involved, but vhat about the
cuts made in spending for energy and research? The
Venice Summit emphasized the need to take action in
this area, and all the political grouPs in this Parliament
have given energy spending top priority, yet it is this
policl which is most seriously weakened in the
proposals made by the Commission and the cum made
Ly ih" Coun"il. Time does not permit a discussion of
those policies which are sdll vinually non-exisrcnt,
such as those regarding industry, ffansPort, et cercra.
It is not necessary to consider Particular items; a
general preliminary examination of this draft budget
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reveals it as unacceptable, even aking into account the
use Parliamenr could make, given the necessary major-
ity, of its own margin for maneuver. Community poli-
cies must be defined, and the budget quantitatively
and qualitatively improved. I hope that rhe President-
in-Office of the Council's recent offer of cooperarion
will help ro remove these obstacles and establish rhe
necessary atmosphere of conciliadon and agreement
between the Council and the Parliament. A more
detailed examination of the budget is naturally a pre-
requisite for well-formularcd decisions on agricultural
spending, especially regarding structural surplus pro-
ducdon, about which Parliament is panicuiarly
concerned.
Another pertinent point is rhe fact you are only capa-
ble of reaching a decision after an exchange of this
kind has taken place. Parliament cannot abdicate its
role and forego the exercise of its prerogatives, and it
is therefore only after close consideradon'rhar ir can
decide on the amitude to adopt towards a draft budget
which is cenainly unacceprable at the present time.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer, rdpporteur. 
- 
@ Madam President,
ladies and tendemen, as we have been rcld by its Pres-
ident, the Council has adopted a resrrictive decision on
all the administradve budgets of the European insritu-
tions. In a period of austeriry rhar extends ro all our
Member Sutes, it is normal for administrative budgets
forming pan of the general budget to be subjected to
the same restrictions as they are ar national level.
However, these restrictions mus[ not affect the smooth
functioning of the institurions. fu regards the budgets
of the rwo pans of the budgeary authoriry, ihe
fusembly and the Council have respeced the gentle-
man's agreement not to interfere in each other's
affairs. I feel thar the greatest possible ransparenry
should exist in this respect. In its own budget the
Council has made various reductions in appropria-
tions, which enable it ro limit the rate of increase in its
expenditure to 3.6 0/0. fu regards the Assembly, I
myself proposed when our esrimarcs were being driwn
up a number of cuts to allow us to limit the institu-
tions' total budget co less rhan 200 m EUA. I proposed,
for example, a 5 Vo reduction across the board, ior ali
icems, and a l0 0/o reducdon on 19 budgetary lines,
crhere I had found the utilization of appropriations
had been relatively limired. I followed up this excercise
by requesting that the Committee on Budges be prov-
ided with a srarement on rhe utilizadon of appropria-
tions on a monthly basis 
- 
and I wish to rhank the
Secreariat for submitting a statcment of rhis kind on
30 Septcmber.
But the principal cause of the increase in Parliament's
budget, Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, is the
requirement rhar all work be done in six languages,
soon !o be seven, and also thar this work be done ar
three places. Parliament is in no way responsible for
these rwo factors. I would poinr our that the places of
work account for 15 % of all Parliament's appropria-
tions. And we appeal rc the Council to take a decision
on this as soon as possible.
Effons must also be made [o ensure trearcr rarional-
ization and betrer organization of the institution's
services. I therefore consider it essential for all the
bodies concerned 
-.rhe Bureau, the President, theVorking Parry on Structures chaired by Mr Vande-
wiele and the Committee on Budge$ 
- 
ro conrinue
their effons to improve the operations of the institu-
tion within the limits of the presenr organization.
\flhat is needed is concerted action, and rhe Commit-
tee on Budgets does nor inrcnd, for its pan, to inter-
fere with the Bureau's decisions. It simply wants r.o
cooperate with ir in improving the organizadon of
Parliament's work.
fu regards the other institutions, the Coun of Justice,
the Court of Auditors and the Economic and Social
Committee, the reducdons in appropriations made by
the Council might also be considered justifiable in
rcrms of narional ausrcriry. However, I do not think
that the number of new posts allocated by the Council
to these three bodies corresponds to rheir needs and
more specifically to the requiremenr crearcd by rhe
accession of Greece. I would poinr out that Pailiamenr
has requested and received from the Coun of Justice,
the Court of Auditors and the Economic and Social
Commitrce all the specific demils justifying each of the
posts requested and comments on each of these posts.
This informadon allowed a fair assessment to be made
of the grounds for these requests. On the other hand,
the Council has decided to allocate far fewer posts
than those requested without giving any specific justi-
fication. I therefore feel thar ihe budgia+ authoriry
must do ia dury and consider all the justifications in
deail so thar it can act in full knowledge of the facts.
The Commitree on Budgets has consequently
instructed me to mainain contact with the other insti-
tutions, so that atreement can be reached on proposals
for new posts, keeping, of course, to the limits of the
appropriations included in the draft budger
I feel sure that the European Parliament in panicular
will- respond favourably ro various of rhJ requesr
made by the Coun of Auditors to strengthen the
means ar. its disposal so rhar it may succcssfully
perform rhe tasks wirh which it has been errt-st"d.
The Coun of Audircrs has become an essential aid in
the role we play as a budgetary authoriry and the ulti-
mate control body. As regards these adminisrrative
budgets, the Comminee on Budgets therefore hopes to
be able ro present ar rhe next pan-session a limircd
number of proposals *'hich 
- 
I hope 
- 
will enable all
thc Communiry insdtutions to fulfill their responsibili-
ties as laid down in the Treaties.
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I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendheq Member of the Commission.
- 
Madam President, I can begin by saying something
which I think will be music to your ears and I hope, to
those of the House as well, which is that I cenainly
will not be using all the time allocated to the Commis-
sion for my remarks, even taking account of the need
ro sum up at the end. In that respect, at least, I can
increase the Parliament's margin for manoeuvre,
even if it depends on the Council whether it can be
exercised in other respec6.
Now, Madam President, I presented the preliminary
draft budget last July and on that occasion I spelt out
in detail the Commission's thinking and the rationale
behind our proposals. This is an occasion today for
the Council to present its draft budget to Parliament
and for Parliament to respond. It is essendally an
occasion involving the Council and Parliament, and
for that reason among others my remarks can be kgpt
brief. I will not go o*. all I said in July, but I do feel
the need to maki a number of comments in order that
both the Council and Parliament can understand our
position. I should like to begin by saying a v.9r1 few
words on the thinking that underlay the preliminary
draft budget, because I think it is very imponant that it
should bi bo.ne in mind in the context of this
exchange and this debate.
First of all, we drew up our preliminary drak budget
mking very full account of the financial consuaints
that ipply-to our situation at the moment and of the
financiil- constraints that apply within the Member
States 
- 
and I will have a word to say about that in d
moment. I would like to emphasize the constraints. I
should also like to emphasize the fact that we took
very close account of the need in this ytar to remain
within the I o/o limit. Indeed, after we had drawn up
our proposals, despite the difficuldes, we made a cut
in our propositions in order to increase the margin
between that which we had proposed and the I % limit
itself. I do want to emphasize that we rcok close
account of financial constraints and close account of
the need to remain within the 1 0/o margin.
However, we do not believe that either of those
factors, important as they are, means th-at the-Commu-
nity aciualiy has to come rc a halt-rcday. \7e believe
that it is sdil necessary, within the fiamework which I
have described, to continue to develop the policies
which exist. Some of those 
- 
and we were talking
about the Social Fund in the earlier debate 
- 
are
more important than ever. Ve also believe that it is
necessary for the Communiry to continue to take new
initiativei. The climate of financial constraint and the
need to remain within the 1 0/o limit are both very
imponant, and we have been keenly aware of both of
thim, but within that context it is necessary m develop
existing policies and take new initiatives.
'!fle know 
- 
I think, I can say this with confidence 
-
that this is in line with the views of ParliamenL and I
cenainly do not know of anything ever 
-said by the
Councii to sugtest that it would take a different view.
Indeed, on rn*y occasions 
- 
not, I must confess,
when Budget Ministers are meeting' but on many
occasions ihen ministers in charge of other ponfolios
are meeting 
- 
one finds the view expressed very
srongly thit a poliry should be developed or a new
initiative taken.-In drawing uP our budget therefore
we were, I think, following very closely both the reali-
ties of the situation and the wishes of the two arms of
the budgetary authority, as well as our own view on
what should be done.
Now, as I said, the financial constraints and the 1 0/o
limit bore very heavily uPon us, and we also to-ok very
close accouni of all that had been said in Parliament,
as well as in the Council, about the need to ensure that
money entered on the line should be spent' 
-I have
dra*n attention in the earlier Norcnboom debarc to
the fact that in a number of imponant areas the
performance in that respect has recently improved tery
substantially, and I particularly mentioned the Social
Fund. Ve were very careful therefore on this occasion
to refrain from allocating funds to budget lines lacking
a legal base. In doing so, we consciously qo\ the risk
of riducing the impact of the preliminary draft budget
as a poliry docu.-nt, but we felt that it was right,.in
the light of all that had been said within the Parlia-
ment ind in the light of Mr Danken's excellent repon
on last year's budget, to take very particular care in
that regard. Thus,-any area in which cuts have often
been made in the past does not exist on this occasion.
I emphasize those points, Madam President,-because I
*arri it to be clearly understood on all sides that rigour
in the drawing up of the estimates for 1981 is no one's
monopoly in ihis Community. It is not the monopoly
of the Member States as opposed rc the Commission;
it is not the monopoly of the Council as opposed to
the Commission nor,'indeed, the monopoly of the
Council as opposed to Parliament. Ve have taken full
account of the general economic circumstances and
the other factors that need to be taken into account.
This also prompts me rc make a few remarks, very
briefly, on ihe speech made by Mr Santer. First of all I
must remind the House, though I am sure it is not
necessary, that the figures he gave for-the r-esPective
increasei in the Community budget do, of course,
include the increases which have been made in agricul-
tural expenditure. It is right that they should because,
of courie, the budget includes agriculture. It is also
right, however, to remember that those are decisions
taken by ministers rather than by Parliament and it is
very imponant indeed that decisions taken by minis-
teri should not be allowed to Pre-emPt entirely the
leeway for Parliament. It is very imponant that deci-
sions 
'taken by ministers in one area should not be
altowed simply to push out or diminish the room for
;. i l ,! l 
aI- , lr i ,J).r
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decisions involving both arms of the budgetary auth-
ority in other areas.
Secondly, I must also point out that the Communiry is
not entirely the same as a Member State. Of coursl, I
undersund the problems of Finance Ministers, and I
think the remarks I have already made show that; of
course, I understand the difficulties which face the
Finance Ministers in their Member States; of course, I
recognize 
- 
and I have said this on many occasions in
the past 
- 
that ar a rime of financial siringenry one
cannor expefi the Communiry to be exempred.
However, one musr remember first of all thai rhe
lommuniry is not a fully formeC entity like the UnircdKingdom or rhe French Republic or rhe Federal
Republic or Italy or wharever it might be. The
Communiry is sdll a developing organism and in some
areas it has not developed very far. It is still taking on
new responsibilities and therefore a direct comparison
berween a fully formed entiry and an endry which is
still developing cannot in my view be made. i must also
warn against rhe very dangerous error of talking in
terms of percenrages, because when one is lookin! at
Community policies, some of which are barely
embryonic, an increase from I million units of accounr
to 2 million is a 100 o/o increase.
But that is not the same as rhe increases that take place
in a number of large spending programmes wirhin the
Member Sates. Vhen one looks at our regional poli-
cies, our social policies, our industrial policies and so
forth, it is very imponant rc bear in mind the total size
of those policies as well as rhe percentages. If one alks
only in percentages one gets a very misleading impres-
slon.
The next point, Madam President, which I would like
to make is rhe following. The Commission recognizes
- 
I say this in the most formal sense thar I can 
- 
the
Council's right, and indeed the Parliament's right, as
pah of the budgetary authority to modify and imend
the Commission's preliminatry drak budgit. Of course
we do. But the Commission in turn hai the dury to
point out the implications of cenain of rhe choices
made.
The rwo arms of the budgetary authoriry have theirjob to do. Our task is to produce the preliminary drak
budgeq but our task is also rc draw-the attention of
the Community rc the consequences of certain actions.
This year 
_we have done that to a very considerable
degrge. and I would like to tell the Houie exactly whar
we did. Mr Aigner raised in the Commite" on Bud-
gets the question of whether the Commission was just
going to keep quiet or whether the Commission was
going_to make its views clear. So let me place on the
record whar we have done.
First of all, before the Council meetint actually took
place I venr ro rhe COREPER meetin[ in Brujsek in
sufficienr time for what I said to be taken inro accounr
when Ministers came to Brussels. I went to CORE-
PER and talked to them about the priorities we had
laid out 1nd my fears about what was-happening in rhelight of discussions that had been taking-placiwithin
, the Council machinery.
So we laid it on the line on that occasion. Then, at the
conclusion of the Council meeting in the small hours
of the nighq after I had argued strongly for many lines
in the budget, and after I had expreiied our dissatis-
faction with what had been done, I phced formally on
the record my disagreement with what had been
decided.
I gave due warning, therefore, ro rhe Council. I said
'that the Commission reserved its posirion and rhat we
would consider the marter at our meeting later,on that
morning. \7hen the Commission mer larer on thar
morning, after we had discussed what had happened
during the course of the night, the Commission issued
a satemenr dissociating itself from the Council,s
actions.
In addition ro rhose points the House ought also to
know that the President of the Commission repeated
the Commission's view in front of Foreign Mhisters
last week and urged the Council to show flexibility ar
the second reading of t[e budget. I want the House to
know very clearly exacrly what we have done so thar
nobody can.say that we have been hiding our light
under a bushel. Our light has cenainly bien cleaily
there for all to see. It is a light, rco, which will continut
to burn. In,my capaciry as Budget Commissioner I
underline the exhortation the - President of the
Commission made when he spoke ro rhe Foreign
Ministers in rhe Council.
Now, while the Council have acted as in the pasr by
cutting non-compulsory expenditure there havl
none th.€ less been new elements in this year's budget.
The first innovation is the long commenr in ihe
explanatory memorandum about agriculture guaran-
tees. I found it extremely gratifying thar the eouncil
should have chosen ro quorc in fufi one of the most
important policy statements made by the Commission
about the agricultural envelope and next year's prices
settlemenr. I refer, of course, to rhe passage wheie the
Commission stressed that, rcgether with its price
proposals for the nexr marketing year, the Commis-
sion would
make proposals for financing which will have rc be found
by savings ro ensure that neither the balancc of the budget
is upset, nor the I 0/o ceiling exceeded.
'!7hat is missing, of course, in the Council,s explana-
tory memorandum is an explicit confirmation ihat it
endorses this straregy. I listened carefully 
- 
ro the
interpretation, not to his own words 
- 
io what Mr
Santer said, but I listened in vain for that explicit
confirmadon. No doubt, if he did give it, he will be
able to repear ir later on. \Zhat thi Council does is
simply recall the effon abeady made by the Agricul-
,..,I .r. a.
, 
.rr'gr
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ture Ministers in providing for the setting up of a
super co-responsibility levy.
The second new element is that the unprecedented
cuts in payment appropriations in the Social and
Regional Fund 
- 
that is 420 million EUA 
- 
are not,
anJ I underline the word 'not', this year accompanied
by any sarcment by the Council to the effect thaq
should the need arise, it would be prepared to provide
extra finance if in the course of the year, it became
clear that payment appropriations were insufficient to
meet the commitments previously entered into. This is
another innovation.
Despite our budgetary consqaints, I think this is a
gu"i"nt". that the Communiry need-s to have. This is
ispecially the case when this year, for the first time,
the Commission will be able to show that the Social
Fund in panicular will have used up all the payment
appropriations which are available 
- 
that is about 600
million EUA 
- 
including carry-overs from last year.
Thus when for 1981 the Commission proposed 710
million EUA in payment appropriations for the Social
Fund, it was keeping its request to the indispensable
minimum which would enable only a small amount of
payments rc be made against new commitments. I
ieally think it would be impossible for anybody to
argue that the importance of the Social Fund is less
this yea. than in the past. The Social Fund is obviously
somithing which all of us must have very much in
mind.
After years of urging the Commission to improve its
management of the Funds and speed up payments, I
hope ihe Council does not exPect us simply to 8! into
,.u.rt. and slow them down in order just to make the
money last longer. I know that the Council took a
u.ry diff...nt view last year when we ran into difficul-
tiei on the agriculture front and there was nobody
then in the Colncil urging us to slow payments down.
The argumenl was very much more that we should
find thJ money somewhere so long as the money kept
flowing. I hope very much that nobody will suggest
that wi should undo all the good work which we have
dong in recent years to improve the management of
thesi funds. Obviously the Member States could, if
they so desire, slow down their claims under the struc-
tural funds, though such action would not of course
abolish the real need of potential recipients. It would
simply mask that need. The need would remain and it
*orld not be met. I really wonder if in 1981 a'down-
turn in the activiry of the Social Fund in panicular is
an appropriate response on the Part of the Community
to thi ptisent economic and social climase. I really do
not believe that one could hold that position.
(Appkuse)
Another striking example, Madam President, of a
blind cut is to be found on the line dealing with aid to
non-associated developing countries. 22 million EUA
have been allocarcd in payment appropriations instead
of the 65 which had been requested. This amount will
be entirely used in the first two months of the year for
a special delivery of fertilizers to India. Again, it is true
that payments have been slow in recent years but the
Councii was duly warned that the commitments which
have been accumulated over a number of years now
give rise to substantial payments.
Finally, Madam President, under this heading I
would just like to make a reference to the rcken
entries and dashes which have been entered by the
Council. I could not possibly go through the whole list
- 
that would take too long. But I do want to draw the
House's attention to the fact that there is a dash
instead of a token entry for the social measures in rela-
tion to the restructuring of the steel industry 
- 
Chap-
rcr 54 
- 
and a token entry instead of I million Euro-
pean units of account for a study in telematics which
was specifically requested by the last European Coun-
cil, so I *as.riry surprised rc see the Budget Ministers
take that out, I must say.
Then, Madam President, there is the-big.-question 
-
and ihere is not time to enter into detail now but I
would be failing in my dury if I did not draw attention
to it 
- 
of the inconsistency between the guidelines
laid down at the highest level by the Heads of State or
Government and t[e budgetary decisions which have
been taken at a different level.
The Heads of State or Government meedng in the
European Council opin up marvellous new PersPec-
tires ior the Communiry in the full glare of arc-lights
and publiciry, at press conferences and all the rest' It
really is 
" 
d"ng.iout source of cynicism and disillu-
sionment if we have on the one hand these marvellous
new perspectives opened up before the arc-lights by
the Heads of Statl and Government and then the
Budget Ministers coming along behind-in the watches
of thl nighq afrcr the press has gone to bed, and chop-
ping all the lines in the Budget which would give us an
bpplortuniry to actually drive down those new PersPec-
tive s.
(Applause)
It is a dangerous source of disillusionment and cyni-
cism and i hop" very much, Madam President, that
the Council will bear that point in mind.
Finally, before I turn to the institutional aspects,-I
must, Madam President, say a word about staff'
Following the Spierenburg report, which the Commis-
sion asked for on ia own initiative, the Commission
has made a serious and extremely extensive effort to
improve and streamline its internal structure. \7e have
"ui 50 ,d-inistrative 
units; we have strengthened our
capaciry to monitor the use and deployment. of staff
and conducted a stringent inquiry into existing staff
use before actually asking for any more-
'\fle asked the Council, and we now ask Parliament, to
consider our staff request very seriously' Ve are ready
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to supply any supplementary information that the
House may require. Let me underline the fact that,
despite 
-the roadside accidents, one might. say, rharhave befallen our staff reqqesr for 2 years running, this
year's request is small. So far the Council has refused
the budgetary support necessary for the l98l saff
request and it has refused rhe budgetary suppon
necessary for the implementation of thc Spieren6urg
measures.
I do not think it was righq if I may say so, ior the
Minister ro say rhar the Council was suspending judg-
ment; the Council unfonunately took a judgmenr,
though mercifully our budgetary procedure prouid.t
dme for that judgment to be reconsidered ai a later
stage.
But I would draw attention ro rhe imponance of
gefting on with the implementation of the Spierenburg
measures. And I would also in this conrexr draw atren-
tion to the fact that it really is vially imponant for the
Community as a whole, and for the Greels in panicu-
lar, that proper provision should be made foi Greek
staff in the new Commission. If we do nor ger rhe
position of Greek sraff right ar rhe outser, it ivill be
very much harder to get ir right later on, and I speak
with some understanding o-f that panicular plint,
coming as I do from one of the last *"ue of n.*
Member States. I hope very much indeed rhar the
question both of Spierenburg and of the Greek staff
will be looked at again by the Council.
I hope, too, rhar it will remember that there really is no
point in repearedly urging us to reform ourielves;
repeatedly criticizing us; repeatedly subjecting us to
every conceivable kind of disparaging remark and
then, when we really do seek rc undenake a funda-
menal resructuring of our service, denying us rhe
means of doing so.
Madam President, in all budgetary debates one rends
to conclude with the institutional points, nor because
they are less imponant than the rest, but because they
are in a class slightly apan from the rest. Now, we also
attach, and I repeat here what I have said before, very
great importance ro rhe Council using the time at its
disposal profitably to do the necessa.y *ork to enable
it to undenake its already long overdue decisions on
the ado-prion of a common poiition on rhe budgetiz-
ation of borrowing and lending operadons. That i-s one
subject which has been with us for far too long
already. Another point which I would quirc specifil
cally draw attenrion ro on this occasion iJ the ciassifi-
cation of expenditure as well.
Lastly, Madam President, may I share the wish
expressed by Mr Santer and Mr Adonnino in their
very different speeches that we can bring the budget-
ary procedure to a successful conclusion in December.
Ve have raised the storm flags because we believe that
a storm is blowing up; because we b'elieve that actions
that are being taken could bring about the son of
storm which we have had to contend with in recent
years.
It is our earnesr desire that storms and disputes of that
son should be avoided.
\7e believe rhat it is very imponant indeed for the
Communiry that this year rhe budget should be
adopted on dme and according to rhe normal proce-
dures. However, it is also abiolutely essentiai that,
within rhe constraints within which we all have to
operate, rhe budget should be one thar meets the needs
of the Communiry as ir enters 1981. It should have rhe
ryppon, not only of the qualified majoriry in theCouncil, to which the President-in-Office driw auen-
tion, but also of the other arm of the budgetary
authority as well, since unless both arms of the budg-
etary authoriry are prepared to give it their agreemenr,
we do not have-a budget at all. The qualified majoriry
cenainly has to be mken into account, but so also doei
Parliament. It is very imponant indeed for the
Communiry as a whole rhai a budget should be put
inm effect at rhe end of the year, on time and accor-
ding to the normal procedures. To do that it must be a
budget that, within rhe constraints within which we
have to operate, reflects the real needs of rhe Commu-
nity, the growing needs of the Communiry, as it enters
198 l.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Danken to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr.Dankert. 
- 
(Nt) Madam President, I will begin
sraightaway by taking up what Commissioner Tugeid-
hat has just said. I believe that this dme there cin be
little difference of opinion berween us on rhe course
the budget debare must take this aurumn. But I hope
the Commission will stand its ground in this respect as
the debate conrinues and that Parliamenr will continue
to mainmin its justified demands for the revision of the
draft budget submitted by the Council. I was staggered
when the Commissioner 
- 
I would almost iay, as
usual 
- 
offered to give us some information, but
immediately restricted his offer to rhe erernal issue of
staff. I assume that his offer rc provide parliament
with information will not be entirely confined to infor-
mation on the staff.
As regards the Council, its President said that he had
talked a great deal about the political issues 
- 
I am
paraphrasing slightly 
- 
and less about the actual
content of the budget. I would emphasize once again
that the conrenr of rhe budget is, of course, also po-liti-
cal and in fact very political. As Mr Tugendhit has
already said, token enries have been ihanged rc
dashes. In itself this may nor mean a great Jed to
many people, but I would point out that in June and
July we had a detailed discussion on rhe quistion of
whether or nor a roken entry in Chapter,5i for social
measures in the iron and steel sector cras acceptable.
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After a great deal of trouble, the Council finally
declared this item acceptable and so agreed to the
budget amended by Parliament in this respect, but
now that item has disappeared again. The token entry
has become a dash. I feel that, if we are going to have
this kind of game, the whole operation ivill become
rather senseless. Either this item is approved and
remains in the budget or it is rejected, but there is no
point in pursuing an extremely inconsistent poliry year
in year out and going in for this kind of pettiness in
dealings with Parliament.
On the question of prescntation, Mr Adonnino has
akeady t"id that there is no point in juggling with
percentages as the Council does. Because the United
Kingdom has already provided its contribution; the
appropriations are available. Both the Council's
discussions and Parliamess's 
- 
the Commission is a
separate case to some extent 
- 
have shown that the
supplementary measures have very little to do with
regional policy. In Parliament, only Mrs Kellett-
Bowman defended the view that they concerned
regional poliry. These arguments were also advanced
in-the Council. Vhen the Council again tries in the
draft budget to find a home for the supplementary
structural policy measures, there is, in my view, some-
thing not quite right about the presentation. The
Council ought then to have said: this is, of course,
non-compulsory expenditure, in which Parliament has
a say. Ve must not try m play different games at the
same time. I feel that one direction, one clear course is
enough. On the other hand, this draft budget does, of
course, make various aspects very clear: we can
perhaps have a useful dialogue with the Council on the
advantage of deleting certain non-compulsory expend-
iture because of a poor rate of disbursement of
whatever, but this does not alter the fact that the
Council's pruning 
- 
and I do not know if all the
government rePresentatives realized this 
- 
has the
iffect of leaving room in the draft budget for a
substandal increase in farm prices: 10 0/o is the figure
generally referred to by the Agriculture Ministers.
This operation counteracts the pressure the Commis-
sion has exened in an effort to keep farm price
increases down to an acceptable level by taking action
against structural surpluses. This is extremely impor-
tart, 
"gree..nt can be reached on 
farm prices without
- 
and this is what the Commission wanted 
- 
there
being any compulsion to economize elsewhere, to
eliminate surpluses, in accordance with the Council's
many declarations. Now, the Council of Budget Minis-
rcrs has always said that it has no pou/er over agricul-
tural spending, that this is a matter for the Agriculture
Ministers, that the Budget Council is merely
concerned with non-compulsory expenditure. But as
you see, the two are linked, the members of the
Budget Council are, in my opinion, themselves well
aware that, while there is a shortage of own resources,
the funds they do not use today will be used by others
romorrow 
- 
in this case by the Agricultural Council.
In other words, the 0.88 0/o VAT which the draft
budget comes out at teaves room for an increase in
farm prices, and in view of the political pressure being
exened to force that increase through 
- 
think of the
presidential elections in France 
- 
in view of the time
it will take to reform the agricultural policy, it can be
safely assumed that that price increase will come with-
ou[ any economy measures being adopted, which
means that the eternal problem in the Community of
decisions being postponed continues rc exist this year.
Madam President, I have not said whether or not I
find a 10 o/o increase in farm prices justifiable. My
view is that farmers' incomes muit keep up with infla-
tion. I merely wish rc point out that this increase may
come and that, as regards the policy on non-compul-
sory expenditure, this action has also deprived us of
the means of at last achieving that reform in the deve-
lopment of structural surpluses.
Madam President, when the European Parliament
wanted to make budgetary policy last year on the basis
of the statement or the decision, perhaps I should say,
by the Council of Agriculture Ministers on the
increase in the co-responsibility levy, the Council
maintained this was not possible. I have always
disputed this. I am therefore happy to see that the
same Council now finds that it is possible, since it has
left the revenue from the super co-resPonsibiliry levy
proposed by the Commission in the draft budget. So in
ihis respect we have really made some Progress, and I
feel this progress must be noted, because much of the
conflict we had last year would have been unnecessary
if the Council had dared to act then as it has acted
now. But I assume that here again the shoftage of own
resources will be the explanation for what has
happened, because this super levy must produce some
revenue for the Community at the end of the day.
As I have just said, the Council is inconsistent.
Revenue of which we cannot be cenain is included in
the draft budgeq while expen{iture that has been
decided on is left out. I admit the Council has been
able rc follow the Commission's example in this, and I
consequently have some criticism of the methods used
by Commissioner Tugendha[, who, in order to release
himself from the obligation of submitting a proposal
for new own resources, has thrown his own principles
regarding the ratio of commitment to Payment aPPro-
priations overboard. In Pan 7 of the draft budget the
Commission itself says that it has really reduced Social
Fund and Regional Fund payment appropriations
more than was justified. This has thrown a litde more
light on the margin between the Communiq/s expend-
iture and revenue. I think it is a pity that the Commis-
sion has done this, because we devoted e Ereat deal of
attention to this ratio of Payment to commitment
appropriations last year. At the time, Parliament deli-
berately refrained from taking full advantage of its
own margin with respect to payment appropriations so
as not to create a false reladonship berween Payment
and commitment appropriations. Now the reverse is
taking place; there is a shonage of own resources, and
the payment appropriadons are being reduced. First
' 
,'T' - fa
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the Commission and now, in a far more drastic
manner, the Council. I believe that the principles of
budgetary policy in the Community are being thrown
overboard in this way, rhar the course which the
Commission has adoprcd and which the Council has
followed is extremely dangerous and thar it is Parlia-
ment'S duty to resrore the proper ratio. Otherwise not
only commitmenrs, bur also payments become the
object of political dispute, and there is a risk of differ-
ent courses being pursued ar rhese two levels. Then we
shall have exactly the same situation as we had before.In the past, Parliament once overendowed the
Regional Fund, with the result that there were roo
many payment appropriations compared wirh the
opportunities with regard to commitments. Thar
amount. was then left lying around in the Regional
Fund unused for years on end. The approach that the
Commission and Council have now chosen is leading
us down precisely the same, in my view, extremely
pernicious road.
Madam President, we must abide by the rules of the
game. It is said that rhe poor budget rhat has been
submitted to us is the result 
- 
and this is what, I
think, the President of rhe Council was really saying
- 
of a Franco-German alliance in the Council whic[
stood in the way of any qualified majoriry in favour of
a different approach. I ask myself whether the Presi-
denry performed well in this situarion, because
Franco-German proposals, the proposals which were
finally included in the budget, also require a qualified
majority, and this was similarly absent. I am firmly
convinced that more could have been done than has
been submitted to us, and I very much regret this
because the storms already forecast by the Commis-
sion are likely to be far more violent than would prob-
ably have been the case with a budget approved by the
majoriry of the Council of Budget Ministers. Parlia-
ment is consequently in an exrremely difficult position.
The margin we have in the case of commitments and
paymenm has in fact already been used by the majoriry
in the Council who have allowed themselves to be
manipulated by the Franco-German coalition. It is up
to Parliament to reinstate in the budget what the
majority of rhe Council should have included and
wanted to include in it. In othqr words, the Council
has once again deprived us of our margin, and rhat
means tha[ Parliament cannor this year have a say in
that margin. It is up ro Parliament ro ove/come this
and to arrive ar a budget that is acceptable to us, in
other words ro resrore the payment appropriations in
the regional and social Jields, perhaps increase the
commitmenr appropriations and also make a consider-
able effon with regard to developmen[ cooperation, a
subject on which we have the Ferrero repon and an
area in which the Council has reduced the appropria-
tions in a disgraceful manner.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Schon to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry (C-D
Group).
Mr Konrad Schiin. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like to say quite simply that
my group is disappointed with the Council's draft. I
would go so far as to say that this draft is a provoca-
tion for this Parliament, because none of what was
said here last year is reflected by this draft. The
wholescale deletion on non-compulsory expenditure is
panicularly intolerable because political factors have
obviously prevented rhe Council from setting priorities
at a time when there is a shortage of resources. I do
not dispurc this. I am not underestimaring the difficul-
des facing the Member Srates, but I do feel 
- 
this
needs to be clearly stared once again 
- 
that the
Communiry budget is more than simply rhe resulant
of the national budgetary policies, that it has a qualiry
of its own, its purpose being to help in rhe process of
the developmenr of the Communiry. In other words,
underlying the Community budget musr be the politi-
cal will rc conrinue the policy of European inrcgration.
But here we have the impression that the bookkeepers
have been very busy, but that the satus quo has been
maintained at the end of the day. The President of the
Council said just now rhar rhe Commission had
aroused hopes with its preliminary draft, bur I feel
that, as the motive force of integration, it has a dury to
give Europeans some sign of hope in the budgetary
field too. By that I do not mean financial gried. I
know how difficult the position of the Finance Minis-
ters is, their backs to the wall, fighting off rhe greed of
parliaments. \7hat I mean is that we mu$ overcome
stagnation and resignation. This is reflected in a Euro-
pean budgetary policy, because the budget is simply
the set of figures which reflect political will.
I should now like, on behalf of my group, to take up'
one issue, the top priority, the energy poliry. Mr
Santer, you have said 
- 
I am quoting you 
- 
it has
not been possible for the Council to develop a new
Community policy in this field. Resources have been
reduced to such an exrenr rhat what is left sounds
almost ridiculous, because with an amounr thar size
you can hardly develop a Communiry energy poliry in
Europe. Your excuse is thar there is no Iegal basis.
\flell, we shall have to see about that. Vhy is there no
legal basis? Because there is no political will. If your
explanation for the absence of political will is rhe
absence of a legal basis, then we find ourselves in a
vicious circle, which I cannot accepr.
The second problem and second priority we have is
the indusrial policy,linked with thi sociai poliry. You
knew in the Council that for over a year now the self-
supponing operaring budget of the European Coal
and Steel Commitree has not been large enough rc
finance the social measures riquired. Now thai the
remaining problems underlying rhis situation have
been solved, it was surely your dury and responsibility
at least to pur a figure ro rhe social measures we
adopted by a large majoriry, especially as the applica-
tion of Anicle 58 of the Treary is now being discussed.
Instead, even rhe token entry has been deleted and
nothing put in its place, leaving a completely empry
,...|"'.....
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and therefore pointless budgetary line. Houi are we
supposed to explain this away outside in the iron and
steel industqy, with major social difficulties likely rc
emerge?
The third prioriry for us Christian Democrats is the
fight against hunger in the world. Here again we have,
in my view, a provocative reduction of appropriations.
The Commission's representative has said that there is
only enough rc finance aid to India for fenilizers.
Heie, ladies and gentlemen, I feel the credibility of
Europe is at stake, and my group will do its utmost to
ensure that not only are debates held and powerful
speeches made on hunger in the world, but that these
speeches result in effons to give those who are starv-
ing and hungry proof of Europe's credibiliry ' ' '
(Applause)
. . . This is also true of the regional policy. \7hat use
are debates in this House on divergence and conver-
gence if the funds we allocate to the regiohal policy are
such that the gap besween the rich and poor regions of
the Communiry widens funher rather than narrowing,
even though the Treary calls for equality of living
sundards in this Communiry.
But I must add, ladies and gentlemen 
- 
and I said this
in committee too 
- 
Ihose who speak of priorities must
also name the non-priorities, otherwise everything has
priority. My group is prepared to join with other
grorps in considering, for example, where. cuts can be
made, whether there are not entries that, strictly
speaking, have become politically obsolete and are
simply in the budget because they have always been
theie . \7hen we speak of priorities, the principle of the
greatest possible economy naturally applies as well.
But with the adjustmenr we make to improve the
balance in the budget we shall, if necessary, also tr7 to
increase the Value Added Tax margin to 0.95 0/0. And
why not, if the situation requires?
On the subject of agricultural expenditure, I can be
brief. In this case my grouP will be mking the
Commission at its word when it says that the appro-
priations entered in the budget are sufficient. \7e shall
ilso have to examine the effects of the rystem of provi-
sional r,u/elfths on the agricultural policy. Undl we
have proof to the conrary, we Christian Democrats of
the Grgup of the European People's Party will endea-
vour to maintain this point of view.
I come, ladies and gentlemen, Madam President, to
my last comment. '!7'e, for our pan, intend to_try 
- 
and
to judge from the previous speaker, Mr Danken, there
is already avery large measure of agreement on this 
-to go into this conciliadon procedure with the broad-
est possible support of this House. Ve inrcnd to try
and- discuss our demand for the budgetization of
borrowing and lending activities with you once again.
Mr Santer, you said you are prepared for a dialogue.
Ve are very grateful, but we have been having this
offer of a dialogue for years. \fle in Parliament have
decided on a quite definite demand, that this too must
be discussed now, This too should, we feel, form part
of the conciliadon procedure. Vc shall be informing
the Members accompanying the President to the
conciliation procedure of our other demands and
other issues we want discussed. 'S7e expressed these
demands when debating the 1980 budget. They were
not met, and that led to the rejection of the budget at
rhe first reading.
Ladies and gentlemen, I hope that, now that the
Council has adopted an extreme position, we shall not
go to the other' extreme and make exaggerated
demands, but that 
- 
and this is the purpose of the
conciliation procedure 
- 
we shall find a reasonable
compromise that results in the funher development of
Europe, in the form of an agreement berween the two
pans of the European Communiq/s budgetary and
financial authoriry.
INTHE CFIAIR: MRJAQUET
Vce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr J. M. Taylor to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr J. M. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to
congratulate my colleague in the Committee on Budg-
ers, Mr Schon, on the truly commendable speech he
made just now; but I would caution him on just one
poinr That is the point on which he concluded his
speech, and this caused me some disappointment. He
concluded by speaking of compromises as rePresenting
the way forward in the European Communiry, and I
doubt whether that is always the case: I doubt whether
the real principles that are the foundadon of this great
challenge in political cooperation are yery often truly
advanced by compromise.
The first reaction of my group to the draft budget
from the Council was one of considerable disappoint-
ment, and not for the first dme I say on behalf of my
colleagues that we very'much preferred the prelimi-
nary draft budget that came from the Commission.
Mr President, there will not be many people in this
Chamber who know what I am going rc say now. The
Council's own spokesman, addressing the Parliament's
Committee on Budgets after the Council had deter-
mined the draft budget, actually conceded to us that
this draft budget did little to meet the real needs of the
people of Europe, that it was very little better than no
budget at all; perhaps a limle more proBressively, he
suggested that this draft budget represented a chal-
,&,
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lenge to the Parliament to improve it, and he hoped
that we would. Vell, what will be Parliament's
response rc this challenge? I have always believed in
making political responses as simple and coherent as
possible so rhar they can be understood by the axpay-
ers and the vorcrs of Europe who senr us here and
who, I believe, fundamentally associate themselves
with the positions of Parliament far more closely than
they do with those of the Council of Ministers.
Parliament's first reaction, should, I think, be ro disre-
gard the excuse ofren heard from the Council, that the
CAP is the only fully developed policy we have. If that
continues to be used as a justification for giving the
CAP first call on all our resources, as it seems to be,
then, it follows logically that we shall never have any
other developed policies at all. So that line of argu-
ment can be disregarded, and Parliament should
address irs attention, as I think Mr Danken and others
have said, towards a broad srraregy of budgetary
amendment.
Let us look at the Regional Fund and advance ir. At a
time when there is a war raging in one of the world's
major oil-fields, ler us be serious about energy. And let
us look at a candidate like the 50-million appropria-
tion for the beginnings, the embqyo, of a iianspon
policy for Europe. Let us have the imaginadon ro see
what possibilities lie in those appropriations, and let us
advance them!
Now, Mr President, this is the point. If the Parliament
succeeds whith these initiadves, if it does advance
appropriations for social, regional, energy and trans-
port purposes, then it will bring about another impor-
tant political consequence 
- 
and we have the oppor-
tunity uniquely this autumn to do this. It will mean
that next spring the minisrers of agriculture will actu-
ally be obliged to meer in circumstances of real disci-
pline. Until now, [hey have disregarded the Commu-
nity's budger as a discipline: they have fixed their
prices and they have given rise to a supplementary
budget in the followint autumn.
In 1981, the Parliamenr musr so order this budget that,
when the Agriculture Ministers meer nexr spring they
will do so with rheir heads firmly pressed against the
VAT ceiling, the present limits of the Communiry's
own resources. Now if they do that, and if they
perceive a real need to spend more money on some
agricultural purpose, then they will have ro make a
corresponding 
€conomy in some other agricultural
secrcr 
- 
and that'is a state of affairs that the Commis-
sion has always wished to see. For rhe future, I think a
lesson can be learned from that. It is not an original
point, but it is one that is panicularly apt just now. If
the largest single component of the budget 
- 
rhat is
to say, agricultural spending 
- 
is most accurately
assessed from spring to spring and not from December
to December, then let the budget year be altered to
meet the realities; let us budget from spring to spring,
so that the farm pricereview is pan of a disciplined
budgemry procedure.
The Commission is to reporr on budgetary srructures
before 30 June of nexr year. It does so against a back-
ground of the exhaustion of our own resources and of
the clear need to avoid what I think have come to be
called unacceptable situations. Vell, I wish the
Commission good luck and I am sure rhar this Parlia-
ment does so too. I think that what they are embark-
ing on is far and away rhe mosr imporrant task for the
Communiry 
- 
cenainly in the time that I have been
here. During the last 18 months or so, we have talked
about the exhaustion of rhe Communiry's own
resources; we have talked about the imbalance of the
United Kingdom's contribution; we have talked about
the high proportion of agricultural spending. Indeed,
we have talked of litde else. To pur it frankly, Europe
is tired and wearied by these argumens. Europe
yearns and cries out for a better budgetary srructure,
because the ideas of European cooperarion and the
prospects for their advancemenr are only as good as
the budgetary chassis on which the initiatives run and
ihe progress is made. Europe needs a better budget,
and the Commission will need wisdom and imagina-
tion in developing those proposals. Mr President, rhe
Council will need a limle more commirmenr than it has
shown in this budget when it comes down ro accepdng
them.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Gouthier to speak on behalf
of the Communisr and Allies Group.
Mr Gouthier. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, speaking for the Communisr and Allies group, I
would like ro repear here the negative judgment
already expressed in the Committee on Budgets
concerning this preliminary draft budgeq which envi-
sages massive spending cuts amounting to about 800
million EUAs.
The Commission did well to dissociate itself publicly
from this drafr budget, but the decisive language we
have heard from the Commission today would have
been even more welcome and more productive some
years ago. Such a sance cannot relieve it of its respon-
sibilities, for the draft budget ir presenrcd only delayed
for a few monrhs the approaching moment'of truth.
This preliminary draft projected the attainment of the
VA-T 'ceiling', meaning that at the beginning of the
following year when the increase in agriculturil prices
would have to be fixed it would have been necessary
to draw up an amending budget, using resources
supplied by cua in non-compulsory expenditure.
The political logic of the rwo drafu is substandally rhe
same, and the Council and the Commission are both
e_qually susceptible of criticism. Ir has long been agreed
that the approaching exhausrion of our iesourcei and
the uncontrolled dynamics of the agriculture tuaran-
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tees render a review of the situadon urgently necess-
ary, but thi Council has not acted, and the Commis-
sion has done nothing to fill the void. The co-respon-
sibility levy cenainly does not effect any appreciable
reversal in the trend of the agriculture guarantees, and
the vague and fudle promises of the Commission say
little for its initiative and political courage.
The Commission's talk of a 'ransitional budget' is
confusing rather than helpful. If it is 'transitional'
because it takes into account the eventual panicipation
of Greece, this is understandable, but political prob-
lems in the Community are more closely connected
with the quality of the budget than with the number of
rhe Member States.
The basic question is this: should the budget be the
expression of a developing Commu"iry progressing,
however slowly and painfully, towards integration, or
should it continue to reflect an essentially agricultural
association within a free trade zone? On the success of
this process of integration depends Europe's role in
rhe world, and the positive influence it could and
should exert in favour of peace, democracy, and polit-
ical cooperation must derive from the same basic atti-
tudes which should determine the character of the
budget.
The agricultural policy is the only real Community
policy, as we are well aware, but in recent years the
Parliament has been the protagonist in an atrcmPt to
restructure and enrich it in order to coordinate the
economies of the Member States and create for the
Community a positive role both within Europe itself
and in relation to the developing countries of the
Third \7orld.
In this budget, the trend established by such painstak-
ing effort has been brutally reversed, and the new.poli-
cies on energy, ffansport, indusry, and aid rc devel-
oping countries have been reduced to mere token
entriis at the very moment when the Council has
formally affirmed their essential imponance, 
- 
esPe-
cially that of energy, 
- 
m the development of our
condnent.
Equally serious is the fact that such a budget consti-
tutes a threat to the presdge of Parliament by demon-
strating to public opinion the profound contradiction
between the political attitudes expressed in the institu-
tions of the Communiry and the actions which accom-
pany them. The recent imponant debarc 
-on world
hung"r becomes meaningless in the face of the mudla-
tion of programmes of aid to developing countries
projected in this budget. Parliament must be able to
measure up to the seriousness and complexiry of the
situation where these basic questions are concerned.
'$7'e must continue in the direction taken in the preced-
ing year, when the Parliamdnt engaged in a political
baitie whose vital imponance was fully recognized by
irs constituents. It sought to affirm its legitimate
powers and to force a positive confrontation with such
problems as that of the restriction and qualification of
igricultural expenditure, the introduction of new poli-
cils, and parliamentary conrol through budgetization
of borrowing and lending oPeradons and the EDF.
Fonunately, some possibiliry of progress exists in the
Committei on Budgets, where the validity of Parlia-
ment's policies can be reaffirmed. Ve do not reject a
pioi a rcchnical discussion aimed at increasing
inco.. and qualifying expenditure within the existing
framework, but we realize that concentration on such
technical aspects will offer no truly positive solutions.
The basic problem remains that of making the budget
a real expression of the needs of the people and
nations of Europe. Ve are aware of the repercussions
of the present difficult economic situation, but we
cannot be satisfied with promises which recent years
and months have shown to have little effective value'
'I7e cannot wait for June as for some miracle, but
intend rather to act with all firmness and responsibiliry
in an effon rc find positive soludons rc the problem of
the Community's own resources' and to bring about
structural changes beneficial to the people of Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rossi to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic GrouP.
Mr Rossi. 
- 
(F) Mr President, at the risk of not
being very original, I must say, like previous speakers,
that ours is a difficult task, consisting, as it does, in
considering a draft budget at the very time when the
1 % VAT ceiling has almost been reached. I would
even say that it is an agonizing task, since we know,
on the one hand, that this limit will inevitably be
exceeded next year and that, on the other hand, any
procedure aimed at giving the Community new
resources will take far longer than one year.
Vhile on this subject, I should like to pay tribute to
the Vorking Party on Own Resources chaired by Mr
Spinelli, which has just forwarded its conclusions to
tlie Committee on Budgets, although we know that
the governments of the Member States are not yet
prepared to change the present system.
Does that mean we should submit without reacting,
without proposing other solutions? I have already
defended the idea here that the batde will be lost if the
present concept is not radically changed. Vhat the
Communiry has done in the past is to introduce a
common poliry and then ask the governments to be
consisteni and gi..e it a corresponding amount of
resources. Consequently, if we inrcnd to increase our
resources without first creadng new common policies,
we run the risk of carrying on a dialogue of the deaf
with the governments.
Having made this preliminary remark, I should like to
say that my grouP, quite obviously, has many criti-
l;
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cisms to make of the draft budget presented to us. Of
course, 20 0/o on conimirment appropriations may
seem a substanial increase, but it should be realized
that the contribution to the United Kingdom alone
will account for 8 0/0, and the Liberal and Democratic
Group is panicularly critical of the blind reductions
that have roo ofren been made, an example being the
energy secror, where the dreadful cu$ thar have been
qade d9 in fact signify a vinual refusal to launch any
kind of Community policy in this field, a subject to
which I will reven in a momenr.
But first, I should briefly like to consider agricultural
expenditure, and what do we find here? The draft
budget proposes a 12 0/o increase in the Guarantee
Section of rhe EAGGF as compared with last year, and
this figure must be seen in the light of the 24 and, 22 o/o
increases we had the previous rwo years. It also corres-
ponds to a slighr change in rhe ratio of non-compul-
sgry to compulsory expenditure, since the latter
accounr for only 59 0/o of rhe total this year, as against
76 0/o last year. I also feel that this increase musr be
seen in terms of the expenditure on new market
organizations 
- 
fish, mutron and so on 
- 
and of the
accession of a new Member State.
How, rhen, can it be denied that this is a reasonable
increase, a rate which hardly keeps up with rhe infla-
tion we have, even though rhe Communiry must
honour the commirmenr ir has enrcred into in this
sector?
But we must also bear in mind that farm prices will be
fixed in the furure and that the present draft budget
could not, quite obviously, include appropriations to
cover decisions which will be aken later. And in this
sector the Commission has indicared that it intends to
make economies so as nor ro upser the balance of the
budget and not to exceed the I 9/o ceiling. This
prompm me ro ask the Commission several questions,
which I have already put m rhe Committee on Budg-
ets, without, I must say, having so far received a satii-
faaory answer.
Firstly, we should like rc know when the Commission
will be submitting these proposals. If they were put
forward at rhe very dme the prices were being fixed-, it
would be very late. !7e should also be acring irrespon-
sibly, I feel, if we accepted that. So what wi wanr are
details straighraway, ro rhrow light on rhe budgetary
debate in which we are now involved.
Then, and this is my second question, does the
Commission think ir possible, as it has implied, to
make sufficient economies to permit price increases
which really satisfy the need both to rake account of
present currency fluctuations and to improve the farm-
ers' standard of living? Personally, I doubt it. \7e
cannot therefore now be thinking about the fixing of
prices for rhe next marketing year. And at this junc-
ture, Mr Presidenr, I should like to make two brief
proposals. I feel we must be objective. It would be
dangerous to resorr to a kind of oversimplification by
thinking that there is, on the one hand, compulsory
expenditure, considered as impure expenditure, and,
on the orher hand, non,compulsory expenditure, seen
as pure expenditure. Non-compulsory expenditure
probably includes expenditure which we renew year
after year without perhaps always checking ir usiful-
ness. '!7e musr rherefore avoid making a point of
honour of this and examine non-compuliory Lxpendi-
ture simply to find the savings which seem necessary ro
us, nor cancelling appropriations, bur concentraiing
them on seitors we feel should be given prioriry.
On the other hand, we think it imponant that the
Council should also make a gesrure, and we call on it
very formally ro suggesr ro us where savings can be
made in compulsory expenditure, even if they are
necessarily modest savingi while the debare on the
common agriculmral poliry continues. Ve feel that
this would be an imponant symbolic gesrure.
I now come, Mr President, to non-compulsory
expenditure, having already said that my group consi-
ders some appropriations inadequate. More specifi-
cally, we categorically reject the reductions made in
the energy policy field. In this area we are a long way
from the hopes expressed in Venice. Ve consider it
absolurcly inrolerable that, while the governments of
the Member States have on several occasions stressed
the need for the inroduction of a common enerry
policy without delay, the Council adopts approprii-
tions which are in no way sufficient for most of the
action to be taken and which, moreover, amount to
only 50 % of last year's figure. The Liberal and,
Democratic Group will devote much of its time to a
poliry which we consider should be given prioriry.
Vithin the framework of this budgetary procedure
we sh-all also be putring forward a proposal concerning
the financing of the introducdon of a genuini
common energy policy.
'\7e 
also atrach very considerable importance rc coop-
eration with the developing countries. But apparendy
this sentiment is not shared by the Council, since thl
commitmenr appropriations entered in Title IX of the
draft budget are 10.5 o/o and the payment appropria-
tions 9.8 0/o down on last year. I*t us be frank: we
have here one of the really flagrant inconsistencies of
the European Communiry, which adopts a common
position in rhe United Nations and spoils its chances
with a rather stirigy anitude towards the developing
countries. Vhat point, then, is there in having, as we
did a few weels ago, a debate on hunger in the world
if we do nor manage now ro draw the-logical conclu-
sions at the financial level?
Mr President, so as nor to exceed the time allocated to
me, I shall refrain from explaining my group's other
priorities, but I should like to say thar it does not
intend rc try and do too much, but to concentrate its
effons on rwo or rhree imponanr issues, to which I
have just referred: energy and development.
.iq':.o" ,.r .,r.it; j -"'r i 
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To conclude, Mr President, I should very briefly like
to mention the question of the classification of
expenditure, because the differences berween the insti-
tutions in this respect are numerous and increasing: I
believe we now have some 30 or 35 disparities. Ve
hope that the Council will agree to real conciliation
with the Assembly in this area, that a dialogue will be
opened and that an attempt will thus be made to find
solutions that eliminate the ambiguity which is at
present on the increase.
I should also like to say, Mr President, as several
speakers have done, that we have here a budget of
transition which we do not, however, feel must neces-
sarily be a budget of resignation. This is a budget of
ransition because we await the restructuring of
Community finances, because the review of the
common agricultural policy has hardly begun. !0'e are
also prepared to take part in this debate on the
common agricultural policy on condition that any new
policy continues to be based on the three essential
principles, these being Communiry preference, finan-
cial solidarity and the unity of the market. In our
opinion, therefore, we must fight against structural
surpluses, I repeat structural surpluses, rather than
surpluses which are necessarlr if we are to have both an
export poliry and a development aid policy. But a
budget of transition, as I have said, is not necessarily a
budget of resignation, and that is why we shall be
mbling amendments, few in number, but significant in .
content. Ve cannot, of course, say at this stage what
will be the group's attitude in the furure. Everything
will depend on the Council's willingness to demon-
sffarc grearcr flexibiliry in its approach rc Parliament's
request, panicularly by agreeing to increase the
number of conciliation meedngs. Ve look forward,
then, to seeing what fate awaits our amendments. As I
have said, there will not be many of them, but they
indicate.our desire to force the governments to drop
what is at present a negative attitude.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Flanagan to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Flanagan. 
- 
Mr President, I have lisrcned care-
fully to the debate so far, and it is quite clear now that
there is vinual unanimity among the Members here
that the attitude and the decisions of the Council are
not acceptable to this Parliament. So the question then
is: where do we go from here?
I should like to stan with Mr Danken, a man for
whom I have a very considerable admiration. As a
member of the Committee on Budgets he has probably
worked harder than any other Member of this Assem-
bly over the past rwelve months. I agree with much of
what he has said, but when he made the statement that
farmers should have their income increases pegged to
inflation, he must not know the condition of the farm-
ers in my country, Ireland. Perhaps he does not know,
and perhaps this Assembly does not know, that quite
recently our government found it necessary to intro-
duce a package of emergenry measures to come to the
aid of the farming communiry because they are in a
smrc thar can only be described as distress. The farm-
ers are not satisfied. They are meeting the Prime
Minister and senior members of the government this
week in an effon rc obtain funher redress. I believe
they have a good case and that the government will
see that they have a good case too. I could put it in a
nushell by saying that from the time our country
enrcred the Communiry nearly eight years ago, farm-
ers' incomes in real terms, despite the advantages of
EEC membership, have not, in facq substantially
increased, if they have increased at all.
That raises a very profound question. I was gready
taken by Mr Rossi's description of the obligatory as
the'impure'expenditure and the non-obligatory as the
'pure' expenditure. It is a very good description. It
does seem strange to me that in a world where people
die every day by the tens of thousands, it should be a
crime to produce surpluses of food. Surely it is the fact
that an enormous amount of money is spent on storing
food that is the crime, not the mere fact of producing
too much food in a world that is crying out for it. I
think we have to examine a lot of these matters in
greater depth, and I could not agree more with Mr
Dankert and with Mr Rossi when they say that the
cuts made by the Council in development aid were
miserable. Perhaps the word was 'miserly' 
- 
it was
translated anyway as 'miserable'. Either word will do
me, and I could not agree more that there is cenainly
something wrong when the Council reduces develop-
ment aid, as Mr Rossi said, at a time when the United
Nations is seeking to have a minimum level of contri-
butions from all Vestern countries to come to the aid
of the Third and Fourth ![orlds.
I wonder, in the light of what I have said, if there is
any technique by which the situation of farmers in a
country like ours, fartners who have done very badly,
can be improved. Perhaps the weather was the main
reason, but in any case they have, in fact, done very
badly. Is there any way rc differentiate the treatment
you give them from the treatment you give to farmers
who 
- 
if Mr Danken is correct, and I assume he is 
-
are increasing the level of their incomes year by year
in other countries of Europe?
One way or the other, I fully igree with all the speak-
ers who have said that it is not acceptable to this
Parliament that massive reductions should have been
made in the Regional Funds and in the Social Fund.
On the Social Fund alone, the European Trades
Union Institute recendy produced the very shamering
figure that by 1985 the level of unemployment in
Europe will have reached nine million, in other words,
close on 7 o/o of the labour force of the Communiry. It
is a terrifying thought, but if the action of the Council
in reducing ihe Soiial Fund as they did is rc be taken
as an indication of their attitude, then they aPPeer to
1,E
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be perfecdy willing ro accepr the situation, to condone
it and indeed ro encourage this process.
'!7here the Regional Fund is concerned, the situation
is affected this year panicularly by the fact that Greece
will be joining us in a few months dme. The Irish
Government has asked for a minimum of I .066
million pounds 
- 
nor European units of account 
- 
to
be spent on rhe Regional Fund, although this barely
covers rhe cost of inflation as well as rhe cosr of Greek
membership of the EEC. The 932rnillion proposed by
the Council is really, as I have said, an affront to the
objectives of rhe Treary and further evidence of the
fact that the aim and ideal of rhe Treaty of reducing
disparities between the poorer and rhe richer secdons
has been losr sight of again. \7hen you rhink about
areas like my oc/n counerr Mayo, and Galway and
Donegal and compare them with the richer pans of
continenral Europe and then contemplate the cuts
imposed in the Regional Fund, panicularly in the light
of Greek enry, rhe mind boggles. I have tabled an
amendment calling for special provisions in favour of
Greece. I will be seeking the suppon of other groups
in the Parliamenr, and I believe I will get it, so that the
Greeks will nor be penalized because of the agreement
in favour of the UK which was concluded last year.
I agree with most of what John Mark Taylor said, butI would take issue with him when he says thar when
the ministers mee[ next Spring, they must so order the
budget that rhe Agricultural Ministers will have rheir
heads firmly pressed against the ceiling. Again let us
hope that the running battle that wenr on berween the
tv/o teams 
- 
one the CAP team, the 'impures' as Mr
Rossi called them, and the other the anti-CAP rcam,
or the'pures'- will not go on for yet another 12
months. \7e take e very different attitude. !7e
cenainly accept that adjustments to the operation of
the common agriculrural policy are necessary, bur
cannot accept anphing other than the facts in regard
to farming income in our own countrlr, other than the
facts in regard to hunger throughout the world and
the necessity ro relieve it, orher than the fact rhat
sooner or later the ministers involved and the tovern-
ments involved will have ro examine the I o/o ceiling. If
they do nor examine this I 0/o ceiling, we will conrinue
to be in the straitjacket in which we now find
ourselves, where logic is thrown our rhe window,
where humanity and compassion are words that never
enter into deliberations, where ideals, as enshrined in
the Treaty, simply no longer exist. Ir is our dury as
Members of Parliament, on behalf of our various
countries and our various localities and our various
areas, so ro influence the orher institutions of the
European Communiry that the son of year rhrough
which we wenr last year will not recur, that the paltry
suggestions of the Council in this drafr budget will be
thrown our and rejected, nor in a rcmper bui in a calm
and earnest endeavour to find a valid way forward.
Here I fully agree with Mr John Mark Taylor thar we
do need funher common policies, in fishery, Eanspon,
energy and so fonh.
I should like to conclude by endorsing everything rhat
other speakers have said in regard ro energy. It does,
indeed, as one of the spokesmen said, sound ironic
that we should reduce the energy budget ro a dny
amounr ar a rime when a conflicr is going on in the
Middle East which funher highlights the tulnerabiliry
of the Vestern world and the need ro try to find alter-
native energy sources as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bonde (CDD.
Mr Bonde. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, I would like ro commenr on rhe smrements by
the President-in-Office of the Council in respec of
economy, using some examples from our own assem-
blv.
At yesterday's meering of the group chairmen, I was
called a disgusting exhibitionist, because, it was
claimed, I had appeared on Danish T.V., and given
information about the proposals put forward by the
group chairmen to increase the salaries of Members of
Parliament. But if anything was exhibited, ir was not
me. Contrary to rumours, I have not appeared on the
Danish T.V., whereas the demand by the group chair-
men for a trebling of the Danish Members' salaries has
been the object of commenr, so in actual fact it must
be these salary claims which are an expression o[
disgusting exhibitionism. It is greed that has been
flaunted. I must therefore repudiate the criticism, and
with all due respect point our that it would have been
possible to avoid publication of the claims for a salary
increase by simply following my advice rc rhe working
Broup not to draw up this proposal. Ve published part
of the proposal at a time when the six group chairmen,
despite our protests, decided rc speed up the proposal
by laying it before Parliament. I will not arrempt to
hide the facr thar rhe object of publication vas ro pre-
vent the passing of the proposal and thus I consider
myself ro have complied with the President's srricrures
on economy.
Thus I am nor one of those people who are opposed to
demanding increases in salary. According to the
proposal by the six group chairmen, a Danish Member
of the European Parliament will receive a basic salary
which is rwice that of the Danish Prime Minister. In
addition to this, the Prime Minister is a pauper, when
you compare his allowances and fringe benefits with
the claims in respect of allowances and fringe benefits
for our Members. According ro the pensions scheme
contained in the proposal, a Danish Member, after
merely one electoral period in this Parliament, will
have four times as much to play around with as a
Danish old age pensioner. It is quite true rhat ir is
disgusting exhibitionism rc pur forward such claims at
a time when rhe EEC, in its economic guidelines to
member countries, recommends a reduction in basic
w-ages- and government grants, and this, immediately
after having vigorously artacked rhe Danish wage-
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earner's cost of living bonus in this very assembly
during a discussion of the Bismark report. The cost of
living bonus only gives a panial and retrospective
compensation for price increases.
After that debate, the great majority of this Assembly
concluded that Europe was living above its means. It is
on the basic of this conclusion that one must evaluate
the proposal of the six group chairmen.
I understand that Mr Glinne has now withdrawn his
support for the proposal and we expect that other
group chairmen will do the same, or perhaps suggest a
corresponding salary increase, for example, rc Danish
employees at the next wage settlement between unions
and employers. One could for example sugtest that a
job-subsidy of 500 EUA, that is DKR 3.900 per month,
be inroduced in the new wage agreement startint
from the new year, merely for looking after one's job,
a subsidy similar to that for looking after a consti-
tuene/r which Members, accordint to one proposal,
are to receive from the beginning of the new year.
Clearly the job-subsidy should also be given to those
who do not work, as the subsidy for looking afrcr a
constituency does not presuppose that a Member
looks after the constituenry.
At a time when Denmark is introducing taxes on
essendal medicine for economy reasons, it is unrea-
sonable to increase refunds for expenses to people who
are already better off than the majoriry of those they
are supposed to represent. According to the draft
budget, this Parliament costs DKR 3'592 million per
Member, in addition to their national salaries, as well
as the cost of free travel etc.
In Chapter 10, a rise of 3l .s 0/o is proposed in the
expense accounts of Members, while the correspond-
ing expenses for the staff are to increase by 4.60/0.
Have the Members expenses increased so much more
than those of the staff? In Anicle 109, the resenre for
covering an eventual adjustment in the financial
compensation of Members of Parliament is increased
by 750 0/0. This amount in 1981 corresponds rc DKR
81.083 per Member. Is this an expression of the eco-
nomy looked for by the Council? Is it at least not
possible to save a.little on Item No2352, where
brn zo5+ per Membei is eirmarked for refresh-
menr during meetings, especially taking into consid-
eration the fact that refreshments are also included in
Item No 2354, and that the subsistence allowance for
a period of 3-4 days is already as much as a Danish old
age pensioner must sunrive upon for a whole month?
I have earlier suggested, unsuccessfull)r, that at least
the maintenance allowance be reduced to the same
level as that given rc the staff. Their food and hotel
rooms are presumably no cheaper than those of the
Members. I have also earlier suggested that a change
be made so that travel expenses are refunded from the
bills, rather than the present system, where the travel
account is, in actual facr, a source of income for the
majority of Members. Is it not time that the Council,
who have been advocating economy measures in
respect of the draft budget submitted by the Commis-
sion, now also begin m take a look at the expenses of
this Assembly, and at the very least reject the proposal
of the group chairmen to treble the Danish Members'
salaries.
It is the opinion of the Popular Movement, that the
salaries and payments to Members should be deter-
mined at national level. \7e therefore reject any
proposal to increase the salaries put before this Assem-
blv.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lange.
Mr Lange, chairman of tbe Committee on Bdgets.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the
budget submitted by the Council is basically the
expression of the helplessness of this Communiry. I
might even say that it is the expression of its incredibil-
iry, because day in, day out, symbolically at least, the
responsible organs of the Community swear a thou-
sand solemn oaths on its continued development. But
the actual policy pursued by the represenatives of the
governments of the Member States in the Council in
particular is diamerically opposed to this develop-
menl The Council had rc admit here this morning
that there is no point in juggling with figures 
- 
Parti-
cularly percentages 
- 
because we, of course, all know
that the total budget does not even amount to I 0/o of
gross national product and is therefore no more than a
symbolic quantiry. But this symbolic quandry conceals
a political will, or the lack of political will, to do
cenain things.
The Council has therefore been able to see that, as in
previous years, Parliament regards its ask as being to
shape the budget to meet what it considers rc be the
political necessities. This means, among other things,
that within the Community we regularc the economic
policy, and above all the medium-term economic
poliry, and make an appropriate structural poliry
possible. In the context of this economic structural
policy we must also mke account of the social factors.
In other words, the Member States and the Commu-
niry must act accordingly. None of this is possible in
this context. !(i'e must also take action on the regional
policy- and sectoral or medium-term structural policy
of an economic nature is, of course, also pan of
regional poliry. Another reason why this is not 
_possi-
ble is that the Member States are hesiant when it
comes to shaping this policy at Community level and
do not, funhermore, show sufficient willingness to
create the conditions at national level for an aPPro-
priate Communiry poliry. Ve have therefore reached
a critical point in our development. Ve therefore have
no means of pursuing an appropriate industrial, social
or regional policy and if we do not put our own house
in order, we shall not be able rc exploit our position
i,- 
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externally and so do our dury as an industrial narion
towards the countries of the Third and Fourth
Vorlds, if I may use rhis rerm.
Not so long ago we had a debate on hunger in the
world. This was in fac a subsdtute for the develop-
ment policy which the Community should be pursuing.
If we do not succeed in clarifying what form our rela-
tions with the countries of the Third and Founh
Vorlds should take romorrow and the day after 
-and the oil-producing and exponing countries will
have a special part to play in this 
- 
this Community
will have failed, because it will lose its credibility in the
rest of the world.'We are therefore compelled to wait
until the Council puts its cards on the table as regards
the agricultural policy during this.budgetary proce-
dure and reveals what course is to be adopted. The
Council must not offer the excuse that the European
Council instructed the Commission to submir appro-
priate proposals by 30 June of next year. It will be too
late by then. !fle must have adequarc information now
- 
not final proposals 
- 
because as a Parliamenr and
pan of the budgetary authority ure musr know where
we are going if we are to help shape policy. Ve all
know that our financial opportunities are very limited
and that we cannot therefore simply increase total
resources, as the Council is evidently trying to do by
taking measures and decisions in favour of a no longer
justifiable policy in agriculture, specifically in the
sectors with structural surpluses.
So we must have an answer from the Council on this,
or we shall find ourselves in a situation which may not
be far differenr from last year's. Ve should both try to
avoid this. Neither the Committee on Budgers nor
Parliament is out to creare a situation or to allow a
situation to be created 
- 
the Council was after all
responsible 
- 
likd the one we had last year.
I am particularly sorry to have to say rhis ro a Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council who was himself once a
Member of this House and one of its Vice-Presidents
and who therefore knows precisely what the position
pf this House is. But that is afrer all the fate rhar awaits
the presidency. It is no longer the master of its own
decisions: pracdcally all it has to do here is to defend
what the Council has decided with more or less
reasonable intentions. I would therefore urge you, Mr
Sanler, to ask your colleagues, as one part of the
budgetary authority, ro give very careful consideration
to the ideas of this House. But the governmenm should
also give some rhoughr 
- 
as we have repeatedly said
in the pasr 
- 
to how the Community is in fact going
to develop. Do ve want funher inregration? Do we
want to srengthen it by means of enlargement? Or do
'we want to reduce it to an agricultural Communiry or
- 
as some may think 
- 
to a customs union or even to
a large free-trade area? As things now stand, there is a
danger that one of these possibilities will become real-
iry.
Ve need blear information from the Council. But the
Council of Budget Ministers musr rhen be able to
defend the posirions adopted by the governments
against those adopted by Parliamenr. Ir musr be able to
rcll us what the governments really want. Besides the
present form of the budget, the funher development
of the Community must also be discussed. Because if
we know what, in the opinion of all concerned, the
Communiry can do one day, what the Member States
can and should do and whar rhe rwo rogerher must do,
we shall also have created the conditions for deciding
how much of the financial contributions should be
distributed rc each area and we shall have a clear
conscience as we use the funds provided by the Euro-
pean my-payer for all the various aspects of the Euro-
pean Communiqy's political needs. That is what we
need, and these quesrions must be settled during the
1981 budgetary procedure. As I said before, we do not
need what the European Council called for, a proposal
that is precise to the last detail, but we do need a clear
picture of the intentions and of the course rc be
adopted, so that both pans of the budgetary authoriry
have.a reasonable basis for their discussions.
I repeat, we are not so concerned with the actual
figures as with reaching agreemenr on them. There
have also been indication in various quaners of how
we intend to act romorrow and the day afrcr and also
to include Greece and our responsibilitiy towards the
developing countries. This is also extremely imponanr
for funher development internally. Ve simply have to
put our cards on the table. So far a clear answer has
not been given by the industrial nations at the UN
Special General Assembly either. They have in facr
avoided the issue. Ve cannot allow things ro to on
like this until kingdom come.
Hence, Mr Santer, my request: try to get out of the
governmen$ whatever you can. Ve all wan[ to save,
but saving can also be achieved by using resources
economically enough for them ro bear fruit. Virh the
best will in the world, I cannot see rhar this is the case
with the proposal you have put r.o us here. All it does is
clearly reveal the Council's desire to get by, and rc do
so 
- 
I apologize for the word, but after all we do not
treat each other so diplomatically here 
- 
by very
dubious means. I will say it again: for rhis reason rhe
Council's draft budget is a document that is bound m
damage the Community's credibiliry internally and
externally. The Council and Parliament should endea-
vour to make our poliry credible ro our citizens and
also to the people outside rhe European Communiry,
so that Europeans roo can stand their ground in the.
world and are not destroyed by their own stupidiry.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
\
l:
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President
6. Commission stdtement on tbe sitaation in the iron and
steel industry
President. 
- 
The next item is the satement by Mr
Jenkins, President of the Commission, on the situation
in the iron and steel industry.
I call Mr Jenkins.
Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. 
- 
Mr Pres-
ident, the steil industry of the Communiry is in a starc
of manifest crisis. This is indisputable. The Commis-
sion has therefore decided to act as it is required to do
under the Treaties and we are, at the earliest oPPor-
tuniry, explaining our action to this .House. The
Commission has already sent to Parliament the details
of the proposals which it put before the Council on
7 October. My purpose is to set out why the Commis-
sion believes it is necessary to act in the present condi-
dons; why we intend to use the powers available under
Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treaty; and the scope of our
proposals for the steel industry and for its workers.
Let me stan with the background. In early 1980 there
were signs 
- 
false though they proved to be 
- 
of a
stabilization. Ve had aken substantial steps towards
the restructuring of the industry in those Member
States where there was still obsolete capacity in the
aftermath of the earlier crisis of 1976'77. This inevita-
bly painful process was proceeding on a Community
basis under a voluntary system which sought fairness
and offered every undertaking a cenain volume of
orders corresponding to what im share of the market
had been before the onset of the crisis. Moreover, the
industry 
- 
I am stitl talking about the beginning of
this year 
- 
had returned m financial equilibrium'
Vhereas in 1977 the industry had been running losses
of $ 30-40 per tonne, by the end of 1979 its finances
were broadly back in balance, including a margin of
profit for the financing of their investment pro-
Srammes.
A just tolerable picture. I must neveftheless record
here that the Council had failed to enad the social
provisions proposed by the Commission on 4 May
1979 Vnd approved by this House in November of that
year. I shall return to the social aspects of this present
crisis later. I should say now that the Commission's
proposals of May 1979 were, and are, an essential
practical expressio4 of the Community's support and
issistance for workers losing their jobs as a result of
the restructuring of the steel industry. They remain an
essential and basic element of our proposals for action.
The year 1980 has seen a dramatic turn for the worse.
The steel industry is highly sensitive to movements in
the world economy and has been hit harder than
almost any other sector by the present world recession.
The rolling blow of the second major round of oil
price increases hit it just as it was starting to pick up
and to begin to reap the benefits of restructuring in the
shape of relatively stable employment and modest
profitabiliry. Since the second quarter of 1980 demand
has dropped dramatically. Steel consumption in the
Community and in a number of export markets has
undergone a sharp and sudden decline in several key
sectors. These sectors include construction, mechani-
cal and electrical engineering and, above all, motor
manufacturing. This fall in demand has been funher
aggravated by the accumulation of stocks. These
increased by more than 3 million tonnes in the first six
months of this year. In addition, since the early
summer, prices have fallen by 10-15 0/0, in large part
because some steel-makers, faced with the slide in
demand, launched a damaging and futile price war.
This slump in prices has also coincided with an aver-
age increase in production costs of about 5 0/o since
the beginning of the year.
The result has been a major turnround in the financial
position of the steel firms. Many of them are again
operaring at a loss of something like $ lo-s0 per
tonne. The threat to employment posed by this
collapse of profitability is menacing. Investment plans
are threatened for want of internal resources. Shon-
time working is already the rule, with many plants
operating at less than 60 0/o of capacity. This can
quickly turn into outright unemployment. In addition,
the SteelAid Code could be jeopardised by the actions
of public authorities in the face of prospective bank-
ruptcies. The unity of the common market in srcel
which has been the foundation of so much else is at
grave risk if present disorganization is allowed to
continue.
The Commission, Mr President, has not been tempted
by optimistic inactivity. As soon as the evidence of
market disarray began to emerte, we acted vigorously
to seek agreement with the steelmakers for a streng-
thening of the voluntary system of market control.
From early July, through August, and up indeed to the
evening of 3 October, the Commission did everything
in its iower to bring them back to more fa.-sighted
attitudes and to persuade them to keep to the volun-
ary sales programmes it had laid down. These effons
failed despite the untiring skills of Mr Davignon
whose work in this matter has been outstanding. It was
not his effon or energy or inspiration that failed.
Rather, it has become clear that the material and
psychological conditions needed for a voluntary
system to work no longer exisrcd. In the Commission's
view those conditions 
- 
fairness as berween producer
and producer; a realistic attitude to the market; and
rrust between the panies involved 
- 
can only be
restored through implementation of the procedures
laid down in Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treaty' Indeed,
once attemp[s at persuasion had collapsed, the produ-
cers themselves, though understandably opposed to
the principle of a compulsory system, appeared to feel
themselves that there was no alternative.
The Member States have already reacted favourably,
at the Council session on 7 October, to the Commis-
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sion's proposals. However, to give Germany more
time to consider the matrer, it was agreed rhar rhe
Council's decision should be delivered by a written
procedure expiring on 22 October. The Commission
acceprcd this arrangemenr because it has been assured
in advance that there would be no extra hold-up in the
adopdon of the final decision: all the Member Srares,
including Germany, have agreed ro rhe immediarc
implementation of Anicle 58(2), which empowers the
Commission to conduct with rhe steel companies and
producers' organizarions the necessary studies for
esablishing the producdon quotas. These consulta-
tions began on Friday, 10 October, and are conrinu-
lnt.
In the meantime, as the House will know, agreement
has been reached in the German group on the dispute
beween some German producers. This is a posirive
step which represenr an advance in the return to
confidence which is so vital to any restoration of a
voluntary sysrem. Nevenheless, the Commission is
bound to say that this developmen! on its own 
-welcome though it is 
- 
is not enough to make any
difference to the course of action it has embarked on.
The Commission has never said that the differences
between the German steel producers was rhe principle
cause of the presenr difficuldes and will pursue its
conversations with the Germans and others.
On the present evidence, the Commission suongly
believes that it must sdck to its proposal ro acrivarc
Ardcle 58, already endorsed by eighr Governmenr.
Anicle 58 has always been in the background of our
coal and steel affairs but ir has never undl now been
used. I will state the Commission's,view of Anicle 58
and how we would propose to implement ir. I shall
deal not only with what are rhe Commission's propos-
als but also, in order rc clear away misunderstandings,
what they are not.
First, we propose a sysrem of production quoras.
Vithin an overall crude-steel tonnate for each
company, there will be quotas for the four main classes
of rolled producr. These quotas will be calculated by
applying to all Communiry steel companies a single
rate of reducdon, differenr for each class of products,
from their besr rwelve month production period
during the'last three yearc. This does nor mean the
high-handed and unnecessary imposition of a cutback
in stcel production. The srcel indusr/s order books
are 20-30 0/o below what rhey were a year ago. But
that is not because of a European poliry. They are
down bccause steel consumption is down. Anicle 58
makes provision for apponioning the cutback amont
the stcel companies so dra[ the weak are not over-
urhelmed by the srong and slumping demand is nor
exacerbated by slumping prices. It is certainly not its
purpose ro creare an anificial shortage of srcel, rhe
effect of which could only be to add tounemploymenr
and disrupt rhe steel consumers'supplies.
Second, there will be voluntary sales programmes for
the different classes of products and the different
markets, in panicular rhe ECSC market itself and the
major expon markets. Alongside the compulsory
producdon quotas there must necessarily be voluntary
sales quotas. Vithout these, rhe aim of marker recov-
ery might well not be achieved, or achieved too slowly.
Third, we propose price targets to bring prices into
line with the movement of production cosrs.
Founh, we shall establish a ser of external arrange-
ments based mainly on voluntary undersrandings and
basic impon prices, but under closer and stricter surv-
eillance. This does not imply incipient prorecrionism.
Although Article 74, which allows the introduction of
import quoras, is sometimes looked upon as the twin
of Anicle 58, the Commission does not plan to invoke
it. Ve do nor see it as in our interest to depan from
the poliry of voluntary understandings with third
countries which has worked satisfacrcrily up to now.
Finally, there will be strict monitoring and penaldes to
ensure that rhe rules of the system are observed. lrt
me emphasize that whar we propose does not mean
that the European steel indusry is going ro be in tute-
lage indefinitely. The Commission's proposals for a
compulsory quota scheme run only to 30 June 1981.
Indeed, we would be ready to end the scheme earlier if
there were a market upturn or if the producers were
able to return ro a workable voluntary system. The
essence of whar we propose is that it should be simple,
quick, effective and shon-lived.
However, thar is not the end of it. The Communiry
must have a complementary social programme. In
these crisis circumstances, the social provisions which
the Commission proposed more rhan a year ago musr
now be adopted by the Council. The Commission is at
present receiving applications for retraining and
early-retirement aid for tens of thousands of European
workers. This involves expenditure of several hundred
million ECU which the ECSC Budget cannor meer for
lack of funds. This is a dereliction of our duty rc the
workers of the steel industry. It is gravely damaging to
the image of the Community. The Commission
requested the Council of Ministers in Luxembourg on
7 October to say where it stood on rhe social provi-
sions, and the Council promised to discuss the matter
on 1l November. The Commission is determined that
this deadline, vhich in all conscience is late enough in
the day, is duly met. Ve need a decision and we need
it urgently.
I felt it right, Mr President, ro ser our in some detail to
the House the reasons why, for rhe first time in the
history of the Community, the Commission has
decided. to invoke Anicle 58 of the Treaty of Paris.
Ve have taken this responsibiliry because we believe it
to be the only way to avoid deepening chaos in the
steel industry. Ve believe it m be our dury to demon-
strate what Europe can and musr do when it has the
58
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means. If we cannot manage our affairs or respond to
a challenge when the means are there, it is difficult rc
imagine how we shall ever persuade the governmenm
and peoples of Europe to give us more Powers to
broaden the functions and scope of the Community.
At this time of crisis and challenge, we look to this
House to give sanction and srength to the resolute
discharge of our Communiry responsibilities.
(Applause)
President, 
- 
I call Mr Delors, chairman of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Mr Delors. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of my
committee I should like rc take note of the statement
by the President of the Commission and thank him
and his colleagues for keeping the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs constantly informed
of developments in this regard.
How we would have liked, in this atmosphere of frank
collaboration, to call a halt to the slow race which has
been a feature of developments in this field in the last
few weeks. Unfonunately we did not have the neces-
sary power. In November the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs will attempt to eval-
uate the overall situation as objectively and reasonably
as possible. For the moment I can therefore only
express my personal oPinion.
Firstly, I shall not be so foolish as to confuse national
problems with European problems. But I would point
out that the longer a Member State delays the introd-
ucdon of the necessary arrangements, the more serious
the situation becomes at financial level and for the
workers. And I would say to cenain people 
- 
they
will know whom I mean: do not regard Europe either
as a miracle cure or as a scapegoat, and bear this
slogan in mind: Help yourself, Europe will help you.
I now come to my three basic observations. firstly, we
must learn a lesson from the past. The lesson seems
clear to me. For some years the Communiry's role in
the steel sector, as elsewhere, has been that of a fire-
man rather than of an architect. kt me explain myself.
Since 1971-1973 total investments in Europe and the
rest of the world could only lead to the conclusion
that there would be a crisis of overproduction, even if
there had been continued strong growth. It might have
been thought that in 1975, during the recession which
followed the first dramatic rise in oil prices, the
Community would react by taking full advantage of
the instruments provided by Anicles 58 and 74. Owing
to the opposition of one country, this was not possible.
I maintain that if we had done so since 1975, the srcel
industry in the countiies worst affected today 
- 
the
Unircd Kingdom, Belgium and France 
- 
would be in
a better position. Measures were aken in application
of Anicle 57 which I must say were not useless. Far
from it. But they were rapidly overtaken by little
tricls, knockdown prices, ever-increasing national
subsidies. So much so that today talk, one of the
Commission's principal instruments of persuasion, has
become useless and the whip is needed.
Secondly, the Communiq/s concerted interventionism
is far preferable to a laissez-faire attitude 
- 
as I
hardly need say 
- 
and also to a c rael sysrcm which,
previously spurned, emerges as if fear had given birth
ro wisdom. Only the combined application of Ani-
cles 58 and 74 of the Treary will enable us to survive
this difficult period, which has been caused by the
explosive impact of restructuring and the recession. I
have deliberately said Anicle 74.1 do not have time to
elaborate.
But I am not alone in thinking in this way: others with
political views.different from minc agree with me. If
we want to maintain employment in the steel industry,
to restore the companies' financial capacities, to main-
tain production capacities for the future and not to
'[hrow out the baby with the bath water', then there
must be combined application of the rwo anicles.
Finally, my third observation is that there must be a
social plan to suit the gravity of the economic prob-
lems that have arisen. !7e need a social plan which
goes beyond the initial stage, for one thing to help
countries which have belatedly begun restructuring
and for another to finance provisional measures for
partial unemployment which will be the result of the
drop in production. Here again, treat care must be
taken to ensure that we do not go too far during this
phase and reduce manpos/er and production capaciry
potentials.
To the Council of Ministers I should like to say
enough of this humming and hawing, enough of this
legal quibbling. For a year now our have been telling
us that you have not found the legal formula to allow
the transfer of 100m EUA from the Communiry
budget to the ECSC budget to enable this social plan
to be introduced. It is a disgrace to hide behind this
legal alibi.
(Appkuse)
Vhat we want of you now is action, and I shall not be
alone in rnaking my atdtude towards the 1981 budget
dependent on what is decided or not decided in this
respect. You see, the srcel industry has long been the
symbol of the second indusrial revolution. It remains
an imponant element of our power, and around the
steel mills industrial states have grov/n uP, companies,
rowns, tens of thousands of workers who are today
bewildered, in doubt about their jobs, worried about
the future of their children. Tell me, what impression
do all these workers have of Europe if it is not one of a
procrastinating Council of Ministers which hides
behind legal arguments to avoid tackling the basic
issues. How do you expect us to presenr this Europe to
r, ,,Il
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the workers? It is impossible. I hope there will be a
salutory reaction before ir is too late.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, you have rcld us
about the measures taken by the Commission to deal
with the extremely serious economic crisis which is
once again affecting the Community's iron and steel
industry. You have decided to declare a manifest crisis,
and you intend m establish production quoas both for
crude steel and for the industr;/s principal rolled prod-
ucts. Bur now we find rhat the German companies,
and they alone according to the information *i hal.
received, v/ant to reveft [o the old Eurofer canel
system and in this have the approval of cenain govern-
ment authoriries.
The situadon we find ourselves in is therefore far from
clear. The majoriry of the Socialist'Group is, for the
first time, in favour of the application of Anicle 58. In
this we also agree with a large majority of the trade
unions in the European iron and srcel industry, and
the reasons for suppon are simple.
Firsdy, since the collapse of Eurofer in July, Commu-
niry producers have been engaged in a veritable price
war. This has already resulted in a dramadc drop in
orders for steel, and if this situadon continues, rhe
outcome of this battle among the iron and steel indus-
tries will be substantial financial losses at the end of
the year, which will have to be absorbed and will make
it all the more difficult to effect the modernization
that is essential and, as everyone knows, costs consi-
derable sums of money.
Secondly, ve are opposed ro cartels, and we therefore
endorse the provisions of the rcro Treaties of Rome
and of Paris, which generally prohibit agreements of
this kind.
Thirdly, we approve the application of Anicle 5g
because it seems preferable to us that rhe aurhorities
should themselves esublish and monitor the produc-
tion quotas. As experience has recently shown, the old
system of voluntary quoms is at rhe mercy of one or
more independenu who do not resped commitments.
Funhermore, the rade unions' demand for a right o
inspect the apponionment of quotas is, we feel, more
easily met under a system of compulsory quotas based
on Anicle 58 than would be the case with a canel like
Eurofer.
Although we approve thc declaradon of a manifest
crisis and the introduction of compulsory quoas, we
also call for an improvement in external controls. If
this cannor be done under the presenr system, there
should be no fear of recourse to the opponunities
offered by Anicle 74, although the erection of a
prorcc[ionisr */all must be avoided.
But I must emphasize that we are nor giving the
Commission a blanket endorsement. Ve call for other
measures to be aken, since production quotas are only
one emergency measure taken to prevent the collapse
of a whole vital sector of the ,Community economy.
But that is all they will do. On their own, rhe quoras
will be completely inadequate if rhe inrcntion is to
solve the real problems, the social problems and also
the problems connected with the modernization of
production equipment and with finding new outlets. In
the final analysis my group will be looking ar rhese
aspects in its assessment of the Commission, the Coun-
cil and the Member Stares.
In the social field various measures sdll have to be
taken in line with the original version of the Peters
reporr, by which I mean the version before it was
amended in such disastrous fashion by the moderate
elements of this Parliament. I would remind the House
that the Peters repon called for early retiremenr, rhe
restriction of ovenime, the adjustment of working
conditions and hours, the inroducdon of an addi-
tional shifr, and a programmed l0 0/o reduction of
working time over five years without loss of wates.
The trade unions also u/ant these measures and we
fully suppon them. It will mean the inclusion in the
1981 budget of the appropriation which the moderate
forces of Parliament decided to delete last July.
In addition, there is an urgenr need to speed up
modernization and for coordination at Communiry
level in this respect. This modernization, which is
needed because of rhe basic changes that have
occurred in iron and steel production throughout the
world, mus[ be achieved quickly with scrupulous
respect for the legitimate rights of the workers and not
at their expense. Modernizarion musr be accompanied
by a great effon to find new ourler for steel, since
steel can be used in far more ways in the building
ind9stry, for example. And in this respect, the colloquy
held in Luxembourg a few weeks ago was a step in the
right direction.
In conclusion, I can say that my Group-agrees to rhe
introduction of the emergency measures which havejust been explained by the Commission. Ve hope that
the Council will soon approve rheso measures, rhar ir
will do so before 22 October and rhat it will suppon
the proposals that have been made. If there should Le a
return to a voluntary system, we would not state our
position unril we had consulred the principal panies
.concerned. But I can already say that experienie, the
letter and spirir of the Treaty of Paris and our convic-
tions persuade us shat the right course consists in the
intervention measures you are now implementing.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Pedini to speak of behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (C-D
Group).
l" I' .",' 'l -t .l-
J' )\' '"\ t,'
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Mr Pedini. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and ge ntlemen,
the Group of the European People's Pany wishes to
compliment President Jenkins, Commissioner Davig-
non, and the Commission on the measures we are now
discussing. It is well that the essential integriry of the
Treaty oI Paris has been preserved despitJ the fusion '
of executives, for the inappropriate complexity of the
present.situation is harmful rc the system of autono-
mous production agreements which have regulated the
steel market up to the present time.
These are exceptional shon-term measures, and there-
for anyone who still has questions should,ask for the
Commission's help in settling them within the next few
days. The plan needs the support of those who are
already involved in this area, and the new willingness
of cenain German groups to meet with Commissioner
Davignon may contribute significantly rcwards its
greater success.
I would like now to make some Personal observations
on the application of Anicle 58 of the Treary. It would
be well iflhe period of reference took into account the
time from the first of January to the thirtieth of
September 1980, so that those firms which have
.eit.uctured and modernized their plants, and which
would be the most heavily penalized by the quotas in
Anicle 58, could be more accurately evaluated.
Mr Davignon, the sacrifices in production capacity
that we are rightly asking of our own firms should be
accompanied by similar sacrifices in the third counries
with which we have agreements on impon quoas.
(Perhaps Anicle 74 of the Treary could be invoked in
this regard.) These agreements, which expire at the
end of-the current year, could usefully be prolonged
and adapted until 30 June 1 98 I .
Agreements made in recent years concerning intra-
C6mmunity trade should be preserved as elements of
sponmneous self-regulation. Quotas should be fixed
with an eye to external as well as inrcrnal markets, so
that the consequent rise in prices will not increase
competition within the Community and damage it in
relation to external markets.
I would like to express my atreement and that of my
Group with the remarks made by the chairman of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
reearding the social aspects of the measures proposed
un?.. A-fti.I. 58 of thl ECSC Treary. This anicle is
for use only in exceptional cases, but I believe it to be
necessary now in order to strike a balance between
private ind public activity in a market incteasingly
iisrupted noi only by the energy crisis and the fall in
demand but also by the need for industrial Europe to
restructure and adapt its modes of production to a
new international order.
The Council of Ministers should find means for effec-
tive social action which do not prejudice the interests
of poorer geographical and social elements within the
Community.
The adverse social effects of the steel situation on
relarcd businesses should be calcularcd in the light of
' the differences in national sysrcms for dealing with
employment problems in critically affected secrors.
Finally, the fonhcoming discussions with the German
firms ihould be conducted with care, so that a broad
consensus may increase the political value and techni-
cal administrative practicality of the decisions agreed
uPon.
President. 
- 
I call Miss Forster to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic GrouP.
Miss Forstcr. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of my Group
I welcome the statement by the President of the
Commission. The situation facing the steel industry in
the Community is critical, not only for the industry
itself and for those who work in it or lose their jobs
because of overcapacity, but also for the many other
sectors which depend on the supply of steel: cars,
machine tools, consumer goods and all classes of
mechanical engineering. Srcel is the vital raw material
for all of thesi and many more. If the steel industry
does not survive there is little hope for all the other
industries which depend on it. Vhen the Treaty of
Paris was signed in 1951 the six Member States fore-
saw the potiibility of future problems in the coal and
steel indusries, and for this reason Article 58 was
incorporated in the Treaty. Now, 30 years later, it is
time ior the nine Member States to act bgether, and
we hope that the Germans will agree to collaborate
fully in this exercise, the ultimate aim of which is thg
re-istablishment of a steel industry which is truly
competitive in world terms so that the Community
p.odu"..s can once again win their fight for markets
against steel makers from the USA, Japan and any
other countries.
The European Democratic Group does not normally
believe in interfering in a market, but because of the
vital nature of the steel industry to the Community
and because of the immense social consequences
caused by redundancies and by shon-time working,
action must be aken now. If we do not act the situa-
rion will get worse and further hardship will be caused
to many people who will have great difficulty in tind-
ing new iobs in a Community where almost 8 million
pelple are now unemployed. In some areas entirely
ieplndent on steel their job Prospects will be vinually
zero.
Money is already going towards help for restructuring
and for special temporary allowances. Ve should like
to support the Commissiofr in their request to the
Council for funher funds for social purposes. Ve in
this House also urge the Council to delay no longer in
this extremely vital matter.
l''
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Ve hope that money can be made available under
Chapter_54 so thar help can be given with early retire-
ment, which is panicularly vital in the UK. Another
yrgent need is for help with mobility and new housing
for workers moving from areas dependent on sreel oi
for that marrer on any other single industry in crisis.
In conclusion, Mr Presidenr, while accepting that
acdon musr now be taken under Anicle 58, the Euro-
pean Democraric Group insists that the compulsory
controls be temporary. The Commission itsilf hai
recommended thar they expire in June l98l and we
hope that this will be rhe case. The industry really
must use the next nine monrhs ro prepare itself for a
return to a sysrem of voluntary discipline in borh pric-
ing and production levels. \fle hope that free comped-
tion will be restored, Mr President, as soon as possible.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Frischmann to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Frischmann. 
- 
(F) M, President, the French
members of the Communist and Allies Group wish to
reassert their complete opposition to the European
restructuring plans, panicularly rhe plan which affects
the iron and sreel industry. Ve know that this plan is
geared to a reduction in French steel production by
16 Yo. Even now 47 0/o of French domestic steel
requirements are imponed from other Community
countries. It is always absurd, and inadmissible, to
sacrifice production in any field when rhere is so much
demand. It is even more inadmissible in the case of the
French iron and steel industry and at a time when the
steel industries of other counrries, especially the
Federal Republic of Germany, are being encouraged.
But no arremprc have ever been made to prevent a
siruation of this kind from occurring. Quite the
contrary. The 
_Community plan for the restructuring
of the iron and steel induitry has itself resulted in thE
dependence and present decline of the French indus-
try. This was predictable, as we never smpped saying.
'We cannot therefore accept this new plan, which is
going to lead rc more redundancies and more
companies closing down, and will thus aggravarc an
already disasrous situarion for the Frenih regions,
such as Nonhern France, Lorraine and so on.
And when tens of thousands of workers rise up against
this restructuring, we think they are right to do so,
because there is norhing inevitable about rhe steel
crisis. Vhat these workers generally wanr is produc-
tion and investmenrs which will create jobs, because
the iron and steel industry is a key sector of the econ-
omy. !7har these workers generally wanr is employ-
ment and a response to rheir demands for, among
other things, democracy at the workplace. This may
make an essential contribution not only to these work-
ers' rights and qualiry of life but also to a revival of
demand and consumption.
If this is ro be done, needs musr be satisfied and rhe
policy of austerity rejected. The iron and steel industry
in panicular musr have the benefit of a poliry of
economic growth solidly based on a dynamic econ-
omy, wirh accounr taken of the real needs of our
society, for example, cars and buildings.
Iron and steel production must also be prorected so
that it can develop. This includes an exceprional
restriction of -French impons, it also includts the
search for new rypes of external cooperation, far more
diversified than rcday. Austeriry, sragnarion or
trowh, closures, redundancies are nor t[e solution.
This is shown by the worsening of the situation with
every day such a policy is pursued. It is the soludon
advocated by those who try to safeguard immediate
profits, a few ironmasrers, a few rrusts, seeking prod-
uctiviry geared only to profimbiliry and individual
gain, and this even at truly fantastic knockdown
prices. And it is in full knowledge of the facts, in all
conscience, that the governmenm deliberately choose
to agtravare the crisis in this way.
For all rhese reasons v/e cannot agree to the authori-
tarian application of the European srcel plan under
Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treaty, which repreients a real
supranarional bid for power. Employment musr be
safeguarded, the independence - of ou. counry
ensured. The French members of the Communist ani
Allies Group will join with rhe workers in the fight to
prgsgrv€ the independence of rheir country 
"nd rcsadsfy its needs.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democraric Group.
Mr Calvez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I listened with grear
interest ro [he smremenr by rhe President of the
Commission of rhe European Communities on the
situation in the iron and steel sector. The Liberal and
Democratic Group has in past monrhs drawn the
attention of the Commission and Council rc this sirua-
tion in motions for resolutions and active panicipation
in debates.
My f!e1d Georges Donnez and myself, actint on
behalf of our Group, have not remained silent on the
subject of rhe difficulties at both economic and social
level facing the European iron and steel industry and,
I would point out, the iron and srcel industry through-
out the world, because production capacitiei 
".e 
toJay
too large in view of the stagnation in demand for steei.
The steel crisis today affects the whole world. The
Americans have just taken measures aimed at closing
their frontiers ro European producrs; the Japanese ani
the new producers, such as ihe South Koieins and rhe
Brazilians, are increasing their pressure on the Third
and Founh !7orld marke6, and it is now up to us
Europeans to take sreps rc protecl our internal market.
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The Liberal and Democratic Group appeals for Euro-
pean solidarity, which must find expression in compli-
ance with floor prices and production quous, the
object of which, I hardly need remind you, is to Put a
brake on the worsening employment situation in the
iron and steel industry.
Having felt the full force of the recession, our steel
companies have been compelled to restructure very
rapidly. The French industry was successfully coping
with this difficult operation. But this restructuring was
very expensive in both economic and social terms. It is
now for the Community to find solutions to the prob-
lems raised by this indusrial sector because a change
in the and-crisis system adopted voluntarily in 1977
and the difficulties encountered by the companies in
their attempts to remedy the situation have meant that
the expected results have not been achieved.
To safeguard the future of the European steel indus-
rry, the Commission has therefore, and rightly so,
proposed to the Council that Article 58 of the ECSC
Treary should be applied, meaning the declaradon of a
manifest crisis and consequently the requirement that
iron and steel companies observe production quotas
until 30 June 1981. Let us hope that these nine months
will be enough to restore balance to the market. 'We
no longer have a choice, and those who hesitate to
accept the responsibility, to act in a spirit of European
solidarity, will bear a heavy responsibility at a dme
when every citizen is setting store by the future of
Europe. 'V'e cannot allow the present situation to
continue to deteriorate. Only a resrictive system'
necessitated by the crisis, will allow the iron and steel
industry to survive the bad times it is going through at
economic, financial and social levels, which are closely
linked. The decline in demand, including that of the
developing counrries, the sudden drop in production
after the holidays, the rise in costs due to the prices of
raw materials, the low level of investments are all
factors that necessitate Community action based on
the obligations imposed on the European iron and
steel industry by the Treary of Paris. There is cenainly
a pressing need for the organization of markets. If
only because of the effects the crisis is having on
employment, we must act quickly, veqy quickly, and
everyone's cooperation is essential if there is to be
total and unreserved commitment to solidariry based
on fairness. And as our Parliament begins to discuss
rhe 1981 budget, the accent must be placed on the
position of the iron and steel workers, a subject which
will also be discussed by the ECSC Consultative
Committee at its meeting of 15 October.
To conclude, the Liberal and Democratic Group calls
on the Council to give a favourable resPonse rc the
Commission's proposal for the release of the appro-
priations required rc alleviate some of the social
consequences of the new restructuring of the iron and
steel industry and in panicular to finance early retire-
ment allowances and to introduce retraining measures.
'S7e also call on the Council to consider the social
aspects of the iron and steel industry. It must not be
forgotten that several tens of thousands of workers are
affected.
Ve are realistic. \7e do not believe in miracles,
because the situation in the iron and steel industry is a
difficult one. This is not the last occasion on which it
will be discussed in this Parliament. Our electors are
watching us. Their confidence in the Community will
depend on the decisions we take and above all on the
decisions of the Council of Ministers: is this Commu-
nity capable of getting the Member States to agree to a
course of therapy which will undoubtedly be strict, but
which is designed to save what can still be saved?
Demagogy is out of place in mday's debate: we must
be clear-headed in hoping that our resPective counries
will adopt a voluntary policy to put an end rc the crisis
in the iron and steel industry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Deleau to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, no one in this Assembly is insensitive to the Srav-
ity of the quesdon we are discussing today. This
unfonunately reveals the urgency of the debate on the
situation in the European iron and steel industrT.
The economic downturn, in conjunction with the
second dramatic rise in oil prices, has resulted in a
sudden reduction in demand for steel in both the
Community and the international market. Orders
placed with the steel industry 
- 
and I feel this should
Le stressed 
- 
in May, June and July 1980 were down
by an average of 50 0/o compared with the same
months in 1979. Action to adjust supply m demand for
steel was therefore inevitable. A voluntary adjustment,
which is what the Commission and many iron and
srcel companies wanted, did not aPPear possible
because of various Italian and German producers.
Recourse to Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty, which
provides for the establishment of production quotis by
producer and category of producdon, is therefore
inevitable, unless there is to be a general collapse of
prices as.a consequence of unrestrained and disastrous
comPetltlon.
The Group of European Progressive Democrats can
but take note of this decision and welcome it, all the
more so as, at the time of the first upheaval, it cdled
on the Commission to make use of the provisions of
the ECSC Treaty. However, despite this satisfaction,
rhe Group feels obliged to comment on the action that
has so far been taken.
I wish to sress three points. It would undoubtedly
have been preferable to apply the more restrictive
provisions of the Treaty of Paris as long ago- as 1976.
The Commission's credibiliry 
- 
I apologize for saying
so 
- 
would cenainly have gained from this, and it
it ?+ ? 
,ei:' ,-" ( l *, 1 '..' ', ;l'' '( ! :,
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would surely have prevenrcd cenain producers from
continuing to add funher production capacities in a
market that was already in surplus. I refer in panicular
to the Bagnoli projecq to which I have frequently
drawn the Commission's arrendon. Similarly, the
external aspect of the Davignon plan should have been
more restrictive, because some third countries have not
kept to the undenakings they entered into with rhe
Communiry. Spain is a flagrant example of this, and
one which should be examined with panicular arren-
tion in view of the likelihood of Spain joining the
Community in the near furure.
The third and final point is that the recenr American
statements do little ro reassure us: the reintroduction
of a high 'trigger price' and of accelerated procedures,
which may well endanger traditional parrcrns of rade.
\7e therefore call on the Commission, should there be'
external difficulties in rhis marker, ro enter into early
consultations in a bid to prevent a return to extreme
protecdonism, which would not be acceptable. In this
contexr, I have noted the sutement made a few
moments ago by Mr Jenkins, President of the
Commission.
In the future, we feel, arrendon should be paid more
particularly to the following four points: Firstly,
observance of the production quotai established by the
Commission and the companies concerned. Secondly,
make the external mechanism of bilateral arrante-
ments more restrictive, if necessary by applying Anicle
7aQ) of the ECSC Treaty. Thirdly, enter into early
consultations with the United Sates if difficulties
arise, to avoid the disasrrous effects of the lodging of
an unjusdfied anti-dumping complaint, as has hap-
pened this year. Founhly and lastly 
- 
and this is no
less imponant 
- 
the Council musr agree ro tenerous
financing for the restructuring that is required if the
social tragedies which cenain regions have unfortun-
ately suffered in recent years are to be avoided. If, and
only if, these condidons are fulfilled, will the Commis-
sion enjoy sufficient credibiliry ro prevenr acdon rhar
runs counter to rhe general objectives for rhe steel
industry. The European iron and steel industry is in
fact .strong .nough ro overcome the crisis, 'which
everyone hopes will be as shon as possible.
In its concern to safeguard the employment of thou-
sands of workers in the iron and steel industry 
- 
and
in this respect I agree with Mr Jacques Delors, chair-
man of the Commimee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs 
- 
the group which I represenr, the Group of
European Progressive Democrars, appeals to rhe
Commission and Council ro take as a matter of
urgency, by using the appropriate funds, the social
support measures that are essential for the mainte-
nance of employment in a sector which has already
been too hard hit by restructuring in the pasr.
The financial decline of the major iron and steel
companies, which has had the same effect on their
subcontractors, panicularly in the small and medium-
sized industrial sector, will always be a threat to
employment, and it can but aggravate the position of
the workers in the industry, who have alreidy agreed
to a great many sacrifices ro allow this restructuring to
mke place.
In conclusion, my Group can rherefore bur call for
there to be no flagging in the search for early solutions
to the problems.
7. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
The compercnr French authorities have
informed me that Mr Pierre-Bernard Coust€, Mrs
Marie-Madeleine Fourcade, Mr Jean-Noel de
Lipowsky, Mr Andr6 Turca and Mr Daniel Vi6 have
been elected Members of the European Parliament ro
replace Mr Buchou, Mr Debr€, Mrs Dienesch, Mr
Gillot and Mr Poncelet who have resigned. I welcome
the new Members and remind rhe House that,
pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure, a
Member whose credentials have not yet been verified
takes his seat provisionally in the House and in its
committees with the same rights as orher Members of
Parliament.
8. Requestfor the waioing ofparliamentdry immunity of
President. 
- 
I have received from the comperenr
authorities of the Italian Republic a request to waive
Mr Gouthier's immuniry. Pursuanr to Rule 51 (2) of
the Rules of Procedure this request will be forwarded
to the competent committee.
I call Mr Gouthier.
Mr Gouttier 
- 
(I) Mr President, I will briefly
outline the facts and then add some legal considera-
tions which penain to them.
Last year on Christmas night I made a speech at the
close of a peace demonstration to which I had been
invited in the town of Ponogruaro. It was subse-
\ quendy discovered that the roure raken in the march
was nor the one thar had been authorized.
As far as the legal aspec$ are concerned, the constitu-
tional coun has established the principle that only
those who organize a demonstration can be held
responsible, to the exclusion of anyone panicipating in
the event as an orator. The magistrare did in fact sent-
ence_ the organizer to a negligeable fine and brought
no charges against another orarcr who had spoken at
the demonstration.
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As you can see, it is a very small matter. The Legal
Affairs Committee will invesdgate the question, which
is simply one of procedure.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The siuing will now be suspended undl
3 P.*.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting was suspendcd at 1.05 p.m. and restmed at
3 p.^)
INTHECHAIR: MRGONELLA
a cenain degree of volunatry production restrictions.
It is not therefore mere chance that the Commission
has come up with a proposal for binding production
quotas at this panicular dme. I should like to make a
few remarks about these production quotas. Firstly,
there is no point in restricting production without at
the same dme restructuring the iron and steel industry.
It is hardly indicative of a serious approach that almost
no account has been aken of the need for restructur-
ing, which must be accompanied by the concenration
of production on the best plants in the Member States,
as page 4 of the Commission's document says.
In addition, cenain regions are being forced into the
shackles of a traditional pattern of set roles. Commis-
sioner Davignon, who knows Belgium well, will not
deny that tliese plans may result in an allocation of
rolei of this kind. For my country this means srcel for
the Valloon area and textiles for Flanders. This is a
disastrous policy, because both Flanders and Nonhern
France will be forced by the new international division
of labour to abandon pan of their textile industry in
exchange for the production of steel goods. 
.
Another comment I should like to make is that the
steel lobby is a panicularly obscure interest group. It is
becoming increasingly difficult to avoid the impression
that the holdings are using jobs in some way to black-
mail into providing aid. \7hen the holdings were still
making profits, there was no alk of an informative
role on the pan of the Commission'
Founhly and lastly, where do we find in this steel plan
. the social poliry measures that are also needed? They
are admittedly discussed in dramatic terms on page 19,
but have these measures been adjusted to the new
situadon?
The draft budget for 1981 does not say a word about
the additional 6000m for social measures. If my eyes
do not deceive me, there is n'o more than a rcken
entry. My conclusion is therefore clear: form the
answers to these quesdons we shall be able to see
whether the Council and Commission are still thinking
only in economic terms, while the present economic
situation is increasingly forcing us to think in terms of
a social and regional Europe. That is the sound alter-
native the Commission is seeking, as is evident from
the last page of the Commission's document.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignoo, Member of the Commitsion.,- (F) Mr
President, the first task of the Commission this after-
noon is to thank Parliament for its understanding and
approval of the Commission's intendons.
This is, it seems to me, a particularly important occa-
sion, with all the political grouPs in this fusembly,
except the French Communists, fully approving, while
Vce-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
9. Commission stdtement otu the sittlltion in the iron and
ste e I industry (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the Commission's satement.
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I would like
to raise a quesdon which has not really been put in this
debate. Suth higher steel prices will increase the diffi-
culties of those industries using steel, I should like m
ask Mr Jenkins, whether the extent of this loss for
Denmark for example has been calculated?
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters (CDI).
Mr Coppieten. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, first a few
com.ents on the crisis in the steel sector, and to begin
with the role assigned to Parliament. Once again our
institution must confine itself to taking note of deci-
sions which have already been taken, yesterday on the
budget, today on the steel industry.
My second comment is that the situation in the srcel
sector is, to judge by the Commission's documents,
panicularly alarming, and I therefore accept- that a
ircel plan'*"s n.""-Jsa.y. The findings of -the July
economic analysis regarding the decline in demand are
disturbing.
My third comment is that the holdings which form
part of the Eurofer cartel are after all willing to accepl
l'
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adding their comments, of course, on the need to
make use of the instruments of the Treary, when they
allow action to be taken in a panicularly difficult
situation. I believe rhat this represenrs for the Commis-
sion nor only vital support but also treat encourage-
ment because, as rhe President said this morning, how
credible will the Commission 
- 
and the orher Euro-
pean institutions 
- 
be if we ask for povrers and take
supplementary action wirhout first taking advantage of
all the powers we already have.
It seems ro me, Mr President, that the questions have
concentrated on three broad aspects. The first aspect
rc which I should like to refer is rhat of the long-term
success of our undenaking. Mr Delors pointed out
this morning thar there is no point in taking emer-
Bency action unless it takes the form of longer-term
action which ultimately enables the necessary stabiliry
to be restored to the iron and srcel sector. That, of
course, is the raison d\tre of the concened action we
are proposing. It is the basic question, rhe one we shall
have ro study in the context of debates on the policy
on industrial adjustment, the creation of employmenr
and reconversion. And in this respect it is essential rc
overcome the uncenain, not to say ambignous situa-
tion, in which we find ourselves, this also being abso-
lutely vital from a policy angle. Are we, at policy level,
to have the European Community carrying our rhe
difficult process of painful adjustments, whili it is left
to the Member States to enjoy the positive effects of a
dynamic policy? This is a basic quesrion which we, the
European institutions, must face. The Commission's
choice in this respect is clear: we cannor have a shon-
term operarion without solidarity, imagination and
action being in longer-term intervention and participa-
uon.
The second quesrion concerns the external aspect. And
I can understand the concern felt by Parliamenr and
those who have said: are you really sure that rhis diffi-
cult and painful business of adjusting supply and
demand will not be complercly thwaned by the effect
of impons from third countries and, in thise circum-
stances, why have you nor applied Anicle 24?
Mr President, we feel that would nor be compatible
with a policy aimed at increasing our exports. In this
respecr, I would say to rhe honourable Member who
spoke on behalf of the French Communist Parry that,
if he had looked at rhe stadsdcs, he would have seen
that the volume of Communiry production exponed in
1980 will be, in relative rerms, larger rhan ever before.
Of course, less is being exponed.because less is being
consumed. But we are exporr,ing today a larger
proponion of what we produce rhan we have ever
done before. That seems imponant ro me, and we
must bear it in mind. Otherwise, how could we
complain about the closing of markets, of potentially
dangerous measures like rhose taken by the United
Sates 
- 
although these American measures have the
advantage of no longer discriminating against the
European iron and steel industry alone, as vas once
the case, when the anti-dumping measures were
direcrcd solely at the European industry. It is therefore
imponant that we make sure we are effectual and that
we do not take any risks.
Ve are convinced thar all the arrangements we have
with third cbuntries, which provide for solidariry
between them and us, because they are encountering
the same fundamental problems in the development
and restructuring of their iron and steel induitries,
take account of the trend in consumption in the
Community. This will be effective if the Member
States help us to ensure that these arrangemenr are
applied effectively. As in 1978 and 1979, we can give
an assurance that it is not at this dme necessary rc rake
additional measures towards third countries as long as
we can guarantee that the present measures work
satisfactorily. An I would emphasize 'if the presenr
measures work satisfactorily'. The documenr we have
submitted to rhe Council and forwarded to you sers
out all the supplementary detection and control
measures which we propose to make sure that imports
do not cause distonions. !7e shall, of course, be keep-
ing an eye on the situation. And of course, if these
measures do not work as effectively as they should, we
can always take other action. I do not think that the
Commission can be accused of not taking sufficient
action with regard to rhe iron and steel industry.
A last point I should like to take up before going on to
the social quesdon is this: I should like to say in the
clearest possible rerms thar the restrictive protramme
. the Community is and will be implementing presup-
poses the widest possible consensus. \7e are not in rhe
process of introducing a sysrem which conflicts wirh
what the Member States, the steel producers or rhe
trade unions want. This action will succeed 
- 
and we
have no choice but to make it succeed 
- 
ro rhe exrcn[
that we have the help of the greatest possible number.
'!7e 
shall therefore conrinue to work with all the steel
producers so rhat they may all suppon rhe Commis-
sion's activities. There can be no doubting that restric-
tive action cannor in the long rerm keep the iron and
steel industry alive and ensure it works well if those
directly concerned are nor ready m accepr rhar such
action is in their own basic interests. A state of mani-
fest crisis can obviously be no more than a temporaqy
starc as long as we use the time to recrearc a consensus
on the objecrives, a consensus on solidariry, a consen-
su-s on everyone's good behaviour 
- 
monitored by us,
of course. That is the difference berween a carte[ and
the functioning of the ECSC Treary. And I should like
to say to Mr Glinne rhat the Commission would never
have agreed to an iron and steel cartel if the aim of
cooperarion among the producers had not been the
achievement of the objectives, the quons chosen by
the Commission. Ir is nor rhe producers who are shai-
ing out the market. It is the Commission which decides
what solidariry requires in the way of sacrifices and
mutual cooperarion. Ve shall conrinue to work
towards the restoration of this consensus among the
steel producers, and the firsr sign we have had from
the producers in the Federal Republic is encouraging.
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\7e must go on from there and establish, as soon as
possible, a less abnormal situation than the one we
have now.
I was somewhat surprised by a remark made by Mr
Coppiercrs, to the effect that restructuring had not
begun. lVhat else has to be done for restructuring to
begin? Has restructuring not begun in the United
Kingdom, where the previous plans, to which Mr
Delors referred, provided for a capaciry of 32 o 33
million tonnes and the latest plans call for less than 15
million tonnes? If that is not restructuring, what is? I
do not want to quorc the figures for France, for
Belgium, for the Federal Republic: that would be a
lirany. Restructuring has become a reality. Because it
came too late, it has become more painful and more
difficult rc bear. But today the European Community
has a duty to make it succeed. To be sure, the difficul-
des arising from the present economic crisis must not
be used to bring about more extensive industrial
upheavals than those forecast by the Commission in its
general objecdves. Restructuring has begun. And
because it has begun, our method of calculating the
quoras will take account of efforts which have already
been made, so that those who have already acted in
solidarity are not penalized and are not asked to make
an even Breater effon because their colleagues have
not made the effon they should have made or have
been tardy in their reaction. That is a poliry of restruc-
turing in solidarity, and I think it is a good one.
To conclude, I should like to answer the question put
by Mr Skovmand, who wanted to know what an
increase in steel prices costs Denmark. There will not
be any costs of this type for Denmark, just as there
will not be any cosm for the other counries. Does he
for a moment belive that, if there was no longer an
efficient iron and steel indusry in the European
Community, Danish imponers would continue to
benefit by prices as low as they are at present. No, of
course not. Exporters would not want to export semi-
finished products, they would only want to export
finished products, and we would then have a funde-
menml problem, because there would no longer be any
competition. Do you really believe that semi-finished
producm would be exported to the Communiry when
cars, washing machines and other products that
include a major added value component could be
exported? I shall conclude, as all the speakers have
done and as the President of the Commission did this
morning, with the social question. I should like to
make it absolutely clear that, where the social aspect is
concerned, it is not a question of describing what
would happen if we did not do what must be done, but
e question of elementary justice. Because if the Coun-
cil resons to legal or technical quibbling 
- 
and what
is the value of legal and rcchnical quibbling in a situa-
tion such as this 
- 
and refuses to transfer to the
ECSC budget the sums which the ECSC needs rc
honour its commitments, it will mean that, if you had
been a worker in the iron and steel industry in 1978 or
1979, because there was money in the ECSC dll, you
would have received compensation, in addition to
what you would have received under national legisla-
tion, for early retirement, for being laid off or made
redundant and you would have benefited by reconver-
sion or vocational training measures and construction
programmes. But if you were a worker in the iron and
srcel industry in 1980, although the Treaty require-
ments remain the same, you would find the Member
Sates of the Community accepting that 
- 
at the very
rime when all the political groups here are calling on
the ECSC to act 
- 
the ECSC is a bankrupt organiza-
tion as far as individuals are concerned. The day it is
believed that the European Communiry can be built
while commitments laid down in the Treaty cannot be
honoured because essential budgetary commitments
have not been entered ino, that day Europe will cease
ro be a goal. Europe will be a subject of discussion.
Europe will no longer be that instrument with which
desting can be changed. Europe will simply be an alibi.
And a Europe of that kind cannot be accepted by the
Council, by Parliament or by the Commission.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
lO. Consumerpoliq
President. 
- 
The next item is the joint debarc on
- 
the report by Mr O'Connell, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the communication from
the Commission of the European Communities rc the
Council (Doc. 222/79) concerning an action
programme of the European Communities u'ith
regard to consumers (Doc. 1-450/E0);
and
- 
the oral quesdon with debate by Mrs Scrivener (Doc.
l-435/80) on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, to the Commission:
Subjea:Consultation at Community level between consu-
mers, producers and distributors of goods and services.
The Second Community programme for consumers
stresses the promotion of consumer interests through the
establishment of a dialogue between consumers and the
producers and distributors of goods and services
The Commission proposes the conclusion of 'specific
agreements' betwcen the various interests concerned.
Can the Commission indicate:
l. The panies represented by the four bodies on the
Consumers Consultative Committee and how these
bodies function in this Committee?
2. Vhat procedure would be used for establishing
consulation besween the interestcd panies, what form
such consultation would take, what areas it s'ould
cover, and what the Commission's role would be?
"'1
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I call Mr O'Connell.
Mr O'Connell, rap?ortear. 
- 
Mr President, in
presendng this repon to Parliament rcday I want ro
emphasize rhe considerable amount of time and
energy that has been spent on consultations and
debate on the second consumer action programme.
Since I was first appointed rapponeur in September
1979 my Committee has held a public hearing on the
second consumer action programme in Dublin, and
members of my Committee had the opponunity to
examine closely the opinions of borh consumer and
producer interesm. In addition there has been
prolonged and intensive debate on the finalcontent of
this repon. I, as rapponeur, have benefited enor-
mously from this exchange of views and I have
endeavoured rc draw up a repoft which I feel clearly
expresses the viewpoint of the majority of rhe commit-
tee.
The second consumer action programme, Mr Presi-
dent, is panicularly significant ar the present time
because today consumer policy in the Communiry is in
a state of crisis given the very limited success of the
first consumer action programme and'the current shift
in Communiry priorities away from issues such as
consumer protection.
But it was Jean Monnet, the father of the European
Community, who said:
The common market was not created in the interests of
producers but above all in the interests of consumers.
I feel the Council of Ministers must harken ro rhese
words because it is due to a lack of political will on rhe
pan of rhe Council of Ministers that consumer policy
has largely remained at a standsdll.
But if this lack of political will has been inexcusable in
the past, it is inrolerable for the future, for now more
than ever the Communiry needi a ney/, dynamic
consumer poliry. Today every penny, every pfennig,
every centime in the household budget counts and the
need has nevdr been more urtenr for a poliry which
will redress the gross imbalance berween consumers
and producers in the market place.
Of course there are those who will say that consumer
policy is not a fit prioriry given the present economic
crisis in the Community with iu problems of infladon,
unemployment and economic growth. There have
even been calls for cutbacks in the consumer
programme on [he grounds that it is too cosrly for
producers to implement. But, Mr Presidenq has any
one asked the question what is the cost ro consumers
of faulty goods, unfair advenising, sub-standard
public and after-sales services and unconrrolled prices?
How much have unfair credit terms and uninformative
labelling cosr rhe consumers of Europe? The reality is
that the Community needs more consumer-prorection
legislation, nor less, and that is why it is necessary to
flesh out the second consumer action programme with
concrerc proposals as outlined in this repon.
I think it is also necessa{F to do so in order that we
may honour the commitment we tave to the electorate
in the direct elections when we said we would endea-
vour ro improve the qualiry of life of 250 million citi-
zens of the Communiry.
Now the broad objectives of the second consumer
action protramme are to be welcomed, panicularly
the new emphasis on the acive promorion of
consumer interests. The problem arises not so much
with the goals and aspirations of the programme but
rather with the lack of concrete pr6posals for the
realization.
Ve have felt rhe need to give this programme a back-
bone in the areas of prices, public and after-sales
services, legal redress for the consumer and the prorp-
otion of consumer interesu.
My Committee felt rhere was need for the Commission
to support the publication of comparative price surveys
more frequently at regional level and rhat these details
should be made available to the public. I personally
would have preferred the establishment of a body on
prices and comperition with srong consumer r€pre-
sentadon to combat canels and monopolies. But
unfortunately the majoriry in the committee rejected
my proposal.
My Committee has also asked for a directive on
consumer rights in the field of after-sales service and a
directive establishing consumer rights in rhe service
industries and panicularly in rhe tourist industry
where rhe public are exploited so much. Ve have
asked also for a directive on unfair conract terms and
we also want to see the consumer interest taken fully
into accounr in the evolution of the common agricul-
tural policy, consultation with consumer represenra-
tives taking place at the earliest stages of price-fixing
negotiations and with future agricultural policy devel-
opmenr concentratinB on attaining a more balanced
reladonship between supply and demand through
treater emphasis on rhe structural and the mdrkedng
element rather than across-the-board price increases.
Ve wanr Member States to establish as a mattcr of
prioriry advisory, arbitration and conciliatioh bodies rc
resolve disputes berween consumers and producers.
Unfonunately my Committee rejected nry plea for
small-claims courts ro be made available to enable
consumers to press their claims against the producers
at litde cbst.
Ve also wanr indusrial codes of conduct that take
account of the interests of consumers, and we regard,
these codes as complementary to legislative provlslons.I personally would have preferred legisladve effons
especially where codes of conduct cannor be enforced.
r,, . ,r.'I lt _i€ _
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But in all cases we want consultation with the consu-
mers on them.
Ve want measures aimed at reducing the consumption
of alcohol, tobacco and addictive drugs. I would have
preferred again a much more radical measure in this
field with a total ban on advertising of tobacco and
drink. There are vested interesr, Mr President, at
work even here in Parliament. It is very sad.
.My original proposal alarmed very much the vested
interests in the industries. The harmful effects of
tobacco have been well documented in Member States
and by advisory bodies within the Communiry,
tobacco killing four times as many people as road acci-
dents within the Communiry 
- 
justification enough, I
would think, for stringent measures against it.
I am sorry, Mr President, that my Committee rejected
my proposal that the staff and the resources of the
Commission allocated to consumer poliry in the
Community be subsantially increased, because I feel
- 
and I oudined this in great detail in the explanatory
starcment accompanying the motion 
- 
that there is a
real need for a substantial increase in staff and
resources if any of the major proposals contained in
the second consumer action programme are ever to be
implemented.
Finatly we as a commii,tee want an effective consumer
education protramme that will enable the consumers,
and panicularly young consumers, to face the
economic challenges of the 1980s.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Scrivener.
Mrs Scrivener. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the reason why I have Put a question to the
Commission on consultations berween consumers,
producers and distributors of goods and senrices is
that I believe one of the Communiq/s essential roles is
to encourage a more construcdve dialogue berween
rhe trade, the consumers and, I would add, the
authorities. The Commission rightly puts this acdon at
the top of ia list in the second action programme for
consumers.
This dialogue is essential if we intend to maintain our
free system, our market economy, in which consumers
must have a say and producers and distributors must
be encouraged to defend their image better by show-
ing that their development is compatible with the grea-
rcr satisfacdon of the consumer's needs, because this is
ultimately to everyone' advantage. But, as we know,
consultation is a difficult step. It is difficult to set in
motion because it is not enough for each Pany to
make a declaration of principle.
Consultation in the consumer field, as in many others,
must not be a means for one party to rcst the resist-
ance of the other. It must not be a means of imposing
one's own views, above all it must not be a means of
gaining time while awaiting the concessions which
then become inevitable. This in fact applies to every
sphere 
- 
the common agricultural policy, competi-
tign, standardizatioi, publicity or the elimination of
abusive clauses, to name but a few. But if there is to be
a dialogue and consultation, consumers must also be
accepted as full panicipants, so that they may play
their role as decisive factors in the machinery of the
market.
In the case of the common agricultural policy the
value of such consultation is evident, and I must say
that the recent affair over animal feedingstuffs shows
how things can deteriorate in a situation which has
hitheno been characterized by inadequate consulta-
tion, and sometimes none at all, berween economic
partners, who in this particular case were Producers,
distributors of feedingstuffs, veterinary surgeons,
authorities and consumer movements. Varning the
public 
- 
on a European scale for perhaps the first
ti-e 
- 
warrants close attendon, because the public
are most sensitive about physical health and safery,
ahd I am sure we shall have other boycotts if consu-
mers feel their health is threatened. I would also add
- 
in parentheses 
- 
on the subject of boycotts, that
consumers would be doing our economic system a
service if they sometimes had the courage to boycott
Pnces.
Consumers should be more involved in the continued
development of the common agricultural policy. They
should paniciparc in sufficient numbers in the
management of agricultural markets, and they should
be better informed about price formation. This is an
area of widespread confusion in which the Commis-
sion should be actively carrying out comParative
srudies and expen work and encouraging effective
consultation besween producers, distributors and
consumers. This would make for a better undersand-
ing of a problem which some day will cause major
difficulties, because the public too often has the feeling
that it is being made fun of.
But this raises a question, one I should like to put to
the Commission: are there enough consumers capable
of panicipating as full partners in the bodies which
concern them? In its action protramme the Commis-
sion proposes that assistance should be given to consu-
mers' associations and such assisance should be
increased. Ve fully endorse, of course, this initiative,
which is absolutely essendal because the individual
consumer is rarely able to defend himself and there-
fore requires collective support. Similarly, the
Commission's suggestion that consumer representa-
tion on the consultative committees should be
increased is in itself welcome, but we should like to
know if these committees are really effective and, if so
- 
and we hope they are 
- 
if there are enough of
them.
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In its action programme the Commission also refers to
codes of conduct. But I must pgint out that it does not
define what rhese codes of conduct are or how they
will work or, in panicular, how they will be organized.
I can see the reasons for this, having been in what
might be called the consumer business for over rwo
year now. I know rhat the reason is that it is difficult
- 
not to say impossible 
- 
to implement these codes
of conduct.
I should therefore like to make a suggestion to the
Commission. I believe it would be more realistic to
have thorough consultations with the panners before
the directives are drawn up 
- 
I stress, before the
directives are drawn up, before anyrhing is written
down. Then, when the direcdve has been acceprcd by
the various authoriries, the codes of good conduct ani
self-discipline should be ultimately drawn up ar
Member State level, on rhe basis, of course, of the
directives concerned. It seems to me rhar that is rhe
way for codes of good conduct m be established in rhe
future, at a later stage, at Communiry level. Because I
am afraid 
- 
and I have the courage ro say so 
- 
that
otherwise we are quire simply day-dreaming. On the
other hand, as I said just now in connecion with the
common agricultural policy, rhe Commission must
have recourse to consultation, but here again it must
look ahead far more than it does today. It must use
consulation ro propose regularions and controls, and I
believe it can show what talents it has in connecdon
with the feedingstuffs issue.
But it is obvious that for such consuladon there musr
be consumers who are informed and educated, pani-
cularly on rhe realities of economic mechanisms,
because the more we think about these problems, the
more we realize we cannor say simply anyrhing, even
as a consumer's representative 
- 
I would even say,
especially as a consumer's represenative.
I am therefore glad to see rhe programme includes
activities rc promote exchanges of information among
the Member States, pilor experiments, panicularly for
yount consumers, and European seminars like the one
soon to be held in Paris. Education and information
are after all the pillars of the bewer consumer sociery
we want, wirh bemer accounr taken of the use of the
resources we have, which will not last forever, and
making it possible 
- 
rhis being not the least imponant
aspect 
- 
to reduce the inequalides, because we well
know thar these inequalities are due not only rc
economic factors bur also to a lack of information and
education and rhat consequently the poorest consu-
mers are sometimes the ones who, in some way or
other, pay twice. To conclude, we wanr this consulta-
tion to form pan of an economy which is based on
freedom of choice for consumers. It is not a quesrion
of imposing one kind of consumption: freedom of
enterprise for producers and genuine consultation
form the cornerstone of any action.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coliins.
Mr Collins,Qlairman of the Committee on the Enoiron-
ment, Public Health and Consamer kotection.- Mr
President, my thanls are due right at the beginning to
the rapponeur on this item. It has been a very difficult
report to draw up because of the length and the depth
of the consulmtion rhar we engaged in. I would also
like rc thank other members of rhe committee, Mrs
Scrivener and the resr, for the work they have put in
and the amounr of interest we have taken in this pani-
cular matter. They are right to regard it as an impor-
tant matter.
I only want to pick out a few themes and to comment
on rhem rarher rhan deal with the report in detail.
Mr President, this debate is mking place at a time of
economic recession such as we have not seen in
Europe since the 1930s. There is considerable job-loss,
there is a falling demand for our products across
Europe, and a great many counrries are being forced
to take emergency measures of one kind or anorher.
Only this morning the Presidenr of the Commission
w-as making a satement in this House declaring a stare
of 'manifest crisis' in the stcel industry. This dibate is
taking place roo ar a dme when confidence in rhe insri-
tutions of rhe European Community, as a solution to
the political, economic and social problems in Europe,
is waning in some areas, and I think I would even be
correct in saying that in some other areas, such as a
well-known rown in the nonh-west of England, it has
disappeared altogether.
However, it was hoped by many rhat the elected
Parliament last year would injecr a spirit of greater
responsiveness ro rhe feelings of ordinary people, thar
accountability and genuine democraric control would
become more evident. That is the imponance of this
debate, because rhe very core of this approach is surely
a, recognition that the man-in-the-sreer, rhe family in
the supermarker, are imponant and indeed as impor-
tant as the businessman in his boardroom. Ir is the
belief of my committee and it is certainly my belief
that we have to struggle as hard as we can to find a
balance berween producers on the one hand, traders
and retailers in the middle, and the consumer ar rhe
end of the process.
That is why the Commirtee on rhe Enviroment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection has consulrcd widely
on this particular matrer. That is why we held the
public hearing in Dublin Castle, to which rhe rappor-
rcur referred. This hearing was imponanr because we
as a committee not only improved our own under-
standing of the complex and varied issues involved,
but I think we also enhanced the consciousness of rhe
Irish people and indeed of the Irish governmenr with
regard to consumer affairs. I think that rhe commitree
benefircd roo, because they heard the explanations,
they heard the debates, they were able to explore the
points of view raised. Finally, I think the Commission
also benefited from that public hearing, because they
not only had to explain and defend their proposals to
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the committee, but they had rc do so in public in front
of the rclevision cameras, in front of the press and in
front of the witnesses who were there as well. I think I
would be right in saying that the Commission found it
not only a challenging but also a refreshing experi-
ence, because for the first time, perhaps, they were
able to hear not one witness at a time but all of the
wimesses together and to argue their case with them.
My second point, therefore, is that this debate is the
culmination of a great deal of honest and very hard
work and that since the business of Parliament is
surely to debate, with the Commission and with the
Community at large and with the public, the affairs of
the Community, then this repon before us today is of
immense imponance, because it represents the fruits of
that very process of consultadon and scrutiny'
I only want to mention one or two of the substantive
issuei contained within the repon. First of all, there is
the question of cost. The repon mentions that a
majoriry of the committee wanted detailed costs' inso-
far as it was possible rc obtain them, for each ircm the
Commission may decide to produce in the future.
Now, while it is difficult to deny that costs must be a
central concern of any administrative institution,
whether it is the European Commission or the smallest
local authoriry in the Communiry, it is imponant to
remember that we must not be one-sided in our attack
on costs, because, as the rapponeur has pointed out,
there are also costs to the consumer from many, many
Community policies and we cannot isolatc this pani-
cular item and say we shall have costs for that while
ignoring the enormous costs of, for example, the
"ornrnon 
agricultural poliry to the workers of Europe.
So far as the committee in concerned, it is a question
of finding a balance between one side and the other,
and I can only emphasize the imponance of the drift
of the rapponeur's statement on this.
Secondly, there was the question of codes of conduct
and of iegisladon. Again there vas a treat deal of
controversy, but I think the feeling of the committee
v/as that if codes of conduct can be policed, if they can
be enforced and if, moreover, they can embrace all the
interests concerned, then they will probably be suffi-
cient. But it is only fair to say that there is much
concern in the Community about the possibility that
codes of conduct may not always be enforceable; chey
may not be policed adequately; there may always be
rogue companies; there may always be people who
sand outside the rading organizations that could
enforce these things, and we have to be aware of all
this.
There is also much conc€rn about advertising, and we
may mention specifically alcohol and tobacco. In these
two sectors I think it is absolutely crucial, absolurcly
essential that only the highest standards of ethical
behaviour are allowed. It is, of course, debatable
whether tobacco or alcohol as subsances are aoually
addictive. Some people would say that they arc, and
some would say that they are not. Obviously, the very'
subsantial trade interests would say that they are not,
and indeed, they would argue that they are very help-
ful. \7ell, I can appreciarc that there are circumstances
in which tobacco and alcohol can be helpful, although
this is not the place to investigate them, but there is no
doubt at all ihat aken in,excess both tobacco and
alcohol are harmful. In my constituency, for example,
and in the west of Scotland, we have very high rates of
alcoholism and it would be entirely unreasonable if we
were to allow standards of advertising to drop 0o that
alcohol consumption lras seen as a glamorous activity.
It may indeed bi pleasant at times; but having seen the
effect it may have on sections of the population,
including people under l8 or even under 15, then I am
afraid I have to say that q/e in the Communiry shall
have to look very, very hard at the control of advenis-
ing in these sectors.
My third point concerns help for outside consumer
organizations. At a dme of unemployment, when
povefiy is more widespread than we should like to see,
it is desperately imponant that consumers be helped rc
see their way through the jungle of special offers, of
varied labelling, of Rressure salesmanship and so on'
They shoutd be allowed to make choices and they
should be helped to make sure that these choices are
indeed their own and not forced on them by sales
techniques. Ve need pressure rc mainain the conduct
of after-sales service and we need rc investigatc the
possibiliry of better facilities for taking up justifiable
complaints if goods do not come uP to standard.
In conclusion, Mr President, I think it is not for me, as
chairman of the committee, to comment on individual
amendments: I think they are the legitimate expression
of sincere feeling and a great deal of hard work.
However that may be, this Parliament must learn that
in order to ensure a satisfactory Protramme for consu-
mers it must support the Commission's attempts to get
adequate staff. It must be in the van of progress when
it comes to representing the ordinary workers in the
Communiry. I think this repon is important; I think
the speeches that you will hear will represent the kind
of feelings that the committee vants to tet across to
the Parliament. Of course, the repon will be amended;
but nonetheless it represents a serious atrcmPt to
rescue the Communiry from its narrov PreoccuPations
and set it once again on the road to being the true
organ of open government in Europe, not iust on
behalf of vested interests but on behalf of all of the
people.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Krouwel-Vlam to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.
Mrs Krouwcl-Mam. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should
like rc repeat what the rapporteur has already said, not
only in support of his statement, but also because my
group attaches very Breat imporurnoe to a European
consumer policy.
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I will begin by quoting something said by Jean
Monnet, a French economist and the draftsman of the
Schuman Plan 
- 
he is also somerimes known as the
father of the European Communiry 
- 
who once made
the {ollowing memorable sraremenr: the Community
market has been esnblished to senre the interests not
of the producer, bu[ above all of the consumer. My
group fully endorses this statement. But it might weil
be asked if Jean Monner's word have not fallen on
deaf ears, because so far precious little has been done
about consumer policy in the Community.
The five fundamental rights of the consumer ser our in
the first action programme sound very promising. But
an action programme should mean rhe general policy
already recommended by the Council. The Commis-
sion should draw up specific proposals and put them
forward, but afrer Parliament has delivered its
opinion, practical proposals are sometimes blocked by
the Council and ofrcn obtain only a small majoriry, in
Parliament, which is reflected in resolutions that are a
shadow of their original selves. From this it might be
concluded thar there are sdll too few people in Pprlia-
ment willing ro cooperare in the establishmenr of a
strong and well-founded policy or the prorection of the
250 million consumers in the Communiry. As a resulr,
the five fundamenral rights remain pious hopes and the
aims of the first, 1975 aclcion protramme have nor yer
been achieved.
Now, in 1980, my group very much welcomes the
second action programme, the central themes of which
are again consumer protection and information. Its
objectives are excellently formulated, and my Group is
therefore counring on their resuldng in excellent
proposals and guidelines. But who can guarantee rhar
this programme will be fully implemented and not
suffer the same fate as the first programmd, so thar the
consumer again becomes the dupe? My group fears
the worst, considering the way this proposal was
treated in rhe Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection. The majoriry of this
committee felt thar a number of quite issendal
measures in the consumer's inrcrests, which were
included in the excellent draft repon drawn up by the
rapporteur, Mr O'Connell, should be rcned down or
completely removed. The members of the committee
who were involved in rhe drafting of the report now
being debated have therefore created the impression
that it is the repon of 4 Commirree on Producer
Protection rarher than the Committee on Consumer
Protecdon.
My Group gives first priority ro rhe consumer's inrer-
esr. \7e ere very concerned about the position of rhe
consumer in presentday and future sociery, character-
ized by its complexiry and an increasing number of
highly developed and technically very sophisticated
products on the market, which are sold with the aid of
clever and often, intentionally or unintenionally,
misleading advertising.
Has anyone ever wondered what the social cost to rhe
consumer is rc deficient products, misleading advenis-
ing, inefficient and inadequate Governmenr services,
poor after-sales service and unconrrolled prices? !7hat
harm has the European consumer suffered as a result
of unfair credit conditions and inferior labelling?
The consumer musr be fully involved in the prepara-
tion and implementation of economic decision-making
that affects his position. For this we need measures
which are not to be found in the report now before us.
My Group has therefore felt obliged rc table a large
number of amendments to this reporr, which aim,
among other things, ar increasing the resources of the
Commission's consumer protection service. If
consumer poliry is to play an effecdve role in the
Communiry, there will have to be a separate directo-
rate general and consequently more staff. Our amend-
ments also call for treater assistance rc be given at
Communiry level to European consumers' organiza-
tions, so that they may have the expenise and the
resources needed to influence the formulation of a
consumer policy, to encourage regular meetings of the
Council of Ministers for Consumer Affairs and to
introduce quickly a directive on approximarion of
Member Srates' legislation relating to advenising on
pharmaceuticals. \fle also call for the inuoduction of a
draft directive on advenising aimed specifically at chil-
dren, stronger representation of consumer organiza-
tions in the relevant institutions and committees of the
Community, rhe continuation of the policy on waste
management and the rerycling of waste material and
measures rc increase the durability of products and rc
en-courate the use of simple and suitable packaging.
'!7e 
also hope that the Commission will siick by its
intention to set up an internal working party on pricis
with Parliament's suppon and to inform Parliament
regularly on its activities.
Mr President, consumer poliry so far has been a
travesty and what is being proposed for the future is
unacceptable. The Community now has a greater need
than ever for a dynamic consumer policy, which puts
an end to the considerable inequality bemreen
consumer and producer. The European Communiry is
not simply a ffade agreemenr, and the Treaty of Rome
must be interpreted liberally. An acsiye and dynamic
approach is required if rhe consumer policy is to be
funher developed and to assume its rightful place.
Only a European Community that takes account of
the inrcresm of the consumer will be a good place for
its 250 million inhabitants to live and work in.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Alber to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry (C-D
Group).
Mr Alber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, I should like to begin by thanking Mr O'Connell
for his report on behalf of my Group. I would ask him
not to see this as a cynical remark. Although we have
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changed his repon through various amendmenr, we
acknowledge his effons and his commitment and we 
.
,know how very sincere he is about the interests of the
consumer. The second action programme for consu-
mers reircrates the objectives of the first, panicularly
the idea of consumer protection, and the call for the
recognition of the famous five rights, the rights to
prorcction of health and safery, to Protection of
economic interests, to compensation, to information
and education, and to legal represenation. But for
good reason the second programme goes beyond the
merely defensive nature of the first programme and
sets out to make a genuine partner of the consumer by
means of a positive dialogue. This is a step towards an
ex dnte consumer poliry. Thio idea must be fully
endorsed. But when it comes to the achievement of
this objective, opinions differ as to whether consumer
policy should be regarded more as pan of economic
policy or more as pan of social policy. The best
consumer prolicy is one in which the interests of the
consumer, producer and trader correspond. That is
pannership, while playing one off against the other is
not. Ve feel that the amendmen$ that were adopted
come closer to this idea than the original version of
the repon and the amendments that have now been
tabhd by the Socialist Group. Consequently, the day
on which the vote was taken in committee was not a
black day for the consumer, as representadves of the
Socialist Group felt, but at best a black day for the
Socialists themselves, because they could not get their
ideologically biased views accepted. And I hope they
will not succeed in doing so at the next vote.
The consumer is piimarily interested in fair prices,
highquality goods and products which are durable and
free of defects. He needs clear and truthful informa-
tion and business terms and clear and complete labell-
ing and advenisements. He is less interested in the
quistion of financial resources for self-sryled^
consumer protection organizations, the question of
the legal status of authorities and the endowment of
advisory councils. It must not be forgotten that the
'consumer is also a tax-payer. The genuine inrcrests of
the consumer must taken as the basis for doing every-
thing possible to tuaranrce the rights I have referred
to, to root out the black sheep that are to be found
everywhere and to make the consumer into a genuine
partner by means of objective and complete informa-
tion and education. That is the purpose of consumer
poliry, not concealed influence on prices and invest-
ments. If we want citizens able to think for themselves,
we must let the consumer himself decide and not want
to lead him around by the nose. It cannot be denied
that some people do not have the consumer as such
uppermost in their minds, but regard consumer poliry
rather as an instrument for influencing and steering
the economy. Since the political Power structure Prev-
' enm direct investment conrols, their idea is to use
such substitutes to achieve their aims. As long as a
republic of councils is not possible, they will put up
with a republic of advisory councils for the time being.
Ve Christian Democrats on the other hand assume
that the citizen is able to decide for himself. That is
also why we prefer voluntary codes of conduct to
legislation. The call for increasing officialdom at best
triggers off the official's desire for appointments and
promotion, but it does not solve the problems. \7e
therefore advocate the principle of subsidiarity and we
know that, if there is proper competition, the market
itself protects the interests of the consumer. An excess
of official standards and checls, on the other hand,
simply resuls in uncenainry, prive iricreases and less
innovation.
Ve were also surprised to find that the committee
rejected the appeal we made in this connection for tax
harmonization at European level, even though tax
harmonization would, of course, increase the range to
the consumer's advantage.
Ve are fully in favour of any information and educa-
tion, including that on price formation. It would be a
good thing for such matters to be taught in the
schools, but if possible by people whp do not confuse
turnover with profit. A separate subject is not neces-
sary, because social studies is good enough for the
political and economic questions and biology for the
scientific aspects. Another reason why a seParate
subject is not necessary is that, if we go on like this,
everyone will be a teacher soon: some people would
like to have teachers for consumer affairs, teachers on
drugs and rcachers on environmental protection,
traffic safety and so on. If we then add the members of
advisory councils and the staff of authorities and
organiiadons, we shall soon have nobody working in
thi productive sector. Self-styled consumer organiza-
tions are springing up everywhere. But who protects
the consumer against some of the consumer Prorcction
organizations? There may be a real need for the legiti-
-acy of such associations to be considered. There is a
simiiar need for appropriate conditions to be laid
down for their establishment. On the other hand, it is
regrettable that no mention at all is made in the
progra*tn. of the associadons which genuinely and
impanially inform the consumer. I mean the real
consumer cenres and consumer advisory offices,
which deserve our suppon. Ve are grateful to the
rapporteur for paying due attention rc these organiza-
tions.
'$7'e are in favour of and demand informadon for the
consumer. Information on price formation and price
comparisons must not, however, lead to price controls
through the back door..Itis not the Commission's task
to act as a Pflce commlssloner, nor can any authoriry
objectively and expenly assess the relationship
between the quality and price of goods and services
offered. The adult consumer must also be left to
decide for himself whether, when and what he should
buy. Ve are opposed, for example, to the-abuse of
alcohol, tobacco and drugs, but a ban conflicts with
our view of freedom. Controls on consumPtion
conflict with the concept, of the adult citizen. It makes
me smile when I think that some of those who are nov/
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calling for a ban were vodng for the abolition of
controls on soft drugs six monrhs ago in this House,
probably to make their constituents happy or perhaps
to please a well-known German publisher and small-
time hash addict.
But to make myself absolurcly clear, while we reject
bans in this area, we shall do everything ro prevenr
abuses rhat are detrimenral to health. ThJ programme
before us musr nou/ be implemenrcd by mians of
practical proposals. Ve will ensure rhar this is done in
the spirit of the social market economy, because only
then can this programme be regarded as a posirive step
forward, only then will it really benefit tlie consumer
and only rhen will the consumer become a genuine
Partner.
President. : I call Miss Hooper rc speak ori behalf
of the European Democraric Group.
Miss Hooper. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the
European Democradc Group and as a member of the
Committee on rhe Environmenr, Public Health and
Consumer Protection I welcome this opportuniry rc
discuss the next five-year programme and the chance
this gives us ro try to get the priorities righl There is a
need to emphasize the areas of mosr concern and the
areas in which Communiry action is more appropriate
and more efficient than narional action. Ve want to
save dme, which also means money, and to ensure thar
the second acrion programme does not suffer rhe fatc
of the first in failing to be implemented at the Council
of Ministers stage, perhaps because some of the
proposals srere nor practicable at a European level.
The inrcrest rhat rhis second acrion programme has
provoked, both in Dublin at the public hearing and
subsequently, among representatives of consumer
associations, trade associations and representatives of
industry, musr be recognized as a considerable step in
th-e right direction and shows a concern that the rights
of consumers are nor overlooked in the produciion
process. At the same time it is imponant to remember
that we are all consumers. Ve a.e not talking of some
isolarcd group called the man in the street.
Mr President, producers are also consumers. You and
I are consumers, and no doubt we like rc think that we
are resonably comperenr. !7hat we seek ro ensure by
consumer protection legislation is that the consumer
who is less able to understand and to speak up for
himself is not deceived or deprived of hii rights. To
achieve this we do not need to burden ou.selr.r or
indusry wirh unnecessary rules and restrictions which
may add to the cost of an anicle to the consumer, and
which may also limit his choice. Surely we all want the
widest possible choice, and we must remember rhar rhe
consumer has the uldmate right to buy or not to buy.
It is therefore thar the emphasis on education is impor-
tant borh in the Commission's proposals and in Mr
O'Connell's reporr.
Mr President, we welcome in panicular Anicle Z of
Mr O'Connell's repon and Mrs Scrivener's motion
and remarks which both sress rhe need to have the
maximum prior consultation with all inrcrested bodies
before definite proposals are introduced, and which
urges flexibiliry by the use, where possible, of frame-
work directives sening out aims and objectives without
limiting each Member State's right to implement legis-
lation in the form best suired to its panicular le al
system and standards of implemenadon, monitoring
and policing.
\7e also welcome rhe clear statement in paragraph 3 of
the repon in favour of the use of voluntary Codes, nor
always instead of but as complementary measures to
legislation. \7e believe that these codes, which operarc
very successfully in the Unired Kingdom, are in the
consumers' interest, both because they maintain stan-
dards and are cost effective from the consumers, poinr
of view. For example, I recendy attended a preliminary
meeting which considered the possibiliries of a volun-
tary international code in relation to advenising
directed ar children and at which represenadves frori
BEUC, the Commission, MEPs and representadves of
indusry vere presenr. Great progress was made and I
feel that it oudines the beneficial use of such codes and
innovation. \7e agree with Mr Collins about adequarc
policing but I must say thar rhis remark also appfils m
legislation.
'!7e further welcome the recognition in this repon of
consumer impact satements which we call cost benefit
analysis and which we have called for on orher occa-
sions.'!7e feel thar it is important to have an esrimare
of cost as well as of the benefits in reladon ro any
proposals brought before this Parliament so rhar we
can take a properly balanced and informed decision.
There is no intention of being one sided; we just want
the fullest possible information.
Mr Presidenr, there is much one could say about rery-
cling, safery and energy labelling, and other similar
matters, but time is limited. I would therefore like to
end by thanking the rapponeur for his work and for
having assimilated into his report the views of those
members of the committee whose political views he
does not always share. Ve look forward to consider-
i-ng specific proposals made under this programme in
funherance of the consumer's inrcrests which, as I
have said, are the interests of all of us and of our
constituents.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mrs Squarcidupi 
- 
(I) Mr President, time permits
me to make only some brief general observadoni.
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Recently much tribute has been paid to Europe's
consumers, whom inflation and weak Communiry
legislation have made more vocal and more acdve. The
overall insufficiency of Community action on this issue
of increasing political priority was clearly demon-
strated in the matter of hormones, a serious health
hazard. Monopolies and canpls are more ProsPerous
now that ever before. Considerable imbalances still
exist in the common agriculural policy which in the
end are paid for largely out of the consumer's pocket'
In 1974, in an investigation undertaken by the
Commission, only 40 Yo of those questioned sated
that they considered consumer protection of high
importance. A year ago this 40 0/o had climbed to
83 0/0, reflecting a change in opinion due not only to
the effects of inflation but also to an increase in public
sensitivity on matters concerning the qualiry of life.
In a large Italian srcel producing cenffe another inves-
tigation revealed that environment and health, which
are matters closely related rc the state of consumer
markets, were of primary imponance to workers.
The Member States failed to agree in principle
concerning a weak and extremely vague Programme
presented by the Commission. An alternative Chris-
tian-Democratic proposal for direct agreements m be
established in the course of constructive dialogues
between consumer and producer organizations
appears unrealistic. It is as difficult to imagine a
constructive dialogue between rwo grouPs of such
differing economic weight as it is to Proted the
consumer in a free market for whose fluctuations he
must always eventually pay.
The O'Connell repon, as amended at the last meeting
of the Committee on the Environment and Consumer
Protection, tends to srengthen the economic position
of producers and reverse the rends established by the
consumer movement.
There is a need today for effective common legisla-
tion. Ve lack a Community poliry for consumers, but
this cannot be accomplished without a thorough revi-
sion of the common agricultural policy.
The movement within the Communiry which demands
that the pattern of consumption be determined not by
the producers or large-scale disributors but by the
consumers themselves is becoming increasingly articu-
late. The O'Connell report, such as it now stands,
tends to paint this movemenl in threatening colours
and thereby encourage cenain polidcal grouPs to
ignore or sdfle it.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Martin to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, when the consumer
is no longer confronted with the problem of providing
for himself in the true sense of the term, as is the case
in our Vestern societies, when he can find practically
everphing he wants in plenry on the market, his
concern turns to other things. He rightly begins to
look for high-quality products, the best ones, the ones
which satisfy the highest possible safety standards, and
rhis is particularly true of food products.
The consumer's reaction to veal is a spectacular
demonstration of this phenomenon, dnd we must draw
the necessary conclusions. And the decision taken by
the Ministers of Agriculure of the Nine to prohibit
from now until the end of the year the use of
hormones and perhaps of anabolic substances in
animal feedingstuffs has been welcomed by the
consumer organizations. The initial reactions of the
producers following this decision has been far from
negative. This 'veal affair' has in fact shown that there
is a need for closer consultation between producers,
consumers and representatives of the disribution
sectors.
The boycott is, after all, a dangerous weapon, which
may only be used as a last reson when all the consulta-
tion instrumens have been exhausrcd. The veal
boycott resulted in a massive slump and a fall in prices
which affected both producers who use hormones and
those who quietly continue to feed their calves on
'mother's milk' or do not add hormones to feeding-
stuffs because they feel that their calves do not need
anything else.
It is essential that the decisions taken in Brussels on 30
Seprcmber be applied very quickly rc improve the
position of these producers, who provide consumers
with a quality product and who have been unfairly
affected by the boycott slogans.
Everything must be done rc take account of the diffi-
culties facing this sector of agriculture, in which many
young people earn supplementary incomes which are
needed because their farms are, family businesses.
To come back rc the calf fed on mother's milk,
banning the use of hormones is helping to Preserve
family farms. Of course, it is too early to insist that all
calves be fed on wholo milk rather than powdered
milk, because working conditions in catde breeding
cannot be overlooked. In some regions of the
Community, however, producers have formed agricul-
rural cooplratives with their own nerwork of reail
butchers, private individuals and local authorities,
taking as their slogan 'safeguard natural methods in
stock-farming'. High-qualif,y meat, sold under the seal
of 'farm veal', is certainly more expensive, but is it not
better to pay a little more for a meat which does not
lose weight? Commissioner Gundelach himself
poinrcd out after the meeting of the Agricultural
Council that the consumers would have to Pay,
through an increase in the price ofveal, for the ban on
the use of hormones, which enabled cenain breeders
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to produce animals of the right size and weight
quickly.
It is, of course, the duty of every businessman to try ro
produce as profitably as possible, either by means of
the prices he charges in the market or by reducing his
costs or improving his productiviry. In this case, rhe
market price of veal no longer ensured profitable
operations, which induced some producers to improve
their producriviry by the means that have now been
called inrc quesdon.
But apan from this specific issue, there is the problem
of the qualiry of foodstuffs. How marry consu-ers,
how many farmers 
- 
let us not forget that farmers are
also consumers 
- 
have found that some veal has no
taste, some beef has no flavour, some greenhouse
tomatoes are floury or some chickens and eggs have a
strange taste?
At a dme when there is talk of improving the common
agricultural poliry, this quesdon of qualiry might also
be usefully 'raised. The consumer has the right to
demand that all foodstuffs comply. with health stan-
dards. It is obvious that in many cases an improvement
in quality will resulr in an increase in costs, and there-
fore in prices.
If the surveys or a recen[ statement by a consumer
association are to be believed, consumers are prepared
to put up with rhis.
A permanent dialogue, which does not exist ar presenr,
berween producers and their cusromers should there-
fore be introduced at Community level.
I therefore call on the Commission ro conremplate rhe
setting up of a permanenr body for consulrations
between producers, consumers and representatives of
the distribution secrors rc lay down various European
standards which are easy ro apply and to check.
Having achieved rhe objective of 'producing more' ro
ensure its self-sufficienry in foodstuffs, Europe must
now try to achieve the objective of'producing berrer,.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ghergo.
Mr Ghergo (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I wish first of all rc thank the rapponeur for a
useful and informative document, and issure him of
my support and esteem.
This second programme is inrcnded ro ensure that the
consumer can effectively enjoy the five basic rights
eaunciated in the first programme. The passage from
theory to pracrice always presens cenain objective
difficulties, and in fact not all of the wishes and inten-
tions expressed ar last February's public hearings in
Dublin have been realized, here. The rapporteur
himself noted thar the document presented by the
Commission is more remarkable for statements of
principle than for concrete proposals.
Separate agreements or voluntary codes of conduct
are preferable to overall legislative regulation, which
would be too complex ro formulate and too difficult to
apply. This does not exclude regulation in cases which
are judged essential or where an agreement can be
reached in no other way.
\7hen it deals with marrers of health and safery, the
programme appears clearer, but this cannot be said for
the propsals regarding the prorcction of economic
interests. The juxtaposition of the interests of the
different parties, all with equal contractual stature in
the eyes of the Community, cannot but creare difficul-
ties. The consumer musr be protecred, but without
necessarily identifying the producer or distributor as
his comperirive opponenr. Neither should the
consumer be treated as a subject for paternalistic soli-
citude, but rather as an aware and informed being
who, given the means to exercise his rights, is fully
capable of protecting his own interests. The laudable
prudence evinced in the report in regard to consumer
protection reflects a solid pragmatic awareness of
today's realities. Ve must follow this example, avoid-
ing Utopian proposals which, though perhaps objec-
tively just, would be impossible ro pur ,inro effective
PracIice.
The Commitrce on the Environment has studied all
these factors with a view ro formulating a definitive
approach ro rhe problem, taking into accounr rhe
narional diversides of rhe Communiry which make up
the political, economic, and social conrexr for the
inteiests ro be protecred.
The proposals offered here are the more acceptable
because for the first rime those for whom the
programme is principally designed, i. e., rhe consu-
mers, have been able to draw constructive atrcntion to
their views. The plans for making up-to-date informa-
tion available to represenmtives of consumer groups
and for involving the producers and distriburcrs
directly in the evaluation of the effect of measures ro
be adopted would be positive additions to this
Programme.
The imponance given to consumer education reflects
th-e fact that the best protection lies in the availability
of information and the abiliry to interpret it. \7ith this
in mind, the second programme offeri a number of
incenrives for consumer education at the classroom
level and beyond.
Both the chairman of the committee and the rappor-
teur have called for more definite norms in the fiild of
advenising. I would like to make a brief observation in
this connecdon to the effect that only very rarely is
there a case in which at least two different viewpoints
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may not be advanced. To take the example of alcohol,
I read in today's paper that a conBress of medical
experts found that an increased consumption of wine
reduces the risk of heart attack, that a moderate alcoh-
olic intake retards early senile decay, and so fonh. I
do not say that this is Gospel, but I do wish to point
out that final judgements must be made with very
great caution.
Our patterns of production, distribution, and
consumption are characteristic of a cenain type of
society and closely related to more general problems
of economics and social justice. These are but the
different facets of a bigger problem, that of living in a
European Community still characterized by a real
sense of its internal diversity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, I think it is right that
we should be discussing consumer affairs this after-
noon in Parliament and I welcome a lot of the work
that Mr O'Connell has tried to achieve in his repon
and also the oral question that Mrs Scrivener has
down for discussion as well.
It is right, Mr Presiden[, that we discuss some
measures to help the consumer by protecting his
health, his safety and his economic inrcresr, by prov-
iding him with appropriate information and education.
Bur I feel sometimes that some people who nlk about
consumer affairs want to go far too far, and really we
have got rc be of assistance to the consumer rather
than legislating too much for him, which might ulti-
mately be'against his own inrcrests. He must hold the
balance between markct forces. I think that is impor-
tant, and he must take into account the full range of
economic and social implicadons.
In the Commission Document No 222/79, on which
Mr O'Connell's repon is based, health and safety is a
paramount paragraph. Item I under that heading in
the Commission document says that consumers should
be informed in an appropriarc manner of any risks
liable to result from foreseeable use of goods and
services. That I wholeheartedly agree trith, Mr Presi-
.dent, and I think that it would be very difficult for
anybody who is interested in the consumer affairs field
not to give it his anendon.
It is also necessary that there should be special author-
ization procedures for new products that may come
onto the market and that could affect health and
safery. That too I welcome greatly in the Commission
document.
But turning to Mr O'Connell's repon on health and
safety, I have cerain grave misgivings because I
believe that we need first to define the health and
safery problem, expecially the former.
In the view of many, moderate consumption of
alcohol can be beneficial. The assumption that a
reduction in overall consumption would reduce the
level of abuse has not been established. If excessive
consumption of alcohol is the main problem, which it
is, a measure reducing the per capita consumption as
proposed in the repon would be absolutely useless. It
should be aimed at a direct effect on the heavy and
excessive users only. The repon's proposal would have
the greatest impact not only on the occasional and
moderate drinker but also, more seriously in my belief,
on the employment potential of many areas in the
Community, especially the area that I represent, distil-
lery and brewing workers, lorry drivers, farmers
whose staple price for cerealiin the Communiry is tied
rc the malting price of barley, for instance.
A further weakness in this report's proposals is that it
ignores completely the biological, social, cultural and
piychological factors. The most effective means of
ieducing alcohol abuse is to combat hazardous and
excessive consumption and that can only be done by
public education measures, further research and assist-
ance to those working in this field. That is what this
report totally ignores.
Measures imposed upon the whole Communiry will be
resented and ridiculed by Members and by our electo-
rate. The Brget is not the Community as a whole, but
cenain recognisable sectors of it, and therefore I put
before Parliament, Mr President, an amendment
which I have in my name and various other members
of my group, and I hope that ParlianiLent will be able
to suppon it.
I would point out to you, Mr President, that in the
first copies of the amendment issued, there is a print-
ing error: sub-paragraph (a) (ii) should read'problems
caused by the excessive consumption of alcohol'. As
printed, it says 'drugs'.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brsndlund Nielsen.
Mr Brsndlund Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, on the
subject of better information service and a sronger
position for the consumer, I should like to say that I
consider that they are a necessity in modern sociery. It
is difficult for the consumer to cope with the maze of
offers available and skilful advenizing methods. But I
would emphasize that it is a positive asPect of our
society that there are so many goods and services
avpilable and that there is competition for the
consumer's favour. It is a commentary on the
all-round possibilities available. But it is also important
that the consumer understands how to choose in such a
manner as to derive the best.advantage. It is therefore
in his interest to place him in as strong a position as
possible. I consider that one must provide the
corrsumer with all-round, impartial information, and I
would like to see consumers involved more closely in
'i'
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the work, panicularly where the Community affects
various spheres of interest. This applies among othei
things to agriculture.
Mr President, consumers are rhemselves quite open ro
and interested in using this all-round and impanial
information about goods. Bur unfonunately what
passes for work on behalf of rhe consumer is often just
general politics. It is perhaps for this reason rhar rhey
depend on public funds and would cease to exist if the
consumers themselves were responsible for financing
them. It seems somewhar comical to me ro sit in rhe
Committee on Agriculrure and hear points of view
trom some consumer representatives that I most
certainly do nor share, when there are people from my
own country in these delegations, who I myself pay via
my taxes and who mainain that they also represent
me. It can appear someurhat foolish.
But I consider, in actual fact, that there is a need for
serious information. I rhink, for example, that the idea
put forward by rny colleague, Mrs Scrivener, was
good, namely that rhe customer should be more
closely involved in advising rhe authorities responsible
for the Communiry agricultural policy. It would, in
fact, be desirable, for Communiry agricultural poliry
to give more weight to quality criteria when calcular-
ing prices etc. Involving rhe consumer and by giving
more weight to qualiry criteria in the common agricul-
tural policy might have the beneficial effect of avoid-
ing in panicular some of the problems which have
arisen in cenain countries, where oestrogens have
been added rc the feeding stuffs thereby tenerarint
considerable distrusr for agricultural producr.
Although this has only occurred in cenain countries, it
is importanr to involve rhe consumer in the formula-
tion of agricultural policy, panicularly with regard to
quality criteria.
Unfortunately, I do not feel thar those pans of Mr
O'Connell's report which deal wirh agricultural policy,
contain any panicularly well conceived points of view.
Mr O'Connell suggests in panicular that more empha-
sis be placed on rhe structural aspecr of agricultural
poliry, and as far as I can see in point 10(n) he seems
to be suggesting that agricultural poliry should place
greater sffess on social and incomes policy goals. I
cannot see what this has to do with consumer policy,
because unless effectiveness is aken into considera-
tion, agricultural products will only become more
expensive for the consumer. I also think it strange, rhat
on page 17 Mr O'Connell only emphasizes one of the
subparagraphs in Anicle 39, namely point (e).
Communiry agricultural policy is referred to in several
places in Anicle 39, so rhat it is one-sided to emphas-
ize one of them only.
But I would like to supporr Mr O'Connell's demand
on page 23, rhat rhe nutritional value of goods should
be shown on the labels. That is a good idea. It is what
I would like to see with regard ro consumer policy,
namely more emphasis on quality and a greatdr effon
to reach the intelligenr consumer, who can read for
himself what is prinrcd on the package, and thus make
their choice.
Finally, I would say that it would enhance the position
of the consumer, if we in our consumer policy were
directed to providing reasonable adult persons with
intelligent information 
- 
perhaps through advertizing
and we could also encouraBe companies to play a pan
- 
so as to enable them ro choose for themselves and
to use the advantages offered by our economically free
society in sadsfying their needs.
If we fail to do so, consumers will become apathedc
and consumer poliry itself will continue ro be mere
politics and the endless repetition of political slogans,
panicularly those dear to the Socialisr. Ve must
appeal to the intelligenr consumer's common sense.
This is the kind of consumer policy I should like ro see
become more widespread.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McCanin.
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Mr President, I would like first of
all to welcome rhe report by Mr O'Connell. The
volume of work he has devoted rc it is an indication of
the extenr and the passionate depth of his concern for
all of this subject. I have experience of this and I know
that what Mr O'Connell has done here is just another
evidence of his genuine concern for all of this area.
Nevenheless, in the shon few momenrc at my disposal
there are two or three points that I would like m
make. The first point I wanr to emphasize is that when
we talk about consumer legisladon, just as in any other
legislation; we musr be careful nor to try ro protress
faster in this area than the whole quesdon of eionomic
convergence. Consumer legislation ro cover all the
people and every part of this Community will nor be
successful unless we can make more progress towards
levelling up rhe economic condidons in which people
buy and sell and do business in all parts of the
Community. I could give specific instances in which
common policies have created grave and genuine
hardships for people in parts of this Communiry where
the per capita income is less than 20 o/o of what it is in
other parrs of the Communiry where similar legislation
might be indeed very useful. I can recall instances
where the common agricultural policy, and even
aspecrc of ir panicularly designed for rhe prorcction of
the consumer, had the effect of pushing up food prices
in remote areas of rhe Communiry and pushing out
producers who carried on their business over genera-
tions in a particular way. I am thinking panicularly of
the poultry industry and I could also name cerrain
areas in the dairy industry as well.
That is one point I would like to make, and I do not
think I have the dme to Bo any funher wirh it. The
other point is, of course, that I think there is too much
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of an effon being made to confine the consumer ques-
tion to a number of people. The lower income groups
generally speaking are regarded as the most vulnerable
of all consumers. I think it is fair enough to pay special
attention to the lower income group and the less
educated, but to seek rc confine consumers to any
troup or section of the Communiry is entirely wrong.
Every section of the Community spends a certain
amount of time producing and a cenain amount of
time consuming. All of us are producers, all of us are
consumers, and it is in rhat spirit thar we should
approach the whole question.
If I have any criticism to make of Mr O'Connell's
repon it is that it is far rco generalized in all its points.
It reminds me of a document recommending good
government. Ve are all in favour of good government,
and I think that the question of good consumer legis-
lation goes beyond the passing of new laws and regu-
ladons to protect specific people in specific instances.
'We are at the stage in the Community where we must
look carefully to see where the gaps exist. 'We must
ask ourselves where we can level up legislation and
where we can harmonize laws without creating the
hardships that I mentioned at the beginning.
There is another element in the repon that I reject.
The repon says that volunrary conrols and restraints
and agieements are are all very well, but we must have
legislation where that legislation will work. Only
where legisladon cannot work must we have voluntary
controls. My philosophy is that it goes the other way. I
think we must have legislation only where voluntary
controls and agreements have proved to be a failure.
'!?'e must only have inspectors where they are abso-
lutely necessay; the same holds for laws and couns
and other bodies. Coming from a pan of the Commu-
niry that I believe has been affected, certainly in recent
years, to some extent in its economic well-being by an
overdose of government, rules and reguladons rhat we
cannot always afford, I think we must be extremely
careful in this respect
Lastly, I wish to refute the allegation that the
common agricultural poliry has to some exrcnt forgot-
ten to take the welfare of the consumer into consider-
ation and that the consumer must be represented in
price fixing. I think, in fact, that the consumer has
been over-represented. Cenainly problems do exist,
but I think it is quite obvious to anybody listening to
successive debates in this Parliament on the economic
situation in Europe, on the budget and on the other
such areas that the consumer has been represenrcd to a
degree that the farmer, the producer, has not. If there
is any question which I think should be raised, it is the
question of the difference between the price that the
producer gets and the price that eventually is being
paid by the consumer. The lobby in this Parliament has
been very successful at keeping down agricultural
prices, but not nearly so successful at keeping the price
of food low. That is quite obviotrs if you do a compar-
ison between the rate at which the price of food has
increased under the common agricultural poliry and
price increases in clothing, energy and many other
areas. You will find that the price of food has soared,
but where the price paid to the agricultural producer is
concerned, the situation is a lot worse.
The last point I would like to make is on the question
of tobacco and alcohol. I am not going to get myself
into a debate on the rights or wrongs of this, except to
note that before the ink with which this report was
,written was dry, the alcohol and tobacco lobby was
''busy in this Parliament making their case. Farmers
have not been as active, and I think that we need not
worry about the alcohol and tobacco lobby. They
know well how to look after themselves. Ve do have
an obligation, however, to protect the consumer from
their wiles.
The last thing I want to say is that the basis on which
most deals between buyer and seller have been done
throughout this Communiry, whether it be between
the public servant and those he serves, the doctor and
his patient or the grocer and the family, is mutual trust
and good-will. I think that is the atmosphere we want
to promote in this Community. Vhere there are
abuses we must seek to identify and correct them.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Schleicher.
Mrs Schleicher 
- 
(D) Before I comment briefly on
the consumer programme, I should like to point out
that we still do not have the amendments to this
protramme, which had to be tabled by 5 p.m. yester-
day.at the latest. I consider it very unfonunate that we
are conducting a debate on amendments on which we
shall be voting tomorrow or the day after, but which
we do not have at the time we are discussing them.
I should also like to add to what Mr Albers and Mr
Ghergo and Mr McCanin, both members of my
group, have already said. I wish rc raise only three
points, which I consider imponant. It has repeatedly
been said that the first programme was unsatisfactory
and that therefore litde is expected of the second
protramme that has now been submitted by the
Commission. On thac subject I should like to say that
it is surely vinually impossible, in five years and in
nine Communiry countries, to implement a pro-
tramme which presupposes certain fundamentals
that could not be achieved at all, or not to this extent,
in any other counry outside our Communiry. Today
protection against dangers rc health and safety, in the
case of foodstuffs, for example, or now even danger-
ous substances, chemical subshnces, is such that the
individual consumer need have no fear. That would
have been inconceivable a few years ago. Information
on products 
- 
labelling, for instance 
- 
has also
become much better. To summarize, we should not
hide our light, the work we do in the European
Communiry, under a bushel, because really a very
great deal has been achieved that five years ago would
I -'li'
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not have been considered possible. I should nevenhe-
less like to ask the Commission to be more emphatic,
if it can, when it submits its proposals to the Council,
because there are a number of subjects on which
Parliament has already delivered its opinion without
the Council having yet taken any action. 'S7e must
atach far more imponance to the implementation by
the Council of what we decide in Parliament or ro
ensuring that the Council states its objections publicly
if it is not prepared to act.
My second point concerns the budget and finances.
'V'e are about to begin our debates on the budget, and
if these debates are rc be conducted with the care they
deserve, we must ensure that what we demand with
regard !o our consumer programme is in fact feasible.
It is not enough to call for more staff: we must also
cooperate with the Commission so that it may advise
us and submit proposals. A programme can, of course,
be implemented only if appropriate conditions exist.
This is one of the things we have called for in our
resolution. I hope that our resolution will,be adopted.
Ve have abled it because we believe it to be very
imponant for the consumer not only that money is
spent, but also that the money spent is proportionate
to his needs. Ve believe that tax harmonization would
be extremely imponant for consumers in our nine
Communiry countries. It will be seen that little has so
far been done to remove the differences in the various
countries, even though prices are fairly comparable. In
this resolution we say that the Bx-payer must on no
account suffer as a result of tax harmonization, and
we emphasize there must be no increase in the tax
burden on the consumer. Ve regard that as pafticu-
larly imponant.
Finally, we consider it imponant for thought to be
given to how sections of the populatign who are
unable to make as much use of consumer information
as we would like can be better informed by means of
own-initiative programmes.
I believe that if we can gain acceprance, ro rhe benefit
of the consumer, of everything we call for in our reso-
lution, we shall have achieved what our Parliament
wants.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burkc, Member of tb:e Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, this is the first occasion on which this Parlia-
ment, elected by universal suffrage, has debated the
general issues of consumer protecdon and information
policy in the European Communities. No question to
which the House could address itself lies nearer the
hean of the Community ideal because, while eveqyday
interests of the ordinary citizens in our Member States
are the final concern of all our Community policies,
these are seen in panicularly sharp focus in consumer
policy. You have a special mandate, I would sutgest,
to promote those interests because you are the elected
represenatives of our citizens, and for thar reason I
am particularly pleased to have this opponuniry of
addressing you.
I would like to express my keen appreciation of the
manner in which your Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection has set
about the task of examining the Commission's propos-
als for a second action programme. They saw the need
from the beginning to go beyond the mere rcxt of that
programme rc the inrcrests its proposals yould affect,
to people in business and industry and in public
administration, as well as in consumer organizations,
trade unions, cooperative and family associations.
They saw that consumer policy has a long reach in
Community affairs and that they needed to get infor-
mation as nearly as possible at source. In organizing
the hearing at Dublin Castle last February your
committee rcok a most valuable initiative bringing the
issues into public view where they belong and raising
consciousness generally of the importance of action in
this field. The chairman, Mr Collins, and the rappor-
rcur, Mr O'Connell, are to be particularly commended
for the cr€rgl, enthusiasm and efficacy with which
they set about this task.
Today we see the fruits of their labours in a report and
in a resolution which are comprehensive in scope and
sharp in their address of the issues which are most
crucial to the successful realization of the programme
of action which the Commission has put before you.
. 
Time will not permit me unfonunately rc address all
of the issues, so I must focus attention on what appear
to be the most, essential influences during the next five
years over which the programme will run its course.
The first of these is the place of consumer policy itself
against the wider background of our economic system.
As was mendoned by the rappofteur, there has never
been a time when the definition of economics as the
science of the use of scarce resources rang more true
than in the currency of the first consumer programme
from the mandate for is preparation given by our
Heads of Smte and Government in 1972 to the closing
stages of im allotred time here ar the end of 1980. \7e
have been brought to recognize more keenly than
perhaps ever before that we are heirs rc a finite system
whose survival depends on how well we apply
ourselves to the management of our heritage.
'!7e have come to realize also that this management
task is not one of prescription and ordinance from on
high commanding the acquiesence of our citizens at
large. Ve have as a consequence of post-war recon-
struction and unprecedented economic and technolog-
ical advances built sociesies capable of acdng in the
fullest democratic iense,.highly educated and anicu-
late citizens ready and able to play their pan in the
conduct of public affairs aware of the need to organize
in theit own interests, impatienr of conventional urter-
ances and conscious of their mutual interdependence.
'!7e have to encourage the fullest use of rhose capabili-
ties in the positive sense by giving citizens and rheir
t.,,
i i ryryi!_
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representatives the scope to act responsibly, as well as
- 
and I take the point made by the last speaker 
- 
the
credit and rewards for having done so.
Consumer organizations are one of the more impor-
tant manifestations of the development of our panici-
pative society. In their consumer role, citizens are
directly or indirectly the final users of all of our scarce
resources, so that their behaviour determines to a very
imponant degree how our economic system functions
in making efficient or wasrcful use of those resources.
One is invited too frequently to regard the consumer
movement. as an unrepresentative fringe element of
society, selfishly inrcnt on acquiring more benefits in
goods and services for its small and privileged
membership and largely oblivious of the wider inter-
ests of sociery. Such outworn and facile dismissals of
the role of consumer organizations is at best unprod-
uctive and at worst, antisocial. In an age when they
must appeal for real reciprociry berween all responsible
interest groups in sociery, those who make policy at
Member State and Community level must in return
declare their readiness to recognize consumer groups
as having the right to be heard and to be taken
seriously as partners and as posidve contributors to
economic and social progress.
Vhen I took over the consumer affairs ponfolio
nearly four years ago, I made it my purpose from the
outlet to promulgate this idea of promoting consumer
interests and not merely protecdng them. I saw partici-
padon as a key issue in making that idea work. As we
near the end of this Commission's mandarc, my exper-
ience over our four years only confirms and reinforces
that view, which finds its practical expression not only
in hearing the consumer voice at Community level, but
in taking steps to ensure that, in 6ur ovrn internal deli-
berations wirhin the Commission, we allow equitably
for its impact on other policy areas. Our current
approach to the question of hormones in meat produc-
tion, to which I shall return, is an excellent example in
point of how consumer influence can be made to
impinge legitimatelybn policy decisions.
But the second consumer protramme takes up the
same idea on a broader front than that of acdon on
individual issues. It declares that the Commission will
seek actively to promote direct dialogue between
consumer and producer interests, leading where
appropriate to negotiation of voluntary atreemenr
between them, such as in establishing codes of business
conduct. I am glad to see that your report and resolu-
tion have got this matter into balanced perspective in
viewing such voluntary agreemenm as a complement to
legislation and not as its antithesis.
Laws we must cenainly have and must continue io
establish as formal instruments for building a well-
integrated Community market structure. But delays
we will also have whether in their establishment or in
their implementation. Our best assurance that they will
work as they should is that those on whose everyday
interests they impinge will take them to heart not in
the lener merely but in'the spirit as well. Our legal
texts cannot hope, nor should they seek, to cover all
eventualities in fine detail. The spectator may see most
of rhe play, but the panicipants determine how the
play progresses, and we must allow them reasonable
scope to get on with it. In simple terms, the rules must
serve the game, not the other way round. It may be
best to let some of the rules emerge from the play
before we give them forr.nal expression as the universal
laws of the game. The challenle is to get the right
balance in this reciprocal flow of the mandatory and
the voluntary. I believe that, in the last four years we
have made significant progress in this direction.
The idea of voluntary codes at Communiry level in
consumer affairs is at the beginning of its course, but
the Commission believes it can be put into practice and
stands ready to work to that end in applying its
resources to support the effons of the principal pan-
ners to firtd equitable solutions. Vith. patience and
with perseverance, but without prejudice from any of
the panies concerned, I believe that the idea will work.
Speaking of perseverance recalls to me the Commis-
sions's dercrmination to see to a successful conclusion
those measures in the sphere of the economic protec-
tion of the consumer, namely our directives on
misleading advertising, consumer credit, product
liability and doorstep sales. Some of these have spent a
long time in the Council others have had, or are
having, rather slow passage through this Parliament's
committees. The draft resolution before you recog-
nizes'the urgent need to continue to pursue an effec-
tive consumer policy'. These measures are basic to
such a poliry and we must look to this House for
continuing support to see them through. Your Institu-
tion has a solid record of suppon for the consumer
interest going back many years and was indeed of no
small influence in pressing for the esablishment of a
formal consumer poliry at Communiry level as far
back as 1972. \lirh the mandate you carry from free
election by the citizens of Europe, the positive influ-
ence you can,exert now and for most of the allomed
span of the Second Consumer Programme can achieve
objectives, and bring about the real effectiveness of
which today's resolution speaks.
The political will in Council, to which your rapponeur
referred in his explanatory statement,--mus[ be assumed
to exist since it underlay the establishment of the First
Consumer Policy in l975.lt can best be mainnined by
the 'practical cooperation besween the ministers
responsible for consumer affairs' for which your reso-
ludon calls. That cooperation can be promoted by
having the issues discussed diiectly in Council by these
same ministers at the adoption, and at appropriate
dmes throughout the currency of the Second
Programme.
It has sometimes seemed up to now that the approxi-
mation at Communiry level of Member States' laws for
I
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consumer protection has been hindered rather rhan
helped by the fact that some states were already well
advanced in this respect; thar the best could be rhe
enemy of the good. That is where political will can
count for much, in showing a readiness to encourage
other states who are less advanced to make up the
leeway even at the expense of some inconvenience in
adapting 
. 
one's own nadonal laws to whatever
compromises may emerge from the final negotiation
of Community directives. Commitment ro the
Community ideal by its members cannor be translated
into practical effect in terms less demanding than this.
The cost may be carefully calculated bur the point
comes where it has to be paid to keep the Community
system on its proper course.
I should like to thank Mr O'Connell more panicularly
as I now try to approach a little more carefully, point
by point, the statements rnade in the repon. I would
like to make it clear, however, that it is not the
Commission's intention in putting forward this draft
to draw up a list of all the proposals it will make in
order to achieve the objectives set out. I feel I should
rcll the House why this is so. It seems ro me rhar rhere
are three reasons. Firstly, a number of the items set out
in the first proBramme have not yet been rhe subject of
proposals. Ve propose, as we stated in the draft
programme before you, to pursue these points.
Secondly, it is not possible in advance of the studies
ind consultations'which we are about to carry out, to
specify the exact nature of each proposed action.
Thirdly, we propose a new approach ro the dialogue
between consumers and producers, and, as I have
mentioned, to the development of voluntary agree-
ments. This new approach should provide a useful
complement to legislative acrion, but as I say, we
cannoq prejudge the form and direction of action
under this heading.
As we proceed with each of the points set out in the
programme we shall of course make specific proposals.
You will also notice that we again ask the Council to
undenake to adopt the proposals under the
protramme within nine months of receipt of the
opinion of this House and of thar of the Economic
and Social Committee.
In making its proposals the Commission will of course
give prioriry to those areas where Communiry action
can have the most beneficial effects for rhe consumer.
It will also seek to ensure that the developing body of
consumer policy really improves the consumer's lot
without unnecessarily interfering with those differ-
ences in practice and habit which give the consumer
society in each of our Member States the particular
flavour which most of us urish to protecr.
The repon proposes that the Commission make a clear
statement of funds involved in each proposal, and thar
it should include a consumer impact starement in each
case where Communiry measures affecr the price,
qualiry or choice of goods and services. Some monrhs
ago we had a debate in this chamber on the subject of
the comparative analysis of the costs and benefis of
Communiry policy in relation to consumers and to the
environment. I do not wish to repeat all that I said on
that occasion, except rc say rhar the techniques of cosr
benefit analysis are not yet developed to dre point
where they could give the kind of results which appear
m be sought in this connection.
Consumer impacr statements are a different matter,
but I would ask the House ro bear in mind the
complexiry of the assessments involved in making such
starcmenm in reladon to such matrcrs as, for example,
the harmonization of legislation concerning consumer
durables. Personally, I believe that it is much more
imponant to define the consumer interest as clearly as
possible at [he outset of our vrork in a panicular area
and then to make sure that we keep this interest at the
forefront of our concerns right throughour rhe deve-
lopment of the proposals up to its adoption and imple-
mentation.
The draft second protramme sets out a list of priori-
ties in the various areas of consumer poliry. To the
extent that specific items are nor menrioned in the
repon before us, I assume rhat the committee and the
rapporteur endorse our sarement of prioriries. The
report proposes some addidonal ircms and in respect
of some points it is more specific as ro rhe form of
action which should be taken.
Refergnces were made to the consumption of tobacco.
The Commission is examining closely the question of
tobacco consumption, and has had discussions on the
problems of alcohol and addictive drugs. For the
moment we find that it is very difficult ro arrive at a
precise idea as to what the Communiry action in this
area might consist of: educational campaigns seem to
be a possibiliry, but I cannot say that, ar the pres€nr
stage of our reflections, the Commission could under-
take to put forward measures to reduce or resffict rhe
consumption of any of the products mentioned.
I believe that the other points on consumer health and
safery are covered in our proposal.
I am in favour of giving consumers the maximum
possible amount of useful information on prices. In
addition to the work already being carried our, rhe
Commission will encourage schemes to improve local
or regional consumer information on prices and price
comparisons.
As we have pointed out in the draft programme and
elsewhere, we are concerned about aftersales service
and about services in general. I am not yet, however,
in a position to say what precise form our acdon in
these areas would ake. fu far as unfair contrac rerms
are concerned, the Commission's fonhcoming discus-
sion paper should allow us to carry our a more
detailed examinarion of the possibilities for acrion.
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On the question of legal redress, I hope that the
discussion paper which we intend to publish will allow
us to clarify funher the kind of action which would be
appropriate in this difficult area.
I have already spoken on several occasions about the
matter of opinions given by the Consumers' Consulta-
tive Committee, and would simply refer the House to
the discussions we have had.
In relarion to consumer education, I think that the
draft programme mee$ the concern expressed in the
motion for a resolution.
As to the final point under item l0 of the motion, I am
not sure how to approach the matter of specific
programmes for panicularly deprived sections of the
population. It seems to me that this requires some
more specification before v/e can assess what the
Commission might usefully do.
As far as new communications technology is
concerned, I can assure you that consumer interests
will be borne in mind by the Commission in the deve-
lopment of its policy in this area.
I come now to the general question of consumer
organizations, and to the more specific question of
consumer-producer dialogue. In this context, I would
like rc reply specifically to Madam Scrivener's oral
question.
The Commission will continue to assist consumer
organizations at Communiry level, because it believes
that they articularc very imponant interests in
Community poliry.
It is very difficult to summarize what each organiza-
tion which proposes members for the Consumers'
Consultative Committee actually represenr. My view
is that these four organizations together can give the
Commission a wide, representative and well-argued
view as to how Community policies are seen by consu-
mers.
Paragraphs 7, 33, 36, 48 and 49 of the draft
programme set out our thinking on the development
of consumer-producer dialogue. In my view, the
Commission's role is to act as a catalyst. The specifica-
tion of topics and procedures is a matter for the panies
concerned, but the Commission is cenainly willing to
help with.these matters at an early stage in order to get
concertatlon movlnt.
The Commission will clearly have an inrcrest in any
activity designed rc lead to agreement berween produ-
cers and consumers on codes of conduct or practice.
Vhether such codes complement Community legisla-
tion, or cover areas not dealt with by such legislation,
the Commission will clearly wish to be sure that they
conform to the aims of Communiry policy and to the
provisions of the Treary.
Madam Scrivener asked if the Commission could not
carry out multilateral consultation before proposals
are made. At first sight this is an idea to be considered
seriously. Our present practice is rc have many separ-
ate consultations before publishing proposals. Madam
Scrivener's suggestion could help us to improve some
pans of this classic consultation procedure.
On the question of hormones, I would agree that the
present controversy about the use of hormones in meat
production illustrates the need of grearcr consultation
between producers and consumers, but it also shows
the need for great vigilence at Commttniry level and at
national level when it comes to deciding what may or
may not be included in food products or used in their
production. To my mind this is a case where concern
with the effects of a given product on the consumer's
health was not followed up strongly enough some
years ago. This is a case where techniques of produc-
tion have developed faster than our abiliry to assess
their consequences. To my mind this underlines the
need for an acdve poliry in relation to consumer
health matters. It is in everybody's inrcrest that health
hazards to the consumer should be avoided. Producers
should not suddenly be put in a position of finding
that they have to change a profitable production
method.
Mr President, I think it only fair to the House if in
conclusion I indicate to you very briefly my views on
the 29 amendments. I shall ensure it will be very brief.
On Amendment No 1 I must record disagreement. I
indicated that we already have a Communiry approach
to food and energy labelling. Amendment No 2: I do
not wish to take any position on this, I will leave that
rc the House. Amendment No 3: I would suggest that,
if one looks at my speech, it will be clear that I have
made a case that this is not necessary. Amendment No
4: I agree with the sentiment, it is provided for in the
second programme. Amendment No 5: we are consi-
dering what action to take on tourism. The present
text of the repon is general and should be maintained.
Amendment No 6: I do not think it is possible to say
that we need a directive in this area i.e. advenising
exploiation of children for purely commercial
purposes. Amendment No 7: I must say to the House
that I do not see what this adds rc paragraph 3.
Amendment No 8: I agree, of course, that our services
must be augmented in number, but of course, this
depends on the budgetary authority's approach to the
general question of staffing needs in the Commission.
Amendment No 9: I agree; this is a rnatter for the
Council. Amendment No 10: this again is the
Commission's intention. Amendment No 11: I must
disagree. I would put forward the view that each case
must be considered on its merits. I agree with Amend-
ment No 12, as I mentioned in my speech. On Amend-
ment 13, I think it is too early to say what we could do
in respect of the advertising of alcohol, tobacco and
addicdve drugs, as I mendoned in my speech. I would
put it to you that Amendment No 14, which calls on
the Commission to transmit urgently to the Council
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the draft directive to harmonize laws on advenising
medicinal products, is a rather difficult maner ro
handle. On Amendment No 15, we are carrying out
this work. The results of the working paq/s acriviries
are for the Commission's information. Amendmenr 16:
we will support and encourage it, but it is up to
Member States and local authorities to carry this out,
as indicated in the amendmenq. On lAmendment No 17
I would indicate to the House that I think it is not
necessary to specify, we intend to do this anyway. On
Amendment No 18 the Commission can agree. Simi-
larly with Amendment 19; we can consult the CCC.
On Amendment No 20, I have suggested in my speech
that we should wait for the paper on redress. I would
indicate to you my view that Amendment 2l is not
necessary. I would disagree with Amendmer 22; iL
requires, in my view, a strentthening'of consumer
organizations themselves. On Arnendmenr No 23; I
will leave this one open. It seems to me thar what this
amendment seeks to obtain is that rhe artumenm
employed in the Council should be rehearsed here in
the House. On Amendment No 24, on the consump-
tion of tobacco and so on, I would ask that people
read my speech. I have already indicarcd my view. On
Amendment 25 I would say no, there are other consi-
derations which justify legislation, for example, diver-
gent national legislations. On Amendmenr No 26,
mbled by Mr Alber and Mrs Schleicher, I do not think
that the Commission can be so specific. I disagree with
Amendments Nos 27 and 28. On Amendment No 29,
we cenainly take account of consumer interests when
pursuing fiscal harmonization.
I hope that those indications will give some idea as to
how the Commission feels about these marters, and I
would thank the House very much for the arrenrion
they have given and the interest they have shown in
this. debate.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE
Vce-Presidcnt
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to rhe vote at
the next voting cime.
ll. Customs union 
- 
Barriers to trade
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the joint debate on:
- 
the repon by Mr von Vogau, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
the multiannual programme for thc attainment of the
customs union (Doc. l-r39/80)
- 
the interim repon by Mr von Vogau, on bchalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
thc removal of technical barriers to rade in thc Euro-
pcan Community (Doc. l-440/80).
I call Mr von'!7ogau.
Mr von Vogeu, rdpporteilr. 
- 
(D) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the first directly elected Parlia-
ment today has its first opponunity of discussing the
progress that has been made towards the achievement
of the common market. For this common market,
freedom of movement of persoirs, goods, capital and
services in the Communiry, is, of course, one of the
foundation stones of the Treaties of Rome on which
our European Community stands.
A first step in this direction has already been taken:
customs duties on goods passing berween the Member
States of the European Communiry have been abol-
ished. This has resulrcd in a tremendous increase in
intra-Community rade. In 1958 intra-Communiry
trade hccounted for only 30 0/o of the total, trade with
third countries for 70 %. Internal trade now accoun$
for 52 o/o of the Communiry total.
But, ladies and gentlemen, the citizen of the Commu-
nity sees no evidence of the abolition of customs duties
on goods passing berween the Member States. ![hen
he travels, he is still subject so bureaucratic obstacles at
the internal frontiers and he sdll has to pay levies,
which may not be customs duties, but they have a
similar effect. Vhat we musr do here and now is ro
exert the political pressure needed m initiate the
second phase of the achievement of a common market
and eliminate the remaining internal fronders in the
Communiry.
The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
therefore has the following proposals to make. First
we have a number of practical proposals which mai,
help to get rid of some of the red tape with which the
citizen is still confronted at the Communiqy's internal
frontiers. A first proposal along these lines has already
been adopted by a very large majoriry of this Parlia-
ment. It concerned an increase in the duty-free allow-
ances for people crossing rhe Communiq/s internal
frontiers to 300 European units of accounr. I believe
this would do a great deal 
- 
and this is also an appeal
to the Council to take a decision along these lines 
-to make it clear to rhe citizen rhar this European
Community is in fact also making real progress. A
second practical srep which the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs proposes should be
taken would be m move various types of business now
done at the frontiers away from these frontiers and
into the companies, examples being the recording of
cenain statistics and dealing with Value Added Tax
equalization. This might help rc relieve our frontiers
of unnecessary business.
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In this context, I should like to refer to a third, minor
but imponant step, the possibiliry of temporarily
importing goods into another Member State. Vhat
does this involve? A craftsman living on one side of rhe
Rhine, for example, who intends to do work on the
other side must first draw up an enormous list of all
the tools he will have to take with him. Vhen he
cgmes back, he has rc prove that he has brought all his
mols with him and has not, for example, sold a
hammer or chisel in the other country without paying
value added tax. I believe we have reached the stage
here at which the craftsman loses all interest in accept-
ing such orders and that he is having his doubts about
A/hether we are in fact living in a common market and
in a Community. I believe thar it is things like this,
these minor quibbles at the border, that are panly to
blame for the fact that a Cdmmunity spirit has nor yet
become sufficiendy evident in Europe.
I know that the Commission has been looking into this
very matter for some time, and we feel it should put
forward a practical proposal for the elimination of this
problem as soon as possible. This proposal should
above all take account of the interests of small and
medium-size undenakings and of the difficulties that
arise particularly in frontier areas.
But we must not allow these small steps to conceal the
basic problems which result in ihe markets of the
Member States still being separated one from the other
in many respec6. These basic problems must also be
tackled by the European Community and by this
Parliament.
One of the fundamental causes of the diff6rences
beru/een markets and for the barriers rc trade at fron-
tiers is that value added mx rates sdll differ from one
Community country to another. The Commission has
submitted to the Council a repon on the harmoniza-
tion of value added tax rates. \7e feel that work
should continue apace to this end and that Parliament
should also play its pan.
I have been told that 80 % of the business done at the
internal frontiers concerns value added tax. I feel this
figure alone shows that it is worthwhile exerting suita-
ble political pressure.
If we look at this proposal from the Commission, this
report, we find that some countries must increase their
rates and others lower them. To be frank, there will be
political difficulties over this. For the Federal Republic
of Germany, which I know best, it would mean
increasing value added tax by I %. This would be
possible, in my view, only if other taxes were reduced
at the same time, because the citizen's roral tax burden
must not increase. But I believe we must tackle these
problems, because it is wonhwhile doing so. Parlia-
ment must show the way here, and we must cooperate
closely with the national parliaments and the national
governments in achieving protress in the harmoniza-
tion ofvalue added tax rares.
In this connection, I should like to refer to a second
basic problem, the still frequent differences in the
requirements which producr must satisfy before they
can be used in the various Community countries. This
means, for example, that a German fork-lift truck may
not be sold in France and a British lawn-mower may
not be sold in Germany. !7'e must make progress 
-and this is very important 
- 
towards Communiry
standards and registration requirements which prod-
ucts must comply with. In this way v/e can also help to
improve the position of small and medium-sized
undenakings in panicular, because one of the best
opponunides these undenakings have lies in speciali-
zation. But specialization is possible only if a suitably
large market is available. '$fle can also help rc improve
the situation in our crisis-hit industries and our indus-
tries of the future.
Let me give you two examples. First, there is the car
industry, where the rFpe-approval requirements today
differ from one country to another in Europe. If we
had a Communiry rype-approval procedure 
- 
and
considerable progress has been made in this direction
- 
it would undoubredly make it easier for undenak-
ings to cooperate, which would enable costs rc be
reduced. Secondly, there,is the electronics industry, an
economic sector of the future. There can be no doubt
that European undenakings would find Communiry
sandards a definite advantage. European producers
would then have an advantage which American produ-
cers have long enjoyed, the advantage of a large
Communiry market. It would also eliminate cenain
European competitive disadvantages.
Communiry standards should, in my view, be consid-
ered in depth by the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and by Parliament as a whole next
year. \7e therefore call on the Commission to repon
on this subject in general terms once a year, and by
this I mean not only the customs union and technical
barriers to trade, but progress towards the achieve-
ment of the common market in general. For this, ladies
and gentlemen, it is not a question of changing the
Treaties of Rome but simply of at long last'applying
them. This will, of course, also require the will to
engage in political cooperation, because without shis
will no progress can be made in this sector in Europe
either.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Delors to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Delors. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, in fields as complex as the customs union and
technical obstacles to rade it has never been necessary
to prove the imponance of multiannual programmes.
Thanks to these programmes, Members of Parliament
are able to assess what effons have been made, ro
perform their control function and also, in liaison with
the Commission and Council of Minisrcrs, to set
priorities. And I should like to discuss rhese priorities
for a moment.
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As regards the customs union, first of all, and its two
basic objectives where the'common customs tariff is
concerned, a treat deal remains to be done in terms of
harmonization and cooperation among the national
administrations. '!tre shall therefore be seeing to it that
our external frontiers are not, in places, either sieves
or excuses for trickery. But the principal issue is free
movement within the Communiry.
In his repon Mr von \7ogau emphasizes the many
reasons why customs posts sdll exist: the differences in
fiscal legislation, in the legislation on transport opera-
tions, in monetary regulations, the questions of civil or
political security. But it seems to me that in rcro
respects we could make some progress. These cwo
aspec$ are also discussed in Mr von Sfl'ogau's report.
Firstly, we must make it easier for the small man to
operate. Vhether we are alking about craftsmen or
small businesses, present restrictions are too severe,
particularly in frontier regions, where in fact the
hean of Europe already beats. It would therefore be
very useful if we could take a decision eliminating
many of the formalities to which small businesses have
to submit. The same goes for the private individual,
who often wonders if Europe is not some far-off idea
when he sees the many formalities he is subject to.
Allow me to quote an example which will please the
few Members interested in spon among the few now
in the Chamber for so important a subject as this. On
Sunday one of the classic rycling races took place in
France. It was won by a Belgian, Jean-Luc Van den
Broucke. Now it so happens that Jean-Luc Van den
Broucke lives in Mouscron, one kilometer from the
French border, where he is a town councillor. Every
week he puts his cycle in his car and crosses the fron-
tier to take part in a race in the Nonh of France. Vell,
I read in a newspaper the other day that a Belgian
customs official had asked him to open his boot and,
on finding the birycle, fined him and imposed a levy
for the illegal impon of goods. There are tens of thou-
sands of Jean-Luc Van den Brouckes in the Commu-
nity every year, all asking themselves if there is such a
thing as Europe. \fle n{ust think of them first of all if
we want to improve our image with the citizens of
Europe.
As regards technical barriers to trade, the fact that the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs is
submitting an interim repon clearly reveals the
extraordinary difficulty of the situation here. If only it
were a question of harmonizing barriers justified by
environmental aspect3, consumption, security of
employment, safety during transport operations,
energy savings and so. It is true that we are having
great difficulty in deciding whether it would be better
to apply Anicle 100 or to confer a wide-ranging
mandate on the Commission under Anicle 155.
Consequently, the Council's wrirren ansurer, of which
we have taken note, is both realistic and discouraging.
It is realistic to the extent that we ourselves are awate
of the difficulties of the matter, of what is at stake, of
the explosive nature of certain aspects. But it is also
realistic because it expresses concern about the means
the Commission has of monitoring the application of
the measures taken, while cenain countries, as you
know, have public and national legislation on stan-
dards. In other countries smndardization is largely
decentralized and entrusted to private instirutions. But
the Council's ansver is also discouraging because it
crearcs the impression that Europe always loses the
race between the establishment of new standards on
the one hand, and European harmonization on the
other. And that is why I should like to conclude once
again by at least making two recommendations.
Firstly, after the Commission has arranged meetings
between the working parties and national experts and
consulted the Economic and Social Commitrce, is it
necessary for the Council of Ministers, in its turn, to
call together ad hoc groups to go through the same
work again? Is anything new learnt? Is it not true to
say that, with the Commission being consulted and the
importance of the work performed by the Economic
and Social Committee, it is not wonh allowing the
Council of Ministers to take rapid decisions? Vhat we
have here is a slow-moving bureaucracy and, I am very
much afraid, an excuse for doing nothinB.
My second recommendation concerns the new fields,
where technical and technological innovadons are
emerging. Vhy do we no[ take courage and establish
European standards in these fields? Of course, cooper-
ation among the nadonal instijutes would be ensured,
but as it is rightly said that in certain areas of the third
industrial revolution Europe is ten years behind the
United States and Japan, one of the bamle stakes is in
fact standards. And by creating European standards
straightaway, we shall be winning for once, we shall
make up the time we have lost. \[e shall take a shon
cul so as to arrive earlier. That is why, if we retain the
old standards, the Council should at least take a politi-
cal decision and in the new fields 
- 
panicularly the
new data processing technologies 
- 
action should be
aken at European level to establish the European
standards which will enable us to take pan in the tech-
nological and indusrial battle of the 80s.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beumer to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (C-D
Group).
Mr Beumer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, there is every
reason for continuing concern about employment and
the competitive posititon of the European Communiry.
In these circumstances, the creation of the customs
union and the elimination of technical barriers rc trade
mean more than the removal of inconvenient obsta-
cles. It in fact means making positive use of the
economic dimension of the Community market This
is still too limited, and that is to the Communiq/s
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disadvantage.'Ve welcome the fact that in recent years
more systematic and concentrated thought has been
given to the problems discussed in these two reports.
Mr von '!7'ogau's repons show that the 'searchlight
activity' 
- 
if I may put it that way 
- 
can be usefully
continued. \7e also endorse the proposals that are
made for the shon and long term.
The rapponeur and also Mr Delors then took up a
specific problem that arises at frontiers. I feel that
specific measures should be recommended to deal with
minor bottlenecks rather than postponing the formula-
tion of a broader poliry until these difficulties have
been solved. After all, you do not delay the stan of the
fire-fighting because you have to break a window first.
I should like to add to the suggestions made by Mr
von Vogau in his report a number of proposals
regarding the harmonization of VAT rates and excise
dudes. He has himself again emphasized how much
administrative fuss in involved with refunds and levies
panicularly at internal frontiers. Harmonizadon might
well lead to the disappearance of these levy and refund
problems. I should also like to ask the Commission
whether it intends to put forward further-reaching
proposals on this subject in the near future. I have in
any case included this point in an amendment.
An issue which is rightly being considered 
- 
and Mr
von Vogau's reports also refer to this 
- 
is the
Commission's position. My group shares the view that
the Commission's position must be strengthened as
regards both consultations on the customs union and
taking advantage of the possibilities offered by the
Anicles 30 and 55. I hope the Commission will act as
flexibly as possible when availing irelf of the oppor-
tunities it has, and I agree with Mr von Vogau that
this can undoubtedly be done within the limits of the
Treary. Ve must remember that, panicularly at a time
when margins are especially sensitive in Vesrcrn
Europe, customs operations may weigh very heavily
on our economy, and we should therefore do every-
thing in our power, because of these sensitive margins,
ro remove unnecessary obstacles. I am also afraid that
the appeal we make to European citizens rc think in
supranational terms and to small and medium-sized
business to step up their transfrontier activities will
have little effect because they are discouraged when
they hear us repearcdly say that there must be more
conrols and more forms to fill in. In the end that
means even more delay and even longer waits. I have
seen lists of inconceivable examples of obstacles, which
undoubrcdly hamper free rade and act as a brake on
the economy. It is, of course, a good thing that there
are technical barriers to rade where they are designed
ro protect the environment, safery and health or to
improve the quality of life. But very careful thought
must be given to whether such obstacles do not in fact
represent protectionism. I therefore feel there is every
justification in the setting up of a working parry by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for this
purpose. Vhat I did find surprising in the reports 
-and I will conclude with this 
- 
is that it is evidently a
frequent occurrence for the form in which the
Commission's guidelines are implemented to differ
from one Member Starc to another, with the result
that we do not have a homogeneous whole. I should
like rather more information on this and to know what
can be done rc ensure these directives are correcdy
incorporated into legislation. Finally, I should like to
say that my troup fully endorses the tenor of these
reports and the proposals they include.
President. 
- 
I call Mr de Ferranti to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr de Femanti. 
- 
Mr President and colleagues, it
really is possible at dmes, if one is in a good mood, to
feel that protress has actually been made in this most
difficult field. It requires some imagination; it is
cenainly easier to do when we listen to Herr von
Vogau with his businesslike approach and his eloqu-
ence, explaining to us how progress can be made, but
there has been real protress. The attitude of business-
men is perhaps the biggest pan of it.
There has been a dramatic increase in rade within the
Communiry, both among the old Six and, of course,
among the newer Three. One hundred and twenty
directives have been approved. There is the Cassis de
Dijon Judgment which can give us some hope, and
while we have the opponuniry I would like to pay
tribute, through Commissioner Davignon, rc him and
to all his staff who have made this degree of progress
possible. But at other times, Mr President, it is only
too easy rc feel that there is no common market at all.
How can you answer the objection that in the Unircd
States there are different sales taxes in different states
and different liquor duties in different states and yet
there are no customs posts and no customs men at
those posts.
It cannot be possible for us to relax in this field until
we roo have eliminarcd the customs posts that
currendy disfigure the frontiers berween the countries
of the Communiry. This is no mean effon and I must
say 
- 
perhaps I can put it mctfully, Mr President 
-that everybody who is present in this Assembly room
today should be congratulated for the part they are
playing in helping rc do this job, and perhaps say
nothing about those who are not here this afternoon.
It is no mean task, Mr President. Ve have heard from
other speakers this afrcrnoon, apan from Mr von
'!7ogau, Mr Delors and'Mr Beumer, about what we
need to do. !7e know that it is a more complex job
than just the non-tariff barriers. Ve know that it
involves harmonizing VAT. \7e also know the impon-
ance of all of us making an effective European mone-
tary system so that the MCAs can be eliminated. But
perhaps the key point this afternoon is Article 7 in Mr
von Vogau's repon which relates to the question of
how to speed up the work of bringing about a single
-{ n-r !r t/1. tr .t | _ \, I:j-
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Community law in the areas of healrh, safety and envi-
ronmental legislation using Anicle 100.
Now, the previous Parliament made continuous pleas
rc the Council and Commission to delegate powers ro
the Commission under Anicle 155 and Mr von
Vogau's written question, which was answered by the
Council this afternoon, 'addresses itself to this. In
effecq the answer says that they are not prepared
really to make any progress.
Perhaps there is a ray of. hope that somethint could be
done in the field of construction products, for at the
end there is a little plea to all of us thar they are all
getting on very well and, in effect, we are not to rock
the boat. \7ell, if there is some chance of the boat
reaching port, Mr President, I am all against rocking
it. And perhaps there is a chance'that it will reach pon.
One hundred and twenry directives have been passed.
Maybe at the end of the day we only need about 150
to do most of the job. Fifteen of the questions relate to
the Third Country problem, and I would ask the
Commissioner if he would be good enough to give us
some indication of how that is gening on, because it
affects the motor-car industry and a great many other
all-imponant subjects, quirc apart from the.liberaliza-
tion of trade within the Community.
But it is still true that in the remaining areas rhere are a
few 
- 
not many but a few 
- 
very real political issues, '
and if the boat is to ger sucoessfully into porr, rhis
Parliament must be prepared to pay atrcnrion and
competently deal with those few political issues.
In addition to that 
- 
let us face it 
- 
it is moving into
the area now where it is administrarion as much as
legislation that is requird. There are 200 cases in front
of the Coun. The Cassis de Dijon case musr mean that
there should be more legislation coming to the Coun.
To handle all that successfully we should pur in a plea
during the budget debates to make sure rhar rhe
Commission gets rhe staff that it really needs. But at
the end of the day it is the con[inuous pressure and
interest of this Parliamenr that will enable the cusroms
posts to be removed.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Leonardi to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Leonardi. 
- 
(I) Mr -President, we appreciate
highly the work done by our colleague, Mr von
'!(i'ogau, and suppon his motions for resolutions. The
difficulties encountered at the frontiers are nor so
much due to technical or administrative obsacles but
rather to the Community's inabiliry to create, through
direct action, the condidons for economic and mone-
tary union. Such direct action is the expression of a
political will, and differs in nature from the passive
means by which the Community abolished internal
customs duties within a shoner period than thar fore-
seen in the Treaties. The situation has changed radi-
cally since then, and it is an illusion to think that the
structural and political obstacles to economic and
monetary union can be overcome by technical . or
administrative measures designed only to facilitarc
trade.
These same considerations were raised in documents
presented by the Commission, especially in regard to
long-term plans for customs union.
Technical and administrative measures cannot take the
place of political action.
In' agreement with Mr von !7ogau and orher
colleagues, we feel, neveftheless, that everything
possible should be done to improve the situation.
Priority should be given to measures in favour of small
and medium-sized businesses which have particular
difficulty in operating ourcide their own countries.
These businesses are capable of supplying considerable
technological development and providing many
opponunities for employment through inuasectorial
trade. The Commission should examine rhe develop-
ment of this trade, for it has been of great advantage
to small and medium-sized industries and should be
funher encouraged. A second priority area should be
the development of customs legislation at Communiry
level and the establishment of a common cusroms
administradon. The current situation is a survival from
the past, and is similar in many v/ays ro the inrernal
duties which still existed in Italy nor many years ago.
As a ciry councillor in Milan, I struggled for years
with a local customs barrier which affected many
products and could be applied to furniture made only
twen[y kilometers away.
After a lengthy battle, these internal cusroms duties
were finally abolished, but the experience aught me
how damaging they can be to an economy and how
expensive they are simply to organize and maintain. In
certain cases income from the ilury amounted to only
30 0/o of the cost of collecting it. If the Commission
could study and publish the unavoidably high cosr of a
panicular customs procedure, the verification of a
technical standard, for example, perhaps public
opinion would be aroused. These procedures should
be examined on rhe pracdcal level where we all
condemn them, without any ideological bias. In Italy,
once costs were made public, it was universally recog-
nized that the dudes should be abolished despite the
protesm of the customs administration, which feared
not so much a loss of jobs bur a loss of power.
Chccks and formalities ar internal frontiers should be
minimized. A discussion of this point would only be a
repetition of what my colleagues have said about rhe
calculation and collection of the VAT, the checks on
private individuals, er cetera, er cerera. In conclusion I
would like rc ask the Commission to include in its
annual reports on customs union, information on
internal Communiry trade in sufficient detail as to
make possible an analysis of its intrasectorial effecs.
r
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Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mrs Nielsen to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mrs Tove Nielsen. 
- 
(Dk) Mr President, the Treaty
of Rome states unequivocally that a common market
shall be established, which means the free movement.
of goods, services, labour and capital. !7hen this aim
has been achieved, then and only then can we expect a
competitive situation with equal conditions for produ-
cers, consumers and employees throughout the
Communiry.
At the end of the sixdes we succeeded in removing the
last economic barriers between the individual Member
States. Now lle must acknowledge that within consi-
derably wider spheres, i. e. within GATT, we have
succeeded in removing the majority of the economic
trade barriers to world wide trade in industrial prod-
ucts berween the indusrialized countries.
Since 1973/74 these counries have been hit by depres-
sion, to a degree unknown since the thinies. Thou-
sands of industrial undenakings have foundered and
we have, unfortunately, been forced to accept the loss
of millions of jobs. Unfonunately, this has also led rc
talk of the advantages of protectionism. Apparently
there are some who have not yet learned the lessons of
the thinies.
The economic depression has temprcd the Govern-
ments of the Member Sates to adopt a variery of
measures, which at first sight appear unconnected with
the impon of goods, but whose ultimate effect has
actually been to curtail impora. Even though we may
say that the majoriry of economic barriers to trade
berween EEC counries had disappeared by the end of
the sixties, we must admit today in actual fact we have
becomo considerably more aware of technical obsta-
cles or barriers, which plague international business.
But, in addition 
- 
and I consider it essential to
emphasize this 
- 
we inust also admit that national
authorities are inroducing technical and administra-
tive regulations which hinder rade.
Ve know from the Commission that there are many
cases before the Coun of Justice, and I am afraid that
we are only seeing the tip of the iceberg. I must there-
fore point out to the Commission that at this moment,
we are only beginning to seek a solution to the prob-
lem. I am afraid that we will see far more of this prob-
lem, and that it must be solved.
I would add 
- 
and incidentally, this was part of
what I was trying to suggest during the September
pan-session 
- 
1[2g, in actual fact, the negative side of
the matter dominarcs when we consider small and
medium sized business. These businesses are unable to
set up manufacturing and sales branches in other EEC
countries. Danish indusry for example, is character-
ized by a large number of such small and medium
sized businesses, and consequently Danish commercial
life is exremely resticted by the innumerable types of
technical and adminisrative trade obstacles to their
sales activities. I hardly need to go into detail with
regard rc the investigations which have been carried
out in recent years and which have demonstrated that
small and medium sized businesses create by far the
largest number of jobs. The decisive quesdon,
however, is can we convince the governments of the
nine Member States that this policy of erecting techni-
cal barriers to trade in an attempt to protect home
industry is shon-sighted and negative. fu long as there
are governments who consider it both correct and
advantageous to adopt protective measures for their
own national industries, it will mean in practice the
break up of the common market where industrial
products are concerned, which is contrary rc the letter
and the spirit of the Treary of Rome.
I shall conclude by saying that we can recommend
support for the two rePorts drawn up by Mr von
Vogau. I am certain that it will be in everyone's inter-
ests to remove these trade restrictions, thereby provid-
ing industry with the essendal conditions for survival.
Guaranrceing fair compedtion is one of the best ways
of achieving renewed progress and increasing employ-
ment. It will benefit us all.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(Dk) Mr President, I would like ap
the very start to say that I welcome the fact that
Parliament has once again the possibiliry of supponing
the Commission and Commissioner Davignon in their
untiring effons to remove technical barriers to trade.
The free exchange of goods within the EEC, will, in
principle, be ensured through compliance with the
regulations of the Customs Union which are now fully
applicable throughout the European Communiry. This
has meant that customs duty between individual
Member Smtes of the EEC has been removed. On the
other hand, there has recently been an increase in
other rypes of obstacles: technical restrictions, trans-
pon restrictions, vercrinary regulations, etc. which, in
practice, have exactly the same effects for Community
citizens as the original customs boundaries.
Therefore the European Progressive Democrats
support the present report, which has been drawn up
with considerable skill by Mr von '!7ogau, in its
demand for realization of the Customs Union. Simi-
larly, we are gratified that a dialogue between the
Commission and the European Parliament can sdll
bring about positive results within this sphere, and at
the same dme find a continuiry of purpose in the work
of Parliament when attempting to achieve an effective
Customs Union, and bring about the grea! free Euro-
pean market for international trade. This continuity of
purpose has been confirmed by a directly elected
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Parliament, inasmuch as rhere is unanimity besc/een
the work of the earlier Parliament and the proposal
laid before the present Assembly for discussion.
The European Progressive Democrars consider thar
the dme is now ripe to pur forward concrere proposals
for the improvement of the free movement bf loods
between countries. It is therefore with pleasure that I
note thar the motion for a resolution which I pur
forward in November 1979 has been followed up in
the report of Mr von \flogau.
It is necessary ro ser up an improved information
service in connection with the remaining trade restric-
tions to enable small and medium sized undenakings
to make represenrarions to rhe special complaint office
at the Commission. I know quite well that Mr Davig-
non has repeatedly said that such a complaint office
already exists. This may be true, but let the public
know of its existence. The general public do not knov/
about it. The direcrors of small and medium sized
businesses do not know ir exists. Tell rhem that it is
there, so that they have a place to which they can turn.
I think that the Commission should srcp up its activi-
ties as much as possible within this sphere, as it is of
the greatest imponance for those businesses in rhe
Community.
Another matter which I feel should be stressed in this
context is the collecdon of statisrical material at the
internal frontiers. The quesdon as rhe repon also
mentions, is whether it is necessary at all to collect that
type of information ar the borders, and wherher it
would not be more efficient rc collect the information
from the companies concerned, thereby avoiding delay
at the borders.
Another concrete hinderance at border crossings is the
various types of control, entrusted ro the border
authorities. Many types of control are unnecessary.
There is identity control, which I think is of no practi-
cal imponance, because a Errorist who wishes rc
move from one counr{y [o another will avoid the
conuol points known to him. I rhink that rhe periodic
checks carried out in 'lfest Germany on rhe moror
ways are more likely to produce results.
The object and aim of the European Communities
must be to crearc a large free market, where both indi-
viduals and goods can move freely across the Commu-
nities inrernal frontier without adminisrative and
bureaucratic restricrions. This is the goal we wish to
achieve. I also consider rhar we are on the way ro
achieving it 
- 
perhaps we should show even more
tenacity of purpose.
Mr President, I whould like rc conclude by saying thatI have a feeling rhar the businesses of the urmost
imponance with which we in the Parliament and the
European Communities, as such, must be concerned
with, is ro ensure thar the inrernal marker functions
and functions smoorhly. This is the first place that
Communities citizens will have the feeling that they
are members of a community.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turner.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I would like
ro say thar I endrely agree with what all the speakers
have said about the cusr,oms, and the more ofren we
say it the better. Secondly, I should like to say that I
think we MEPs in the chamber at the momenr are rhe
most frusrarcd of the whole Parliamenr, because we
are dealing all the time with this terrible problem of
non-tariff barriers. However, I must confine mySelf to
one thing, and thar is referred to in paragraph 7 of Mr
von \7ogau's motion for a resolution on the removal
of technical barriers to trade in the European Commu-
nity and in section II (b) of the explanatory sratemenr
thereto.
The first thing that is vital is speed in getdng rid of
these non-tariff barriers; the second thing is proper
political consideration when political issues arise
between inrcrests in the EEC; and the third thing is an
efficient resolution of purely technical issues. The
European Parliament earlier on proposed that more
use should be made of Anicle 155 in rhis sphere, espe-
cially for implementing directives under framework
directives. So far, however, this proposal has rctally
failed.
The Council has delayed as much as it delayed before,
and tJrerefore Anicle 155 procedure is totally unac-
ceptable unless the Council is to say that it will stand
on one side in these matters when the Commission is
dealing with a matter under Anicle 155. If the Council
will stand rc one side to speed things up, we can stand
aside too, because we are borh political bodies and we
can leave it to the experts in the Commission; but
Council has not agreed rc do this yer, and I think we
should ask them today wherher they are prepared to
stand on one side and leave ir to the Commission when
Anicle 155 is being used: in thar case we can cooper-
ate with them, otherwise we cannot.
I think the written answer rhey have given to the oral
question is quite deplorable. It says that we shall
muddle on as before, and that is just nor good
enough. I therefore hope that Parliamenr will insist on
a realistic answer from the Council on this marrcr.
So, when there are no political issues, let us and the
Council stand on one side. I7hen there are political
issues, tfien of course Parliament must be brought in,
as must the Council, and thar is just as likely to happen
with an implementing directive as it is with the frame-
work directive irelf. Political issues can come up just
as easily in the most detailed marrcrs here as in rhe
most general ones. One cannor say thar one will not
consider details and technical marters, because they
are not political; for they may be. If they are, we musr
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act; if they are not, we need not act. The old Parlia-
ment felt that it could not ake cognizance of technical
matters; it was not able to do so. The new Parliament
has already shown that it can take cognizance of
technical matters when politics enrcrs in. In rthosi
cases, we must do so.
I have already put to the committee the proposal that
when matters of a technical nature come before this
Parliament we can get them through in an expedited
way under Rule 27 without changing our rules at all.
So I do not believe that our awempting to play our
political pan properly will hold up proceedings at all.
It has always been the Council that has held up
proceedings in the past, not us. Ve pass these things
quite quickly, and they then get held up in the Coun-
cil. So it is from the Council we want to hear the
undenaking that they will not interfere in nonpolitical
matters; then we can go along with them and say we
will not do so either. Otherwise, we shall have to
interfere.
(Apphuse)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Beazley.
Mr Beazley. 
- 
Mr President, I naturally wish to
support Mr von '$rogau's two excellent reports. Mr
von '!7'ogau and the Commission are quite right in
emphasizing that it is essential to have detailed
protrammes to attain the goals of a fully-fledged
common market. My colleagues have spoken on the
details of the mechanism behind these matters, so I do
not wish to reiterate their commenu.
I do, however, want to emphasize the imponance of
the goal which these proposals are seeking to attain, as
I do not wish the Commission or the Council of
Ministers, or the Member States' tovernmenr them-
selves to imagine that the attainment of the European
common market can be achieved solely by legislation.
As we know, creatint a thorough-going European
common market is a slow and complicated business, as
the institutions require that all proposals receive the
necessary approval of the Nine, and later twelve,
separate sovereign Member States. But that approval
in imelf is not enough; the governmenr must shov
that they have the necessary political will and that they
are not just willing but are intent on exercising it so
that the common market can be achieved and achieved
sooner rather than later. It must not'be forgowen that
it will not be the governments of the Member States
who produce the results which a common market can
bring. Their tax-systems, their laws, their regulations,
etc., will crearc the framework for the Community,
but it will be the industrialists, the men of commerce
and trade, the bankers, the insurance men, [he fians-
pon firms, their managements and their work forces
and all those on whose shoulders the creadon of
wealth depends who have to produce the results.
The Council, the Member States' governments and
this House must always remember that unless the
Community can create wealth it has no basis on which
to suppoft the activities of im peoples and of the devel-
oping world. Of course, nation starcs can produce
wealth themselves and do so, but the concept of a
common market was conceived precisely because in
this modern world, dominated by rwo super-powers
and in the economic sphere, Japan 'small' is not neces-
sarily 'beautiful' except in certain very panicular
respec6. For the European Communiry to develop its
full diplomatic, political and social porcntial, the sum
of the Nine, and later the rwelve, States' individual
effons is by no means enough: we must crearc the
synergy of a 260-million-person market, as the United
States of America has done. See how industry is
rationalized therel see the advantage of scale America
enjoys; see, too, that the USA can develop and finance
ultra-modern high technology in small and medium-
sized firms as well; see the wealth it can crearc, not
only to develop its own living standards 
- 
the highest
in the world 
- 
but also for the defence of the \7est,
the conquest of space, etc. 
- 
this is what we in
Europe have also to create. Now it is a panicularly
difficult task for the Communiry to achieve economic
parity with the United States because of the fact that
its industries and services were built up on a national
basis 
- 
despite the imponance of its inrcrnational
firms 
- 
and the tovernmenrc themselves, and to a
very large extent managements and work-forces and
the very trade unions are likewise restricted in their
effectiveness largely within national borders. The
achievement of the common market requires therefore
not only the attack on detailed national regulations
which these reports so well advocate but the vision-and
also the undersnnding that the aspirations of the
people of the Community are dependent on the size
and coordination of the locomotive force which
creates the wealth to support this whole edifice.
So what I am trying to say is that we must be competi-
[ive, not only in our raw materials and basic products
such as steel and chemicals and motor cars and 
- 
dare
I say it 
- 
food products. \7e shall not necessarily be
able to do this without a competitive ratio vis-i-vis the
super-powers, but if we do not do this, then we must
realize that this Community can only play a limircd
role in the world and provide its citizens and the Third
Vorld with limited benefits. Let us therefore not only
see the vision of the future but appreciate the facts of
life and get on with creating Europe's common market
in all sectors just as fast as may be done.
President. 
- 
Mr Purvis, Mr Beazley has used up the
speaking dme allocated to your group. If you wish to
put a question, I shall allow you to do so, but your
speaking time is used up.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
My question was removed from the
Question Time agenda yesrcrday for inclusion in this
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debate today. It concerns circuladon of goods in the
EEC following the Cassis de Dijon judgment.
I am sorry I cannot go in my nice litde two-minute
speech in to more detail, Mr Commissioner. Can you
not latch onto the Cassis de Dijon case and make a
determined and speedy effon to achieve to removal of
rcchnical barriers in one fell swoop, ro ser a darc for
the removal of the red and white poles of the customs
officals? I, for my part, have tabled an amendment
which I now move to the von \7ogau repon on the
removal of technical barriers and I would beg my
colleagues and the Commission rc support it.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Davignon.
Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. 
- 
(F)Mr
President, I intend to make my starcment both brief
and complete. Ve shall soon see whether I succeed on
both counts.
A few preliminary remarks to begin with. I feel that it
is politically very significant that this Parliamenr
includes amontst its priorities the achievement of the
internal market and the removal of rcchnical barriers.
Mr von Vogau's repon, the product of a working
party within the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs, is proof of this desire.
But Mr Delors, like Mr de Ferranti and others, has
described in very precise terms rhe narure of rhe action
we must take. Are we going to discuss the achievement
of the internal market or the eliminadon of barriers
once a year or 
- 
45 ssvslxl speakers have suggested
- 
are we going to maintain constant pressure to
ensure that the progress that is essential is made? And
at this point I should like to voice my only regret
about this debate, this being that the Bureau saw fit to
change Mr von Vogau's quesrion into a written ques-
tion, because there is obviously one speaker missing in
this debate. It is all very well for the Commission and
Parliament to note that they are in atreement. I
welcome that. It is not to be sneezed at. Bur the Coun-
cil believes that ir is making Parliament and the
Commission happy with congratulations on our pasr
achievements. But it is silent on our future undenakings.
'!7'e are now encountering genuine difficuldes in
achieving our political objective. I therefore feel it will
be necessary to have another debate early next year,
possibly more specific and more detailed, on various
issues the Commitree on Economic and Monetary
Affairs 
- 
and it will have the Commission's assistance
- 
will be raising directly with the Commission and
the Council. Vhat counts is the way in which wb
achieved the objectives proposed by Mr von Vogau's
resolution. This resoludon calls on the Commission to
undenake various activities and it sets deadlines. All
the dates included in paragraph 7 will cause me diffi-
culty, not as regards the principle involved 
- 
I should
like to act more quickly 
- 
but as regards methods.
To explain, all the activities referred to in the modon
for a resolution must be undenaken if we really want
progress to be made, progress in policy rerms tirat rhe
citizen can actually see 
- 
thar after all is rhe definition
of policy. If we make progress, but no one sees w'e
have made it, and if people therefore go on believing
that this fragmentation in which we live is being perpe-
tuated, we shall have lost much of the effectiveness
and enthusiasm of European acrion. In this respect,
Mr Beumer put his finger on some of the problems we
have.
But if we do not clarify the work programme with the
Council and we add a directive on VAT, a directive on
the organization of frontier conrols 
- 
I shall not
quote all the points raised in paragraph 7 of rhe excel-
lent resolution mbled by the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs 
- 
at e time when all the
measures which precede those suggesrcd are being
held up in the Council, we shall be causing frusration,
because people will say rhar the Commission's
proposal has been before the Council for rwo years
and still nothing has been done. I would therefore
suttest the following approach: fircdy, before all the
darcs set out in the resoludon the Commission will
give the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs all the information on what can be done,
having regard to the Council's plan of work, to get
things moving 
- 
and ar rhar dme it will undoubtedly
be necessary to ask various precise quesdons in order
to reconcile the political will to move forward and a
certain slowness in deciding what action should in fact
be taken.
Mr Delors gave the example just now of my compa-
triot, the racing cyclist, who, having achieved fame by
winning a race to the surprise of all concerned, was
able to draur attention to a situation which is obviously
grotesque. If he had crossed the frontier on his bicycle
rather than by car, he would nor have had any trouble.
Mr von !/ogau has again quoted the classic example
of the plumber who works on the other side of the
frontier and who musr srare that he is not going to sell
his tools on the other side every dme he crosses rhat
frontier. I believe that Europe is organized in such a
way that a wrench is still available on the rwo sides of
one of its frontiers and that crossing a frontier with a
rcol does not mean transferring a highly sophisticated
technology or some kind of secrer..Bur the letter and
the spirit of the law continue to give rise to questions
of the rype which have been raised. The Council and
others continue to wonder whether an element of
fiscal harmonization or an element of customs
harmonizadon is needed, and in rhe meandme norhing
is done.
I believe it is essential rc specify the areas in which we
vant to make progress and, in this context, in order to
be brief, I should like to say rhree things. The first is
that the judgment in the Cassis de Dijon case, which
has been mentioned, has completely changed the situa-
lr,
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tion. Many of the rules we have tried rc harmonize in
the past were considered by the Coun as invalid from
the oumet. '!fl'e must not therefore harmonize some-
thing which will have to be suppressed. That is abso-
lutely essential. But this presupposes f,wo things, you
parliamentarians being responsible for one and we of
the Commission for the other. The first, informing the
citizen and small and medium-sized undertakings
what their rights are at European level, is obviously a
task for parliamentarians elected by the various consti-
tuencies in the various countries. It is the best way of
disseminating information imaginable. No publication,
no effons on our pan, which are of a general nature,
can replace the personal approach of each of you. I
feel I should sress this. The second is the need for us
to deal quickly 
- 
I emphasize quickly, without exces-
sive red tape 
- 
with the requesm for information we
receive. This presupposes that Mr de Ferranti's appeal
ro Parliament that we of the Commission should be
given the administradve staff we need 
- 
because it is
our responsibility to administer 
- 
is taken into
account, so that we can inform the citizen of his rights
and in panicular respond to those who come knocking
at the European door to have their rights recognized.
This, of course, means exra work for the Commis-
sion, and that also means our being given a number of
officials so that we can cope. Otherwise, we shall have
the situation of, on the one hand, people complaining
that there are too many officials and of, on the other,
our not being able to comply with requests we receive.
It is a paradoxical situation, which ure must overcome,
and I thank Mr de Ferrand for his suggestion.
Secondly, we face the need m define the real prob-
lems. As Mr Leonardi has said, there are specific and
practical problems relating to intersectoral relations,
panicularly over the idendfication of the action we
want to take.
Thirdly, we must, of course, settle the quarrel between
the Council and ourselves over Article 155. This is a
matrcr ve must tackle without delay. As long as this
quesdon remains unsetded, we shall fall down on our
commitments.
I should now like to say, before this ParliamenL in the
clearest possible rcrms, what the failure to achieve a
united Europe costs this 'continent. Everyone, or
almost everyone, has this afternoon emphasized that
Europe's inabiliry quickly to establish the standards
industry needs to know how to organize its produc-
tion in the future means that we are falling behind our
Japanese and American competitors and also encour-
ages the national administrations not to eliminate
rcchnical barriers but to increase them, since, to make
up the delay, protecdon will be sought through
arrangements theoretically designed 
. 
to Protec[ the
consumer or to provide some securiry, so that the
industrial company which has not yet done so can
equip itself for the future. So we lose on all counts. If
we are to succeed, s/e must obviously not be doing the
same work three times. And I must say that we are
doing the same work three times. '!7e are beginning,
and this quite natural, to decide with the commercial
operators 
- 
which is what Mr Leonardi called for 
-
where the priorities lie, what standards the industrial-
ists need. That is the first step. The second srcp consists
in our cooperating with the companies, the standard
institutions and the Member States in drawing up a
good proposal. End of Act l. This proposal is
forwarded to the Economic and Social Committee,
Parliament and the Council. At the Council all the
discussions we have had begin again, with the same
people involved, but this time these people do not talk
only about technical matters, they talk about other
things as well. And as you can imagine, those whose
views were not accepted, because they were not in the
majoriry, try in this second round to achieve what they
failed to achieve during the first. The result is that the
texts become less clear. As the texts have become less
clear, the Economic and Social Committee and Parlia-
ment try to make them clear again. End of Act 2. Act 3:
we appear before the Council again, with the texts
drawn up by the Econornic and Social Commitrce,
Parliament's amendments and the Council's interim
position. In the most favourable of circumstances this
takes two years. So, two years after beginning, we find
ourselves back at square one, the only difference being
that two years have passed, that we have missed
opportunities and that we have discouraged a large
number of people of good will. I find this situation
regremable.
To conclude, Mr President, I should like to say that
we are therefore not only in favour of Parliament
continuing to exen pressure on us, but also grateful to
it for doing so. Parliament alone realizes that, of all
the aspects which affect the individual, that of the
internal market and technical barriers affects the grea-
test number, those who do not have organizations to
champion their rights. Vhen we were talking about
the iron and steel industry earlier on or about cars or
industries of the future, v/e were talking about entities
which can make their voices heard, even if we do not
listen to them. But we are now alking about various
areas in which the individual has no respresentative
other than yourselves, the elecrcd Members of Parlia-
ment. They will not know what their rights are unless
they are explained to them by you. They will not see
their rights being respected unless you take the action
that is needed for'them to know what they are getting
out of the European Community over and above the
inconvenience that results from petry formalities,
which remain not because they are wanted, but simply
because no one has yet had the necessary strength to
break the roudne.
Ir is up to Parliament to help us to break the routine. I
call on it to continue its effons. Ve for our Part 
-both the Members of the Commission and the services,
which have a great deal to do in this resPect
convinced of the validity of this action. But we shall
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succeed only if we remember that the achievement of
the internal market is an on-goint acrivity and not one
that is discussed once ayear.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr von !7ogau.
Mr von Vogau, ntpporteilr. 
- 
(D) Mr President, with
your permission, I shall q very briefly to take up a
number of points which have been raised during the
debate. But I shall endeavour to speak for no longer
than one minute.
I should like to begin by salng thar I am pleased with
the large measure of agreement here and wirh the
sugtestions that have been-made to the working pany
by various speakers, because I believe thar this work-
ing pany, chaired with great enrhusiasm by Mr de
Ferranti, has an imponant role to play in the efforts to
achieve the common market. I take what Commis-
sioner Davignon has said very seriously. A debare once
a yeer is not enough. \7e musr have this annual
debate, but we must also exert consmnt pressure to
keep things moving properly.
I should like very briefly to take up the basic issue that
has been raised here, this being the question of how
Parliament and the Council can r4ake political
progress in these matters without, however, tettinglost in technical details. One method might be to
transfer responsibiliry for individual directives to the
Commission. That is an important subject for discus-
sion in the coming monrhs, because v/e musr decide
how we intend to proceed.
Parliament already has many years of experience in
this field. It has called for framework directives to be
drawn up to enable the Commission to take acrion. An
example of this is the directive on building materials.
'!7hat is decisive now, I feel, is to find out whether it is
possible for these blocked directives to be adopted.
Only when the Council has answered 
- 
and I should
like to make ir quire clear rhat what we have from the
Council in writing is no answer but simply a purely
formal marrer, and we should discuss this question
with the Council 
- 
only then can we, Parliament and
the Commission, uke our decision. That is one poinr.
Then we have the quesrion of Anicle 155 and how we
can proceed in rhis respecr. \7e have the proposals
from Mr Nyborg and Mr Turner, which we shall be
discussing in demil in the next few months.
And now to the Cassis de Dijon judgment, in other
words the quesrion of the role of rhe Coun of Jusrice.'!7e feel the Commission should srcp up its action even
funher and submit more such cases ro the Coun of
Justice. If barriers to trade conflics wirh the Commu-
nity's Treades, there must be a way of recdfying the
situation quickly and through the Coun of Justice.
Finally, the question of standards. Ve must consider
whether it is not possible ro create some form of Euro-
pean standards institute, possibly as an exrension of
the stan thar has now been made on CEN and CENE-
LEC. My personal view is rhat there should be an
independent standards institute. But we shall have to
discuss this very thoroughly in the Committee on
Economic and Monerary Affairs and our working
party. To Mr Beumer I should like to say that I agree
with his clarification and I shall be voting in favour of
his proposal tomorrow. To Mr Purvis I can say rhar I
have every symparhy with his proposal that a time-
limit should be set. But I have been convinced by
others that a time-limit and a detailed plan would not
be appropriate in this complicated area. Technical
barriers to trade are something which consrantly occur
and then disappear again. Ve musr roor out the basic
causes. I am convinced rhat a time-mble would not be
a treat help.
I should like to thank Mr Nyborg again and fully
endorse what he had to say about improving informa-
tion on the opportunities available to undenakings and
citizens in the Community in this area. But I also take
very seriously what Commissioner Davignon has said
on this subject. This Parliamenr is ofren told thar we
should not become the wailing wall for everything that
happens in the outside world. I should like to stress
that the citizens of the Community must be able rc
talk- to us parliamentarians. '!7e musr be the wailing
wall for not only the cirizens oumide, but also the citi-
zens in the Communiry.
(Applause)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
The joint debate is closed.
The modon for a resolution will be pur to rhe vore ar 3
p.m. on Thursday.
12. Directioe on the protection ofuorhersfrom
barmfil exposure to lead
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon by Mr
Newton Dunn, on behalf of the Commitree on rhe
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, on the proposal from the Commission to the
Council (Doc. 1-530/79) for a directive on rhe prorec-
tion of workers from harmful exposure to menllic
lead and im ionic compounds at work.
I call Mr Newton Dunn.
Mr Newton Dunl= rapporteilr. 
- 
I am sure
speak for all my commirree when I say how
that I
disap-
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pointed I am that I have to speak at the tail end of the
day, and that we shall have to resume the debate on
Thursday morning. It does not make for a very good
debate when we have to do it this way.
Nevertheless, this is a very imponant proposal for a
directive which deserves great attention from all my
colleagues in Parliament. It is a directive that would
protect workers against lead and its compounds and it
will esablish common standards in all nine Member
Sntes. The only major lead compound that will not be
covered by this directive is the lead material that is
added to petrol as an 'and-knocking' agent, lead
tetra-ethyl and I have put down a separarc motion, No
424/80, which will cover that one at a future date.
This is a directive on lead, as you know. It takes its
place in the framework directive that was discussed a
year a1o, entided 'Protection of vrorkers from harmful
exposure to chemical, physical and biological agenu at
work'. This framework directive was intended to cover
a number of materials which are harmful to employees
at work, not only lead but materials such as arsenic,
asbestos, cadmium, firercur/r certain other chemicals,
and even noise. All those harmful materials, will be the
subject of directives like this one.
Now the committee's deliberations seemed to me to
fall into two types. The committee worked long and
hard on this proposal; we have had it since last Janu-
ary, and they have come up with a number of sugges-
tions for improvements to the wording of the directive
as it came from the Commission. I will deal with those
first and then go on to the more controversial points
on which the committee was divided.
First of all, the Committee on the Environment vants
to impress on Parliament that lead, besides being a
very useful metal which mankind has used for thou-
sands of years, is also a deadly poison. Lead has a long
biological half-life, which means that it tends to accu-
mulate in the body when there are high levels of expo-
sure. Therefore the committee 
- 
and this is stated in
the explanatory statement 
- 
wishes Parliament to
understand that lead's use should be reduced as much
as possible in future.
The second point on which the committee was broadly
in agreement concerning the inadequate methods
which exist for measurement of lead at the moment.
Mr President, if testing methods, measurement meth-
ods for lead in the blood and lead in the air are not
spelt out in detail and are not standardized, the resuh
in different factories and in different countries will not
be comparable with one another. There is a danger
that the whole directive will be rendered valueless
unless we get efficient, accurate, standardized measur-
ing methods. The committee was very concerned that
these methods do not appear to exist and are certainly
nor spelled out in the directive.
A third area of common agreement in the committee
y/as the necessity for cleanliness in the factory and at
home. There have been a number of cases where
workers, although well protected in the facmry, have
aken their workclothes home. The result has been
that, wives and children have been contaminated with
lead from their father's workclothes and this has occa-
sionally led to the abonion of a pregnant wife. It is
absolutely clear-to the committee that some Member
States need to dghten up their regulations about wash-
ing workers' clothes and that these should never be
taken home to be washed.
I now come briefly to the rc/o subjects of controverry
on which the committee were very divided: first of all,
the levels which all Member States would be required
to obsewe 
- 
the blood-lead level and the lead-in-air
level. After long discussion and fierce and close voting,
the committee did come down and approve the
Commission's figures in the proposal. But I would like
to point out that there was a lot of controversy.
The second subject of controversy was the question of
prorecting women of childbearing capaciry. Now this
is a very important and sensitive matrcr. The Commis-
sion recommends very stringent levels of lead for
women who are capable of bearing a child, whether or
not they are pregnant. The reason is that lead crpsses
the placental barrier in a pregnant woman; the unborn
foetus is capable of taking in a lot of lead, and that
causes permanent damage. It is agreed everywhere
that lead is panicularly damaging to the foetus, and
that therefore women who are capable of carrying a
foetus, whether or not they are pregnant, must be
especially protected.
A good example 
".or" 
in the USA a few years ago
when a large chemical company making lead products
asked five of its assembly-line lady workers to leave
their very well-paid jobs because they were in danger
of being overcontaminated by lead. One of these
ladies had herself sterilized in order to retain the high-
lypaid job on the assembly line. Later she regretted her
decision and claimed that she was pressurized and
forced inrc it by the company. It is not possible for us
to decide where the blame lies for that, but what is
very imponant is to try and avoid such dilemmas in
Europe. So, it is to avoid damage to the foetus and to
avoid dilemmas such as I have just oudined, that
special restricdons are proposed for women of child-
bearing capacity.
Now the problem arises, Mr President, that a minoriry
of committee members felt that this was discrimination
against women. I stress that it was a minority, but a
fairly vocal and numerous minority in the committee.
They felt that there should be the same stringent stan-
dards of lead-in-blood and lead-in-air for everybody
and not just for women of childbearing capaciry. The
consequence of that would, I believe, be that very
many thousands of jobs would be lost in the Commu-
nity, because the companies that would have rc
;1, \E
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observe these standards are not yet capable of meeting
these extreme, very stringent standards, for all work-
ers. Many of them would therefore have to close down
and open up their business outside the Communiry,
and the result would be a considerable loss in jobs.
Finally, Mr President, rwo small points. I should like
to draw the attention of all Members ro rhe explana-
tory statement in this working document. There is an
extremely useful tabular summary of the current legis-
lation. in all nine Member Sates. Members who study
that table will see how very strikingly different currenr
legislation is in the Nine. It is very evident from that
able how much we are in need of standardization.
Secondly, in that explanatory statement, there is a
detailed statement, for which I am very grateful to the
Commission, of the law as it stands in each counrry.
This, too, is extremely useful if one is studfng the
subject.
Mr President, there are 36 amendments to this motion
for a resolution. You would nor wanr me, and I do not
intend, to discuss thein now. I will say during voting
how I believe the committee did vote on them or how
it would have voted.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
You will be able to give your position
on the amendments during the debate.
I call Mr Adam rc speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Ivlr Adan. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to begin by
thanking the rapponeur for the very clear repon he
presented to the committee and also for his very clear
sarcment this evening. I think iq ought to to on
record, Mr President, that although Mr Newton
Dunn is no longer a member of the Comminee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protec-
tion, it was the panicular request of that committee
and im decision that he should be asked rc complete
his work on this repon and present it to the full Parlia-
ment. I hope that any differences there may be
bewreen us are more of the timing of the measures
rather than a complete disagreement. The Socialist
Members want the grearcst possible protecdon from
lead as soon as possible. I do not think that is a state-
ment with which any other Member would disagree.
Ve therefore give a very warm welcome ro rhe
Commission's proposals, bearing in mind that over
one million workers in the Community are involved in
lead-associatcd industries.
However, we do not accept rhar the proposals go quite
far enough. The proposals for limits when the directive
will come into force represent vinually no improve-
ment in the five Member Sates where values already
apply. In fact only the blood level of lead applicable in
the United Kingdom would be improved. Of course,
on the other hand, as Mr Newton Dunn has already
said, in the other four Member States where no limits
exist at the moment, the introduction of these legisla-
tive limits is most welcome. I must also add that even,
if the limits proposed after I January 1985 are intro-
duced, they would represent only a very modest
improvement in the existing safety precautions in those
srarcs where limits already apply. Therefore, the
Socialist Members have abled amendments designed
to introduce a third stage which would involve lower
limits of exposure applicable by 1989. This is our
Amendment No 10.
Ve shall also seek to ensure 
- 
and this is provided for
in Amendment No 8 
- 
that rhe indusries involved
will move towards conditions which will eliminate
harmful situations as defined in Annex I. That is what
is ultimarcly desirable. There is a funher aim, namely,
that the reatment of men and women should be such
that there is complete freedom of choice as regards
working place. Men and women and unborn children
would therefore enjoy equal safery. Quite a number of
medical authorities consider that the blood lead and
urine lead levels permitted for male workers and envis-
aged for 1 January 1985 are too high, and that the
blood lead and urine lead levels permitted for female
workers are at the very limit of what is reasonable.
The unborn child, as the rapponeur has said, can be
affected by lead even before the worker knocrs rhat
she is pregnant. Now this is only clear in Anicle 78 of
the proposed regulations, and that is rhe basis for
Amendment No 8, to which I have already referred.
Now, while the frequency of measurement and the
imponance of blood lead levels are righdy stressed,
there are other aspecrc to which the directive makes
reference and where the comminee has sought
improvement. Mr Newton Dunn has already referred
to these 
- 
the questions of working conditions, the
problems of dealing with workers' clorhing and so
fonh. Ve are also proposing improvements in the
notification and consultation procedures to which the
workers involved in the industry have a clear right.
I believe, Mr President, that it is extremely imponant
for the work of this Parliamen[ that, when we are
discussing matt€rs of this tWe, public opinion
throughout the Cdmmuniry should'be aware of the
work we are doing and that wherever possible we
should take into account the opinions of those most
directly involved. The rade union movement in the
Community has taken a yery keen interest in this
subject, and the suggestions it has put forward for
improvement will, I hope, not be disregarded by this
Parliament when it votes on the matter on Thursday.
In this way we can show that we are responsive to the
opinion of the workers and are determined m do ever-
ything that lies whithin our power to secure the maxi-
mum safety for workers in this industry, irrespective of
their sex.
!
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Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve shall interrupt the debarc here, as
time is running out. Furthermore 
- 
and this is the
Bureau's decision 
- 
items which could not be taken
today will be placed at the beginning of the agenda for
tomorrow's sitting.
I call Mr Vredeling.
Mr Vredeling, Wce-Presidcnt of tbe Commission.
- 
(NL) Mr President, I believe I undersrcod you to
say that this debate must now be suspended because of
rhe time. I quite sympathize, but I would like to point
our that if the debate is continued on Thursday, I shall
find myself in the situation of needing to be in rwo
places at oncq. As you have heard from Mr Davignon
and the President of the Commission, the Advisory
Committee on Steel is having an important meeting
which both Mr Davignon and myself must-attend. Mr
Davignon must be there to discuss Anicle 58, and I
must be there to deal with social aid. Parliament
would, I think, take it amiss if I did not appear at
that meeting. I have also promised to consult the
employees.
If you can arrante matrcrs so that I can discuss this
question on Thursday either late in the afternoon or
- 
and this would perhaps be somewhat safer, in the
evening, because I cannot say how loni the Advisory
Committee's meedng will last 
- 
an evening sitting is
after all scheduled 
- 
I shall be completely at your
disposal.
Prceidcot. 
- 
Commissioner, the Bureau has formally
taken this decision in view of the fact that the Madrid
Confcrence is to be debated tomorrow and wc do not
want to cunail Question Time. Items which could not
bc taken today must be given prioriry at tomorrou/s
sitting. Nonetheless we understand your difficulties
and I am prepared to meet you and the Bureau in
order to discuss possible ways of meeting your request.
The debate is suspended.
13. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Vednesday, 15 October 1980 at 9.15 a.m. and 3
p.mlwith the following agenda:
- 
Debate and vote on:
- 
Repon by Mr Rumor, on behalf of the Political
Affairs Committee, on the mceting to be held in
Madrid in November 1980, as provided for in the
Concluding Document of the Belgrade Meeting,
vithin the framework of the follow-up to the Confer-
ence on Security and Cooperation in Europe (Doc.
La45/80);- Question Timc (Doc. l-a68l80) (In
principle two-thirds set aside for the Council and
one-third for the Foreign Ministers).
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting uas closed at 7 p.m.)
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concluding document of the Belgrade meeting, within
the framework of the follow-up to the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe.
I call Mr Rumor.
Mr Rumor, rdpportear. 
- 
(I) Madam President, Mr
President of the Council of Minisrcrs, ladies and
gentlemen, it is my privilege to introduce the motion
f-or a resolution on the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe meetint which is scheduled to
open in Madrid on 1l November. In considering this
motion Parliament is once again debating the Final
Act of Helsinki, which it has dealt with in debates and
resolutions on numerous occasions in the past. Our
terms of reference for this debarc are the Final Act and
the follow-up meeting in Belgrade with the attendant
meetings of expens.
!7e must extract from the positive and negative experi-
ences of these last five years pointers which will indi-
cate opportunities for proBress during the meeting in
Madrid.
The Final Act, which was signed by 35 European and
Nonh American Heads of State or Government,
prompted hopes, doubts and controversy. The fact is
rhat, for the first time in history, the representadves of
35 states with different economic, political and social
systems had met at a conference, in a spirit of consen-
sus, and managed to formulate joint texts. This repre-
sented a distinct improvement in East-\7est relations.
However, while cenain States interpreted these texts
essentially as formal recognition of the political and
territorial stdtus quo and of peaceful coexistence
understood in a static sense as a relative balance of
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President. 
- 
I have received
details of which will be found
proceedings.
several
in the
documents,
minutes of
3. CSCE meetingin Madid
President. 
- 
The first item is the repon (Doc.
l-445/80), drawn up by Mr Rumor on behalf of the
Political Affairs Committee, on the meeting rc be held
in Madrid in November 1980, as provided for in the
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power and security, there were others for whom the
Final Act had quite a different meaning. For these
counrries, the disdnct improvement meant that the
Final Act was supposed to provide a new and vigorous
impetus to d6tenre. It was supposed to encourate
within countries and between countries and peoples,
but panicularly between individuals, relations marked
by greater mutual knowledge, in a framework of grea-
ter political and military trust, closer collaboration and
increasing contact at the human level. In shon, it was
to bring a new dimension and quality to relations, and
although we were aware that things would not change
automatically overnight, it had raised the hopes of
those who believe in the principles of freedom and
democracy as the cornerstones of securiry and cooper-
atlon.
It was the task of the Belgrade Conference to ascertain
ro what extent undertakings had been fulfilled and to
suggest measures and agreements under which each
State and all the signatory States were to implement
and give added impetus to the intentions that had
inspired all the provisions of the Act.
In a resolution adoprcd on' 5 December 1978, the
European Parliament reviewed the meeting and irc
positive and negative aspects. Unfonunately, the latter
were undoubtedly predominant. The meedngs of
experts on specific topics, which I mentioned earlier,
all oudined general aims but have not led to any prac-
tical results of note. The exception to the rule is the
Scientific Forum in Hamburg. The standing of those
mking pan and the qualiry of their discussions pro-
vided an exceptional opponunity for reassening the
need for scientific freedom and its connection with the
fundamental freedoms and human rights which are
covered by the seventh principle and in the third
basket.
Ladies and gentlemen, we are now on the run-up to
the meeting in Madrid. There is no one here who is
blind to the seriousness of the inrcrnational situation,
tle current difficulties and the worsening relations 
-
"rong those who signed the Final Act 
i which form
the backdrop for the Madrid Conference. On this
point, the motion for a resolution refers to the causes
of our concern and mentions specifically the areas of
tension and confrontation in the world, from Afghani-
stan to the Middle East and from South-East Asia to
southern Africa, not to mention the'other trouble
sPots.
However, it is the initiatives and actions which most
blatantly conflict with the spirit and the letter of the
Final Act which merit more careful consideration on
our pan. The Soviet involvement in Afghanistan vio-
lates the principles, clearly outlined in the preamble to
the Final Act, on the close link between peace and
security in Europe and outside Europe. It violates
whar is ourlined in the second principle, which pro-
scribes the threat or use of force also in 'international
relations in general'. The situation has also worsened
with the alarming ideological clamp-down on indivi-
duals in cenain Eastern European countries, especially
the Soviet Union, by ,way of repressive measures
against all those calling for the respect of human rights
and proper implementation of the Final Act, and by
way of general infringements of human rights which
differ in scale and degree in the countries of Eastern
Europe. In response to such events, the European
Parliament has made its position known on repeated
occasions in clear and vigorous terms.
This is a worsening situation which is hardly likely rc
create a pleasant atmosphere around the negotiating
mble in Madrid. Ve remain convinced, however, that
this opponunity for a meeting between East and \7est
mus[ nor be lost and that the process which got under
way in Helsinki must not be halted. Ve must keep
open the channels of dialogue for a revival of d6tente
and a funher boost to East-Vest relations. The coun-
tries of the Community must prepare for this meeting
in the same way as they have tackled the various stages
of the CSCE process, in a determined and concened
manner. The abiding guideline for their approach must
be rhe values and convictions which characterize the
Community and the whole of the Vest. To this end, a
number of convictions are outlined as a basis and
introduction to rhe motion for a resolution.
The first conviction is that d6tente is inherently indivi-
sible and at the same time regional and global in char-
acter. The notion of indivisibility is absolurcly essential
in our eyes and it has to be interpreted not only in
territorial sense bu[ also in qualitative rcrms. '!f'e
cannot accept any distinction between d6tente at the
political, military and human levels. The unitary char-
acter of the Final Act will haVe to be sressed in
Madrid. All rhe panicipating states will have to be
equally willing to make an effon to implement the
Final Acr, if we want deteqte to be given a new and
more vigorous lease of life.
Nor must we forget the right to monitqr even6, by
which I mean the right and indeed the duty of each
panicipating State to monitor any failure to respect, or
violation of, the Final Act in order to stimulate' its
implementation. Any agreement which turns out to be
unfair or one-sided is going to become debased and
run the risk of becoming meaningless.
Of course, we have to take realistic account of the
differences in the political, economic and social
systems of the individual panicipacing sntes, in order
to prevent the discussion from gerting bogged down in
useless polemics. Every effon has rc be made so thar
the CSCE process conrinues and so that a balance is
maintained between all the elements in the Final Act
and so that equal imponance is given to each of rhe
baskets. It is these which give real meaning to the prin-
ciples of the Final Act, and the motion for a resolurion
lays panicular emphasis on lhe mosr significant princi-
ples, for the specific purpose of promoting the process
of d6tente and cooperation.
"ri 
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Of particular current imponance in this respect are the
measures to build confidence, improve security and
create the conditions for harmonized and balanced
disarmament. Among the various proposals on the
table for the Madrid meeting, the French proposal for
a Conference on Disarmament in Europe (CDE),
which was given the support of the governments of the
Nine in their Brussels Declaration of 20 November
1979, merits panicular attention. The Declaration calls
for a precise mandate to be negotiated and included in
the final document of the meeting. This mandate
should include measures to make military activities in
Europe more genuinely transparent, thus reducing the
risk of surprise attacks. Such,measures should be
applicable to the whole continent of Europe, be open
to verification and possibly be compulsory. There
would, thus be a qualitative difference between these
provisions and the tradidonal confidence-building
measures laid down in the Final Acq which were polit-
ically imponant but not as effective from a technical
and military point of view. It is at this level and on this
basis that it will be possible to make a frank compari-
son with other proposals which will be put forward in
Madrid.
However, the Madrid meeting cannot take as its sole
aim 
- 
however important that may be 
- 
the prepara-
tion for a conference on military security. This would
run counter to our view of the need for balance
between the various components of the CSCE. It is in
rhe light of this balance that the subject of the second
basket, which concerns economic cooperation, should
be assessed. The wide-ranging consideration which
was given to problems in this sphere in Belgra/e has
not brought any concrete results. These problems must
therefore be uken up again in Madrid, and in a more
vigorous fashion, with the aim of ensuring fair and
mutual benefirc for all the panicipating states.
The motion for a resolution pays panicular attention
ro one or two specific points. It is hoped that there will
be improvements in the areas of rcchnical and adminis-
trative provisions, the exchange of economic and
commercial information and the facilitation of busi-
ness contacts. These are sectors in which progress can
be made easily in the short term with great benefit rc
operators, especially small and medium-sized business,
in spite of differences between the economic systems.
It was also felt that mention should be made of two
subjects of pressing and topical imponance: the
protection of the environment and the energy prob-
lem. But even treater importance must be accorded to
a question which involves our responsibility in the
world. Ve need to take practical action in the light of
the'growing economic interdependence' mentioned in
the Final Act and highlight the moral and political
duty of all the countries panicipating in the CSCE to
bear their fair share of the burden of development aid
for the developing countries. The dramatic nature of
underdevelopment, especially in the most needy areas,
means that the Community countries should abide by
the UN guidelines on aid to dweloping countries. The
countries of Eastern Europe should be asked to bear
their fair share of the responsibiliry incumbent upon
the indusrialized nadons. '!7'e are at the crossroads,
and no one can evade the issue. Either we satisfy this
basic condition for the peaceful development of the
human race, or else we plunge towards a rupture
which is frightening in its incalculable repercussions
on world stabiliry. Heaven help us if we fail to face up
ro this inescapable dilemma!
The existence in the Final Act of a specific chapter on
the Mediterranean demonstrates the growing impor-
tance of this area in world affairs and reflects the
belief that balance and security are not restricted to
cenrral Europe alone. Undoubrcdly the different sntus
of signatory and non-signatory countries side by side
in this area makes the problem of dealing with these
subjects a panicularly complex and ricky one. The
difficulties ar-e aggravated by the anxieties, fears, rapid
developments and simmering confrontation which
exist in this area. Its imponance in the process of find-
irg a broad-based d6tente makes it necessary,
however, to look for appropriate solutions to the
problems of the Mediterranean countries in terms of
cooperation and security.
In Madrid, therefore, apan from a discussion of the
topic of security in the Mediterranean which will facil-
inte significant advances in the process of d6tente,
there will also have to be steady implemenation of the
conclusions and recommendations of the meeting of
experts in La Vallet[a on economic, scientific and
cultural cooperation.
Lastly we come to the third basket, dealing with
humanitarian matters. It is here that were focused the
hopes of those people in Europe who saw as their goal
rhe struggle for the ideals of liberty and the selfless
cause of human rights. This humanitarian dimension
involves the very essence of our democracies, the basis
of our social coexistence and the inalienable founda-
tion of our ideological and political outlook. The pal-
pable credibility of the whole CSCE process as far as
our fellow citizens are concerned will be measured by
the effons made to make the implementation of the
provisions of this chapter more complete and clearly
visible.
Unhappily, the balance in this sector since Helsinki
has been somewhat disappointing. Some progress,
albeit limited, has been made in some sectors. There
have recently been significant innovations in one of
the signatory countries, Poland, and we hope that this
progress will be enshrined in solutions based on
wisdom and firmness and mutual understanding, in
keeping with the high level of civilization and deeply
rooted sense of democracy of the Polish people.
On the whole, howevbr, implementation of the third
basket in Eastern Europe remains disappointing. This
was unfortunately confirmed by the lack of practical
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resuhs, following the detailed assessment in Belgrade
of the failure rc fulfil obligations as regards free move-
ment of persons in every sense of the term, access to
information, distribution of rhe press and the mass
media, and the improvement and extension of cooper-
ation and exchanges in the cultural and educational
field. The affirmation 
- 
which is spegifically set our in
the Final Act 
- 
that these aspects of cooperation in
the humanitarian field are fundamental for the mutual
understanding of peoples and individuals has nor yet
produced the hoped-for effecr.
'S7'e cannot accept the suggestion that these subjects
are 'internal matters' subject to the sixth principle on
'non-intervention in internal affairs'. This is a
disrcned interpretation which must be rejected, just as
we reject the idea that the third basker is only a marrer
for bilarcral agreements. This is not a matter for
bargaining. This is a direct commitment which is bind-
ing in imelf and binding on all panies because it
embodies a universal moral obligation. It must be
made perfectly clear in Madrid that we want to see
these provisions respected by all the paniciping States,
because we are convinced that this is a basic prerequi-
site for furthering the CSCE process and achieving
genuine d6tenre.
Ladies and gentlemen, at the time of the signing of the
Final Act in Helsinki in 1975 chere was a widespread
feeling that a new climate was being created in Europe
and that renewed impetus was being given ro Easr-
Vest relations. It was said at the time that a new spirit
had imbued the difficult negotiations and the confron-
tation of the different sociopolitical sysrems of the
participating countries. People spoke of the 'spirit of
Helsinki'. But the hopes which fired rhose who
believed in this new political dimension have gradually
dimmed.'We are left with the fear thar, in many basic
respects, the Final Act is reduced ro a mere flood of
fine phrases devoid of any real content. This is of
course a historic process in which we musr weigh up
the difficuldes and obstacles arising from the particu-
lar circumstances of cenain countries. '!7'e must be as
warchful as we are determined, matching progress ro
our desire for progress. !7e must be realistic but not
compliant or defeatist on essential points.
Our nature as a Parliament which directly expresses
the will of the peoples of the Community makes it our
responsibility to be present and active in the prepara-
tion and conduct of the meeting in Madrid. It is our
duty to call on the governmenrs of the Nine Member
States to take steps to achieve the desired results.
The impasse which marked the Belgrade meeting has
to be broken. The Madrid Conference, with our
support, must take a posirive turn and renew the
climate of general willingness. Someone has said that
we shall be tottering on the brink in Madrid. Bur if
good sense and decency prevail, it will be reason
which riumphs. Ve shall have taken a step forward to
the greater respect of rights, franker cooperation and a
more secure peace. This is the only way we can
accommodate human coexistence in a calmer, more
purposeful and less anxiety-ridden sense and achieve
the arduous msk of establishing peace and jusrice
among all men.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Brandt to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Brandt. 
- 
(D) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
Bentlemen, this debarc, to which Mr Rumor has just
provided such a wonhy opening, is not taking place
under panicularly favourable auspices.
Firstly, because the overall conditions for the meeting
in Madrid are not favourable. This is mainly on
account of the international situation as a whole,
which continues to give cause for concern.
Secondly, it is not exactly encouraging that in rhe
preparatory talks in Madrid 
- 
if I have understood
correctly 
- 
it is proving difficult to reach agreemenr
even on the procedural questions.
Thirdly and most importantl/, Madam President, I
find it worrying 
- 
and I feel I can say this nor only as
a German politician 
- 
that measures have just been
introduced which make it much more difficult for
many less well-off people in 'West Berlin and the
Federal Republic to visit the GDR or Easr Berlin. And
the whole thing is accompanied by speeches,in which
the orators, although they conrinue to refer to derenre
and normalization as wonhwhile aims, do not hesitate
to indulge in self-righteous tub-thumping.
Given these facts, ladies and gentlemen, I consider it a
weakness on our pan that we have not managed to
arrive at a convincing draft resolution. If we no longer
make an effon rc ger the major political groupings in
this House to arrive at a common position on rhe
essentials of a subject like this, the weight and thus rhe
importance of the decision we have ro make is
lessened from rhe ou6er.
Ladies and gentlemen, after recent even6 the question
has once more been frequently raised as ro whether
the policy of d6tente in Europe can be maintained
while confronution is becoming more acure in other
pans of rhe world.
A shorter form of the same question is: is d6tente divi-
sible or not? At least as much thought should be given
to the additional strain on d6tente produced by
conflicts in other pans of rhe world which are not
simply a funcrion of Easr-Vest tension. The conflict
between Iraq and Iran is a disturbing illusration of
this.
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There is no doubt in my mind that if political and
economic cooperation are no[ suitably matched in the
military field 
- 
i.e. by arms limitadon 
- 
d6tente is
hardly likely to survive.
Mr Rumor, the argument on whether d6tente is divisi-
ble or indivisible strikes me as being rather academic,
not to say fruitless.
(Applause from the left)
'\flhoever would doubt th4t dEtente is universai and
indivisible? But that is different from pretending that
the global and indivisible character of d6tente as
mentioned in the report has ever existed. Of course it
exists in our minds and as an objective, but the stark
reality of the matter is, unfonunately, that it does not
- 
or at least not yet 
- 
exist.
I am sure that if war breaks out somewhere in the
world, no one is going to demand that peace in
Europe should be jeopardized so as to uphold the
principle of indivisibility. Yet it is a fact that over the
years we have never experienced global d6tente. On
the contrary, when the United States President
concluded the Treaty with the Soviet Union and when
I myself signed the Moscow and Varsaw Treaties, the
war in Vietnam was still raging and both superpowers
were involved. I feel we mus! not let ourselves be
caught in a stultifying either-or mentaliry by saying
'either we have d6tente everywhere or we do not have
it at all !' Vhat we should be asking ourselves is: how
can we see to it in as many areas and in as many
regions as possible that tension is reduced and practi-
cal cooperation fosrered?
(Appla'use from the tefi)
No matter how difficult the situation appears now, our
experience in Europe over the last ten years convinces
me rhar what we need is more, and not less, d6tente.
Ladies and gentlemen, I am one of those responsible
for initiating the Helsinki Conference. But I have
never had any illusion that the 1975 Conference
would, as if by magic, change everything in Europe
for the better. One of the weaknesses of Helsinki, by
the way, was rather the conclusion than the beginning.
There were over-enthusiastic attempts at fine-sound-
ing formulations, so that the outcome was something
which from the very oumet was somewhat suspect. It
was more and more a case of beginning with verbal
maximalism and ending up with verbal compromises
involving the risk that there,would be more and more
difficulties bf interpretation.
Therefore I cannot fully go along with the rapponeur
when in connection with the Helsinki Final Act he sees
the problem in a subsequently different interpretation.
This is pan of the problem, but in my view an even
more serious aspect of it is that many differences of
interpretation even found their way into the draft of
the Final Act, which means that people were prepared
to tolerate them from the outset. Less of this son of
thing would probably have had more positive results,
since only fanatical worshippers of the written word
can have assumed that the heads of Communist
governments went to Helsinki to have their kind of
political order undermined, as it were, by a text. I am
in favour of the follow-up conference in Madrid
during the actual second phase being conducted by the
Foreign Ministers. But there is no point in this unless
the Foreign Ministers come in order to have a proper
dialogue 
- 
this also applies, by the way, rc the United
Nations, but this is not the subject of today's debate 
-and to seek sensible solutions. It is pointless if they
come merely to read out texts which have been care-
fully drawn up and, as it is so nicely put, harmonized
in their minisries! \flhat is more, this does not only
apply rc Foreign Ministers, Mr Thorn. I wonder why
many people bother to travel when they just read out
what could more easily and cheaply have been sent out
asacircular...
(Applause 
- 
Laughter)
Furthermore, those sceptics have been proved wrong
who thought at the time that Europe would be sepa-
rated from America or who were afraid that the Euro-
pean Community would be adversely affected in its
development by the Helsinki Agreemenr. There are
several reasons why the European Community has not
made more progress, but that is not one of them!
I recall a long conversa[ion in the autumn of l97l
during an unofficial meeting with Mr Brezhnev in the
Crimea. There was a hint at the time, but it was not
yet clear, that the subject matter for Helsinki and
Vienna, i.e. for the CSCE and MBFR, would be
treated separately. This was not Brezhnev's idea. The
separate treatment of the subject matter of the Vienna
Conference was rather the result of Vestern initiative.
Has this initiative remained sufficiently alive and
imaginative? I am afraid it is not so easy to answer this
question in the affirmative.
Vhen the Helsinki Conference began in the late
summer of 1975, if my memory serves me right,
neither the superpowers nor the European nations,
which were the ones actually concerned, were as
prepared for a new phase in relations as was necessary
and as perhaps might have been possible. Despirc this,
I should not like to underestimate what has been
achieved over rhe five years. This applies to various
fields of cooperation and also to the fact that in that
time many thousands of families 
- 
families belonging
to my own n21i6n 
- 
have been able to be brought
totether again. Not only thousands but well over a
hundred thousandl As a former Mayor of Berlin, I am
fairly well placed to judge how much the easing of
visiting restrictions has meant. to many people. This
makes me regret all the more the heartless clamp-
down which took place just under a week agol
(Applause from the lefi)
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\7ith the Madrid meering due in a few weeks, rhis
event 
- 
as I have already mentioned 
- 
gives cause
for concern. This subject can be imponan[ as a marrer
of principle: those who use the humanitarian easing of
restrictions for tactical manoeuvring are likely ro cause
more of an upset than they bargained for.
Ladies and gentlemen, what is termed rhe CSCE
process 
- 
in fact a dubious expression to which we
are becoming accustomed 
- 
is most certainly not
independent of the pressures of the internadonal situa-
tion. Soviet intervention in Afghanistan has seriously
jeopardized effons to achieve berter cooperation and
understanding. Of course these events have rheir
effects on Europe, and this yill obviously have ro be
raised in Madrid. But the question is also wherher
some of the specific experiences in the first few
months of this year would have been conceivable with-
out the level of political conracr which had so far
been achieved. Vhat we experienced here was rhar,
despite the tension in other pans of the world,
members of European governmenm in borh Vest 
-and I know whar I am talking about 
- 
and East
referred to common interesrs, even in their respective
alliances, irrespective of the differences in their
systems of government.
Vhat has been happening over the last few months in
as imponant an Eastern European country as Poland
may also have turned out differently, i.e. more
problematically, if the CSCE had not existed as an
instrument op in any case as a symbol of pan-European
d6tente. And let no one accuse me of interference if I
add that my friends and I 
- 
no marrer where in
Europe 
- 
are on the side of workers honestly striving
for reforms to improve their lot.
(Applause from the lefi)
Most people will probably agree with me rhar nothing
is to be achieved in Madrid by simply arguing back
and forth. Bearing in mind our experience hitheno, we
should rather seek to deal once more on a factual basis
with the problems of human relarions and the relaxa-
don of restricrions. Reminding a counrry of obliga-
tions entered into voluntarily has nothing to do with
the autononiy 
- 
by which I set very great store 
- 
of
each individual European State. Neither does it have
anything m do with interference if, for example, I say
to certain people in Prague: you are serving neither
the interests of your own counrry nor the cause of
Europe if you subject a Czechoslovak European such
as Professor Jiii Hajek, my opposite number as
Foreign Minister in 1968, to funher victimization in
connection with what u/e are debating here today. He
symbolizes all those with whom I should like rc
declare my solidarity.
(Applause from the lefi)
It ought also to be in the interest of all the panicipants
- 
and Mr Rumor referred ro rhis 
- 
to see ro it thar
economic and technical cooperation are not watered
down and to deal more thoroughly with problems of
energy and the environmenr. 'S7e have discussed rhe
problems involved in Nonh-Sourh relations, and so it
is not my intention today ro ask again when, as my
Swedish friend' Palme once pur i, the transfer from
threat to Dope is possible.
But I would suess that all measures which help to
foster political d6tente cannot exisr indefinitely unless
they are matched in the military field. France, Poland
and Sweden have submitted proposals for a conference
on European disarmament. This seems to me to be a
complementary initiative which is well wonh consider-
ing if the negotiations between the superpowers are
making protress and especially if there is serious
discussion on Euro-strategic weapons in addition to
intercontinental weapons and if there is an awareness
of the link with what has been the subject of negotia-
tions in Vienna for the last seven years.
In addition it would doubtless be useful to agree on
the kind of measures which help to prevent increased
armament or worse, which is mainly the outcome of
mistrust. This roughly means measures which reduce
immediarc strike capacity, lengthen early-warning
periods and are designed to transform offensive capac-
ities and strategies into defensive ones. In any case
every effon to avoid new offensive sysrems of a stra-
.tegic nature is jusdfied. However much I consider the
principle of balance to be in the interests of security,
there is still a danger of initial strike capacities arising
which may lead to a lowering of the nuclear threshold.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
ft is a facr that the CSCE process is closely connecred
with the negotiations on arms limitadon. For the
future of d€tente a grear deal will also depend on rhe
absence of dangerous destabilization in cenain regions
or their neighbouring areas. Mr Rumor referred to the
Eastern Medirerranean. I congratularc Italy on tuar-
anteeing Malta's neutraliry, and I hope that rhe mili-
tary rulers in Turkey will prove to be nor only an
alternative rc bloodthirsty fanadcism but also helpers
on the way to a democrary wonhy of the name.
(Applausefrom the lefi)
Ladies and genrlemen, I should like rc say on behalf of
my political friends and myself that we are aurare thar
there is nor all that much we can do, especially if urhat
I said initially about rhe international siruation is true,
and yet we have come ro rhe following three conclu-
srpns.
Firsdy, we musr expecr the tovernmenm of our
Member States and the Communiry to seek progress in
Madrid in the spirit of Helsinki, and rhis progress
must be as practical as possible.
Secondly, the proposals for the preparation of a Euro-
r" l'
i
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pean disarmament conference should be pursued
cautiously and yet thoroughly, since this may be an
additional and significant European contribution in
this dreadfully divided and threatened world of ours.
Thirdly, the aim cannot be, in our view, to chase after
illusions, but we should realistically seek within our
possibilities to ensure that despirc everything Europe,
if at all possible 
- 
and I am not at all certain that it is
- 
remains an aree of d6tente, otherwise it could all
too easily become a battlefield of destruction, and that
is something we do not want!
(Applause)
President. 7 I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Group of the European People's Parry
welcomes the fact that the European Parliament today
has a chance to debate the CSCE follow-up confer-
ence in Madrid. \7e should take advantage of this
opportunity.'!fle, rhe freely elected representatives of
the citizens of free Europe, have a duty to exPress
ourselves clearly on the subject of security and cooper-
ation in Europe. This is expected of us not only by the
citizens we represent'in the European Communiry but
also primarily by the peoples of Eastern and Central
Europe. It is they who have put Breat hopes in the
Final Act of Helsinki. They continue, often at'the cost
of very considerable personal sacrifice, to lay great
store by the realization and application of these princi-
ples. Vhen I had the honour in 1975 of presenting the
demands of my Group, we were realistic enough to
realize that the road along which we set out in
Helsinki would be fraught with enormous difficulties,
and we had no great illusions. \7hy was this so?
Because we were and sdll are dercrmined to make sure
that in Europe there is peaceful cooperation between
nations and the full implemenution of fundamental
and human righti, and it is our duty not to let anyone
outdo us in our effons.
I can therefore state today that for us Madrid is a
stage along a road at which we have to examine criti-
cally the distance already covered. !fl'e must get rid of
any unclear points and, as Mr Brandt has just said,
despite a difficult international situation, seek to esab-
lishclearer positions so that the next stretch of road to
be covered is practicable for us. In Helsinki we entered
what in many respects was a kind of tena incognita.
But sometimes, as we know, such a road is beset with
many thorns. Ve are perfecdy prepared to put up with
this, but of course it is our duty at the same time to
avoid injury. Thus my Group is very sure of one thinS:
what has already been achieved must on no account be
challenged. An example of this is the achievements in
the policy of European union, since the European
Community is a model of excellent cooperation
between free nations in a democratic order in which
fundamental and human rights are guaranteed and can
be made exiendable.
Ladies and gentlemen, this is the background against
which mday, five years after the signing of the Final
Act, we are about to have an unrestricted discussion of
problems in Madrid. ![e do not want to exclude
imponant aspects of peaceful and humane cooperation
in freedom between the nations of Europe, and I very
much hope 
- 
and am basically convinced 
- 
that in
this House we shall find a broad consensus on the
' criteria for Madrid. If we manage to do so, it will be as
a result of the good preparatory work done in the
Political Affairs Committee. This preparatory work
includes the hearing which we held in June 1980 and
the results of which I consider to be a very valuable
conribution to our opinion-forming process. I should
like to mke this opportunity to thank sincerely the
chairman of the Political Affairs Committee and the
rapporteur, our friend Mariano Rumor, for the expen
and concenrated preparation of today's debate.
(Applause)
tWe did not take it easy and got through a vast amount
of material in a relatively shon time. Against this back-
ground I should like to make a few points.
Firstly, the Final Act of Helsinki is for us an indissolu-
ble whole. Ve consider the content of the various
baskets to be of equal status and interdependent. Ve
expect substantial progress in all three baskets, Natur-
ally the balance within and between the baskets must
not be upset. Anyone who wanted to untie this packet
or tried to extract just one subject that he felt like
discussing would adversely affect the cooperation
which is necessary for implementing the Helsinki
Agreement and its Final Act.
Ve regret that on the road along which we have
akeady passed there have been a number of recent
events which make it difficult for us to make a positive
judgment of the whole distance covered.
I would merely point out that at the hearing we'were
unable to welcome either of our invited guests, Profes-
sors Sakharov and Bauerle, because not only were
they refused exit visas but one of them even landed in
Pnson.
'S7'e expect the European Community not to allow
itself rc have such methods forced upon it and not to
turn a blind eye to them. In the style and conduct of
the Madrid follow-up conference we expect firmness
and a common approach to be shown. Let me state
one thing very clearly: in the past we have always
welcomed the common political position of the
Member Stares of the European Community, both in
Helsinki and in Belgrade. Ve consider it a valuable
asset and hold the view that this House expects the
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governmenrs of the Member States and rhe Commis-
sion to adhere to this common political position and
sterement. They should persisr in the polirical position
adopted by the Community hitheno, even if they are
tempted to water down some of these principles,
which for us are and always have been indispensible.
I should like rc make a few points on rhe various
baskets. Mr Brandt is perfectly correcr in saying thar
any assessment of Basket I naturally requires us to
consider more than just that. If we are dealing with the
overall subject of security in Europe, we musr get
more out of the 'confidence-building measures' basker
than the miserable trickle thar has actually resulted
from it in the way of the exchange of observers ar
manoeuvres or rhe prior notification of military
manoeuvres and movements. It must go further, both
here and elsewhere.
'\fle 
cannot of course ignore two events which must be
included in the discussion on security in Madrid. One
of them is Afghanistan, on which this Parliament
adopted a very clear position last February. The Soviet
invasion has had a damaging effecr on the concept,
which we support, of a realistic poliry of d6tente. !7e
naturally consider d6rente to be indivisible, and I agree
that it is hardly conceivable otherwise.
The Rumor report gives a very clear picrure of the
situation. In my view confidence-building measures
are reduced to a mockery if confidence in the credibil-
ity of the other side is plainly.ieopardized as a result of
military inrcrvention. This confidence can only be fully
restored if Sovier [roops are withdrawn from Afghani-
stan.
(Applause)
The second aspect is that anyone who takes advantage
of d6tente for an excessive arms build-up and thus
jeopardizes the balance of forces is not helping to
foster security in Europe and rhe world.
I should like now to refer briefly to Basket II, in
which, as we know, the Sovier Union and the other
Comecon countries are very interesrcd. In rhis connec-
don I should like rc address myself to rhe Commis-
sion, to which I am very grateful for irc work so far in
this field. The state-trading countries, as ure all know,
benefit considerably from economic, scientific and
technical cooperation with the \fest. But here too our
aim must be ro establish a sound balance of ieciproc-
ity. Thus, for example, it is not right for the Soviet
Union to take advantage of '!7'estern know-how while
at the same time, when it comes to the cooperation
which is getting off the ground in the energy secror,
being very reluctant with regard to the exchange of
information. The principle of balanced reciprocity
must be maintained.
The Rumor repon adopts a srance on rhe subject of
human rights and fundamental freedoms with
welcome clarity. My Group expecrs this range of ques-
tions to be discussed with considerable frankness and
without any misplaced regard for rhe susceptibilities of
the other side. Internarional cooperation is upset not
by those who call the violarion of basic rights and free-
doms by its proper name but by those who are perma-
nently guilty of such violations.
(Applause)
Just as we base our view on rhe indivisibility of the
right to self-determination of narions all over rhe
world, we also consider rhat here in Europe self-derer-
mination is an indivisible entity.
The 35 countries which signed the Helsinki Agree-
ment dealt in all these baskers with rhe problem of
how to initiarc balanced development.
Ladies and gentlemen, many of my colleagues will
have something ro say in detail on this later, but there
is one point on which I would not wish to be silent. I
therefore refer to whar the honourable Member who
spoke before me said: the latest move by rhe GDR in
drastically increasing the minimum daily amounr of
currency which musr be exchanged by visitors from
the \flest is damaging to relarions berween people in
Germany because ir is the less well-off sections of rhe
population which find it difficulr m comply with these
regulations. In our view this has thrown a new sinisrer
shadow on the preliminary stage of rhe Madrid
follow-up conference on rhe Helsinki Agreement.
To sum up, my group is in favour of rhe CSCE
follow-up conference in Madrid. '!7e expect the nego-
tiations in Madrid to be conducted on the basis of a
unified whole, namely the Helsinki Final Acr. \7e
expect a realistic appraisal of its implemenrarion' ro
date. \fle hope that progress will be made, especially
on human rights and fundamental freedoms. As far as
we, the Group of rhe European People's Party, are
concerned, the central element of our policy is and
will remain the free individual living in peace and
security. This aim provides us with our guiding princi-
ple. Ve are therefore prepared to do everything in our
power to ensure that the Madrid Conference is
conducted with a realistically balanced attirude
towards resulm which will enable us ro ser our on rhe
next stage.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Madam Presidenr, this troup
supports the repon and rhe resolution before us and
sends it forward wirh all the hope that we can possibly
muster.
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Every speaker so far has spoken of realism, the need to
be rialisdc. S7ell, this debarc and the Madrid Confer-
ence turn on one simple question: did d6tente, the
d6tente of the Helsinki Agreement, die with the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan l0 months ago or did it
merely go inro suspended animation? I could also ask
if real d6tente has ever existed since 1975 if the inva-
sion of Afghanistan could happen at all.
At any rate we can no longer here afford to acknow-
ledge more than one interpretation of the word and
for us d6tente means the lowering of political and mili-
tary tension and the pursuit of peace and understand-
ing based on justified rust, confidence and resPect
between States. Ve believe that the steps taken by the
signatory States to create that trust and confidence are
the sole basis and measure of its success and we believe
too that there are no areas in the world or special
spheres of polidcal or strategie influence where the
principles of d6tente enumerated at Helsinki do not
apply.
So let us look at the score realistically, not as scePdcs
but as realists, asking ourselves to what degree since
1975, or perhaps since 1979, the Soviet bloc, and
Moscow in panicular, has honoured in spirit or in
letter the 
"gieeme.rts 
of which Mr Brezhnev himself
s/as once the father and the champion.
Let us take first the military record and ask whether
any State can be serious about d6tente which, like the
Soviet Union, spends an annual 12 0/o of its GNP on
military forces, four times the rate of spending of the
NATO countries, or which has increased its expendi-
ture by 5 o/o each year during the 1970s and has devel-
oped its navy and nuclear strike capacity to a, level so
far beyond the demands of the protection of trading
routes or of national defence.
Can'any State be serious about d6tente which, within a
month of withdrawing a thousand obsolescent tanks
from East Europe, sends 100 000 troops with armour
and air cover against a neighbouring country which
offered her no threat whatever and with whom she
had a treaty of friendship? Yes, and keeps those troops
there furiously shooting and blowing up the Afghan
people in the face of protest from the entire world.
In the Helsinki context too we ask whether the Soviet
Union can be serious about dEtente if it continues to
monitor and imprison its own citizens whose only
crime has been to monitor the implementation of the
Helsinki Final Act and puts into psychiatric hospitals,
as has happened this very month, those who have
merely applied for exit visas from the country. Can it
be serious if through iamming and censorship it pre-
vents the free flow of information, the increase of
mutual knowledge, which the Final Act called for?
Can it be serious if it endorses she East German
regime's shameless action four days after the Vest
Girman elections against travellers from the Vest?
Can it be serious if it cynically Prevents any kind of
effective military inspections that might genuinely
qualify as confidence-building measures? How can we
build rust on that?
Madam President, can rhe Soviet Union any more be
given the benefit of any lingering doubt by the most
liberal-minded, the most Panglossian, the most credu-
lous of us that its rulers seek the same kind of d6tente
as we have honestly looked for? Do they deserve any
credibility today when they have gone so far already in
Madrid to undermine the objectives of a follow-up
conference by so cramping the agenda that a proper
review of these past years will be impossible?
At Madrid we are to take the latest reading of the
baromerer of detente. The Soviets do not want it read.
They know that because of what they have done the
mercury has sunk out of sight. And why? Because they
have exploited unhesitatingly the goodwill they were
offered at Helsinki. Because from confidence-building
measures to technical cooperation, it has been for
them all take and no give. (My colleague, Mr Jackson,
will be talking later on the matter of rrade.) And
because Moscow has consistently crushed within its
own orbit the most basic rights that dignified humanity
demands.
It is because of this record that I wish to move, on
behalf of my Group, Amendments Nos 10 and 11
standing in our name. But, in panicular, I 
.want to
,efe. to-No 10 concerning the Madrid agenda, for it
requires a full review of what has happened since
Belgrade.
Madam President, d6tente should have operated
worldwide. Paragraph 16 of this imponant resolution
asks the Nine to iaise their aid to the Third \7orld. Of
course, so we should if we can. But just look at the
Soviet Union's contribution to world stability and
Third Vorld prosperity and consider how much
Moscow has fostered a climate of real d6tente.
It is almost by the way that 95 o/o of the world's refu-
gees are refugees from Communism and mainly from
Soviet-backed regimes a[ that. Of Moscow's financial
aid to the Third \7orld it is reckoned that thrce-quar-
ters goes to Cuba, cradle of Communism's mercenary
forces.
But the bulk of all Soviet aid 
- 
if to use that word is
not to insult the name of charity 
- 
is in weaPonry.
Veaponry for overtly offensive purPoses, designed to
promote the maximum instability among the Third
Vorld countries, for whom peace is the only way to
prosperity. This year Libya alone is estimated to be
spending another $ 12 billion on arms from Eastern
Europe. That is more per capita than the Shah of Iran
ever bought from America. There are reckoned to be
at least 5 000 East European military advisers in Libya
alone training so-called liberation movements from a
dozen developing countries.
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Consider then how the need in self-defence to keep up
with the Soviet Union's own headlong military
programmes affects rhe '!7esr's ability to help thl
Third \7orld as we ought. That was to be a spin-bff of
d6tenre. But where is d€tente? Is it dead, murdered as
Macbeth murdered sleep? Or, as I asked before, is it
surviving simply on a life-suppon sysrem which it
might be kinder and wiser to swirch ofi? If life is to be
brearhed into it again 
- 
and .heaven knows that is
what we wish were possible 
- 
then only the Soviet
leaders can perform that task. They musr leave
Afghanistan and let her people decide their own fate.
They must give us sound reason to believe rhey seek
peace,, not our destruction. They must reverse their
practices in respect of human rights. And they must
demonstrare all this immediately because there can be
no follow-up ro Madrid unless they do. And no futurefor CSCE unless all im proviiions are pursued
[ogether.
Otherwise it cannot be long, Madam Presidenq before
this Communiry in self-preservarion srar6 fundamen-
tally to reappraise its entire attitude to rhose we mer in
hope at the Helsinki table, before we relegare, for
example, military confidence-building meaiures to
their more obvious province 
- 
the conference dealing
with mutual and balanced force reductions and stra--
tegic arms limitations.
Ve musr do our sums, and discover the profits 
-there have been profits though little to do with the
Communist goodwill 
- 
and the losses of the Helsinki
exercise, free from rhe dogma of d6tenrc at any price.I thought, if I may say so, that Mr Rumor in his
speech srruck an admirable nore of realism in this .
respect too.
Thus we mus[ re-examine the trade and above all the
credit arrangemen$ with the East that have allowed
Moscow to pursue an armamenr and military policy
which menaces our existence and to run'an aid
programme that only deals in death. But wharcver we
now decide musr be founded on realism and the
demands ofself-preservation rather rhan on a danger-
ously mistakeq faith in the goodwill of enemies.
Having looked for peace and reconciliation, we must
now look ro our economic and physical security, not
instead, but at the same rime.
Madam President, if the Sovier Union desires our sorr
of detente ir can always have it. If they want it now let
their leaders demonsrrare that desire unmistakably in
Madrid. If they only want their son, then the comedy
is finished.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Segre to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Segre. 
- 
(I) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, it was not with pleasure 
- 
indeed it was
with regret 
- 
that the Italian members of the
Communisr and Allies Group voted in the political
Affairs Committee against the draft resoludon on the
Madrid Conference.
Equally, it is a matter of regret that we shall have to
vote against the motion today unless there are mean-
ingful, material changes. It is a marter of regret
because we have been aware from the very beginning
of the road which led to rhis debate rhat ir would be oT
great political and international significance 
- 
in the
way which Mr Brandt outlined a few momenrc ago
and as regards all our current worries about the inrci-
national situation 
- 
if a large majority of the Euro-
pean Parliament managed ro adopt an explicit,
balanced position of continued supporr for the process
of d6rcnte which, after rhe Ostpolitih gained ricogni-
tion for rhe first time at Helsinki. In order to biing
about rhis resulr we acted in a way which we believeJ
was thoughtful, with regard for rhe opinions of others,
with the will to reach an understanding, and fully
aware of how much consideration was being given to
our proposals.
Let us now come ro the hean of the problem, and of
oir disagreement. Of course, none of us has ever
believed rhat the process of d6rente, of security and
cooperarion, would ever be a kind of untroubled auro-
matic developmenr, or rhar it could take place in a
vacuum, shelrcred from the srorms which rage in our
world'today. As the Helsinki Act recognizes, there
really does exist a close connecrion between peace and
security in Europe and in rhe resr of the world, and
this means we musr strive to make d6tenre a continu-
ing process, and at the same rime increasingly effective
and global, universal in applicadon. But it is one thing
to suppon d6tente with the obligations which it
imposes on all Member States and quire anorher to
talk about the theory of indivisibiliry, for therein lies
the risk thar 
- 
as Mr Brandt was saying a few minutes
ago 
- 
we will freeze or paralyze all our relationships
as a result of some crisis, and in effect restrict or wipe
out Europe's whole potenrial. For this reason our
proposal was !o rerurn ro the Helsinki rcxr. This was
turned down in commirtee and this inflexibility,
contrasted with the political pracices and initiatives of
many members of the Nine, was, ir seems to us, an
initial cause of the lack of balance.
It is however nor [he only cause. One principal cause is
the way in which the question of human rights 
-undoubredly a quesrion of great political significance
and of principle 
- 
keeps recurring throughout the
text of the resolurion whilst, if you will allow me to
recall the words used in this very Chamber on 8 Julylast by Mr Thorn, the President-in-Office of thi
Councjl of Ministers, the Final Act of Helsinki 'repre-
sents a balanced whole and therefore no one pan
should be over-emphasized ar rhe expense of-the
others'. That is our belief too, just as ir is our belief
that if the position of the Vest is rc have any credibil-
I'
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ity, it must not be restricted to the condemnation of
rhe violations of human rights in eastern bloc coun-
tries, but should condemn just as consistently and
clearly those violations which take place in western
countries. For this reason we proposed in committee
rhat it should be stated clearly that neither the repres-
sive measures current in cenain eastern bloc countries,
nor the suspension of democratic freedoms which has
taken place in Turkey following the military coap
d'6tat, are compatible with the respect of human rights.
This proposal was not accepred and, if Mr Rumor will
permit me, I should like rc point out that his rePort,
although it has a very different balance from that of
the resolution, and is updated to include the war
between Iraq and Iran, regrettably has nothing to say
on the events in Turkey.
There are yet more serious imbalances in this motion
for a resolution; amongst others, it is our view that the
original text, of which we were already critical, has
undergone substantial changes for the worse in
committee. The gravest of these relates to military
questions since, apan from a shon aside in the penulti-
mate paragraph, it neither explicitly adopts any posi-
tion nor does it call on the Madrid Conference to
examine constructively the whole range of proposals
put forward for a conference on European disarma-
ment 
- 
proposals which Mr Brandt referred rc a few
moments ago 
- 
and which call for Progress both in
the SALT negodations which have just begun in
Geneva, and in the Vienna negotiations. This seems to
us to be not just a lack of balance, but a real political
mistake, since it can have escaped no-one that here is
the very subject on which something new can come
from Madrid.
Next there is something which is far worse than a lack
of balance. Although the original text of the resolution
invited the members of this Assembly to 'declare them-
selves in favour of continuing the CSCE', the subse-
quent addition of the words 'if the results in Madrid
justify it' diston this position 
- 
indeed completely
r.ueri. it. But with what kind of realism, what kind of
historical and political approach, even if by some
misfonune Madrid concluded with no Progress 
- 
and
despite the present bitter diplomatic skirmishes and the
many discrepancies in the implementation of the
Helsinki Act, there are still reasons to think that the
outcome will not be failure 
- 
even if Madrid gives no
result at all, can we really believe that the wisest policy
would be to stop any funher progress on security and
cooperation? And even then, even in those lamentable
and lamented circumstances, would there not be a
rational alternative to pursuing a poliry of d6tente and
cooperation?
That, however, Madam President, ladies and gentle-
men, is an eventuality which none here would even
wish to consider today. Vhat is imponant now is not
to become involved in speculation of that kind but to
work constructively and seriously towards the success
of Madrid, towards reliable nionitoring over and
above the bitter, useless polemics on the current sate
of implementation of the Helsinki Act, towards a revi-
val of the process of d6tente. Precisely because we
hold this view because we realize it is vial rc the
future of the Europe we represent and to the contribu-
tion which it can and must make, from which the
future of the whole of international relations can be
built on new foundations, precisely because we think
that the Nine should play a constructive role in
Madrid, we, Madam President, cannot support the
motion for a resolution in its present form. However,
we shall for that reason consider with attention and an
open mind any amendments which, if adoprcd, would
bring positive changes and lead to a better-balanced
text. $7e shall do so in the hope that, with the great
responsibiliry which weighs on us, we in this Assembly
may find the political will to make a clear satement in
support of new and constructive progress along the
course laid down in Helsinki and towards the enrich-
ment of a policy of detente, of military security and of
cooperation.
(Applausefrom the Communist and Allies Group)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of rhe Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
@K) The preparations for the
Madrid Conference are not going well. In fact they
are getting nowhere. It has become aPParent during
the preparatory negotiations that there is considerable
disagreement begween the Eastern European countries
on the o.r. hand, and all the \Testern and non-aligned
countries on the other, as rc how the conference
should actually be conducted. The difficulties stem
from the Soviet Union's stubborn opposition to the
idea of the conference dealing in detail with the
Helsinki Final Act and its implementation and the
reasons why this implementation has so far been inad-
eqaut€ in various regards.
The extent to which the other Varsa* Pact countries
support the Soviet Union in its request for merely a
brief debate on the implementation of the Helsinki
Final Act varies from one country to another. It is the
wish of the Soviet Union that it should not be possible
to hark back to the Helsinki Final Act once the second
phase of the conference is under way.
This is quite unacceptable rc the vast majority of the
35 countries paniciparing.
In view of these facts, it is doubtful whether it will in
fact be possible for the conference m begin as sched-
uled, i.e. on ll November, and if so, whether there
will be anything to talk about. Are the Russians losing
interest? Are they prepared to take the risk of the
conference collapsing before it has even got going?
It has become clear that the very dght schedule which
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has been fixed for both rhe prepararory work and rhe
negotiations proper is a weak point. The procedural
negotiations have turned into a kind of war of nerves,
which casm doubr on the usefulness of the enrire
process, which is gradually being srangled wirh red
tape.
My Group, however, does not think that we should
simply write off the whole idea of follow-up meerings
to the Helsinki Conference of 1975, and we supporr
Mr Rumor's report in this spirir, since such meetings
constitute a process and machinery, whereby 35 coun-
tries will be able to exchange views and to work
towards promoting the respect of human rights in all
our countries and towards a more acdve policy of
d6tente. This is a process which might permit us to
hope that the people in Eastern Europe may gradually
gain a greater degree of freedom, and that ir might be
possible to establish closer conract berween them and
the rest of Europe.
'!fl'e 
musr insisr that all rhe governmenrs which signed
rhe Helsinki Final Act observe ir in its enrirety.
These obligarions must be insisted upon with a view ro
opposing infringements of human rights, including the
persecution of Jewish citizens, of civil rights campaig-
ners, religious groups and others, which, unfonun-
ately, are a permanent feature of many countries such
as the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia. This will
only be possible if rhe facts are made known, regard-
less of the fact rhat the Madrid Conference is ro take
place ar a time when the internadonal situation has
deteriorated, panicularly as a resulr of the Soviet inva-
sion of Afghanisan, the war between Iran and Iraq
and other conflicts and rensions.
The Madrid Conference is taking place at a rime when
the eyes of the whole world are firmly fixed on
Poland. It is essential for future cooperarion in
Europe, and hence for the Madrid Conference, thar
the Poles should be permitted to conrinue the polirical
process which has begun in thar counry withour orher
countries interfering, nor [o say intervening. Taking a
firm stand at the Madrid Conference will serve rhis
end and will give rhe conference a meaning and signif-
icance which we should not underestimare.
If the result of the evenm in Poland is that other East-
ern Bloc countries take a harder line and set up new
barriers to freer conract between East and '!7est, this
would be flying directly in rhe face of both the spirit
and letter of the Helsinki Final Act. Certain evenrs
which are currently aking place in Easrcrn Europe are
therefore causing considerable concern. I am thinking,
for example, of the new Ehsr German provisions
governing visits to rhe GDR. Increasing rhe compul-
sory exchange will reduce the volume of traffic
between East and Vest Germany. Although, the
amounts involved may seem very small, these new
restrictions will, as already pointed out by many of rhe
previous speakers in this debate, hit a large number of
people, and panicularly people with very limited
resources. It is incomprehensible and disturbing rhar a
step of rhis kind should be taken immediatell before
the Madrid Conference. If rhis step is typical of the
reaction of countries such as the GDR and the Soviet
Union to the events in Poland, this kind of attitude
could poison the enrire negotiations in Madrid.
There is all the more reason ro deplore rhis since rhe
aim of the Conference is both ro increase security in
our part of the world and to increase conracr between
the peoples of Europe. It must be possible to increase
security by introducing new and precise measures
which will inspire grearer confidence and by guaran-
teeing that previous agreements are respected. In other
words, at miliary level rhese measures musr be given a
practical and not merely a symbolic meaning.
My Group welcomes rhe continuing fruitful coopera-
tion between the governmenm of our Member States.
The cooperation regarding rhe Security Conference
was, at rhe time, somerhing of a breakthrough for
European political cooperarion as a whole, and we are
pleased to nore that the various countries are continu-
ing on rhis course and thar fruitful cooperation has
also been established with both the USA and Canada
and the non-aligned counrries.
No one can deny rhar rhe Soviet Union was involved
in initiating rhe entire Helsinki process. If rhe Soviet
leaders now find rhar it is becoming too much of a
burden ro rhem rhen rhey only have themselves ro
blame.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Ewing to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
Madam President, I wish ro welcome
on behalf of my Group the thorough work of the
Political Affairs Committee, and say that my colleague
Mr Israel's amendments have, I understand, already
been incorporated and he will be speaking later.
I should like to speak on [he issue of human rights, a
matter which I have raised in this Parliamenr, as many
of you will know, for the last five years. I think I havl
been consistent. I rhink Mr. Segre was critical of a lack
of consistency inasmuch as I have not restricted my
raising of human righm issues to the Soviet Union,
although I have done that on many occasions, bur I
have raised rhem with regard to South Africa, Chile,
Argentina and even Grear Britain in regard rc North-
ern Ireland. I must ask all the Members here to
remember that many people look rc us, and I do not
think there should be any quesrion of writing off this
possibiliry.
I think there are people all over the world waiting for
our clear voice roday, and although I respect Mr
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Fergusson's sincerity, he does seem to take issues
lightly by the tone of his approach. I dot not think we
should demand a review of the past.'!flhat good would
rhat do? Rather, we should see what we can accom-
plish in practical terms for the future, for the helpless
people who live without the rule of law which we all
rake for granted.
I would ask the Foreign Ministers to bear in mind my
concern about the successes in Poland, because I fear,
from listening to many experts 
- 
and remember that
Scotland got half rhe Polish army settling there: we
are yery pleased that they did, but sad about the
reasons why they had to do so 
- 
I have heard many
views expressed that these excellent, brave and coura-
geous acts will be followed by even greater repression.
Any appearance that these acts have resulted in bene-
fits may be just an illusion, and I feel that the Foreign
Ministers might perhaps take the warning of my Polish
constituents in Scotland to heart.
I am not going to repeat the things that have been said
about Afghanismn, because I agree with all the speak-
ers up to now, and I do not want to take the time.
I should like to suppon Mr Ennals in the proposals he
made some time ago for the greater panicipation of
non-governmental bodies such as Amnesty Inrerna-
tional, of which I am a member and a great admirer. I
should like to make sure that we try to have
non-governmental bodies and monitoring bodies
recognized and agreed; surely that is a practical thing
that would have great benefim for the future. I should
like to demand once again the right of prison-visiting,
not only for humanitarian reasons, but because I
believe this has resulted in the release of some and the
betterment of the plight of many. Then there is the
right of correspondence. Surely these are Practical
things, but what a difference they would make to
mankind I
I stand before you as one who, through this Parlia-
ment, got one particular Jewish prisoner out of
Siberia, and I am going to meet him for the first rime
in my life in about ten days' time in Israel. I know that
he got none of the letters I wrote to him weekly over a
period of three years one letter! Surely that is
another example of the practical kind of thing that can
be done, and surely no one can Bo rc Madrid and
stand up proudly if that is the kind of thing that has to
be done. But let us not blame them for the past, let us
ask them if this is not something that can be done in
the future.
I heanily welcome paragraph 2 (4), which asks the
Foreign Ministers to propose that a committee be set
up to evaluate the progress made by each signatory
Srate. I would ask the Foreign Ministers to bear in
mind the United Nations' covenant on the right of
petition, an optional protocol which unfortunately not
enough States have ratified.
I would suggest that, while we encourage cuhural
exchanges, we say to these cultural bodies 
- 
orches-
tras, for example 
- 
that when they come to a country
where human rights are infringed they should say so.
Perhaps that is asking too much of musicians, but it is
a practic l step that we really could consider.
I would urge everyone to bear in mind 
- 
I am not a
Jewish person, but we often think in Scotland that we
are perhaps the 'lost ribe of Israel' 
- 
that antisemi-
tism is on the increase in this world. Not only in the
Soviet Union is there a problem; but I would ask you
to remember that applications for exit visas there have
increased vastly, and yet the number of applications
granted has decreased just as rapidly. Could I say a
word for the Jewish hostages in Syria, of whom so
many people seem to have lost sight totally?
I would say in conclusion that in my family I had in
this connection a personal conflict with my husband. I
disapptoved of the Olympic Gimes being held in
Moscow, and said so in this Parliament. I said so many'
times, and yet my husband, who is an ex-athlete' took
our son of 15 th..e. This was a family squabble of
great seriousness to me, personally and politically, and
yet I learned something from my son of 16 and would
like to end with his words. I asked him, when he got
back, what impressions he had of his first visit behind
the Iron Cunain, and he said: 'You know what I
found out, Mum? They are lust peoPle.' That made
me remember that we, who are elected by vast
numbers of people, are the generation responsible for
finding a solution that will,stop violence in the world.
The people my son met and who greeted him in a
friendly way were to him just like others, and it is the
regime we do not like . It is the absence of the rule of
law that we do not like: it iE not the people. If we in
this forum call them our enemies, we are perhaps
making it less likely that these practical things I have
urged will be accomplished.
(Applause)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Capanna (CDI Group).
Mr Capanna. 
- 
g) Madam President, Mr Rumor's
resolution, rather than giving Europe the role of an
active, major force for peace, entrusts to the Commu-
nity the minor but dangerous role of playing stooge to
a superpower. Ve have before us a deliberately cock-
eyed resolution which does not say enough about the
elemenr which make up the international crisis; a
repon which goes against the evidence, which
condemns the denial of human rights by the Soviet
Union without any corresponding condemnation of
the denial of the same rights by the United States of
America. As if we did not know that, for example, the
whole of Latin America from El Salvador to she South
Pole was under the yoke of bloody dictatorships
enjoying the active support of \flashington, or, still on
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the subject of human rights, as if we did nor know
about rhe United Srares' sysremadc genocide of rhe
American Indians. And then, it is merely fooling
ourselves and our peoples ro say fine words about
d6tente without giving a clear indication of the need
for total nuclear disarmament.
Look at the Middle Easr. No marrer how the war
between Iraq and Iran ends the situation will never be
the same again, and even afrerwards the Middle East
will in any case continue to smoulder until the legiri-
mate rights of the Palestinian people are attained. This
is thus a critical area in which Europe musr make new
and independent moves ro promoro d6tente.
That is how the European bus should be going to
Madrid 
- 
with genuine European numberplates, and
not American ones.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi, non-attached.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
@ Madam President, Members of
the House, I do not think there can any longer be any
doubt that, for the country that wanted the Helsinki
Conference more than any others, the Soviet Union, it
represented an excellent way of obtaining official,
solemn recognition of their own v/artime conquests,
their redistribution of lands and peoples that had once
been proud nations, and the official acknowledgement
of boundaries which are ethnically and politically
absurd and cruel, but not, as others had hoped, the
noble and humanitarian undenaking which was to
lead to a new quality in life, ro a new coexistence of
nations and individuals in peace and security in
Europe, as our distinguished rapporteur has indeed
said.
That has been more rhan amply demonstrated by the
political and social events of the five years which have
elapsed since the conference and the signature of its
Final Act.
Despite what the rapporteur's memory rells him, ir is
not true that we were without illusions then, and that
many 
- 
even mosr 
- 
did not believe that the
Russians, having once obtained from the European
nations all the territorial and polidcal recognition and
guarantees they required, underwritren formally by
the Unircd States and wirh the moral suppon of rhe
Vatican, having once obtained these, would sran
moving, albeit gradually, towards an increasingly
acceptable social system and way of life, and towards a
measurable recognition of rhe political and moral
independence of nations and of peoples, recognition
of human rights and of individual libenies. If rhar had
not been rhe case then why would the countries of the
free world, great and small, strong and weak, have
signed that Final Act which, as Mr Brandt said 
- 
and
it is true, 
- 
liberated some men yet condemned a
great many more?
After so many glaring exposures of rhe conrinuing
situation in Russia and its satellites, of rhe violarions of
civil and political rights in those counrries, after the
brutal invasion of Afghanistan so rightly recalled here,
after the revolutions and assassinations of the last five
years, masterminded directly or indirectly by interna-
tional communism owing allegiance to the Soviet
r6gime, and with our acknowledged inability to keep
any kind of check on rhe whole of their military mighr
both on Soviet Russian territory and in other Varsaw
Pact countries, as was required by the final act of
Helsinki, we can indeed ask ourselves why we should
continue to delude ourselves now.
If, even then, we conr.inue our prepararions for the
Madrid conference, it is because we conrinue in rhe
belief, or rhe delusion, rhat despite everphing else
something might still change; we remain convinced
that, despite the lamentable results so far, the road to
peaceful coexistence is the only political road we can
uke which will guarantee our own peace and our own
freedom. And it is for that reason and no orher thar
the Polidcal Affairs Commitree prepared rhis drafr
resolution based on rhe three memorable baskets,
dealing with security and arms control, with economic
problems, and with human and polidcal rights. It was
prepared so thar rhe European Parliament and the
entire European Community could contribute to a
successful outcome to the Madrid Conference which,
it is to be hoped, will prove to be a suitable and solemn
occasion on which to clarify and resolve all the doubts,
all the worries and all the tragic problems which
surround us 
- 
even though we do nor yet know how
it can be done.
Ladies ind gentlemen, my remarks and criticisms were
necessary, but they do not of themselves mean rhat we
should be against the holding of the Madrid Confer-
ence, against continuing on the road forward from the
Helsinki Conference or against the policy of peaceful
coexistence. They mean simply that we should try m
go rc Madrid with our eyes open, wide open, nor
blindfolded or closed or half closed, nor even deliber-
ately so through an excess of cunning or misplaced
caution, which is what a number of Members appear
to wish for, and what this motion for a resolution
appears to be recommending, despirc the good-will
and skill of the rapponeur, ill-drafted as it now is as a
result of conflicting amendmenr, supplemennry
clauses, restrictions and patching-up.
Faced with difficult, even harsh realities we cannor
afford even to appear srill to be turning the other
cheek. It benefim neirher dignity nor securiry nor
'peace, but only serves ro give justification to the
aggressor and encourage him to reshape the Madrid
Conference and anyrhing which resulrs from it, ro
change it from the real, responsible conference on
security and cooperation in Europe which it should be,
into a noble, well-meaning conference on human, civil
and political rights in which everything is discussed
except the things which ought ro be discussed, fated ro
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end in a meaningless mass of words and to result,
despite good intentions, in things being worse than
they were before and with the dangers increased.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Estier.
Mr Estier. 
- 
(F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, we have embarked this morning on a
debate which is of particular imponance, since it
concerns a number of problems directly affecting the
fate of this European continent of ours.
'!7e also regard it as important that in holding this
debate just a few weeks before the Madrid Conference
on security and cooperation in Europe our Parliament
has given itself an opportunity to play its proper role
as a mouthpiece for public opinion throughout the
Community, which is greatly devoted to d6tente and
peace. 'We all know 
- 
as our raPPorteur Mr Rumor
recalled just now 
- 
that the Madrid Conference will
be opening in a difficult international climate, with a
resurgence of tension of which the Soviet miliary
intervention in Afghanistan is one of the most recent
and disturbint causes. There have even been those
who have maintained that because of this intervention
we should give up the idea of going to Madrid. I
should like to say that the Socialists take a completely
contrary view. It is precisely the resurgence of rcnsion
4nd the threat to peace and security this involves
which make it even more necessary to Preserve the
quasi-institutional framework within which the 35
signatory States to the Final Act of Helsinki can meet
periodically to maintain a dialogue.
Ve are pleased [o note, in fact, that this was also the
conclusion reached by our nine national governments.
Others, who do not have the courage to say no to the
Madrid Conference, would like it rc be restricted to a
simple stocktaking of the commitmenrc that have not
been honofred by the Soviet Union and other Eastern
European countries with regard to resPect for humin
rights, free movement of individuals and freedom of
information. \fle too believe that this stocktaking must
be carried out, pulling no punches and, if I may say so,
without forgetting the violations of human rights there
have also teen in Community countries, of which we
have numerous examples.
'\fle could not, however, accept the idea of going to
Madrid with the sole purpose of pillorying the Soviet
Union. Although it is right to take a firm attitude here,
although it is indispensable to remind the Soviet Union
of the lommit.enis it entered inrc in signing the Final
Act of Helsinki 
- 
including resPect for the righrc of
peoples to decide their own future and rejection of the
use of force 
- 
it is also necessary to go beyond simple
stocktaking and to ensure that the Madrid Conference
forms a si[nificant step towards restoring a policy of
d6tente and leads to positive developments with regard
to a continudtion of the CSCE Process started in 1975.
This, ladies and gentlemen, is the thinking behind the
various amendments tabled by the Socialist Group to
give a better balance to the motion for a resolution to
be adoprcd at the end of this debate.
I shall not go back over the question of the indivisibil-
ity of d6tente, which was so well expounded just now
by our colleague Villy Brandt. I should like rather to
siress the inseparability, in our view, of the three
baskets which make up the Helsinki document and
hence the necessity of putting forward for each of
these baskets proposals which will enable simultaneous
progress rc be made in all three fields. As regards
B"rk.t I, we want to see the introduction of more
far-reaching confidence-building measures than those
adopted so far. This could involve, for example' more
precise information on military manoeuvres in all the
signatory States, or the appointment of permanent
inspectors with the task of checking trooP movemenm.
Ve are also very anxious that the Madrid Conference
should 
- 
even if this goes beyond the Helsinki frame-
work 
- 
lead to positive developments with regard to
giving some substance to the various proposals
currently in the air for convening a Conference on
Disarmament in Europe. Ve atach particular impor-
tance to the amendment we have tabled on these lines,
and I must suess that ciur final vote on the motion for
a resolution will rc a large extent depend on the fate of
this amendment.
\(ith regard to economic cooperation, we similarly
think that some new depanures are needed and that
one of these 
- 
as we propose in an 4msndrnsnl 
-could be the organization of a European energy
conference which, on the basis of a prior exchange of
information and in a spirit of cooperation, would
contribute to safeguarding and mobilizing the indus-
trialized countries' energy resources. In order not to
speak for too long, I shall leave it to other speakers for
my Group to go into the new measures which could be
taken in the humanitarian field, with a view most
panicularly, as the motion for a resolution states, to
forcing the signatory States to apply all the Helsinki
provisions in this field.
I come finally to the question of the follow-up to the
Madrid Conference. I referred at the beginning rc the
Socialists' fundamental devotion to pursuing the
CSCE process. 'We fervently hope that despite the bad
atmosphere in which we are leading up to it, the
Madrid Conference will achieve good results' But
whatever these results are, the process must be
pursued. Ve all know that rwo and a half years after
Helsinki the Belgrade meeting produced only limited
results. \7e nonetheless agree that Madrid should take
place, and we must be equally insistent that there
should be a follow-up, particularly, in our view, with
regard to disarmament and arms limitation. This
."tt.., which involves to a cenain extent the future of
the world, but above all that of this European conti-
nent'of ours, is one in which our Parliament must play
irs part rc the full. This means not restricting itself to
''^ l" 't I
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Penders.
Mr Penders. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I should like
first of all ro pay tribute to the chairman of rhe Politi-
cal Affairs Commirtee, Mr Rumor, who has done a
difficult job in an extremely objective and alrogether
admirable fashion. I hope rhar, once we have dealr
with the amendmenm, we shall adopt his motion for a
resolurion by a large majority which includes rhe
support of the Socialisr Group.
I am opposed ro whar I see as [wo exrreme atritudes
towards the Helsinki Final Act. According to rhe first
of these, the Final Act is not worth rhe paper it is writ-
ten on unless all im provisions are implemented imme-
diately. In my view, rhough, we should nor wield the
Final Act as a kind of execurioner's axel rhat is really
not [he style to adopt in international polirics, where
such things rake rime. I also oppose rhe other view of
the Final Acr as a kind of sacred tablet never to be
tampered with and which is not to be criticized under
any circumsrances ro ensure that cenain 
- 
probably
illusory 
- 
processes are no! disturbed. Ve must not
cling rigidly ro rhe rerms of the Final Act, or we shall
be in danger of allowing the Soviet Union a right of
inspection in'S7esrern Europe.
I see rhe Final Acr as a rhreefold object: as a docu-
ment, as an instrument and as pan of a whole. As
regards the documenr aspecr, let us see exactly what
' provisions in rhe Final Act have actually been imple-
mented.
There is no need ro repear the kind of Belgrade moan-
ing and slanging *"tih, but we .urt ,"f.. ir crystal-
clear thar rhe occupation of Afghanistan is an intolera-
ble situation, and we must nor be so naive as rc refrain
from criticizing rhe Russian invasion of Afghanistan
after a parricular date. I have no qualms aboui the fact
that the Afghanistan quesrion will be like a dark cloud
Estier
today's debarc and vorc but keeping a close watch on
developments at the Madrid Conference, which will
probably last for several monrhs. It is with rhis end in
view that we ask the Council to submit ro us ar rhe
beginning of next yeat a progress repon on rhe work
of the conference. Our Parliamenr has often been
accused, ladies and genrlemen, of going beyond its
mandate. I believe that we will be doing no such thing
if we can voice here the profound aspiration of thi
peoples who elected us to live in peace ind security.
(Applause)
hanging over rhe Madrid Conference. It is up ro
Moscow to decide wherher any improvemenr can
come abour, and the Nine's proposals regarding the
withdrawal of Russian troops and the neutralization of
Afghanistan are as relevan[ now as they ever were. As
regards respecring the provisions of Basket Three, the
situation has dereriorared recently, and panicularly
over the last few days 
- 
I am thinking here of course
of Berlin and the GDR. \7e must cenainly pror.esr ar
the treatment of Sakharov and others, and I was very
impressed by what Pavel Kohout had rc say at the
hearing organized by the Polidcal Affairs Committee.
It is nonsense ro regard the guardians of human rights
as dissidents. These so-called dissidents are simply
steering rhe correct course as regards the implementa-
tion of human rights. The real dissidenm are rhe
authoriries in the Sovier Union !
Let us rurn m the Final Act as an insrrumenr. To my
mind, it musr be used as a flexible policy instrument;
in other words, we must try to maintain a balance
between the various basker. I do not think it sensible
to lay down conditions for their implementation like
the American Senator Jackson tried to do in linking
the emigration of Jews from rhe Soviet Union to the
granting of mosr-favoured-nation srarus ro the Soviet
Union. That did not serve the cause of Jewish emigra-
tion. But I do think 
- 
and these remarks are
addressed especially ro the German Members of this
House 
- 
that we should be wary of signing long-term
contracm with the Soviet Union for oil and natural
gas. The point about regarding the Final Acr as an
instrument means also rhar we must keep a close eye
on what is going on in Poland and should nor hesirare
to make it known 
- 
cauriously but unmistakably 
-that the success of rhe Madrid Conference is condi-
tional on the Gdansk and Katowice agreements being
respected. There has been some talk about a mandare
for a European disarmament conference , an idea
favoured by the Poles and for which the French have
some symparhy. I am nor against a disarmament
conference as such, but I think it is far too early to
come our definitely in favour of the idea. It will
depend on the arrirude the Soviet Union adopts with
regard to the implemenration of the confidence-build-
ing measures adopted in Helsinki and the willlingness
on the pan of Moscow ro make funher progress in
this field. An extremely imponant point is whether
these confidence-building measures are ro apply as far
east as the Urals, or whether they are rc be restricted
to a 250 km-wide strip on either side of rhe Iron
Curtain. There was also a proposal that the Madrid
Conference should be held at Foreign Minister level.
Here again, I think it is far too early ro come down for
or against. I should like to urge those who rightly see
Helsinki as an ongoing process not to take up fixed
positions roo early to avoid disturbing this very
Process.
Thirdly, we have the Final Act as pan of a whole. This
Final Act does not just exist in a vacuum. D6tente is
'indeed indivisible, and the situation in Europe cannot
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be viewed in isolation from the international security
siruation as a whole. The main thing as far as I am
concerned is that '!flestern Europe should remain
within NATO, and that NATO itself should be
regarded as an instrument of both defence and arms
limitation. Of course, implementation of the Helsinki
Final Act must be linked to the MBFR discussions and
the SALT atreemenm. Another imponant point in this
context is that supplies of energy and raw materials to
Vesrern Europe should continue unhindered. Too
much soul-searching an Europe's part brings with it
the danger of Finlandization.
In conclusion, let me say that I believe Amendment
No 24 to be extremely important. A progress report by
the Council would underline the ongoing nature of
the Madrid Conference, which could last for months.
Moreover, a repon by the Council would be an
extremely imponant step in improving relations
between that institution and the European Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Lord Bethell.
Lord Bethell. 
- 
Mr President, like others who have
spoken in this debate I see rhe forthcoming Madrid
meeting as perhaps our last chance to salvage some-
thing from the dying process of d6rcnte. I was one of
those who originally. had reservations about this
process during negotiations in the early 1970s.
However, when the agreement was signed in 1975, I
did believe and hoped that something would be
achieved by it. Perhaps some of our worst faults derive
from wishful thinking.
There seem to be, even now, some of us who believe
that nothing has happened in the process of detente,
that the agreement remains intact and that we must
proceed with it as if it had not been violarcd. I would
suggest that those who have taken this line show a
lamentable lack of knowledge of the facts of life.
D6tente has been violated again and again panicularly
during the last 5 years and overwhelmingly by unila-
teral acts committed by countries of the Soviet bloc.
For this reason I cannot accept the line put forward by
Mrs Ewing that we should avoid a review of the past.
Mr President, we signed an atreement 
- 
35 countries
signed an agreement 
- 
and we have to decide
whether this agreement is valid or not. You cannot
have a one-sided atreement. It takes two to make a
dance. There has to be a quid pro quo, the quid as well
as the quo. It is thoroughly valid and essential, there-
fore, that we should reevaluate what has happened
and if necessary 
-I hope it will not come to this -be prepared to break off the d6tente process if it seems
to be working to our disadvantage. Just as in any
negotiation, in any contract whether commercial or
polidcal, one cannot negotiate properly and to one's
own inrcrest unless one is, in the final instance,
prepared to break off negotiations. This must be a part
of the ongoing discussion of d6tente.
Ve have of course a whole list of violations committed
by the Soviet side. The invasion of Afghanistan alone
violarcd all ten of the principles of the Helsinki Agree-
ment. On Basket Three, the pan with which I am most
personally concerned, there are lists of individual cases
which all the Foreign Offices of our nine countries will
be presenting in Madrid. I have seen some of these
lists, Mr President, and they are, I suppose, in geopol-
itical terms, small instances, but they are a succession
of ragedies: husbands separated from their wives;
brothers from sisters; mothers from children. And
these points have been raised again and again by all
our Foreign Offices with the countries of the eastern
bloc and very, very seldom have the requests from our
side been answered helpfully and positively. I know
many of these individual cases myself and have uied rc
help. One gers very little response when one raises
them with the representatives of the Soviet bloc coun-
tries. So I have to ask myself, where is the process of
d6tenrc?
I do not think I was unrealistic. I did not believe that
we were going to become friends overnight in 1975.
But I hoped to see some movement towards friend-
ship, or at least away from hostility and the atmo-
sphere of the cold war.
I am nor one of those who want to go back m the cold
war but I do feel that the other side are dragging us
back there. Otherwise why should East Germany, a
few days ago, impose a much higher tax on visitors
crossing into that country, and why should they enact
this cruel press law which bars journalists from
communicating with bodies and individuals in that
country other than through the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs? Even the Soviet Union does not have such a
harsh regulation.
The murders committed in the streets of London and
Paris by Bulgarien agents are only the most horrible
and stark form of the violation of normal rules perpe-
trated in the last 5 years. Perhaps the most glaring
example of all in terms of the numbers involved is the
renewed jamming of American, British and German
radio stations by the Soviet Union as a result of recent
events in Poland. There has been no such jamming of
Russian broadcasr since the agreement was signed
and this jamming began again on 20 August 1980.
Vhere is the process of d6tente when we have step
after step away from it, imposed unilaterally and
gratuitously by the Soviet side? !flhere are we going if
not backwards? So it is with no pleasure that I read to
you this chronicle of backward steps. It is simply a
realistic statement of the true position.
I hope that Mr Rumor will find it possible to present
his excellent report to the conference in Madrid itself;
and that he will find it possible either to go there
himself or to have his report ' presented there,
approved, as I am sure it will be, by a vast ma.iority of
Members of this House. I hope it will be a guide to
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our representatives in Madrid on how to approach the
fonhcoming discussions.
Of course, we hope thar our misgivings are misplaced.
Ve are all in favour of security and cooperation in
Europe, but I am afraid that it takes rwo ro create rhe
atmosphere for security and cooperation. Looking
back over the past 5 years I can only see rhar we have
gone backwards away from friendship, away from
d6rcnte. This I most deeply regret.
(Applausefiom the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Madrid meerint
must succeed. Not for the sake of the special interesm
of a panicular country or troup of counries, but
because the questions raised are vital for Europe and
for mankind, because when we talk about Europe we
are talking about rhe area with the greatest concenrra-
tion of milinry capacity, the area in which a conflict
would degenerate into a worldwide holocaust.
The Madrid meetint is about d6rcnte and cooperarion
between countries with differenr social systems, which
is something that must be preserved and extended with
the panicipation of all peoples.
One of the merits of the Helsinki Conference was that
it allowed all States, large and small, whether members
of an alliance or neutral and non-aligned, to make
their contribution to this task on an equal footing.
Effacing the distinctive role of each nation has nothing
to do with the spirit of Helsinki.
This is an essential reminder at a [ime when the Euro-
pean Parliament is discussing problems of the Madrid
meeting, which does not come within im powers under
the provisions of the Treaty of Rome. Let me say
straightaway, therefore, rhar the conclusions of this
debate cannot on any account, in the eyes of the
French Communists, prejudge the position which is
our country's duty ro adopt in an independenr, sover-
eign fashion on this matter.
'!(/e cannot accept 
- "nd *itl never accept - anyabdication of France's independence within a suprana-
tional grouping. \7e have spoken our against the facr
that, during the preparacory work for Madrid,
Giscard's Government allowed ministers of foreign
countries to speak on behalf of France and we have
demanded that in Madrid, as in all similar circum-
stances, our country must speak with its own voice
and ml5.e initiatives commensurare with France's own
capabilities.
If only this Assembly, where over rhe pasr year we
have heard so many cold war arguments being put
forward, would finally turn its arrenrion ro d6tente,
that would be a welcome developmenr. No amount of
effon in this direction is wasred. However, rhat is far
from being the case!
It is clear for all to see that the moving spirir behind
this debate is the same attitude as rhar adopted by the
hawks of the Atlantic Alliance. There is no question of
seeking a consqructive dialogue or of funhering coop-
eration. After Belgrade, the intention is ro r,urn rhe
Madrid meeting into a tribunal, and it is in a spirit of
confrontation that some people are going there with
the purpose, having previously peddled the idea of
postponing it, of rurning rhe meering into a propa-
ganda platform doomed to deadlock and failure.
Pursuing faithfully rhe line taken in the public hearing
organized by the Political Affairs Committee, which
we refused rc support, Mr Rumor's repon adopts
NATO's demand that the Madrid meeting should be
burdened with problems foreign ro Europe which
cannot be solved within this framework, as if the prime
concern was !o hinder whatever progress, however
limited, is possible today on the questions facing us.
Yet the urgent thing should be to accept that there is
no reasonable alternative to d6tente.
One of the gravest violations of the Final Act of
Helsinki has been the use madp by Mr Caner of an
embargo. He has met with failure, both in economic
terms and with,regard to the boycott of the Moscow
Olympics. Ve welcome this triumph of young people
for peace and friendship, which has caused a cenain
amount of discomfon on the benches of this House.
Similarly, following the Soviet Union's proposal for
opening negotiations on medium-range missiles in
connection with the advanced American weapons
systems in Europe, Mr Caner has to agree to discus-
sions on this.
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, you must face up to the
fact that we are no longer living in the age of the
Habsburgs but in the last pan of the 20th century.
Mr Rumor's report attempts to ignore the realiries of
our time and emphasizes all those things which are
liable ro complicate the search for progress, parricu-
larly on quesrions of military d6tente. Vhen it invites
the European Parliamenr ro give its suppon to thb
advocates of a renewed arms race, we cannot help
making cenain comparisons. The Political Affairs
Committee has before it a repon by rhe Giscard
supponer, Diligent taking up the proposal 
- 
which is
utterly beyond the powers of the EEC 
- 
for crearing
a European fleet. The VEU Assembly, which has
nothing,to do with the Community, is asking via Mr
von Hassel, another leading light of the EPP, for the
setdng up of joint insriturions with the Strasbourg
Assembly rc deal, quite illegally, wirh problems of
defence.
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Because we want peace, because it is our aim to ensure
the legidmate security of our country and of all other
countries not through senseless arms escalation but
through progressive, controlled arms reductions, you
will always find us leading rhe way in rhe fight against
such projects.
And when \7illy Brandt claims to see no connection
between his own ideas and those of Mr Rumor, one
cannot help thinking of the decisive role played by the
SPD in NATO's decision to install new American
nuclear missiles in Europe and the support given by
the French Socialist pany in this fateful decision.
(lnterruption by Mr Radoux)
In facr, this measure fim in perfectly, just like the
Giscard Government's decision to develop rhe neutron
bomb and other similar measures adopted some rime
ago, with the srategy laid down in Mr Carrer's
'Directive 59', which envisages a 'limited nuclear war'
in our continent. In shon, the United Srates want
Europe to be united 
- 
in flames.
For our part, we call on the peoples of Europe ro unite
in opposition to this policy. They can count. on rhe
French Communisrs to oppose this kind of 'Davignon
plan' for ruining d6tente.
Vorking for the success of the Madrid meering means
fighting for the implementation of all the provisions of
the Final Act and of every one of the principles it sets
out, whether it be, for example, rhe sovereign equality
of states, refraining from threats or the use of force,
the inviolabiliry of frontiers and terrirorial integrity,
non-intervendon in other staces' inrernal affairs,
respect for human rights, or the right of peoples to
self-determination.
None of these provisions must be either overlooked or
overemphasized. 'The grear political acr which
Helsinki constitutes must nor be reared as a son of
menu d la carte from which everyone simply takes whar
suits him.
That, however, is what the Rumor repon does and
what the speakers for the various groups are continu-
ing to do with regard to human rights, which have
b.een given a highly selective and unilateral interpreta-
ilon.
The preachers of righteousness would do well to put
their own house in order. But that is something they
refuse to do, which explains.the frosty reception given
to the proposal put forward in thir very House by
Georges Marchais for setting up a committee of
inquiry into violations of human righm in the EEC.
Need I remind you that in Nonhern Ireland torture is
common pracdce, that in the Federal Republic of
Germany teachers, railwayman aqd postmen arc
deprived of their livelihood because of their opinions,
that in France immigrant workers and newspaper
editors are deporued for expressing the wrong
opinions, not to mention Turkey, which is an asso-
ciated country? \7e have a completely different
conception of human rights, one which corresponds to
the Universal Chaner and includes all human rights,
both the whole range of individual and collective liber-
ties and the right to work, the right to health, educa-
tion and culture, rhe right to ear one's fill. And the
right to live in peace counts as one of the primary
human rights.
!7hat is needed in Madrid is to move forward by
discussing seriously how to increase cooperation, how
to initiate a process of military d6tente, the lack of
which jeopardizes the achievements of political
d6tente. The adoption of new confidence-building-
measures and a decision in principle to convene the
Conference on Disarmament in Europe in the near
future would be steps in this direction.
Similarly, it is important to examine all opponuniries
for concrete measures in the fields of scientific,
economic, technical, humanitarian, cultural and
educational cooperation or, most appropriately in
Madrid, in the field of security and cooperation in rhe
Mediterranean.
To see that chis in fact happens, we commend the
Madrid meeting to the watchful atrcntion of our
people. And the samc applies far beyond the borders
of our own country.
In the end, it is the cause of a genuine Europe which
finds im expression here, with the progressive group-
ing together of forces from various sides. This is
confirmed by such things as the popular opposition
there has been to the plans for installing 'Euromis-
siles', the Paris meeting of European Communist
parties, or the recent Vorld Peoplls' Parliament'in
Sofia, and on Sunday, 25 October, during the Unircd
Nations \florld Disarmament Veek, the international
demonstration against US missiles and the neuron
bomb and in favour of a successful meeting in Madrid,
which is ro bring tilgether in Kaiserslautern the forces
for peace from Germany, France, Belgium, Holland,
Luxembourg and other cbuntries, will bear witness
that it is the movement for peace of the peoples of our
continent which will ultimately carry the day.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Berkhouwer.
Mr Berkhouver. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as far as we
European Liberals are concerned, the most imponant
thing in this debate on the Madrid follow-up confer-
ence is that Helsinki, Belgrade and Madrid should be
stations on a road leading us eventually to freedom of
movemenl and freedom of expression for as many
people as possible over as large an area of Europe as
possible, from Ireland to the Urals and beyond. In that
respect, Mr President, w'e are now far removed from
I'
I
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the situation in l9l2 when my grandfather was able to
travel from Amsterdam to what was then St. Peters-
burg without papers, without let or hindrance, and
with only a few gold florins in his pocket.
Fortunately, there is a clear consensus in this House
on a number of matters. !7e have unanimously
censured what has happened over the last few days
regarding the grandng of permission for people from
the Federal Republic of Germany to visit the GDR, a
development which is in contravention of Helsinki and
Belgrade. But Mr Honecker went much further in a
speech he gave yesterday or the day bbfore yesterday,
when he said that Poland must remain a socialist
country, otherwise ir friends would have to intervene
- 
a clear reference to the notorious Brezhnev
Doctrine.
Mr President, if all goes well, the Madrid follow-up
conference will get underway in 25 days time, on I I
November 
- 
a symbolic date, being the date on
which the First Vorld $Var came to an end. The city
of Madrid itself is of symbolic imponance in that, only
three months after the Helsinki Conference at the end
of 1975, Spain returned to rhe family of European
democracies, and is now knocking at the doors of the
Community. Unfonunately, thar was one of the few
things wonh rejoicing about after Helsinki. Ve all
agree that rhings do not augur well for this forthcom-
ing conference because there are dark clouds hanging
over Europe and the rest of the world.
To go or not to go? Of course, we shall go; that is
something we are all agreed about. But our attitude
should be that if nothing more comes of Madrid than
came of Belgrade, we shall have to ask ourselves
seriously whether it is wonh going any funher. As the
motion for a resolution says, we feel that it might be
useful to set up a'permanent monitoring organization.
Helsinki was and remains synonymous with d6rcnte,
and given that there is no alternative to d6tente, we
must press on, although we wonder whether the word
d6tente is given the same meaning by the other side. Is
it not true that we take d6tente to mean the will to find
forms of cooperation, whereas for the other side it
means a way of manipulating tension and a continua-
tion of the process of penetration by all available
means short of a nuclear conflict between the two
superpowers, assuming that the balance of power
between the two sides still exists? The fact is that the
Helsinki Conference took place in the latter days of
that phase. The idea was that there should be security
in Europe, with Europe remaining under the two
superpowers' sheltering umbrella. Of course, Mr
Brandt was not right in saying 
- 
which some people,
incidentally, see as an alternative 
- 
that either there
should be dErcnte throughout the world, or there
should be no detense at all. Of course, that is not a
viable alternative; the point is that d6tente is
concerned with more than just Europe, and should
take on the explicitly global character that everyone is
talking about. But in the process of globalization, the
pan played by what have been termed the 'teniary
imperialists' is becoming more and more important.
Despite the fact that these countries have been set up
and armed by one or other of the superpowers, their
sponsors can no longer exen a restraining influence on
the activities of their prot6g6s. There is no need for me
to list the places in Africa and Asia where these
'teniary imperialists' are currently operating.
All in all, a great deal has happened in the rwo years
since Belgrade, both in the Community and in the
world ouride. In the Community, there has been a
resurtence of terrorism everywhere 
- 
in Italy,
Munich, Paris and Antwerp 
- 
and this is once again
giving cause for concern. And let me sum up briefly
everphing rhat has happened outside rhe Community.
After the demise of the Shah, we had the disillusioning
experience of Khomeini, rhere is Yugoslavia afrer the
death of Tito, the invasion and the winter of Afghani-
stan, [he Polish summer, the Turkish aurumn and the
insane conflict between Iran and Iraq, in which the
Soviet Union has now adopted the pose of what I
would term a neutral fireman, but one which is more
neutral towards the Iranians than towards the other
side. The recent agreement with Syria, including of
course the anti-Israel, anti-Zionisr and anti-racialist
clause, does not detract from this reading of the situa-
tion. As far as the Soviet Union is concerned, having
two hands in this macabre process of self-destruction
is always better than no hand at all.
As regards the Nine's artitude to this situation, only
one speaker so far has expressed an opinion which is
really at variance with all the others, and that was Mr
Denis. Despite the fact that there is a large measure of
agreement in this House, the common Community
stance u/e hope to uke up at the Madrid Conference
still leaves a lot to be desired. '!fle European Liberals
believe that Madrid should be a true test of European
political cooperation within the Nine. The Community
musr be as united as possible if we are tb realize our
ideal of freedom of movement throughout Europe.
Nor must we forgec that Europe musr be on its guard,
because we can expect to achieve nothing by negotiat-
ing from a position of weakness. I most cenainly do
not want to return to something akin to the Cold !flar;
I am not a cold-warrior. But that does not mean ro say
that we should disregard the situation we find
ourselves in. Ve want to prevent conventional warfare
in Europe by ,our own resources, but I wonder
whether we realize that the more we depend on rhe
American umbrella, the more we are ourselves becom-
ing responsible for Europe's securiry 
- 
r161s th4n
some of us perhaps realize? \fle have only to think of
the Pentagon's SOS so the effect that, in the event of
conventional warfare in Europe, rhe Unircd Smtes
would not be in a position to intervene for the first few
months in view of the Americans' own shonfall of
250 000 rroops and somerhint like one-third of their
toral equipment. That is the situation Europe is facing
oday.
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That is why I believe we in this House could perhaps
give some thought rc nking up a line currently being
developed by the Assembly of the Vestern European
Union. I am thinking here of the points made in the
Political Affairs Committee by the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group and the Liberals and other groups 
-wirh the exception of two Labour Members 
- 
that we
should consider forging closer links between this
House and the VEU Assembly. These links could lead
to closer and wider-ranging cooperation within the
Nine, which would in turn enable us to take up a
s[ronger, common position within the Atlantic Alli-
ance.
Thank you, Mr President, for allowing me to make
rhese few points.
President. 
- 
I call Mr IsraEl.
Mr Israil. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenq ladies and gentle-
men, the conference which is about ro start in Madrid
is undoubrcdly one of the most paradoxical in the
history of diplomacy. Sceptics point to the fools'
bargain which they claim the \7est made in Helsinki.
Did we not, they say, accept that the Vest would
recognize the frontiers which resulted from the
Second \florld \Var? And what did we get in
exchange, the sceptics ask. Ve had a vague agreement
on human rights. And yet, if we look at the question
more closely, we find that the frontiers of the
Communist world have been inviolable since 1945,
shon of unleashing a new conflict. \7e also realize,
now, that the purely verbal way in which the Soviet
Union accepted the provisions relating to human
rights is in the end having some tangible resulm. For in
practice the Final Act of Helsinki has awoken in the
bosom of the peoples who live under communist rule
an irrepressible hope which has caused the Soviet
Union some embarrassment. It is far from certain that
the '\flesr was taken for ride at Helsinki. !/e must,
however, have the political will to pursue the advan-
tage we gained with the Final Act. At a purely diplom-
atic level, the notion of making our panners accept a
procedure for regular monitoring of the way in which
they honour their obligadons does, without the slight-
esr doubt, represent, a chance for the Vest. That
chance must be exploited to the full, panicularly
where human rights are concerned.
Now, the fact is, as Mr Thorn has said in this very
Chamber, that the'West recognizes [hat the three pans
of the agreement 
- 
confidence-building measures at a
milimry level, economic cooperation and human rights
- 
carry equal weight. French diplomats are them-
selves emphasizing the military side and have proposed
a European conference to consider questions of
cortventional disarmament. Naturally, the USSR is
delighted that, whatever u/e may say, attention is being
divened from human righrs. For its own part the
USSR can of course stress economic cooperation 
- 
as
is its right 
- 
with a clear conscience. Vhy, then,
should we in the European Parliament not turn the
spodight on Basket Three, the question of human
rights, under which peoples and individuals should be
assured of the freedom to circulate and to exchange
ideas? !/ould the Polish question have been resolved
- 
a5surning it has in fact been resolved 
- 
had the
USSR and Poland not been tied to the !/est by this
same agreemenr on cooperation and security? It is
worth remembering that throughout Eastern Europe
groups were formqd for monitoring the implementa-
tion of the Helsinki Final act and were quickly
outlawed. Suchgroups are an embarrassment to those
who expect to be able to flout human rights.
That is why my Group proposed to Parliament's Polit-
ical Affairs Committee, under its able chairman Mr
Rumor, that in Madrid we should find a formula to
give a hearing to those who, in variou,s pans of
Europe, aim to fight for respeci for the Helsinki
agreCments. Such groups are not governments but they
should have a chance to be heard as the conscience of
the people of Europe. The European Progressive
Democrats are also asking for a special commission
responsible for human righm in the context of Helsinki
to meet between conference sessions to examine
progress made and rc keep attention focused on the
human rights question. It should be pointed out that a
large number of organizations involved in the fight for
human righm have already indicated that they will be
represented in Madrid, on the fringe of the interna-
tional conference. The European Parliament must not
be absent on this imponant occasion in Madrid. That,
Mr President, is why our Group will be determined in
ir defence of the motion for a resolution nbled by the
Political Affairs Committee: we have a responsibility
ro see this through.
President 
- 
I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.
Mrs Van den Heuvel. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, as a
number of speakers have already said, this debate on
preparations for the Madrid Conference is taking
place against a background of crisis. Fonunately,'a
large majority is emerging in this House for keeping
the East-'!flest dialogue going somehow or other. The
policy of d6tente, which is indissolubly linked with the
name of Villy Brandt, has achieved positive progress
and has creaied a climate in which the potential for
development is greater than was ever thought possible
at the time of the Cold Var. It is wonhwhile remem-
bering this point despite all the inevitable disappoint-
ments we have encountered. There is no room for illu-
sions in this tricky process of breaking down preju-
dices and creatint a climate of mutual confidence on
rhe basis of specific measures. Ve must calculate the
chances coolly and objectively, and we must stride
resolutely onward along the road to peace and secur-
ity; after all, all our people expec their politicians to
commit themselves to this course with a will.
,i
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\7hat contribution, then, can politics in general and
the European Parliament in panicular make to this
process? In my opinion, we can try to improve the
clitnate by displaying a readiness to engage in frank
and open discussion, without any lear of making
ourselves vulnerable. Ve must also continue to insist
that independent developments upsetting this process
must be discontinued. Vhat I mean by this is that
there are cenain developments which ake place as if
the. point were to maintain a form of machinery
whereby one side always assumes the worst of the
other side, which in turn provokes an over-reaction,
followed by another counter-reaction, and so on. One
of rhese independent processes is for me the arms
rade, which is allowed to proliferate without any
appreciable degree of political control. There are still
unscrupulous people who are prepared to make capital
out of other people's death or misery, and politicians
should do everything in their power to gain control
over the military-indusuial complex and ensure that
our economies are not bolstered up by the arms trade.
Just to underline the gravity of the situation, it seems
to me wofl.hwhile quoting a few figures from the
works of Mr Barnaby, the Director of CIPRIE. In
1980, one billion Dutch guilders were spent for mili-
tary purposes. That amounts to 2 million guilders a
minute. Since rhe Second Vorld Var, there have been
130 subsequenr wars, in which 30 million people have
died. The arms trade accounts for at least a quaner of
world rade in goods. In-the light of those figures, we
surely cannot possibly pass over the subject so tersely.
Ve must greatly increase our effons and do whatever
we can to put an end rc this deadly process. My group
is not, of course, saying that we should pander to the
Eastern Europeans in Madrid. \7hat we are saying,
though, is that our proposals to lead things in the right
direction should be as specific as possible. Ve feel that
the 'confidence-building measures' are of special
importance here. In this respect, concrete proposals
have been put forward and these are well worth consi-
dering. For initance, there is a Russian proposal to ban
manoeuvres involving more than 50 to 60 000 men,
and in Belgrade, Canada, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, Norway and others proposed that the
limit for giving notice of milimry manoeuvres and
troop movements should be reduced to 10 000 and
25 000 men respectively. The initial reaction from the
Russians rc this proposal was not entirely negative,
and in my opinion the Nine'would be well advised to
declare their willingness rc give careful consideration
ro these proposals. The other members of my group
have reacted favourably to the French proposal for a
disarmament conference, and I should like to suppon
that proposal wholeheanedly. The aim of any such
conference must be to make specific progress in a
panicular field, so as to improve the climate as a
whole. It goes without saying that any such conference
must not be so abused as to prevent a comprehensive
approach m the problem. My group is divided on the
recent modernization decision uken by NATO.
Some members of the group regard this decision as
inevitable, while others deeply regret it and are
worried that it will only serve to accelerate the nuclear
arms race. '!7e are, however, all agreed on our
common objective, which must be to mobilize all the
available resources rc put an end [o the armaments
spiral the woild sdll finds itself in.
As I said earlier, we must not pander to the Eastern
Europeans. Vhat I mean by that is that vre must be
firm about due attention being paid in Madrid rc the
question of human righr. Those people whose basic
righrs are being trampled underfoot expect something
of us, and we must be sure not to disappoint them. Of
course, we mus[ also be prepared to accept our own
share of criticism in this field. At any rarc, what is
needed here too is a spirit of cool objectivity. After all,
we are talking about improving these people's lives,,-
which means 
- 
as we think is brought oul here and
there in the motion for a resolution 
- 
that discussions
on Baskets One and Two must not be blocked by
those on the Basket Three. 'S7ere that to happen, we
should be doing a disservice to the cause of d6tente
and to the interests of the oppressed people we are
trying to help. In my own experience 
- 
and I know
that others share this experience 
- 
it is extremely
bewildering, when travelling in Eastern European
countries, to realize that the prevalent theory there of
military threat and tension is a mirror image of that
held in the Vest. By simply transposing the hypotheti-
cal aggressor and victim, our own views on the threat
presented by the Eastern Europeans are perfectly valid
the other way round from the point of view of the
Eastern Bloc. That is precisely why we think it so
essential for people [o get together, and that is why we
believe exchanges at all levels rc be of such great
imponance. In this respect, the Nine can put forward
a specific proposal in Madrid, providing for financial
support for various exchange programmes. It is
precisely because my group attaches such great
imponance to personal exchanges that 
- 
and here I
agree with Mr Klepsch 
- 
we believe the measures
adopted recently by the GDR are evidence of an atti-
tude which is bound to cast a shadow over the Madrid
Conference.
Finally, let me say that the process which began with
Helsinki and which was continued 
- 
however hesitat-
ingly 
- 
in Belgrade must be persevered with, and we
hope that Madrid will introduce fresh impulses. The
European Parliament must play its pan in this process.
My group looks forward to examining the progress
report to be drawn up by the Council, so that we can
continue to play an effective part as a monitoring and
stimulating institution.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Habsburg.
ISitting of Wednesday, 15 Octobcr 1980 l3;
Mr Habsburg. 
- 
@) Mr President, it is significant
that it is our Parliament which is giving serious consid-
eration to the forthcoming ECSC conference before
any other major supranational organization. This is
quite justified because the main subj,ect of these talks is
safery and cooperation in Europe. The European
Community was a co-signatory on I August 1975 to
the Helsinki Declaration. The Parliament which the
peoples of Europe have elected since then must have
its say on the Madrid Conference, not least because, at
least in ir great majority, it recognizes its responsibil-
ity towards the whole of Europe.
Europe is not restricted to the Nine of the European
Community or to Vestern Europe alone. Ve are only
the nucleus for Europe. Those peoples which are at
present separated from us by military force also belong
to Europe. Ve also have a responsibility for their right
of self determination. For us the Poles, the Magyars,
the Czechs and the Slovaks 
- 
to name but a few 
-are just as much Europeans as we are. '!/e owe it to
them to continue to stress that we intend to employ all
peaceful means to ensure that the colonialism which
the whole world condemns is not maintained precisely
in the highly civilized regions of Central Europe as the
last relic of a former age by the hegemonisdc r6gime in
Moscow. The final aim of any European policy
wonhy of the name must be to achieVe the peaceful
reunification of Europe.
The fonhcoming conference in Madrid is taking place
at a critical time. Peace in Europe can be successfully
maintained only by adopting a realistic attitude, not by
fine words and resolutions or by incanting the magic
word 'd6tente' without giving it any real substance.
From this point of view, we welcome the fact that in
rhe preamble to the present motion for a resolution it
is clearly stated that d6tente is worldwide and indivisi-
ble. This must be srongly emphasized in view of the
policy of the Soviet Union, which usds problems which'
arise anywhere in the world in order to extend its own
sphere of influence and to threaten our lines of
communication. One would have to be blind not to see
this. The-world has contracted far too much for peace
and security to be compartmentalized, for d6tente to
be nurtured in one area whilst elsewhere a policy of
confrontation is being pursued. A policy of limited
d6tente, which is what Moscow wants, is aimed only
at gaining time to build up Soviet military superiority,
with the economic aid of the Vest, and complete the
encirclement of Europe by Africa and Asia.
The fact that cenain people cannot or will not see this
does not make it any the less Eue, and no amount of
dialecdcal juggling can explain it away. The pan of the
motion for a resolution devoted rc Basket Two, econ-
omy and cechnology, is also of special value. This pan
of the document reflects what the best expens, in
particular the rrade unionist Mr Levinson, told us at
the hearing. Ve have no right to give the Russians the
chance, under the cloak of East-Vest trade, of upset-
ting social structure, by distoning competition which
panicularly hits small and rhedium-sized businesses.
Ve must also not allow capitalist interests in Europe
ro set up factories in slave country in the Soviet Union,
with its low wages and trade unions which are no
more than simple slavedriver organizations in the
service of the state as employer, which then flood our
marker and create unfair competition for Vestern
products. '!fl'e are not against trade with the East, as
long as it is done realistically. 'Ve cannot, however,
accept it if it is pursued on a political and not purely
economic basis. Ve can have no interest in strengthen-
ing at our own expense a poy/er which repeatedly
stresses that it wishes to dominate us. Because this is
the real meaning of the phrase 'world revolution'.
For us Europeans the most imponant aspec is Basket
Three, that of human rights. Our hearing on 23 and
24 June brought out the true position. Ve had invircd
two imponant witnesses: Andrei Sakharov and Rainer
Beurig. Neither was able to attend because the Soviet
police had refused them exit visas. Young Beurig was
even, on the very day on which he was supposed to
speak at our hearing, and in obvious defiance of
Europe, sentenced to five years imprisonment because
he had publicly declared his allegiance to the Christian
faith and to the European ideal. It should have been
our duty in this case to make far more energetic repre-
sentations to the Soviet Government than was actually
the case. Unfonunately we all too often lack the cour-
age. Voices are gladly raised whenever there is no risk
involved, but they are prudently silant on the rights of
Europeans who are being oppressed by our neighbour-
ing tyrants such as Brezhnev and Honecker.
Confidence can only be built up on the firm ground of
honoured promises and pledges. Unfonunately this is
not the case today, as our hearing showed. Only a few
days ago we have had funher evidence of how unwill-
ing the Soviet Union is to meet its commitments, when
the Honecker r6gime in effect invalidated im promises
to allow gr6ater freedom of movement within
Germany by suddenly and unjustifiably raising the
compulsory exchange requirement. Let no one claim
that this was exclusively a decision of the so-called
German Democratic Republic. The truth is that this
creation is not a second German starc, but a Soviet
colony on German soil. And Honecker is not a legiti-
mate head of government, but only the governor of an
occupied territory on behalf of Moscow.
If this were not the case then the population would not
have to be confined to a concentration camp behind
barbed wire, walls and minefields. Vhat has happened
in the last few days in Germany, cannot be considered
a good omen for rhe ECSC follow-up conference. Ve
have been warned.
The motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Rumor
contains valuable suggestions for our governmenm in
preparing for Madrid. It states, in diplomatic terms,
that we must do evorything to increase the chances for
peace, but that we must go about it without any illu-
I
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sions. A realistic approach is the prerequisite for
successful peace policies; self-deception is a shoncut
to disaster, as the even6 which led to rhe Second
!florld \(ar showed.
\7e Europeans musr meer rhe Soviet policy of bogus
peace through deception, atgression and hegemony
with our own conception of peace with freedom for all
mankind.
(Apphuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Christopher Jackson.
Mr Christopher Jackson. 
- 
Mr President, as we
examine the Helsinki Final Act, Basket II dealing wirh
trade and economic matters seems perhaps the easiest,
the least controversial and possibly the least imponant
of the three elements 
- 
security, uade and human
rights 
- 
which are to be discussed. I want ro suggesr
to this House that on the contrary rade is one of the
prizes which the Sovier bloc,has sought, that it is of
immense imponance to the Vest and thar we in the
Community and our netotiators in Madrid should
look at it with new eyes. I want to suggesr thar rhe
disunity among the Nine o4 trading policy wirh rhe
Soviet bloc is handing gratuitous benefir ro rhem,
benefits that are strategic but that also relate ro money
and jobs. In a very dangerous world we must welcome
the continuation of the Helsinki process so long as
there is a real will for progress on the Sovier side. But
as our rapponeur remarked in his excellent speech, we
must proceed on the basis of mutual benefim and
balanced advantages. These have hitheno been conspi-
cuously lacking. The Soviet Union has ignored Baskeu
I and III when it pleased while benefiting from the
trade concessions.
Mr Habsburg referred to competiron from the USSR
damaging medium and small businesses within the
European Communiry. I should like to give a general
example of how some of this trade works. An enrer-
prising firm of civil and chemical engineers in the
Community some years ago teamed up with manufac-
turers of equipment to form a consonium. The
consortium went hunting for big business in Russia
where growing interest was shown in the son of
equipment and know-how they were selting. Many
tough negotiations larcr the outline of a deal emerged.
It was a multimillion dollar contract which would give
reasonable though not high profits to the firms
involved and which would also provide jobs for several
years within the Communiry. One problem, however,
was finance. This was evenrually solved by coupling
'Western government credit to an agreement to import
to the Community the products of the facrory being
built. The contract was known as a turnkey contract.
The endre facory was being built ready [o run, and
the know-how to run it was also being supplied. All
c,'ent smoothly until a few years later when the prod-
ucm of the Soviet factory were selling all too well in
the European Community causing allegations of
dumping and allegadons that jobs were being lost
because of this.
At first sight the moral of this story is that our govern-
menr lent money to the Sovier bloc apparenrly to
provide some shon-term jobs in the Community bur
they ended up by having lent the Soviets the money ro
set up businesses that would undermine '$Tesrern
enterprises, perhaps througt dumping, and cause
unemployment. It is a fact, ladies and gentlemen, rhar
in some cases the whole of the cosr of a factory
installed by European consorria in the Soviet Union is
paid for by expons from the Soviet Union to the \flest.
That is one illustradon of a problem.
The scale of the trade between the European Commu-
nity and Comecon has grown immensely in recenr
years; it now amounts to over $ 12 billion a year. Over
80 0/o of our trade with the USSR is in manufacrured
goods, in great contrast to [har with the Unircd States
where some 80 0/o has been in agricultural products.
But at the same time as trade has grown, [he
COCOM, NATO and Japanese lists of srategically
imponant items which may nor be sold to the Soviet
bloc has been reduced from several thousand items ro
less than I 000, at least partly because of trade pres-
sures within the countries concerned. For example, we
know at present that the USA is anxious rhar to rhe
COCOM list should be added silicon products, high
technology chips to be included.
The truth is that companies from the '!flest are
competing at the moment to sell the Sovier bloc high
technology. Some of this technology and equipment is
used for military purposes. The Mig 17 had a Rolls
Royce engine; IBM compurers are used for conrrol
purposes in a large vehicle plant near Moscow which
produced the crucks used in the invasion of Afghani-
stan. In the USSR missiles are tracked by a computer
system first developed and used in rhe US space
ProSramme.
Of course, much high technology equipment sold does
not have a direct military use, but ir enables the Soviet
Union to obtain access comparatively cheaply to the
fruirc of 'Vestern research and development. This in
turn enables it to diven irs scientists and technicians
and capital to military projects of sraregic value. My
colleague, Mr Fergusson, pointed our rhe staggering
Soviet expendirure on arms 
- 
some 12 % of GNP.
The flow of trade berween the Soviet bloc and the
'!7est is unbalanced because the Vest is selling high
technology and know-how which is almost priceless
and has real strategic significance.
Vinually all speakers have urged a unitary approach to
Helsinki. That must be right. Trade is rherefore an
imponanr element for our negoriarors to put in the
balance at the negoriating able. Ve have to acknow-
ledge the harsh fact that we have an adversary rela-
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donship with the Soviet bloc 
- 
an adversary relation-
ship where we must seek an overall balance of advan-
tage in trade as in other matters. That is why I call for
a iomplete strategic review by the Nine, with the
Commission, of all our trade with the Soviet Union,
and our negotiators should make clear that such a
srategic review is being undertaken. \7e must make
sure that in the present deteriorating situation in
regard to ddtente we are not giving the Soviet bloc
unnecessary advanages.
I referred to trade as a prize, but perhaps an even
greater prize is disunity within the Vest, or within the
Europe"n Community. Ve cannot hope to bring
Baskit II under control without a united front vis-i-vis
the Eastern bloc. Vithout such a united front they can
pick us off and play one against the other. Equally,
ho*.r.r, we must. not regard the Eastern bloc as
homogeneous; we must take care, for example, that
we do not gratuitously damage Poland which has a
crippled economy and where there are hopeful moves
rcwards pluralism; and we must recognize that the
Hungarian economy also is not completely central-
ized.
There will, of course, be difficulties in carrying out the
strategic review for which I have called. There will be
.uen g.e"t.. difficulty in applying the results. I have
already referred to the growth of trade with the
USSR. Such rade, particularly at times of recession,
may represent the jobs of thousands of workers in the
European Community.
Mr President, we have unwittingly, blindly, and I may
say stupidly, moved into a Posture where our econo-
.i.s rn"y grow to depend too much on rade with at
best an ambitious rival, at worst an unscrupulous
adversary. This is a vital matter to which the Commu-
niry and its Member States must give urgent affention,
boih during the Helsinki negotiations in Madrid and
thereafter.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs BoseruP.
Mrs Boserup. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, this debate on the Madrid Conference is
being held in a fairly empty Chamber in- spite of the
fact 
-that these are dangerous times for Vcstern
Europe. The insane arms build-up on the pan of the
t*o iup..powers is bringing the very existence of
mankind into jeopardy. It is absolutely vital that \7est-
ern Europe should work actively to Promote detente
and disarmament, as will be obvious to all in view of
our geographical and strategical position. In speaking
of \Testetn Europe, I am not referring just m the
European Community. The area is far more extensive,
whiclr is something which this Assembly often tends to
forget. Peace and d6tente is not a Community matter,
but a matter for the whole of .$Testern Europe, where
effons on the part of the other Scandinavian countries
and countries such as Austria are justified, not to say
essential.
It strikes me, on reading the Rumor rePort, that it is
extremely one-sided in concentrating its criticisms on
the Soviet Union's violations of human rights and its
invasion of Afghanistan. This is not because I have
anything against these points being mentioned. As a
Danish Socialist I in no way suPPort this Soviet policy,
and my pany has repeatedly criticized the attitude of
the Soviet Government as regards human rights. As we
see it, socialism is democracy in practice. Ve cannot
see what the Soviet Union insists is brotherly assist-
ance to Afghanistan as anphing other than misplaced
interference in the affairs of another country.
It is not, however, these things which are central to the
security of Europe. The central issue is the enormous
arms build-up on the pan of both the superpowers. To
be quite honest, it is unfonunate to say the least that
rhe Rumor repon did not mention the dangers of the
American arms build-up and the dangerous course
which NATO has taken with its dangerous decision of
December last year to station new medium-range
missiles in Europe.
It is often mainained in NATO circles that the
stationing of these new missiles was necessary in view
of the Soviet superiority.
However, quirc apan from the fact that the USA has
been the it.ongest military power ever since the
Second Vorld 'Sflar, this statement is in fact untrue at
rhis time. The studies carried out by the International
Institute for Strategic Studies, which is a highly
respected body, shows that there is, broadly speaking,
a balance. The Swedish CIPRA Institute in Stockholm
has come to the same conclusion. On top of all this,
the USA's new weapon, the cruise missile is more
' accurate than the Russian missiles. The Americans
intend to take advantage of this fact, and President
Caner has used this more accurarc c/eaPon in a new
counter-force strategy, a decision which might be very
dangerous for Europe, as this srarcgy 
.oPens up the
possibility, believe you me, of a limited nuclear u'ar
iaking place within Europe. This means that we have
comJconsiderably closer to the brink of war. 'Damn it
all, people will say, we'll only have to strike a few
times, iis only a very small area, we can easily send off
a few missiles 
- 
no problem', and the temPation
might be too great, since a limited nuclear war of this
kind will obviously develop and turn into a major
nuclear war. This decision to sation these missiles in
Europc was, therefore, not in the interests of the
,."urity of \Testern Europe. It was merely a new rwist
to the arms race. At the last pan-session we discussed
- 
and, incidentally, considerably more inrcrest was
shown on that occasion 
- 
the question of hunger in
the world. It strikes me as srante that there are politi-
cians who fail rc realize that the oppression of the
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third world represenrc a far greater risk to our security
than the Soviet Union, since it is a fact that vast
numbers of people in rhe Third \7orld who live in
hunger are becoming more and more bitter towards
people in the industrial countries, since we live at their
expense. ft would be farmore in rhe interest of our
security if, instead of banking on new aromic weapons,
we were to pur our money on aid, e.g. to help alleviate
the problem of hunger in the world. Hunger in the
world is a security problem.
Rumania, which is a'l7arsaw Pact country, has made
proposals to rhe effect thar military expenditure should
be drastically cut and the money used instead for
humanitarian purposes in rhe developing counrries.
Should we not, if we are serious about security in
Europe, instead of discussing human righm in the
Soviet Union, try ro persuade our own gorirnmenm to
make cutbacks? Let us strengthen our own security by
calling a halt to our exploitarion of the poor.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bettiza.
Mr Bettiza. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I should like in
particular to dwell briefly on the problems concerning
civil and human rights. Speaking on behalf of the
Liberal Group, I believe rhat it is our dury in this
House to lay panicular emphasis on this problem.
It is cenainly not rhe fault of us who live in this pan of
Europe if the renowned third 'basker' of the CSCE
now, five years after Helsinki and afrcr Belgrade,
appears empry of all subsrance or a[ least threadbare.
Ve did nor invent the norions of limircd sovereignty,
of fraternal assisrance, nor of the inrernational pioli-
tarian movement. !7e were not the aggressors in
Czechoslavakia and Afghanistan. \7e did not set up
psychiatric homes for the ideologically disturbed. Nor
is it we who are today applying what the ex-mayor of
Berlin, Mr Brandt, called East Germany's 'strangula-
tion', and anryay rhis cold strangulation is in fait in
line with rhe norion of 'cold d6renrc', of an easing of
tension which is cold selective and one-sided, and
which we are unable ro accepr.
For this reason, it would be wrong for us to view
d6tente as a concession. It would be a grave-and
unforgivable error ro allow the Russians to enjoy all
the advantages of rhe two 'baskets' relating to political
affairs and economic affairs, without our obtaining
any concessions on rhe third basket. lVere rhis to be
the case, then this third 'basket' 
- 
relating to human
and civil rights in Europe 
- 
would be no more than a
'wasrc paper basket'.
Ve are not in favour of surrounding d6tente with an
aura of mysrery; what we want is d6tente which is crit-
ical and involves commitmenrs. Therefore, we think
that in Madrid it will again be necessary to criticize
and to denounce the violations commirted by the
Soviet Union and orher Eastern bloc countries against
borh the spirit and the letter of the Helsinki agree-
ment. If necessary, it would be betrer to speak our
mind to the orher side than to reach false agreement of
the type which was achieved in Belgrade. If the Soviet
Union and its allies have a different interpretation than
ours of human rights, free circularion of ideas and
' fundamental freedoms, then we should force them, by
adopting a definite srance, to display openly rc the
world what differences there really are. On this ques-
tion, we in the Liberal Democratic Group cannot but
remain inflexible.
The third basket 
- 
and here I refer to whar Mr
Rumor said and to his excellenr reporr which we
approve 
- 
rhe third basker cannor be the subject of
bargaining. The case of Poland today constitutes a
valid test of whar was laid down and signed five years
ago in Helsinki. Should the freedom ro form trade
unions, which the Polish workers have fought for and
obtained, prove, as I am afraid it might, ro be no more
than an empry promise or even worse if it were ro
provide the Sovier Union with an excuse for rreading
thar counrry's narional identiry underfoot, then theri
would be no more room for d6tente in Europe, and
none for unilareral disarmament either. On the
contrary, in this case, it would be necessary to begin to
think seriously abour relaunching a Community
defence policy, especially in order to offset a possible
American withdrawal from Europe. Should this be rhe
case, it will be necessary to reduce the dme required ro
standardize armamenrs within the common industrial
policy.
It seems to us rhat true d6renre, world stability and
international law and order increasingly depend on the
position which new political groupings occupy in
world affairs, groupings such as the European
Community, China, and some non-aligned counrries
which up ro now have been forced to play subaltern
and regional roles. It is only by admitting new blocs
into international relations, blocs which are against
any hegemony and imperialisms, that it will perhaps
prove possible ro avoid the mosr disastrous conse-
quences of the view of the world siruation which, with
the Madrid conference in mind, I have attempted,
ladies and genrlemen, ro presenl ro you in a realistic
manner..
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(I) A large proponion of the
amendments to Mr Rumor's reporr highlighr what our
Group thinks of the problems ulhich concern above all
derente. The Madrid conference is for us the rcst-bed
of this concepr.
Europe, as it appears through our debates, is careful
and restrained, but not yer srrong. I am speaking about
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moral strength, about our ability, at both European
and world level and on the specific occasion of the
Madrid conference, to make apparent. that we are a
grouping which can form a new pole of attraction
wirhin the present world situation, and in this I share
the views just expressed by Mr Bettiza. The basic
question 
- 
and I listened with great interest to Mr
\flilly Brandt on this subject 
- 
is that unfortunately
Europe seems to have chosen a policy of 'petty
d6tente' to be carried out at our own level, the Euro-
pean level, the level of this ancient continent in which
we live.
Moreover, the problem which will be raised once more
in Madrid is that d6tente is absolutely indivisible.
D6tente stretches from Prague to'S7'arsaw, and as far
as Afghanistan. It covers a great distance. Ve cannot
e*a.ine detente again as if it were an object of
worship, like some new form of religion. Ve certainly
cannot call true d6tente something which has become
a sort of altar on which the Afghans have been sacri-
ficed 
- 
they, in their society which has somewhat
deprecatingly been called 'mediaeval' or 'patriarchal',
who have discovered nothing more of civilization, nor
of the European twentieth century, than napalm and
the most sophisdcated arms available, which have
become a sort of harbinger of the 'technical superior-
ity' of European countries, a son of messenger of
what Europe understands by progress. I should like to
remind Mr Bettiza that,the Vietnamese people have
already had occasion to feel the lash of fire and metal
of the most sophisticated American weapons on their
skins.
I should now like to ret.urn to the concept of d6tente. I
maintain that preserving d6tente 
- 
as \flilly Brandt
also rightly pointed out 
- 
cannot mean reliving
experiences which Europe has already lived in the past.
Ve cannot confuse it with the 'peace in our time'
which was referred to in 1937. The Madrid Confer-
ence is taking place amid the crisis of the balance
between the USSR and the USA, but we know that
this crisis opposing two world powers will probably
produce a new balance of power, a new division of
power. This division of power will probably involve
Asia, even though it is not likely that we shall see an
Asian Yalta in the near future.
The above prospect affects us directly, for the very
reason that a new type of divison of power would
completely upset Europe's position as a counterweight
which is referred to here, so that we would remain
astonished bystanders in the clash between the two
great powers, and they could then divide up the cake
of world power between themselves once more.
'!fle are faced with a crisis in European identity. !7e
have not yet succeeded in firmly establishing Europe's
identiry, and Madrid, in this respect, becomes an
,extremely pertinent test for us, the European Parlia-
ment, for us, the European Community.'Sfle made a
serious and conscientious effort to listen for two days,
during the sitting of the Political Affairs Committee,
to the evidence brought forward during a public hear-
ing. Ve discussed at length the problem of trade
unions even before the events in Poland.
\fle discussed this subject with such passion and
seriousness that other people, listening to us, might
have thought that what was being said was of limited
interest or even superficial. 'S(ell, events in Poland
have shown how very serious was the problem which
we raised then. This is the problem of trade union
freedom in the countries of Eastern Europe. \7ith
reference rc this problem, I am extremely surprised
that Mr Rumor's report makes no mention among our
calls, of the call for trade union freedom, for which
Poland has hust given a striking example of the need. I
should therefore like the amendment which we have
ubled on this matter to be approved by the whole
House.
On the other hand, we cannot forget the view which
was constantly voiced during this public hearing, that
we should not consider ourselves only as a trading
power 
- 
by us, I mean, the European Community 
-and thereby ignore the violation of human rights. I
urge this House to make its contribution, even within
the context of rade relations, to the freedom of the
peoples of Eastern Europe, to whom we feel strongly
bound and with whom we wish sincerely and deeply to
live together in a spirit of d6tente.
\7hat I am concerned with is the peoples of Europe, as
we made plain in the context and at the time of the
events in Poland. The problem, for us, is also that of
not putting up with cenain types of contract signed by
our oy/n multinationals 
- 
and note that these are
capitalistic and monopolistic multinationals which give
no thought at all to the problem of human freedom 
-if, despite the opinion expressed by this Parliament,
this demand for freedom should not be fulfilled, this
freedom which is for us a completely inalienable birth-
right. Ve are not pedlars going around the world
hawking our butter or wheat because the multination-
als need the money, or selling the very arms which sow
death and desruction, as the Afghans know rc their
cost.
In order not to be simplistic and disdnguish merely
between good and bad, we should also have the cour-
age to make felt our condemnation 
- 
our unwavering
condemnation 
- 
of the weapons and headlong arms
race not only of the Soviet Union but also of the
United States of America, as others have already
pointed our This headlong arms race of the rwo
superpowers threatens millions of people.
So we have only one possible way of achievihg a
balance, while seeking a European counterweighi, and
that is that of denouncing the false and hypocritical
agreements made between the two superpowers, and
to do this. we must stand aloof from both Parties.
Europe has not established a counrcrweight but has up
"ll'
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to now 
- 
and even now 
- 
remained caught up in the
deteriorating conflicr between the two superpowers of
the Soviet Union and the United States. The proof of
this are the nervousness, crises, and political, moral
and military pressures under which Europe is currently
labouring.
Madrid is 
- 
I repear 
- 
to my mind a rcst of this
Community's ability to ensure rhar it can become a
truly anti-imperialisr and and-hegemonistic force, a
third basic power cenrre which can.give the world a
new balance of power, from which China can in no
way be exclude, since it in its turn represents within
this world balance the founh power, and perhaps even
the third power.
These are, in brief, the remarks I wished ro make on
Mr Rumor's report, and I strongly urge you to
approve the amendment which we have tabled on
trade union freedom, as well of course as all the other
amendments tabled by my fellow Members on d6rente
in Europe and in the world.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Radoux.
Mr Radoux. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, since the signing of the Final Act of the Helsinki
Conference this House has, in accordance with the
exceptional imponance of the questions of security
and cooperation, adopted five resoludons. However,
the most imponant of all is the one y/e are voting on
mday.
Vhile offering my sincere thanks to rhe chairman of
the Political Affairs Committee, Mr Rumor, for his
excellent reporr, I should like m make rhe following
observations.
As regards what is known as rhe follow-up rc rhe
conferences which have been held since 1975, I would
ask my colleagues ro agree that the passage in the
motion which asks us to declare ourselves in favour of
continuing the process of d6tente should not include
the words 
- 
I quota 
-'if rhe results in Madrid jusdfyit'. My reason for saying this is rhar the Helsinki
Conference was held ar rhe request of the Soviet(Jnion, and we agreed to it in exchange for the open-
ing of the Vienna Conference on mutual and balanced
force reductions. Alrhough we may nor have derived a
great deal of sarisfaction from either conference, s/e
should nonetheless keep cool in the face of unwelcome
developments and nor take on our own shoulders the
awful responsibility of repudiating what we once
accepted as an additional tool for improving relations
between the rwo halves of Europe.
There is no denying rhat despirc all the bitrerness,
Helsinki has led to a cenain amounr of progress: in
the military sphere, there can be very few places in the
world rcday where the monitoring of troop move-
men6 and exchanging observers at manoeuvres are
accepted practice. Ir does nor always work our
perfectly, but it does happen and conferences like rhe
one in Madrid are held so rhat arrangemenrs may be
improved and added rc.
In an a.rea far removed from military affairs, ler us not
forget 
- 
with due respec[ to the fact that all things are
relative 
- 
that, for example, families have been
reunited. It does happen; the system works and it is
our hope that it will continue. This concerns mainly
the Federal Republic of Germany, and I would remind
you, ladies and genrlemen, rhat anything in Easr-'!flest
relations which benefits rhe Federal Republic also
benefits the whole of Europe.
Just a word on each of rhe three baskerc.
First, security. The French have proposed calling a
conference on disarmament, and in a statement on
their proposals the Foreign Ministers of the Nine
agreed to bear in mind the various considerations
behind these proposals. This House should go funher
than the Ministers and say that, notwithstanding the
incredibly slow progress at rhe Vienna Conference
which I have just mentioned, we should not abandon
any area where there is a chance of reaching accepra-
ble arrangements. And if we are talking about a
Conference on Disarmament in Europe, we must, I
believe, sress the equal imponance of the increase in
what are called 'conventional' as opposed to nuclear
arms, bearing in mind the advances there have been in
weaponry: convendonal arms, ladies and gentlemen,
are quite unlike what rhey were 35 years ago.
Basket Two: economic questions. Since the European
Community is involved in gther international forums
dealing with these quesrions, we musr reaffirm in
Madrid our commitmenr ro economic cooperation
between states with different political sysrems and in
particular our desire, indeed our determination, to see
something come of rhe negotiations between the
representatives of Comecon and of the European
Community, which means in particular the Commis-
sion. To that I would add our determination ro ensure
a successful outcome ro rhe current talks about hold-
ing a conference on energy. Such a conference should
lead to a number of agreements founded on [he prior
exchange of information, which is the only way of
establishing precisely what each parry can actually
undenake ro contribute in rhe short, medium and long
term.
Baskec Three: human rights. Ve are quirc rightly very
concerned about them. Two points should be stressed
here on reading the Final Act. The first is a paragraph
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which makes clear beyond any shadow of doubt the
imponance which each of the 35 signatory states
acknowledges should be given to respect for the indi-
vidual: I shall read you the passage in question:
'The panicipating States will . . . promorc and encourage
the effective exercise of civil, political, economic, social,
cultural and other righm and freedoms all of which derive
from the inherent digniry of the human person and are
essential for his free and full development.'
Mr President, this paragraph is the explicit recognition
of the fact that individual rights take precedence over
the enforcement of no matter what political system.
The second point to be made relates to the contro-
versy over an apparent conflict between the sixth and
seventh principles pf the Final Act. The sixth concerns
non-intervention in the internal affairs of other states,
and the seventh, respect for human rights and funda-
mental freedoms. I maintain these two principles do
not conflict in their application, because a mutual
undertaking has been given to do things together, and
when such a promise has been made each side must
obviously have the possibility of verifying whether the
other is keeping equally stricdy to the rules which they
accepted jointly.
My final remark concerns both security and peace
throughout the world. The body of our motion, ladies
and gentlemen, starr with the following words:
'D6tente, which is indivisible and at the same time
regional and global in character'. In acknowledging
that d6tente is not only global but regional we are
referring to the hard reality of our age in Europe and
throughout the world. Preserving Europe is not a
demonstration of egotism but a means of preventing a
direct conflicc between the two superpowers, and
consequently of preserving peace in the world.
Mr President, this House had a duty, on the eve of the
Madrid Conference to take a stand and make known
rhe attitude of this Community, which signed the
Helsinki Act in its own right together with the other
35 signatories. It is my hope that those amendmenc to
the text of our Political Affairs Committee which are
well-founded and reasonable will be adoprcd, and I
congratulate Mr Rumor once again on his drafting of
this text. If we are prepared to accepte these reasona-
ble amendments 
- 
panicularly those of my own
group 
- 
we will have shouldered our responsibilities,
and having done so we shall have the right to pass
judgment on the decisions taken by the Governments
of our Member States'and by the Community in its
own right.
President.. 
- 
I call Mr Diligent.
Mr Diligent. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, although I do not altogether share Mr Brandt's
conclusions I should like first of all to congratulate
him. I do so because he has adopted the Ehring
Committee approach and has chosen to speak on this
question. This is an excellent approach, which has
been well understood by the media and by the press
and it is my belief that it has enhanced the credit and
the authority of this Parliament. It is a method which I
would wish co see used again in the futute.
As we have been allocated only a few minutes, I shall
restrict myself to a fey comments on lhe points which
occurred to me on hearing rhe expens, whose quality
and authority no-one has challenged.
The first point I considered: were we right or wrong
to go on with Madrid? Indeed, after the war in
Afghanismn, after repeated violations of human rights
in the USSR, in Czechoslovakia and in other Eastern
Bloc countries, there was good reason to stop and
consider whether we should continue down this road,
or,whether Madrid should not be put off to better
times. I think we were right to go on with Madrid, and
I think we were right for three reasons. The first is, as
Jean Monnet used to say, [hat it is always better to
meet and talk than to shoot at each other. The second
is that to see rhe CSCE dead and buried would be a
one up for the hawks on both sides 
- 
and there
always are hawks on both sides. And the third it is that
the Madrid Conference, although it is of course a
conference on the future, is also being held so that ve
can consider what has happened so far.
Now the hearings we have held have enabled us to
make a quick assessment of progress under the head-
ings included in each of the three baskets. There are a
number of figures'which we should keep constantly in
mind: the USSR's military budget totals 140lo of
GNP; in the '!7est the corresponding figures range
from 3 ro3.50/o in Europe and 5 0/o in the USA. In
my view this increasing imbalance heightens the risks
of war. !fl'e are all in favour of peace, but peace will
nor, it seems to me, be achieved unless two conditions
are niet: as a first stage, restoring a balance which will
enable the two sides to deal with each other as equals,
and secondly genuine monitoring of disarmament 
-with the presence of observers and the implication of
agreed undertakings.
As the last speaker, Mr Radoux, said just now, d6tente
must be both regional and global in character. And, I
would add, permanent.
The lesson I have learnt from Basket Two is that there
is no need to be inhibited 
- 
that the USSR has bene-
fited by the progress and the capacity of 'Western tech-
nology, that the credits made available to the Easrcrn
Bloc will in a few years have reached 200 thousand
million dollars, and that the machine tools which we
sell rc the USSR are used to produce goods which are
then sold cheaply in the Vest and thus give us employ-
ment problems. I still believe that Lenin was joking
when he said that we would even sell them the rope
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with which to hang us, bir I would add that, while thejoke is wonh a lirtle thought and while I appreciate we
must continue with these exchanges, we must also
realize who is getring the best of the deal and not have
any inhibitions ourselves.
However, the basic problem, the mosr imponanr one
as far as we are concerned, has been that posed by
Basket Three. It still gives me a feeling of distaste or of
great uneasiness when I remember the first time I met
a number of Soviet dissidents who had just arrived in
France, and who rold me: 'You are the ones who are
responsible, your Vestern tovernments have their
share of responsibility in our suffering. \fle used to live
in obscurity and dream, wirh a cenain resignation, of
berter times. And rhen rhere was rhe Helsinki Agree-
ment. \fe saw that you, your governments and your
leaders had underwrirren rhis agreement, given ir their
guarantees and appended their signatures. And it was
because of rhis endorsemenr, because of these guaran-
tees and these signatures that our hope finally flow-
ered and we came out of the shadows to call for the
implementation of what you signed for, what you
guaranteed. And rhar is why e great many of our
friends have now been thrown into prison or are under
arrest or in psychiaric hospitals'.
I therefore call upon those Governments which are
preparing ro go ro Madrid to raise formally the ques-
tion of these brave, noble-spirircd men who put their
trust. in us. Orherwise, let us at least have the courage
to admit our failure and our cowardice and accept thar
the document we signed is a dead letrer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pelikan.
Mr Pelikan 
- 
(l) Mr President, our colleague \flilly
Brandt has already spoken of rhe Czechoslovak social-
ist, Jiii Hajek, Foreigr Minister during the 'Prague
Spring' of tgOg and, o-ne of rhe founders and spokes-
men o[ rhe movement for the defence of civil rights
known as 'Chaner 77', who was arrested and interro-
gated just as he was preparing, along with friends of
his, a letter to President Husak serring out some help-
ful suggestions for the Madrid Conference.
This episode is a reminder of how different rhe situa-
tion is in the various countries of Europe on the eve of
the Madrid Conference. Ve here are free ro debate
this resolution and im amendments, even if it arouses
little interest amongsr Members. In Italy the Govern-
ment has set up a special commission which has asked
for opinions and personal contributions from all the
political panies and from all kinds of people, whereas
in Czechoslovakia, as in cenain orher countries which
are nevenheless parr 
- 
let us nor forger this 
- 
of
Europe, those who wish to make a consrructive contri-
bution to the implemenration of the Helsinki agree-
ments are being persecuted, discriminated against,
threatened and even arresred.
This is the touchstone by which we can judge whether
the Helsinki atreements are'really being respected or
not. These agreemenrs q/ere a source of grear hopes
for the peoples of Europe, but rhese hopes evaporated
as a result of the disappoinring results of the Belgrade
meeting. Ve hope ro see rhem reborn at the Madrid
Conference.
This is why we need a definite gesrure 
- 
an I would
go so far as ro say even a sensational, spectacular
gesture 
- 
to reverse rhe trend, such as, for example,
an announcemenr ar the beginning of the Madrid
Conference of the granting of a general amnesry to all
political prisoners. This is nor ro underestimate all rhe
other imponant problems, such as the conference on
disarmanent and economic and scienrific cooperation
in the context of the protection of the environmenr,
which are of vital imponance for rhe peoples of
Europe and which I hope will achieve positive resulm.
But there is no better way of convincing the man in the
sreet [hat the governments of Europe are in earnest in
their attempt to promore genuine cooperation in
Europe than to declare right ar the outser of the
Madrid Conference rhat no citizen, be he a citizen of
an Eastern or a Vesrern Bloc country, mdy be perse-
curcd, arrested or detained for having expressed
dissenting opinions. Such a principle, aparr from rhe
fact that it seems to me rhat everyone would find it
acceptable would have grearer weight if it were
announced immediately, ar the beginning of the
conference, so rhar all the political prisoners who have
been arrested in flagrant violation of the Helsinki
agreemenr may be immediately released. Here I am
thinking of Vaclav Havel, one of the greatest Euro-
pean writers, who has been condemned to five years'
imprisonment. I am thinking of the journalist Dienst-
bier, the well-known scientist Uhl, of Sabata, Benda
and the sociologist and socialist Rudolf Battek who
has, iq addition, been accused of having sent a lerrer to
this Parliament, all of whom have been arrested merely
because they had asked rhe Czech Governmenr ro
respect the Helsinki agreemenm.
The proof that granting of an amnesty is possible has
been provided by the courageous and constructive
gesture on the pan of the Polish Government, which
has freed all its political prisoners, as required by the
Danzig atreemenr, and I am panicularly glad to be
able to tell you now that the journalist Otka Bedna-
rova, who was condemned a yeer aBo ro rhree years'
imprisonment for having asked the Czech Govern-
ment to respecr the Helsinki atreemenrs, and on
behalf of whom, here in July, I requested the President
of Parliamenr to intervene, has recently been released
because of her poor stare of health.
'I
1r*,, " ^t
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A decision on the part of the Czech Government to
release all other political prisoners would without any
doubt make a great contribution to the positive
outcome of the Madrid Conference. Similarly, a deci-
sion on the pan of the Soviet Government to allow
Academician Sakharov, holder of the Nobel Peace
Prize, to return to his home in Moscow, and to free
other political prisoners, such as Orlov, Shcharansky
and many others, would have a similar effect.
It would also help to restore mutual trust if an agree-
ment could be reached permitting rePresentatives of
the signatory governments of the Helsinki agreements,
Amnesty International and the International Commis-
sion of Jurists in Geneva ro be present as observers at
any political trials held in any of the signatory states.
Since shrouding everything in secrecy hinders mutual
understanding and satisfactory reciprocal relations
and, gives rise to suspicions which impede the process
of detente, it is very important that all the govern-
.ments meeting in Madrid should undenake ro open
rhe frontiers of their countries to the citizens of other
European countries and, in Particular, to journalists,'
whose work must be made easier by permitting them
to travel throughout the countries of Europe without
visas and without any kind of censorship of their
dispatches.
Great progress can also be made in the field of educa-
tion and Culture, but it is already too late to prepare
proposals on these topics for the Madrid conference.
I should like to conclude with an appeal: that at the
Madrid meeting Europe should give the world an
example of tolerance and peaceful cooperation, which
is not a lot m ask, but neither is it a little at a time of
serious tension, pregnant with dangers for world
Peace.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. 
- 
(I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, during the hearings organized by the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee, Vladimir Bukovski said that
when the Nine discuss things, they only succeed in
agreeing on a lowest common denominator, and that
it *oulJ be better for a larger number of voices to be
heard at Madrid. This vieil sums uP the challenge
which this Parliament must rise to by performing just
as important a role as it has beeh granted in budgetary
mattC.s 
- 
i.e. to lay the foundations of and set out the
conditions for an approach common m all the Nine,
which will be neirher limited to the minimum possible
commitment nor ambiguous, but will be framed in
sufficiendy precise terms and which can be voiced
either by all the Member States together, or by indivi-
dual countries separately, in response to the serious
international situation which has already been
mentioned.
The long hours of work put in by the Political Affairs
Commitiee, the confirmadon during the hearings of
the complexity of the matters at stake, the balanced
..port rub.itted by Mr Rumor 
- 
whom we thank for
hii dedication 
- 
and, finally, this debate itself, all
indicate that this ambitious aim may be achieved and
that we are already heading in the right direcdons.
The basis for this common approach canno! be any
other than our concept of d6tente, which does not
imply giving way, nor does it imply seeking agreement
"t "nyiost, nor 
yet does it imply entenaining any-illu-
sions about an easy and rapid transformation of the
Soviet r6gime. Instead, it hinges on the primacy 
.of
political initiatives and on the military deterrent. This
is the criterion that must be applied, both in assessing
the results of the process set in train at Helsinki and in
deciding on the line rc be adopted for Madrid.
If we want to assess the results of the CSCE, we must
of course distinguish between, on the one hand, the
glaring, serious ind, indeed, dangerous failure on the
p"n of the Russians to live up to their responsibilities
in implementing Basket Three, the scandal of the inva-
sion 
-of 
Afghanistan and Soviet milimry escalation,
which all the previous speakers have touched on, the
tragic fate of-the dissidents which Mr Diligent has
spoken of and, on the other hand, the world-wide
e?fects of the Final Act. How can anyone deny that the
question of human rights emerged from the Helsinki-
conference with renewed force, with wider-reaching
implications than anyone expected when the Helsinki
agieements were being signed? It has given increased
moral legidmacy and inrcrnational diplomatic signifi-
cance to the actions of the Soviet dissidents. It has
highlighted the contradictions in the USSR, has
di;inished its world credibiliry and has increased its
isolation.
Other Members of this House have spoken, rightly, of
th_e negative aspects of economic cooperation, but
even here we ought to make a more detailed analysis,
taking due account. of the possible long term effects of
such cooperation. Expens also tell us that opening the
Eastern Bloc economies to the Vest constitutes a chal-
lenge for the Eastern Bloc systems, which have been
obliged to implement varied economic reforms, all
more or less undermined by a centralism which, in
spite of everything, still makes it difficult for the East-
ern Bloc to make satisfactory use of the technology it
impons from the Vest. The implementation of these
reforms has sparked off a political battle royal, as is
shown by the difficult compromise that was arrived at
in the USSR between the aims of the Gosplan and
those of the Central Institute for Moneary Economies
with regard w the 1979 reform, as is also shown even
more plainly by recent evenm in Poland, which cannot
be looked at in isolation from the effect of economic
cooperation with the '!?'est, as is obvious from the
panial and inadequate attempts at reform carried out
in Hungary and Rumania.
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Given the complex and contradictory situarion at
presen[ prevailing, it seems vital rhat we should
approach these negotiations on the basis of precise
conditions and with an attirude of European self-
assertion.-Two of these conditions have already been
mentioned. First of all, if our conceprion of d6tente is
to be in harmony with these conditions, that implies
the indivisibility of rhe three Baskets, it implies that we
should attach all the imponance to polidcal inidatives
that they have overall in relations berween East and
'!7'est, and not just between East and \7est. In the
second place, we should dispel any illusions on the
pan of the Russians that Europe's assumprion of i$
own autonomous role in the negotiationi in any way
implies that there is now less coincidence of interesm
between Europe and America, taking the word 'inrer-
ests' in a broad sense thar goes beyond a merely
economic view, although competition can srill be
involved.
The all-embracing narure of our conception of d6tenrc
is demonstrated by rhe balance between initiatives on
disarmament, which have already been discussed, and
atreements on concrete measures relaring to Baskem
Two and Three, with the introduction of rhe Nonh-
South dialogue, access to economic information, the
role of the press, rhe fundamental conditions for free-
dom of scientific cooperarion, and rhe means by which
the implemenrarion of rhese commirments is to be
monitored. Concrete measures, which widen people's
access to informarion and promote the circulation of
ideas are more imponant, polirically, than declarations
of intenr.
The rest of rhe extent to which d6rcnte is global and
indivisible is ro be found in the commitmeni to extend
concern about security to the Mediterranean, in so far
as the special sratus of the states bordering the Medi-
terranean makes this possible 
- 
as Mr Rumor
reminded us. The problem of stability in the Medircr-
ranean, an area in which national, religious, economic
and social rensions interlock, with a complex network
of rivalries and bilateral, fragile and interchangeable
alliances, is not a problem that can be tackled simplyby means of guaranteeing military equilibrium
between the Blocs. It constitutes a challenge ro our
whole ability to launch political initiatives, iconomic
cooperation and cultural dialogue, and reflects a
genuine awareness of the mutual interdependence
between rhe principal regions of rhe world, is evoked
in the Final Act of rhe Helsinki.
Mr Presidenc, ladies and gentlemen, we have always
had great symparhy and understanding for th.
profound sufferings which have led one oriwo distin-
guished men of letters 
- 
in panicular I am thinking of
Solzhenytsin 
- 
ro see in the 'Iflesr's patience and its
painstaking search for agreemenI evidence of marerial-
ism, the egoism of- affluence and softness. There may
have been some of this in the arritude of the general
public, and, from time ro rime, in the modvaiion of
politicians in Europe, but at rhe hean of this grear
movemenr towards d€tenre, to the extent that it is
actively guided and not simply passively endured by
the Vest, rhere is none of rhis: there is the conviction
that milirary blackmail is a weapon rhar has no place in
the armoury of the western democracies, that such
methods are less and less credible and less and less
effective when they are practised by governments
based on consensus. A stable sysrcm of joint defence is
the precondition for maintaining rhe Vestern demo-
cracies, but rhe illusion that we can deal with conflicts
and defend human rights solely by adopting an inrran-
sigent attitude may be dangerous, not only, and not so
much, for the S7estern countries as for those men and
vomen who live on the other side of the iron currain.
Let us not classify ourselves into supponers of a firm
approach and supponers of appeasemenr, or rhe
opposite, Mr Segre, some people aiming deliberately
at confrontation and orhers, and only the others,
searching for peace! The rwo opposed requirements,
between which we appear m be divided, are objective
and are genuine, they concern us and they should in
fact be a challenge for all of us, and each one of us is
called upon, individually, to unire within himself rhe
following conflicting images: the need ro guaranree
the safery of our peoples and the awareness that arms
alone are not sufficient to do this; the wish ro go ro
the defence of human rights in the Eastern Bloc coun-
tries and the need to be realistic enough ro prevenr
more serious barriers being erected around them; the
conviction that economic cooperation is a determining
factor in change and the need to avoid our own coun-
tries footing the bill for the economic failures of the
Soviet Bloc.
Strengthened by our desire to cre^te a united Europe
and by our mandares from the peoples of Europe, as
well as by rhe very habit which helps us ro overcome
each day, to some small extent, raditional narional
and political distrust, let us here build a majority
which will be as broad as is necessary ro commit our
governments to a joint position. Today rhe Europein
Parliament, in respect of rhese grear political decisions,
is faced with a major challenge which it must take up.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)
INTHE CHAIR: MRJAQUET
Vce-President
President. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
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4. Membership of committees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group a number of requests seeking to appoint the
following Members to various committees:
- 
Mrs Gaspard as Member of the Legal Affairs
Committee in place of Mr Pclikan;
- 
Mr Pelikan as Member of the Committee on External
Economic Relations in place of Mr Ripa di Meana;
- 
Mr Ripa di Meana as Member of the Committee on
Transport in place of Mr Craxi;
- 
Mr Petersen as Member of the Committee on Energy
and Research;
- 
Mrs Gredal as Member of the Ad Hoc Committee on
Vomen's Rights.
Since there are no objections, these appointments are
ratified.
5. CSCE meeting in Madid (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the Rumor repon (Doc. 1-aa5l80).
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, I rise to exPress general
atreement with the terms of the resolution before
Parliament and I would join in expressing appreciation
to my colleague, Mr Rumor, for the work he has done
in preparing this report.
There are two matters mentioned in the resolution
with which I would wish to express particular agree-
ment. Firstly, I endorse entirely the condemnation of
the abuse and denial of human rights by the authorities
in the Soviet Union and in Eastern Europe generally.
The denial of fundamental libenies to dissenting
voices in the Communist world should be abhorred
and condemned by all freedom-loving people. The
right to dissent and to express one's dissent in a demo-
cratic and peaceful fashion is a right which should be
upheld by us and be seen to be upheld by all of us in
this Communiry.
The treatment especially of fundamentalist Chrispian
leaders and people in the Soviet Union is a matter
which concerns me gready, and therefore I welcome
this opponunity to condemn the suppression of all
groups: Jews, Christians and others' but especially the
Bible-believing fundamentalists who have suffered
most of al[. Many of us are aware of what the Vins
family have been through and, although Pastor Vins
himself is now safely in the 'West, his family still
continues rc suffer. Any state which does not permit
its citizens full and free expression of opinion and
belief is a state which should be condemned most
fonhrightly by this Community.
The second matter with which I wish rc deal is the call
contained in the resolution for she nine Mem-ber coun-
ries to honour and accept the sanctity of national
sovereignty. The'freedoms and rights which we all
should enjoy as individuals are translarcd on a national
level into the equally imponant principle of scrupulous
respect for national territory and sovereignty. In
encouraging the Community to condemn all violations
of national sovereignty, such as has occurred in
Afghanistan, this Community should be most careful
to ensure that within itself there is nothing which
conflicts with this laudable exhonation.
Every Member of this House knows that I come from
that pan of the United Kingdom known as Nonhern
Ireland. Yet the territory of Nonhern. Ireland is
claimed in the constitution of another Member of this
Community 
- 
the Republic of Ireland 
- 
as pan of its
territory. That arrogant and aggressive claim, Sir, is
somethint which causes treat offence and resentment
to the people of Northern Ireland, which I rePresent
in this House. And I would suggest that it also should
concern and alarm this Communiry, especially when
we are now in this resolution exhoning others in the
vinues of respecting national sovereignty and in the
right of self-determination.
This Community cannot afford to close its eyes to this
glaring irregularity within its own boundaries and
funhermore the Communiry should not be ignorant of
the fact that recently the Prime Minister of the Irish
Republic gave voice to the objectionable assertion of
his constitution when he demanded that the British
Government should withdraw from the people of
Nonhern Ireland their assurance of the right rc self-
determination.
That action, Mr President, flies in the face of the plea
in this resolution to all nations to resPect the right of
both individuals and nations to freely enjoy all human
rights and fundamental libenies. There is no more
fundamental liberty for any collective group of people
or nation than the right of self-determination and this
resolution righdy, Sir, gives recognition to that fact
and is therefore assured of my support and vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
.1
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Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr President, we have listened in the
debate Lo a greet deal of philosophy and many states-
manlike reflections from distinguished speakers. Mr
Rumor struck a fine balance berween rhe need for
strentth in the Vest and the need to take whatever
chance remalns for d6tenre wirh the Soviet Union. Mr
Brandt was undersrandably keen to pick up the pieces
of his Ostpolitik and rc srick them together as best he
could.
'I would like to look briefly at the country we are deal-
ing with because ir is no secrer rhat we are talking
about the Soviet Union when we make our commen$
about the dangers which exisr for the \7est and
perhaps look a little funher back, not only at the
Soviet Union, not only ar post-revolutionary Russia,
but at the Russia of the Czars 
- 
a land where for
centuries, even when in our own countries democracy
was beginning to evolve, the grossest ryranny was
practised, the abuse of law, anti-Semitic pogroms, rhe
organisation of human beings in military villages
where men, qromen and children, right up ro rhe
middle of the nineteenrh cenrury, were mercilessly
flogged.
Ve have to see that here we have a problem of the
,rights of the individual and we have a problem too, a
continuing problem, a hisrcrical problem of conquest
abroad 
- 
the conquesr in the 19th cenrury of the
whole of the Caucaius and of vasl areas of Cenral
Asia which are stiil in Soviet hands and about which
we like ro forger all roo often.
The Soviets in fact took over where rhe Czars left off
with a new ferocious efficiency in persecution, and
they added to it rhe persecution and tyranny of
economic collectivism. And so in 1940 Estonia, Lawia
and Lithuania disappeared; a large slice of Poland was
occupied by ethnic Russians, or people related to the
Russians, but Poland's industrial centre of Lvov was
swallowed up; so was a large slice of Romania.
Since the srarwe have seen the suppression of freedom
rnovemenr in Prague in 1948, in East Germany in.
1953, in Hungary in 1956 and in Prague again in
1968; in Africa we have seen the take-over by the
mercenaries of the Soviet Union,.the Cubans, and by
East German technicians in Angola and Ethiopia, and
now we see the blaant aggression of the Soviets in
Afghanistan. .
I go through that, Mr President, nor because I believe
, 
that nations cannor change 
- 
if there is any hope at
all ir is that Russia can change and we are right to
believe that we musr rry again. But I think we ari also
right to be more rhan wary, and I would like to turn
the balance perhaps a little more . . .
Perhaps we might look at the headings of the Declara-
tion of Principles of the Final Act. Sovereign equality
- 
respect for rhe righm inherent in sovereignry:
flouted by the Soviet Union. Refraining from the
threat or use of force: flouted by the Soviet Union.
Inviolability of frontiers: flouted. Territorial inrcgrity
of States: flourcd. Peaceful sertlemenr of disputes:
flouted. Non-intervention in internal affairs: flouted.
Respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms,
including freedom of thought, conscience or religious
belief: flouted. Equal rights and self-determination of
peoples: flouted.
May I quote from Brezhnev: In Prague in 1977 he
said: In 1985 we shall, rhanks to our diplomacy, have
reached the majority of our objectives in Vestern
Europei And the reversal of the balance of power will
then be so decisive thar we shall be in a position to
impose our will whenever that is necessary.
In our relations with the Soviet Union we might do
well to remember a word of advice from Oliver Crom-
well, mlking to his troops. He said: 'Praise God, and
keep your powder dry!' I think we would do well to
remember that today.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Thorn.
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
- 
(F)
Mr President, I have listened very closely ro rhe
discussion which has taken place in rhis Chamber this
morning and this afternoon, because it is imponant to
me and indeed to all the Members of rhe Council to
learn the views of rhose who are following the CSCE
process from outside, without being bombarded daily
as we are with diplomaric reporr,s from Madrid.
Indeed these repons, I must admit, are becoming more
and more unreadable, being weighed down with
details of exchanges berween delegations which
increasingly fail to conceal the fact that the prepara-
tory work which started on 9 September is really at a
standstill.
In my view, however, the problem should be simple.
Should one adhere to the broad lines of procedure
adopted in Belgrade, whereby equal imponance was
accorded to the past, namely to examining rhe imple-
mentation of the principles ourlined in the Helsinki
Final Act, and to the furure, namely ro rhe new
proposals, or should the new proposals, on rhe
contrary, be given priority over rhe examinarion of the
past? I cannot give you an official Communiry reply
on this point since we have not discussed it in the past
few days or weeks. Therefore, Mr President, my
remarks will express my personaf viewpoint, although
they will be based on rhe consistent approach adopted
by the Community Member States. On this quesrion
the Community has always, without exceprion,
insisted on rules of procedure being adopted which
would allow a thorough examination of the manner in
which the three baskets of the Helsinki Final Act had
been implemented in the 35 countries participating in
the CSCE. Alongside this requiremenr, whether
successively or simultaneously is of lirtle imponance,
as much time as is needed can be devoted to examining
')1,r
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new proposals. The debarc in Madrid is at presint
taking the form of a tedious discussion on the number
of days 
- 
I€s, even the number of hours 
- 
which can
be reserved for the one or the other. In my opinion,
there are many possible compromise solutions.
A formula which amounted to reducing any examina-
tion of the implementation of the Helsinki Final Act to
a bare minimum would, however, be unacceptable.
The Belgrade Yellow Book satisfactorily reconciled
these two conflicting preoccupations, i.e. with the past
and with the fuure. Of course, there is room for
improvement, but anyone who, on the pretext of wish-
ing to improve it, tries in fact to drop the provisions
regarding detailed examination of implementation will
encounter the determined opposition of all the
Community countries. This is the problem, the real
problem, around which the apparently tedious and
sterile debate is revolving at present in Madrid, and I
am glad to see that the European Parliament, or at
least a very laige majority of its Members, shares the
views I have just outlined in brief.
Should the Ministers go to Madrid? Several speakers
have put this question. In my view, it is premature to
reply to this at present. I think the decision can only
reasonably be taken when we have a clearer, more
complete view of the progress of the preparatory
work. Vithout wishing to prejudge decisions which
may be mken by. individual Ministers, our political
cooperation meeting on 4 November will provide a
useful opponunity to take stock of the situation and
work out a common approach both on this question of
being present at Madrid and on the main questions of
principle. I agree with all this morning's speakers that
it is in fact essential to have a common poliry on this
matter and at this stage I fear 
- 
rather as Villy
Brandt said this morning 
- 
that there may not be a
meeting of Foreign Ministers in Madrid but that they
may go to Madrid consecutively, on different days,
thus preventing a true dialogue, or rather failing to
esnblish a true dialogue at ministerial level.
At present 
- 
and here again I am of course expressing
my personal views, although I am almost certain that
they reflect the views of my colleagues 
- 
the Member
States of 'the European Community are in agreement
that all parts of the Helsinki Final Act should receive
equal attention. These documenrc, which were signed
by the Heads of State and Government of 35 coun-
ries, an entity, no pan of which s.hould be given prior-
ity over the others. I am happy to see, ladies and
gentlemen, that you share this viewpoint. The propos-
als you have made on [he various baskets are very
interesting and I am sure that my colleagues will
accord them due attention and issue appropriate
instrucrions rc their respective delegations in Madrid.
As regards confidence-building measures in panicular,
the Community Member States consider that it is
particularly imponant to make a qualitative improve-
ment in the form of binding 'CBMs' applying to the
whole of Europe in the geographical sense, that is
from the Urals to the Atlantic.'S7'e see no reason why
the European territories of any panicipating country
should remain ouside the sphere of application of
these measures. It is also to be hoped that the Madrid
meeting will succeed in drawing up a precise mandate
for a Conference on Disarmament in Europe in line
' with the French proposals, which the Nine suppon. I
realize that the whole question of securiry presenr
difficult problems and that it would be rash to antici-
pate very rapid progress. But we must at least make an
a[tempt.
As regards Basket Two, we must continue our patient
effons rc improve economic relations between all
European countries. The motion before Parliament
contains some interesting ideas in this sphere, although
I am somewhat doubtful about the advisabiliry of
d.iscussing proposals on development aid at the CSCE,
' since in my opinion a more fitting forum for these is
within the United Nations.
Community preparation for Basket Two has involved
both an examination of the implementation of the
Final Act and the elaboration of new proposals to help
improve cooperation in Europe.'S7ork on the imple-
mentation of the Final Act has consisted for the most
pan in collecting a large amount of data to assess to
what degree the various participanrc in the Conference
have kept their commitments. As regards nev/ propos-
als, the Community has focused on a limited number
of topics such as, for example, improving the exchange
of economic and commercial information between
East and \7est, business contacts, offset transactions,
arbitration arrangements and management training.
As far as can be seen at present, Mr President, it is the
more controversial problems of Baskets One and
Three which will be at the centre of the Madrid
discussions. Community action on Basket Two will
therefore depend largely on the progress of discus-
sions on the other two baskets, because it is these
discussions that will determine the general political
climate of the Madrid meeting. It is in fact Basket
Three which is the crux in the discussions presently
mking place in Madrid on matters of principle regard-
ing the arrangement of the meeting. In this context I
must repeat that the Member States of the European
Community will not allow the examination of past
implementation of the Act to be swept under the
carpet. How could one pass over in silence, for exam-
ple 
- 
as Villy Brandt emphasized this morning 
- 
the
measures recently taken by the German Democratic
Republic which make rips to that country considera-
bly more of a problem and as such are contrary rc the
explicit provisions of the Final Act whereby the pani-
cipating states undenook to facilitate more extensive
travel, whether for professional or personal reasons.
However, I should like to stress also that 
- 
with
respect rc Mr Denis 
- 
we are in no way seeking
confrontation. The Nine do not claim a priori, before
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any investigation, to have fulfilled to perfection the
obligations arising out of the Helsinki Final Act, as
moreover Mr Estier pointed out this morning. They
do not take refuge behind an alleged principle of
non-interference in their internal affairs but are
prepared to answer any criticisms levelled at them and
to accept those which prove justified. All they ask is
that all participanm have the same approach.
It is in this spirit of openmindedness, which while criti-
cal is also constructive, that we intend to approach the
Madrid Conference.
Mr President, you will appreciate that I did not wish
to express my opinion on the denils of the proposals
contained in the motion for a resolution. That cannot
be the task of the President-in-Office of the Council
speaking personally. This text, in its final form after
your discussions, will undoubtedly command the care-
ful attention of my colleagues and of the delegations
meeting in Madrid. In reply to Mr Estier, let me say
that I will personally recommend that the Council
come before Parliament at the beginning of next year,
when all will be much clearer, to give an account of
the Madrid Conference. I share your concern in this
respect. I wish to pay my sincere respects to my friend
and former colleague, Mr Rumor, for the qualiry of
his repon and to Parliament for the high standard of
the debate, most of which I have been able to attend.
Above all, I am very pleased to note the consensus
which exists, to put it frankly, between the large
majority of this Parliament and the national govern-
ments on basic questions, and indeed it is essential rhat
rhis be so. I am convinced that this consensus will form
the basis for ruly effective action in Madrid, in the
interests of lasting and therefore genuine d6rcnte.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of the Commission.(D) Mr President, I will concentrate in my few
remarks on the issues involved in Basket Two.
This is 
^n 
area in which the Community has direct
authority. There is no need for me ro sress rhe
imponance which the Commission too naturally
attaches to the security aspects and the humanitarian
questions. Nor is it necessary to draw attenrion to the
connection between the various spheres, as orher
speakers have done.
In the economic sphere cooperarion can contribure
towards the panicipating countries' economic devel-
opment and help to avoid disturbances, as we have in
fact succeeded in doing around the world in recent
years, in spite of all rhe serious problems. Developing
economies and avoiding disturbances is pardcularly
necessary in view of the difficult world economic
situation. The consequences of the oil crisis affect all
economies, irrespecrive of differences in economic
systems, and they affect developing counrries as well
as industrialized countries. These economic problems
can and will lead to social rension, which can in turn
have political consequences. The world economy,
which is in great difficulties at presenr, is having to
cope in addition with a major process of transforma-
tion leading to a new world division of labour, and
this makes it all the more necessary rhar we improve
cooperation which, by developing our economies and
avoiding disturbances will be to everybody's advan-
age. The past few years have proved that this is possi-
ble. Since 1970 trade berween the European Commu-
nity and East European state-trading countries has
quadrupled. In 1979 ir amounted ro about
17 000 million unim of account in each direction, for
exports and impons respectively. The Sovier Union
was in first place, followed by Poland and Rumania.
These figures demonstrate how much interest there is
in such cooperation. This is also reflected in the agree-
ments concluded between the European Community
and a number of East European srares. Let me mention
here Rumania, with which we recenrly concluded an
imponant atreemenr on trade in industrial products as
well as a funher agreement on the establishment of ajoint EEC-Rumania Committee. This committee's
mandate is to deal with all quesrions concerning the
development of economic and trade relations berween
us. Let me mention also the steel and rexrile atree-
menm which exist between the Community and
Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland and Czechoslovakia.
These agreemenrs are further proof of the interest
shown by our panners. Unfonunately, this interest has
nol yet led to normalization of the relations rhese
countries and other CMEA Member States have wirh
the European Community. It is not natural for more
than 110 states around the world to have normal
diplomatic relarions with our Community 
- 
and
many of them have also concluded rade and coopera-
tion agreements with us 
- 
while our immediate East-
ern European neighbours do not maintain such rela-
tions. That does not conform to the spirit of coopera-
tion. \7e wanr [o normalize our relations with the
Member States of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance, we wanr normal working relations with the
CMEA. For this both sides must of course respect the
aims, methods and insritutional rules of the other pan-
ner. It is in this spirit thar we have pursued the
protracted negotiations rhere have been so far. Coop-
eration must form a framework for removing the
obsncles which stand in rhe way of normal relations
and prevenr the establishment of the necessary sysrcm
of rade agreemenr. Facilities musr be created for the
exchange of informarion on imponant economic facts,
developments and prospects. !7e must remove rhe
difficulties which stand in the way of normal business
contacts. Economic reladons must be based on a
balanced performance by each side. In trading with us
the East profits from rhe rules of world trade, which
are based on the principles of the market economy. At
the same time they maintain their completely different
rules which deny us similar advantages on their side.
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That cannot be regarded as a balance. In this context
some rather vague formulations in Basket Two must
be defined in more detail. !7e regard economic coop-
eration as necessary. '!7'e want to continue it and
funher develop it. However, that is only possible in an
atmosphere of trust, with the genuine pursuit of
common interests on a basis of reciprocity. For us in
the Community that presupposes common objectives
and taking more joint Community action. Ve often
regard East-!flest trade as just another area of world
trade. In the East there is a close connection between
economic and political goals. That is an important
reason why we [oo should not see just the economic
aspects of these relations. It is an important reason for
seeking a Breater community of interests amongst
ourselves and insisting on a balance between all pans
at the Madrid Conference.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
Ve shall now vote on the motion for a resolution.
(Parliament adopted tbefirst indent of tbe preamble)
On the second indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
ment No 5 by Mr Romualdi.*
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
(I)
amendment, Mr President.
( Parliament rejected Amendment
second indent of the preamble)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis.
I am against the
No 5 and adopted the
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the French Members
of the Communist and Allies Group will not vote on
any of these amendmenrc because, as we made clear
this morning, the spirit and the letter of this motion
cannot be amended.
President. 
- 
M"y I remind Mr Denis that explana-
tions of vote will be given at the end?
(Parliament adopted the tbird indent of the preamble)
On the founh indent of the preamble, I have Amend-
ment No 4 by Mr Romualdi and others.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted the
fourth indent of the preamble)
President. 
- 
Afrcr the founh indent of the preamble,
Mr Estier and others have abled Amendment No 12
on behalf of the Socialist Group.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) | am in favour, Mr
Presidenl
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 12 and then tbe
fifib to eighth indents of the preamble)
President. 
- 
I have four amendments on the first
indent of paragraph 1:
- 
Amendment No 36 by Mr Pannella and others;
- 
Amendment No 25 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castel-
lina;
- 
Amendmenm Nos 13 and 14 by Mr Estier and others
on behalf of the Socialist Group.
'\7'hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am
against Amendment No 35 by Mr Pannella and
Amendment No 25 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castel-
lina. On the other hand, I am in favour of Amend-
ments Nos 13 and 14 by Mr Esder.
(V/'ith successioe ootes Parliament rejecud Amendments
Nos 36 and 2t and adopted Amendments Nos 13 and 14
and tbefirst indent, tbus amende{ of paragrapb t)
President. 
- 
On the second indent of paragraph 1, I
have Amendment No 26 6y Mr Capanna and Mrs
Casrcllina.
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 26 and adopted the
second indent ofparagrapb 1)
" The complete text of the amendments will be found in the
Annex.
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President. 
- 
I have three amendmenr on the rhird
indent of paragraph 1:
- 
Amendment No 37 by Mr Pannella and orhers;
- 
Amendment No 6/rev. by Mr Romualdi and others;
- 
Amendment No 27 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Casrcl-
lina.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) | am againsr all three
amendmenm, Mr President.
(lYith successiae aotes Parliament rejected Amendmehts
Nos 37, 6/rezt. and 27 and adopted the tbird and foarth
indents ofparagraph 1)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on the fifth
indent of paragraph 1:
- 
Amendment No 38 by Mr Pannella and others;
- 
Amendment No 28 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castel-
lina.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdppofteur. 
- 
0 | am againsr, Mr Presi-
dent.
(tYith successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 38 and 28 and adopted the fifih indent of para-
graph 1)
President. 
- 
After rhe fifth indent of p".rgr"ph t,
Mr Estier and others have tabled Amendment No 15
on behalf of the Socialisr Group.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, lapporteur. 
- 
(I) I am in favour,
Mr Presidenr.
(Parlianent adopted Amendment No 15)
President. 
- 
I have two amendmenrs on the sixth
indent of paragraph 1:
- 
Amendment No 16 by Mr Estier and others on behalf
of the Socialist Group;
- 
Amendment No 29 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castel-
lina.
'!flhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Rumor, rdpportear. 
- 
(I) I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 16 and 29 and
adopted tbe sixth indent ofparagraph 1)
President. 
- 
Afrcr the sixth indent of paragraph l, I
have Amendment No 39 by Mr Pannella and others.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
0 | am against, MrPresi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 39)
President. 
- 
I have three amendmenrs on rhe seventh
indent of paragraph I :
- 
Amendment No 30 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Casrcl-
lina;
- 
Amendment No 40 by Mr Pannella and orhers;
- 
Amendmenr No l7 by Mr Estier and orhers on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
@ | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(tll'ith successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendments
Nos 30, 40 and 17 and adopted the seoenth indent of
pdr4grhph 1)
President. 
- 
On the eighth indent of paragraph l,
Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr Fergusson have abled
Amendment No 11 on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
0 I am in favour,
Mr President.
(tffitb successizte ootes Parliament adopted Amendment
No 11, the eighth indent, thus amended, of paragraph I
and point I ofparagraph 2)
President. 
- 
After point I of paragraph 2,
Mr Scott-Hopkins and Mr Fergusson have tabled
Amendment No 10 on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdppolteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am in
favour of this amendment up ro the words implementa-
tion of the Final.Act, corresponding ro rhe first four
lines of the Italian version.
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- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins. Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
U) | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, we shall with-
draw from the fifth line of the Italian text of the (Parliament rejected Amendment No 32 and adopted
amendment to the enU. point I and tben point 9 of paragrapb 2)
President. 
- 
\7ith the agreement of the author of the
amendmenr, I shall put to the vote the first pan of president. _ I have rwo amendmenm on point l0 ofAmendment No lo' paragraph2:
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 10, thus amended) 
- 
Amendmenc No 33 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castel-
lina;
On point 2 of paragraph 2, I have Amendment No I
by Mrs Lizin. 
n z r n Yc rlrlrclrullrc,L r\u r 
- lfli:U:ll,Ith? 
Mr Estier and others on behalf
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position? \,hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpportew. 
- 
(I) | am against, Mr Presi-
dent' 
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted against the amendment by Mr Capanna and Mrs
point 2 and thein points 3 to t of paragrapb 2) Castellina and in favour of the amendment by Mr
Estier.
President' 
- 
on point5 of paragraph-1' 
'.^Y]t (parliament rejected Amendment No 33 and adoptedAmendment No 31 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Cas el- ';;:;;;;;;, f,io ta ond then point te ius a*eoded, of
paragraph 2)
'\7hat is the, rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
0 I am aginst, Mr Presi-denr. 
t'/ L 4r' 46.rr!' President' 
- 
After point.lo. of paragraph 2' 
- 
Mr
Estier and others have tabled Amendment No 19 on
behalf of the Socialist GrouP'
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 31 and adopted
ir;"r i ard thio point z ofpardgrdph 2) \rhat is the rapporteur's posidon?
President' 
- 
After point 7 of paragraph 2,. I 
-have Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr president, I am
Amendment No 4l by Mrs Macciocchi and others' or.p"..a-r.'"""iir rh. first part of this amendmenr, as
'lrhat is the rapponeur's posidon? far as the words 'o coordinate them'
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) lam against, Mr Presi- President. 
- 
Since Mr Estier is willing to withdraw
dent. rhe second part of the amendment, I put to the vote
the first part only.
( Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 I ) (Parliament adopted Amendment No 19, thus amended,
and then point I I ofParagraPh 2)
President. 
- 
On point 8 of paragraph 2, I have After point ll of paragraph-2, Mr Estier and others
Arn.ndrn.nr No 32 by Mr Capannal.ri trrtrs Casrel- have iabled Amendment No 20 on behalf of the
lina. Socialist GrouP.
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position? )flhat is the rapponeur's position?
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Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) | am againsr, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 20)
President. 
- 
On point 12 of paragraph 2, I have
Amendment No 42 by Mrs Macciocchi and others.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpportenr. 
- 
(D I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 42 and adopted
point 12 ofparagraph 2)
President. 
- 
On point 13 of paragraph2, I have
Amendment No 43 by Mr Pannella and orhers.
\(rhar is the rapporreur's posirion?
Mr Rumor, rdp?orteur. 
- 
0 | am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
President. 
- 
I note rhat Amendmenr No t has been
withdrawn.
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
(I)
Amendment No 34.
(Parliament rejected Amendment
pointl5ofparagrapb2)
I am still agalnst
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 43 and
point 13 ofparagraph 2)
President. 
- 
On point 14 of paragraph 2,
Amendment No 3 by Mrs Lizin.
\[hat is the rapporteur's position?
adopted
I have
Mr Rumor, rapportetr. 
- 
(D I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
point 14 ofparagraph 2)
President. 
- 
I have rwo amendmenrs on point 15 of
paragraph 2:
- 
Amendment No 34 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Casrel-
lina;
- 
Amendment No 9 by Mr Scorr-Hopkins and Mr
Fergusson on behalf of the European Democraric
Group.
Vhat is the rapporreur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
(I) | am against borh
amendmenrs, Mr President.
No 34 and adopted
President. 
- 
I have rwo amendmenrs on point 16 of
paragraph 2:
- 
Amendment No 8/rev./Il by Mr Romualdi and
others;
- 
Amendment No 44 by Mr Pannella and others.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
0 | am against both
amendments.
(V(ith successine aotes Parliament rejected Amendments
NosS/reo.lll and44 and adopted pointli of para-
graph 2)
President. 
- 
On poinr 17 of paragraph2, I have
Amendment No 7/rev./Il by Mr Romualdi and
others.
'Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
U) | am againsr, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7/reo./il and
adopted pointlT and then points 18 to20 of para-
graPh 2)
President. 
- 
I have two amendmen$ after point 20
ofparagraph 2:
- 
Amendmenr No 45 by Mr Pannella and orhers;
- 
Amendment No 46 by Mrs Macciocchi and orhers.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
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Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. . (I)l am against, Mr Presi-
dent, as I should like to see the rcxt worded differ-
ently.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 45 and then
Arnendment No 46)
President. 
- 
I have two amendments on point2l of
paragraph 2:
- 
Amendnient No 2l by Mr Estier and others on behalf
of the Socialist Group;
- 
Amendment No 47 by Mr Pannella and others.
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdpporter'tr. 
- 
(I) | am in favour of
Amendment No 2l by Mr Estier and against Amend-
menr No 47 by Mr Pannella.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 21, rejected
Amendment No 47 and adopted point 21, tbus amended"
and tben point 22 ofparagraPb 2)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments after point 22
of paragraph 2:
- 
Amendment No 22 by Mr Estier and others on behalf
the Socialist Group;
- 
Amendment No 48 by Mrs Macciocchi and others;
- 
Amendment No 49 by Mr Pannella and others'
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rdPPorteur. 
- 
(l) Mr President, I am
willing to accept Amendment No 22 as far as the
words all European countiel I am against Amend-
ments Nos 48 and 49.
President. 
- 
Do you accept the rapporteur's
proposal, Mr Estier?
Mr Estier. 
- 
(F) Yes.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the first pan of
Amendment No 22.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 22, thus amended
and rejected Amendment No 48 and then Amendment
No 49)
On point 23 of paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 50
by Mr Pannella and others.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Rumor, rapporteur. 
- 
(I) I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 50 and adopted
point 23 ofparagraph 2)
President. 
- 
I have three amendments on point 24 of
paragraph 2:
- 
Amendment No 23 by Mr Estier and others on behalf
of the Socialist Group;
- 
Amendment No 35 by Mr Capanna and Mrs Castel-
lina;
- 
Amendment No 2 by Mrs Lizin'
\flhat is the rapporteur's posidon?
Mr Rumor, rdpporteur. 
- 
0 I am in favour of
Amendments Nos 23 and 35, Mr President, and
against Amendment No 2.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 23 and then
Amendment No 35, rejected Amendment No 2 and
adopted point 24, tbus amende4 ofparagraph 2)
President. 
- 
On point 25 of paragraph 2, Mr Estier
and others have abled Amendment No 24 on behalf
of the Socialist Group.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Rumor, rrr?Porteuf. 
- 
g) | am in favour, Mr
President.
(tYith successioe ootes Parliament adopted Amendment
No 24, point 25, thas amended, ofparagraph 2 and para-
graph 3)
President. 
- 
Members may now give explanations of
vote.
I call Mr Estier to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.
Mr Estier. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we said this morning that in its original starc the
motion for a resolution before us was not acceptable,
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in particular because ir did not include a sufficiently
concrete proposal on security and disarmament prob-
lems and because it did not express a clear opinion on
the conrinuation of the CSCE process, which we
regard as important because ir will largely determine
the continuation of the policy of d6tente. This was the
purpose of rhe amendmenr we tabled. S7e are pleased
to see that most of them 
- 
in any case those provi-
sions to which we attached parricular importance 
-have been approved by a majoriry in this House and
are now included in rhe rcxt of the resolution.
This applies in panicular rc the specific proposals to
hold a Conference on Disarmamenr in Europe and to
continue the CSCE process whatever the results of
Madrid, and also 
- 
this is a point of some importance
for us 
- 
the proposal rhat the European Parliamenr
should be regularly informed by the Council of the
progress of the Madrid Conference. In this conr.exr I
should panicularly like rc thank rhe Presidenr-in-
Office of the Council for the assurances he has given
us on this matter. To be quite frank, we still regret the
inclusion of cenain negative expressions in the motion
for a resolution as it now sands, bur the Socialist
Group will vote for the morion in a consrructive spirir
and because it is imponant in our view for rhe Euro-
pean Parliamenr to adopr rhis rext by a large majoriry
so that the Madrid Conference can lead ro new sreps
forward on the road rowards peace and security in
Europe.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Denis to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies group.
Mr Denis. 
- 
(F) Mr 'President, the French
Communism and Allies will vote asainsr this motion
for a resolution. I have already said'that we consider
that each narion's position must be ir own concern
and that France musr nor take a back seat. I notice rhat
in the speeches of Claude Estier, a French Socialist,
and in that of the RPR Member, supranationaliry is
accepted and France's role is disregarded. The
conjunction of inreresrs here is significant.
For our part, we will not permit Giscard's governmenr
to play down the voice of France in Madrid. This was
to be a major debate. The rurh is rhat ir has not been,
either by irc contenr or by rhe degree of participarion,
and indeed at times this morning the hemicycle was
almost desened. The Cold Var jamboree to which rhis
debate has given rise is also significant. I notice that
the resolution has the supporr of those who in l9Z5
were againsr the Final Acr, not to menrion the fact that
the neo-Fascists are in favour. I note such irresponsible
starcmenrs as that of Lord Bethell, who said calmly,
that if d6tenre appeared to be to our disadvanrage we
should break off the whole process. \flell, let me
repeat thar rhere is no reasonable alternarive to
d6sente. It is in rhe ihrerests of all rhe peoples of
Europe, of all men, vomen and young people in
Europe. Basically, all this reflects the profound
discomfon of those who are rying to turn an act of
peace into an acr of Cold '!fl'ar, as was obvious in
cenain speeches, including that of Mr Diligent, who
left his European defence hat in the cloakroom.
\flell, the fact is 
- 
with respect ro the Members of this
Assembly 
- 
that Madrid musr succeed, and to this
end we must have reasonable discussion with the
intention of making progress in all spheres on rhe
implementation in all rhe panicipating countries of all
the provisions, all rhe principles and all the Baskem
adopted in Helsinki. This is what musr be done in
Madrid and we will put.the people on rheir guard on
this point, so rhar Madrid can succeed, so thar new
measures can be arrived at with a view to a Confer-
ence on Disarmament in Europe and ro new progress
in all areas of economic cooperation and human
con[acts. I took note when I heard Mr Thorn say that
the new confidence-building measures should apply to
the whole territory of all rhe panicipating counrries.
Does he mean by rhat that the United States and
Canada have agreed to apply all rhe confidence-build-
ing measures on the whole of their territory? Thar's an
' interesting piece of news. In any evenr, to ensure
success there must be a very different spirit from that
of most of the participants in this debate and I should
have liked the public m be able to hear what has been
said here. \7e for our pan will warn the people
because it is on them that everything depends.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD
group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, my pany is pleased that such a broadly-based
majority of this House has voted in favour of rhe
motion for a resolurion on the Madrid Conference.
Ve are convinced that European democrats have thus
demonstrated the cenrral imponance they attach to rhe
question of peaceful cooperation in Europe and to rhe
question of Europe's security as matrers of common
interest. The cidzens of Europe can lrust us to do our
best to protect their interests. My group would like to
express its thanks to the other groups for the fact that
we have been able to adopt this resolution by such a
large majority.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Haagerup. 
- 
@K) Mr President, we have had
two series of votes, first of all in the Political Affairs
,.IT"fT,!'r !-4F.tl
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Committee and then in plenary session. I should like
ro say that my group notes with great satisfaction that
it has proved possible, following considerable prePara-
tory work carried out not least by the chairman of the
Political Affairs Committee, Mr Rumor, rc establish a
firm majority for the report before us. In some of the
votes, we in the Liberal Group have aken accoun[ of
the desirability of achieving as broad a majority as
possible. However, we think the outcome has been
positive, and my group can therefore wholeheanedly
support the rcxt before us and is very pleased that so
many people can do likewise.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Israel to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrar.
Mr Israel. 
- 
(F) Mr President, first of all I wish to
thank Mr Rumor for his very praiseworthy efforts in
drawing up a text which meets our requirements.
Allow me to draw your attention to the speech by Mr
Thorn, who stated that this Parliament was unanimous
in its view that the three baskets formed a balanced
whole and each carried equal weight. That is not our
view. In our opinion Basket Three on human rights
has priority over the other two.
I well understand that the proposal made by my grouP
has disturbed Mr Denii, ou. Communist fellow
Member. \7'e proposed 
- 
and this was adopted unani-
mously that non-governmental troups who
attached importance to the Helsinki Final Act should
be given a hearing at the Madrid Conference. And
indeed, Mr Denis, if Polish, Bulgarian, Hungarian and
Soviet citizens who do not belong to official bodies
were heard at Madrid, believe me, things would be
rather differentl Congratulations, Mr President, for
having succeeded in having this resolution adopted
almost unanimously. Congratulations Mr Rumor,
congratulations everybody.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I am in fact not
party to this unanimity which has just been mentioned.
irrdeed, ouriders in this Parliament are very often
ignored: they do not even enjoy the right rc have a
,ip.."t. identity. People speak about'the Panies', 'the
Gioups' and so on. Sometimes there is mlk of 'unan-.
imity'-. !7ell, Mr President, I want no Part of it. I
beliive that the policy to which you are about to give
your almost uninimous suPPon is in.reality a weak
and cowardly poliry,'as it was in the thinies: the
policy of men such as Daladier and Chamberlain. In
my view, Mr President, the policy which you are
"bout 
to apply is one which permits not only coup
d'6ta* in Turkey, but also the permanent coup d'6tat
against the rights of workers, intellectuals, and ordi-
ni.y rn"n and *o-en in the countries of Eassern
Europe, in the countries of so-called real Communism,
but ir is cenaiply not real Socialism! Mr President, we
will vote against the motion for a resolution, calmly, in
the knowlidge that we cannot accept this cowardly,
weak policy, this policy of collaborating with 'S(i'arsaw
against Danzig, this policy which insists on not
disturbing the agents of disturbance, violence and
aggression. It is a policy which pays lip service to the
words of Helsinki and of the Chaner of Human
Rights, but in reality you are daily aiding and abetting
rhJse who seek stability through violence, without
respect for human rights, for individual rights, for the
rights of peace.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Romualdi, non-attached.
Mr Romualdi, 
- 
(l) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, although we stick by the highly critical and nega-
tive commenr which I made in my speech this morn-
ing and regret that, in the course of the voting proce-
dure, the rejection of some amendments and the
acceptance of others have worsened the text rather
than improved it, my non-attached Ialian colleagues
and I will vote for the motion for a resolution. Ve
shall do so to avoid a negative vote on our pan being
interpreted as opposition to the Madrid meeting, of
which we are in fact in favour, subject, of course, to
the condidons and provisos I mentioned this morning.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fanti.
Mr Fanti. 
- 
(I) Mr Preside nt, ladies and Eentlemen,
in the speech he made this morning on behalf of the
Italian Communist and Allies, Mr Segr6 expressed
dissatisfaction with the text of the motion for a resolu-
tion put before Parliament by Mr Rumor on behalf of
the majority of the Political Affairs Committee.
He mentioned the effons made by us in committee to
replace the extremist tone and content of that motion
with a positive approach, and expressed our hope that
this plinary debate would enable us to make the
amendments hitheno rendered impossible by the atti-
tude adoprcd by the majority in the Political Affairs
Committee.
'!fle therefore followed very attentively the debate
which has just taken place, and appreciated all the
speeches, such as that of Mr Brandt, who adopted a
similar constructive approach' Ve voted in favour of
all those amendments 
- 
particularly those tabled by
the Socialist Group 
- 
aimed at improving the motion
for a resolution. 'S7e even norc that on some of these
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amendments the Group of rhe European people,s
Pany took a different line in plenary session from-that
which it followed in committee.
'S7'e now have before us a motion which has been
amended on some of the poinrs regarded by us as
essential, but in which some exrremisr and unilateral
formulations, particularly with regard to human rights,
have not been corrected. However, the correct rndar-
standing of d6tente has been clarified and the connec-
tion wirh the problem of disarmamenr has been
stressed. Moreover, the hope has bee.n expressed that
the calling of rhe Disarmamenr Conference and rhe
Madrid commirmenr may signify the resumption and
continuation of a process of d6tenrc which is now
more crucial rhan ever for rhe fate of Europe and the
world.
For these reasons, we Italian Communists and Allies,
although we srill do nor fully agree with rhe amended
text of the motion, have nevenheless decided to
moderate our critical attirude and to abstain on [he
motion for a resolution, in accordance with rhe
announcement we made this morning.
(Applausefrom the Communist and Allies Group).
President. 
- 
I put ro rhe vore the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole.
The resolution is adopted.
Ve have complered the vore earlier rhan expected.
Question Time is scheduled for 5.30 p.m. and we
cannot begin sooner.
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
I do not know whether it
would be adminisratively possible, but perhaps we
might finish yesterday's agenda roday. I undeistand
there is about half ro rhree quaners ofan hour lefr on
the debate of my colleague, Mr Newton Dunn.
Perhaps it might be possible ro continue rhat now?
Perhaps we could even debate !7ales?
President. 
- 
Mr Scort-Hopkins, since neither the
speakers nor rhe Members of the Commission have
been informed, we cannor unfonunately take up your
suggestion, which is nontheless quite reasonable.
The proceedings will be suspended until 5.30 p.m.
(Tbe sitting ans suspended at 4.25 p.m. and resumed at
5.30 p.m.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR DE FERRANTI
Vice-President
President. 
- 
The siwing is resumed.
6. Question Time
President. 
- 
The nexr irem is the second pan of
Question Time. Ve begin with rhe quesrions to the
Council. The chairmen of rhe political groups have
asked me to begin with Quesrion No 52, by Mr
Blumenfeld (H-a29 / 80) :
Vhat action has the Council raken, or does it intend to
take, on the requests made by rhe European Parliament
(Rey repon 
- 
Resolution of 16 April 1980) I concerning
both the membership of the new Commission and iti
responsibilities towards Parliament?
and Question No 64, by Mr Spinelli(H-al3l80):
Is the Council prepared to adopt the proposals contained
in the Rey repoft on the relations berween rhe European
Parliamenr and rhe Commission of the Community with a
view to the fonhcoming appoinrment of a new iommis-
sion?
Mr Thorn, Presi/enrin-Ofice of tbe Council.
- 
(F) It should be stressed that the Resolurion
adopted by rhis Parliament on lZ April 1980 concerns
not only rhe Council of the European Community
which I represenr here but also a number of orher
institutions and rhe governmenrs of the Member
States. Since the day when I took up office as presi-
dent of rhe Council for the founh time, I have put the
contenrc of rhis Parliamentary resolurion before rhe
institution of which I am President and the conference
of the governments of the Member States. parliament
was informed of the Commission's initial reaction by
its President, who is here today, in the general debatl
at im sitting of l6April. It is for rhe Commission to
add to what has already been said by Mr Jenkins,
should it so desire.
As for the Council, it feels thar the conrenm of your
resoludon do not grearly affecr ir. However, it realizes
the imponance of its own relations with Parliamenr
and of quesrions such as the role of different types of
committee in its dealings with the Commission, by
means of which close collaboration takes place 
- 
a
collaboration which has proved its usefulness in many
cases, while in others new working merhods a.e undei
discussion. In cenain of rhese cises, Parliamenr has
invoked the conciliation procedure which permirs all
, OJ C 117 of 12.5. 1980, p. 53.
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of us to appreciate more fully the impact, borh in
political and legal terms, of rhis system ar Community
level.
I assume, however, Mr President, that this problem
reflects a medium or long-term concern of rhis Assem-
bly and that it may well merit examination under
procedures other than an oral quesrion. As regards the
more immediate problems, to which, it seems to me,
this Parliament accords a high priority, i.e. the proce-
dure for the appoinrment of the Commission, it is my
duty as President-in-Office of rhe Council ro inform
you that the governments of rhe Member States do not
intend to change the procedure nor [he division of
competency as laid down in the Treaties, parricularly
Anicle 11 of the Treaty escablishing a single Council
and a single Commission of the European Communi-
ties.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) The President-in-Office of
the Council will not be surprised rhat, while thanking
him for his answer, I must nevertheless tell him that
this does nor meer the wish of Parliament to take up
contacts and enter into a dialogue in good time with
the President designate. In addition, we nore that the
Council has not kept to irs self-imposed six-month
time limit for the appointment of the future President
of the Commission. I should therefore like rc ask you,
Mr President-in-Office, when you intend to discon-
tinue your current activities and dedicate yourself
entirely to your duties as President of the Commission.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) As regards the appointment of the
members of the Commission, I would remind you of
certain points which people, it seems to me, seem to
tend to forget. According to the Treaty it is for the
governments of the Member States to appoint the
Members of the Commission as'laid down in Ani-
cle 1l of the Merger Treaty. As Mr Blumenfeld
mentioned, the European Council had followed a
suggesdon contained in the repon of the Committee
of Three. The future President cannot be legally
appointed since, let us remember, the Treaty only
permits a President to be appointed from among the
Members of the Commission 
- 
which is something
which too many people seem to forget. Thus, the
European Council felt that it might be useful to desig-
nate the future President of the Commission at least
six months before the beginning of his term of office,
so tha[ this would be known. However, this is not a
decision, and there could be no question of appoint-
ment as such without infringing the Treaties. '$(i'e must
see things as they are. This was nothing more than a
declaration of intent and all declarations of this kind
- 
particularly on the part of the European Council 
-should be seen in the light of the facts and the respec-
tive situation. I can assure you that I myself am rhe
first to regret that the appointment did not take place
earlier, and I hope you will not reproach me for this
since, as you know, the June European Council had
not concluded what was known at rhe time as an inidal
exchange of views on the choice of the future presi-
dent. It was only later that an agreement was reached
on the name of the person in quesrion. Since the Euro-
pean Council itself had reserved the right to designate
the future President of the Commission, the subse-
quent aBreement, which was far more informal in
character, clearly made the situation far less clear-out
' for the person who was to be the next president than
would have been the case if the European Council had
in fact officially appointed him, as you appear to wish
and which I personally cenainly would have wished.
There is undoubtedly a reasonable explanation for
this. The report of the Committee of Three stresses
that the choice of the President of the Commission
approximately six months before he takes up office is
justified in panicular by the fact that it enables the
person chosen to familiarize himself with the problems
of the Community and to take up the appropriate
contacts with the governments and Institutions 
- 
in
other words, to learn his future trade. As far as I can
see from my experience over the last six'months, the
idea of selecting the future President of the Commis-
sion approximately six months before he takes up
office does not, in the eyes of the representatives of
the governments, constitute an innovation in the
appointment procedure proper. In other words, the
rights and duties of the President of the next Commis-
sion derive from his actual appointment 
- 
according
ro the procedures laid down by the Treaties 
- 
by the
Governments of the Member States, which will proba-
bly take place on I or 2 December. It is a difficult and
risky matter for anybody, but panicularly myself, to
interpret the thoughts of the members of the European
Council. Thus I will not hazard any guesses.
Nevenheless, there is one interpretation which is
widely held since it makes good sense.
For the first time 
- 
and this is perhaps a little excep-
tional, I agree, but exceptional situations are not infre-
quent 
- 
the person who will probably have the great
honour and formidable task of presiding over the
future Commission has, by vinue of his previous func-
tions, a cenain amount of experience, I might even say
exceptionally long experience, of Communiry affairs.
In addidon, this same person has the office of Presi-
denr of rhe Council during rhis second half of 1980.
Predesignation of the kind suggested in the repon of
the Committee of Three 
- 
and which the European
Council itself had in mind 
- 
would no doubt have
given rise to a number of practical problems. Since the
main thing, i.e. the possibility of familiarizing oneself
wich Community affairs, may be taken as read, the
practical question is simply whether or not, under
these circumstances, a legal provision contained in the
Treaties, and which confers upon the governments of
the Member States a prerogative to which they
obviously attach great importance, should be modi-
fied, if only on a de facto basis. May I ask Mr Blumen-
feld and all the Members of this Parliament to give
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some serious thought to the legal situation in which
we find ourselves. The President of the Commission
has not yet been appointed, and if I were [o give up
my post. today 
- 
I am not in the private sector, I am
in the public sector, as you know, I am a government
minister 
- 
then I would be nothing. I do not know if
Parliament intends to increase the number of unem-
ployed but, if I were to resign, I would no longer have
any post whatsoever, and it would depend on the
goodwill of the competent bodies'perhaps to give me
another job in the future.
That is the legal situation. I know' that you, Mr
Blumenfeld, share my commitment to Europe, and I
am sure you will not accuse me of having any ulterior
morives if I say that, if we are rc look into the question
of whether there is any incompatibility, somebody
must be designated, as was said at the time, some time
in advance so that he can advise the governments in
their choice of Commission Members and familiarize
himself with Community affairs. It is not for me co
make comparisons with earlier situations, but I must
point out to you, Mr Blumenfeld, that I have had the
rare privilege of seeing four successive Commissions
appoinrcd. And I might say, even if Mr Jenkins is
listening, that very few governments or Member States
allowed their choice to be determined by either your
advice or my advice. This unfortunate fact will not
stop you giving your advice, nor, believe me, will it
stop me giving mine. However, I am afraid I cannot
play a determining role in this matter, particularly as it
is already some months since I read in the newspapers
which names had been selected by the governmen[s,
regardless of the opinions of this Parliament or the
President-designate. So much for the appointment of
the Members of the Commission.
Nevenheless, I have embarked upon a tour of the
capitals which I am visiting in turn in my capacity as
President-in-Office of the Council, which makes
matters a lot easier for me. At least, I know that in this
capacity I will be received, whereas I do not know
whether the ordinary man in the streer, which I would
be otherwise, would be received and listened to 
- 
or
even if he could afford the travelling. I am making this
tour of the nine capitals of rhe Community to do
whatever I can to advise the governmenrc on the
choice of Commissioners, and you can believe me
when I say thar I will tell them what this Parliamenr
wishes. I know, for example, that you would like to
see a balance berween the various political groupings. I
will say this in all the capirals. I know that you wish
the Commission to include at least one women. I will
say this too in all the capitals. The idea was that rhe
president-designate should be able to familiarize
himself with Communiry affairs. He could have been
chosen from the privaie secror or he could have
headed a sectoral ministry. I hope you will neverrhe-
less acknowledge the fact rhat someone who has had
the honour of being a Member of the European
Parliament for eleven years, a member of the Council
of the European Communities for twelve years and its
President-in-Office four times, has perhaps learned
something about the Comrhunity in the course of these
last twenty-two years and does not therefore perhaps
need so long to find his feet. Funhermore, I wonder
- 
and I think this is a question we should all seriously
consider 
- 
how one should best prepare oneself for
the work of the Communities: by staying at home and
reading the newspapers and whatever documenrc
people see fit to send me, or by sitting at the Council
conference table opposite Mr Jenkins discussing the
various problems in a spirit which I think we share, in
an attempt to influence, change or determine the
Council's approach and preparing to cross the House
to go and sit on the other side? Do you really think
that I have not been engaged in extremely demanding
preparatory work for some time now and that I do
practically nothing apan frorri Community work? This
is how I intend to prepare for my task, and I do not
think, in doing this, that I have fallen shon of the
spirit which led my friend Mr Rey and Parliament to
adopt this resolution. The legal situation I have
already described Now, if I am asked when I am
going to resign from one function, I would ask you in
turn if I could put a quesdon to the Members of the
Parliament, namely what interest should Parliament
have in a President of the Council leaving and another
coming to take his place at a difficult moment before
the end of the period of office, since the only thing I
am concerned about 
- 
and I am sure it is the same
with you 
- 
is doing my dury. I have done my duty as
a Member of Parliament, I intended to do it as a
minister and I am determined to do it as a future Pres-
ident of the Commission. However, how can you
expecl me suddenly to drop everything now that I
have been given a cenain mission to perform, now that
vre are involved in the budgetary procedure and since
it is difficult for a newcomer to familiarize himself
with these matters. For the resr, I will admit that I also
intended to discharge my national obligation. In three
weeks or so, we will be holding the budgetary debate.
It was my intention to report to my Parliament on my
acitivities to date. However, I am not hanging on to
this posr. In spite of the legal uncenainty, I am
prepared to resign from it. I would nevenheless invite
you to consider the absurdity of the situation whereby
someone is being asked to give up one political post
before he has been legally appointed rc the other. This
is the situation in which I find myself. However, you
should realize that I never inrcnded to remain as a
Minister in my own counrry after being appointed
President of the Commission. If your Parliament, wirh
which I hope to be on the best of terms, thinks it
would be in the interests of the Community 
- 
person-
ally, I am not qonvincid 
- 
for me to leavi my presenr
post sooner, I am prepared to do so.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seal on a point 6f order.
Mr Seal. 
- 
Mr President, as you have seen fit to take
two questions out of sequence, and as the President-
4. -.'{,,-. 1:'(,.,i ,'r _ I
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in-Office of the Council has taken so long to answer
these questions, and as there are going to be more
supplementary questions, would you extend Question
Time to enable other Members who have tabled ques-
tions which would have come before these two ques-
tions to put their questions?
President. 
- 
There are no provisions in the Rules of
Procedure which allow me to do that.
Mr Herman. 
- 
(F) On 27 May 1980 in Brussels, in
your capacity as Chairman of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Parties of the Community, you, together with
the Chairman of the Socialist Parties and the EPP,
formally appealed to the Council to nominate the
President of the Commission six months before he was
due to take up office, so that he could discuss his ideas
and intentions with Parliament. As you have just
acknowledged, the Council in pan gave heed to your
appeal since an agreement has been reached under
which you have been designated as the future Presi-
dent. Can you tell us how you are going to be able to
fulfil Parliament's expectations, since your function as
President of the Council mkes up a lot of your time
and represents something of an obstacle in this respect
- 
at least insofar as the various governments responsi-
ble for appointing the Members of the Commission
are now more free to do what they wish in this
respect, since they are not officially consqlted by you ?
For the rest, the reply which you Bave regarding the
procedure appears to ignore the fact that the ourcome
of the procedure followed not so long ago for the
appointment of other presidents was diff&ent from
that of the procedure to which you have just referred.
There is, therefore, a precedent. You say that it was
not in keeping with the Tre4ties but, in the spirit of the
Treaties, it nevenheless corresponds rc the wishes of
Parliament and it had the approval of the Council.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I think there must have been a
misunderstanding due to the fact that my reply was
not precise enough. I omitted to tell you that I have
drawn up a very tight schedule of meetings in all the
capitals, in order to advise or consult, as you wish, the
various governments on the appointment of the
Commissioners. I have already saned this tour of the
capials and the timetable has been drawn up for each
capital. In the case of Germany, I have had to put off
my visit a little because of the elecdons. However, I
intend to carry out this mission in its entirety.
You spoke, Mr Herman, of previous appointments.
There is, I think, a certain amount of confusion here. I
personally'can remember four occasions on which
Presidents and Members of the Commission were
appointed, and I have never seen a Commission
appearing before Parliament earlier than December,
i.e. before it took up office. This was, as I have already
said, the case last time. Like you, Mr Herman, I
deplore this situation, but it is not for me to appoint
myself and God knows I have recently had occasion to
regret this fact. It was only in the case of Mr Jenkins
that the appointment was, for the first time, made in
advance, not on previous occasions. It was then that
Mr Jenkins took up the iontacts he wished to establish
and which I myself will be willing to take up. You ask
how I am going to manage this. Vhat contacrs have to
be established, however? I take up contacts every day.
I have already taken up innumerable contacrs on rhe
subject of the future Commission with certain persons
who are here today, with politicians, and, in particu-
lar, with trade unionism. The only difficulry arises
from the fact that, since I am the President,in-Office
of the Council, 
.it is the President-in-Office of the
Council that you are asking to discuss matters with
you. However, the President-in-Office of the Council
as such cannot do this. Every time someone sends me a
letter it says 'Mr President of the Council, will you do
this or that?' It is up to me rc reply on behalf of the
Nine and it is therefore the Council which says 'no'.
The Council does not inrcnd to delegate its President.
However, if you wish to speak to Mr Thorn, Presi-
dent-designate of the Commission, Mr Thorn will
always speak with you, as I have already iold the
chairmen of the groups in this House. I am also
prepared, if you like, to discuss things whenever you
want in committee with the various group's represented
in this House. However, in his capacity as the Presi-
dent of the Council, the President-in-Office of the
Council cannot discuss these matters, and the nine
governments, who. must, as you know, decide unani-
mously, have not stated that they accept this institu-
tional link.
The individual himself is a different matrer, and as
regards discussing the programme, I am afraid that
here too there might be serious differences of interpre-
tation. Do not forBet that the Commission is a colle-
giate body 
- 
Parliament has always made it a point of
honour to stress this fact 
- 
and that the dabate on the
appointment cannot, take place until January when the
composition of this body is known. Moreover, Mr
Herman, this will take place in two stages. The Presi-
dent will appear before you in January, in the same
'way as his predecessors, in order to make a statement
in his capacity as President of the Commission, and a
month later he will present the Commission's
programme on behalf of the collegiate body as a
whole. Once rhe various competencies have been
decided and the collegiate body has drawn up its
programme, the President will come here to debate the
matrcr with you and will be responsible to you. It
would, hoiever, be somewhat premature if someone,
whoever it might be 
- 
and this at any rate has nothing
whatsoever to do with rhe President of the Council 
-who had been designated but not yet actually
appointed, and who did not yet know who else would
form the future Commission, were to go somewhere
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and discuss rhe future programme of this Commission,
since the Treaties and Parliamentary resolutions are
perfecdy clear on this subject.
I can assure you, Mr Herman, that I inrcnd ro respecr
the prerogative of this Parliament when I have the
honour and privilege of being the President of the
Commission. I hope thar the Commission and Parlia-
ment will maintain the good relationship which exists
at presenr and will srengrhen their links wirhout
perhaps 
- 
and here I am thinking of the debates of
next January and February -= or€ or rwo institutions
setting themselves up in opposition to a third, as I have
the impression that Europe is in for a very rurbulent
and difficult time in the near future. The institution of
which I am currently President, is, I think, one of the
three institutions which must, for better or worse,
collaborate closely and with all confidence.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld on a point of
order.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in view of
what you have just said, and in the light of the urgency
and imponance of this question and the length of the
answers, I should like, on behalf of my group, to
requesr a topical debate to be held at the end of Ques-
tion Time in accordance with Rule 47 B (l) and (2) of
the Rules of Procedure.
President. 
- 
I note that you have requested a topical
debate. I have also received from Mrs De March, on
behalf of the French Members of the Communist and
Allies Group, a reques[ for a debate on the Council
reply to Question No 62, by Lord O'Hagan, on the
sheep meat r6gime. I shall make a decision on this at
rhe end of Question Time.
Question No 52, by Mr Antoniozzi (H-251/80):
\7ould the Council indicate whether it is prepared to
implement 
- 
within the framework of the common agri-
cultural policy and on the basis of suitable measures at
both Community and regional level 
- 
a forestry policy
that is commensurate with present requirements and that
possibly also provides for the creation of a special revolv-
ing fund linked to the Community's financial institutions?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) The Council uras presented in December 1978
with a Commission communication concerning
forestry policy in the European Community, accompa-
nied by a draft Council Resolution on the objectives
and principles of forestry policy and a draft Council
Decision on the setting up of a Standing Forestry
Committee. The Council's work on this matter is
continuing unabated, and attempts are currently being
made to find legal formulations for the adoption of a
resolution which will not prejudice the Member States'
authority. Since wood is not included among the agri-
cultural products listed in Annex II to the Treaty, it is
not possible to institute an overall forestry poliry
within the common agricultural policy.
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
Q) The President of the Council's
reply is, as usual, disappointing. There has been in
existence, since 1958, a working party on forestry
poliry. The fact that this group was set up shows
clearly that this is a sector which Parliament, the
Council and the Commission consider imponant.
However, berween 1958 and the present day, apan
from passing around pieces of paper, draft resolutions,
demonstrations of good intentions and Commission
activities, proposals and studies 
- 
a booklet was even
brought out and was quite well produced and
contained interesting information 
- 
ap^rt from all
this, nothing has been done.
I should like to ask the President of the Council
whether it has been noticed that the demand for wood
products is growing by 20h per year in the Commu-
nity countries, whereas production is increasing by a
maximurh of. I o/0. I should like to ask whether the
Council is aware that wood and woodbased products
occupy, after oil, second place among Community
deficit impons. There are so many things to be done in
peripheral and less-favoured regions for which the
Regional Policy could also be brought in.
Does the Council think it will be able to come up with
a proposal for the financing of a revolving fund for
these areas? I would remind you that this is a question
of agricultural policy, in which the foresrry sector is
involved.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I must ask Mr Antoniozzi to
excuse me, since he is, by vinue of this past experi-
ence, far more competent in this matter than I am. I
am sorry to say that I was not aware of the rate he
quoted for the increase in wood consumption.
However, I should like to give him some details
regardipg the basic issue he has raised. Parliament is
aware of the difficulties encountered by the Council
any time there is talk of expanding the scope of
Community action. The same debate and che same
controversies occur here in Parliament too. Thus this
is a problem with which you are very familiar. Person-
ally, I dare say that the refusal to do anything about a
forestry poliry would be panicularly disturbing and
significant. Those who negotiated the Treary of Rome
admit that the omission of wood from the agricultural
products lisrcd in what is generally known as Annex II
of the Treaty is apparently merely the result of an
oversight. This Annex includes products such as dena-
tured ethyl alcohol, vinegar and even natural cork,
crushed, granulated or ground, etc. Clearly, we cannot
go into questions of ecological balance or environ-
mental policy or even the supply of drinking water
nowadays without taking account of the capital which
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the Community forestry resources constitute and
which, as you have pointed out, is becoming more and
more precious each day. A strict interpretation of the
Treaties, however, can unfortunarcly lead to aberra-
tions such as the exclusion of forestry from the general
economic picture. In view of this, it is clear that the
inclusion of forestry under some policy or another
must not necessarily mean an organization of the
market, or Community financing, which is something
everybody would be apprehensive about. \flhat I criti-
cize 
- 
and I go along with you in this respect, Mr
Antoniozzi 
- 
is'an arbirary demarcation of the fields
of application of Community action. This is perhaps
another example of not being able to see rhe wood for
the trees.
Mr Hutton. 
- 
Does the Presidenr-in-Office recall
rhat in answer to a similar question six months ago in
March two Commissioners gave this House an assur-
ance [ha[ the Commission would be coming forward
wirh proposals for forestry later in the year. \flould the
President-in-Office agree that it is now six months
later and cah he tell this House whether the Council
has seen anything of these proposals, for this House
certa.inly has not?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) This is correct, and I would like to
menrion that at Question Time during the March
part-session, Mr Gundelach, in reply to a question put
by Mr Maher 
- 
at least as far as I know 
- 
stated that
the Commission would submit to the Council within
the course of the year, as you have reminded us, a
specific proposal with a view to setdng up a forestry
policy. For my part, I can only hope that such a
proposal may permit some progress to be made in this
sector which, as I have just explained, we recognize as
one of great importance. However, it is not for me to
reply on behalf of the Commission. So far, as far as I
know, we have not received any specific proposals on
this matter.
Mr Adam. 
- 
I must declare an interest, Mr Presi-
dent. I happen to represent the area in the Community
which is the most productive timber-growing area we
have. I appreciate the problems that the President-in-
Office has with the lega[ formulations. Could I ask
him rc remind the Member States that an energetic
forestry policy would make a very imponant contribu-
rion to the solution of the unemployment problem in
rural areas, and would he also specifically remind the
United Kingdom Government that we have lost 7 000
jobs this year in allied industries because of the high
energy costs that face the forestry products indusry,
and that these are real problems which must be dealt
with.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) In answering this semi-question, I
should like to thank the honourable Member for
drawing my attention to rhese problems. I will do what
I can to bring this matter to the notice of the Council
as he requested.
President. 
- 
Question(H-32a/80):
No 53, by Mr Deleau
Does the Council intend to introduce special measures
with a view to checking,unemployment especially among
young people, at this difficult time when the summer holi-
days are over?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
- 
(F) The Council is watching with concern the
unemployment siruation in the Community, especially
in some of the regions. It believes that the best way to
fight unemployment is to strengthen, under non-infla-
tionary conditions, the Cornmunity's potential for
growth. Vith its various policies and resources, the
Community is working towards this end, although it
recognizes that responsibility for dealing with employ-
ment problems lies in the first instanee with the
authorities of individual Member States, as this House
is undoubtedly aware. It may be noted, however, that
the European Social Fund devotes a large part of its
resources to financing operations rc facilitate the
employment and the geographical and occupational
mobility of young people in panicular
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) In the longer term, do not the
general problems currently arising from the changes in
the economic situation provide good grounds for
reconsidering the policy for the raining of young
people within the Community, with a view to obtain-
ing a more qualified workforce which would in due
course help offset youth unemployment, at least in
part? If so, would nol an appropriate accompanying
measure be to introduce mutual recognition of profes-
sional qualifications at Community level so as to
permit freer movement of young people in search of
jobs?
Mr Thorn. 
-' 
(F) This is correc!, and the European
Social Fund has in fact, panicularly in regions with a
high youth unemployment rate, not only supponed
vocational raining activities at various levels but has
granted aid rc suppon actual jobs. ln 1979, the contri-
bution from the Fund represented 40 0/o of the entire
budget, and this amount was used for the benefit of
450 000 young people. Moreover, our Community has
undenaken to give its support to measures aimed at
improving the training situation for young people, as
you yourself sugBest. I might mention in this connec-
tion rhat, in its Resolurion of l8 December 1979, the
Council advocared developing the 'sandwich' system,
by the introduction, as part. of the transition to active
working life, of periods combining training and practi-
cal experience. The Social Fund could also be involved
in the implementation of experimental sandwich
projects.
'1" u
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Mrs Viehoff. 
- 
(NL)The President-in-Office of the
Council said that there was considerable concern
regarding youth unemployment in the Community
and now, in his second answer, he has mentioned a
few specific points. I should nevertheless like to ask
him how he can explain the fact that the Council has
cut the appropriadons for the preparation of young
people for working life by 100 000 EUA, the appro-
priations for suppon measures in the field of voca-
tional trainingby a7 million EUA and the appropria-
tions for support measures for the promotion of
employment by 20 million EUA. I hardly regard that
as serious concern for youth unemployment in the
Community.
Mr Thorn. 
. 
(F) In this supplementary question, the
honourable Member is, I think, aiming more at the
currenr budgetary problem. I would not like, at this
stage, to predict the outcome, but I am sure rhar
Parliament will be able later this month, when we will
all be considering the budget, rc affirm and stress its
priorities and.wishes. Ve realize that we have very
little room for manoeuvre and that our colleagues, the
Finance Ministers, have not left us much scope. Mr
Jenkins and myself deeply regret this fact. Thus, there
remains a lot to be discussed on this matter which is
why I cannot, as I am sure you will understand,
commit myself regarding the details of the budget at
this stage.
Mr Turcat. 
- 
(F) Mr President, apart from youth
training activities, you have rightly linked the reduc-
tion of unemployment to grourth. Vhat, in your view,
is the Community growth rate which would permit
unemployment first of all to level off and then to fall?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I should like rc thank you for this
extremely interesting question. However, since I must
be frank to Parliament, it will, I think, come as no
surprise if I say that I am not able to answer it and
indicate any specific growth rate, as you request. This
is more a question for an economist. Speaking as a
humble politician I am not able to quote any particular
rare just like thar. I am cenain rhar the Commission
and our experts will regard it as their honour and duty
to reply to you, although I fear opinions may well
differ considerably on this point. I will, therefore,
consult our experts and inform you of their answer in
writing as soon as I can.
President. 
- 
Question No 54, by Mr Remilly(H-235l80):
In order to allay the fears of the European moror car
industry, does the Council intend to introduce effecdve
measures to stop excessive car impons from Japan?
and Question No 55, by Mr Ansquer (H-335180):
In view of the increasing difficulties in the European
motdr vehicle industry , does not the Council consider
that measures should already have been aken to support
this sector which is subject to excessive Japanese competi-
tion? If it is not already too late, what urgent measures
does the Council propose to take?
Since the subjects of these two questions are related,
they may be taken toBether.
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of tbe Council. 
-(F) The Council is well aware that increasing impons
of cars from Japan are causing problems for some, if
not all, the Member States. These difficulties musr,
however, be seen in the wider contexr of the Commu-
nity's general commercial policy and trade relations
between the Community and Jafan. Trade reladons
with Japan are a subject of grear concern and in recent
years have often been discussed by the Council and rhe
European Council. In July, the Commission submitted
a general communication ro rhe Council advocating a
new strateg'y for adapting relations with Japan to the
requirements of the new situation. Following an initial
exchange of views at its meeting on 22 July, the Coun-
cil. agreed to hold a thorough debare of all the matters
arising in connection with relations with Japan at a
future meeting. Ir is rherefore not possible for me to
say at the momenr what conclu$ions the Council will
draw from this imponant Commission communica-
tion.
Mr Remilly. 
- 
(F) The current trend is towards
concentration of undenakings at international level, as
shown by the conclusion of agreements between
British Leyland and Honda or between Alfa Romeo
and Nissan. These agreements might be detrimental to
the European car industry and to European workers.
Is the Council aware of this and could it nor propose
some way of monitoring agreemenr of this kind?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) This question appears to me to be
very much a matter for the Commission. At any rare,
this is a ma[ter which we are very likely to discuss
before the end of this year and, as you know, reactions
so far have been, shall we say, slightly divergent from
one Member State to another.
However, you are right to stress that the problem is of
such importance as to require the Council as such ro
devote panicular attention to it and formulate an
appropriate policy. I might add in a personal capacity
that, as chance would have it, I have just this week
returned from Japan where we discussed these marters.
I think it may interest you to know that the Japanese
Premier and his minisrers are rhemselves very aware of
the scale of this problem and rcld me spontaneously
that they realized that they should accept and exercise
a cenain amount of self-restiaint.
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This is what they told me. I do not know whar will
come of it, but negotiations are ar any rarc under way.
Visits at both Commission and Council level are
planned, which will involve meerings between
Japanese representatives and Community representa-
tives not only in the relatively sensir.ive secrors 
- 
be it
steel, motor vehicles or television sers 
- 
but in the
context of overall negotiations. I rhink that in rhe light
of the economic crisis with which we have ro conrend,
the three sides 
- 
the Community, the United Sates
and Japan 
- 
should discuss marrers and exercise a
cenain amount of restraint in order to avoid aggravat-
ing the situation.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office of
the Council not agree thar, in considering the
Commission's proposals, the Council must remember
that the only path ro secure longterm prosperity for
the Communiry is not to go along the dead-end of
protectionism, but rather ro seek free and reciprocal
trade? Vould he further agree rhar whar we oughr rc
be doing with Japan is trying to seek the conditions in
which Community expons to Japan can be increased
rather than enforce rather unwise protection against
Japanese impons inrc the Community? !7ould the
President-in-Office not agree rhar in the case of those
Community countries which are large exponers of
motorcars the imposition of restrictions on imports
into the Community may well lead to funher restric-
tions upon our own expons? And finally would he not
agree lhat one of the reasons why Japan has been
successful is that its cars are reliable, well-engineered,
popular and sell at a reasonable price, and that perhaps
the success of the Japanese motorcar industry provides
a lesson to certain Community industries which cannot
boast all of those characterisrics?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F)I hope the honourable Member
will understand that I do not wish to follow too much
in his footsteps and plug Japanese cars. This is not my
intention. In reply to his basic quesrion, however, I
should like to say that I cenainly agree that we must at
all costs 
- 
as the Commission has always stressed
with the Council's approval 
- 
avoid falling inm the
error of protectionism either within the Community 
-this is also a rcmptation 
- 
or between the Community
and third countries. I am a believer in the laws of the
market and protectionism strikes me as the worst.
possible option. I hope therefore that I have not been
misunderstood. I am not saying that we should impose
resrictions and thus stem the flow of trade, but that,
in the context of open discussion between the main
trading partners, the laws of the market must be
respected and people should resist [he temptation to
take advantage of a loophole to flood a market in
record time and thus give rise to disproponionate
social problems. These are the rules we must respect.
Competitors must be given time to adjust to what for
them will be the lesser evil.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) I will not take up the question of
imports of cars from Japan, as you have already
replied to my colleague, Mr Remilly, on this point. I
should like very simply and very briefly to bring up the
problem of these new-style multinationals which
appear to be coming into being by vinue of cenain
agreemen6 between European companies and
companies in third countries 
- 
in panicular, of
course, Japan.
Mr President of the Council, with regard to these
new-style multinationals which this time may well be
to the detriment of Europe, should not th€ Council
adopt a position and perhaps take steps to prevent this
type of multinadonal, which we frequently discuss in
this House, causing considerable disruption through-
out the European Community?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The phenomenon to which the
honourable Member has 
.iust drawn our attention is, in
my view 
- 
as I think I mentioned just now 
- 
a new
one on which we must keep an extremely close and
careful eye 
- 
and I mean this in earnest. Nevertheless,
we must judge each case on its merits depending on
the nature of the agreemenr between Japan and the
European company in question, since they are all
different and we cannot generalize and condemn them
all out of hand. Ve must not at this sage, I think, give
the impression 
- 
we were speaking just now about
the laws of the market and protectionism 
- 
of being
opposed to any industrial or technological cooperation
between Community companies and companies in
third countries. !(/e musr, I think, in rhe relatively near
future, if we are to avoid unpleasant surprises, follow
the development of this process with a view to devel-
oping some philosophy in this respect. Indeed, I think
the Commission is already doing this.
Miss Quin. 
- 
I am a little disappointe,il at the general
tone of the President-in-Office of the Council's reply
to these various questions of Japanese competition,
because I think the problem is very serious. I think that
in cenain sectors there may be a need to invoke the
and-dumping provisions. I am thinking of such areas
as the machine rool industry which is coming under
very severe strain in Europe ar rhe present time.
Vould the President-in-Office nor agree that some
action in cenain sec[ors is going to be needed and that
an overall global approach to the relations between
Europe and Japan may well not be enough? Some
sectoral action will be necessary.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member should
not be disappointed as she has just heard one of her
colleagues ask me to avoid falling into the trap of
protectionism. You are afraid that we might riot be
sufficiently alert. You must understand that I am
speaking here today on behalf of the nine governmenrc
and, as you know, the various panies and countries
I
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mke different approaches. However, I should like to
say with the utmost seriousness that I, like yourself,
am aware that the problem is 
- 
as my recenl voyage
to Japan confirmed once more 
- 
very serious and
merits a thoroughgoing debate after the Council and
Commission have discussed the marter. The Commis-
sion has, for its part, submitted an excellent communi-
ca[ion. There has been an initial exchange of views on
this subject. Ve are all still ar the negotiating stage and
we will have to exercise a cenain prudence in examin-
ing the problem rc which you have just drawn atten-
tion. However, we must, panicularly at this stage,
avoid giving the impression to the ourside world 
-which is waiting for a move from us ar this moment 
-that we are ready to ser up barriers, as if we were
prejudging the result of the negotiarions. I should also
like to remind you that the Community's external
policy provides for the possibility, in certain clearly
defined cases, of defence measures in rhe form of
and-dumping provisions or protective measures, which
are the ones you have mentioned. Measures of this
kind can only be introduced by the Council on rhe
basis of a proposal from the Commission. So far, the
Commission has not submitted any proposals rc rhis
effect and I do not know whether it is intending ro do
so. $/'e can only pronounce on this matrer when the
exchange of views I mentioned just now, which is to
be conducted in the very near future, is completed.
President. 
- 
Question No 56, by Mrs Ewing(H-35al80):
Vill the Council give the assurance that oil rig consruc-
tion sites do not receive subsidies, open or hidden such as
favourable interest rates thus in breach of the fair compe-
tition principle?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council. 
-(F) Mr President, under the system set up by Arti-
cles 92 to 94 of the Treaty, it is for the Commission, in
cooperation with the Member States, to keep under
cons[anl review all systems of aid existing in those
States and to establish whether the aid granted by a
State or through State resources is compatible with the
Common Market, having regard to Anicle 92 of the
Treaty, or whether it is being misused.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
I think we have here an answer that
sums up very well the difficulry experienced by a back-
bench MP who is being tossed back and forwards
between rhe Commission's and the Council's responsi-
bilities. Vith all respect I do not feel that answer will
satisfy the people who asked me to raise the question
in the House. In my area I represent most of the oil rig
yards. Is the Council aware of the disquiet of those in
rhis area who fear the empty order book in a very bad
situation of unemployment?
Is the Council aware that we have to suffer the disad-
vanrages of this industry and that it would be more
unfair if we have empty oil rig yards when we know
perfectly well that some Member States are subsidiz-
ing orders? Is the Council simply going to say it is the
Commission's fault? I feel I really must ask that this
question be treated more seriously.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I did not say and do not intend to
say that it is the Commission's fault. Ve were speaking
just now, in connection with a question of a more
personal nature, of the rights, duties and prerogatives
of the Council on the one hand and of the Commis-
sion on the other. I try to be as consistent as I can and
am [herefore unable to say anything mor€ on this
question on behalf of the Council in a field where the
Commission 
- 
and I think we must, give it credit for
this 
- 
in fact plays a role, with courage and clear-
sightedness, which neither the Council nor any of the
national governments would wish to have to play.
There can be no question, therefore, of my saying that
the Commission is failing in irc duties in this respect.
Thus, the question you have put is a matter for the
Commission and, if you address this question to me, I
cannot, as I hope you will understand, say that the
Council as such is aware of it, because it is not a
matter which falls within the Council's competency,
nor can I say on behalf of the nine governments
whether or no[ they are aware of this problem, in view
of the fact that they have not yet discussed it within
the Council.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 57 by Mr Balfe (H-365/
80):
Under what is known as the 'Gentlemen's Agreement'
Parliament and Council would not normally question
each other's expenditure. One by-product of this is that it
is impossible for Members of the Parliament to ask public
questions about the running of Parliament and the
expenditure incurred. Is the Council prepared to use its
good offices to prevail upon the authorities controlling
Parliament to allow Members to table Quesdons about
the functioning of Parliament?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council. 
-(F) Itis not for the Council to influence the European
Parliament as regards the implementation of its section
of the budget and I do not think you would welcome
such a move. As for the auditing of the budget,
responsibility in this matter rests with the Coun of
Auditors.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
That y/as a non-answer. The point of
this Question, as is quite clearly stated here, is to ques-
tion the 'Gentlemens's Agreement', namely, the agree-
ment whereby the Council and Parliamenr do not ask
questions about each other's expenditure. Ve have
now Bot to a point where the reputa[ion of this Parlia-
ment. as a wasteful Parliament is increasing by the day.
Unless some effective means can be found of question-
ing the expenditure of Parliament, Parliament will fall
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into disrepute. Vill the Council make some endea-
vours to open up the budgets of this Institution for
public questioning and help us to be more accounta-
ble?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) May I ask the honourable Member
whether he is aware of how strained relations berween
the Council and Parliament sometimes become over
the budget? Do you think, in these circumstances, that
it is for the Council to say to the Parliament, 'your
budget is not transparent enough, this or that could be
criticized or you should do such and such a thing'? I
think it is the natural and the fundamental task-of
Parliament ois-ri-ois public opinion and the Coun of
Auditors, to carry out its responsibilities in this respect.
All I can say is that my colleague, the President-in-
Office of the Council of Finance Ministers, made
cenain recommendations to Parliament yesterday
regarding the budget, 
- 
one of which was a proposal
for a cenain amount of self-restraint. It is not for me,
speaking on behalf of the 'Grand Council' as it were,
to get involved in the question of how Parliament
implerhents it budget. This would be turning Parlia-
mentary traditions upside down. Do not ask too much
of me.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
Vould not the President-in-Office
of the Council agree that the Treaties give this Parlia-
ment the righc to control its own Rules of Procedure?
Therefore it lies in our own hands to set our own
house in order. Vould he then therefore encourage
Mr Balfe to ask the members of his group on the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions to
support impending changes in the Rules which would
first of all require the Presidenry to answer questions,
and secondly encourage the enlarged Bureau and the
Bureau rc disclose what is going on there.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
That is not a question for me to
answer.
Mr Hord. 
- 
It takes two !o make an agreement.
Having regard therefore to the fact that very substan-
tial increases in expenditure for 1981 are proposed for
Parliament, this is the time when this agreement
should be broken so that Parliament can, in fact,
determine its own situation for the future. Vould the
President-in-Office of the Council agree with this
observation?
(Laugbter)
Mr Thorn. 
- 
Yes.
Mr Simpson. 
- 
I would just ask the President-in-
Office of the Council, from his long experience in
many capacities, to confirm that the running of this
Parliament is best left in the hands of the parliamen-
tarians and that the honourable Member, Mr Balfe,
has elected officers of the Parliament, a Committee on
Budgets and a Committee on Budgetary Control, to
whom he can make his representations.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
Yes.
President. 
- 
Quesdon No 58 is held over until
November at the author's request.
Question No 59, by Mr van Aerssen (H-301/80):
Attacks on vehicles carrying fruit and vegerables from
Spain have recently increased in the French-Spanish
border area. Vhat is the Council doing to prevent such
ouuages in the future and to ensure that the law is
respected on the roads of Europe?
MrThorn, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council. 
- 
(F) |
hope the honourable Member will excuse me, but my
reply is very brief. It is up to the Member States to
ensure that order is maintained within their resPective
territories.
Mr van Aerssen. 
- 
(D) Does the President-in-
Office of the Council share the view that the very fact
that this maner had been brought up here and the
question answered in this way will in itself have a
cenain psychological effect as regards the prevention
of occurrences of this kind in the future?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) One can always hope. I cannot,
however, give the honourable Member any assurances
on this mamer.
President. 
- 
Ve will now move on to the Questions
to the Foreign Ministers meeting in political coopera-
tion.
Question No 74 by Mr Balfe (H-356l80):
During 1979 and for the first five months of 1980 the
following totals of parking tickets were cancelled by the
london Police because of diplomatic immuniry being
claimed by the offenders:
Belgium
Denmark
France
Germany (Federal Republic)
Ireland
Iraly
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Total
280
58
2 885
217
161
654
20
47
4 322
Recalling that diplomatic immuniry was instituted to
protect foreign nations from malicious prosecution and
bearing in mind that diplomats in London are abusing this
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law by evading fines, will rhe Foreign Ministers take sreps
to end this abuse of diplomatic immuniry?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member's quesrion has
not been discussed within the conrexr of political
cooperation, and I am therefore unable to answer it on
behalf of the Nine.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
\7ould the President-in-Office agree
that this question was not only prompted by f 25 000
in lost fines to the London rarepayers and traffic con-
gesting the streets of London, but is a genuine enquiry
as to whether people who are constantly talking about
'European unity and the need for us to work together
to build a wider Europe, could not begin by setrint
examples 
- 
and I include British diplomats abroa{ in
this 
- 
in at least not claiming diplomatic immuniry 
-or should I say abusing diplomatic immunity 
- 
when
they get a parking ticket for illegally parking their
cars? Indeed, might I suggest that some of them mighr,
as all citizens of all the Member Stares must when they
are in their own Member States, practise parking their
own cars legally rather than abusing diplomatic
immunity?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Speaking personally, I wholehean-
edly share your view, and the fact that the Nine have
not discussed it does nor mean that I do not rhink it is
imponant that we should join together in an attempt
to avoid abuses of this kind.
President. 
- 
Question No 75, by Mr Lomas(H-375l80):
Have the Foreign Ministers of the Member States taken
any action regarding the disappearance of fugentinian
citizen, Silvia Angelica Corazza de Sanchez, following
her arrest inMay 1977?
and Question No 78, by Mrs Ewing (H-428l80):
Vill the Foreign Ministers use their good offices to
persuade the Argentinian Government to release Dr.
Ernesto Villanueva, an eminent sociologist and former
rector of the University of Buenos Aires, now being held
at the disposal of the National Executive Power, and
grant him permission to leave Argentina which. was
refused in March of this year?
Since the subjects of rhese rwo quesrions are related,
they may be taken rogether.
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The two specific cases mendoned by the
honourable Members have not been discussed within
the context of political cooperarion. As the Presidency
has repeatedly stressed, the Nine have always followed
the developmenr of the situation as ,regards human
rights in Latin America with grear acenrion. On
numerous occasions, both within international bodies
and during their contacts with the authorities of the
countries concerned, the representatives of the Nine
have stressed their concern for rhe respect of human
righm. They will not fail to do so in the furure, and I
can assure you they will do rhis on a very regular basis,
panicularly in connection with the facts to which rhe
honourable Members have drawn our attention in
these questions.
Mr Lomas. 
- 
It is all very well to say that we express
our concern about the laik of human righu, but I
would like to ask the President whether the Member
States are actually prepared to do anything about cases
not just like this one individual because, after all, she is
only one of an estimated 10 000 people who have
disappeared in the lasr five years in Argentina. Are the
Member States prepared ro do any more than simply
wring their hands and express concern?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
@ I am afraid there has been a
misunderstanding and I think you underestimate the
imponance which we atach to this question. Ve must
draw a clear distinction between deliberations of the
Council of the Nine meeting in political cooperarion,
and steps taken in specific cases by the various
Member States of the Communiry. Cenainly, when we
have a meedng in the contexr of political cooperarion,
we discuss the major issues, i.e. quesrions of principle
as regards political cooperarion, in the few hours
available to us every few months, and rhis is how it
comes about that the Nine, in their communiqu6s,
state their views regarding the principle of the respecr
or non-respect of human rights in one counrry or
another.
However, this has never prevented our Member States
taking on-the-spot action in the various capitals, if
they were represented there, in connecdon with
specific and special cases when they were brought to
our notice 
- 
which unfonunately is something which
happens practically every day.
Mrs Ewing. 
- 
M"y I say that in the case of the
prisoner whose name I have here rhere is a principle
which concerns the Community, because this man was
granted a research scholarship to Glasgow University
and an entry visa rc the United Kingdom 
- 
rhat is to
say, to the Community. Might I therefore ask the
Council to make an approach ro rhe Argentinian
Government?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The honourable Member will real-
ize or,I hope, at least believe me when I say that I am
not familiar with the specific dossier in question.
However, I undertake to have it sent to me and to
check whether or not any approaches have been made,
after which I will inform you.
,t
,. i' :
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Mr !flclsh. 
- 
Vould the President-in-Office please
rcll us whether in his opinion there is any action that
the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation
can realistically take in these cases involving indivi-
duals who have problems in other countries?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) If I understand you correctly, you
are somewhat sceptical. Nevenheless, I would say on
the basis of results already obtained that I do in fact
think that we might achieve something.
President. 
- 
Question No 76, by Mr Doublet(H-a06/80):
Do ti,r Ministers for Foreign Affairs meeting in political
cooperation consider that the way the recent Olympic
Games in Moscow were conducted and the entire politi-
cal campaign which preceded them did serious harm to
the Olympic spirit, and that it is desirable to remedy this
statc of affairs once and for all by changing the regula-
tions of the games, panicularly as regards the role and
composition of the Olympic Committee, the scope and
magnitude of the summer games, and the provisions
concerning their location, for which a perrnanent sirc,
ideally in Greece, could be considered?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of tbe Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The Foreign Ministers have not discussed
the specific question of the way in which the last
Olympic Games in Moscow were conducted, nor the
question of revising the regulations of the Bames nor
the question of transferring them to a permanent site.
These are, moreover, questions concerning the inter-
national Olympic Committee and the various national
olympic committees which so far have not been
regarded as coming within the competency of the
governments of the Nine. I regret, therefore, that the
Presidenry is unable to reply on behalf of the Nine.
ll November 1980. \7e have also had occasion to
discuss this matter within the context of the Rumor
report this morning and afternoon. It is therefore the
question of sanctions which we have not discussed,
and this was the way in which you phrased the ques-
tion.
Mr Christopher Jackson. 
- 
I appreciate the point
that the President-in-Office has made and in relation
to our debate this morning may I ask him rc agree to
raise with his colleagues the possibility of a strategie
review by the Nine and the Commission of our trade
with the Soviet Union and Comecon countries?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) Obviously I am willing to pass on
the suggestions made by the honourable Member to
my colleagues, but I should like, in all frankness to
make the following remarks: there are proper proce-
dures, which have in fact been in operation within
NATO for some time, for the examination of trade of
arstrategic nature. It would therefore be superfluous,
in my view, to discuss quch procedures within the
Community, as they already exist within the frame-
work of the Atlandc Alliance. However, as regirds the
general use of trade for purposes of persuasion, neto-
tiation and dissuasion, this clearly raises major ques-
tions of principle, as we have seen on other occasions.
Generally speaking, trade relations are more or less
neutral, since there is no point in them unless they are
in the interests of both parties concerned. Their use
for purposes of sanctions normally involves a binding
decision by the Unircd Nations Security Council.
Occasionally it has been possible to do without a deci-
sion of this kind, as in the case of Iran, where vre were
faced with a really flagrant violation of international
law. However, in the light of this example in panicu-
lar, I think you will agree that it would be extremely
undiscriminating, and perhaps inefficient, to make an
approach of this kind normal practice, and it would, at
any rate, require very thorough examination.
Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams. 
- 
Is it not obvious that
the cynical flouting of the whole spirit of the Helsinki
Agreement by the Soviet Union raises issues that go
far wider than trade and are pan of an ideological
battle between the things in the Vestern countries we
believe in most sincerely and the beliefs of the rulers of
the Soviet Union? That being the case, and the inva-
sion of Afghanistan and the recent deterioration in
relations bJtween East Germany and Vest Germiny
giving sucil clear examples of the ways in which the
Russian rulers are tending at the present time, will the
Council give serious consideration to increasing the
output of ideological warfare to convey to the peoples
of the Soviet Union aod the satellite shtes the beliefs
that we have in Vestern countries? Vill the Council
set up a University of the Air, broadcast in Russian
and in the major East European languages, to make
cenain that all those peoples do receive clearly and
President. 
- 
Question No 77, by Mr Christopher
Jackson (H-a22/80):
In the light of the Commission's reply to Vritten Ques-
cion No 1858/791, do the Foreign Minisrcrs consider that
the application of sanctions against the Soviet Union for
repeated violadon of the Helsinki Accords might contri-
bute to the cause of human rights, for instance by the
agreed suspension of cenain expons by Member States in
order to cause the maximum economic nuisance?
Mr Thorn, Presidentin-Offce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) The -Foreign Ministers have not so far
discussed the problem raised by the honourable
Member. The Presidency cannot therefore ansver on
behalf of the Nine. I am sure, however, that the
honourable Member is aware that the problem of the
application and respect of the Helsinki Accords will be
discussed at the Madrid Conference beginning on
1 0J C 198 0f 4. 8. 1980, p. 8.
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regularly the messages that we wish to bring them as
to the foundations of our civilizarion, rechnology,
economy, constitution and fundamental democratic
beliefs?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am sure it will come as no
surprise to the honourable Member if I tell him thar I
cannot reply to this question and proposal on behalf of
the Nine. However, I personally wonder whether what
you sugtest would really be desirable. Do you not
think it would be duplicating something which already
exists? After all, there are already, as far as I know,
BBC broadcasts of this kind, to say norhing of Radio
Free Europe. There are also programmes broadcast by
the various national radio stations. Do you really rhink
it would be advisable, at rhis stage, ro mke 
- 
let us say
- 
joint initiatives in this field, as rhere could not be
any question of Community initiatives? I wonder,
that's all.
Mr Balfe. 
- 
As one of the members of the Comecon
Committee, I wonder firstly *hether the President-
in-Office of the Council would accepr rhar if we are to
talk about European cooperarion there is a need to
promote rade between the differenc parts of Europe,
and secondly, whether he will nore rhe distinction
between the subject of this quesrion and countries such
as Argentina, Chile, Uruguay, Sourh Africa and many
others .where there are gross violations of human
rights which appear ro go unnoriced by the British
Conservative Pany.
The answer is 'Yes!'
(Lo*d kaghter)
President. 
- 
It is not within rhe remit of Members ro
both ask and answer their questions.
Mr Fergusson. 
- 
Surely one has to distinguish
between what is a matter of survival for the Commu-
nity and what in comparison are mere pinpricks. I
wonder whether the President-in-Office, who has
embarked on the question of the general principle of
embargoes and that son of thing, might not agree that
the limitation of expons of strategic materials and
technology to Eastern Europe, which is operated
within NATO 
- 
he has already referred to this
himself 
- 
might be re-examined and expanded
through the good offices of the Foreign Ministers
meedng in political cooperarion.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F)'Ve have considered and discussed
the advisability of action of this kind. \fle have given it
consideration on numerous occasions. So far, it has
always been rhoughr that since this discussion takes
place within the context of the Atlandc Alliance 
- 
for
reasons which should be obvious 
- 
it would be better
to keep it this way and ro continue ro discuss it in rhis
con[ext, since it can perhaps be discussed with more
competence, on rhe basis of grearer knowledge and
perhaps more freely than at Community level, which I
think would be counrerproductive. I can assure you
that we are by nb means unconcerned about this
matter, bur I think it is bemer discussed 
- 
panicularly
from the point of view which you menrion 
- 
within
NATO than at Community level.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Is it or is it not obvious to the Ministers
that the Soviets will continue to flout all the principles
of the Helsinki Final Act as long as the Vest is willing
to go on granting rhem all kinds of favours?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I do not think rhe Vesrern coun-
tries and the Communiry Member States would be
willing to granr them all kinds of favours if they ride
rough-shod over the principles of Helsinki.
President. 
- 
Question No 79, by Mr Ansquer(H-a3el80):
Could the Foreign Ministers meeting in polidcal coopera-
tion define rhe territory within which they feel the Palesti-
nian people should exercise their right ro self-determina-
tion as they envisaged it in their Venice declaradon on the
Middle East?
Mr Thorn, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign Ministers.
- 
(F) In their declaration of 13June in Venice, the
nine Heads of Starc and Government stated that ir was
necessary to arrive ar an overall solution to the
Israeli-Arab conflict. They stressed the right of all the
States'in the region, including Israel, to exist in secur-
ity, within recognized and guaranteed frontiers, bur
also stressed that Israel musr put an end ro rhe rerriro-
rial occupatio;n it has maintained since the conflict of
1967. k is againsr this background that the Nine have
adopted the view that the Palestinian people should be
enabled, by means of an appropriate procedure laid
down within the context of the pverall solution, ro
exercise to the full its right to self-determination.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) Mr President-in-Office, I have
no wish to ask you an embarrassing question in
connection with this extremely imponant and difficult
problem, but after hearing rhe starements made by the
French President on rhe occasion of one of his visits to
the Middle East, it would appear that the European
Council meeting in Venice adopted the principle of
self-determination for the Palestinian people. if this
principle is ro apply, ir seems to me rhar it is essenrial
that they musr be allocated a specific territory in which
this process of self-determination may take place. I
should merely like rc ask you whether this tlrritory
has already been discussed by the Council of Ministeis
meeting in political cooperation.
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Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) The principle of self-determina-
tion, the principle of a possible state of Palestine being
set up in the future and the way in which the with-
drawal of the troops from the occupied territories and
a transfer of sovereignty could take place, elc.' are a
series of questions which are not dealt with specifically
in the Venice Declaration, but which should receive
some specific attention if the Heads of State and
Government intend to continue in the direction indi-
cated in this declaration, and it is the job of the
Foreign Ministers and our assistants to attempt, with-
out prejudging the outcome, to determine the position
of the Nine with the view to establishing a common
approach and, as far as possible, rc maintain contact
with the various panies involved in the region in ques-
tion, in order to see whether or not we can establish a
certain convergence of the various points of view.
Mr van Aercsen. 
- 
(D) Since the President-in-
Office of the Council undenook, following the Venice,
Declaration, to make a fact finding tour of the Middle
East with a view to clarifying the situation 
- 
which is
something for which we are grateful to him 
- 
I
should like to ask when this directly elected European
Parliament can expect the Council meetint in political
cooperation to present a new Middle East initiative to
this House, as this is something which is of considera-
ble urgenry at this moment and has also been the
subject of urgent requests on the part of the Eglptian
President?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) As I said in my previous answer to
Mr Ansquer, I should now like to amplify my original
answer by saying that the Venice Declaration was a
point of depanure which set out cenain principles
including 
- 
I should like to stress this in this context
roo 
- 
ihat of the. security of all the States in the
region 
- 
thus Israel should be no exception 
- 
and
rhi guaranrces which are required: It is true that all
thesJ words give rise to a corresPonding series of
questions 
- 
in both your mind and mine and indeed
in everTbody's mind 
- 
and it was following my visit,
which has been referred to as a 'fact finding mission'
that the Nine adopted the view 
- 
without prejudging
the issue 
- 
that the terms must be clearly defined'
Vhat exactly is meant by 'security'? \7hat could be
understood 
-by 
'guarantees'? How could the phased
withdrawal of t.oops take place in practice? Vhat has
been done so far is, if ytru like, mere shadow boxing.
'!(/hat we must do now is to try and achieve maximum
convergence of views on all these points, and it is in
rhe lighl of all these ideas, following preparatory work
carrie-d out by the Foreign Ministers, that the Heads
of Sate and Government will be able to re-examine
the question and see what initiatives they can take. As
I am sure you are aware, between now and December
there will be ,rarious other imponant occasions when
this matter will be discussed' For example, I think it
will receive funher attention at the Luxembourg
Summit or the European Council. Speaking in a
personal capacity, I think it is after this European
'Council th"i *e ,rill be able usefully to return to this
quesrion.
President. 
- 
Question No 80 by Mr Romualdi(H-456l80, formerly 0-48l80) :
Firstly, what has been done at Community level to ensure
the safety of European citizens in Iran and Iraq and to
protect their possessions and our countries'very extensive
inter.ttt in the area of the Persian Gulf, rhe Red Sea and
the Indian Ocean?
Secondly, what is the Foreign Ministers' position (a) with
regard to initiadves to restore peace in this area of crucial
imponance to the European economy and (b), within the
context of our alliances, with'regard to the strategic
measures to be aken in order [o guaranrce free naviga-
tion in the Strait of Hormuz and panicularly the proposal
that a European naval squadron be formed?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Ofi,ce of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) I should like to remind you that in this
situation the Governments of the Nine have acted at
national level with a view to ensuring the safety of
their citizens, their possessions and their interests. As
regards effons aimed at re-establishing peace in the
area, the Presidency can only refer to the declaration
of the Nine adopted in New York on 23 September
1980, in which, inter ali4 we approved the appeal
made by the Secretary-General of the Islamic Confer-
ence for an immediate cease-fire, on the basis of the
consultations undenaken by Mr \Taldheim, the Secre-
tary-General of the United Nations, and where we
stated our preparedness to support any international
initiative aimed at promoting a political settlement of
the dispute. In this same declaration, the Ministers also
recalled the crucial imponance, for the international
communiry as a whole, of free navigation in the Gulf,
which must at all costs not be jeopardized.
As regards the question of a defence policy in the
region of the Gulf, I would remind you that the Nine
meedng in political cooperation are not comPercnt in
this field.
Mr Romuddi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I am sincerely
grateful to the President of the Council for his reply
and take due norc of what has been done to Protect
the possessions and lives of European citizens in Iran
and Iraq, and with a view to re-establishing peace and
security-in a pan of the world which is a cenre of
crucial interest for the development of our economy
and indeed the defence of our independence and free-
dom.
I regret that, after previous errors and atdrudes which
havi contributed rc the weakening, and hence the
upset, of cenain political and military balances, urith-
out which the war between Iran and Iraq would
perhaps never have broken out 
- 
to the all-too-
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evident advanmge of the major power which is more
close at hand to influence even6 
- 
Europe and its
allies now musr look on vinually helpless as rhese
events which could well jeopardize. . .
President. 
-' 
M"y I remind you, Mr Romualdi, that
you musr ask a question and not just read a speech ?
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) . . . To conclude, I should like
to ask the President of the Council whether or nor the
safety of navigation, which is vital to our economy and
our defence, could be ensured by means of practical
measures which so far, however, it has not proved
possible rc set up or even envisage except in words.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) In a personal capacity, I would
agree, but it is by no means a marrer for the Commu-
nity or the Council of the Nine ro say rhar we could
Buarantee rhis either by'providing rhe means or by our
action. Theoretically, it would be possible, but it is not
for the Nine to examine or decide rhis question.
Mr Marshall. 
- 
Could the President-in-Office firsr
of all join wirh me in thanking the Iraqis for rescuing
the crew of a British ship that was imprisoned as a
result of the war? Secondly, can he tell me whether the
Council has made any esrimare of the impact of this
war upon oil reserves and on the \flest European
economy if the war goes on, and can he tell us
whether he expects to see a further twist in the energy
infladonary spiral over the next few monrhs? FinalLy,
would he not agree thar the involvement of Russia in
this war does emphasize how imponant Turkey's
membership of NATO is and how foolish rhe mischie-
vous attacks on the new Turkish r6gime are?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I am sure you will agree rhat if I
were to ansv/er all the questions put by the honourable
Member, this would involve us in a foreign policy
debate which would last the enrire evening. I cannot
go into these matters now bur I will say that I basically
agree with him and can only answer in rhe affirmative.
As long as rhis war lasts 
- 
and panicularly insofar as
it consdtutes a threat ro free movement and navigation
- 
it can only cause increased problems for our econ-
omy. The Commission is currently looking into the
scale and impact of these problems and ir is thar insti-
tution which will be able to give you figures which, for
the rest, will vary depending on rhe way in which the
conflict develops and on which countries become
involved in this area of conflict.
President. 
- 
Question No 81, by Mr Baudis(H-a60/80):
Can the Council state whar action ir has taken or is
proposing ro take in the context of the European judicial
area, ro put an end to rhe fascist attacks which have in
recenr weeks caused terrible suffering in the cities of
Bologna, Munich and Paris and aie threatening to
, destroy the democratic bases of European unification?
Mr Thorn, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Foreign Minis-
ters. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, on 13July 1976 the Euro-
pean Council invited rhe governments of the Nine to
cooperate in combating the scourge of terrorism. On Z
and 8 April 1978 the European Council recalled that
higher priority should be given to effons aimed ar
intensifying cooperarion between the Nine with a view
to defending our societies against rerrorisr violence,
and invited rhe competent Ministers ro srep up their
cooperation. The implemenrarion of the decisions of
these European Councils was entrusred to a group of
high-level officials of rhe Nine Member States
concerned with matters of European political coopera-
tion. This group has on [he one hand drawn up an
agreement between rhe Member States of the Commu-
nity regarding the application of the European
ConveJrtion on the suppression of terrorism, which
was signed by rhe Nine on 4 December 1979 in
Dublin, and is currenrly, on the other hand, working
on a convention regarding cooperation in penal
matters which forms pan of the European judicial area
-project covering not only rcrrorism but major crime in
general and should involve a new exrradition treaty
between the Member States. Following the last meet-
ing of rhe Ministers of Justice in Rome, it was decided
that the remaining difficulties should be examined
within the conrexr of political cooperarion. Apan from
the drawing up of these legal instrumenrs, it should be
pointed our that the problems of coordinating the
effons of the Nine in rhe fight against rerrorism and
crime are the subject of concenation at the level of our
colleagues, the Ministers of the Interior.
Mr Baudis. 
- 
(F) This reply does nor strike me as
adequate. The fight againsr the appalling crimes of
Bologna, Munich and Paris should be organized on a
European scale. How, in practice, are we [o put an
end to the activities of these European nazi and fascist
groups which take racism and dicntorship as their
ideals and use violence to undermine the European
democracies? Vhy,do our police forces not introduce
a Breater degree of coordination on information and
activity? Freedom of expression is all well and good,
Mr President, but ir does not give people the right to
commit crimes which should be mercilessly punished.
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I can only go along with what the
honourable Member said. How are we ro reac[ [o
these events? He has already given rhe answer, i.e. by
stepping up cooperation between our police forces. As
you know, people tend to ger a litde touchy as regards
national prerogarives in this field. I rhink we muit all
make an effon in all the counrries of the Community
to strengthen cooperation between the various poficl
forces in this struggle. However, if we are to iackle
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rhis evil 
- 
you have just drawn panicular attention to
the shameful Munich attack 
- 
I think there must be a
reaction on the part. of all the democratic forces in all
our countries. '!il'e must avoid making this an instru-
ment for partisan polidcs, but we must make our
indignation felt in no uncenain terms in order, right
from the outset, to encourage our police forces and to
show that we are resolved to do all we can to oppose
rhings of this kind.
Mr Isra€I. 
- 
(F) Mr President of the Council, do
you not think that your reply, which consisted of indi-
cating the measures which the Nine could take was
not completely adequate. Do you not think that
cenain international implications call for a greater
cbmmitment on the part of the Council of Minisrcrs'
than merely coordinating the various legislation
regarding the suppression of terrorism. At the present
moment, everything looks as though we are faced with
a vast international conspiracy. The relations of the
Nine with certain countries should be revised and
examined very closely in the light of the organization
of inernational terrorism. I should therefore like rc ask
whether or not you think we should reflect a little on
the blows which are being dealt to our democratic
system by certain countries outside the Community?
Mr Thorn. 
- 
(F) I fully realize what the honourable
Member is driving at in his question, but I do not
think we should be too hasty in drawing conclusions
as regards a panicular country or another. I agree with
Mr IsraEl that the question is of such gravity as to
justify our governmenrc and the Community examin-
ing it, as you wish, and considering whether or not it
would be appropriate to change our policy. However,
I will not at this snge go so far as to say our policy as
regards various countries must be revised.
President. 
- 
The second part of Quesdon Time is
closed.*
I must now make a decision on the requesr for a topi-
cal debate. Mrs De March's request cannot be consid-
ered as the question referred to was not called. I still
have the request by the Group of the European
People's Pany (CD Group). Since it concerns a matter
of great importance and is supponed by all the groups,
I feel it is appropriate to grant the request for a topical
debarc.
Ve shall therefore immediately start the debate on the
Council reply to Question No 67, by Mr Blumenfeld,
on the membership of the Commission and its respon-
sibilities towards Parliament.
I call Mr van Aerssen to speak on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany (CD Group).
Mr Van Aerssed. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we requested this topical debate because
the President-in-Office of the Council's answer to our
questions did not satisfy us on all poinm. Mr Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council, it is not a question of
your doing your duty 
- 
both you and we know that
you do. You have always done your dury as a Euro-
pean, you deserve the highest praise from us, and
indeed you have never heard us criticize your commit-
ment on this count. Ve too do our duty, but that is
nor what is at stake here.
The directly elected European Parliament is 
- 
and I
have said this time and again 
- 
an Assembly which is
developing a constitution for Europe, and the appoint-
ment and designation of the President of the Commis-
sion while he is at the same time President-in-Office
of the Council is an important institutional issue. '!7e
are only discussing'the problem from this standpoint,
and I believe, Mr President-in-Office, that as a consti-
tutional expert you fully appreciate this.
From our viewpoint what is happening at Present is
incompatible. A President-in-Office of the Council
cannot simultaneously act and senr'e as 'President-
designate of the Commission', without getdng into
legal difficulties which he cannot answer for in any
event. That is our side of the problem.
The problem now affecting you personally is that the
offices are incompatible. Now you have said, Mr Pres-
ident-in-Office of the Council, that you have not yet
been designated. On the other hand you have given us
examples which show that you are acting as a Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Commission, namely by visiting
governments and discussing the composition of the
new Commission with them. Mr President-in-Office
of the Council, you will understand that a directly
elecrcd Parliament also attaches some imponance to
the principle of precedent. You are either a President
of the Commission or you are not a President of the
Commission! If you are not, then you cannot under-
take the tasks which you yourself mentioned. In other
words, we believe that this question has given rise to a
dilemma, to an 'in-between' state. Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, you will agree that this problem
cannot be solved without the agreement of a directly
elected European Parliament. I believe that you have
been the victim of a misconceived policy in the Coun-
cil, and for this reason we must protest here quite
clearly to the Council about this matter. However, we
do not wish the office of a President-designate of the
Commission to fall victim to such a misconceived
Council policy, and for this reason we wish the office
- 
not your person 
- 
to be brought out into the open.
\(e therefore once again call on you personally to
clarify this situation and to explain clearly to this
Parliament what your present role is. You can depend
on'my colleagues and myself to support you and to
give you the backing for such a decision.+ See Annex.
. -l Trl] _ ',1 ,'?r , , tl
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Mr President-in-Office of the Council, we wanr ro
enter into an institutional dialogue with you'as the
future President of the Commission, the grounds for
this being for instance rhat in our view the directly
elected European Parliament should itself decide on
the programme of the new Commission. Against this
background, we would ask you ro accepr this ropical
debate in this light and make a clear personal decision
which can be supponed by us as an institution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins ro speak on
behalf of the European Democraric Group.
Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
- 
Mr President, firsr of all I
should say that I am full of sympathy for the Presi-
dent-in-Office in the situation in which he finds
himself. It is a most unfonunate quesrion of timing
that things have happened the way they have. Speak-
ing for myself and my group, there is no doubt that we
accept the legal position as it is and as he explained it
very fully at the beginning of Question Time rhis
evening. I accept that he is not as yet the President-
elect of the Commission. This is sornething that cannot
happen until the other Commissioners elect him as
such, although he is President-designare. I am not
going to argue about thar at all, nor am I going to
argue with him about the right of Parliament to give
im advice at this stage on the choice of Commissioners.
That, I accept once again, is for Member Govern-
ments to decide as they so wish. Several Member
Governments have so decided. Several Member
Governments, including my own, have announced
rheir decisions. That is accepted. I am sure he went
round and whispered in their ears what he himself
hoped would happen. I do not doubt he did rhat. I am
sure that with all his great experience and knowledge
of these matters and acceptabiliry at governmental
level, he would have no problem in having access to
Chancellors and Prime Ministers throughout the
Europe of the Nine. \Thether he was successful in
persuading them is something rhar he may whisper in
our ears at a later stage but not at rhis moment in time .
However, let us move away from that. As I said, rhe
timing of this whole operation is most unfonunate. It
so happens that Luxembourg has the presidenry at this
moment. As Mr Thorn says, throwing his arms up,
that is not his fault. It just so happens. Nevenheless it
does put the Parliament and himself and the Council
in an extremely difficult position. I have no doubt, and
my group has no doubt, that as President of the Coun-
cil he has consulted 
- 
but as President of the Council
- 
with lots of other governmenrs concerning all these
grave problems of the future. But, of course, the one
thing he has nor done is consult with us. He made that
rather strange remark when he was on his feet earlier
on that when he was President of the Council, as he is
right now, he cannot consult wirh us. I accept that he
cannot consult wirh us 
- 
as Presidenr. He has said
that. Bur he said, of course, that he can do so as Mr
Thorn: te pense le faire. However, he has not done it.
At leasr he has not had the courresy ro consult with me
or my group, but I am sure rhar was a mistake on his
pan which he would rectify in the very near future.
However, that is not quite as it should be. I do ask him
to remember that we are a newly elected parliament,
of 18 months standing now. Ve are very sensitive
about our rights and responsibilities. \7e do nor w.anr
to act illegally, but we do believe in the notion of
accountabiliry - accountability to our electors. I would
beg him to remember that. I am sure his mind is in a
turmoil in dealing with the vast problems of the future,
but I do beg of him to come ro rhis House informally
- 
that is the only way he can do it 
- 
and to 
"onsuitwith us concerning these matters. For instance, on the
quesrion of ponfolios it is nor for us to decide who the
ponfolios should go ro, but we would like to give him
our advice. I haven'r, and I very much doubt if my
honourable friends from rhe Christian-Democraric or
indeed even rhe Socialist Group have done so. He
does not have to take our advice, but it would be very
helpful if we could feel that we had given him advicl
as to who should have this or rhar. Perhaps even more
imponant, we would like to be able to be consulted on
what the future programme is going to be and where
the priorities are. '!7e all of us have our own list. I am
quite cenain everybody here has his own list of priori-
ties and ideas on what we hope he will achieve ai pres-
ident during his four years. I think it would be very
advantageous for him to hear informally rhe advice of
the various political groups as to what we hope will be
the priorides of his programme during thi coming
four years 
- 
nor the details, which would take hour{
but the priorities.
So I come to my conclusions because my five minutes
ere very nearly up, Mr President. Because of the sensi-
tive situation, because we are a new parliament
directly elected and we have a responsibiliry ro our
electors, I think he has really got to make up'his mind
very soon. You know, Mr Thorn 
- 
and I say this with
great friendship to you 
- 
no man is indispensable. I
found our in my rather poor and lowly way that it
does not really matter if I am run over by a bui romor-
row. Somebody else will fill my shoes. Somebody else
will fill your shoes very adequately when you are
gole. I would really beg of you to consider, perhaps alitde later this year before the end of NovemLer,
whether you should not decide berween one job and
the orher. I do nor believe that you can do the job I
have outlined ro you, which ought to be done before
Chrisrmas, if you are going to Jontinue as presidenr-
in-Office of the Council. I beg of you to make up your
mind during the next six weeks as to where you think
th-e prioriry lies. I know where I rhink it lies and I beg
of you to take that decision rco.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democradi Group.
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Mr Haagerup. 
- 
@K) Mr President, in his speech
earlier today the President of the Council said that we
were in a somewhat unusual situation. Ve might even
say that the situation is entirely unprecedented. If we
look into the problem, facing us more closely, we see
that it is an institutional and perhaps constirutional
problem and at any rate we have a practical problem
and perhaps also a legal problem which we must come
to terms with. This in itself would seem to be enough
to contend with, and I do not think that there is any
need to turn it into a personal problem too.
It might well be said we have rarely if ever had a pros-
pective Commission President with such qualificacions
as those of the current President of the Council, i.e.
four times President of the Council and many years in
the European Parliament. This gives him an unique
background, and I will make no bones about the fact
that we in the Liberal Group are somewhat proud to
have a fellow Liberal who is so qualified for the job of
President of the Council and is also universally
regarded as having the necessary qualifications to
perform the functions of President of the Commission.
Vhat particularly caught my attention in the President
of the Council's earlier contribution 
- 
as I under-
stood it 
- 
was that he was prepared to enter into a
fruitful debate on what he referred to as the new
working methods and the new consulmdon procedure
which this Parliament has declared itself in favour of,
and which is mentioned in, for example, the Rey
report, which also received the suppon of my group. I
should like to say on behalf of my group that we look
forward to a debate of this kind, and we should like to
urge all the troups, institutions and individuals
affected to show the necessary tact, flexibiliry and
goodwill, so that we will not get bogged down in a
problem which is to a Breat extent simply a result of
circumstances.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr de la Maldne to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.
Mr de la Mallne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my group's
position in this debate is quite clear. Ve did not vote
in favour of the Rey report. I have, in this very House,
explained why we could not be a pany to Mr Rey's
report, and so for us the matter presenm no problem.
Our position is clear. Mr Thorn has been a personal
friend of mine for many years; I knew him on the
benches of the first Assembly, I knew him when he
was President of the Political Affairs Committee of the
former Assembly, and I have had the honour of serv-
ing under his chairmanship. I have followed him
throughout his career and I am sure that we are all
pleased 
- 
or at least my group is pleased 
- 
to see
him now as President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers. \fle would not like to see him leave this
office prematurely. Ve have given our opinion on a
report, but that does not make it Communiry law.
Because we have voted for or against a document does
not make it Coilrmunity law. fhe Council would still
have to approve it as well. \7e might even hope that it
will do so. I could continue in this vein, but this is not
a legal problem. There is no legal problem. Ve hope
that Mr Thorn vill retain the presidenry until the end
of the year. He will then assume the presidency of the
Commission and we are glad that this is the case 
- 
I
say this both on my own behalf and on behalf of my
group 
- 
since I know him too well not to be pleased.
Naturally, this does not prevent Mr Thorn, as Mr
Scott-Hopkins has so rightly said, from meeting some
people on a personal level and consulting others, as
Mr Scott-Hopkins requested, on shall we say the allo-
cation of ponfolios, to employ a well-known expres-
sion. It does not prevent him consulting us or our
spokesmen on matters which we would like to be
given priority in the Commission programme which
Mr Thorn, as President of the Commission, will be
presenting to us in January. This I believe is how,
knowing the people involved and on the basis of our
analysis of the legal position, we should resolve a
problem which we feel is not a serious matter for the
Community 
- 
it has other things to do.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppietes. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I believe we
should approach the problem of the Presidency of the
Commission not froin a legalistic, but from a moral
point of view 
- 
our main consideration should be the
well-being of our Institutions. It must be difficult, if
not impossible for Mr Thorn to assume his new role as
President of the Commission, or indeed even tet
round to thinking about it, before he has resigned as
President of the Council. Might I just remind you that
in autumn 1976 Mr Jenkins visited the capitals of all
rhe Member States of the Community twice!
Secondly, Mr President, one thing we do not need at
the present time is confusion about who is doing what
job. It is very harmful for our Institution in the present
situation where 
- 
and I think we would all agree on
this 
- 
there are unfonunately many reasons why the
Commission's authority needs to be clearly streng-
thened, or even restored. $7e were entitled to hope
rhat Mr Thorn 
- 
coming as he does from a small
country 
- 
would make this a priority. A President-
in-Office of the Council and Minister for Foreign
Affairs really cannot and should not see the problems
of the Community other than from the point of view
of the national governments. That is his job for the
moment; any confusion with the views and attitudes of
the Commission is therefore out of the question.
Thirdly, I would like to return to the matter of the
composition of the Commission. Mr Scott-Hopkins
spoke of the priorities of the future programme. I
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would like to raise again the question of what ponfo-
lios should have priority, and would remind you of my
wish thar in the next Commission there will be a
Commissioner primarily or exclusively for youth.
Vhen we see what little time we have left, at mosr a
couple of months, ir will be exremely difficult to take
the necessary steps in time ro find a suimble candidate
in one of the Member Sares.
I would like rc conclude, Mr President, by saying that
after all we have been through with the Council, after
their incredible treatmenr of us on the marter of the
budget, we sorely need Mr Thorn's political power
and skill. It is high time he took his place at the head
of the Commission. Small as it is, Luxembourg
cenainly has the qualified candidarcs who can take
over as Minister for Foreign Affairs, and perhaps even
as mayor of Luxembourg.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I would like to reiterate our very high regard for
Mr Thorn. In the old Parliament, over many years and
ar many levels of responsibility, he displayed great
alent. This Blent was reaffirmed after the direct elec-
don of Parliament and more recently during an
extremely delicate assignment rc the Middle East.
I want Mr Thorn to know that we followed this diffi-
cult trip with great attention and sympathy.
On the matrcr of Mr Thorn's current dual responsibil-
ity I would like to read out a remark made during the
debate on the Luxembourg presidency. I quote the
repon of procedings of that day's debates:
Ve would like you as soon as possible to become cither
full-time President of the Council or full-time President
of the Commission. !7e say this because we consider that
the President of the Commission needs to dcvote himself
to imponant procedural discussions with rhe governments
of the Member States and with his new Commissioners,
and because we expec the nec/ President of the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to come before Parlia-
ment with a declaration of intent which can rhen be
followed by a debate. !7e rherefore hope that you will
very soon be taking up your duties as Presidenr of the
Commission.
Ve have just listened, Mr President, and with grear
attention, to the speech you rnade in reply ro rhe ques-
tion put ro you. Ve were fully satisfied. Your reply
was thorough, carefully expressed and to the point.
I would like 6 conclude by saying that my group
recognizes that, over the years, positive and meaning-
ful relations have been built up berween the Parliamenr
and the Commission. I must say at once, however, that
above all we would like to see a considerable improve-
ment in relations between Parliament and the Council.
And we are looking to you, Mr Thorn, before you
assume full responsibility as President of the Commis-
sion of the European Conimunities, to make a further
contribution as President of the Council by making
some tangible progress towards the goal for which we
are all aiming.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Beumer.
Mr Beumer. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, it is clear from
the letter sent by the Chairman of my group,
Mr Klepsch, to Mr Thorn, President-in-Office of the
Council, which is included in Document No 1-462l
80, firsdy, that the Group of the European People's
Pany ataches trear imponance ro more effective
cooperation between the new Commission and Parlia-
ment and secondly that it believes rhar there are still
many possibilities of achieving this within the frame-
work of the Treary itself. The lerter shows clearly how
this can be done, and makes five specific proposals.
These are briefly as follows: firstly Parliamenr's right
to be genuinely consulted, secondly a genuine right of
amendment, thirdly information'on peririons, founhly
inclusion in proceedings before the Court of Justice,
and lastly a form of right of legislative initiative. These
proposals can be discussed in the preliminary consulta-
tions. If they are put into effect, they will not only
have a considerable influence on and indeed srent-
then relations between the Commission and Parlia-
ment but will 
- 
and this is the essential point 
- 
affect
relations between these two Insritutions and the Coun-
cil. This is what makes the position of the Presidenr-
designate of the Commission as President, of the
Council so unsatisfacrory, parricularly in view of the
political and marerial iniponance of the subjects which
are to be dealt with, such as the composition and the
programme of the Commission, as well as the five
proposals I just mentioned.
I think we would all agree thar the problems facing the
new Commission in the coming year can only become
greater. The Presidenr-designate of rhe Commission
should surely have begun at once ro make specific
preparations, logerher with Parliament to resolve rhese
problems, even though he would have been hard-
pressed to cope with all rhe demands in time. He has
not done so, but this debate provides an opponuniry
to rectify that. Ve wanr ro give the new Commission
as good a stan as possible ro srrengrhen im position, if
possible by a solid vore,of confidence on a protramme
which we will have discussed fully and approved. It
would be most unfonunare, nor least for the Commis-
sion 
- 
which cenainly needs ro recover some author-
iry 
- 
if the procedure under Anicle 144 of the Treaty
had even to be considered because the Commission
did not fulfil these conditions. Ve must ask the Presi-
dent-designate of the Commission in the interests of
his role and his relations with, and respecr for, Parlia-
ment as an institution, to act from now on exclusively
,i
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as the President-designate of the Commission. !fle
wilcome him in this capacity, but thar means of course
that he must birc the bullet in the very near furure.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Spinelli.
Mr Spinelli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I cannot pretend to
be in the least surprised at the y/ay in which the Coun-
cil is now approaching the appointment of the new
Commission.
The appointment of the Commission has always
followed the same procedure 
- 
after a few attempts,
agreement is always reached among the governments
of the Nine on whom to designate as President. It is of
course true that the rules require the governments to
act together in appointing the Commissioners, but in
practice each government puts forward its own nomi-
nees, who are accepted blindly by all the other govern-
ments. To try to modify this really absurd way of staff-
ing a collegiate body which will have to operate in
harmony for four years, pressures were applied for the
President to be appointed six months beforehand, not
so much so that he may acquire a cenain familiarity
with Communiry affairs 
- 
if a President is appointed
one is justified in assuming that he already knows
something of rhe Community and is thus able to take
any urgent action initially required 
- 
but rather so
that he may be able to carry out the preparatory work
needed to form a sufficiently homogeneous Commis-
sion.
Ve know that Mr Jenkins has also tried to influence
the method of appointing the Commission, but with-
out much success, for the procedure I have described
has continued.
Parliament, through Mr Rey's motion for a resolution,
insisted that there should be a public debate in Parlia-
ment on the method of appointing the Commission,
with a view to creating a body which would then be
able to face up once more to the responsibilities
conferred upon it by the Treaty.
Yet the Council is not even doing what it usually did
in the past. Indeed, by making the appointments at the
lasr moment it makes it impossible for the President to
exercise a choice. Moreover, it is well known that this
choice is an open secret, since the naines which will be
proposed by the individual governmenm are basically
already known. In this connection, I believe that the
British Government has already officially nominated
someone. Need I add that it is not the individual
governmenrc which should make the nominations, but
the Nine acting together.
Each government is already thinking of how to bring
about a cenain balance by assigning this or that
depanment of the Commission to this or that repre-
sentative 
- 
something which should no! occur, since
it is the Commission which should collegiarcly esnb-
lish its priorities, how to organize its own work and ro
disribute the responsibilities.
Parliament has asked for a chance to give its views on
the method of selecting the Commission, in such a
'way that that body may become effective once again.
The Council is doing everything it can to prevent
Parliament from doing so. In my view, unless Parlia-
ment decides to react more precisely and energetically
against this concept of the Community, so as to prev-
ent the development within it of national fiefs or fiefs
of panicular interest groups, we shall see a funher
worsening oY the situation and finally put Mr Thorn
himself, whose European credentials neither I nor
anyone blse questions, in an impossible situation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Antoniozzi.
Mr Antoniozzi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, rather than
dwelling on the specific subject dealt with by the
previous speakers, I would like to make a very brief
and rapid observation on the roles of the Council of
Ministers, Parliament and the other institutions.
I would say that the idea behind the election of the
European Parliament by direct universal suffrage was
to give it greater political weight, with a view rc bring-
ing about a new and different institutional balance.
Yet we are constantly presented 
- 
this is why I think
a reform in this field is essential 
- 
with purely formal
declarations by the Council of Ministers, and this does
not apply to you personally, or not only to you,
Mr Thorn, but to you and your predecessors, and not
only those of the recent past. The Council of Minis-
rcrs, when each new presidency makes its inaugural
srarement to Parliament, is full of polite formulae and
generously open to the prospect of institudonal devel-
opment, sets heans and imaginations afire with the
promise of a better future, but invariably, in the space
- 
4125, too shon 
- 
of a few months for which a Pres-
ident of the Council remains in office, things remain
unchanged.
I went very quickly to look up some past speeches and
reread the utterances of the five Presidents of the
Council who have held office in the last two years:
Frangois-Poncet (17 January 1979), O'Kennedy (19
July 1979), Ruffini (January 1980), Colombo (April
1980), and Thorn (8 July 1980). Vhen we reread these
speeches, we see that Mr Frangois-Poncet said that the
election of the European Parliament by universal
suffrage was a historic stage in the construction of
Europe. \7hile Mr O'Kennedy, for his pan, said
'today a page of European hismry has turned', and
went on to ialk about institutional development.
Mr Ruffini spoke on similar lines, and Mr Colombo,
who incidentally is one of the few who has contributed
to development in this field, spoke of the repon by the
Three Vise Men, of the relations between institutions
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with which the Political Affairs Committee concerns
itself, and said he would try to ensure that the themes
of the Three 'S7ise Men's repon would form pan of
the studies on institutional development which Parlia-
ment would be making.
You yourself, Mr Thorn, ought to rcll me how it is
possible for you at such an imponant juncture, to deal
at the same time with political cooperarion, for which
you are responsible, with the Council of Ministers, for
which you are also responsible, with the European
Council, in which you take parr roterher wirh the
Heads of State, and with the future Presidency of the
Commission. I have linle faith in the function of the
Council of Ministers, for it has always disappointed
us, and also because its lifespan of six months is not
enough for it to play a wonhwhile pan in relation to a
Parliament such as this.
(Applause)
Ve should at least find a way of extending the Presi-
dent's term of office to one or even two years, particu-
larly when we ask o.urselves what the President of the
Council of Ministers represents. He is the President of
an arbirarily formed collegiate body, who does not
represenr a majoriry in the Council of Ministers, and
who here comes before an institution which imelf does
not have a real majoriry capable of giving even the
smallest amount of polidcal direction. Therefore,
Mr President, if we do not find a way of changing
direction 
- 
of altering the situation, the balances and
the institutional development with a real sense of
responsibility and goodwill, we shall continue, as we
and you have done in each six-month period, to talk a
great deal but merely for the benefit of the Parliament
archives and of students of European parliamentary
literature.
I would like to remind you of some observations you
have made. Towards the end of your inaugural state-
ment, you said:
Vc must now devote ourselves ro implementing the deci-
sions that have been approved, so as [o make the struc-
tural changes needed to improve rhe basic machinery of
our Community, which must be reviewed with a view ro
strengthening Community cohesion and solidariry.
And the last sentence of your statement was:
This is a long-term project, as we are all aware, but we
must start on the foundations immediately, and any ideas
or suggestions the European Parliament can make will
undoubrcdly be of value.
\fle hold you to your word.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Blumenfeld.
Mr Blumenfeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I think this
topical debate has shown the President-in-Office of
the Council how much importance the whole House
attaches to this problem, which concerns both us and
you, Mr Thorn. You said in reply to my earlier ques-
tion that you had a remarkable record of dozens of
years of experience as a Member of the European
- Parliament, as a minister and as President-in-Office of
the Council. Allow me to point out to you, Mr Thorn
- 
in all humility 
- 
that many Members of this House
have also had a great many years of experience as
Members of Parliament, as ministers, as Prime Minis-
ters and as Presidenm-in-Office of the Council. In
other words, both our institutions can call on a great
fund of experience, but that is really not the point.
Our primary consideration must surely be to prevent
any damage being done to the office of the President
of the Commission and the Commission as a whole.
Secondly 
- 
and I think this is in your own interesm
too 
- 
we want to achieve some clarity as regards the
legal snares and intricacies by which you also seem to
be beser
You said yourself that it was impossible for you to free
yourself from these legal ties. You mendoned relations
between the Council and the Commission, but to my
surprise you said very little about relations between the
Commission and Parliament, which is really the point
at issue here.
Ve have to address you here today in your dual role,
although our main interest is in talking to you in your
capacity as President elect of the Commission.
kt me remind you, Mr Thorn, that four years ago the
current President of the Commission, Mr Roy Jenkins,
resigned as a Member of the United Kingdom cabinet
when he was appointed President of the Commission.
He then travelled throughout Europe as a back-
bencher, visiting all the capitals, where he was received
by chancellors and prime ministers on the suength of
his own personaliry. You too, as a well-known person-
aliry, will be warmly received anywhere in the world
on the strength of your reputation as a politician and
smtesman. As I said, that is precisely what Mr Jenkins
did, and on the strength of these discussions, he set up
his Commission. At that time, he had no opponuniry
to enrcr into official discussions with the European
Parliament. Meanwhile, however, as other
Members have pointed out 
- 
we have a directly
elected European Parliament, and we do not want to
see the President-in-Office of the Council put on his
Council hat and at the same time conduct negoriations
in his capaciry as President elect of the Commission.
(Applause)
That is something this House cannor accepr, nor even
if it should be in its own inrerests. Ve want [o enrer
into discussions with you as soon as possible.
I put a direct question ro you earlier, as befits old
acquaintances 
- 
nor to say friends. I asked you quirc
simply when you intended to resign as President-in-
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Office of the Council. The question may have sounded
rather rudely abrupt, but whar I meant ro say was rhat
this House expecm you simply to cut through the
legalistic Gordian knot by entering into discussions
with the chairmen of the political groups and with the
committee in your capacity as President elect of rhe
Commission.
'S7'e want to strengthen the position of the Commis-
sion, improve relations between Parliament and the
Commission and monitor the work of the Commission
more effectively. !fle want to give the European
Parliament added weight in the legislative sphere, for
which we need a dialogue and discussion in an atmos-
phere of mutual confidence before you take up your
duties. Once you have taken up your duties, it is up to
us under the terms of the Treaty of Rome to express
our confidence, or lack thereof. !7e cenainly have no
wish to withhold a vote of confidence, but what we
need now above all is clariry. I believe that today's
debate has helped in that respect, and we should
greatly appreciate it, Mr Thorn, if you would now say
a few words in reply.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pannella.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) Mr President, in the major
countries of the Nine our governments have, through
the Council, become in the last few years anti-Euro-
pean and anti-Community agents. This is the real
problem. Paris is not European, nor pro-Community!
I know this because I do read your newspapers from
time to time, even if I do not always learn a lot from
them. However this may be, the problem is that we
have here a Parliament which is frustrated because it
cannot make its opinions heard on a personal level
every day. The reason for this is that the Council,
those who wield the power in the Council, are against
Europe and the Community. Because Parliament is
frustrated, it vents its anger at the Council as best it
can. This is why you, Mr Thorn, are on the receiving
end of a very natural reaction, because only very few
of our debates here have any real significance. This
evening it is Mr Thorn's rurn ro be the target for the
slings and arrows of our discontent.
The truth of the marter is, Mr President-in-Office,
that everything in your background and in your politi-
cal stance urged you to take a different line.
You had no need to be here lisrcning to a few trouble-
makers who peer through the keyhole at things which
they could easily rhrow the door wide open to see and
who are in a sense the 'Peeping Toms' of the petty
preoccupations of this Europe of ours.
Mr Thorn, you should have had no rruck with this and
stated, after your trip to the Middle East, that you
were working in July and August 
- 
mosr people work
a lot less 
-, 
that you did what you could, that you did
not follow the Iralian parrern, nor rhar of other past
Presidenm-in-Office and that in fact you could, with
all your years in polidcs and your widely recognized
abilities, have gone on a pilgrimage around the capitals
of Europe in order to try and find a differenr approach
to change our institutions which are more and more
coming to resemble nests of vipers. Perhaps one
should read Frangois Mauriac rather rhan de Gaulle or
others like him in order to gain some insight into whar
happens within many of thJEuropean inJtutions.
However, President-in-Office, I agree with Mr
Spinelli, and the other Members, that it is obvious you
should resign, even if, as you have so rightly pointed
out, your legal position is far from being clear.
It is perhaps less obvious, Mr Thorn, that there is in
your sub-conscious something which tells you not to
trusl the people who have nominated you. Indeed,
without a clear legal status, who knows what might
not happen to you since you are only a Luxembour-
ger!
Mr President, I thank you for my five minutes' speak-
ing dme 
- 
I think it is the longest I have had for the
last six months.
( Protests and laughter)
Risus abundat in ore stuhorum! I see that I have
managed to transform a rather bored and boring
House into a smiling one . . .
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(F) That is not enough.
Mr Pannella. 
- 
(F) . . . Of course, but I wonder if
you could do as much!
( Laughter and applause)
Mr Thorn, I wish you every success in your work.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Thorn.
Mr Thorn, President-in-Offce of the Council.
- 
(F) Mr President, I should like to begin by thank-
ing all those who have spoken during this debate for
their plain speaking and also for the understanding
which almost all 
- 
one might as well say all 
- 
seem
to have shown for my difficult situation. I should also
like everyone to know that this cannot be a quesdon of
personalities, since the smkes are much too high 
- 
we
are discussing institutions and their inter-relationships
- 
and I think that insofar as one's past must be a
criterion for future expectations, as some of you have
recognized, you may rest assured that I shall person-
ally never impede relations between the European
Institutions and that I shall do my best to improve
cooperation between them with a view to European
integration.
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Now, I should like to say just a few words on what Mr
Blumenfeld said. He spoke about experience, and I
too have a certain amount of experience. He must
have been unusually inattentive when I referred to this
because I was not trying to compare experience, it was
simply that when I said there had been a desire for the
President-designate to have time to prepare for his
task, I mentioned that I had a cenain amount. of Euro-
pean experience and that as a result perhaps I might be
granted one month's reduction in my probationary
period. I did not intend rc compare myself with the
Members of this Parliament. I had no wish to weigh
my experience against yours.
So, I am tempted to say, as de Gaulle once did, ladies
and gentlemen Je oous ai compris'. I think that the last
few speakers 
- 
Mr Pannella and Mr Antoniozzi to
name but two 
- 
put the matter into better perspective.
Unfonunately, I am the President-in-Office of the
Council, and this House is not particularly happy with
the Council, so to some extent I am the butt of that
discontent. Let us all be honest enough rc admit this.
Be this as it may, let us look at things realistically.
Some of you have said: you cannot be both Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council and President of the
Commission. And believe me, I know some people in
this House who really believe what they said! \flell, I
am nor both President of the Council and President of
the Commission. The President of the Commission is
sitting opposite me. There is only one Commission and
I must warn you, quite independently of today's prob-
lem and my own difficulty, against the danger of
getting into a situation where, every four years, there
would be two Presidenm of the Commission. This is
also very harmful for the institutions, and we musr 
-now that we are gaining experience in this matter 
-avoid any repetition of this situation. .S7e must avoid
seeing the Commission, so to speak, 'fade away' over a
period of years, with the setting up of a parallel system
of consultation. Up to now there has been no danger
of this, but at one time it was thought that the person
who was to become President of the Commission
should have a certain preparation period, firsdy in
order to learn the ropes and secondly in order to make
useful contacts. This is what I have tried to do. You
may or may not like it, but there it is.
The President of the Commission, that is to say the
old Commission, relinquishes his duties on 5 January.
The new Commission will not take up its duties before
rhat time. I wanted to say, and I shall repeat it noq/,
that in any case it was my intention not to stay in
office for a single day after my official appointment
although there is no legal incompatibility involved, as
far as the period between I December and 5 January is
concerned, but I intend to leave at the very latest on
1 December when I am appointed. Now you are
asking me to leave earlier. I shall think seriously about
this. I take note of what I have heard from various
sides and, conscious as I am of the mission I am about
to.undenake I shall try to reduce the interregnum to a
mlnlmum.
But let us now turn, in the interest of the institutions,
to the task before us. Let it be quite clear berween us
that, how can I put it, the influence which the presi-
dent-designate can bring to bear on the choice of
Commissioners in very limited. Let us have the honesty
to state this and accept the fact. You all know this as
well as I do.
So, Iet us,no! use this argument when we know that it
has little bearing on the matter and that anyway, quite
apart from my personal situation, I shall do my
urmost, like you, to ensure that the Community has 
-in panicular from my own point of view 
- 
the best
possible Commissioneis. Unfortunately, this will not
only depend on me.
Secondly, the Commissioners and the President of the
Commission will be appointed on I or 2 December,
nor before. Ve shall not know their names before-
hand. Immediately afterwards, I shall try, as my prede-
cessor Mr Jenkins did, to bring them toSether and
esablish as quickly as possible 
- 
before actually
distributing ponfolios 
- 
s[6 n666ssary team spirit.
You have been talking about the sharing out of ponfo-
lios, but, ladies and tendemen, is there anyone in this
Chamber who is not aware that one cannot discuss the
sharing out of portfolios when one does not know
who the Members of the Commission will be? Please
remember that, until we know this, we cannot discuss
ponfolios 
- 
and do you know who is responsible for
discussing the distribudon of ponfolios? The Commis-
sion itself. It will be the new Commission which meeu
to share out pordolios, and you in the European
Parliament would surely not ask any designated,
predesignated, supposed or presupposed Commis-
sioner to distribute ponfolios when this is one of the
basic prerogatives of the collegiate body, as has always
been Parliament's wish. So there will not be any nego-
tiations on the sharing out of portfolios before
December at the earliest, and one might as well say
before January. As for the Commission's programme,
this must be worked out and defended on a collegiate
basis. The personal power which, in some roundabbut
way, some of you seem to think the President of the
Commission exercises, does not exist. Mr Jenkins can
corroborate me. The President of the Commission
does not draw up the programme, it is the Commis-
sion which does that. So, if we take these three points
as our basis 
- 
and these are matters of fact which
everyone in this House must be aware of 
- 
then
nothing has happened to prejudice the new Commis-
sion's role or the reladons between that Commission
and Parliament. But, between now and January,
contac$ must be established. Believe me that in my
-+iew that whenever I step down as President-in-Office
of the Council, the prospective President, or, to use
the customary term,, President-designate of the
'1" 
" 
-'''- , ,l
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Commission, should establish contacr with Parliamenu
Let me now reply to Mr Scort-Hopkins, who said 'Ve
have not been consulrcd'.
'!flhat 
was the exact situation? I have a letter here from
the President of Parliament, and I also have a letter
from a group chairman on this matrer. But, this letter.
was addressed ro me in my capacity as President-in-
Office of the Council, and I repeat, if only for the
form, that this is'a mistake! Vhen I am asked for, I
come, and I am here today, as you well know, not as
the prospective President of the Commission. I am
here on behalf of the Council of the Nine and you are
asking the President-in-Office of the Council to give a
reply which must be agreed upon wirh nine govern-
ments! And, whoever may occupy this seat romorrow
instead of me, this reply will be the same; it will be no.
Do you underscand? So, if I resign this evening, the
only difference romorrow will be that, when you ask
the President-in-Office of the Council about a
dialogue, the person who is here instead of me will
reply on behalf of the Nine. It will be exacdy rhe same,
whatever his personal attributes, because the nine
governments are nor in favour of institutionalizing this
dialogue. There remains rhe dialogue with the pros-
pective Presidenr of the Commission. And here I can
say as the person concerned, that I agree. Even Mr de
la Maldne, who is rhought to be very strict on such
matters, agreed that rhere could be contac6. And I am
prepared to have conracff with all the Groups in this'
House to hear what they have to say, as well as with
the Bureau of Parliament and the Political Affairs
Committee, in order to listen to your concerns on
priorities, problems, and the protrammes we wish to
draw up.
But I have said before and I say again, ladies and
gentlemen, in this month of October our house is not
in danger. Because I shall listen ro you and I can give a
number of strictly personal views, but only the
Commission can share our rhe responsibilities, it is for
the Commission to draw up a programme, and ,the
institutionalized debate wirh Parliament will take place
when the Commission has been appointed and has
taken up its duties. Because it is only when a Commis-
sion has been appointed that it will come before you,
as it is obliged to do, and set out its programme, and
then you can give your official opinion. Until such
time, any discussions will be unofficial. I am not
speaking here on my own behalf but on behalf of the
Nine Member States who, wharever happens, will not
accept an insritutionalized exchange of views, and
no-one, panicularly if he has nor yet been appointed,
can take on responsibility for the Commission as a
whole. This is your only mistake.
But the fact is, as some of you have already said, thar
you do not want ro see me wearing my President-in-
Office hat! For myself I am {uite willing ro leave it in
the cloakroom. But it would appear that just knowing
that I have such a har in the cloakroom worries some
people. So let me say quite frankly that I do nor wanr
this- although I am iure that I am in the righr and
that it does not make rhe slightest difference 
- 
to
impede the working'of the Institutions, and I shall
reconsider my position,. I shall see that this source of
embarrassment which some of you seem to feel is
removed as soon as possible. Believe me, I shall be at
your disposal in rhe near futurel I shall meer the
Groups even in my presenr capacity, if rhey care [o
arrange a time, and I shall try to make things easier for
everyone in the interests of relations between the Insti-
tutions.
I should just like ro add a remark about the documents
which have been circularing this afternoon. I should
just like to ask that, if possible, documents of this son
be avoided. It is somewhat annoying to read ar rwo
o'clock in the afternoon rhar the President-in-Office
of the Council's explanarions were unsarisfaaory
when he had nor yer staned speaking ar thar time!
(Applause)
'$7'e are all men of good will; I accept that this is true
of others, Iet them accept that it is true of me as well.
As President-designate of the Commission, I agree
with you and I shall do everything in my power to
ensure the best possible relations between Commission
and Parliament and also, let me add, between
Commission, Parliament and Council. I undersand
what you want. I have not only listened to you and
understood what you had to say, but I shall attempr ro
make your job easier. As of now, I am prepared to
reconsider my position. I shall give you my decision in
the next few days.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
' 7. Order of business
President. 
- 
At the suggestion of the Commission
and with the agreement of the rapporteur it is
proposed that the rest of tl.re debate on the repon by
Mr Newton Dunn on the protection of workers from
harmful exposure to metallic lead (Doc. l-453/80),
which was scheduled for the beginning of tomorrow's
agenda, be moved to the end of the agenda for tomor-
row's sitting.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
I
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8. Urgent procedare
President. 
- 
I have received from the Council
requests for urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure on the following:
- 
two proposals for regulations concerning agriculture
in Nonhern Ireland (Doc. 1-314/80)
- 
proposal for a directive concerning agriculture in the
French Overseas Depanment (Doc. l-3a3l80)
- 
two proposals for reguladons on fish stocks Docs.
l-350/80 and 1-433/80)
- 
proposal for a directive on taxes affecting the
consumption of tobacco (Doc. l-328l80).
The request for urgent debate is justified by the fact
that the Council is required to take a decision on these
matrcrs before the end of the year.
I have also received from Members the following
motions for resolutions with requests for urgent
debarc pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:
- 
111s1i6n5 for resolutions by Mr Carossino, Mr Didd,
and Mr Lega and others on the floods in Italy (Docs.
l -482 / 80, 1 -495 / 80 and I -47 I / 80)
- 
motion for a resoludon by Mr Combe on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on the floods in
France (Doc. l-485/80)
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Deleau on behalf of the
Group of Progressive European Democrats on the
serious situation in the iron and steel industry t496/
80)
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Linkohr on behalf of
the Socialist Group on energy poliry and the threat to
oil supplies (Doc. l-490180)
- 
motion for a resolution by Mr Glinne and others on
the dispurc between Iran and Iraq (Doc. l-497/80)
- 
motion for a resolution by six political troups on the
eanhquake in Algeria (Doc. l-491l8O/rev.)
- 
motion for a resolution by Mrs Fuillet on behalf of the
Socialist Group on the disappearance and prostitution
of young girls in refugee camps in South-East Asia
(Doc. l-a94l80)
- 
motion for a resoludon by Mr Blumenfeld and others
on terrorist attacks in Europe (Doc. l-493/80).
The reasons supponing these requests are set out in
the documents themselves.
I shall consult Parliament on these requests at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.
9. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will be held, tomorrow,
Thursday 16 Ocrcber 1980, at l0 a.m., 3 p.m. and
9 p.m. wirh the following agenda:
- 
Decision on urgency
- 
Muntingh report on whale products
- 
Joint debate on the Schwanzenberg and Hoffmann
rePorts on alr ransport
- 
Fischbach report on credit insurance
- 
Pearce report on Community systems of generalized
tariff preferences after 1980
- 
Clinton report on impon duties on mixtures and sets
- 
Ligios report on the eradication of African swine fcver
in Sardinia
- 
Jiirgens report on the destiriation of Communiry aid
for rice seed
- 
Continuation of the debate on the Newton Dunn
report on harmful exposure to lead
3 p.m. 
-Yotingtine.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting a)ds closed dt 8.10 p.n.)
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Qaestions which could not be answered duing Question Time, with aritten tnsToers
Question No 60, by Mr Hatton (H-329/80): deferred
,$
+$
Question No 61, by Lord Douro (H-349/80)
Subjecr: Financial aid to Accession States
The Commission is proposing in the 1981 budget a specific aid to Ponugal 
.of 
g0millionEUA in
commirments. Do the Councilnot agree that aid to theother accession state, the Kingdom of Spain,
would also be desirable?
Answer
It is rhe Community's regular policy to ueat each applicant for accession individually.
At its meeting on 7 October the Council agreed to grant pre-accession aid to Ponugal, on the under-
sunding that this aid could under no circumstances be used as a precedent.
The Commission has not placed before the Council a proposal for granting pre-accession aid to Spain
nor has Spain submitted any request on thcse lines.
*
F+
Q*estion No 62, by Lord O'Hagan (H-400/80): aitbdraun
*
Question No 63, by Mr thekh @-a I 2/80)
Sub.iect: Renegotiation of the Muldfibre Arrangement
Following rhe publication of a draft communication to the Council document ll277/80 EN which
concludei that ihc multifibre arrangement will be renewed for a funher period after 1981, what plans
does rhc Council have ro consult Parliament before it approves the Commission's negodating
mandate and will it give an undenaking to seek Parliament's opinion before any new agreements are
finalized ?
Ansuer
As ir has done in the course of negotiations on previous multifibre arrantemen$, the Council will, in
the case of new arrang.-ent 
"pply 
the 'Vestinerp' procedure, which is designed to ensure 'fuller
panicipation by the European Parliament in the field of trade agreements'.
+
+*
Question No 65, by Mr Pedini @-ala/80): defened
+
++
'. I.
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Question No 66, by Miss Quin @-a2a/50)
Subjec: commission proposal on income supporr for workers in the shipbuilding industry
'!7hat progress has Council made in discussions on thc proposal of the Commission, submitted to the
Council on I August 1980, to provide assistance from the European Social Fund for incomc for
workers in the shipbuilding industry?
Ansuer
The Council hopes to discuss the proposal for a Regulation to which the honourable Member refers,
on 27 November 1980, if it has received the opinions of the European Parliament and the Economic
and Social Committee by that time.
Question No 68, by Mr Adan @-a3a/80): defened
Question No 69, by Mr Megatry (H-a37/SO), ar)n a,
Question No 7Q by Mr Seeler (H-442/80): dcfened
Question No 72, by Sir Fred tVaner (H-44G/80): defened
Question No 73, by Mrs Desmond (H-453/80)
Subject: Cuts in Regional Fund Aid to Ireland
\flill the Council ensure that any proposed revision of the Regional Fund in view of Greek entry to
the Communiry will not have the effect of reducing lreland's share of this Fund?
Question No 72, by Mr Kaoanagh (H-451/80)
Subject: Disaster situadon of small farmers in the Community
\(uill the Council examine immediately the very serious situation in which rhe majoriry of small farm-
ers.in the Community find themselves following the cxceptionally bad weather of the past Summer,
with a.view rc.calling on the Commission rc make appropriate proposals as soon as possible rc alle-
viate the situation?
Ansuter
The Council is not unawarc of the difficult situation facing cenain small farmers in various areas of
the Community as a result of the exceptionally bad weatherat the beginning of the summer.
h is of course willing rc examine with all due acrention any measures which rhe Commission might
deem it should propose in order to cope with the difficulties mentioned and mitigate the hardsf,ip
suffered.
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Ansuer
The attendon of the honourable Member is drawn to the fact that the Commission has not yet
forwarded ro the Council the awaited proposal for a revision of the ERDF Regulation concerning the
establishmenr of quotas to take account of the accession of a new Member State to the Community.
The Council is therefore not in a position at this stage to comment on the question put by the
honourable Member.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President
(Tlte sitting utas opened at l0 a.m.)
President. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. APProttal of minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
I call Mr Patterson.
Mr Patterson. 
- 
My comments refer to Question
No 57 during Question Time yesterday, where the
phraseology of the minutes is rather odd' I asked Mr
Thorn two questions and I am recorded as having
spoken. This is followed by a quesdon from.Mr Hord
and another from Mr Simpson which Mr Thorn is
recorded as having answered. In fact, as I recall it, Mr
Thorn answered all our questions in the same way, by
nodding. Perhaps my questions could be recorded in
the same way as Mr Hord's and Mr Simpson's or
theirs in the same way as mine.
President. 
- 
You are right. It would be quirc easy to
correct that. Since there are no other comments, the
minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Documents receioed
President. 
- 
I have received from Mr Combe and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc. l-498l80),
tabled pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure,
on a European regulation for the profession of dental
prosthetist.
ll
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President
This document has been
committee.
referred to the appropiiate
3. Immunity of a Member
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sutra.
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenq ladies and gentle-
men, I wish to make a personal smrcment ro the
House regarding events at the moment in my country.
'In July 1979 I rcok part in a pirate radio broadcast. I
was indicted. The proceedings in my case were
dropped by decision of the Chamber of Indictmenrc ro
the Coun of Appeal in Toulouse birt proceedings are
continuing againsr those who were charged with me,
including five Socialist members of the French Assem-
bl6e Nationale, Mr Frangois Mitrcrand, Mr Laurent
Fabius, Mr Pierre Guidoni, Mr Raoul Bayou and Mr
Gilben Senes.
I informed the French Minister of Jusrice that
Members of Parliament in my counrry were being
denied parliamentary immunity and that proceedings
in my case had been dropped, because by an oversight
my parliamentary immuniry had not been withdrawn. I
am anxious that rhis Parliament of which I am
Member be acquainted with the letter which I have
sent to the Minister in France . . .
President. 
- 
I advise you ro refer this matrer, or ro
have it referred by me, to rhe Bureau of Parliament.
Ve can hardly discuss it here. Tfis is a marrer for the
Bureau. Are you.in agreemqnt?
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I had absolurcly no
desire for a debate. I wanted to inform the House of
which it is my privilege ro be a Member. If you feel
that the information I have given is enough, I shall not
read out the letter which I have sent ro the Minister.
At any rate, it has been given to the press and is availa-
ble from rcday.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne. ,
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) The working pany on a Statute
for directly electod Members of the European Parlia-
ment happens to be meeting rcday. Mr Sutra could no
doubc malie use of rhis opportunity ro ourline his case.
President. 
- 
Do you agree, Mr Sura?
Mr Sutra. 
- 
(F) Entirely, Mr President.
4. Agenda
Presidcnt. 
-
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I wanted to
point out how in this Parliament there are first,
second, third and even founh-class debates. \7e began
discussing the Newron Dunn repon on harmful expo-
sure to lead on Tuesday. Now it seems rhar the subjeit
is going to be placed on the agenda as the last item
today, which means that the debate will be continued
in the evening and the vodng will ake place on Friday.
A topic that could have been dealr with in an hour or
an hour and a half is being spread over three days,
which means that Members pay less and less atrenrion
to the matrer. This is not rhe first time, Mr President,
that health questions have been treated in this way and
it shows that, as far as this Parliament is concerned,
matters of health or people's welfare are rated second,
third or even fourth class.
President. 
- 
Madam, I can only say that your
remarks are justified, but I have ro say ar rhe same
time that the repon was pur where it is now ar the
request of the Commission and with the approval of
the rapporteur, and that is rhe normal procedure, and
so you have to accepr ir.
5. Membersbip of committees
Presidcnt. 
- 
I have received from the Group of
European Progressive Democrats a number of
requests for appointmenr to committees:
- 
Mr Fanron as member of the Committee on Agri-
culture;
- 
Mr Cousr6 and Mr Turcat, replacing Mr Fanton, as
members of the Committee on Energy and Research;
- 
Mr Coust6 as member of the Committee on Budg-
etary Control;
- 
Mrs Fourcade as member of rhe Committee on
External Economic Relations;
- 
Mr Vie as member of the ad 6oc Committee on
Vomen's Righr.
Since there are no objections, these appointments are
ratified.
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6. Deadlinefor tabling amendments
President. 
- 
I propose that noon today be fixed as
rhe deadline for nbling amendments to all the items
for which urgent procedure has been adopted.
Since there are no objeLtions, that is agreed.
7. Decision on urgency
President. 
- 
The next item is the decision on various
requesr for urgent .debate. \fle shall begin with two
proposak for regulations on agriculture in Northern
Ireland (Doc. 1-314/80) which form the subject of the
Barbarella report (Doc. l-492/80):
I call Mr J. D. Taylor to speak on behalf on the Euro-
pean Democratic Group.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, on behalf of the
European Democratic Group and as a Member for
Northern Ireland, I would like to commend this reso-
lution to the House as a ma[ter for urgent debate. It
concerns some of the major sectors of our agricultural
industry, particularly pigs and poulry. Ve had a
national aid scheme which we now have to discontinue
at the request of the Community. In its place the
Commission now has this new regulation before the
Council of Ministers. The Ministers have requested a
decision this week so they can reach a decision them-
selves next week. I rherefore commend the request for
. urgent. debate and hope it will be supponed unani-
mously this morning.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Henry Plumb.
Sir Henry Plumb, cbairman of the Committee on Agri'
culture. 
- 
Mr President, speaking on behalf of the
Commirtee on Agriculture, I wish to say that this
proposal has been before the Committee on Agricul-
ture. Mrs Barbarella reponed to us on it. Both asPects
of the repon had the suppon of the Committee on
Agriculture. Therefore I request urgent debate on
behalf of the committee.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I put to the vote the request fo. ,.g.n,
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda of today's
sitring after the Jtirgens repon (Doc. 1-444/80).
Prcsident. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the proposalfor a
directioe on dgriculture in tbe Frencb ooerseds depart-
ments (Doc. 1-348/80), which forms the subject of the
Cresson repon (Doc. 1-489/80).
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda of today's
sitting after the debate on Nonhern Ireland'
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the proposak for
regulations onfish stochs (Docs. 1-350/80 and 1-433/80).
I callSir Henry Plumb.
Sir Henry Plumb. 
- 
This matter again, Mr Presi-
dent, has been before the Committee on Agriculture.
'S7e are not yet in a position to PrePare a rePort'
Therefore we would request on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Agriculture that this be held over for debate at a
later stage, hopefully at the November pan-session.
President. 
- 
The chairman of the Committee on
Agriculture has not supponed the request for urgent
procedure.
I put the request to the vote.
The request is rejected.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the proposalfor a
directioe- on the consumption of manufactured tobacco
(Doc. t-328/80).
The committee responsible has not yet been able to
draw up a report on this proposal.
I call Mr Beumer
Mr Beumer, 
- 
(NL) Mr President, on 25 August
1980 this report was referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, as the committee
responsible, and to the Committee on Budgets for an
opinion. The Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs appointed a rapporteur at its first meeting after
the summer recess on 23 September' The rapporteur
had exactly one week to tet to know the subject,
which of course has its controversial aspects. Ve are
to deal with the subject at the end of the month, so
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Beumer
that our repon can be placed on the agenda for
November.
President. 
- 
The rapponeur for the committee is of
the opinion rhat the requesr should nor be adoprcd.
I call Mr Deleau ro speak on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats. .
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats feels that this proposal is
important bur asks that urgenry be rejected because
we do not rhink that a[ lhe moment we have enough
information on this subjecr which is essentially techii-
cal. It is also a subjecr which falls well within rhe
competence of rhis House and which deserves to be
considered. Consequently, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I ask you to vote againsr the urgenry of
this proposal to amend a directive and to refei it 
- 
as
was indicared just now 
- 
to the appropriate parlia-
mentary committes, so thar a reporr can be drawn up
for consideration ar a future part-session.
President. 
- 
I pur to rhe vote rhe request for urgent
procedure.
The request is rejected.
* 
*o
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider three motionsfor
resolutions, tabled by Mr Carossino and others on beialf
of the Communist and Allies Groap (Doc. 1-482/80), tirDild a1d others (Doc. t-4gt/S$ and MrLega and
o-thers (Doc. 
.!-478/80), on the dfficult situatioi facing
Jarrnels tn Albenga.
Since rhe rhree motions for resolutions concern the
same subject, I propose what we take a single vore on
urtency.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
T"hl jl.- will_be placed on the agenda for the siring
of Friday, 17 October 1980.
Presideni. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-485/80), tabled by MrCombe and
others on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group,
on thefloods in France.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
T-h1s jlem will be placed on the agenda for the sitting
of Friday, 17 Ocrober 1980.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-490/80), tabled by Mr Linhohr and
otbers.on behalf of the Socialist Group, on energy policy
and the threat to oil supplies.
I call Mr Galland to speak on behalf of rhe Liberal and
Democraric Group.
Mr Galland. 
- 
(F) Mr President, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democraric Group I should like to say in.
connecdon with rhis motion for a resolution thar rhere
are several reasons why we intend to vote against
urgency.
Firstly, there is a reference in the preamble rc rhis
motion for a resolution [o rhe threar ro Community oil
supplies from the Persian Gulf. This seems ro us ro
link up with rhe morion for a resolution which
Mr d'Ormesson rightly put before the House two
months ago and which has now been incorporarcd in a
new reporr by Mr Diligenr. This ie an extremely ricky
problem which requires rc be looked at very carefully.
Secondly, Mr President, rhere is reference in point 2
of the motion to the Community's energy budger for
1981. This is a matrer which rhe Committee on Ere.gy
and Research has narurally decided rc look into ani
there will be a debate on rhe subject in November. As
for point 3 of the morion, which calls on the Commis-
sion to make immediate proposals for an action
programme, Mr Davignon gave an undenaking rc the
committee two days ago on behalf of the Commission.
Lastly, Mr President, several members of the commit-
tee feel that ir is vital to define a Communiry energy
policy. This will be the subjecr of an oral quesrion witlr
!9bap tabled by the Liberal and Democratic Group. Abig debarc on energy is scheduled for January in this
Parliament. This is nor a marter which can be dealr
with urgently on a Friday morning and wirhout any
Preparatlon.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Linkohr to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Linkohr. 
- 
(D) Ladies and *.nr,...n, the
conflict berween Iran and Iraq is a panicularly urgenr
matter. That is why two motions on rhis subject have
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Linkohr
been tabled. One of them was signed in fact by all the
political groups. It would nor be very bright to separ-
ate the two motions and we wan[ a debate today or
tomorrow, whenever there is time, on Community oil
supplies and how to cope with the crisis. There is a
whole series of quesrions which have to be settled as
quickly as possible. Ve have a crisis procedure in the
Community which has never been pu[ ro rhe rcst. Since
matters are not yet clear in rhis respect, it is up to
Parliament to consider it.
\7e do not want the reduced oil flow and the resulting
crisis for the Community to encourage those who are
in favour of intervention in the Middle Easr. Oil
should not be the cause of rhe Community or the
Member States getting involved in military adventures.
'!7e therefore call for urgency.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (C-D
Group).
Mr Klepsch. 
- 
(D) I shall be brief. Our Group fully
understands the reasons which prompted Mr Linkohr
to table this motion. If we vote against urgency,
however, it is because we hope that at rhe next pan-
session a group question can be mbled with a debate
and that at the end a resolution can be adoprcd. I
agree with the comments of the first speaker, who said
that it would be inappropriare to discuss such an
important topic for just a couple of minurcs here in the
House on Friday. In our opinion, urgency should be
rejected, provided we all agree to have a proper debate
on this matter at the next pan-session.
President. 
- 
I pur ro the vorc the request for urgent
procedure.
The request is rejected. Pursuant to Rule 25 of the
Rules of Procedure, the motion for a resolution is
referred to the appropriarc committee.
ot'o
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-491/80/reo.), tabled by six groups, on
the earthquahe in Algeria.
I call Mr Ansquer.
Mr Ansquer. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, speaking as chairman of the European Parlia-
ment's delegation on relations with the Maghreb
countries and on behalf of the members of this delega-
tion, may I strongly urBe the adoption of urgency in
respect of this modon for a resolution? The disaster at
EI Asnam has left the people in a desperate situatibn,
and it is essential that this Parliament respond to
urgent needs with all due promp[ness. I know that the
Commission has responded swiftly with aid of a
million EUA from unallocated funds. But I should like
this debate to be an expression of our solidariry and I
should like us to look ar the means ar the Commu-
niry's disposal, both for immediate help and in the
aftermath of the disaster. I am sure, too, that everyone
in Parliament will think it sensible if the parliamentary
delegation for relations with the Maghreb countries
adds its support to this motion for a resolution and
thus shows how it feels affected by the disaster. Our
delegarion has already done the groundwork for a
meeting with the Algerian National and Popular
Assembly, and it will feel bound to express its sympa-
thy and solidariry with the Algerian people.
President. 
- 
I fully understand your wish to speak in
your capacity as chairman of the delegation for rela-
tions with the Maghreb countries. As far as speaking
time is concerned, however, I must put you down for
the Group of European Progressive Democrats
because, according to the Rules of Procedure, delega-
tion chairmen are not yet allowed to speak on the
subject of urgency.
I call Mr Bangemann.
MrBangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, if there are
any procedural problems, I am willing to point out
that Mr Ansquer was speaking on behalf of the Liberal
and Democration Group.
President. 
- 
Mr Bangemann, there are no proce-
dural problems at all, but we must ensure that no
precedent is set.
' I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda for the sitting
of Friday, 17 October 1980.
President. 
- 
!7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-493/80) on the terrorist attachs in
Europe.
I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
l'.
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President
This item will be placed on the agenda for the sitting
of Friday, 17 October 1980.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution (Doc. I-494/80), tabled by Mrs Fuillet and Mr
Glinne on bebalf of the Socialist Group, on tbe disap-
pea,rance into prostitution of young girk in refugee camps
in South-East Asia.
I call Mrs Fuillet.
Mrs Fuillet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the abolidon of slavery was an important mile-
stone in the defence of human rights. I think we all
agree with that. But slavery still exists. It exists today
in countries where people baner Iittle girls against rice
or some other foodstuff. Such things are unacceptable.
\flho buys these girls? Pimps who force them into
prostitution and who then make a fat living out it.
How old are the girls? Ten or twelve, or founeen at
the most. And where do they come from? From the
refugee camps in South-East Asia.
Ladies and gentlemen, there are many Members who
feel that after a year of this it has to stop. They have
put their names to this motion for a resolution. It has
been signed by the gocialist Group and also by Mrs
Scrivener, Mrs Moreau, Mrs Fourcade, Mrs Manin,
Mrs Squarcialupi, Mrs Macciocchi and Mr Caillavet.
The final text has been amended. It is going be availa-
ble at any moment. Together, we ask you to vote in
favour of urgency so [hat we can make known our
revulsion and our indignation.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, as you know, we have
debated three times this year the problems of the refu-
gee camps in South-East Asia on the basis of urgent
motions. If indeed there is a problem of removal of
girls from these camps, we want to establish the facts.
The Unircd Nations High Commission would main-
tain that in fact there is no panicular danger from the
control camps, that in fact only 25 0/o of the children
rhat arrive in these camps from Cambodia are girls,
and this would explain the rather low percentage of
girls in the camps.
I would recommend that this should not be taken as an
urgent motion lomorrow. It should be referred to
committee, and we should do an in-depth'study to see
exactly what the problems are. There is a grave danger
that we will rush to conclusions on rhe basis of
emotion without getting a[ the facts. '!7'e must look at
the facts, and I therefore, on behalf of this group,
oppose urgency for today.
President. 
- 
I pur ro rhe vote the request for urgent
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda for the sitting
of Friday, 17 October 1980.
I call Lady Elles on a poinr of order.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, I cannot see thai this
vote can be of any relevance because we have been
told that we are, going to have an amended tbxt, so
how can people vote on a text which they have not
had? Vere we meant to be voting on the rcxt we have
before us? I would like to have rhis clarified.
President. 
- 
Lady Elles, I think there is no problem
on the text. 'Stre are only voring on urgency for the
moment and we have decided that amendmenm can be
rabled until l2 o'clock.
President. 
- 
\7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc.1-495/80), tabled by JuIr Deleau and
others on behalf of the Group of European Progressioe
Democrats, on the sitaation in the iron and steel indus-
try.
I call Mr Deleau.
Mr Deleau. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, it was our Group which abled this request for
urgent debate on the iron and srcel industry. For
reasons of which you are all aware, the subject was
given a good airing last Tuesday. It was agreed on
Monday, at the meeting of the group chairmen, that a
wide-ranging debate on the iron and steel industry
would be scheduled as a matter of urgency for the
November pan-session and that our motion would be
included. Given that promise, we withdraw our
request for urgent debate.
(Applause)
,'.'1
, i' I ,r!ri" 'iri,
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President. 
- 
I note that the request. for urgent debare
has been withdrawn.
\r'+
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-497/80) by Mr De Pasquale on the
conflict between lran and lraq.
I cdll Mrs Casrellina.
Mrs Castellina. 
- 
(I) Mr President, I wanted to say
that I have norhing against an urgenr debate on rhis
matter but that it should definitely not be based on the
motion vhich has been tabled. Each and every one of
you knows 
- 
and there have been explicit smremenrs
rc this effect 
- 
that we are dealing with an invasion of
Iran by Iraqi troops. I think we should be setting a
dangerous precedent if we adopted a resolution which
failed to condemn this invasion in unequivocal terms.
Secondly, Europe has implemented a boycow against
Iran. If we are willing to acknowledge the seriousness
of the present conflict, we should be ready to lift this
boycott.
For these reasons, I think it is quite impossible to have
an urgenr debate based on a motion of this kind.
President. 
- 
I put to rhe vote the request for urgent
procedure.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be placed on the agenda for the sitting
of Friday, 17 October 1980.
8. Regulation on athale products and wbale hunting
President. 
- 
The next irem is rhe repon (Doc.
l-451/80), drawn up by Mr Munringh on behalf on
the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Prorecrion, on the proposal from the
Commission to the Council (Doc. l-192/80) for a
regulation on common rules for impons of whale
products.
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh, rdpporter4r. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, all
is not well with our natural environment. Vherever we
turn in the world, we hear warnings of the disappear-
ance of plants and animals and even whole
eco-sys[ems, and I am referring nor to single planrc or
animals, but to stupendously large numbers. The
effects are the same as rhose of a nuclear war: hunger,
misery, extreme social changes, poverty, despair and
death. And if nature dies, man will surely follow.
Today's debate is concerned wirh one specific pan of
nature, namely, ceraceans, comprising 84 species,
covering eight families and 28 genuses. \flhales are a
very special kind of animal, being warmblooded
mammals whose young are born alive, and are suckled
and cared for by their parenrs most touchingly. They
are playful crearures which talk to each other and help
each other, cover enormous distances and can live to
the ripe old age of 90 years. Vhales are remarkable
and inrclligenr crearures and their hisrcry is closely
linked to man's own. They are rrue friends of man.
There are all kinds of species and sizes of whales, the
largest 
- 
in facr, the largest animal that has ever lived
on this planet 
- 
measuring up to 30 merres or more in
length, while the smallest is only a lirtle more than a
metre long.
'l/hales 
used to be found all over the world, in oceans,
bays, inlets and estuaries. Nowadays, however, they
have become rare. There used to be tens of thousands
of bowheads, now there are only a few thousand left.
There used to be tens of thousands of righr whales,
nowadays there are only a few hundred. There used to
be several liundred thousand blue whales, rhe largest
animal that has ever lived, whereas nowadays there are
only a few thousand left. The same goes for the play-
ful humpback whales and many other species. There
are so few left of some species thar one is led to
wonder whether they can srill find each other in the
vast ocean expanses.
It is man 
- 
and more specifically, \Testern European
man 
- 
who has brought these animals to the very
verge of extinction. I am ashamed to say tha[ the prin-
cipal blame lies with the Dutch, together with the
British, the Norwegians and later on the Americans.
At the moment, it is mainly the Japanese and the
Russians who are continuing the disgraceful work we
started. As far as hundng is concerned, we in 'lTestern
Europe may have grown wiser and be full of good
intentions to help whales by affording them protec-
tion, but at the same time we are still gaily contribut-
ing to their extinction by polluting their environment
with all manner of chemical and organic poisons, oil
and radioactive waste. 'Sfle have even gone so far as to
make plans 
- 
as the ecocide we have been practising
means that there are precious few whales left 
- 
to
exploit the remaining whales' main source of food,
krill, which will effectively reduce their chances of
survival still further.
It is not without a sense of shame that we in the Euro-
pean Parliament are calling in our motion for a resolu-
tion for protection for whales. After all, we ourselves
are to large extent responsible for the present situa-
tion. But that should not detract from the sincerity of
our appeal. \7e have learnt from our past. mistakes,
j:l
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and we want to try to prevent others from making the
same mistakes. That is why we are calling for an over-
all policy on the protection of whales, taking the form
of a ban not only on the import of all whale products
but also on commercial whaling in our waters, and
reflected in a cautions and responsible artirude
towards krill fishing and a policy aimed at putting an
end to the pollution of the seas and oceans surround-
ing us with oil, chemicals, pesticides and radioactive
waste. Vhat, after all, would be the point of protect-
ing the last whales in, for instance, the Mediterranean
from whale-hunters, while allowing them to die our as
a result of poisoning?
The Commission's proposal calls for an impon ban on
a large number of whale products. The Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection wholeheartedly suppons this proposal, but
feels that it does not go far enough. The committee
believes that there must be an import ban on allwhale
products to show all the other countries in the world
that the world's largest trading bloc intends im
proposed measures [o be taken seriously. Our
proposed measures should reinforce the demands put
forward by a majority of the members of the Interna-
tional \Thaling Commission for a total moratorium on
all whaling. As to the Commission's point that a total
import ban would be inadvisable because of the impos-
sibility, as things stand, of enforcing it, our reply is
that we must first of all take the political step of
imposing a total ban to make our intentions unmistak-
able to all the other whaling nations, and as a second
step should do everything in our power to reinforce
the political deed by funher specific measures. I am
sure no-one in this House seriously believes that it is
not possible somehow or other to get around any legal
provisions. That being so, it is surely better to impose a
toral ban, carry out an immediate check on as many
products as possible, and then gradually reinforce the
moniroring machinery than to impose a panial ban
and only carry out whatever checks are feasible at
present. The danger in this latter case in that we shall
never get as far as imposing a total ban, and the trade
in whale products will find new ways of getting round
rhe ban, ways which are likely to have dire conse-
quences for the remaining whales. The Committee on
the Environment, Public Health and. Consumer
Protection also believes that in view of the deplorable
smte of the remaining whale population, the Commis-
sion's proposal to give the industry a year in which to
make the necessary changes is too long. Six months
should be quite adequate in view of the fact that
substitute products are already available for all whale
producm and of the practice in indusry of stockpiling
well in advance whatever is thought necessary in the
circumstances.
The imposition of a total ban at short notice should
make it easier for the Commission to comply with
another of the committee's wishes, namely, that
economic pressure be applied to the whaling nations
- 
in particular Japan and the Soviet Union 
- 
to get
them to put an end to their irresponsible whaling prac-
tices. Ve think it extremely ipponant that, in view of
the historical blame which attaches to [hem for the
decimation of the whale population, the countries of
the European Community should pull their full finan-
cial and economic weight in an attempt to protect the
remaining whales, and we wduld urge the Commission
to examine all possible ways of so doing. It is difficult
for me at the moment to say precisely how we should
go about this task, but I am sure rhat suitable possibili-
ries are open [o us in field of impon or credit restric-
tions. For the time being, though, I should like rc
leave rhe choice of methods up rc the Commission.
Vhile I am on this point, I should just like to point out
that the resolution adoped in 1972 at the Conference
on the Human Environment, which called for the
imposition of a moratorium on commercial whaling,
has never been implemented. Mrs Van den Heuvel 
-and I am speaking now not only in my capacity as
rapponeur but also as a member of the Socialist Group
- 
has tabled an amendment urging renewed discus-
sion of this moratorium in the context of Basket Two,
ro be dicussed by the Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe in Madrid next month. I
believe this to be a good thing.
I should also like to point out to the Commission that
two countries applying for membership to the Euro-
pean Communiry 
- 
Spain and Ponugal 
- 
have close
connections with whaling. Portugal is not even a
member of the International Vhaling Commission.
Spain is a member, but does not adhere to the agreed
quota, which is extremely annoying. It would be a
good idea if the Commission were to use the negotia-
tions on accession to make it clear to these two coun-
tries that they will be expected to put an end to their
commercial whaling activities.
And, as Mrs Van den Heuvel said, would it not be a
good idea for the Commission to appeal to the Spanish
government 
- 
perhaps even as a kind of mediator 
-to get the Spanish authorities to release the inr6rna-
tional environmental organization Greenpeace's ship,
the Rainbow !7arrior, which has been held since
l8 June? The Commission would be negotiating from
a position of strength, as the Rainbow \Tarrior was
intercepted by the Spanish authorides something like
50 nautical miles from the Spanish coast, which means
it is debatable 
- 
in the light of the discussions at the
Conference on the Law of the Sea 
- 
whether the ship
was arrested in Spanish waters, and even if rhis were
the case, I find the legal authoriry for the Spanish
authorities' action somewhat dubious. The whale as a
species 
- 
as opposed to an individual 
- 
cannot be
regarded as a res nallius. The whale as a species is an
inhabiunt of this planet and I go along with Green-
peace in wondering whether Spain has more right to
slaughter whales than Greenpeace has to afford the
species non-violent protection.
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There have been cases in which whales have saved
people from death by drowning by keeping them
above water, as rhey do with their own young. If only
we could follow the whales'example! I fervently hope
that we shall be able rc repay the debt by saving the
whales from extinction. If we do succeed in our aim, ir
will only be in rhe very nick of time. It is vitally impor-
tant that the Commission's draft proposal, rhe Euro-
pean Parliament's resolurion and rhe Council Decision
on the regularion 
- 
incorporadng the amendmenrc
this House would like ro see made 
- 
should be imple-
mented, and that the Commission should acr on our
resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Verroken to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).
Mr Verroken. 
- 
(NL) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by congratulating rhe
rapporteur and thanking him for his comprehensive,
well-rounded and interesring reporr on rhe whale
problem. The work he put in was far more rhan any of
us had asked of him.
Vhat precisely is the point at issue? The Commission
has submitted a proposal for a regularion concerning
an import ban on a specified list of cetaceans to be
imposed by I January 1982. The European Parlia-
ment's Commitree on the Environment, Public Healrh
and Consumer Protection, on rhe orher hand, has
come out unanimously in favour of the imposirion of
an impon ban on all whale producrs from l July 1981
ra[her lhan rhe Commission's proposed date. There
were five factors *hich brought-usio this conclusion:
firstly, the morion for a resolution tabled by Mr Sher-
lock and others, purr,ing the case for an immediate and
general ban on all products; secondly, rhe opinion of
the Committee on Agriculture, which also tended ro
favour a general ban in view of rhe fact that substitures
were already available for all whale producr. The
Committee on Agriculture also came out in favour of
allowing rrade and indusry a reasonable period of
adjustment.
As regards a ban on whaling 
- 
a problem which is
outside the terms of reference of the regularion 
- 
the
Committee came out in favour of granting an exemp-
tion for non-commercial whaling, rhus going some
way towards meeting the special case of Greenland.
Thirdly, the Committee on Exrernal Economic Rela-
tions approved the proposal for a regularion, adding
that a general ban would not affecr rhe Community to
any significant degree from the financial point of view.
The countries most affected are the United Kingdom
and the Netherlands, and ro a lesser extent France and
the Federal Republic of Germany. Fourthly, ler us see
what the \Tashingron Convention has to say about
this, and on this point, let me just remind you rhar rhe
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Prorection is currently studying a second
proposal for a regularion on the \Tashingron Conven-
tion, which seeks to impose a ban on all products.
That being so, I wonder whether we are perhaps nor
duplicating work here. Vhy for ins[ance, do we need
two regulations? And if rhere is in fact no duplication
of work, would it not be sensible for both regulations
to agree on this poinr? Fifthl), what happened to
Recommendation No 33 from the Stockholm Confer-
ence in 1972/73, calling for a general 1O-year moraro-
rium on whaling? In this respecr, rhe Inrernational
\Thaling Commission has fairly consistently been
guilty of evading the issue. In our opinion, a moraro-
rium is something complerely different from a quota
system and the highly questionable policy of the 'mosr
sustainable yield', which is whar the I\flC decided on.
The only way the orher countries which have failed to
meet their obligations and the Community can
conform [o the rerms of the recommendation is by
imposing a total imporr ban on all whale producrs. The
import of a single whale's rooth, a single whalebone or
a single dollop of ambergris auromarically implies the
death of a whole whale.
Finally, let me say thar my Broup nor only suppons the
idea of a total import ban, but also feels rhat it would
not be unreasonable ro ser rhe deadline at I July 1981
rather than I January 1982. So much for rhe drafr
regulation irelf.
Let me turn now very briefly ro the problem of the
resolution, which is wider-ranging than rhe regulation
due to the facr thar ir deals with many aspecm over and
above concern for rhe whale population. Ve endorse
the appeal to Japan, the Soviet Union, Spain and
Portugal to review their policy on whaling, and of
course we share the concern about the polludon of our
seas and oceans. As regards paragraph 15 of the
motion for a resolution on krill fishing, we should just
like ro make rhe point that we should nor forger [he
problem of world hunger. If it is rrue rhar krill are
16 0/o animal protein, and thar a reasonable whale
population needs more than 100 000 000 tonnes of
krill per year if it is rrue rhar the presenr whale popu-
lation 
- 
particularly rhe endangered species 
- 
has
been reduced from 600 000 to somerhing like 6 000; in
other words, if it is true rhar rhe whale population has
been reduced to only I 0/o of irs normal size, it will
take dozens and dozens of years ro bring it back to a
normal level, which means that there are in rhe mean-
time tens of millions of tonnes of krill porcndally
available. Subsequently we shall be faced with a
serious moral dilemma, but in any case, rhe question
of world hunger must always be given absolute prior-
iry.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock ro speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
I'"'
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Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, I am afraid my
colleague StanleyJohnson has not yet arrived from the
airport. I must say 
- 
beginning as I am sure he would
- 
that when, at the very first meeting of this Parlia-
ment, my colleagues, Stanley Johnson, Miss Hooper,
Mr Newton Dunn and myself signed our request for a
ban on the import of whale products in the hope of
putting an end to rhis terrible trade, we welcomed the
first useful step in this direction which was rhe
appoinrment of our greatly respected colleague, Mr
Muntingh, to prepare the repon on this subject. !7e
knew that he would approach it with his customary
care and thoroughness and a genuinely inspired love
for the creatures he was setting out to protect.
Mr Muntingh has already given ample demonstration
this morning of what our committee believes is the
right approach, and we can give him wholeheaned
and complete backing, both for the honesty of that
repon and for the way in which it accurately reflects
our committee's opinion.
There is some small anxiety remaining with regard to
sbme small remote communities where any prohibirion
on catching a limited amount of whales on basically a
non-commercial scale might be considered to be inter-
fering too much with their way of life, especially as
some of them are members of this Community. There
may be at rimes some technical difficulty in the identi-
fication of products which are so far removed from
their original source that their positive identification
could present problems.
I am asking Parliament to give its suppon so thar we
can lead the way on this topic as we have on so many
other similar topics and give the threatened cetacean
species a better chance for survival than they would
have without our help.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Coppiercrs.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, I should like
very briefly to say a few words on the amendments I
have tabled. First of all, though, I should like to
express my admiration for this report we have before
us and for the introduction we heard this morning
from rhe rapporteur, in which he showed a good deal
more respect for, and love of, nature, than many
others show when they are talking about people.,
My amendments hare a twofold purpose. The first one
seeks to give the Commission's proposals rather more
bite by giving Spain and Portugal less leeway and
introducing this package of measures into rhe acces-
sion negotiations rather than waiting for the date of
formal accession. It also calls for pressure to be
brought to bear by the parliamentary delegations for
relations with Spain and Ponugal. The other amend-
ment attempts to counter one of the arguments for
whaling, nam6ly that whale oil is essential in the
manufacture of industrial lubricating oils. A large
number of whales fall victim to this trade, whereas we
know, that 
- 
panicularly in rhe countries associated
with the Community under the Lom6 Convenrion 
-the jojoba plant thrives and is an acceptable substitute
for whale oil. The Community could set up an inter-
esting project in this respect in conjunction with the
associated countries, and would at the same time
invalidate one of the main arguments for whaling. I
hope that these amendments will be acceptable to the
Commission and the rapponeur and that they will
meet wirh the House's approval.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lynge.
Mr Lynge. 
- 
(DK) Like everyone else here I
lisrcned with great interest to Mr Muntingh's intro-
duction to his own report, which he has put so much
work into. 'S7e Greenlanders take a different view
entirely. I should like to point out that we in Green-
land note with increasing concern the traditional
Europe whaling nations' interest in taking administra-
tive steps on our behalf rc make it impossible for us to
hunt our quarry. After centuries of ruthless exploita-
tion of our whales, as a result of which bowheads 
-to take an example 
- 
have been brought to the very
brink of extinction, we are now faced with a proposal
which we fear boils down to imposing a total morato-
rium on all forms of whaling, a policy which would
strike to the very hean of a thousand-year-old culture.
Ve Greenlanders have always gone out whaling.
Vhalemeat accounts for an imponant pan of our daily
diet, and our whaling activities have never threatened
whale populations. Nor do we have rhe slighrcst desire
.to kill off the whale altogether. But that apparentlylo., no, matter. 'We are "apparently ro ,efrain from
our disciplined and sensible practice of exploiting our
resources.
European imperialism has adopted many guises over
the century, but we shall cenainly not tolerate a nec/
and more subtle form of administrative imperialism in
our own waters. The European Community is empow-
ered 
- 
by vinue of the Treary of Rome 
- 
to issue
regulations on commodities concerning the Member
States, in this case whale produc6. But beyond rhis,
the European Community has no right to get involved
in rhe formulation of a whaling policy. That being so,
there are a number of points I feel strongly about and
which I should like to make on this proposal before us.
I have 
- 
rogether with the Danish Members of my
Group 
- 
tabled a number of amendments to Mr
Munringh's morion for a resolution, and I should like
briefly to explain the point of these.
As regards the first, our proposal is thar the l2th
indent of the preamble be deleted on the grounds that,
according to the International !(haling Commission's
lr''
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information, the sperm whale is no longer an endan-
gered species.
Our other amendment is of enormous imponance to
us in Greenland. Borh the Greenlan d Landsstyr and, the
Danish government have clearly and unambiguously
inclined to the view rhat, apan from its interesr in rhe
trade in whale products, rhe European Communiry has
no power to get involved in the formulation of a whal-
ing policy. Such a move is quite simply not provided
for in the Treary. Ve must therefore resist any requesr
on [he part of the Cominission for us to get involved in
what really belongs to the work of the International
Vhaling Commission. All rhe European whaling
nations are, afrcr all, represented on the International
Vhaling Commission, and that should surely suffice.
.'!7e therefore propose that paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8
of the motion for a resolution be deleted. that rhe
words 'Commission, Council and' in paragraph l0 be
deleted, along with the words 'on the basis of rhe
measures nken by the Community'in paragraphlT.
'!7e should like to see paragraph 11 deleted on rhe
grounds rhar rhe idea of giving rhe Member States
carte blanche to enact national legislation at their
discretion which is more stringent rhan rhat provided
for in the Convention would be a dangerous srep ro
take from our point of view. ,For instance, on
4 September rhis year, the Netherlands imposed a total
ban on impons of sealskin producrs of any kind,
despite the fact that seals as a whole are by no means
an endangered species. This action is in conrravenrion
of Anicles 30-34 of the Treary of Rome and is having
a serious effect on seal-hunting in Greenland, which is
in fact blameless. This is an unfair and quite absurd
situarion, which can in no circumsrances be tolerated.
'!7e should like to see paragraph 18 deleted on rhe
grounds that the question of marine mammals should
rightly be dealt. with together with marine resources.
This is true of whales and of seals, which are currenrly
being discussed by the Committee on rhe Environ-
ment. Hunting seals and whales is a legitimate occupa-
tion as far as we in Greenland ar'e concerned, an occu-
pation to which there is no alternative, but this aspect
is at present being neglected, and is not regarded as a
legitimate occupation. The Greenlanders are simply
being made an objecr of fun, as this House refuses to
recognize whaling as a legitimate occupation. '!7e
therefore think that paragraph 18 should be delered.
Ve should also like ro see paragraph 19 delcted, and
we have made this point in writing, which I should
now like to change orally by amending Anide I (l) of
the amended texr of the Commission's proposal ro
read:'with the exception of impons into Greenland of
teeth and bones of whale'.'The justification for this
proposal is that these byproducrc are an element in
traditional folk handicrafts in Greenland. Such
imports can never ever atrain the kind of level likely to
affect the true extent of whale-hunting.
Finally, I should like to tell the House thar the Green-
land Landsting the local parliamentary institution in
Greenland, at a meetint hcld only a few days ago,
came out unanimously 
- 
that is, with the suppon of
all shades of political opinion 
- 
against the Commis-
sion of the European Communities becoming involved
in the International Vhaling Commission. This is one
area in which the Community's powers must not be
extended.
IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vice-President
President 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission Mr Presidenr, I
would like to join with rhose speakers who congraru-
lated the rapponeur on the excellent qualiry of his
report which deals not merely with the role of whales
in the marine ecosystem, but also contains a, large
number of suggestions for Community measures to
protect these species and combat marine pollution. I
am glad to note the large measure of agreement
between your rapporteur and the Commission on rhe
worrying situation of the large whale species and the
need to stop imponing whale products, the use of
which encouragbs commercial whale hunting, which
has already pushed certain srocks and species ro the
brink of extinction and which is jeopardizing orhers.
The Commission feels that knowledge of the state of
conservation of most of the whales is so inadequate
that it seems indispensable [o end commercial exploi-
tation which could endanger rhe populations of the
various species and bring about a permanent change in
the ecological balance of the sea. The Commission
therefore hopes that, in the light of Parliamenr's
opinion, the Council will mke a decision on the draft
regulation as soon as possible. Parliament is aware that
the Council already expressed a favourable attitude ro
this measure at its meeting of 30 June.
As regards the products in question, the Commission
has proposed a plan for the commercial imponation of
the main whale producr. Vith the exception of some
which do not appear to provide much incentive for
hunting, these are chiefly primary products. On the
other hand, the Commission's proposal also includes
leather treased with whale oil. It does no[, however,
include other secondary products like leather anicles
containing sperm oil, cosmetics and lubricants
containing whale oil, pet food and many other goods
containing primary whale products. The Commission
felt'that there should be some limit on this list of prin-
cipal products, at least as a first step. It could indeed
prove too difficult and too expensive ro extend the
controls to all goods conraining wh4le products.
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However, in view of the European Parliament's
opinion, the Commission is ready to include imme-
diately in the list the most important secondary prod-
ucts, that is to say Chapter 42 of the Common
Customs Tariff articles of leather such as handbags
and saddles, Chaprcr 43, fur skins, raw or tanned, and
Chapter 54, footwear. Moreover, in order to reinforce
the proposed measures at a later date, if necessary, or
avoid problems which could arise in connection with
the distortion of competition, the Commission is
currently examining what other secondary products,
that is to say products containing primary products,
could or should be added to this list.
Now, in the light of the findings of this examination,
the Commission will, if necessary, propose this addi-
tional measure, which could be submitted to [he
Council before the entry into force of a sysrcm of
import authorization. At present it is convinced that it
is more important to reach a quick decision on the
current proposal so as not to delay the deterrent effect
that this decision will have on users.
As regards the transitional period up to I January
1982, proposed in order to permit a system of authoriz-
arion ro be set up by the Member States and to enable
users of these products to switch to alternative prod-
ucts, [he Commission considers that the deadline is the
shortest possible for this purpose and that it is also
reasonable from the whale conservation angle.
Regrettably, it does not feel that it can follow the
rapporteur's opinion on this point.
As regards the development of an overall s[rategy to
protect whales, the Commission will examine rhis
problem in detail as pan of future measures. For the
present the Commission proposes that the Community
parricipare in most of the international conventions for
the conservation and management of whales 
- 
Inter-
national Convenrion on [he Regulation of Vhaling;
Convention on the Consenation of Migratory
Species; Convention on [he Conservation of Antarctic
Marine Living Resources; Convention on European
Vildlife and Natural Habitac.
The Commission has just sent to the Council a
proposal for a regulation concerning the uniform
application in the Community of the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Vild
Fauna and Flora. This proposal goes funher than the
provisions of the convention as regards the control of
trade in whale products. The aim would be to incor-
porate the regulation we are discussing rcday into the
broader regulation on the application of the \Tashing-
ton Convention in order to avoid any pointless admin-
istrative duplication. In its recommendation to the
Council of Ministers concerning the Community's
panicipadon in the International Vhaling Convention,
or a revised international convention which may
replace it, the Commission advocated a ban on the
hunting of endangered cetacean species, except for
hunting by coastal populations which traditionally
depend on such activities. This means that, in the
Commission's view, the hunting of whales by Green-
land Eskimos for the purpose of securing their own
nutritional needs should be allowed, subject to such
restrictions as may be needed to prevenl the extinction
of the species concerned.
Future Member States of the Community will have to
comply with Community law once they accede to the
Community, subject to possible transitional arrange-
menr which might have been provided for in the
Accession Treaties. The Commission is examining the
need for measures to regulate whaling in waters where
rhe Community is responsible for conserving living
resources. The Commission is also examining the
suggestions that it should ensure that Japan and other
countries engaged in whaling impose a moratorium on
whaling and that it should recommend krill conserva-
[ion measures during the negotiations on the Conven-
tion on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living
Resources. The Commission wishes [o state that it has
devoted all its attention to rhe fight against sea pollu-
tion as pan of the second environment action
programme and that the activities penaining to this are
continuing, as the rapporteur and the House know.
Mr President, I think it might be helpful if I was very
briefly rc give, as is usual, an indication of the
Commission's view on the particular amendments.
Some of these have already been covered in my
remarks. Take Amendment No I by Mr Coppieters. I
have already referred to that in my speech, so I do not
need to repeat myself.
In regard to Amendment No 2, I would point out that
the liquid wax contained in the seeds of the jojoba
shrub is indeed a porcntially valuable substitute for
sperm oil and could have promising prospects as a cash
crop in arid areas. At present, however, no commercial
plantings are sufficiently mature to provide informa-
tion about promoting its cultivation on a large scale.
Some attempts to introduce this crop in Kenya some
years ago resulted in complete failure. The plant is, in
fact, not yet domesticated and basic research into
agronomy, plant bree{in8, pest and disease control,
cultivation techniques and economic aspects must be
undenaken before any development programme can
be considered. This research might last several years.
Community aid does not in general allow for this kind
of long-term scientific programme, which anyway
would have to be requested by the recipient countries.
In these circumstances the Commission is obliged to
leave this field to the Member States' bilateral aid
programmes. At present the Unircd Kingdom Govern-
ment is in close contact with research organizations in
rhe United States of America, Mexico and Israel deal-
ing with this basic research. As soon as concrete and
relevanr progress is achieved in the rcchnicalities of
rhis crop the Commission might consider the financing
of projects to develop it, provided that such proposals
were submitted by countries receiving Community aid.
I have referred to the material of Amendment No 3 in
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my speech. I would indicate that the Commission is
open in relation to Amendment No 4. In relation to
Amendment No 5, the Commission will pay close
attention to this suggestion and is prepared to discuss
the possibilities for a Community proposal on this
matter in the coordination meeting in the Council
which will be held before the Madrid Conference. The
Commission is open on lhe question raised by one of
the speakers. I would indicate rhat in regard to
Amendment No 6 we have no information on the legal
aspbcts of the arrest of the 'Rainbow'S7arrior' and we
do not see immediately how we could make formal
representations to the Spanish authorities.
I would have to indicate disagreement in regard to
Amendment No 7. It is the Commission's opinion that
commercial whaling has already pushed cenain species
and stocks to the brink of extinction and is at presenl
jeopardizing others. This is one of the bases of the
proposal concerning the impons of whale products.
Amendmenrc Nos 8'and 9 I will take togerher. I would
indicate here that the Commission disagrees. The
Commission already proposed Communiry panicipa-
tion in the main international conventions dealing with
the conservation of cetaceans and will examine the
development of an overall srarcty in demil as pan of
future measures, as I have mentioned already in my
speech.
In regard to Amendmen[ No 10, as I have already
mentioned, the Commission is examining the need to
regulate whaling in Community waters, so I would
have to register disagreement here. Again I s,ould
have to disagree on Amendment No I l. The Commis-
sion already advocated a ban on the commercial hunt-
ing of endangered cencean species in its recommenda-
tion to the Council on Community panicipation in the
International Vhaling Convention, as I mentioned in
my speech, and took the same position in its proposal
ro rhe Council for authorization for the Commission
ro negotiate on behalf of the Community for the esu-
blishment of the Convention on the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources.
In regard to Amendment No 12, as referred to in my
speech, the Commission is prepared to examine the
suggesrion conrained in paragraph 8 of the reporr,
which examination will of course cover the possibilities
for representations to all remaining whaling nations,
so I would have to say no to that amendment. In
regard to Amendmenrs Nos 13 and 14, the Commis-
slon ls open,
In regard to Amendment No 15, I would agree. The
position of the Commission in regard to these amend-
ments has been referred to in my speech already.
Vith regard to Amendment No 16, I would have to
say no here. I would indicate to Parliament that there
is no point in only urging the governmenm of the
Member States to make use of all means available
under international conventions. Both the Council and
the Commission have to play an imponant role in this
respect. Finally, as regards Amendment No 17, I
would say that the Commission's view here is rela-
tively open, as already referred rc in my speech.
I think, Mr President, that I have covered as best I can
the various points made in the course of this debate
and I would commend the House for its interest in this
very imponant subject.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh, rapporteun 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I
have one question and one remark to make to the
Member of the Commission. As for my question, I did
not quite catch the Commission's reply to Amendment
No 6 abled by Mrs Van den Heuvel on the question
of the Rainbow Varrior. Perhaps Mr Burke would be
so good as rc repeat his reply.
I should like to go on to say rc Mr Burke that I appre-
ciate his remarks. There is, in fact, a large measure of
agreement between the Commission and the Parlia-
ment. Nonetheless, as spokesman for the Committee
on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer
Protcction, I feel that he did not go far enouth in his
reply, and we are bound to stick to our original
cont€ntion that the Commission could make things so
easy by simply imposing a ban on all imports of whale
products. That would be the simplest solution, and,
politically speaking, it would be a much sounder way
of protecting whales. I have to say therefore that I
cannot share the Commission's view.
There is one final remark I should like to make to Mr
Lynge. I must say that I am extremely disappoinrcd at
the auitude of the Danish Socialisu, and of the Danes
in general, because I modified my report after consult-
ing Mr Lynge by replacing 'whaling' by 'commercial
whaling'. As I said, I did this at the express request of
Mr Lynge, which necessitarcd changing the whole
report. And now Mr Lynge comes along with these
amendments. In the circumstances, I have to say that I
must unfonunately reject them.
Pruident. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
denq in regard to the second pan, I would say that I
have noted the position of the rappofleur. It is a
matter of regret that the Commission cannot perhaps
move as far and as quickly as Parliament would wish,
but nevenheless we have mken a number of srcps and
will continue so do so. So we must register disagree-
ment on this point, while accepting rhe urgency of the
matter.
']"
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Vhat I said about the question of rhe 'Rainbow
Varrior' was rhar rhe information available to the
Commission in regard rc the legality or orherwise of
the action nken by rhe aurhorities of the Stare to
which the rapporreur referred is not quite clear. The
Commission, not being as yer in posseision of all rhe
facts, is unable to make a judgment as to legality pd
therefore is nor able at this stage to indicate to Parlia-
ment whether or nor ir is possible for.us to take action.
However, I shdll have rhe marter funher studied and
perhaps be in touch with rhe rapporreur and the
committee on this point.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The morion for a resolurion will be put r.o rhe vore
during the next voting rime.
9. Air transport
President. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on the
repon by Mr Schwartzenberg, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on
restrictions of competition in the air transport sector
(Doc.l-724/79), and the repon (Doc.1-469/ 80) by
Mr Hoffmann, on behalf of the Committee on Trans-
pon, on the
Memorandum of the Commission on the contribution of
the European Communities rc the development of air
transport services.
I call Mr Schwanzenberg.
Mr Schwartzenberg, rdpporteur. 
- 
@ Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, the repon which I am proud to
be able to submit to you today is an own-initiative
drawn up by the Committee on Economic and Mone-
mry Affairs and stems from a motion for a resolurion
tabled in 1978 by Mr Kofoed on restrictions of
competition in air ranspon. Briefly, this motion for a
resolution asked that the Commission of the European
Communities cerry out a survey of the competidon
situation in the aviarion secror and draw up a common
aviation policy which would meet rhe need for lower
transport costs, a more lransparent fares structure, and
efficiency in Community air transport.
The Commission mer this request, ar leasr in pan, by
presenting during last year an extremely detailed
memorandum on the European Communiries' contri-
bution to the development bf air transport services.
This document cantains, in panicular, an analysis of
the market situation in air transpon and a series of
suggestions for remedying some of its shoncomings.
The Commission's memorandum was itself a follow-
up to the judgment handed down on 4April 1974 by
the European Coun of Justice, laying down that the
rules governing competition are applicable to air ffans-
Port.
Lastly, Parliament's Committee on Transpon under-
took a wide-ranging study of the Commission memo-
randum and today submits its draft repon on this
problem, signed by Mr Hoffmann, which I am pleased
to be able to say is very close in spirit to the original
thinking behind my own report.
The question of competition in air transport was
discussed by the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs in 1978 and 1979 and on 23 and 24 lanu-
ary last. The repon which is before you today was
only adopted after extensive discussion which, .unfor-
tunately from my own point of view, showed up
differences of opinion within the ,Committee on
Economic and Monitary Affairs as to the direction
Community air transpon poliry should take. This led
me to abstain during the voring. Consequently, I will
have no trouble in commenting on the first two pans
of this report, that is the market study, which nores
certain shortcomings in competition, and secondly the
conditions needed to increase competition in the air
transport sector. On the other hand, on the genpral
policy guidelines for air transporr in the Communiry I
shall set out, with your permission, the two opposing
theories, including the one supponed by a number of
my fellow Members who advocare 'across-rhe-board
deregulation', ro use the hallowed expression, a notion
which I cannot subscribe to since, in my original draft
I had tried on the contrary to strike a balance between
the principles which have governed the organization
of Community air transport up_to_now ahd the neces-
sary increase in competition which I personally want
to see controlled.
Thus, the first point made in this repon is that some
increase in competition in air transport is necessary.
Let me briefly sum up this aspect of the repon. !7e are
all familiar with the Community air transpon market.
And for many of us, as Members of the European
Parliament, this is vinually p".n of our everyday life,
since we are hear.y users of airlines, almost what one
might call the champion consumers of this means of
transPort.
The fact is that the present air transport system, which
is mainly based on bilateral agreemenm between
companies and governments in Member States, often
leads to excessively high fares. This is true. In the
Community air fares are generally relatively high. This
can be illustrated by the fact, as a Member of this
House poinrcd out during a recenr debare, that it is
almost as cheap to go from London to Copenhagen
via New York as to buy a direct ticket from London to
Copenhagen. This clearly shows that acrion is needed
to ensure that air Eansport does nor remain the luxury
of the privileged few but becomes much more demo-
cratic and readily accessible to the largest possible
numb'er of European citizens. Making air transpon
I'll
established between the
Community.
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more readilv accessible also fit in perfectly with
the aims of the Treaty of , since Anicle 2 of this
Treaty expresses the to see closer relations
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States belonging to the
contact between the
in advance, introduction of an off-season rate, introd-
uction of a ticker covering the journey alone wirhout
additional services, creation of a European round-rrip
ticket and general application of standby fares.
However, I did nor include in my repon rhe proposal
made in the Commission memorandum for the inro-
duction of a rhird class, since this appeared ro me to be
highly undesirable from a social poinr of view at a time
when we should conversely be trying to even out living
standards within Europe.
The third objective is that of eliminating technical and
administrative barriers. The fact is that the administra-
tive and technical differences between regulations in
various Member States push up costs and create
distonions of competition. It is therefore desirable rc
harmonize technical standards for aircraft, pollution
limits and rules on staff working conditions so that
airlines can have the same operating conditions and be
subject to idendcal safety standards and tax liabilities.
So much, ladies and tentlemen, for the first two parts
of the repon. Now, I shall conclude by speaking about
the third pan of the repon which is where the prob-
Iems lie, i.e. the basic concept of air transport policy,
which gave rise within the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs to a clash between two quite
different points of view.
There are in fact two ways of looking at competition
in air transport. Some people are in favour of
increased competition, but believe that this should be
reasonable, gradual and balanced, in a word that it
should be controlled competition introduced carefully
and by stages. Others, on the other hand, are in favour
of total, all-out competition, even the law of the
jungle. This is what the discussion is about and where
the difficulry lies.
A number of my colleagues on the Committee, whilst
supporting the general lines of my original draft
wanted [o see this report state more explicitly what
role the private companies can play in increasing
competition. I accepted this point of view, and the
motion for a resolution, in its pres€nt form undeniably
bears the stamp of my desire to reach a compromise on
this matter. Thus, paragraph 5 stresses the role of
independent companies. Paragraphs 7 and 1l contain
a number of measures aimed at giving them easier
access [o the marker. Lasrly, paragraph 14 asks the
Commission to ensure that companies make their
financial situation fully transparent. Although they arejustified in themselves, these amendments to my
original repon would no longer be acceptable if they
were seen as the first steps towards a more general
policy of rapid deregulation.
This is why I personally 
- 
and this is stricdy my own
view 
- 
am quite unable to back rhe amendmenr which
has totally distoned the original version of para-
graph 3 of the motion for a resolution and has added
Ladies and gentlemen, cannot, be built without
the citizens of Europe, '
inhabimnrc of our nine
concrete [erms ls to
changes which would
ntries becoming closer,
more frequent and easier.
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. The first six paragraphs of
the motion for a resoluti therefore stress the need
Community air transport.for increased competition
I now come to the second n aspect of this report. If
we need to increase ition, what we must do in
phasize the three major
rc to this. These three
conditions are set out in interesting and construc-
tive repon by the C ission of the European
Communities and I have restated them in my draft
report, with funher detai as appropriate. The three
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fare structure, and lasdy
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rc it the words 'and urges the Commission to work for
a steady process of deregulation'. This amendment
completely upsets the balance of my original repon,
and profoundly changes the spirit of it. There was in
fact in my original report no suggestion whatsoever of
overall deregulation. Quite the contrary, because it
supponed increased competition, but in a controlled,
gradual and balanced way. I feel that across-the-board
application of all-out competition to air transpon
would be risky and dangerous. It might well, for
example, jeopardize some of the social, regional and
safety requiremenm which must at all costs continue to
be taken into account. This is why I insisted upon
maintaining the words of warning I had included in
paragraph 19 of the motion for resolution. The desira-
ble increase in competition 'should no[ cause a disrup-
tion of air transpon services which would be prejudi-
cial to users'.
Surely it is plain for all to see that if the market were
thrown open to unbridled competition between
companies, then some uneconomic routes serving
outlying and less prosperous regions would very
quickly be dropped or have their service reduced.
However, these routes, which are ofrcn barely profita-
ble or even lose money, these services for a small
number of passengers, are important for the economy
of our Community. The rcmptation would be for
companies to vie with each other on the high passen-
ger-densiry routes and more or less drop routes which
showed no or little profit. They would be sorely
tempted [o cream off the profitable routes whilst leav-
ing aside the others. This temptation would particu-
larly be strong for private companies which are not
obliged to provide a public service. In the United
States, in the last two years, since the Airlines Deregu-
lation Act came into effect on 29 October 1978,
I I regional routes have been dropped.
Overall application of all-out competition would thus
be likely to hit regional and inter-regional routes, and
thus affect the very future of Europe's regions. So, we
must make allowance as the Commission so wisely did
in its memorandum, for the Member States to
continue granting financial aid under Articles 92 and
93 of the Treaty to companies which are obliged rc
provide a public service. It is also essential to point out
that implemendng all-out comperirion might jeopar-
dize the quality of the services provided and perhaps
even passenger safety. I am putting this a little
strongly, but what I wish to ge[ across is that it is
essential to take accounr of the fact rhat during cenain
peak periods air corridors ere aheady overcrowded,
and that the capacity of airpons is itself strerched to
the limit at cenain times. I would add that all-out
competition without any restrictions mighr also harm
the employment situation, the future prospecrs and the
social protection of airline personnel. Job security
must be one of our priorities, as should cooperarion
with the personnel of the airlines under consideration.
Lastly, total all-our competition without any restric-
tions might well lead to an increase in the discharge of
pollutants into the environment and to excessive
enerty consumption at a time when energy is a rare
and expensive commodity.
As a result, ladies and gentlemen, I feel that the public
would not appreciate it if, in abandoning air ranspon
entirely rc the play of market forces, rhe European
Parliament ignored the role airlines have to play in
providing public services, or disregarded rhe impon-
ance of passenger safety and the future of Europe's
regions and of airline personnel. This is why I agree
with the Commission memorandum when it starcs rhar
'a completely deregulated market would lead ro a
chaotic situation'. This is why I personally cannot
accept the amendment to paragraph 3, which
complercly alters the spirit of my report by asking the
Commission to aim at a steady process of 'deregula-
tion'. This is a basic clash of opinion which led me, in
committee, to abstain from voting so that today, like-
wise, I am obliged to dissociate mys'elf from this
repor!, which I should have liked rc be able to presenr
both on behalf of the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs and on my own behalf. It is rhe dury
of the rapponeur to be the faithful echo of the major-
ity poinr of view in his Committee. It is not, however,
his duty to vote 
- 
and call up on his fellow Members
to vote 
- 
against his own conscience. However, I
should like to think that some compromise can sdll be
reached. After all, ladies and gentlemen, an amend-
ment can itself be amended. So, I sincerely hope rhat
cenain amendments before us, which are very useful,
will enable this repon to reverr to its original spirit,
which was thar of increased comperirion, but gradual,
balanced and controlled competirion. Vere rhis not to
be the case, I would regretfully be forced, for my own
part, into not voting for the repon which bears my
name.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland on a point of order.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, my first point is that
many of us are interested in hearing the whole of Mr
Hoffmann's remarks.
Second, I hope, whatever our view on this subject, thar
we will insist in future that a rapporreur sticks rc
presenting the views of his commirtee and does not go
off on his own personal views. It is very confusing.
President. 
- 
I think it is for the committee to do this
rather than the House; the rapponeur presents a
repon which is drawn up on behalf of the committee
but, quite obviously, if a committee alters the repon to
such an ex[ent that the rapponeur has reservations,
then he also has the right to say so.
I call Mr Hoffmann.
today. I am largely in ag
say.
Mr Kad-Heinz rapporter4f. 
- 
(D) Mr
n, I should like first ofPresidenc, ladies and
all rc thank Mr Schwan for having allowed us
to deal with his report on ition in air transpon
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t with what he had to
companies' fare policy to improve the consumer's
position, because it feels that the fare structure which
is still in existence today is absurd, completely obscure
and thus not in the users' interests. It would, however,
be out of place to dangle the idea that they will shonly
be able to fly at rock-bottom fares in front of users'
and passengers'eyes. There are still too many restric-
tions which must be abolished before this can be
achieved. In this marter, this House should honestly
explain to its electors that it wishes to make its contri-
bution to improving the terms of competition, the
services offered and also to lower air faris. In the
opinion of the Committee on Transpon, however, it
must also make quite clear that air transpon's duty to
provide 1 public service, job security and airline prod-
uctivity through efficient management must conttnue
ro be mainrained. In order to do this, effons must be
made simultaneously to achieve an improvement in air
rransport safety, a reduction in pollution caused by air
transport and cuts in energy consumption.
Ladies and gentlemen, the Committee on Transpon
voted in favour of a market economy with cenain
social obligations. This comprises not only competi-
tion and markets, but also a responsibility for the over-
all interests of this Community 
- 
and on this point, in
particular in order to maintain or set up air links to
less developed or less favoured regions 
- 
and also,
above all, so that fare agreemenr may be reached with
the trade unions, in order to provide for the social
protection of airline employees and ro ensure their
participation in the running of the company be
ensured.
These basic points, ladies and gentlemen, are fully
covered by the motion for a resolution prepared by the
Committee on Transport, and I therefore ask you to
approve that motion for a resolution.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld, chairman of the Committee on Transport.
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am very
pleased that we have the opponunity to be allowed to
speak about another sector of European transport
policy, and I should like to begin 
- 
how could I do
otherwise 
- 
by thanking both rapponeurs, Mr
Schwanzenberg and Mr Hoffmann. I should like to
add that I was panicularly pleased io see that the
ladies and gentlemen on the Committee for Economic
and Moneary Affairs, sheir chairman and their
rapporteur showed very good judgment in this mattir.
The repon which has been available for a long time
was postponed precisely in order that we might carry
out a rational discussion of this problem totether here
today. It would not have been right for us to have to
hold rwo debates within a short period of time on a
similar, and, in many respects, identical subject.
The repon was approved !y the Committee on Trans-
po.t, .ft.. four hearings {ith people who panicipate
in European air transpon [nd after some very intense
discussions, by I 3 votes ip favour, I against and 5
abstentions. Ai the stan, tfie points of view expressed
in rhe Committee seemedl rc be in direct opposition
like two sides in an ideolpgical conflict. On the side
were the revolutionaries, dho are of the opinion that
unbridled competition ou{ht rc be established in the
Community immediarcly, lwhilst on the other side
were all those who wishedlto keep the tried and tested
srructures of European airj transport and thought that
decisions on competition $hould be taken and imple-
mented gradually and witliout upsettint the balance of
the market. I
(Laushter) 
i
I
I
Now, after lengthy discu$sion, the two stances have
gradually drawn closer t{gether so that there is no
longer such a blarant split 4s at the start.
I
I should venture to say th{t one of the reasons for this
drawing together of our ofiinions was the outcome of
the experience of unresfricted competition in the
United States from Octdber 1978 to October 1980.
The last two years have sfrown, after the surprisingly
gratifying results initially' obtained, such as larger
passenger volume, a drop lin fares and higher employ-
ment, that these improverhents did not carry on into
the second half of l97l and in 1980. Passenger
volumes rapidly decreasqd, air ranspon fares rose
during the last few mon{hs by 30 %, many airlines
went into the red, region{l air links in the USA were
either dropped.or had rc fe granted aid, and employ-
ees lost their jobs. ]
Not least because of the v{ay matters developed in the
USA, the Committee on ffransport puts forward the
view rhat the decisions op competition contained in
the Treaty of Rome canndt be applied without cenain
exceptional provisions belng included. Compared to
the Unircd States, European air space is extremely
compartmentalized. In thg European Community no
singie economic, financlal, tax or socio-political
system is yet in sight, and ihe cost of air traffic conrol
and of fuel, as well as lanfling and freight charges are
far higher. In addition, blecause of the ban on nigtrt
landings and detours whilch can be attributed to the
lack of cooperation betwfen civil, national and mili-
tary authoriiies, operatinglcos$ are higher.
Nonetheless, the Commitfee demands that immediate
framework of airlinesteps be mken within lthe
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I should also like to thank the Commission because it
has, ladies and genrlemen, once more submitted a
sound piece of work, which is wonhy of being applied
as a practical policy.
Parliament's Committee on Transport takes pains to
raise imponant ropics. The Commitree on Transpon
would like to arrive ar a situation in which a meaning-
ful, uniform and clearly thought our transpon poliiy
could at last be pursued within the European Commu-
niry. \7e hope, with rhe subject marrer of rcday's
debare, ro rake anorher srep in this direction in 'an
imponant sector.
Vith this, Mr Presidenr, I now come [o whar is
perhaps th,e most imponant aspect of what I have'to
say. Mr Hoffmann will no doubr excuse me if I take
the final item in his motion for a resolution and put it
first. Paragraph 40, if we approve ir, will ..rd 
"tfollows:
The European Parliament instrucm irs president to
forward rhis resolution to the Council, the Commission
and to the Parliaments of rhe Member States.
In our experience, forwarding a resolution [o rhe
Council normally means sending a resolution on to a
commirtee made up of nine governmenrs, in which rhe
Ministers, ar leasr hopefully, leaf rhrough the docu-
menr once. I should be a bad chairman of my commit-
rce if I did not take this opponunity to demand rhar
the Ministers take personal cognizance of whar the
freely-elected Members of the European parliamenr
have to say on Europe's transporr. policy, and in this
particular case on air transport policy.
(Applause)
Ve haven'r rurned our rubbish, ladies and genrlemen.
For the last year the Committee of which I have the
privilege ro be Chairman has been busying irself with
this question. \7e have been deliberating since
24 September 1979. Ve have held eight sirtings and
discussed the marrer for many hours. Ve have listened
to experrs in many fields at four public hearings and
they provided us wirh useful ideas and gave us the
benefit of rheir expen advice. As a resulr, ir would be
desirable for rhe civil servanrs who are charged with
counselling the ministers of our nine governmenr ro
take exrremely close interest in our proposals. My own
personal impression is thar rhe European Parliamenr
will once again not have enough power to push
through whar is a businesslike, relevanr and well-
founded piece of work, but I also hope rhar we are
nonerheless advancing srcp by step. The repons tabled
by Mr Schwanzenberg and Mr Hoffmann are ideally
suited to achieving this.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, please allow me
to briefly sum up what motivated us in this matrer and
what we should like m presenr ro you today in this
House.
Mr Hoffmann srares rhar the main problem is that of
the user. Ve are all users of air transport wherever we
may have obtained our experience of this means of
rransporr.. He also srares rhar there is the problem of
the airlines' viability. Ve wanr ro prorec[ jobs, we wish
to reduce pollurion and we wish ro reduce energy
consumption. The users of air transporr wanr good air
links and good connections. They wanr inrernarional
cooperarion ro rake place so thar flight plans are not
simply based on rhe narional lines which exist at the
moment. Ve need cooperarion between the European
airlines, because *e a.i of rhe opinion thar an efficient
air uaffic nerwork can only be set up in rhis manner.
Ve need a reasonable price structure. There are
hundreds and thousands of differenr fares, so rhar
almost no-one is able to find his way around them. It
is q.uite possible rhar we, Members of the European
Parliame.nt, [ogerher with a few other people make up
the small number of passengers who pay ih. frll f".e.
Anyone who wants to look around the world a little,
who has a little dme to spend, who knows how ro use
the special fares, does so. Ve wonder why ir is impos-
sible to ser up a reasonable European farl policy,'and
we hope rhat rhis will be achieved.
Lastly, users of air transpon wanr safety. I should like
to remind you in this respect that we have discussed
air raffic safety here many rimes. I now seize rhis
opportunity to appeal ro rhe countries which are parr
of the Euroconrrol organization, to do everything in
their power ro avoid seeing an achievement in Euro-
pean air raffic safety damaged by national idiosyncra-
sies. I should also like ro speak here in favour of an
extension of this organi zarion.
There still remains the impression we all share that our
airlines musr remain economically viable. Ve do nor
want ro ruin them and sacrifice them to an open
market. !7'e are nor in favour of rctal liberalization.
V9 wanr sound comperent, viable airline companies.
AII this is expressed in Mr Hoffmann's report and also
in what Mr Schwanzenberg said.
Ladies and genrlemen, as Chairman of the Committee
on Transpon, I wanted to take this opportunity to
urge you ro supporr the repons which are before you
today. In my opinion, rhe air ranspoft seccor ij an
imponanr pan of European ranspon policy, and we
ask all the Members of this House who work in this
sector to examine regularly rogerher with us ways of
ultimately arriving ar a uniform, overall and meaning-
ful transport poliry, which will be understood by the
inhabitants of all our countries. This is a matrer of
greal urgency because rransport policy has unfonun-
ately, during rhe years in which the European
Community has been in exisrence, been neglected. Ve
wish to change this and therefore we ask you ro
support both the reporm which are before you roday.
!
,i
(
hoped to evoke a responie commensurate with the
importance of the subject {nd the expectations of our
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bu
Mr Burke, Me.bu of tbe Commission. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, when in 1978, in my{ capacity as Commissioner
for Transport, I launched, through some speeches, a
debate on-this imponant q{estion and subsequently we
published the memorandulm which is before you, I
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that the Commission has
the very detailed prepara-
:nt's Committee on Trans-
'ings on the Commission's
rings produced evidence
addition, the written repre-
response to the memoran-
I public debase which has
ation have shown clearly
rions exists on the approach
aviation in the Community.
ic and Monetary Affairs
ircelf rc restrictions of
I do however applaud the emphasis which this minor-
ity statement places on the benefits of competition in
this sector. This House should not forget that there
have been some significarit developments in relation to
air fares since our memorandum was published in July
of last year, and that some more may be in the offing.
These represen! an acknowledgement by airlines,
cautious though it may be in some cases, of the neces-
sity of competition. It also represents in my view a
reaction by airlines to ever-keener competition from
other modes of transpon within the Community.
During the discussions in which I have participrr.j 
"great many harsh words have been said about airlines,
many of them by airline operators. Ve must, however,
recognize that airline operators are not by any means
insensitive to what is going on in the market and that
they will do what is necessary, in order to. survive.
Some will do it reluctantly, other less so, but they
cenainly will do it.
I believe that the Community institutions 
- 
Commis-
sion, Parliament, Council and Economic and Social
Committee and indeed all the others 
- 
have a dury to
lead rather than to follow. The Court of Justice of our
Community has already given its view on a very
imponant part of this debate in declaring that the
competition rules of the Treaty apply to air transport.
Our first concern must be to ensure that air services
within the Community meet our people's needs. Ve
cannot ignore the very substantial outside influences at
work, but we must not lose sight of our main objec-
tive.
Mr President, the fundamental question is this: is the
present bilateral framework of policy, founded on the
tl++ Chicago Convention, the most suitable frame-
work for aviation policy in the Community? It was
built in very different times and in very different
circumstances when air transport was a very different
business. At the very least, we can arBue that it is time
ro ask if we should not release ourselves from the
restrictions of a purely bilateral approach and rather
use the multilateral approach which the convention
also provides, to build a Community policy more in
tune with our needs.
I have said on a previous occasion in this House that
the Commission favours evolution rather than revolu-
tion. Ve do not believe that the present framework is
what we need, but the situation is so complex that we
believe it better to proceed step by step rather than to
try to wipe the slate clean and start again from the
beginning. This is neither a comfonable nor an easy
opiion because we must then judge the size of each
steP. 
.
Unlike the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, I prefer not to talk about deregulation. This
term has acquired a very specific meaning, and I am
afraid that its use often tends to tenerate more heat
than light. 'Sflhat we need to do is gradually to replace
citizens. I am happy to sa1{ that the reports before us,
and indeed the debate de are now having, form
comprehensive responses io the requirements of the
which will be extremely ful for the Commission's
sltuatlon.
I should like to recall the
benefited enormously fro
tion carried out by Parli
pon, which held four he
memorandum. These
future work in this area. In
sentations we have had in
dum and the very wide
raken place since its
what a wide variety of opi
to the development of civil
The Committ€e on
has specifically ad
should remove all con
by both the Committee on
tee on Economic and M
competition, one of the ral topics in the debate.
I am bound to say thar most conseruative opinion,
that is rhat we should ch nothing in the present
system, is very much a nority opinion and is not
even fully shared by all of airlines operating in our
Community. The opinion, that is that we
and restrictions and allow
y of market forces, seemsthe free and unfettered
equally to be a minority inion.and is not necessarily
shared by all the user i . The Commission's July
1979 memorandum ies, if I may say' so, the
middle ground of this . This is confirmed by the
endorsement, admittedly alified in cenain respecrc,
ransport and the Commit-
ry Affairs. I take the
view that we have judg, rhe public mood correctly
and that we should along the lines mapped
by the committees of thisout by the memorandum a
House.
Having said that, my pllitical instinct leads me to
wonder if we should not lpad from a somewhat more
advanced position now. It is for this reason that I was
particularly interested to see the minority statement
attached to the Committet on Transpon report. The
aurhors of thar srarcment fill realize, of course, that Ido not accept their viep thpt the report of the
Committee on Transpor[ and by implication the
Commission's memoranfum, which it broadly
approves, contain conlusi{ns which are contrary to the
Treaty.
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the present regulatory sysrem by another which will be
less resrictive in its effects and allow greater laritude
for the operation of market forces, forces which are
now being reflecred in airline policy in many of our
Member States. This is very much in line wirh the
approach adopted by your two committees, which
specifically approve the suggestions made to this end
in our Commission memorandum. The Commirtee on
Transpon in paragraph 10 of its morion for a resolu-
tion gives irs view on what the full implementation of
the Treaty's competition provisions would mean. I
musr say with all due respect ro rhe committee that the
picture painted is rather exaggerarcd. This is nor rhe
time for a complete analysis of the legal aspects of this
question. \7e will have an opponunity for that on a
later occasion.
I should like, however, to deal with some of the prin-
ciple aspects of the matrer. Let us stan with Anicle 90.
Article 90 (1) of the Treaty allows the Member States
to give special or exclusive rights to enterprises. In
granting such concessions, however, Member States
may not enact or maintain in force any measure
contrary to the Treary. I submit ro you therefore that
the commitree is nor correcr in concluding in its
explanatory sraremenr thar the preliminary draft of a
regularion applying Anicle 85 and 85 of rhe Treaty to
air transpon would affect behaviour imposed on rhe
airlines by governments. Such rules are the responsibil-
iry of Member Stares. If rhey are conrrary ro rhe
Treaty the matter would have to be resolved directly
with the governmenm under Anicle 90 (1).
In relarion ro Anicles 85 and 86, apan from the
exemprion provisions of Anicle 85, paragraph 3, the
question is whether rhe Commission has the right to
intervene under Anicle 90 (l). I would like to indicate
to the House thar we are srudying rhis point very care-
fully. If rhe answer is positive, we may then have to
consider the defence which may be put forward under
Anicle 90 (2), regarding the non-applicability of rhe
competition rules if they obstruct the performance of
the particular rasks assigned ro, for example, a Sute
monopoly.
Since the Courr's judgmenr on the applicabiliry of the
general Treaty rules to air transpon, the quesdon is
not whether the rules of competition apply, but in
what way they do so. The Commission believes that
they should be applied in a systematic way in che
framework of a coherent air transpon poliry which
mkes account of the special characteristics of the
sector and of the particular needs we have defined in
the Community context. \7e believe rhat this approach
is preferable to the risks involved in a possible series of
unrelated decisions based by narional couns on Ani-
cle 88 and by the Commission on Anicle 89.
Our objecdve, as stated in the memorandum, is to give
more scope for competition and for innovation in fares
and services. This means that we must innovate in rela-
tion to the rules to be applied ro rhe market and in
relation ro [he rules governing access to the market.
The Commission will shonly put forward a proposal
on the development of interregional air services, and
in this proposal you will see the beginning of the kinds
of innovation I have just mendoned.
A great deal more could be said on rhis subject. There
are many positive aspecm of the present system which
we will wanr to keep. Your repon mentions some of
these, such as inrcrlining facilities, agreemenrs between
airlines on aircraft mainrenance, and many others. Ve
want to retain these positive elemenrs. I should like,
however, to emphasize the facr rhe some of these posi-
tive elements will be srrengrhened by a greater degree
of competition in fares and services rather rhan
damaged by it.
There is one orher innovation which I should like to
promote, and which I think rhe debate on our memo-
randum has helped to develop. This is quirc simply a
greater degree of sensitivity to user interests. I would
like to see much grearer scope for the expression of
user opinion on aviarion policy. You will find this
reflected in our forthcoming proposal on inter-
regional air services, and I hope that it can go much
funher rhan rhis.
I should like to conclude by saying rhat I believe that
the Commission has achieved im objecrive in publish-
ing the memorandum. lUfl'e now have a broadly agreed
approach rc policy in this sector which aims if I may
say so, at a European solution ro a European problem.
This House has shown irs concern with the Commu-
nity's needs and even more imponandy the creativity
and the imagination which we will need to tackle our
problem successfully.
May I say, Mr Presidenr, in conclusion rhat this
debate today is not in fact a conclusion. I believe that
it marks the end of only the first phase in the develop-
ment of a new air rransporr policy for the European
Community.
IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Key to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Key. 
- 
Mr President, I wish rc rhank rhe rappor-
rcurs for their repons and the Commission for iheir
initial proposals rc us in this viral field of air ranspon.
And I welcome the Commissioner's lasr comment that
it is a problem rhar should be faced from rhe European
angle. The Socialist Group, although not opposed to
Key
changes, is very cautious
the form of changes pr
within this sector. '!7'e
services and on somethi
nity and the USA are
made in the Committee
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it comes to considering
by cenain interesm
the repons, but we
tabled to the resolution
ic and Monetary Affairs
airlines within rheir own
n countries, on the shuttle
; called the 'new European
,r. '!7e contest the point,
Economic and Monetary
also like the idea of an levolutionary rarher than a
revolutionary approach io this siruation. \7e also
believe that rhis is jusr the] first stage in what will be a
long process. Hence, we
by the Committee on
amendments that are in line with our views; for
indeed we are more s ,ic to Mr Hoffmann's
approach when he says tflar exisring bilateral sysrems
should not be abolished uddl evidence is provided that
free access to the market ]can be guaranteed within a
balanced, multilateral frlmework, without causing
serious market disturbancfs or disrupting the exisring
air traffic network. Indee{, our slogan would be that
we want better value anfl a better product for the
consumer and not just s{mething as crude as cheap
fares.
Our case is not for an open-skies policy. Ve are
asking for a gradual , and we can see
examples, as the Comr
response of existing nati
ioner mentioned, of the
countries and also
development have been the independen[ operators;
indeed, probably the cheapest way across the Atlantic
is by one of the national carriers Again, the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs says on the one
hand that fare structures should be simplified and
more uansparen[ bu[ on [he other hand it approves the
proposals in the Commission's memorandum for
making fare structures generally more flexible. And
that corresponds to our own view.
Our final point 
- 
and it is quoted all the time 
-concerns the American experience. 'S7e have consid-
ered the American experience, and I share the views of
rhe Commissioner. One has to be very careful when
one compares like with like, and I also get very
worried when the word 'deregulation' is used, because
when one looks at what has happened one can see
figures on services that have extended in the United
States and those that have declined. \7e also have to
consider the economic situation of many of the airlines
there. One sees many of them now calling not for just
a new form of regulation, bur for assistance from rheir
national and local governments. One has to be very
careful of what is termed 'the thin-route seryices'
which have been withdrawn and the efforts that are
being concentrated on the highly-competitive trunk
routes. $fle want an expanding network of services,
and this must take into account, firstly, the present
structure of che European air [ransports network and
rhe scope for interlining; secondly, the potenrial
demand for and the anticipated profitability of new
routes; and thirdly, the availability of other modes of
transport, because one cannot consider air transpon in
isolation: one has to see how it fits in with all other
modes and decide, if we want a common integrated
transport system, how they can all work [ogether.
Finally, one has to consider the air-traffic control
system, and here there is a marked contrast with the
Unircd States. In Europe we have no European
air-traffic control ryrt.*. The use of Eurocontrol is
not even expanding at the moment, it is in fact declin-
ing, and therefore we call in the repon and in our
amendments for an extended air-traffic control
management sysrcm, and we hope that this will be
carefully considered.
So, Mr President, the Socialist Group welcomes the
initiatives. !7e want to see innovations and cheap
fares, but we also have a responsibility for air safety,
for long-term stability in this sector, for the security
and development of employment and the care and
consideration of the community and the environment.
For these reasons we tread srcp by step; for us it is fair
fares and proper service for the consumer, not just
cheap fares. \fle look forward to the Commission's
new regulations that are coming forward and we hope
for development, and this is just one stage in that
development.
(Appkuse)
product' by British Airw
The repons call for greafer flexibiliry in pricing and
product innovation, but tfrey also recognize rhe vital
need for scheduled servicej and for a network.
The Socialist Group's four main points are as follows:
i
Ve urge that any initiatiip taken as a result of these
reports should be pan anp parcel of a common and
coherent policy covering fill forms and all modes of
transport.
Secondly, with regard to the Community's rules on
competition, we emphasi{e that increasing competi-
tion must not, in panicular], have the effect of lowering
the quality of the servicfs provided or eroding the
social rights of airline per$onnel but, on the contrary,
if it is to be acceptable it r{rust remain compatible with
the maximum protection {f users and of the environ-
ment, of air transpon s{fety and of rhe future of
company employees. I , w€ recognize that
competition already exisrclin this field when it comes
to discussing timings, airppn slols, consumer services
and indeed the share of the market.
Thirdly, with regard to w
pean fares', European air:
on European costs, and
are termed 'cheap Euro-
res are, by and large, based
nless we can get the costs
down we cannot by ition get the fares down.
Generally speaking, in United States costs are
lower and hence fares for between the Commu-
Affairs, thar the prime rs for lower fares in this
L 'l .; lr
I
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Janssen van Raay to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democraric Group).,
Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I should like ro begin by thanking Mr
Schwanzenberger on behalf of the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group for his kind agreemenr ro posrpone rhe
debate on his report until today. This move was borh
efficient and useful. I shall nor myself be discussihg rhe
repon in deuil; rhar will be rhe job of one of the orher
members of the Commitree. Instead, I shall restrict my
remarks to Mr Hoffmann's report.
!(e have treatest possible admirarion for the enor-
-ous a-ount of work Mr Hoffmann has put in under
the brilliant chairmanship of Mr Seefeld. Mr Hoff-
mann was nominated rapporteur on 30 October last
year, and his repon is now being discussed here in this
House less than a year later. Our congratulatiohs are
due to him for this feat, especially in view of the fact
that no fewer than four hearings have been held in
that time. Please accept our heanfelt thanks, Mr Hoff-
mann. I cannor possibly go into all the points in the
report., and so I shall restrict myself to a few central
aspects. I should like to point out mosr emphatically
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group that we
are not satisfied wirh the currenr situarion in the air
transport sector. Ve want to see changes made 
- 
nay,
changes must be made! The presenr fares system is
wrong. It must be made fairer and more rransparent,
and there must be more scope for competition. All
these points are clearly made in the repon. I was pani-
cularly pleased to hear Mr Burke say rhar he regarded
the repon as only a firsr phase, and nor as an end in
iself. That is also the view of the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group. !U7e must proceed firnher along this
road.
\7e should like to see more comperirion in this secror,
but there is a difference of opinion here, and I should
like to devore rather more time ro this point, especially
in view of the minority repon submirted by our
Conservative colleagues. 'We regard air transpon as a
public service too, a poinr which we believe should
always be borne in mind. Consequently, we should
like to see the establishmenr of a framework within
which more competition is possible. But as air trans-
port is a public service, we cannor simply allow all
cut-throat competition crireria rc be applied willy-
nilly. For instance, we believe thar even marginal
routes should be dealt wirh in this spirit of public
service. That is something akin to a minimum condi-
tion as far as we are concerned, and ir is somerhing we
must always bear in mind. Air rransporr cannot be
compared with other branches of industry where rhe
idea of 'public service' is of less imponance or even of
no importance ar all. That is cenainly nor rhe case
with air transpon. As reg_ards our Consenrative
colleagues' minority repon, I should firsr of all like to
express my admiration for rheir enthusiastic contribu-
tion to the work of the Committee on Transpon in an
all-out atcempt to make the Committee's repon such
that they would be able ro supporr it roo. Unfonun-
ately, they were not successful, which is why they have
now produced a minority report. On rhe one hand, I
think this is a shame, but it is cenainly nor a disasrer,
because the fact is that they have followed the same
line of thought as rhe rest of us, bur have simply gone
one step funher. Anyway, thar is how I see rheir atti-
tude, and the fact that we are not ourselves willing to
go any funher at this panicular momenr in time does
not of course mean that'we shall never follow their
example. That is what I meant when I said that the
appearance of a minority reporr. was no disaster,
because 
- 
if I have understood rheir poinr correctly
- 
we are in any case on the right road. They simply
wanted to go one step further, in rhe direction of grea-
ter competition, and we would rather not take that
step 
- 
at least, not yer. That is the siruarion we have
today.
Another aspect 
- 
and please forgive me for touching
on this point again in my capaciry as rapporreur on
Eurocontrol 
- 
is that this repon roo srresses the
imponance of an integrated air traffic conrrol sysrem.
It is a matter of great regrel ro me as a Dutclrman that
the Netherlands in panicular. are still violating the
rcrms bf the Treaty, and I was shocked ro read a
repon in the Frankfurter Allgemeine suggesting that the
delaying tactics of the Durch Governmenr were due to
the influence exened by the Philips Company in the
Netherlands. This suggestion was made in thi Franh-
furter Allgemeine on the grounds that Philips are
supposed to have built a technical installarion of their
own in Amsterdam. I am choosing my words carefully,
but these accusations were, after all, printed in a qual-ity German newspaper, and as iuch should be
thoroughly invesrigated. Ve cannor simply pretend
that there is no substance to these repons. If that is
really the reason why rhe Dutch Governmenr conrin-
ues to violate the Treaty, it is bound to give rise to a
scandal of immense proponions. I just wa-nted ro make
that point in public here in this House. However
things stand, we remain in favour of an integrated air
traffic control system. That is an imponanr aspecr
which deserves to be emphasized.
To sum up briefly, we can go along very largely with
the repon, and we shall suppon Mr Hoffmann in his'
aims. We are glad thar a first step has now been mken
towards an integrated air transport poliry. Mr Seefeld
has already pointed our rhar such a poliry is of great,
imponance rc the people who elected us, because we,
as politicians in this House, must be prepared to tackle
issues of this kind so rhar, when the nexr elecrions
come round in 1984, the level of paniciparion will be
higher than last time. It is precisely this kind of issue
which directly affects all the people in our Commu-
nrty.
"+".5'
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Mforhouse to speak on behalf
of the European Democradic Group.
I
Mr Moorhouse. 
- 
Mr Pr[sidenr, I take as my rexr
Anicle 85 of the Treaty of !.ome:
The following shalt be p.oflUit,.a as incomparible with the
common market: all agrfements between undertakings,
decisions by associations ff undenakings and concened
practices which have as thlir object or effect the preven-
r tion, restriction or distorlion of competition wirhin the
common market. L
l
These words, from Chapte]r I of the Treaty's Rules on
Competition, state one of the fundamental principles
upon which this Commuriity rests, and I 
.venture to
quote rhem to remind thei House that behind all the
arguments and counter-arf,uments we have heard so
far in this debate and in prtvious debates, there lies an
issue of principle.
That said, I am somewhat ]encouraged by the tenor of
the remarks made by sevefal Members of this House
today, and I would pani]cularly like to say to the
Commissioner for Trinsp[n how much we appre-
ciated his comments on th{ two repons: the Schwan-
zenberg repon and the Ffioffmann report. Vhat he
said roday augurs well, I ttfink, for rhe future and may
indicate that there is a gre{ter move towards comperi-
tion in air transpon withinlthis House as a whole than
we might have expected ev{n a few months ago.
I shall address myself mai
leaving my colleague, Mr
Schwanzenberg report.
ly to the Hoffmann report,
opper, to speak about the
I have to place on record regret that we consider
Mr Hoffmann's docu
of Europe. Governments, Member States insist in their
bilateral 'agreements that 
.national air carriers enterinto reve4ue-pooling agreements, whereby the
revenue from a panicular route is shared between the
airlines operating that rourc in an agreed proportion,
regardless of which airline enjoys the most support.
And on some routes too there are capacity restrictions.
Now I find it hard to believe, and so do my
colleagues, that this system is creating a growing
market, which is what surely all of us want, and there-
by new job opponunities, either in the airlines them-
selves or in the aircraft manufacturing industry, about
which I believe Mr Cottrell will shonly be speaking.
Vhy is it that the French Government was able [o veto
the British Airways' proposal for a ! 20 Channel
Hopper flight from London to Paris, so preventing
British and French citizens from moving freely and
cheaply from one country to another? And why is it
that the \7est German Government, again pressurized
by a national air-carrier, was allowed to stop a small
night cargo service flying from the United Kingdom to
Dtisseldorf, which was serving the interests primarily
of a great many German companies? \flhy is it also
that British Caledonian, after applying more than a
year ago, srill cannot get the necessary permission to
operate between the United Kingdom and several
airpons in Vestern Germany at offpeak periods and at
lower fares in order to meet a demand which is
thought to be there? Finally, Sir, why is it that British
Airways can effectively prevent the citizens of many
cides within Europe 
- 
Toulouse, Stuttgart, Rotter-
dam, Antwerp, Aarhus, Palermo 
- 
from flying
directly from their cities to many of the regional
airports in the Unircd Kingdom? I believe that this
European Parliament is owed an answer on this ques-
tion.
Let me now quickly turn to tv/o other essential points
in this debate, and one is, in our view, access to the
market. As the Commission's memorandum points
out, another of the Community's fundamental princi-
ples 
- 
namely, the right of esablishm applies
directly to air transpon. Now Members will be aware
that the present licensing sysrem makes it very difficult
indeed for independent operators to secure panicular
routes against the wishes of the narional carriers, and
so we endorse the Commission's practical suggestions
in this regard and look forward rc the kind of further
proposals which Mr Burke has outlined today and in
previous speeches.
Secondly, the air tariff sysrcm. Mr Hoffmann's report
quite rightly points out the absurdly complicated array
of bargain fares currently on offer, hedged about with
restrictions. Ve seek a simplified system with lower
fares, and we believe that competition is the key. !7e
call in suppon the view of, amongst others, the Euro-
pean Bureau of Consumers, which recently published
a report entitled: Application of EEC competition
rules would undoubtedly bring air fares down. Ve can
endorse the Commission's thoroughly sensible and
g somewhat towards us in
his rethinking of the sub I venture to hope so
anryay. And certainly ic opinion in Europe must
has said, is the gradualist,hope so, because his, as
the evolutionary approach.
far this approach |ras got u
when we consider how
in the field of Community
transport policy over the 25 years, we musr surely
is not now a case forask ourselves whether
something a little more
extreme, but I think, as I
that Mr Hoffmann is movi
Mr President, we do not
transport market in the Cor
make it a great deal more.
the travelling public,
believe that airlines exist
nor to symbolize national
public. That is what we a
the public, and that incl
festly, the system at
'public interest.
To take but one of many u
tion is virtually non-exister
to be cautious in the
have perhaps 
.iust implied,
seek to overturn the air
ity, but we do seek to
responsive to the needs of
we rePresent, for we
to provide employment,
gnty, but to serve the
all here to do 
- 
to serve
the airlines. And, mani-
is not working in the
asPects: comPetr-
on the main trunk routes
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practical proposals on the wider applicadon of cheap
tariffs, as set out in their memorandum.
It now falls to me formally to move cenain amend-
ments which have been tabled in the name of
Mr Hopper and myself on behalf of the European
Democratic Group. I do not propose to speak on the
amendments individually, because I think that they are
self-explanatory and funhermore they have been
discussed at great length among the various groups,
but I will say that what we seek to do is to make
Mr Hoffmann's report a little more open-minded to
the possibility of radical reform, to draw attention to
the need for such reform in the interests of the travell-
ing public and to eliminate some of the more pessimis-
tic conclusions drawn in Mr Hoffmann's motion from
the American experience of deregulation.
Now I think I have just time to say a few words about
the American experience, since this has been widely
alluded to, particularly in the Hoffmann report.
Mr Hoffmann and I have had to disagree about some
of the evidence which has been put into his report
about the American experience. I have the advantage
of possessing information which may not have been
available to Mr Hoffmann when he wrote the repon
- 
namely, a report from the General Auditing Organ-
ization of the United States. Funhermore, I received
only this morning a communication from the US Civil
Aeronautics Board rj propos of the American experi-
ence in 1980. MrHopper will speak on the latter
point, but it is clear from the General Auditing Organ-
izarion's reporr rhar up to rhe end of 1979 the regula-
tion which has been so much decried has led to signifi-
cantly increased traffic in the United Srares; has led to
a rate of fare increases lower than increases in airline
cosr and consumer prices; did during thar period lead
to higher profits; cenainly improved productivity 
-and, I am sure, that is still true; gave more flights and
greater capaciry to the American public; provided
more small community services to and from larger
commuhities; and there was no adverse effect on
safety.
To conclude: surely there is plenty of scope for initia-
tive within the Community. Ve see no good reason
why in a Community committed to the idea of a
common transport. policy nadonal air-carriers should
be allowed to keep panicular routes for all time
regardless of performance, and we consider that
licences should be awarded on strict merit for, say,
ten-year periods. But it is painfully evident that actual
prospects for initiative as things stand within the
Community are almost zero, and the time has qome
for this Parliament to say, 'Enough is enough'. 'We
appeal to rhe House to support our amendments for
the sake of the citizens'of Europe, the prosperity of
the Community and its air rranspon services and, most
imponant, the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. To quote
the Lufthansa advenisements: This is an authentic
Passenger statement.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Manin to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Martin 
- 
(F) The question we must ask is
whether the outcome of the vote this House takes on
the motions for resolutions annexed to the repofts
submitted by Mr Hoffmann and Mr Schwanzenberg
will, as one fears it might, be the signal the Commis-
sion was waiting for before submitring ro the Council
its draft regulation applying to the aviation and navi-
garion secrors Articles 85 and 85 of the Treaty of
Rome. As far as the French Communists and Allies are
concerned, we shall oppose this project 
.just as vigo-
rously as we have denounced other plans for integra-
tion in the transport sector 
- 
in panicular for rail-
ways and infrastructures 
- 
as the plan which is now
being drawn up is aimed at nothing less than throwing
open the skies to free market forces and the thirst for
profir. As a result, legal quibbling aimed at providing
a legitimate basis for a Community decision in the air
transport sector will in no way prevent us from contin-
uing our struggle against the foul deed which is now
being prepared.
In the Commission policy, set out in its memorandum
of last July, and in the two motions for resolutions
tabled by Mr Hoffmann and Mr Schwanzenberg,
there is a shared objective which we, as responsible
Members of this Parliament are forced rc describe as a
real threat to che national and democratic achieve-
ments of the peoples of Elrope who already have
national airlines, providing a public service.
Of course, as usual, the panisans of open competition
profess their good intentions. To judge by what they
claim to be their objectives, then it is in the interests of
consumers, of rationalizing costs, and of making the
fare structure more [ransparen!, etc. that we should rid
air raffic of the regulatory system which, in the
opinion of cenain people, has become too restrictive.
And then they go on to preach free access ro rhe
market and to competition as if this were an ordinary
commodiry like any other. A campaign is being waged
on the subject of prices, a campaign aimed at tricking
the public and exploiting the legitimate desire for
more democratic air rranspon in order to attack the
national airlines by directly quesrioning their public
service function and their route monopoly. Some
people on the Committee on Transpon, wanting to
show just how Community-spirited rhey were, wenr as
far as to recommend drasric rationalization (in other
words mass redundancies) for rhe narional airlines in
their countries.
which is the work of a rfal pressure group and is
receiving tacit suppon front rhe Commission, is pan of
Martin
This slander campaign t nationalized companies,
a move which is not to Europe alone. The
fact is that, leaving aside thf conflict on rhe price ques-
tion, an all-out offensive lis being waged to ser up
within the Communiry the instituted from 1977
onwards in the United , known as'deregulation'.
The aim of the giant US s, who are behind these
to put a stop to the rising of developing coun-
tries in international air traffic, with airlines showing a
far higher growth rate tharf those in the industrialized
capitalist countries. The imperialists' concern at seeing
their profit base eaten a*{y, as well as the desire ro
guarantee the future of al few large private groups,
explains the counter-of{ensive which has been
launched in this sector overlthe last few years to regain
their lost share of the in market and to
extend as far as possible thp area in which totally free
competition applies. There [ras been no lack of Ameri-
can pressure aimed at ing their kind of deregu-
the conduct of in
lation; we have had the :rican policy guidelines on
air transpon negotiations,
the law on 'Competition i[ International Air Trans-
poft', passed by lhe American Congress on
15 February this year, and 4ttempts to influence IATA.
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ro get EuroPean tovern-
ionist measures in favour
the only way of improving the management of air
traffic and making it accessible to a wider public. Ve
reject this argument. Far from fulfilling the legitimate
expectations of rpore democratic access !o air trans-
port, this policy would have disturbing consequences
for both nations and consumers.
First of all, a fare war does not on any accoun[ mean
that fares will become more transparent or guarantee
that they will become cheaper, by being closer to mini-
mum operating costs. There are already certain private
companies who are not unfamiliar with the policy of
using one set of prices as window dressing to attract
cuslomers, combined with another set of real prices at
normal rates. The national airlines on the other hand,
have, already shown their ability to devise fare struc-
tures which are extremely clear. The fact is that the
law of open competition, without having any lasting
effect of improving the fare situation, might force
certain companies into suicidal management practices.
Even more basic is the fact that if the operation of
routes were no longer subject to the obligations
involved in operating a public service, this might well
rapidly lead to the dropping of routes which were
considered to be insufficiently profitable. Only a
national network which has the duty to provide a
public service can give passengers a guarantee of
con[inuous servite and the advantages of a system
which balances out costs, by considering the whole
network to be a single operating unit.
It is quite clear that the deregulation which would
inevitably result from the proposed gradual liberaliza-
tion is above all a u/eapon pointed at nationalized
companies and the advanced rights which their work-
ers have sruggled to win. Using arguments based on
competition, private interests would in future be in a
stronger position to resist the workers' demands and
then we would see their acquired rights brought into
question. The French Communists and their Allies also
denounce the Commission's objective, which is
repeated in the motions for resolutions now under
debate, of increasing the powers of Eurocontrol, even
to the exrcnt of envisaging a European system for
managing air raffic movemenr.
Ve refuse to see this supranational organization
granted any funher powers, and in particular [he
authority actually to manaBe air raffic in the upper
airspace of Member States.
Ve feel that the organization of air traffic control on a
national basis is an imponant aspect of the sovereignty
of our Member States.
However, while we refuse to accept the policy
suggested in the motions for resolutions this in no way
means that we are against a new fare policy which
would give a wider public access to the modern means
of ranspon which the aeroplane represents.
No effon has been r
ments to abandon all
of rheir national transport es, or even to make
them give up the idea of hating a national airline at all.
Under these circ it can hardly be claimed
that rhe Commission um, in taking up
cudgels for deregulation, *as not directly inspired by
what is happening in
that they approve this planifrom one or two ministers
irica. And it is not denials
ifr  l t rcr
which will be enough to cfnvince us that the danger
here is merely illusJry. Vel for our part regard all t"he
sratemenrc and reassurancls as a product of workers'
opposition to the consensuls politics and the intended
sell-out which underlie these moves at European level.
There is no doubt that irl France this opposition is
considered as being more d[fficult to overcome than in
other countries, because (here is a powerful public
sector and an influential land energetic Communist
Party striving rc defend land develop State-owned
industries.
'!7e will not be fooled eithtr by the well-turned words
of warning which the rafponeurs have included in
their rcxts. In one case tflis amounted to making a
gradual liberalization of {he market appear all ihe
more appealing by paintirig a sombre picture of the
foreseeable outcome of all-out deregulation. Leaving
aside any conflicts there mpy be between the suppon-
ers of the fast meth'od an{ those who recommend a
gradual move towards de{egulation, we are still left
with the essential point on Jwhich we are in fundamen-
tal disagreement, [hat is tfle idea that deregulation is
moves towards deri
economic philosophy
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Even how, withour upsetting their financial situation,
some national companies could, by reducing their
margins, significantly cur their fares. And I shall not
go into what a large saving it would be for users if the
profis of the major oil companies were cur.
But our action goes much funher than just the prob-
lem of fares, which would in any case be far less of a
difficulry if the general situation creared by ausreriry
policies, unemployment and low wages did no[ do
much more than high fares ever could rc dissuade
ordinary people from taking the plane.
This question involves our whole conceprion of the
controlled economic. and social development of our
national potential. In view of rhis potential we cannot
but oppose any policy of European integration in the
Ve claim for France the right to adopt wirhout hin-
drance whatever policies of transport cooperation, on
a bilateral or multilateral basis, are suited to irs inter-
ests. All European plans, because they strip away basic
elements of our sovereignry, increase the damage done
by competition between different modes of transporr
an lead to funher over-investment and the abandon-
ment of whole regions as dictated by the desire for
profit. For all these reasons, we shall vote againsr the
two motions for resolucions.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Tove Nielsen to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democracic Group.
Mrs Tove Nielsen. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should
like to call attention to a few points of principle in
today's debate on resrrictions of compedtion in the air
lransPort sector.
My depanure point is of course the motion for a reso-
lution put forward by a member of my own pany, Mr
Kofoed, here in the European Parliamenr in 1978 in
which he drew atrention to a number of abuses which
dominate the air transporr sector. In panicular I wish
to underline Mr Kofoed's cenrral point concerning the
losses incurred when flying cenain roures, and which
are borne by users on EC roures. I will not conceal the
fact that for me there is no doubt that increased
competition between the different operarors would be
a distinct improvemenr on the presenr situarion. I
asked the Commission if it intended ro carry our a
survey of what proportion of rhe prices being paid on
internal EC flights goes ro cover losses on roures
outside the EEC. By asking rhis question, I am of
course calling on the Commission to undertake such a
survey so that we, the responsible Members of Parlia-
ment from the various Member Srates, will have a
more reliable basis on which rc take a decision about
how to deal with these monopoly-like companies in
the future.
It is quite amazing that we have an air transport indus-
try which despirc a great increase in efficiency and
improved use of resources, and despite a sharp rise in
the load factor has constantly kept the prices for its
services at an absurdly high level. Of course I do not
lay the entire responsibility for this regrermble situa-
tion on the airline companies. The politicians are
equally to blame since they have permitted airline
companies to adhere to a monopoly-like situation and
in so doing have helped rc uphold an industrial struc-
ture which is completely obsolete and which is only
now breaking down. I am convinced that with'greater
liberalization of the market the efficiently run opera-
tors in Europe would develop to become sound
economic companies able to serve users far better than
a[ present. I therefore think that their fear of grearer
freedom of competition is totally unfounded and is
probably only the result of lack of confidence in their
own capabilities.
As a Danish Member of the European Parliament I
cannot avoid touching on rhe very special situation
which applies in SAS. I should like ro ask the Commis-
sion in its future plans to look into SAS as an example
of a company which was established to provide a
better use of resources and as destiny had it, became a
link bemeen one EEC Member State, Denmark, and
two associated Srares, Sweden and Norway. That of
course does not mean rhat SAS should be regarded as
sacrosanct. SAS must be subject to the same sound
competition as the other companies. But ir is wonh
understanding SAS's special sructure.
The other subject I would like to touch on in rhis
context 
.is the question of chaner compa-nies. These
companies are in my opinion one of the few positive
aspects of air raffic roday. They sell air travel at
moderate prices for the ordinary consumer. Ve must
admit that 'the situation which prevails among the
normal airline companies has resulted in one of the
most hostile price levels of all from rhe consumer's
point. of view. I know that rhe individual airline
companies have numerous price offers but no
consumer has an eanhly chance of surveying and
therefore availing of them. The chaner companies
have been able to prove on black and white that it can
be profitable to fly on internal European roures ar
prices far below those applying ar presenr in the
normal airline, companies.
I do nor want to express an opinion here today on the
Danish chaner company Sterling Airways' charges
against SAS, but on this point, let me jusr say [o rhe
Commission that in my opinion there is no doubt thar
the big airline companies abuse their monopoly on
flights to cenain destinarions. I found it very wront
that an airline company which does nor itself wanr to
fly a route over which it has a monopoly can transfer
this right at will ro any opera[or it wishes, wirhout
consulring other authorities. The key to the whole
problem is of course thar rhe airline companies all wish
to maintain a ner of flight roures covering the whole
li I . F{lFir
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world. This wish, which must be considered irrational
and indeed can only be a question of prestige, means
thar individual consumers on those routes with a high
load factor must help pay for many of those distant
destinations with lower load factor. This course of
action bears out in my opinion the criticism often
levelled against monopolies. I believe that this situation
must change and I maintain that the Commission's
proposal does not go far enough and does not provide
for sufficiently rapid progress towards competition
between the airline companies. It is after all 
- 
and this
cannot be emphasized ofrcn enough 
- 
the consumers
who will be the victims during the many years of
continued srict regulation to which we must look
forward.
Let me add that I do not think the situation can be
changed overnight but I for one would have liked the
Commission to display considerably greater vision.
Thus while a sudden change is not possible, I defin-
itely think we must look for a sysrem of progressive
adaptation. It would be desirable if over a period of a
few years different companies could have the possibil-
iry of flying on any routes they wish within the
Community. It must be in everyone's interest that
those companies which can fly cheapest on a particular
route should be permitted to do so. If there is.
consumer interest in a route then it will be sure to
survive.
As is evident also from my quesrion to the Commis-
sion, I believe that individual routes should in principle
pay their way as regards costs and intake from ticket
sales. If a toverflment wishes to maintain flighrc rc a
specific destination when this is not economically justi-
fied, then it should be up ro rhe governmenr
concerned to make a contribution ro rhe individual
airline companies on'this specific route, and for exam-
ple by paying for a certain proponion of the sears.
This need not of course mean that the individual
airline companies are subsidized which would be a
distonion of competition, but responsibility for
conrolling this would be the task of the Commission.
I call on the Commission to play a far more imagina-
tive and active role in the struggle to introduce compe-
tition between the airline companies which will be to
the users' advantage. Ve musr remember once again
that the airlines exist ro serve rhe user and not rhe
reverse,
Mr President, in conclusion let me say that we in the
Liberal Group do not see any great difference between
the two reports which are now up for discussion
together. However, since there are slight differences it
would perhaps be best if we vorcd separately on each.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Nyborg to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Nyborg. 
- 
(DK) , Mr President, on the subject
of the Schwartzenberg report let me say that we
welcome the fact that today we have an opponunity to
discuss restrictions of competition and developments
in the air transport sector, such a discussion being long
overdue. Nevertheless, we greatly regret that it has
taken so long to come this far inasmuch as the basis
for the Schwartzenberg report was in fact a motion for
a resolution tabled in 1978.There is and has been for a
long time an urgen[ need for a ransport policy in the
EEC. The Commission and, in particular, the Council
have not lived up to their obligations in this sphere.
Today there are two reports up for discussion 
- 
one
of them more than six months old 
- 
and it is obvious
that there are significant differences between them. In
view of the fact that the same discussions took place in
two committees, it is not surprising that there are such
differences. However, since this is so the House must
try to reconcile the two resolutions which we will be
discussing and will presumably also adopt. The
conclusion from all this must be that we must organize
our work better in future and must not request two
different committees to make a report on the same
subject, since that can only give the public a confused
picture of what the European Parliament's views actu-
ally are.'We welcome the fact that the Commission
submitted a memorandum on developments in the air
transport sector in the EEC, since the transport sector
is of vital importance for the future development of
the Community.
Paragraphs 5 and I I of rhe Schwanzenberg report
should be singled out for special mention. The private
operators have been the prime movers in bringing
about lower fares for the benefit of consumers, while
at rhe same time these operators have tried to take the
lead as regards offering a wider choice to individual
users.
To remedy the unfair conditions of competition under
which the independent operators are working espe-
cially where chaner flights are concerned, we should
urgently request the Commission to submit a proposal
ro rhe Council along the lines of paragraph I I of the
Schwartzenberg report.
The situation which pr'evails in the air transpon sector
is in open contravention of the spirit of the EEC
Treaty, and if the Commission cannot ensure a fair
poliry in this sphere, and if it fails to bring open abuse
' by the Member States before the Court, the operators
concerned should themselves bring an action. Inde-
pendent operators which find the existing chaner rules
restrictive can bring an action before the Coun. May I
ask why Srcrling Airways has not brought the Danish
Government before a Danish coun for not fulfilling its
obligadons under Article 88 of the EEC Treaty, which
are namely 
- 
as long as there are no Community
provisions 
- 
to ensure compliance with the rules of
competition within the Community? In this specific
case, the private operators should bring charges
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against their national governmenr in. their narional
courts, which must then request the European Coun
for an enforceable judgment.
I am fully aware thar, on this quesrion, rhe Commis-
sion is in a difficult situarion, inasmuch as ir adversar-
ies are nor only the big airline companies bur also the
governments of the Member States. This is rhe reason
the Commission is treading warily. This it must of
course do, but rhere is a difference between that and
their still not having taken an official stand on Srerling
Airways charge which has now been under considera-
tion for years. I do not think that in rhis marter the
Commission has fulfilled ir obligations as rhe guar-
dian of the Treaty.
\7hen fixing rules for air transpon in rhe EEC we
must strive energetically to remove rcchnical and
administrative barriers in the air rransport. sector so
that distonions of competition and unnecessary
bureaucracy can be avoided. The objecdve of an air
transport policy should be ro offer users rhe best possi-
ble service while ar rhe same time strengthening the
individual operators' competitive position and provid-
ing the same opportunities for all companies.
Finally, lir me say that I find it extraordinary that we
are speaking today with the Member of the Commis-
sion responsible for transport and only with him. Mr
Vouel, the Member of the Commission responsible for
comperition policy is missing, although competition
policy is jusr as imponant an aspecr of this issue as
transport policy.
Prcsident. 
- 
The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.
The House will rise.
(The sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)
IN THE CHAIR: MT de FERRANTI
Vice-President
10. Agenda
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr President, I refer to the last item
on today's agenda, that is to say the Newton Dunn
report on exposure to lead. I have consulted members
of my committee on this, Mr President. I have
consulted the coordinators of some of rhe political
groups and members of rhe Bureau and indeed rhe
rapporteur. The discussion on rhis report sraned on
Tuesday. Ir was supposed ro continue'tonight and be
voted on [omorrow morning. I would'suggest first of
all that this is very unsatisfacrory. Nobody now knows
what they are voring abour.
The second thing is that the reporr says that this is a
unanimous reporr., bur there are in fact 36 amend-
ments to it from members of my committee. I would
submit, rherfore, that in rhe circumstances it would be
better if I were to ask for rhis repon to be referred
back to commitree and thereby taken off the agenda.
President. 
- 
Mr Collins, your requesr is cenainly in
accordance with Rule 26 (2). The reporr is therefoie
referred back to committee.
ll. Votes
President. 
- 
The nexr ir.em is rhe vore on rhe
motions for resolutions on which the debate has
closed.
'\Ufle shall firsr consider the morion for a resolurion
contained in the O'Connell report (Doc. 1-450/80):
Consamer action programme.
(Parliament adopted tbe first seoen indents of tbe pream-
blr)
On the 8th indent of rhe preamble I have Amendment
No 23, tabled by Miss Hooper and others, on behalf
of the European Democraric Group, seeking ro amend
the indent to read as follows:
recognizing the need to examine in detail the reasons
behind the failure of the Council of Ministers (rest
unchanged).
Vhat is the rapponeur's opinion?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
I feel Amendment
No 23. is unnecessary and would leave the original as
ls.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 23, the eight and
ninth indents of the preamble and paragraphs I and 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3 I have Amendment
No 7, by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam seeking to amend para-
graph 3 to read as follows:
3. Considers that the Commission might encourage
codes of conduct in limited areas on an experimental
basis: these must take accounr of the interest of consu-
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mers and rhe Commission should also promote
consultation between the consumers . . . (remainder
unchanged).
And Amendment No 25, by Mr Albers and Mrs
Schleicher, on behalf of rhe Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group) seeking
to replace the paragraph with a neu/ [ext to read as
follows:
3. Considers that the Commission must encourate
indusrial codes of conduct which take account of the
interests of consumers and that it should also promote
consultadon between the consumers, industry and
traders with a view to the conclusion of agreements.
Legisktioe prooisions are necessary only uhen ooluntary
agreements do not suffice or do not utork.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The committee is
opposed to Amendment No 7. I personally would be
in favour of it. I would be against Amendment No 25.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7 and adopted
Amendment No 25)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4 I have Amendment
No 8 by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam seeking to replace the
paragraph with a new text:
4. Considers that it is imponant to increase the funds
allocated to the environment and consumer protection
service of the Commission for the Community's
consumer policy to be really effecqive, and recom-
mends the setting up of a Directorate-General for the
Environment and Consumer Protection together with
exra staff in accordance with the guidelines set out in
Annex I.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The committee would
be against this, Sir but I personally would be very
much in favour of ir.
(Loud laaghter)
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 8 and adopted
pardgrLPhs4and5a)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5 (b) I have Amendment
No 9 by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam seeking to amend the
subparagraph as follows:
(b) regular meetings of ministers responsible for
consumer affairs should bp held and the Commis-
sioner responsible . . . (remainder unchanged).
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The majority opinion
was against this, but I personally would be in favour.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 9 and adopted
paragrapb 5 (b))
President. 
- 
On paragraph 6, I have Amendment
No 10 by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam seeking to replace the
paragraph with a new text:
6. Considers that the Community should continue its
financial aid to European consumer associations so as
io enable them to have the necessary information and
::t;Jr;:r* 
influence the framing of a policy for
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Gonnell, rapporteur. 
- 
Yes, in favour.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 10 and adopted
paragraph o)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 11, by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to amend the
paragraph as follows:
7. Believes that in making proposals to harmonize
national consumer protection legislation the Commis-
sion should seek to promote high standards which
take account of progress and innovation in this field,
but should also be sensitive to existing nadonal prac-
tices and preferences, and seek to legislate by'mini-
mum' dircctives which allow Member States to goI funher in consumer protection.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapportear. 
- 
It is a minor change but
acceptable.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 11 and adopted
paragrapb 7)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 3, by Mr Combe, on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group, seeking to insen the following
new paragraph:
7 a. Considers, moreover, that the Commission can
achieve concrete results only by respecdng national
customs and habits.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
I would be opposed to
ir.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock on a point of order.
I 11;l'
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Mr Sherlock. 
- 
I think, Mr President, rhat our
rapporteur, though he started off very well, has
slipped into confusing what is the committee's opinion
and his own. He began by making a clear distinction
between the rwo, and believe me, rhere is a clear
distinction.
(Laughter)
President. 
- 
Your point is noted.
On paragraph 8, I have Amendment No 12, tabled by
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to delete this paragraph.
'\Uflhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell. 
- 
No comment.
(Loud laaghter)
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 12 and adopted
plragraphs 8 and 9 in succession)
President. 
- 
After paragraph9, I have Amend-
ment No 4, tabled by Mr Combe on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, seeking to insen the
following new paragraph :
9 a. Requests that effons should be stepped up to achieve
better dialogue and consultation between representa-
tives of consumers, producers and traders.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
I think the committee
would be in favour of this.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (a), I have three
amondments:
- 
Amendment No 13, by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seek-
ing to replace subparagraph (a) with the following
text:
- 
introduce Community measures, rncluding uniform
control of advenising of alcohol, tobacco and addic-
tive drugs in general and also introduce Community
measures aimed at reducing:
( I ) the consumption of robacco
(2) problems caused by the excessive consumption of
alcohol
(3) the misuse of addictive drugs;
- 
Amendment No 26, tabled by Mr Alber and Mrs
Schleicher on behalf of the European People's
Party (Christian-Democratic Group) and seeking
to amend this subparagraph as follows:
(a) Introduce Community measures aimed at
- 
reducing the misuse of tobacco,
- 
preventing the misuse of alcohol,
- 
curbing the misuse of pharmaceuticals,
- 
and counteracring the dangers of drug addiction;
- 
Amendment No 24lrev. II, nbled by Mr Provan
and others on behalf of the European Democratic
Group and seeking to replace this paragraph with
the following text:
Calls on the Commission, in line with its emphasis on the
promotion and not merely the prorection of consumer
interests, to:
(a) introduce Community measures aimed at reducing:
(i) the consumption of tobacco,
(ii) problems caused by the excessive consumprion of
alcohol
(iii) the misuse of addictive drugs;
(remainder unchanged).
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I am nor sure rhe
amendments by Mr Provan and by Mrs Krouwel-
VIam are in fact mutually exclusive, and I would ask
you to look at that again, please.
President. 
- 
I propose that, to make the vote as clear
as posssible, we take a separate vote on the pans of
these texr which precede subparagraph (a) and then
on subparagraph (a) itself.
Vhat is the rapporteur's opinion?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The commirtee would
be opposed to all these amendmenc. You should firsr
vote on Amendment No l3 as ir depans funhesr from
the originaf rcxt.
President. 
- 
That concerns the second part. \fe are
still on the first part before paragraph A.
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, as I understand ir rhere
is a slight confusion in that the amendment tabled by
Mr Provan uses exactly the iame words as the original
report for the first pan of the paragraph. Since you are
asking us to vote on rhat, all we are doing is voring, in
fact, on the text of the repon as it stands, which was
.T i 1I,
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Lady Elles
presumably agreed in committee. Vhere the difference
comes is when we get to subparagraph (a), and then
the differences are clear. So could it please be made
quite clear that the first pan of Mr Provan's amend-
ment is precisely the same as the wording in the [ex[ to
which there is no other amendment?
President. 
- 
Nonetheless we have to vote on it. Ve
must take ir in order. It is difficult to say which departs
funhest from the text, but I suggest we abide by my
original decision, which is ro vote first of all on the
first pan of Amendment No 24.
I call Mr Provan.
Mr Provan. 
- 
Mr President, I think the confusion
arose because you did say it was Amendment No 24
that we were voting on, whereas in fact, as Lady Elles
has pointed out, the first pan of Amendment No 24 is
in fact the actual text of the repon itself. I think if we
could clarify that, we would then make some progress.
President. 
- 
\7ell, it is nice to have that clarifiedl
I call Mr O'Connell.
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
Mr Prbsident, I would
have thought that Amendment No l3 introduces a
whole new concept, as you will see, and because of
rhar should be taken firsr.
President. 
- 
You are entiiled as rapponeur to give
your opinion, but we must proceed with the voting.
(Parliament adopted the first part of Amendment No 24/
reo. II. It tben rejected Amendment No 13 and adopted
Amendment 26 thereby making the second Part of
Amendment No 24/reo. II ztoid.)
On paragraph l0 (b) I have rwo amendments: No 27
by Mr Alber and Mrs Schleicher on behalf of the
European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic
Group) seeking to delete the subparagraph, and
Amendment No 2 by Mrs Scrivener on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, seeking to amend the
subparagraph to read as follows:
(b) ensure more effectioely proper representation of consu-
mers on official standards organizations at a national
and European level.
Vhat is the rapporteur's opinion?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against Amend-
ment No 27 , and in favour of Amendment No 2.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 27, thus mahing
Amendment No 2 ooid.)
President. 
- 
'On paragraph 1o (c) I have Amendment
No 14 by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam seeking to amend the
paragraph as'follows:
l0 c. calls on the Commission to transmit urgently to the
Council the draft directive to harmanize laws on
advenising medicinal producm.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
Yes, it is a little more
precise.
(Parliamend rejected Amendment No. 14 and adopted
paragraph 10 c.)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 10 (c) I have Amend-
ment No 5, tabled by Mme Fuillet, seeking to inserr a
new paragraph:
(a) Introduce Community measures aimed at
- 
reducing the misuse of tolacco,
- 
preventing the misuse of alcohol,
- 
curbing the misuse of pharmaceuticals,
- 
and counteracting rhe dangers of drug addiction.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The commitree did not
discuss this. I accept it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 6 and adopted
paragrapbs 10 (d) and 10 (e).)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (0 I have Amendment
No 15, tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking rc add
the following texr at rhe end of subparagraph (fl:
the Commission should mainain its initiative to set up an
internal working pany on prices with the suppon of the
European Parliament, and inform the European Parlia-
ment regularly on its activities.
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
No comment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15 and adopted
paragraph 10 A.)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (g) I have Amend-
ment No 15, tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to
add the following phrase after the word 'frequently' in
subparagraph (g):
at European, national and regional level... and amend
the word 'details' to resulrs.
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President
'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 16 and subpara-
graph t0 (g) as amended.)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (h) I have Amend-
menr No 28, tabled by Mr Alber and Mrs Schleicher,
on behalf of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group), seeking to delete this sub-para-
graph.
'!(hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The committee is
against this.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 28 and sabpara-
grapb ro (i).1
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (j), I have Amend-
ment No 17, tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam* seeking to
amend the sub-paragraph to include the following
phrase:
especially in relation to tourism.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Conncll, rapporteur. 
- 
The Committee is
opposed to the amendment.
(In successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendment
No l7 and adopted sub-paragrapbs 10 (g) and I0 (h).)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (l), I have Amend-
ment No l8/rev., by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to
replace this paragraph with the following text:
l0 (l) The Commission should continue and inrcnsify its
policy on wasre manag€meht, encourage the recy-
cling of materials and measures ro promote the
durability of products and simpler packaging.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connello rapporteur. 
- 
The committee would
be in favour of rhis.
(Parlizment dopted Amendment No I B/reo.)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (m), I have Amend-
ment No 19, by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking rc add
the following phrase:
especially by consultarion of consumers on EEC measures
on prices and energy saving and by ... (remainder
unchanged).
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am against it.
(ln successioe ootes Parliament rejected Amendment
No 19 and adopted sub-paragraphs t0 (n) and tO (n).)
President. 
- 
I now have Amendment No 29, tabled
by Mr Alber and Mrs Schleicher, on behalf of the
European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic
Group), seeking to add the following new sub-para-
graph:
(n, a) in order rc eliminate the distonions caused by the
varying tax burdens on consumers, the Commis-
sion should at last press ahead with fiscal harmoni-
zation, necessary also for other reasons, and at the
same time take measures ro ensure that this does
not lead to an increase in rhe per capita tax burden
on the consumer.
\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
No commenr on rhis
amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 29.)
President. 
- 
On paragraph l0 (o), I have Amend-
ment No 20, tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to
add the following phrase:
the Commission should pur forward measures to allow for
collective legal action by consumer organizationb.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The committee would
be opposed to this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 20 and adopted
sub-paragraph 10 (o).)
President. 
- 
On sub-paragraph (p), I have Amend-
menr No l, tabled by Mr Combe, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democraric Group, seeking to delere this
sub-paragraph.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?+ Amendment No 5, by Mrc Scrivcner, was withdrawn.
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Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The commitrce would
be against that.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No I and adopted
sub-paragraphs 10 (p), 10 (g) and 10 (r).)
President. 
- 
On sub-paragraph l0 (s), I have Amend-
ment No 21, tabled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to
add after the words 'on consumer education' the
following words:
programme defined by the public authorities.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapportear. 
- 
No comment on this
amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 21 and adopted
iub-paragraph 10 (s), followed by sab-paragraphs 10 (t)
and 10 (o).)
President. 
- 
After sub-paragraph (v), I have Amend-
ment No 22, abled by Mrs Krouwel-Vlam, seeking to
add the following new sub-paragraph:
l0 w. Consumer interests should be properly represented
in all areas where Community measures affect
them and this means, in particular, strengthening
the role of the Consumer Consultative Committee(ccc).
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr O'Connell, rapporteur. 
- 
The committee would
be opposed to this.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 22 and then
adopted paragrdph 10, thus amended, and paragraphs 11
and tz.1
President. 
- 
Explanations of vote may now be given.
I call Mrs Krouwel-Vlam.
Mrs Krouwel-Vlam. 
- 
(NL) On behalf of my group,
let me stress once again how much we welcomed the
second consumers' protramme from the Commission'
Some excellent objectives are outlined with regard m
the consumer, but the resolution concerning the
implementation of these objectives stands in the way
of 
'any 
development of a vigorous consumer poliry.
The vinl measures which are needed to counter
inequality between consumers and producers have
Ueen tefi out. This Parliament has once again this
afternoon shown that it sides with the producers
rather than the consumers. Since this resolution simply
disregards the interests of the consumer, my group will
be voting against it.
(Appkuse fron tbe brt)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Squarcialupi.
Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the European
.onrrr., was iupposed to play a leading role in the
economic life of the Community after the direct elec-
rions. Instead, he has been pushed into the wings. Our
group will vote against the motion because it does not
iespond to the needs of the European consumer but
leaves plenty of leeway for the demands of the manu-
factureis and the large distributors and of those who
hold the reins of economic Power, and whose interests
always clash with those of the consumer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Maher on a point of order'
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I wonder if some know-
ledgeable person in this House would give us a clear
definition of what is a consumer.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sherlock rc speak on behalf of
the European Democratic GrouP.
Mr Sherlock. 
- 
Mr President, my BrouP will, of
course, be voting for the complete directive as
amended. I speak as the principal architect of the
many amendments tha[ went through at committee
rt"gi. I am very sorry that some seem to take the view
thai no* the political balance of Europe has shifted
since the genesis of this directive within the Commis-
sion that iife will go on unchanged. I will take this
opportunity of assuring them that on every-possible
opponunity it will not go on unchanged' There has
biin a change of directive which is a change of atti-
tude. Fondly, foolishly to imagine that because there is
such a change of attitude, those of us who are on the
right side of this hemicycle are against the consumer is
a particular postulative lunacy which I- cannot
.rb.".., nor will my colleagues on this side of the
House do so.
'$7e are curiously enough, ill-shaped as we may be,
consumers also. Ve shall protect the consumer inter-
est, but we shall protect it, not by treating every
consumer as if he were an incapable unfortunate,
unable to make any son of decision for himself. This is
the true shift that has occurred, not only in my coun-
try, but in Europe as a whole.
(Applause from the ight)
'i, i" --' I ril I
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Alber to speak on behalf of
the_ Group of the European people,s pany
(CD Group).
Mr Alber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, the aim of rhe
second consumer acrion programme is to enlist the
consumer as a genuine partner. In my opinion, the
report as amended fully sarisfies this requiremenr. Ve
want consumers to be mature and informed, not
treated as rhough they were children. The interests of
the consumer are fully protected. It is another marrer
,that the Socialisrs could not push through their ideas.
It is just as well rhat the voring wenr as ir did.
(lpplouse from the Group of the European People\
Party)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Veber.
Mrs lWeber. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I really must speak
out againsr Mr Alber's charge concerning the ideas of
the Socialists. The House rejected just now a similarly
importanr amendment *hic[ ran 
- 
and I think it is
perhaps pertinent to read it our again 
-
present a proposal for a directive introducing stringent
regulations on advenizing which exploits children for
purely commercial purposes.
I do nor rhink the question here is that we are trying
.9.Ier.r people like children or rhar we are trying tolimit the freedom of decision of partners *io-r..
equal, bur rather rhar we are trying to prorecr children
from advenizing which exploiti thim. if you ask me, it
is an absolute disgrace rhat the House rejected this
amendment.
(Applaasefrom the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Ghergo.
Mr Ghergo. 
- 
(I) Mr President, what we are
concerned abour are the real interesr of the consumer
and not all this tub-thumping which does not help
anyone or anyrhing. As for the regulations which wL
approved in the repon, we have rried ro make rhem
practical and above all applicable. !7e do nor wanr [o
creare a lot of bureaucraric red tape which would be
costly, serve no purpose and rhe cost of which would
in the end be borne by rhe consumer we are trying to
protect.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Combe ro speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Combe. 
- 
(F) Mr President,'our group will vorefor the reporr as ir stands. \7e feel ihat 'there was
indeed a need to keep rhe consumer better informed
but that there was also a need for genuine consultation
- 
and rhe amendment which provides for this has
been adopted 
- 
between, consumers, producers and
raders. \7e believe that when everyone is better
informed, there will be fewer difficulties and the
consumer will be able to make a reasoned choice.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins, chairman of the Committee on the Enoiron-
menl Public Heahb and Consumer protection. 
-Mr President, I asked for the floor because I think that
the House deserves to understand the pattern of my
own vore in the final vore on the motion for a resolu-
tion. At this time of poverty and unemploymenr in rhe
Community, it is important that the interests of the
consumer, however we may define him 
- 
whether we
define him as somebody who goes to autumn festivals
in Strasbourg or as somebody rhat buys beans in a
supermarket in Glasgow 
- 
need to be srengthened,
and I believe that the balance of power in rhe Commu-
nity institutions at the momenr is moving back towards
the views of what I think are commonly called in this
Parliament, however incorrectly, the producers.
Strength and commirmenr from the parliamenr are
therefore needed in this motion for a resolution. I'am
not convinced that rhey have in fact been achieved, butI believe that my r6le as chairman demands that I
should nor vore alainst rhis motion, because I have to
recognize-that almost any commirmenr in rhe preseni
balance of power is better than none at all.
Therefore I shall abstain:
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the oon rYogau
Report (Doc. 1-339/80): Attainment of castoms union.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I to
z(a))
O_n 
_paragraph 7 (b) I have three amendments byMr Beumer:
Amendment No I seeking to add a new indent:
- 
ro submit proposals to harmonize VAT and excise
tariffs to finally remove all levy and refund problems
in connection with inrcrnal frontiers.
t ' " ' ^:t,f'
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Amendment No 2 seeking to amend the first indent of
paragraph 7 (b) to read as follws:
. . . is not calculated or collected to the same extent at the
time of imponation . . . (rest unchanged)
Amendment No 3 seeking to amend the sixth indent
of paragraph 7 (b) to read as follows:
- 
to make more use of existing provisions . . . (rest
unchanged).
I would point. out that in some languages the wording
of Amendment No I is imprecise.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr von Vog4u, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) I propose that the
three amendments by Mr Beumer be adopted as they
stand.
(tVith successioe ootes Parliament adopted Atnendments
No 2, No 1 and No 3, subparagraph z (b) thus amended,
subparagrapbs 7 (c) to fi and paragraphs I to 10)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Rogers.
Mr Rogers. 
- 
Mr President, I, and other Members,
have noticed that the microphone amplification is not
very good. I wonder if the technicians can adjust them
or whether it is simply that Members are not speaking
into their microphones properly.
President. 
- 
There has been trouble wish the micro-
phones this afternoon. It is being investigated and I
would ask Members therefore to speak as precisely
and clearly as they can.
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.
The resolution is adopted.
Ve shall now consider the tton rVogau inteim report
(Doc. 1-440/80): Technical and administratioe obstacles
to trade.*
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
I have 
^ Breat admiration 
for
Mr von 'S7ogau and yourself as chairman of the
subcommittee on technical barriers to Eade, for the
tireless and punctilious work you are doing in this
whole field of technical barriers. And I fully supPort
the motion, so far as it goes, but I think the restrained
approach 
- 
the perhaps realistic approach 
- 
in call-
ing only for what we are led to believe is practical,
conceals a certain impatience and frustration on
Mr von \flogau's pan and certainly on my part. I
perhaps am ln a position to speak more openly. \7hile
*e 
".L straining 
at the gnat, the camel is being swal-
lowed every minute of every day at every border post
it the European Community. And that 
.was the
purpose of the amendment I have just withdrawn: to
try and get a final date when there will be no more
border conrols in Europe. They will be removed and,
if we have not soned out our problems by then, they
will simply lapse. That is the thrust of what I wish rc
pursue in the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs in the coming months.
President. 
- 
I call Mr von Vogau.
Mr von Vogau 
- 
(D) Mr President, I should like to
take this opportunity of saying that I am very pleased
by what Mr Purvis said. The fact is that the committee
has come to the conclusion that with regard to this
problem of the rcchnical barriers to trade the situation
is that there are constantly new technical barriers
emerging while others are disappearing. Ve realize
that if wl are going to achieve anything, other meth-
ods will have to be used. Vhat we call for in this
report is that once a year we discuss the esablishment
of the Common Market as a whole, and not simply
various sectors in it. You may rest assured that our
committee, in the time between rePorts, will be exen-
ing pressure for the steady removal of these barriers
wfiich still exist at our frontiers and which give our
citizens no idea that they are living in a Community. I
think the adoption of this repon would be a step in the
right direction.
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
ludon as a whole.
The resolution is adopted.
President. 
- 
\fle shall now consider the Muntingh
report (Doc. t-451/80): Vl'hale products.
(Parliament adopted the first eleoen indenu of tbe
preamble)
On the 12th indent, I have Amendment No 7/corr.,
tabled by Mr Lynge and others, seeking to delete this
indent.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?+ Amendmenr No 1, by Mr Purvis, is withdrawn.
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Mr Muntingh, rdpportear. 
- 
I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7/corr. and adopted
indents 12, 13, 14 and 15 andparagraph I)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 2 I have Amendment No
8/corr., by Mr Lynge and others, seeking to delete the
paragraph.
Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Muntingh, rdpporteilr. 
- 
Against.
(Parliament rejected Amendmett No 8/con. and adopted
paragrapb 2)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 3 I have Amendmenr No
9/corr. by Mr Lynge and others, seeking to delete this
paragraph.
\(hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rdpporteur. 
- 
Against, Mr President.
(Parliament rejecied Amendment No 9/con. and adopted
paragrapb 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 4 I have amendment No
l-Olcorr., by Mr Lynge and orhers, seeking to delete
this paragraph.
'\flhat is the rapponeur's posirion?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against it, Mr
President.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No ll/con. and
adopted paragrapb l)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5 I have Amendment No
ll/corr., by Mr Lynge and orhers, seeking to delete
the paragraph.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejeaed Amendment No l l and adopted
paragraphs 5, 6 dnd 7)
President. 
- 
Amendmenr No 5 by Mrs Van den
Heuvel seeks to add a new paragraph after paragraph
7 as follows:
7 a. requests the Council, Commission and Member
Srates, during rhe discussions in the sccond basket on
cooperadon in the economic, scientific, technologi-
cal and environmental spheres at the follow-up
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europi
to be held in Madrid in November 1980, to bring up
rhe marrer of commercial whaling and to press fbr a
positive srarcmen! by the Conference concerning a
ten-year moratorium on commercial whaling.
\Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rdpportenr. 
- 
I am in favour of this
amendmenr, Mr President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No ))
President. 
- 
On paragraph 8, I have two amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No l2lcorr., by Mr Lynge and orhers,
seeking to delete this paragraph,
- 
Amendment No I by Mr Coppieters, seeking to
amend this paragraph to read as follows:
8. Requests the Commission, in the context of the
Community's relations with Japan, the USSR azl a//
other counties still engaging in atbaling to bring pres-
sure to bear on these countries to impose a morato-
rium on whaling.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am againsr Amend-
ment No 12 and in favour of Amendment No 1.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1,2, corr., and
adopted Amendment No I and paragraph 9)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 10, I have Amendment
No, l6lcorr., tabled by Mr Lynge and others, seeking
to delete the words: 'Commission, Council and'.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No lG, corr., and
adopted paragraph I o)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1 l, I have Amendment
fo 13, corr., by Mr Lynge and others, seeking to
delete this paragraph.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
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Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against, Mr Presi-
dent.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 13/corr. and
adopted successioely paragraph 11 and paragraphs 12 to
14)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 14 I have Amendment
No 2, by Mr Coppieters, seeking to add a new para-
graph rc read as follows:
l4 d.equests the Commission to study the possibilities of
promoting cultivation of the jojoba plant, which prov-
ides a viable alrcrnative lubricating oil to whale oil, as
a commercial crop in counries with an arid climate, in
panicular, countries associated with the Community
under the Lom6 Convention.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour, Mr
President.
(Parliament adopted Anendment No 2 and paragraphs
1 5 dnd 16)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 17, I have two amend-
menls:
- 
Amendment No 3, by Mr Coppieters, seeking to
replace the paragraph with a new text to read as
follows:
17. Takes the view rhat, in the currenr negotiations on the
accession of Spain and Ponugal to the Community,
the Commission should draw rhe atrenrion of these
countries b the need to take without deky measures
parallel to tbose enoisaged by the Community, and
tahing ffict at the same time, rather than uaitingfor the
dat e of fo rma I acce s s i o n ;
- 
Amendment No 17, corr., by Mr Lynge and others,
seeking to amend the paragraph by deleting the
words:
on the basis of the measures taken by the Community.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of
Amendment No 3 and against Amendment No 17.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3 thereby making
Amendment No 17/con. aoid)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 17 I have Amendment
No 4, by Mr Coppieters, seeking to add a new para-
graph to read as follows:
17 Sequests the parliamentary delegations for relations
with Spain and with Portugal to draw the attention of
their colleagues from those countries to the'need to
take measures to protect cetaceans, in parallel with the
Community and before formal accession.
\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour, Mr
President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 18 I have Amendment.
No 14 corr., by Mr Lynge and others, seeking to
delete this paragraph.
'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am against, Mr Presi-
dent. (By a sitting and standing oote Parliament rejected
Amendment No 14/corr. it tben adopted paragraph 18)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 18 I have Amendment
No 5, by Mrs Van den Heuvel, seeking to add a new
paragraph to read as follows:
l8a. Requests the Commission to make representations ro
the Spanish authorities to persuade them to return to
its owner the vessel 'Rainbow Varrior' of the inter-
national environmentaI organization, Greenpeace,
which is currently under arrest in Spain.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rapporteur. 
- 
I am in favour, Mr
President.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 6)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 19, I have Amendment
No 15 corr., by Mr Lynge and others, seeking to
delete this paragraph.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Muntingh, rdpporteur. 
- 
(NL) Mr President,
there is one small thing I have to comment on. Mr
Lynge said this morning that he wanted to see this
amendment interpreted in such a way that there can
indeed be a ban on the impon of whale produc6, but
thar he would appreciate it if there were a special
measure for the Greenlanders. I have no objection to
this in ircelf. The point is that we Bet a total ban on
imports. There can be a separ4te measure for the
Greenlanders at a later date. I am against the amend-
menl as it stands.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 15 and adopted
paragraph 19)
I'
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President. 
-. 
Anyone who now wishes to give an
explanation of vote may do so.
I call Mr Skovmand.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, I should like
to say that we shall be voting against this motion. Ve
feel that with these laudable and first-rate effons to
save the whales we are thinking too litde about the
small communities which depend on hunting and fish-
ing. Ve shall therefore be voting against.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Muntingh.
Mr Muntingh. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, when I look
round this Chamber, I see a great emptiness, just like
the oceans where whales are concerned. I want to say
that on this occasion 
- 
and this is unusual in my case
- 
I am delighted to be about to vote in favour of this
motion together with the Evangelical People's Pany
- 
I mean the European People's P".ty 
- 
and the
European Democrats.
(Applausefrom oarious qadrters on the ight and centre)
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole.
The resolution is adoprcd.
(Applause)
12. Air transport (continuation)
President. 
- 
The next item is the continuation of thejoint debate on the reports by Mr Schwanzenberg
(Doc. 1-724/79) and Mr Hoffmann (Doc. l-469/80)
on air transport.
I call Mr Romualdi, non-attached.
Mr Romualdi. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the non-attached
Italian Members cannot but endorse the repon by the
Committee on Transpon which has just bee n
explained by Mr Hoffmann, and the memorandum
which relarcs rc it, which shows conscientious concern
- 
and this is perhaps the difference between it and
Mr Schwartzenberg's report 
- 
that the present state
of air transpon in Europe should not be indiscrimi-
nately disrupted at a time when, because of the crisis
which exists for various reasons in many sectors, alter-
ations which are too radical in nature and difficult to
apply, as chese would be, might well lead to a really
and truly chaotic situation.
There is no doubt that fares are inordinately high
when compared with other pans of the world, and
that a system of competition might well lead to
far-reaching policy reviews and so grear advantages.
However, on the other hand, it is impossible not to
take account. 
- 
if we may quore as an example the
case of the Unircd States of America 
- 
of rhe
economic difficulties which almost all the American
airline companies are now experiencing, precisely as a
result of a far too free a system of competition on
fares. In this respect, one cannot help but point out
that any deterioration in the economic situation of the
European airline companies at a difficult time like this
might have new, weightier and riskier social repercus-
sions and lead to new disturbances of all kinds, both in
business and in everyday life, which in our opinion it
might well be possible to avoid.
Ve would be in favour of maintaining a large variety
of different fares, since experr claim that these are to
the consumer's advantage 
- 
because they make it
possible to grant reductions to match the pocker of
the whole range of consumers. On the other hand, we
have doubts about the usefulness of rapidly setting up
rhe joint commi[tee as proposed in paragraph 3l of rhe
motion for a resolution, both because there already is
one 
- 
the Economic and Social Committee, in which
the various categories of workers, managers and busi-
ness owners have proportional representation 
- 
and
because this would be, just as it is intended to be in
cenain countries, not a new, useful and productive
meeting point, but a new point of conflict which
would have dangerous consequences for social
harmony.
Lastly, on the subject of paragraph 37 of the Hoff-
mann motion for a resolution, it is only natural that
we should prefer products produced by European
industry. But only on condition 
- 
as was the case, for
example, for the Caravelle and the Airbus 
- 
rhar they
are competitive in all senses of the word and that they
offer all possible guarantees of viabiliry and safery
which are necessary in this very sensitive sector.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Josselin.
Mr Josselin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the report from the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs which is before us today on restric-
tions of comperirion in rhe air rranspon secror does
not appear acceptable to me in its present form. The
desire it reflects to achieve ouright deregulation in
Europe cannot be shared by a Parliament which claims
to want to defend the rights of workers, prorecr rhe
consumer and funher regional development.
Ladies and gendemen, deregulation, if unchecked,
would in fact endanger all those things. I was pleased,
in this respec!, to nore that the repon submitted by Mr
Hoffmann on behalf of the Committee on Transpon
l 
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together, to a somewhat lesser degree, with the
remarks which Mr Schwartzenberg made in his
speech, perceptively drew this House's attention to the
dangers of deregulation. As a Socialist, I am unable to
accept the idea that all-out competition should be
allowed to interfere with the working conditions of
airline smff, which are aheady difficult enough. There
is a,real danger of a funher cut in manpower and an
increase in working hours. I am also unable to accept
the idea of any cut-back in the measures which are
essential for the safety and protection of travellers and
staff.
As a member for Brittany, which is one of the outlying
regions of the Community, I have other reasons to
fear this deregulation. If profitability is to be the only
criterion, then airlines will of necessity only provide
flights on routes which can guarantee high load
factors for medium or wide-bodied aircraft. I would
be extremely surprised if Sir Freddy Laker were to
show an interest in providing flights m my region. \7e
have already seen in France how air ranspon is grad-
ually being denationalized and the very notion of
public service is being eroded away. In the name of
profitability and making fares reflect true costs, Air
Inter has come not only to apply higher fares on
routes which carry fewer passengers but even to give
up some of them. Private companies, when asked by
local authorities to take over these routes, are reticent
and often demand subsidies from the regional or local
authorities, apd in the long run they always fix higher
fares than the national airlines. At a time when we
ought to be favouring inter-regional,airlinks, so that
the inhabitants of Brittany, for example, would no
longer have to go via Paris in order to get to Dublin,
should we be encouraging, or even considering,
renewed centralization of air transpon networks in the
capitals of Member States alone? Should we allow
outlying regions, which are already faced with huge
problems, once more to be victimized in this way?
tadies and gentlemen, public opinion in many regions
- 
and not only airline users 
- 
would find it hard to
understand how our Parliament could accept a policy
of this sort, with ir inevitable outcome, when in a few
weeks time during the budget debate voices will be
raised on all sides of this House demanding a more
ambitious regional policy in the name of European
solidarity. Regional policy must not be seen as a balm
to heal rhe wounds inflicted by other policies. On the
conrrary, all our policies, including transport policy,
should help rc re-establish the balance between
regions which is so vital for the construction of
Europe. For all these reasons 
- 
and I shall now
conclude, Mr President 
- 
I urge my fellow Members
ro approve the'amendments to the Schwanzenberg
repon nbled by the Socialists. By so doing, they will
show that, while a concern for greater transparency in
the economics of air transport and for improved
organization in this sector is a good thing, this must
not be at the expense of the airline staff, users and our
regions.
President. 
- 
I call Mr O'Donnell.
Mr O'Donnell. 
- 
Mr President, colleagues, there is
no doubt whatsoever that the Commission's memoran-
dum on air transpon has made a remendous impact
on the whole Europe aviation scene. My old friend,
Commissioner Burke, has every reason to be pleased
with the response to his constructive if somewhat
provocative original document. Mr Hoffmann and
Mr Schwanzenberg are also to be congratulated on
their contribution to this debate by way of their excel-
lent reports.
From the continuing public debate provoked by the
Commission's Memorandum over the past year and
the mass of documentation that is now available to us,
two very important and inescapable conclusions can be
drawn. These conclusions are underlined very clearly
in the Hoffmann report. The first is that the introduc-
tion of an American-style deregulated open-sky poliry
in Europe would be a formula for chaos and for a
small country like Ireland as well as for Europe's other
peripheral regions another disaster.
The second conclusion that can be drawn is that there
is considerable scope for improvement and develop-
ment of the existing system through a carefully regu-
lated evolutionary process.
During the course of this debase much has been said
about the American experience of dereguladon. My
disdnguished friend, Mr Moorhouse, this morning put
forward some evidence and information he had
received frbm the United States. I also have evidence
of the working of the dere$uladon policy there and I
am afraid it differs considerably from what Mr Moor-
house has said. It is now quite clear from the informa-
tion available to me thar deregulation in the
United States has led to a number of serious economic
and social problems. Fares have been increased
subsnntially. The smaller cities and towns have lost
services as [he air carriers drop their less lucrative
routes and concentrarc on the higher density routes.
As an example of what is happening, take the state of
\7est Virginia which is larger than some European
countries. The position is now so bad'that the majority
leader of the Unircd States Senate, Mr Roben Byrd,
has threatened recently to have the chairman of the
CAB dismissed. And as well as this, of 'course, the
major American carriers are now reporting massive
financial losses, staff redundancies and sales of aircraft
and even of office buildings. If deregulation has
produced resuh like this in the Unircd States, how
can it succeed in Europe where conditions are very
different?
Taking into account then, Mr President, the unhappy
experience of derbgulation in the United States and
bearing in mind the present severe economic and
financial difficulties confronting the world's air
carriers as a result of ever increasing fuel costs and
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handling charges, it is, in my humble opinion, sheer
madness to think that liberalization of deregulation in
Europe would lead to cheaper air travel and expanded
regional services. All the evidence available ro us over-
whelmingly confirms this fact. The Hoffmann reporr
underlines this very clearly.
Recently Mr Anders Bjork, a rapponeur on air trans-
port for the Council of Europe, reponed that a failure
to regulate international air transpon in a sensible
fashion could lead to a concenration of services
between the major cenres of population with a decline
in service for the smaller communities.
My British friends have frequently referred to the
excellent regional service as provided by Air UK,
Logan Air and so fonh. Air UK, one of those airlines,
is at present dropping a number of routes. Recenrly
they dropped the routes from Exeter to Dublin, Black-
pool to Dublin and Blackpool to Belfasr, while British
Midland Airways, another independent airline, has
withdrawn from the Liverpool to Dublin service.
Indeed the situation has been summed up very well
recently by Mr Peter Villa, the Managing-Director of
Air UK, who said that rhe end result of this clamour
for cheaper travel would be a continuing reduction of
regional air services by all airlines.
The final point I want to make, Mr President, is rhat
the vulnerability of small countries with small airlines
to a deregulated policy is well illustrated by rhe recent
experience of Icelandair and of the Irish airline, Aer
Lingus, both of urhom are now victims of rising costs
and economic disadvantages of scale in the present
highly competitive position in the Nonh Atlantic. The
Managing Director of Icelandair said recently that rhe
Atlantic is now a jungle where the big kill the small.
I want to say then in conclusion, Mr President, that
the Hoffmann report is a realistic assessmenr of rhe
European aviation scene, based on all the evidence
available to us. I congratulate Mr Hoffmann on rhat
repon and I fully endorse it.
INTHE CHAIR: MR ROGERS
Vce-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
Mr President, I take as my brief
another section of the Hoffmann reporr which deals
with the aerospace manufacturing industry. \flhat I
would like Members to consider is thar the challenge
which faces us in the European aerospace industry
today is very serious indeed. It is simply this: if the
current pattern continues, the European civil airline
construction industry totether with about 400 000 jobs
are directly at risk and may disappear altogether.
Just look at the figures. Nine out of rcn civil aircraft
flying in the world today are American built. The EEC
manufacturers enjoy only a fractional 7.8 Vo share of
their own market. Vithin rhe next 5 years world
airlines and European airlines will require 3 000 new
aircraft wonh t 84 000 million. Despite the modest
but well-merircd success of the airbus so far, the likeli-
hood is that most of these new aircralt bought by the
airlines we have been talking about today will be built
in America. It is a sad and bitter rruth that rhe Euro-
pean nations have been incapable so far of agreeing on
a joint approach which meets the needs of the market.
There is no range of European airliners ro rempr rhe
airline customers. The great nationalized airlines
about which we have heard so much and which enjoy
such an enormous transfusion of funds from the Euro-
pean taxpayer do precious little to suppoft rheir own
European construction industry.
In this context I panicularly deplore the decision of
British Airways not to buy the European airbus, a
decision which amounr to a slap in the face for an
attempt in at least one area of the market rc keep the
aerospace industry in Europe airborne. One musr
equally say that the manufacturers and cenainly the
Member Snte Governments are guilry of not provid-
ing an incentive for the range of airliners which will
attract orders. It is difficult, I accept, to persuade an
airline to make a non-standard purchase, for example,
to fit the airbus into an otherwise Boeing fleet. Vell
these difficulties would not arise if the airbus was ro
spawn a whole range of airbuses 
- 
medium, shon and
long haul 
- 
which the airlines could buy off the shelf
to fit into a standard fleet just as they do with Ameri-
can aeroplanes now.
Now I represent the city of Bristol in this Parliament,
home of perhaps the largest indusrial aerospace
complex in Europe. There is Rolls Royce on rhe
engines side and British Aerospace nexr door building
the air frames. The skill, abiliry and technology exists
there in abundance and in the other Europeln centres
- 
Toulouse, Munich, for example, and many
to begin work now on the design of a rante of Euro-
airliners, to be cooperatively built and financed and
ready for the grear burst of airline re-equipment
towards the end of rhis decade. I am bound to say at
this point that liberalization of the market in air fares
will boost air travel and encourate rhe demand for
more airliners. Let them be European airliners.
I digress slightly ar rhis poinr to move rwo amend-
' ments which stand in my name and that of my
colleague, Mr Moreland, concerning what I believe to
be the restrictive practices of the IATA cartel which
prevent such a liberalization of the market.
Returning to the aerospace rheme briefly, Mr Presi-
dent, the Commission, I know, stands ready to
propose aid for finance, research and marketing in
getdng the European airliners we need into the air.
They could effectively acr as a midwife to this new
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range of airliners by bringing the airline firms them-
selves and the manufacturers to the table at this viml
time to tailor the aircraft rc the customers needs. This
Parliament should give its full support to such an
initiative and declare, incidentally, to the Council of
Ministers the conviction of the Member States that it
will bear the dreadful responsibility of allowing the
civilian aerospace industry in Europe to die through a
lack of political will if it ignores our voice here today'
(Apphusefton the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cardia.
Mr Cardia. 
- 
(I) Mr President, even if we take
account of the explanations which Mr Schwanzenberg
has made today and even if we appreciate the attempt
which our colleagues in the Socialist Group have made
to amend the text of the motion for a resolution abled
by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
the position of the Italian Communists was, in
committee, and still remains in this House one of
opposition to overall approval of this motion for a
resolution. The Italian Communists are, however, in
favour of approving the Hoffmann motion for a reso-
lution which has received many amendments tabled by
us. Ve feel that it is very difficult, if not completely
impossible, to alter a text such as the one which Mr
Schwanzenberg himself has criticised by way of
amendments, since it is a text which is based, in our
opinion, on principles which are very far removed
from, if not completely opposed ro, those which are
the basis of the 'Hoffmann text'.'!7e are very surprised
that this fact has not yet emerged more clearly from
Mr Burke's speeches.
In what we shall call the Schwanzenberg texr, apart
from a certain request that caution be exercised and
that the process be gradual, the fact of the matter is
that liberalization and competition asiume the role of
immediate objectives which should be achieved as
soon as possible and whatever the general situation.
These are 
- 
as in the economic philosophy of the
father of neo-liberalism, Milton Friedman, which,
incidenmlly is at the root of the controversial experi-
ments in deregulation which have been carried out by
the Caner administration in the last few years 
- 
the
need for economic efficiency, social usefulness and
social freedom. This nodon however comes up against
the realities of a market which is today only panially
and very imperfectly competitive, dominated as it is by
rhe presence of huge multinational firms and by the
concentration of economic and political power. Any
request for real competition is thwaned by this
concentration if it is not backed up by vigorous demo-
cratic control policies and State intervention.
The Hoffmann text does not rule out, however, the
possibility that measures which facilitate access to the
market and to competition may be adopted both in the
transport sector in general and more specifically in the
air transport sector; these are sectors 
- 
we must
remember this 
- 
which are to a great extent domi-
nated by the giant American firms such as Boeing,
McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed and not just
American firms, of course, but the Hoffmann report
also requests and demands that such measures should
be pur forward within the framework of a Community
transport policy and air transpon policy, understood
as being one of the cornerstones of the Community,
and that they should contribute towards achieving
what is enshrined in Article 2 of the Treaty of Rome,
'a harmonious developmenc of economic activities '. . .
(and) a continuous and balanced expansion . . . (in the
Community)'.
From this point of view, liberalization and competition
are not objectives, but instruments used for imple-
menting Community policies, which should be
protected and promoted, whilst taking account of the
irue situation of the market, of the size and nature of
rhe concentration of firms, of the possible interests of
the public and services which should be provided for
society.
The Treaty which established our Community, even
though 
- 
and we should like to remind you of this 
-it is riddled with free market philosophy, nonetheless
takes account of this complex problem when it lays
down that free movement, and therefore competition
as well, of transpon services should be carried out,
and here I quote verbatim, 'within the framework of a
Common rranspon policy', which today definitely
does not exist, and it also akes account. of the problem
when it states, in Anicle 90, to which reference has
been made during this debate, that 'undenakings
entrusted with the operation of services of general
economic inrcrest . . . shall be subject . . . to the rules
on competition insofar as the application of such rules
does not obstruct the performance, in law or in fact, of
the panicular tasks assigned to them'. I should like to
quore as examples of such obstacles not only to che
fairness and transparency of fares, but also the ques-
cion of safery and of the provision of air services 
-which is very difficult from the purely economic and
competitive standpoint 
- 
for the most far-flung and
outlying regions of the Community, for which air
services, both for cargo and passengers, are a basic
prerequisite for their continuing existence and deve-
lopment.
The Commission memorandum on air transport, to
which the Hoffmann repon refers, is based very
largely on these lines, arguing that the interests of the
general public take precedence over the forces of
frivate enterprise whiih have a tendency to exploit the
profit margins which exist within the air transPort
market. \flhat is needed is to move courageously
forward along rhese lines and not along any others.
This in our opinion implies combining cenain asPects
of liberalizadon, and aspects of State control, organiz-
ing the market and carrying out economic and rcchni-
I'
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cal integration, whilst always bearing in mind the
interests of users and workers in a sector which is so
vital and sensitive. However, even [his memorandum,
which has provoked a good deal of interest, Mr
Burke, will have no meaning as long as this Parliament
has not succeeded, in a way in which rhis House sdll
has to determine, in persuading the Council and
through the Council the national Governments, jusr
how urgenr ir is ro draw up and implement together
with a coherent common agricultural policy, e
common transporr policy both of which are laid down
in the Treaty as the joint foundation stones on which
the economic and geographical inrcgration of the
Community should be built up.
This is rhe real problem which needs ro be solved,
before we tackle the more ambirious and less concrete
projecrs aimed at achieving rhe economic unity of the
Community! In this sector rhe present Commission is
bequeathing to the new Commission a heavy backlog
of inaction which ir inherited from former adminisra-
tions and which rhe fact thar it has now submirted this
memorandum to some extent mitigates, but nonethe-
less the new Commission is left with a legacy of inac-
tion. Therefore it is the dury of Parliament, Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and genrlemen, ro mke acdon. It is Parlia-
ment's dury to extricate rhe common transpon policy
from the blind alley in which it has unfonunately been
aimlessly wandering for more than 20 years.
(Applausefrom the Communist and Allies Group).
President. 
- 
I call Mr Damseaux.
Mr Damseaux.- (F) Mr President, Commissioner
Burke, ladies and genrlemen, I should firsr of all like
to thank the rapponeurs, Mr Hoffmann and Mr
Schwanzenberg, for the excellent work thty have
done for us and I should like to join Mr Seefeld in
complimenting the committee.
In the question which co.nce-rns us today rhe problem,
in our opinion, is as much, if not more, one of compe-
tition than of rranspon, and in this respect I should
like to make rhree remarks on rhree points where the
two reports'denounce a srale of affairs which we, as
Liberals, are quite unable rc go along with.
My first remark involves rhe need to reestablish
competition in air transport. As Mr Schwanzenberg so
rightly stresses in paragraph 6 of his morion for a reso-
lution, 'effons musr be made to bring abour a real
increase in competition in air rranspon in the Commu-
nity, which will benefit users, while promoting the
producdviry and competitiveness of the airlines and
the economy of the Community as a whole'. Indeed
we are faced with a monopoly organized and fosrered
by the Member Stares. Technical and adminisrasive
barriers are such thar new companies find it impossible
to gain access ro this sector. And yet the need to main-
tain this monopoly is not borne out by a stanlingly
healthy financial situation in rhis secror, whether it bL
the shaky balance in the Netherlands or the 3 000
million Belgian francs' annual deficit of Belgium's
national airline, Sabena. \7hat we really need is a
return to a more healrhy concepr of air transpon; we
must seek profits in this sector, as in others, by
improving the general strucrure, opening up thl
market and, setting up real comperirion, so thar rhe
European air ranspon industry may be as well-placed
as the American one.
My second point is rhat fare srucrures are too
complex and only permit specialists to make the best
poss.ible choice of fare. For rhe same flighr, depending
on the day of depanure and length of stay, there may
be up to thiny differenr fares. This is socially indefen-
sible.
Only powerful companies have any real ability to
choose because rhey have access ro informarion-and
can take advantage of rhe sysrem, whereas private
users who lack information and have to find things out
for themselves have the dubious privilege of paying
through the nose. This siruation also kills compttition
sirlce, because the fare structure is so unclear, it only
allows rhe privileged few to travel at fair prices. My
third point is that, while I supporr paragraph Z of Mr
Schwanzenberg's motion for a resolution, my group's
views on the subject of the high fares which eiist
within the Community and the disparity between them
and fares in America need to be qualified somewhat.
The rapponeur would seem to atrribute this ro 'rhe
specific geographical, social, ecological and energy
constraints peculiar to the European Community'. The
fact is that it is once again the monopoly situaiion 
-and rhe subsequenr lack of competition 
- 
which is ar
the root of the excessively high level of fares in
Europe. A small number of companies, working
together within IATA, have no difficulty in concluding
agreemenrs which violate the Treaty and serring price
levels which they would be unable to obtain in a free
market situation.
In conclusion, Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, my
group considers thar the free movemenr of persons
and goods is seriously impaired by rhese three points.
\7e shall supporr the amendment tabled by Mr
Cortrell ro paragraph 5 of the Hoffmann Repon
stressing rhe harmful effects of IATA's restrictive prac-
tices, and also Mr Albers' amendmenr ro paragraph 3
of the Schwanzenberg Repon, which 'approves in
principle the. submission by the Commission of a
memorandum on the development of air transpon
services in the Community', bur we shall more parricu-
larly suppon any measures which are likely to irrcrease
competirion in this sector. My group will vote for both
reports, with the reservations I have expressed, but
hopes rhar, wirhout causing an immediati and radical
upheaval in air ranspon,.which would have a roo
serious and sudden disturbing effect on the secror, the
Commission will take accounr of our arguments by
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,gradually implementing the legal measures needed to
put a stop to the present intolerable monopoly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Doublet.
Mr Doublet. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I thank you on
behalf of rhe Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats for having given me this opponunity to speak'
Ladies and gentleman, what I have to say will be made
all the easier by what previous speakers have said, and
in panicular by the admission by my friend
Mr Schwartzenberg, with whom I should have been
sorry to have to disagree, that he was not entirely in
agreement with the repon which bears his name. Vith
your permission I shall be impersonal in my criticism
and shall address my remarks to the rePort drawn up
by'the Committee.on Economic and Mbnetary Affairs.
Ir is with the firm conviction that the European aero-
space industry must be competitive that we should
examine the Schwartzenberg and Hoffmann reports,
which I am. pleased to be able to praise for their high
qualiry. '!(/'e are critical of the Schwanzenberg report,
firstly because it is based on a comparison of the
lowest published fares in the United States with the
highest basic fares published in Europe. These basic
rates are only used in a minority of cases. But it is
above all because of ir frequent references to 'Ameri-
can deregulation' that we are against approving the
Schwanzenberg report. It has already been said that
when 'deregulaticin'was applied in the United States it
caused losses, redundancies elimination of air services
ro 170 towns in the United States and an increase in
air traffic control. In Europe the whole problem is
made more serious, or would be, by the fact that there
is comperition from surface transport, which does not
exisr in the United States, and also by the fact that
Europe has difficulty in maintaining air traffic conrol,
which means that flighm must be programmed and
agreements reached between companies in order to
avoid a merry-go-round whose very idea makes our
blood run cold. Vhat would be the outcome in
Europe of the policy of drawing lorc between compa-
nies to decide the arrival and depanure times! But in
our opinion the most serious point is that this repon
takes no account of the notion of 'public service'
which we believe must be applied to all forms of trans-
pon. The airline companies are not afraid of competi-
tion. Our companies are profitable, in spite of their
high overheads, and producdvity is good. They could
very easily come to terms with a new set of rules. For
example, it is the idea that it is a 'public service' which
means that Air France runs a daily flight from France
to R6union and three flights a day to the !7est Indies.
I can sum up our views like this: all-out freedom, no;
regulated competition, yes. These are the reasons why
the Group of European Progressive Democrats will
vote in favour of the Hoffmann report and will unfor-
tunately have to vote against the Schwanzenberg
report.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr De Keersmaeker.
Mr De Keersmaeker. 
- 
(NL) MrPresident, I
should like to begin by endorsing the well-deserved
praise addressed to the two rappofteurs, Mr Schwan-
zenberg and Mr Hoffmann, and to give an assurance
of our support for the motion for a resolution
contained in the Hoffmann report, which sets out-all
the poinrs judged wonhwhile by the Committee on
Transpon after full discussion of the Commission's
memorandum on the development of air transpon in
the European Community.
Of course, in the shon time available, we cannot
possibly comment on all the aspects dealt with in the
report. That being so, I should like to concentrate on
the problem of competition, and I should like to point
out right at the outset that we should like to see the
terms of the Treaty fully applied in this field. Clearly,
our aim must be to improve the state of air transpon in
the European Community, and I am thinking here of
such things as fares and services. One of the ways
these improvemenm must be made is by properly
applying the terms of the Treaty, panicularly those
concerning competition.
The quesdon is really not one of whether we are for or
against the application of the principle of free compe-
tition in the air transport sector; what really matters is
what approach we should adopt and what path we
should follow. That is the question the Hoffmann
report and 
- 
indirectly, in the form of an opinion 
-the Schwanzenberg report 
- 
are trying to ansy/er.
'S7e have frequendy compared the state of air transpon
in the European Community with the situation in the
Unircd States,. to bring out what we might call the
abuses in Europe. I have a couple of doubts as to the
wisdom of this attitude, both of which were 
- 
inci-
dentally 
- 
brought out perfectly clearly in the repon
imelf. Firstly, there are various reasons why the situa-
tion in Europe simply cannot be compared with the
situation in the United Sntes; and secondly, it must be
remembered that the new situation is a result of the
Air Deregulation Act. The consequences of this piece
of legislation should persuade us of the need to
proceed with maximum caution and not rush to
conclusions. You have only rc look at the figures on
profitability and services. I realize that some Members
have cast doubt on the accuracy of these figures
because of a report which was discussed recently in the
\Tashington Post, but I have checkgd on the situation
and found out that the official statistics are published
by two federal agencies in the Unircd States, namely
rhe Air Transpon Association and the Civil Aeronau-
rics Board. These rwo sets of statistics present an even
more gloomy picure than those in the Hoffmann
report, and simply underline the existing netativi
trend.
I
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That must surely be reason enough for us to seek ro
apply the principle of free competirion stage by stage,
rather [han in a headlong rush, in this sector. There
will have to be accompanying measures ro counter rhe
lack of integration in other fields 
- 
economic, finan-
cial, fiscal and social 
- 
and ro ensure that a variery of
existing situations, which may nor be quite as they
should be, are not broughr into question too. The
most important thing, though, is ro ensure rhar any
such steps should not, in rhe shon term, have an
adverse effect on employment in and rhe s€rvices prov-
ided by our airlines. I believe thar rhat is the general
conclusion we should drawn from the Hoffmann
report, and it is one I can wholeheanedly endorse.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, rhe Edinburgh-Brussels
air route is allocared to British Airways. There is one
flight a day ro Brussels; rhere is no return flight. The
flight to Brussels stops ar Manchester. Alrhough rhe
onward flight has the same flight number it is not rhe
same plane 
- 
you have ro get off with your hand
luggage, go through securiry, passporr.s and cusroms,
and wait for anorher plane. Ir is easier for me to go via
London, as almosr all Scottish travellers to Brussels
and everywhere else in the world have to do. I leave
later in the morning to make my meetings in Brussels.
Bridsh Airways complain that there is not enough
demand and yet will not give up rhe licence.
\7hy shouldn't Brirish Airways or Sabena or KLM or
Air UK, or any other airline which wanrs ro, be able to
fly to Edinburgh, Amsrerdam, Brussels and on
through Europe and pick up passengers anywhere en
route.This is the rigidity of the present bilateral licens-
ing system which works to rhe disadvantage of the
regions of Europe, concenrrates all raffic rhrough
congested capital airpons and prevenm bus-srop
regional services across national boundaries. This is
the lack of choice brought about by lack of comperi-
tion and by the heavy emphasis on State monopolies.
And from the regions it is nor rhat easy to make use of
those much-advenized special discount fares because
of rhe multiple stages and the complicated conditions.
There are the airpon formalities that add to costs and
slow down travel times, so rhar ir takes five hours from
Edinburgh to Brussels, eighr or even ren hours from
Strasbourg or Luxembourg to Edinburgh. I can reach
New York quicker and cheaper and less exhausted.
In both these repons and in Mr Schwanzenberg's
speech 
- 
and orher speeches 
- 
much emphasis has
been put on the problems of the regions and peripheral
areas as justification for the srarus quo. The misleading
impression is often pur abour that only State airlines
can provide services in and to such places. The Scot-
tish experience demonstrates orherwise. The network
in the Highlands and Islands was developed in the '20s
and '30s by privare enrerprise airlines. It was aken
over in che 1940s by the State airline. Its service derer-
iorated, routes were cut out because of the State
airline's high costs, its distant managemenr and the
unsuitabiliry of its larger aircraft, which could not
operate economically into the smaller airfields with
smaller passenger and cargo loads. Consumer discon-
[ent rose, passengers and local authorities clamoured
for the smaller third-line airlines to be let onto rhese
routes 
- 
many of rhem lifelines for rhese communi-
ties. Now those independent airlines that are operating
and developing new or lapsed routes have been able to
improve frequency and reliability by using rhe appro-
priate aircraft. They have been able to reduce, or even
eliminate, the subsidies required to maintain such
services by having lower operating costs and increas-
ing passenger loads.
It is a fallacy that only Smte airlines can provide
service in remote and difficult areas; rhe smaller inde-
pendent airlines can do just as well, sometimes much
berter. If the lifeline routes are indeed unprofitable, it
is up to tovernment to decide whether subsidy is justi-
fied or not, and good governmenr should be guided
by the best value crircrion rather than blind loyalty to
the Smte airline or for that matler any independent
airline. Ve should look objectively therefore at experi-
ence in the regions, those regions which have tried
both ways. \7e should ask the passengers, the busi-
nessmen, the tourist boards and the local authorities. I
would suggest you read a Scottish Consumer Council
repon published one year ago which goes into rhis in
detail. I would ask rhe Commission to make a special
study of the regions and their reladonship ro air rans-
pon. Do not be misled by mphsl
President. 
- 
I call Mr Lalor.
Mr Lalor. 
- 
Mr President, ir is quite clear thar all
the Members speaking here today and the Commis-
sioner have one idea in mind, namely, the provision of
a better, cheaper, safer and generally improved air
service. I am one of those from a peripheral area who
feel that if thar is left to private enterprise and if the
Starc is excluded, there is the great danger that we
may be left out of the reckoning altogether. I am a
little encouraged on the other hand lisrening to Mr
Purvis and his experience, and if rhe House is nor
going to get it circulated, I would be very inreresrcd in
a copy of the Consumer Council repon rhal he spoke
about, because cenainly it is somerhing that can and
would engage my atrention.
As an Irishman I am panicularly inreresrcd in the Irish
airline, and this is why. Our experience in Ireland has
been thar we did have American airlines that have
come in for a great deal of praise here today from my
friends in the European Democratic Group. Air
Canada and PanAm did introduce a service into my
country and then gave it up, simply and solely because
it was not paying. This is where I get worried, because
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we have had a pretty long and bitter experience of
newcomers who promise a lot but provide very little. I
was listening to the Commissioner himself mlking
abour evolution rather than revolution. This has been
said quite a lot, but frankly I felt that Mr Moorhouse
was inclined to preach revolution in connection with
air transport.
I was very interested in what Mr Cotrell had to say,
but he seemed to be more concerned with an aircraft
manufacturing industry rather than with what we are
really talking about, i.e. airline services. It struck me
listening to him that if the Japanese got to hear about
the problem, they would move in with their customary
efficiency, as they have already done in rhe automobile
industry which we will be discussing shortly' '!7'e are
ahead of ourselves here in this regard in trying to
create something which, as I see it at the Present time,
we have not got.
On the US deregulation scheme, which seemed to
merit so much praise today from Mr Moorhouse' my
view is rhat it has created quite a deal of ferment in
services in the US, and the information available to me
is very much in line with the information already
conveyed to the House by a number of speakers who
have heard of the considerable hardships it has caused
to regional communities in the US. I would like rc
hear ihat particular contention authoritatively denied,
because certainly the information available to me, and
obviously to a great number of others in the House, is
not keeping with what we have been told here.
Now, let me say a word on the question of Skytrain.
As I see it, Skytrain merely creams off a small part of a
busy route already established by others. Thinking
from a European Parliament point of view, I would
suggest that some of those Skytrain oPerators could be
invircd rc fly from the capitals of the EEC into Sras-
bourg on a daily basis from Monday to Friday to see
how they would fare. This experiment might be
encouraged to let the Members of this Parliament see
how well it would operarc. In twelve months or two
years time, we would be in a position to judge what
can be provided. The current system is open to much
criticism. The claim has been made that this interna-
tional cooperation or coalition between Sovernmenm
has had the effect of keeping fares anificially high. I
have done a study of this thing and I find that in real
terms air fares have been reduced. !7e are all willing to
have a go at the airlines, but I think in fairness that
should be said.
I am one of those who despite the repons 
- 
and our
sookesman has alreadv reflected our views in this
.ega.d 
- 
believe thai sensible cooPeration amont
cairiers can and does hold down fares without harm-
ing the consumer. \7e are worried about the
"o-rru-.r, 
and the whole object here is rc look after
the consumer. In the peripheral areas, certainly in my
country, we worry about the takeover by supermarkets
of the old businesses. I do not want the same thing in
the airline business.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hopper.
Mr Hopper. 
- 
Mr President, it is gratifying to find
such widespread agreemen[ among the principal
parties on [he need for liberalization in the airline
industry. Vhere European Democrats differ from
their colleagues in other parties is not upon the direc-
tion that is desired but the speed.
\fle have heard much discussion of the effects of dere-
gulation in the United Smtes. I draw the Houses's
irrention to paragraph l9 of the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in Mr Hoffmann's rePort: 'Parliament
points out that the deregulation policy in the United
States has led rc an overconcentration on the most
profitable routes and the closure of many less profita-
Lle services'. I would like to suggest to Mr Hoffmann
that it is premature [o pass judgement on the consequ-
ences of the American experience and, further, that
the evidence which we posses does not warrant this
paragraph 19.
A little while ago we had reference by Mr O'Donnell
to the chairman of the Civil Aeronaudcs Board of the
Unired States. I have a slight advantage over Mr
O'Donnell : I spent 20 minutes yesterday evening nlk-
ing ro him on the telephone and I told him of the
confusion, the factual confusion, about the state of
play in the US airline industry and of the need for us
to be brought up to date.
He has sent me a telegram, which I ProPose to read.
Before I do so, I should like to point out that is
unemotional and totally factual. It reads:
In response to your enquiry, please be advised as follows:
l. Since the passage of the Airline Deregulation Act in
the United States in October 1978, no US city [and please
note the very precise wording] which had its air ranspor-
mtion sen,ice licenced by the CAB has lost all of its air
service. In many small communides service by twin
turbo-prop small aircraft has replaced large jet service.
Servici at some cities has increased; at other cities it has
declined generally, in response to market demand.
2. Because of severe increases in fuel cosrs of approxi-
mately IOO o/0, which has resulted in an average fare
increase of approximately 200/o and because of the US
recession, domestic traffic has generally declined during
the first 9 months of 1980. Service levels are slowly
adjusting to traffic levels.
L The total number of aircraft departures per week
from airpons in the Unircd States as of I June 1980 was
131 191, compared with 128 345 on I November 1978.
On l November 1979 total depanures per week had
reached 135968.
Founhly, and finally, between l5 August 1978 end
l5August 1980 our scheduled certificated airlines offer-
ing jet service ended service in 409 pairs of cities but
staned new service in 626 pairs of cities for a net gain
during the 2 years of 217 additional pairs of cities.
This is signed 'Marvin Cohen, Chairman, Civil Aeron-
autics Board of the Unircd States.'
'l ,i.
I
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Now, ler me recapitulare to paragraph 19 of the Hoff-
mann motion for a resolution . . .
President. 
- 
Do you wish rc submit rhat in evidence?
Mr Hopper. 
- 
I wish rc submit that in evidence!
Conrary rc Mr Doubler's srarement 
- 
and I would
remind the House that Mr Doublet told us that
airlines service'had terminated in 171 United States
cicies 
- 
according rc rhe chairman of rhe CAB,
making whar is presumably a srarement of fact, no city
has lost its airline service. Secondly, despite a IOO o/o
increase in fuel cosm there- has been only a 20 0/o
increase in fares in the last 2years. Thirdly, despite the
recession in 1980, at I June 1980 there were 2 846
more departures weekly than before deregulation.
Founhly, by l5Augusr 1980 there ,had been a net
increase of 217 in pairs of cities served.
Mr Presidenr, I would also like to refer ro rhe sare-
ment that rhere has been a loss of employment. In facr,
such figures as we have obtained, also from the CAB,
show that employment in airline services today is very
significantly above what it was 2 years ago.
The European Democradc Group has moved various
amendments to Mr Hoffmann's repon seeking to
sharpen its competidve edge. In panicular, we seek to
delere paragraph 19 of the modon for a resolution,
which is factually wrong.
On the other hand, the Schwartzenberg reporr has a
more radical approach, which is, perhaps, what one
would expect from its aurhor, a radical Socialist, and
also what one would expecr from the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs. The Commitree on
Economic and Monetary Affairs is the committee
about rhe Common Market. Ir is a committee that is
aware thar competition is beneficial in most areas of
life and that airlines are no exceprion. On behalf of the
European Democratic Group, I move one small
amendment to paragraph 5 of the modon for a resolu-
tion contained in rhe Schwanzenberg repon and
commend the rapponeur on his excell6nt work.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Burke.
Mr Burke, Member of the Commissiot . 
- 
In order to
allow the work of the House ro condnue, I shall be
very brief. I would make a few poinrs. First, I would
commend Mr Doublet's motto as a good one, and I
quorc: 'Liben6 sauvage 
- 
non, concurrence r6gle-
ment6e 
- 
oui.' But of course the problem before us is
how precisely we interpret rhis, and this is the line
generally that I have ried to pur ro the House to show
the general thrust of our policies.
Secondly, I would sress rhe fact that a more liberal
approach does not in any way exclude a public-service
rdle for air rranspon. I think, perhaps, some tenden-
cies in the debate put rhe idea of liberalization and
public service in toomuch of a contra-distinction.
Thirdly, the main European airlines have a self-
imposed or a goyernment-imposed mission as
'national' airlines. Added to this, as I pointed out in
my remarks, are rhe effects of the system of bilateral
a8reemen6. These rwo factors mean that airlines are
not necessarily structured ro meer all rhe requiremenrs
of the market. Ir frequently means that they cannor
properly respond to rhe need for regional services,
because they have nor gor the appropriate equipmenr,
as Mr Purvis made clear in his contribution a shon
while ago.
Lasdy, I would point our rhar American airlines and
European airlines have in common 
- 
and we should
remember this when we speak about these marrers 
-not only the effects of rhe US deregulapion but also
the huge increase in fuel prices.
I would therefore thank the House for rheir approach
to [his memorandum and say that I have been stimu-
lated by the contributions and have taken note of all
the points made. I hope that this, as I said earlier, is
the end of the first phase. Ve can now go on ro try
and translate thii into legisladve action which will
benefit rhe European cirizen.
President. 
- 
The debare is closed.
The modons for resolutions will be pur to [he vore
during the next voring-rime.
13. Directioe on credit insurance
President. 
- 
The nexr ircm is, the repon by Mr
Fischbach (Doc. l-457/80), on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Commirtee, on
the proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-37J/79) for a directive amending, as regards credit
insurance, Directive 73/239/EEC on rhe coordination of
laws, regulations and administrativc provisions reladng to
the aking up and pursuit of rhe business of direct insur-
ance other than life insurance.
I call Mr Fischbach.
Mr Fischbach, rdpporter4r. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, rhe Commission proposal now before
Parliament relating ro rhe Council Direcdve of z+ July
1973, on coordinating national provisions on indem-
nity insurance, essentially modifies two of rhe provi-
sions of rhe first directive of 1973: Anicle 2 (2) (d) and
i
\i
', '(l''- 
'
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Anicle 7 (2) (c). The Legal Affairs Committee readily
agreed to accept the second change 
- 
concerning
Anicle 7 
- 
in the light of the opinion of the Commit-
tee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, but had more
difficulry with the proposed amendment rc Anicle 2
(2) (d).
Let us take a look at the new wording of Anicle 7. In
paragraph 2 (c) of this Anicle, it is proposed ro pur an
end to the right enjoyed hitheno by the Federal
Republic of Germany alone to impose a ban on the
simultaneous undenaking of suretyship insurance and
credit insurance, in conjunction either with one
another or with other classes of insurance. There can
be no doubt that the current situation tends to distort
competition within the Community between firms in
the indemnity insurance field, inasmuch as no firm
engaged in several classes of insurance may engage in
credit insurance in the Federal Republic of Germany,
while German credit insurance companies are free to
do business in the other Member States of the
Community. The Legal Affairs Committee approves
this move which, to make it acceptable to the single
Member State affected, is coupled with a number 6f
additional guarantees for insured panies. \7e feel that,
in its proposal to the Council, the Commission was
right to mke the view that, in future, the possible
simultaneous undenaking of sureryship insurance with
other classes of insurance did not justify any changes
rc the provisions of the First Directive, which, should
be sufficient to protect the interests of insured parties.
Firstly, suretyship insurance is not generally regarded
as a panicularly high-risk sector, and secondly, the
principle of compulsory specialization is not applied in
an absolute manner. However, for form's sake, the
Legal Affairs Committee would like ro see the title of
the proposal under consideration amended by the
addition of the words 'and suretyship insurance', on
the grounds that the directive, in its amended'form,
relates to both credit and suretyship insurance.
As regards credit insurance, the Legal Affairs Commit-
rce adopted a different approach and very largely
endorsed the position of the Commission. Considering
that credit insurance is a panicularly hazardous class
of insurance, where risks are unavoidable the
Commission was cenainly right to propose a substan-
tial improvement in the guarantees given by the insurer
to the insured party. Thus, the text proposed by the
Commission provides for a subsdntial increase in the
capital of companies providing credit insurance and
the introduction of special accounting provisions. To
illusrate this point, let me just cite the proposed
increase in the guaranrce fund from 400 000 EUA to
one million EUA. I would also draw your attention to
the introduction of a new mechanism known as the
'equalization reserve'. Having said this, however, the
. 
Legal Affairs Committee proposes a number of new
technical amendments to the Commission's text. For
instance, regarding the transitional measures for the
increase in the guarantee fund set out in Anicle I (5)
of the proposal for a directive, the Legal Affairs
Committee would like the Commission to consider
whether this increase should not be effected progres-
sively during the transitional period. This is the
purpose of the amendment to the rcxt of the new
point (d) of Article 17 (2).
As regards the setting up of the equalization reserve,
the Legal Affairs Committee approves the underlying
principle, but considers that it should be established on
a broader basis, using the two methods of calculation
it has adopted, between which each Member State
may choose. The Legal Affairs Committee also agrees
with the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs that the obligation to create an equalization
resenr'e should not apply ro undenakings whose
premiums in that class are tjelow 5 0/o of the rctal
amount of premiums or contributions receivable by the
undenaking concerned.
Finally, as regards the special accounting rules
proposed by the Commission, the Legal Affairs
Committee, in the interests of clarity and to protect
rhe insured pany, came out in favour of the accounts
being so drawn up as to make a clear distinttion
between the technical reserves set aside for credit
insurance and the results of credit insurance business.,
I should now like to move on to deal with the second
major innovation in the Commission's proposal for a
directive, namely, ,Article 2 (2). Here, the Commission
proposes the definitive exclusion from the scope of
application of the First Directive of credit insurance
operations transacted for the account of or with the
guaranree of the State. The Legal Affairs Committee
cannor go along with the Commission's proposal in its
present form, firstly because it would have the effect
of distoning conditions of competition between public
and private sector undertakings as regards credit
insurance in contravention of Anicle 92 (l) of the
EEC Treaty, and secondly because it would remove
one of the mainstays of the common commercial
policy, namely the harmonization of Member States'
expon policies. Indeed, the fact that an undenaking in
the expon credit insurance field and transacting oper-
ations for the account of or with the guarantee of the
State does not need to comply with the present direc-
tive and, more panicularly, with the supplementary
guarantee requirements it contains, constitutes a clear
case of discrimination against private sector undenak-
ings, which fall clearly within the scope of the present
proposal for a directive.
In this respect, the guarantee element provided by the
State may be regarded as a form of direct aid enabling
public sector undenakings rc enjoy a monopoly on the
credit insurance market. The committee feels that
export ransactions between Member States within the
Community do not involve any appreciably greater
risks than transactions within a single Member State.
However, in order to avoid putting forward a proposal
which would purely and simply ban expon insurance
credit with a State Buarantee within the Community,
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the Legal Affairs Committee has opted for a
compromise under which the scope of rhe presenr
directive is to include expon credit insurance rransac-
tions carried out wirh the guarantee of the State, inso-
far as these ralate to rrade between Member States.
The Committee fully realizes, however, thar cases
where the customer of the insured pany is a national
of a third country must conrinue ro be excluded from
the scope of the direcrive on expon credit insurance
pending funher coordination, since in such cases
credit insurance involves not only a guarantee against
economic risks but also against political risks, which
are not a factor in rade between the Member Starcs.
The fact that the Legal Affairs Committee does not
wish to state a period within which this coordinarion
should be achieved does not mean [ha[ we have aban-
doned all hope of one day seeing the emergence of a
common expon policy wonhy of the name. The facr is
quirc simply that experience has shown it to be unreal-
istic to lay down a definite deadline. However, rhe
Committee feels that the Commission should, within
18 months from the adoption of this resolurion,
formulate recommendations pursuanr to [he second
indent of Anicle 155 of the EEC Treaty, with a view
to working out the basis for such further coordination.
Finally, let me move on ro Article 4 of the Commis-
sion's proposal. The Legal Affairs Committee proposes
to increase by six months the time allowed for the
amendment of nadonal provisons and by a funher six
months the time allowed for the implementation of
these new provisions. The committee unanimousty
recommends Parliamenr rc adopt the amended [exr of
the proposal for a directive, a rexr which will undoubt-
edly constitute a greal srcp forward towards a
common expon policy based on the principle of free
competition and, above all, the principle of equal
treatment for public and private secror underrakings.
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE
. 
Vice-President
President. 
- 
I call Mr Turner on a poinr of order.
Mr Turner. 
- 
On the point of order which your
predecessor agreed I could make immediately after Mr
Fischbach's speech, I do not think that dme allocated
to groups is solely for speaking on behalf of a group.
For instance, only one person speaks for a group but
many people in the group may speak in the group
time. Your learned predecessor said that Mr Fischbach
must speak for five minutes as rapporteur; for the rest
of his time he could speak only as a member of the
group. But I think that he is enritled to collect group
time from anybody he wants and to speak as rappor-
teur or on his own behalf. And so, if I may just make ir
plain, there is no reason why the rapporreur in using
up his Group's time should be regarded as speaking
for his Group rather than as rapporreur.
President. 
- 
Mr Turner, can I request you not ro
press this point? Ve are due to go into this matter
later and I ask you not to bring it up again at this
point.
I call Mr Balfour to speak on behalf of rhe Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
Mr Balfour, drafisman of an opinion. 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, any direcdve which liberalizes competition
within the internal market and which provides
adequate safeguards for the consumer should be
encouraged. However, in mv view and in that of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, this
directive does not go far enough in liberalizing
competition. Nor does the repon prepared by Mr
Fischbach, on behalf of rhe Legal Affairs Committee,
in our view go far enough in removing stare aids from
the internal market in the field of expon credit insur-
ance.
Clearly Member States must conrinue to play a major
rOle in expon credit insurance, panicularly where
political risks in unstable pans of the world are
involved. Vhat I cannor accepr is the continued exist-
ence of national aids, even on a parity basis berween
public and private sector undenakings, in the field of
political risk insurance within rhe European Commu-
nity. The Commissioner, when he appeared before the
Legal Affairs Commitree, is quorcd as having said: 'It
is impossible under the Treaty ro say rhar public
undenakings musr nor engage in panicular areas of
economic activity.' Bur rhe point surely is this. There
should be no need for political risk insurance wirhin
this Communiry, and if it is felr by undenakings thar
there is such a need, rhe insurance cover should not be
provided by Member State governmenr ar subsidized
rates, as it is ar presen[ and as I fear it is likelyr to
continue to be in the future .
Freedom of competition between public and private
undenakings in rhis field is of little use when prorec-
tionism is, in practice, perperuated through the domi-
nant r6le played by state undenakings. There has been
a total lack of progress in harmonizing expon credit
insurance in the last seven years. Industry wirhin the
Community would undoubtedly benefit if the
Commission could make such progress: for European
consonium tenders would stand a betrer chance of
winning contracm involving multinarional procure-
ment. It is for this reason that I ask Commissioner
Tugendhat, whom I would like to congratulare on his
recent reappointment to his post, to draw up within
the next l2 monrhs proposals for future expon credir
insurance harmonizarion. Thereafter we shall ask him
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[o propose measures for the harmonization of expon
credit itself, and, who knows, maybe, in due course,
even for the creation of an export credit bank.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhrt, Member of the Commission. 
- 
| feh
it best to intervene at this stage in the debate so that
the House would realize where we stood, which is, I
think, really not very far away from where Mr Fisch-
bach was standing, but it seemed easier to make these
comments at the beginning rather than at the end.
I would like to begin 
- 
it is customary rc do so but I
mean it nonetheless sincerely 
- 
by thanking the Legal
Affairs Committee and Mr Fischbach, im rapponeur,
for the very careful attention they have given to the
proposal for a directive. I had the privilege, as he will
recall, of artending a meeting of the Legal Affairs
Commirtee on 8 July 1980 and on that occasion I
made a statement which was later made available to
the members of the committee in written form and
now forms Annex III to the repon submitted to Parlia-
ment. It is in fact pages 24 to 28 in the English text. I
am pleased, Mr President, and I register my thanks,
rhat this text is available, as it expresses the motives for
inrroducing this proposal and gives the Commission's
view on certain questions which very properly preoc-
cupy the committee. It is, of course, with some plea-
sure therefore that I find the statement actually incor-
porated into the committee's very thorough subse-
quent deliberations.
The Legal Affairs Committee's report makes a number
of proposals for amendment which the Commission
welcomes and will gladly adopt. That includes the
point made by Mr Fischbach in his speech when he
wanrcd an amendment to the title. I will not list all the
ones that we are accep[ing. I think there is only any
point in talking about the ones where there is.a differ-
ence between us. Basically there are two ProPosed
amendments on which the Commission finds itself
unable to agree with the proposals of Parliament. This
does not mean 
- 
and I want to emphasize this 
- 
that
the Commission is in any sense our of sympathy with
the underlying ideas behind those amendments. The
problem is that we believe that there are practical diffi-
culties which are very difficult to overcome in present
circumstances.
The first point on which I have to express a reserve,
Mr President, is Article 1, paragraph 1, where the
effect of the proposed amendment to the Commis-
sion's text is that export credit insurance oPerations
for rhe account of or with the guarantee of the Sate
would be made subject to the provisions of rhe 1973
coordination directive which imposes various require-
ments upon undertakings carrying out non-life insur-
ance to the extent that the customer of the insured is a
national of a Member State. On the other hand, to the
extent thar the customer of the insured is a national of
a non-Member State, the directive would not apply,
pending, it is said, funher coordination.
The Commission, Mr President, is fully in sympathy
with the idea that, as regards these intra-Community
operations, State-backed expon credit undertakings
ought to be placed on an equal comPetitive footing
with private undenakings. The question is how this
result which we all want can best be achieved and in
panicular whether it is in fact practical to subject this
parr of the State-backed organization's activities to the
requirements of the directive. Now it may well be that
it is practical, but one can, I think, see cenain prob-
lems even at this stage. That is why in my statement to
the Legal Affairs Committee the most I could do was
ro undenake that a study would be carried out.
Mr President, the House will find that this undenak-
ing is in the third paragraph from the end of Annex III
to-the repon. I made the statement after full discus-
sions with my colleague, the Commissioner responsi-
ble for competition policy. It is only when we have the
results of the study that the Commission as a whole
will be able to decide whether its existing proposal
should be modified. In the meantime I have to say that
rhe Commission feels obliged to stick to the existing
text of its proposal. Ve want 
- 
and I want to explain
why we feel obliged to do so 
- 
the Council to be able
to start work on the other pans of the proposal with-
out waiting for the result of the study. This must not
be seen as in any way prejudicing the outcome of the
study which will be carried out as rapidly as possible
and the results of which will be communicated to
Parliament, as well as being kept in our own organiza-
tion and being the concern of the Council. So I can
assure thi House that not only do I wish to see the
study carried out as quickly as possibly but the resulm
will cenainly be communicated also as quickly as
possible to Parliament
The second matter on which the Commission is not
able to accept an amendment proposed in the repon
concerns the method of calculating the equalization
reserve, which is the subject of Anicle 2, paragraph l,
in the Commission's original proposal and appears in
the repon of the Legal Affairs Committee under Ani-
cle 1, paragraph4, where it is introduced into the
proposed new Article 15 B of the first coordination
directive as paragraph 2 of that anicle 
- 
and I cannot
help saying at this stage, Mr President, that I sympa-
thize very much with Mr Fischbach when he pointed
out to your predecessor in the Chair that this is the
most horrendously complicated subject, not only in
itself, but to mlk about as well.
There is agreemenl between us that there ought to be
an equalization reserve for credit insurance business,
and that rhe contributions to it ought to be deductible
for tax purposes. The Commission proposed a single
basis for calculating the annual contributions to the
reserve, with a ceiling at least for tax purposes' The
I " '. 
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proposed amendment sets out alternative methods.
The first indent describes a marhematical rcchnique at
present used in the Federal Republic of Germany. The
second indenr reproduces rhe Commission's proposal,
except thar the restriction to 12 % of the net premi-
ums, pur in to prevent manipulation ro secure mx
benefirs, has disappeared.
It will be nored, moreover, rhar, while there is still a
c_eiling on rhe amount of the reserve compured on rhe
Commission's basis, there is no ceiling on the reserve
calculared as se[ our in the first indent, hence an
imbalance which makes rhe proposed amendment as it
stands unacceptable.
The Commission, however, does accept thar its own
proposal is by no means [he last word on rhe subject.
Since it was made, a group of national expefts ser up
by the conference of the insurance supervisory author-
ities of the Member Srares, a group under the disdn-
guished chairmanship of'Dr Angerer of the German
insurance supervisory office, has produced a detailed
report. on rcchnical reserves in general and equaliza-
tion reserves in panicular. The Commission, which
participated in the group's work, is therefore very
much aware thar rhe discussions in rhe Council will
take full accounr of rhis most valuable reporr. Ve feel
obliged to maintain our exisring texr for the present,
while keeping an open mind in our approach to rhese
discussions.
Mr President, the House will see that the Commission
welcomes the repon of the Legal Affairs Committee
and that, while it does nor find itself able to commit
itself to accepting two of the proposed amendments,
even on those two amendments our attitude is by no
means totally negative but rather one of a willingness
to look funher inro the marrers in question. Ve are
very anxious indeed that work in this imponant sphere
should proceed wirh the minimum of delay and that is
why we feel it right to advocate the course of action I
have outlined, but, as I say, in the rwo areas where
there is a difference of view between ourselves and the
Parliament we are keeping an open mind. Ve will
ensure that the firsr report, the repon which I
mentioned, is received by the Parliamenr at rhe earliest
available opponunity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt to speak on
behalf of rhe Socialist Group.
Mr Sieglerschmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like rc begin by addressing a brief
word to the Commission.
I was pleased ro hear Mr Tugendhar describe so
clearly how he inrends to deal with rhe amendments
proposed by rhe Legal Affairs Committee, which I
hope will be adopted by this House. However 
- 
and
this criticism is nor directed specifically at Mr Tugend-
hat 
- 
we note with increasing concern the way in
which praise is lavished on our proposals here in this
House, but subsequently, when.it comes to the crunch
and the proposal is forwarded to rhe Council, our
proposals practically disappear wirhout rrace.
It is time the Commission realized, Mr Tugendhat,
that this kind of attitude does not exacrly acr as a
stimulus to the work of this House. I appreciate, of
course, that you are in a similar situation in that you
have problems in rransforming rhe rexts you submit to
the Council into Community legislation. In my
opinion, the raditional link forged over the years
between the Commission and rhe European Parlia-
ment should be ekploited more effecdvely than has
been the case recently. This is now the third proposal
on insurance law we have discussed in this House.
Many of us 
- 
including myself 
- 
were nor very
happy at this bit-by-bit approach, and I should like to
ask you rhe specific question wherher we can now
work on the assumption thar this will be the last set of
proposals for insurance legisladon, or whether funher
action is thought necessary in orher areas?
Finally I should like to comment briefly on rhe ques-
tion of harmonization, not because I happen to come
from the Federal Republic of Germany, but, let me
stress, for reasons of general interesr. The situation we
have here 
- 
as is so often rhe case, and not always in
relation to the Federal Republic of Germany 
- 
is that
eight Member Stares have a parricular sysrem and rhe
ninth is the odd man ou[. The question then is how
should we go abour this process of harmonization?
There at least we have reached an acceprable
compromise which is also satisfactory from the point
of view of the Federal Republic of Germany, but I
should like ro warn the Commission against regarding
harmonization as a kind of democradc vote, whereby
the minority is in rhe wrong. You really ought to
exarnine more closely 
- 
and let me refer you here to
the next proposal which is on legal prorection insur-
ance 
- 
wherher it might nor be possible in some cases
when one Member State's system is clearly good and
Suiied to the needs of rhe consume., to haimonize rhe
other eight Member States' systems on rhat basis, and
not oice oersa.
Finally, ler me srress once again that the Socialist
Group suppons rhe creation of equal conditions of
comperition for expon business and would panicularly
like to see equal conditions created in the expon field
as regards subsidies. That is a poinr I think well wonh
making again here.
That is all wanted to add ro what was said by the
rapporteur. I have been able to be brief because Mr
Fischbach's repon coincides enrirely wirh my own
ideas and because, in this case, ttrere or.r 
" 
l"rge
measure of agreement in the committee.
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Turner to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Turner. 
- 
Mr President, first of all I should like
to congratulate Mr Fischbach very much on what he
has done. \fle all know he has worked very hard and
he has got the right answers. I think Mr Balfour has
also got the right answers, although they are not the
same.
The Legal Affairs Committee came to the conclusion
that there are two principles involved. The first is that
all groups in the EEC must be subject to the same
conditions, whether they are private or governmental,
and that is why we and Mr Fischbach in the Legal
Affairs Committee insisrcd that governments who take
part in credit insurance inside the EEC shall be subject
[o the same conditions as private parties.
Secondly, we all, I think, entirely agree with Mr
Balfour and the Committee on Economic and Mone-
nry Affairs that the time has come to put an end to
governmental aids 
- 
and this is one example of them
that exists now 
- 
where governments supPort exPorts
between countries within the EEC. Ve gave a lot of
thought to this, and we decided in the end that we
would not press this point on this panicular measure'
because there were so many advantages to be got in
the field of insurance without pressing the principle
regarding national aids. However, we do insist on the
immediare necessity for recognizing constitutionally
and legally the fact rhat governmenml' and private
bodies in the EEC are subject to the same conditions,
and I am very glad that the Commissioner has 
- 
I
think he has 
- 
accepted the principle. He said that he
is proposing [o accept it soon when he has given it
more thought, and I think that is showing his willing-
ness. He is also saying that he will put the deailed
proposal for the directive straight tq the Council while
he gives funher thought to exactly how he can ensure
that national governments within rhe EEC are put
under the same legal constraints as are private Parties,
and I hope he succeeds in that. Ir may be he will have
to amplify the proposals we have made to take account
of all the things the various Bovernments within the
EEC do, but I think he is agreed that that is an objec-
tive which he supports.
Now,'on the question of national aids, it is regrettable
in a way that the day afrcr we alked at length about
non-ariff barriers, which are proliferating all the dme,
we are having to talk about national aids, which are
again proliferating all the time. This directive touches
on one of them, which is, as I say, governmental inter-
ference in the insurance of exports within the EEC.
However, we have decided, obnoxious though these
are, not to press the point in this directive, simply
because we feel the Commission is making great head-
way with insurance law generally with the number of
directives which it has given to us recently and we
have gone through. That does not mean for one
moment that our staying our hand means we do not
regard these national aids as obnoxious, and we want
to get rid of them as quickly as possible.
Those are the general principles, and I now need only
comment on one thing. That is the other point Mr
Tugendhat talked about, which is Anicle l, para-
graph 4 (2),. where the Legal Affairs Committee put in
two alternatives for the equalization reserve. Now, our
view in this group on that is that we like the comPro-
mise that the Commission had arrived at. '$/e should
regret any national government' diverging very f.ar
from that compromise figure of 150 0/0, and we hope
that there will be no need to vary at all; indeed for my
pan I hope that the Commission will be able in its
further consultations with the counries in question to
come to some agreement on a common precenBge
figure. If they do not do that, then I urge the govern-
ments concerned, those who think the figure is too
high and those who think the figure is too low, not to
vary from the figure of l5o o/o by any large amount. If
they do, then we shall have to take the matter up again
in Parliament, because we shall consider that they have
strayed from the principles of this directive, which
have been put forward by the Legal Affairs Commit-
tee.
And so, Mr President, may I end by saying that we are
glad that the Commission is being cooperative. I thin\
*e are being cooperative too, and I hope that the
Council, which so often is the graveyard of so many
good intentions, is cooperative as well and will coop-
erate quickly.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tugendhat.
Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission 
- 
Mr
President, I feel the need to return in view of the fact
that Mr Turner and Mr Sieglerschmidt both talked
about the cooperativeness of the Commission. I do not
want there to be any false impressions; I do not want
there to be any accusations of bad faith later on.
Firstly, so far as Mr Sieglerschmidt is concerned, I
cannot say that there will be no further proposals on
insurance. There will be. \7e feel the need to do this
because insurance is an extremely large area; it is an
extremely complicated area, and it simply is not practi-
cal in our view to produce one great jumbo measure
that will incorporate everything. So I am sorry that I
cannot meet him on this point. \7e shall be introduc-
ing funher measures.
I entirely agree with him that a tyranny of the majority
can be just as odious to a minority as any oth€r son of
tyranny. It is therefore extremely important that all
poinrc of view be mken into account. Qbviously, in the
end, as in any democratic organization 
- 
or, indeed,
undemocratic as well for that matter 
- 
some poins of
view have to triumph; but I think it is extremely
I
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imponant that all points of view should receive a full
and proper airing when formuladng proposals for the
Communiry as a whole and proposals which have ro
apply in the Community as a whole.
So far as Mr Turner is concerned, I felt, if I may say
so, Mr Presidenr, that he was raking me a little funher
than I meanr to go, and rhar is why I feel the need to
make it clear thar I am nor going quirc as far as he
seemed to be suggesring. Indeed, in the repon which I
have here, on page 4 in the English !exr, I am quoted
as saying that I can at this stage make no commitment
as regards rhe conclusions of the study. Let me repear
myself. I made ir clear where we stand on rhe objec-
tives, we supporr rhe objectives. I made it clear rhar we
have an open mind in many respects and that is why
we are looking at rhe study in rhar way; but I cannor
enter into a commitment to prejudge rhe outcome of
this study, and I would not like him ro feel larer thar I
had gone as far as he had said and rhen gone back
again afterwards. Thar is why, even rhough ir would
be very convenienr and pleasurable for mJto end this
short debate by agreeing with everybody, I cannot go
quite as far as that.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for
resolution will be put to rhe vote a[ the next voring
time.
14. Community system ofgeneralized taif preferences
afier 1980
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon (Doc. 1-
455/80), drawn up by Mr Pearce on behalf of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, on the
communication from the Commission on the Council
(Doc. l-67/80) concerning guidelines for the European
Community's system of generalized tariff preferences for
the period after 1980.
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pearce, rdpporteur. 
- 
The Commission has prod-
uced a documenr indicating the shape of the general-
ized system of preferences (GSP) for the period after
1980 and it is the job of my reporr ro commenr on
these guidelines.
The repon has arrived somewhat later than we would
have wished, but this is because of congestion in the
list of resolutions waiting ro come before this House.
It will be followed up shortly, I hope in the November
pan-session, by a funher report on the Commission's
detailed proposals applicable from 1981 to 1985.
Mr President, we welcome the work rhar rhe Commis-
sion has done to think into the long term abour the
further developmenr of the GSP sysrem, although I
think it has ro be said that there is still some additional
work to be done to clarify our rhouthrs fully. !/e note
that the GSP system is a principal consriruenr pan of
the Community's overall aid policy. It is inrcnded to
benefit the developing countries, panicularly the
poorest of the developing countries. Ve think that it
will be useful in the coming monrhs to work with the
Commission ro compare rhe situation of GSP in rhe
overall aid programme with all of rhe other aspects of
Communiry aid to make sure rhar there are not over-
laps berween different aid measures or underlaps, if I
may coin a word.
'S7e 
are all worried about rhe low level of utilization of
GSP. Ir is perhaps a hollow gesrure to offer a scheme
which is inrended to benefit the very poor counrries
but which for one reason or anorher they are unable to
udlize fully. The fact that only 60 o/o of the offer has
been taken up in recent years give rise to concern,
both on rhe part of the Commission and, I am sure, ro
Members of this Parliament. \fle urge rhe Commission
to take all possible sreps, parricularly including public-
ity measures, ro increase the take-up under this
scheme.
The scheme is intended to benefit the very poor coun-
tries. Consequenrly, we would like m see in the future
a modulation of rhe offer according to rhe level of
industrialization or indeed the level of prosperiry of
the beneficiary counrries, so rhar the poorest countries
gain most. Then, as rhey become richer the level of
benefit they enjoy is rapered off. As this happens, we
would expec[ rhose newly industrialized countries to
fall in much more with the general rule applicable to
trade berween advanced counrries 
- 
the rules and
principals of the GATT.
The countries that benefit from the GSP system are at
the moment those established by UNCTAD and since,
Mr President, the scheme is an autonomous Commu-
nity one, and is nor rhe subject of an agreement
between us and rhe beneficiary counrries, we think
that we should have discrerion over rhe countries to be
included.
Funher points, more briefly, Mr Presidenr. Ve want
to see more agricultural products included in the
scheme. It is not good enough ro say rhar CAP prod-
ucts must be rctally excluded. !7e want more publicity
and more clarity in rhe rules of origin, which perhaps
are one of the causes of low utilizarion. S7'e wanr ro
see greater simplificarion of the scheme, fewer carego-
ries of sensitivity, fewer rules and regulations and a
longer durarion of the scheme so rhat exporters and
imponers can plan rheir work more fully and with
more cenainty.
'!7e would like to be assured that rhere is adequate
consultation between rhe Commission and the benefi-
ciary countries so rhar the offer made ro them and rhe
rules applicable ro thar offer do in fact produce some-
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rhing that the beneficiary counrries want. \7e would
like, as time goes on, some assurance that those
consultations have taken place. Ve would like to
ensure finally, Mr President, that in the administration
of rhis scheme, as indeed with Community policies in
general, it is the Commission that mkes the decisions
and that power is not allowed rc slip away from the
Commission into the hands of committees under the
Council of Ministers. The Commission have the
responsibility, they should also have the power and we
have the right to hold the Commission accountable for
what they have done. \fle will cenainly suppon the
Commission in every way in seeking to maintain its
power and authority over the scheme.
So, Mr President, I conclude by welcoming the
scheme, by welcoming the Commission's guidelines
and by looking forward with interest to our examina-
tion of the detailed proposals for 1981 to 1985 so that
we may see how they compare with the guidelines and
our comments on rhem.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Chouraqui to speak on behalf
of the Committee on External Economic Relations.
Mrs Chouraqti, draftsman of an opinion. 
- 
(F) k
must not be forgotten, Mr President, that the general-
ized system of preferences was established by the
Community on l July 197 1, and that each year from
1971 to 1980 it has been adjusted and improved.
Thanks ro the results obtained from the Tokyo
Round, it will be possible to continue the scheme after
1980 without derogating from the GAI"I rules. So, at
the start of the scheme's second decade, the Commit-
ree on External Economic Affairs decided to report on
the experience acquired so far and to define the princi-
Bal lines to be followed in the future.
The results of the generalized system of preferences to
dare can be summarized as follows: despite the low
level of utilization referred to by Mr Pearce, the bene-
fit derived from the GSP nevenheless increased
rwelve-fold for industrial goods and founeen-fold for
agricultural produce between l97l and 1980. Admit-
tedly, the preferential imports themselves represent
only 4 0/o of the total of Community imports of goods
included in the scheme. It is also worth noting that the
more advanced countries gained Breater advantage
from the scheme than the poorest countries. One
particular figure srands out: 85 0/o of the benefit aris-
ing from the scheme went to only 17 countries, includ-
ing those with high population densities.
In addition to drawing attention to these figures, the
Committee on Exrcrnal Economic Relations, on
whose behalf I am presenting this report, has given its
approval to a number of new guidelines which I would
like rc describe, toBether with the reasoning behind
them, and put [o the Assembly.
\7ith the decline in economic growth and the
profound changes which have taken place in the inter-
narional economic situation, development policy can
longer remain as it vas previously, based merely on
the objective of narrowing the gap between the rich
and the poor countries. The industrial countries nowa-
days have to face a worldwide decline in the economic
situation, a reduced rate of growth, inflation, unem-
ployment and balance of paymenm problems; in addi-
rion they are faced with the entry into the interna-
rional market of the newly industrializing counuies
which are rapidly beconiing partners who cannot be
ignored in international trade and who are moreover
becoming highly competitive, with such produc$ as
[extiles, steel products, chemicals and electronic equip-
ment taking a large share of our market.
Ir is in rhese circumstances that the Community, in
drawing up a new system has to strike a difficult
balance between a number of conflicting aims: to
continue encouraging world trade, particularly to the
benefit of rhe pooresi coun[ries, which is the ultimatb
goal of the GSP scheme, and at the same time to look
after the Community's own indusuies, protect
employment, defend the common agricultural policy
and finally keep to the undertakings given under the
Lom6 Convention and rc the Mediterrnanean coun-
tries.
\7ith this in mind the Committee on External
Economic Relations has given its approval to a number
of Commission guidelines and put forward others of
its own. Our view is that the scheme should be modi-
fied by the adoption of selective or modulated
approach to the preferential advantages, with the
selective process being based on a classification of the
beneficiary countries according to the degree to which
they are developed, and by dividing the products into
those which are sensitive and those which are not.
Ler me explain. The beneficiary countries would be
divided into three main groups: firstly, those newly
industrializing countries which, are sufficiently
competitive albeit in only a few producm, for the
advantages they enjoy under the GSP scheme to be
restricted; secondly, the poorest and least developed
countries, for whom we should be continuing, indeed
improving the scheme, and thirdly, those developing
countries which possess sufficient financial and tech-
nological resources to establish processing indusries
with expon potential. To simplify matters as regards
the products, it is our view that for non-sensitive
goods no ceilings should in future be applied but that
for sensitive products Community ceilings should be
fixed on the basis of objective criteria and applied indi-
vidually to each country. The objective criteria the
Committee has in mind are these: Per cdPita income,
indusuial growtlr rate and investmenr, social situa-
tion, penetration of the Community market, the rate as
which preferences were utilized during the first period
of application, and, lastly, the situation of the
Community producers.
| ' ,:'
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The repon also includes a number of other elements to
which I shall now refer briefly. It is not considered
appropriate rc modify the GSP scheme relating to
textile goods before 1982 when the bilateral voluntary
restraint agreemenm expire. Secondly, ir is our view
that in view of the constraints imposed by the common
agricultural policy rhe list of agricultural products
should not be extended. !7e do, however, recommend
that the lisr of agricultural products should be
extended for the benefit of the least developed coun-
iries. Thirdly, a number of semi-manufactures can
probably be added rc the list of indusrial producr.
The autonomous, that is to say the non-contractual,
nature of the preferences, is to be maintained.
However, it is the view of the Committee on External
Economic Affairs that it would be appropriare to
consult closely with competitor counrries in sensitive
sectors and even, in the case of cenain contries, ro
insist on reciprocity in the GATT agreemenrs.
The Committee on Exrernal Economic Affairs
proposes one last measure relating to the 5ocial aspect
which strikes me as being of panicular imponance. It
is our view that the principal standards of the Inrerna-
tional Labour Organizarion, panicularly those relating
to child labour, should be taken into considerarion as
they stand.
Lastly, the Committee considers that in order to rake
account of developments in the international economic
situation the scheme should be applicable for a period
of 10 years rather than rhe 20 years proposed by the
Commission.
In conclusion, Mr President, it is my belief that before
we make any judgmenr on the GSP we should remem-
ber. two things. Firstly, thar the sysrem has only a
modest impact in rhe field of cooperation and develop-
ment, and v/e are pressing the Commission and the
Council to make orher methods of cooperation availa-
ble. Secondly, rhat invesrmenr by the transfer of capiral
and of technology should be encouraged, but care
must be taken rhat such investment is wise from rhe
development point of view and is compatible with the
circumstances of the developing counries.
These are rhe principles which our Committee would
like to see esrablished for the coming decade. Ler us
try and bear. them in mind when we come ro rhe
proposals for rhe 1981 generalized system of prefer-
ences.
President. 
- 
Mrs Chouraqui, you will be leaving us
tomorrow, and I know I am speaking for every
Member of this House when I say that you will be
missed. You were i very active member of rhe
Committee on External Economic Relations and as
chairman of the \Torking Pany on Srrucures I was
always able to look to you for assisance. I would like
to express my gradtude to you today and on behalf of
all Members of the House wish you all the best in
Paris. Don't sray away too long: come back to Stras-
bourg.
(Applause)
I call Mr \Toltjer to speak on behalf of the Committee
on Agriculture.
Mr Voltjer, drafisman of an opinion. 
- 
(NL) Mr
President, the Commitree on Agriculture has some-
times been criticized 
- 
and not always, I'm sorry ro
say, without reason 
- 
for trying to solve rhe present
agricultural problems via increased prorecrionism and
offloading of our problem of surpluses into the devel-
oping. countries. Many of. my colleagues on rhe
committee are so preoccupied with rhe agricultural
problem in Europe that they forger that the problem
outside the Communiry is even grearer.
I was more than willing ro pur myself forward as
draftsman of the opinion for the Committee on Agri-
culture because I feel it is extremely imponant for the
committee to make its position clear on this matter.
The fact is that prorecrionism hits the developing
countries panicularly hard. I was derermined to
convince the Committee on Agriculrure that such a
policy would be disastrous and one which as Euro-
peans we could not and should nor follow. So I am
pleased to say that the Committee on Agriculture
approved my reporr,, admittedly afrer some hesitation.
It is essential thar rhe developing countries find new
markerc for their products. It is becoming increasingly
apparent that this is their suresr way forward. Of
cours'e, food aid and rechnical and financial assistance
are of fundamental imponance as well, but if rhe
developing countries are no[ given the opponuniry to
gain a foothold on our markers, rhey will have no
chance at all. This has been argued more and more
forcibly at the UNCTAD mlks.
An analysis of how the system has worked in the
period now ending is of vital imponance if we are ro
improve the system for the coming decades. Parlia-
ment pur this question clearly io the Commission in its
resolution on rhe generalized sysrem of tariff prefer-
ences for 1980, and I have to say rhar I was somewhat
disappointed by the Commission's analysis. It is nor
thorough enough and does nor ger ro grips with the
real problems. The shoncomings of the sysrcm are
only dealt with very superficially. The specific ques-
tion 
- 
how can we improve this system to rhe advan-
tage of the poorest counrries 
- 
is not really answered.
In fact, the Commission only makes vague suggesrions
as to how improvements could be introduced 
- 
for
example, it suggests rhat semi-industrialized counrries
benefit most from the GSP. In other words, the
poorest countries are nor taken into considerarion and
1
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this is what struck me most forcibly. Because if we try
to discover where the real problem lies, we are bound
to conclude that precisely those areas where the sales
potential for the poores[ countries is the greatest are
excluded from the system. There are admittedly a
number of agricultural products on the list, but protec-
tionism is a major factor here. The Committee on
Agricultrue therefore urges that the system should be
improved for the poorest, countries. I welcome this and
I am delighted to be able to state on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture that in our view no
compromise is possible: we must ensure that the
poorest countries are given the chance to introduce
their agricultural products, including processed goods,
into our market. The Commission refrained from
dealing with this point in its memorandum. That is
unacceptable. In fact, the Commission said that the
European agricultural poliry makes it impossible rc
offer more sales outlets for these products. I question
that because it means that the European agricultural
policy is regarded as static, whereas we are all aware
that we are now wrestling wirh the problem of how to
reform it in order to help us to solve our own prob-
lems. So we are going to have to make changes and in
so doing we musr try to create opponunities for the
poorest countries.
I must insist, as I did in my report, that goods which
are now imponed duty-free, from the developing
counrries, for example certain vegetable oils and fats,
should still be dury-free in the coming period. A prin-
cipal victim of such dudes would be the export trade
of the poorest developing countries. I am glad that I
can express this opinion for the Committee on Agri-
culture, and I hope that the European Commission
will regard the committee's statement as suppon in its
effons to persuade the Council.
One funher point, although it is riot directly
connected with the generalized sysrcm of preferences.
I would like rc draw your a[tendon rc the recommen-
dation of the Committee on Agriculture in para-
graph 4 of the conclusions that consideration should
be given to whether the Community could supplement
the generalized system of preferences by offering a
sales guarantee to the least developed countries which
are mainly dependent on agricultural expons. The
system should, in the case of the very poorest develop-
ing countries, where it can be considered completely
justified, be brought more into line with the Lom6
Convention as regards price stability and stabilization
of expon earnings. I urge the Commission most
strongly to examine this question fully, and to come
up with suitable proposals. The poveny in the world
goes beyond the limits of Lom6, and I hope that the
EEC will give more thought to it as well.
I am glad that I may express this opinion on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture. I know that in many
fields we sometimes give opinions which go against the
interesrc of developing countries, but I am thankful
that with this opinion in this imponant area the
Committee on Agriculture has shown that.it really is
concerned about the poorest countries which are
neglected in our present policy.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cohen to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Cohen. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, it seems ro me that this debace on the scheme of
generalized uriff preferences for developing countries
is too late to be of any use. After all, we are supposed
to be talking this afternoon about nothing but the
general guidelines for the system, whereas everyone
knows thar the Commission's detailed proposals for
l98l are akeady being discussed by the Council. In a
very shon time 
- 
in November or December, I hope
- 
we shall have to come back rc this very same prob-
lem, when we shall a[ least be able to refer to the
Commission's proposals for 1981 and thus go into
much more detail as regards the merits and the draw-
backs of the system.
That does no[ mean to say that I am not grateful to
the Commission for sending us this document on the
proposed guidelines with a request by the Council for
our opinion. After all, this kind of general debate gives
us a chance to say what we really think about the
general system of tariff preferences, and also gives us a
chance to indicate the general direcdon of our
thoughts 
- 
although not in such specific terms as w'e
could with regard to concrete.proposals.
Mr President, this system of general tariff preferences
has existed for almost ten years now, which means lhat
we have had a number of years' experience in operat-
ing it, and we now know its advantages and disadvan-
tages. \fle have gradually come to realize that not all
the developing countries have benefited from the
scheme, and that in panicular the poorest among them
have not hatl a fair crack of the whip.
The question is of course whether a system like this
can ever benefit the poorest countries as much as it
does the already industrialized countries 
- 
which
does not mean to say that we shogrld not do everything
in our power to provide more aid in the coming years
to the poorest countries in panicular.
It is a curious fact, Mr President, that despite the
economic recession we are now going through in
Vestern Europe and throughout the world, there is no
real groundswell of opinion in favour of doing away
with the system of general tariff preferences. The
entire industrialized world is quite convinced that this
system should be maintained despite the economic
recession, and it may even be possible to find argu-
ment,s to prove that it is now more necessary than ever
to persevere with the system and, indeed, improve it.
,i
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Of course, let us not forget that one of the factors
exacerbating the present economic crisis is the reduced
level of demand from the developing countries.
In the Commission's report on the state of the srcel
industry in the Community, putting the case for appli-
cation of Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty, the point is
of course stressed that there has been a fall in the
developing countries' demand for our steel producm,
and the same goes for other commodities as well as
steel. Developing countries' demand for our products
is falling right across the board, thus aggravating our
own crisis. And the fact is that demand is falling'at a
time when the needs are of course 
- 
in principle 
-enormous, and those needs could be met by the
Community's indusry. Vhat is needed, though, is
sufficient purchasing power in the developing coun-
tries to stimulate demand. The system of general tariff
preferences gives the developin6 countries increased
income from expon sales, thus boosting purchasing
power and stimulating demand in those countries. It is
therefore not only in the interesm of the developing
countries, but also in our own interests, to persevere
with this system of general tariff preferences and,
indeed, improve and extend it. More than ever, it is
appropriate here to apply the word which crops up so
often in the report of the Brandt Commission; there is
'rruly an 'interdependence' between our interests and
those of the developing countries.
Generally speaking then, Mr President, the Socialist
Group can go along with the ideas put forward by the
Commission in irs guideline document. Ve can also
agree to a great extent with Mr Pearce's motion for a
resolution on behalf of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation. Following on from the opinion
of the Committee on Agriculture, we are also very
much in favour of the inclusion of agricultural pro-
ducts in the system. Secondly 
- 
and we have tabled a
number of amendments on this point 
- 
y/e want [o
see the independent and general nature of the system
guaranteed. I cannot help but get the impression that
Mr Pearce's attitude is something of the nature of 'I
want to have my cake and eat it'. He works on the
assumplion that the sysrcm is autonomous, but
nonetheless demands a cenain amount of reciprocity;
he also refers to 'consultation'; that is something we
cannot accept, and that is why we have tabled our
amendments to ensure that the system retains its
autonomous character. $7e are also in favour of the
system being applied in such a way that, in the future,
the poorer countries will be able w derive more benefit
from it.
Mr President, that concludes the main points I wanted
to make. As I said earlier, this general debate is rather
toci late to be of any use, because in a few q/ssl<s' 
- 
s1
a[ most, months' 
- 
time, we shall have to debate the
1981 scheme itself. It is then that we shall come up
against the real problems. Everyone has had a chance
here today to make general statements, but in the
fonhcoming debate, we shall really get to know who is
prepared to do something for the developing countries
and who is not. The Socialist Group remains in favour
of persevering with the system, extending and strenth-
ening it, and that is a point we shall be stressing over
the coming months.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr'$7elsh rc speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
Mr President, I should first of all like
rc offer my congratulations to my honourable friend,
the rapporteur, on the excellence of his repon and also
to Madame Chouraqui, draftsman of the opinion for
the Committee on External Economic Relations, who
wrote such an excellent opinion which represented the
consensus of that committee's view.
I have moved three amendments, which reflect the
conclusions of the Committee on External Economic
Relations, although of course I am not authorized to
speak on their behalf. Ve have moved those amend-
ments, however, because we think that the points that
are expressed in that opinion 
^re 
very we[ wonh
making and should be taken into account in Parlia-
ment's rePort
In an answer to a written question, No67l/80, the
Commission poinrcd our thar of t+o independent
countries and overseas territories enjoying the GSP
privileges, 60 were signatories to the Lom6 Conven-
tion and 9, including Yugoslavia, have preferential
agreements. None of these countries were supposed to
use rhe GSP. The Commission's reply to Vritten
Question No 412180, which was posed by
Mr Herman, makes their position very clear, because
they state there that the Mediterranean countries, the
Maghreb, the Mashrek, the ACP countries and
Yugoslavia are not expected to use the preferences
that are granted to [hem under the GSP because they
enjoy other preferential arrangemenr. So approxi-
mately 67 of the beneficiaries of this arrangement, in
fact, are not expected to use the preferences. Ve
should like rc be sure that this Commission poliry is
properly reflected in Parliament's report, and thar is
why we have moved our third amendment.
\7e should also like the Commission ro explain whar
they plan to do if these countries do seek to avail
rhemselves of GSP privileges. If the answer is that it
would never be advanrageous for them to do so, why
are they so anxious to remain on rhe GSP lisr?
According to the Commission's own figures for 1978
- 
unfonunarely rhose for 1979 are nor yet available
- 
of these special countries only Yugoslavia cook
advantage of the preference, which accounted for
12.2 0/o of the effecdve utilization. Of rhe remaining
77 countries in the scheme, Hong Kong received
10.8 0 , Brazil 10.3 0/0, Korea 9.9 0/0, Malaysia 8.8 0/o
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and India 8.5 %. Thus, rhese six countries accounred
for 60.5 % of the full GSP urilization, and I respect-
fully suggest that the GSP is not particularly appro-
priate for the Communiry's development of trade with
these particular countries. Indeed, in four cases frame-
work agreements either have been or are being nego-
tiated, and this is surely a much more sarisfacrory way
of developing our trade. Of rhe remaining prefeiences,
OPEC countries accounted for 5.5 Vo, Comecon
countries for 5.4 0/o and the five ASEAN countries for
21.2 0/o and they, of course, also have a special frame-
work arrangement with the Community. The remain-
der, which was spread among 17 countries, was only
15.2 0/0, and we would argue that this is the only valid
use of the GSP itself.
Mr President, we do nor seek to quarrel with the
rapponeur's conclusions or this reporr. Vhar we
would point out to the Commission, rhough, is rhat
the GSP as a system of development is redundant: it is
not working, it is helping rhe wrong people in the
wrong way, and the sooner the Commission rurns irs
attention to developing a proper trade policy for the
newly industrialized countries and a proper develop-
ment policy for the truly developing counrries, rhe
better for all of us.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Carettoni-Romagnoli to
speak on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
MrsCarettoni-Romagnoli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we
Imlian Members of the Communist and Allies Group
have expressed our support for the generalized system
of preferences on many occasions. Ve have also, since
the question does reappear regularly, had several
opponunities to voice our concern about the effective
profile of the system and the way in which it is applied.
Ve have no intention, of course, of opposing the
report itself today. Mr Pearce and the various drafts-
men of opinions have all done extremely good work.
The doubts we would like rc pur before you today
concern the way in which the Commission, and indeed
rhis Parliamenr, are approaching this problem as a
whole.
It seems to us that there is a fundamental inconsistency
between the Community's poliry and in this Parlia-
ment's attitude. There are excellent analyses in the
reports before us, but when u/e come to the conclu-
sions we find that there is a sudden loss of qualiry and
things are less clear. \7e all agree, for example, that
the results of the GSP are poor and that it has been the
least successful of the instruments available to [he
developmerit policy. The Commission has admitted
that itself. If that is really what is felt, then, why are
we here offered so few changes to the scheme and
why at the same time as this debate on cooperation are
we not mckling the question of restructuring economic
activities within the European Community? The
rapporteur states quite rightly in his conclusions that
the two questions are linked but that there is a shor-
tage of positive proposals and decisions.
These are the conflicts which we see and which oblige
us to point out once again the underlying realities in
the hope that this general debate will have irc effect,
and that they will be dealt with satisfactorily when we
come to discuss the concrete proposals to which
Mr Cohen rightly referred.
There is one fundamental question which perplexes us.
The connection between development and the proper
application of the GSP is not panicularly clear; nor is
it clear how it meshes with the Nonh-South Dialogue.
It is our view that these questions also remain unan-
swered by Parliament: this is a tangle which should be
unravelled. Basically, we should be bold enough to say
once and for all that the GSP should be a means of
cooperating with developing countries, rather than a
web of tariff measures for use in accordance with
Community requirements. I should like to add that on
this question even the Economic and Social Commit-
tee is in agreement, and im role is by definition rc
defend rhe interests of businesses and workers within
the Community.
There then arises a further problem which we have
never tackled as fonhrightly as it deserves, and that is
the question of the proven abuses of the system perpe-
rarcd by the multinadonal'corporations. I am refer-
ring to the many benefim derived by a few from the
facilities which the EEC osrcnsibly provides for the
developing counries. Parliament should not be reti-
cent about this, because we have just had a debate on
hunger in the world, and we have just had the Luxem-
bourg meeting on Lom6 II. If we are to be consistent
about the things which we not only said but voted for,
we should be expressing our attitude more forcefully.
As regards the renewal of the GSP scheme it is my
belief that the European Parliament should also be
scratching where it itches and drawing attention to
another factor which is the connection between the
common agricultural policy, reform of the common
agricultural policy and the possibility of making the
scheme effective. For if we do not get to grips with this
problem we shall merely continue repeating the old
clich6 
- 
rhat rhe scheme is a good thing as such even
though orher countries do not derive the expected
benefits from it. This, too, was stated quite clearly
during the Luxembourg discussions on Lomd II,
Mr President, and I see no reason why it should not be
said here and why allusion should not be made to it in
the proposals we shall be voting on.
There is yet another question which should in our
opinion have been highlighrcd. The scheme fails to
work because of the widely differing ways in which
these countries are treated by the Community and by
other industrialized countries, in particular the United
>q 1 ti- t. '"1,,r,I 
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Srates and Japan. Of course we cannot insist that the
United States and Japan treat developing countries in
one way rather than another. !7e should nonetheless
be aware of this situation, and be prepared to discuss it
in depth. Ir is undoubrcdly within Parliament's
mandarc to do so, and probably within the Commis-
sion's.
Before I conclude I should like to say a brief word on
the dme scale. Even though the 20 year period
proposed is divided into five-year phases, it is quite
unrealistic. Ve have only to recall where we were
20 years ago 
- 
even l0 years ago 
- 
to realize just
how much has happened during the five years of the
energy crisis. That is why we need the possibility of
more action and more change. I believe that fixing too
long a time limit would be quite unrealistic.
The last point which we should like to bring to your
attention is the approach to the inter-regional dimen-
sion, Here too we have had encouraging experience
wirh the Lom6 Convention, and I see no reason why
we should not use such useful experience throughout
rhe whole range of our policies. \7e have examined the
various amendments with great interest, and I can say
that some of our own perplexities and doubts would
be dispelled were the Assembly ro accept the amend-
menrs tabled by Mr Cohen. I am sure Mr Cohen will
not be offended if I say in all candour that his amend-
ments will not completely transform the resolution.
They do, however, indicate the road forward and it is
my belief that those Members of this Parliament who
share a particular view of development policy will
certainly recognize that to approve those amendments
is an advance.
\?'hat precisely would we like to see? !7e would like ro
see progress so tha[ this scheme fulfils what we
consider to be irs primary and fundamental function
- 
that of an instrument of development.
President. 
- 
I call Mr De Gucht to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr De Gucht. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I should like
ro begin by reminding you of the basic principles
behind rhe generalized system of preferences, as
formulated in Resolution 2l/2 of the UNCTAD
Conference in New Delhi in 1968 and as subsequently
adopted by the Community. They are three in
number: firstly, to boost the expon earnings of the
developing countries, and panicularly the weakest
among rhem; secondly, to accelerate the process of
industrialization in the developing countries; and
thirdly, to speed up the developing countries'
economic growth.
Bearing these aims in mind, we,are bound to conclude
thar, over the past len years 
- 
in other words, over
the first period 
- 
rhe effecr of the GSP on rhe leasr
developed Third Vorld countries has been minimal,
not to say negligible. Generally speaking, it is the
developing countries which have already gone some
way towards industrialization which can and do make
use of the GSP. To illustrate rhis point, let me just
remind you that 67.8 0/o of the funds available in 1978
accrued to the benefit of the ten most developed Third
'\Uflorld countries.
The discrepancy is even more striking when one rakes
a look at the so-called 'non-sensitive products'. Here,
rhe ten mosr favoured counrries skim off 83.7 0/o ol
dury-free exports to the Community. There is very
little justification for claiming ro stimularc the trade
activities of the Third \7orld countries in non-sensirive
products when there are no quantithtive restrictions on
precisely this range of products. In my opinion, the
two main reasons why the GSP works so badly are
that, firstly, the GSP provisions are too restrictive for
sensitive products 
- 
which are precisely the commod-
ities in which the Third \7orld countries have the best
chance on the expon market 
- 
and secondly, the
technical complexiry and consequent limited applica-
don of the system for the countries for which it was
d,esigned. Because of these two main problems,
exporters in the Third Vorld countries are unsure
about the facilities for exponing goods duty-free or at
reduced rates.
It therefore follows ihat maxilnum benefit is derived
from the system by the best organized counrries,
authorities, undenakings and private persons. One is
bound ro wonder whether the benefits built in to the
GSP for the developing countries are nor indirecrly
working to the advanage of rhe multinational
companies in the food secror. Admittedly, the laudable
aims have a number of built-in guarantees, bur would
anyone dare to claim that these cannot be got round
somehow or other?
In the light of this analysis, rhere are four possible
alternatives as regards the furure development of rhe
GSP. Firstly, we could abolish it altogether. This solu-
tion is not quite as exrreme as ir might appear ar first
sight. Practically speaking, exponers in the developing
countries do not really count on enjoying GSP facili-
ties, because they have practically no way of knowing
wherher they will qualify for tariff preferences when
their products arrive in the Community. Ir is obvious
that, in practical terms, the system as it stands at the
moment mainly benefir importers in the industrialized
countries. One is also bound to wonder wherher the
developing countries mighr not have obtained better
tariff condidons in rhe Tokyo Round if some of ,their
number had not been influenced by their 
- 
mainly
political 
- 
dependence on a variety of tariff prefer-
ence systems, including rhe GSP.
However, the, abolirion of the GSP would not be a
sensible solution because rhe system does hold our rhe
hope for the developing counrries of free access ro rhe
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Common Market, or rather, rhe world market. The
point should also be made that rhe GSP impioves the
Community counries' image in rhe Nonh-South
Dialogue 
- 
especially in relation to the United States
- 
and invalidarcs the veiled criricism of rhe Commu-
nity's impon policy on agricultural and textile prod-
ucts.
The second alternarive would be to allow general free
access for goods from the less developed Third Vorld
countries. In rhe shon rerm, this would represent no
danger to the Community, as the countries.concerned
- 
by dint of their very low level of developmenr 
-are not in a position to adapt wharever production
facilities they have ro exporr.-orientated products.
However, for political reasons, this option is not tena-
ble in the currenr prorectionist climare.
The third alternative would be to retain rhe present
system with all irs attendanr disadvanrages and justi-
fied criticism.
The fourth alternarive is ro make drasric changes to
the GSP. The Commission's earlier proposals tended
to take this line, whereas rhe presenr ones do nor go so
far. The imponant rhing is ro apply the benefits of the
GSP on a product-by-producr and counrry-by-contry
basis, so that the mosr indusrrialized developing coun-
rries do nor ger the largest slice of the cake. !fle might
consider in this respecr granring toral exemption for
the least developed Third Vorld counrries.
The scheme itself needs to be radically revised and the
products divided into two categories only: sensitive
and non-sensitive products. It is wonh recommending
adopdon of a longer period of rcn or rwenry years, so
that the developing counrries have a chance ro adapt
their economic srrucrure rc the GSP. Finally, there
should be more scope within the GSP for agricultural
products.
So much for rhe quesrion of general rariff preferences.
Allow me to make one last point which, in my
opinion, likewise touches on the development prob-
lem. The real point ar issue is nor so much tariff
preferences, which 
- 
like so many insrruments of
development policy 
- 
are little more rhan window-
dres5ing. Vhat really marrcrs is whether we are
prepared to pay a reasonable prince for our imports of
raw marerials from the developing counrries. The
answer is no, we are nor. Ir is only if we were prepared
to pay a reasonable price rhat rhe developing counrries
would be in a position to build up their industrial base,
raise their standard of living and pay off their enor-
mous debts. That is the real issue; all the rest is merely
incidental.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Skovmand to speak on behalf
of the Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independenr Groups and Members.
Mr Skovmand. 
- 
(DK) Mr President, in the 1950s
the developing countries called for the introducdon of
tariff preferences on rheir goods.
This was intended panicularly to help small businesses
which had found it difficult ro establish themselves on
western marke6. However, the European Commu-
nity's preference arrangemenrs do not work in this
way. The are so complicated and difficult that only the
multinational companies which have subsidiaries in rhe
developing countries are in a position to take advan-
tage of them. Thar is why so litde use is made of the
system. The Pearce repon contains many good ideas,
bur they are roo timidly expressed.Thus it suggesrs
small improvemenrs, when what is needed is radical
change. A very clear rule must be brought in 
- 
that
customs duties musr never be paid on the industrial
products of developing countries. No more, no less.
'\7e had such an arrangemenr in Denmark before wejoined rhe Community in 1973. The Community
ought ro introduce this rule to replace the present
scandalous and iniquirous sysrem.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante.
Mr Almirante. 
- 
U) This is one of rhose rare occa-
sions, Mr President, when we are faced with an
explicir choice, for at rhe end of the year rhe general-
ized system of preferences expires and we may either
renew it as it is, give ir a thorough overhaul or scrap it
altogether. Mr Pearce, the rapponeur, has rold us thar
in November we shall have to consider the question
again and come ro some decisions, and I must, like
previous speakers, rhank him for his repon. Mean-
while, I think rhat this preliminary debate should be
used for clarifying our ideas, and indeed it has by and
large done jusr that.
I am, however, going ro be a little more critical, a little
sterner in my criticism rhan the previous speakers,
because my undersnnding of what I have heard rhem
say, and of what I have heard in rhese quite excellent
reports, is rhat the generalized sysrem of preferences
has been a failure. It has been a failure in concept as
well as in practice because it is illogical. If preferences
are generalized they cannor be preferences: in order to
qualify as such they must be selcctive, and when they
are offered ro so many parries withour discrimination
in respect of either quality or quanriry they are inevim-
bly doomed to failure.
Ve are consequenrly faced with problems ar rwo
levels; the firsr relating, as I said, ro quantity: if chere
are too many preference [hey serve linle purpose. \fle
have just heard rhat 126 countries pany ro Lom6 and
other similar international agreemenrs are benefiting
from the GSP. Of course rhere are roo many of them-.
The other problem is one of qualiry: wirhout a system
of selection we end up preferring those which are in
any case already favoured. Indeed, every speaker has
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provided impressive figures showing the resulting
imbalance. Mrs Chouraqui, whom I must also thank,
tells us that 85 % of the benefits of the GSP went in
the end to only 17 countries, with the result that those
who were wealthy ultimarcly became wealthier, and
those who were less favoured in the balance became
POOrer.
lndeed, there is in the report a table which illustrates
rhe siruation perfectly, and about which the .appbrteur
says rhis: 'In view of these figures, it must ab-ove all be
s"id that the first objective constantly reaffirmed by
the Eurppean Parliament of having first and foremost
the poorest developing countries benefit by the GSP
has never been achieved'. It is nine years since the
scheme came into force, and here is t'he rapponeur
saying that in those nine years the objective put
forward at the beginning has never been achieved. I
believe that that is a very serious state of affairs, and
rhat it is made worse by the fact reponed by the
Committee on Agriculture that whilst the developing
countries were principally requesting concessions on
their agriculture 
- 
because they had no industry 
-
most of the concessions granted related to industry
and only a few to agriculture 
- 
with depressing
consequences.
I therefore arrive very rapidly at the following conclu-
sions. Firstly, that the imbalance between north and
south can only be reduced by a series of measures
which genuinely support. the Poorest countries.
Secondly, that the nonh-south imbalance 
- 
and I
quote from the report of the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation 
- 
'represen[s a threat to Peace
in the world'. Thirdly, that the GSP has done nothing
to reduce that imbalance and may even increase it.
Founhly, that the scheme is simply to be renewed for a
four year peridd after the end of the year, but that it is
to be better defined and the relationship between this
system and other aid schemes operated by the
Community in favour of the developing countries is to
be clarified.
\7e members of the Italian DNI nevenheless give our
full support to the report presented by Mrs Chouraqui
on behalf of the committee on which it is my honour
to serve: her report receives our full approval. Ve
should be moving towards a selective approach to the
benefits of the GSP, even to the extent of saying not
generalized preferences but selected preferences.
President. 
- 
I call Sir Frederick Catherwood.
Sir Frederick Catherwood. , Mr President, I speak
in support of Amendment No 2 which underlines the
opinion of the Committee on External Economic
Relations, put in by Madame Chouraqui, who did an
excellent job for us.
Three years ago, Mr President, when I was chairman
of the British Overseas Trade Board I paid a visit to a
newly industrialized country where I was lavishly
entenained by its leading industrialist. He gave me a
magnificent lunch, with an orchestra to play, he filled
my room in the Embassy with flowers, and finally he
sent an enormous oil painting round to the Embassy. I
asked our Ambassador the reason for all this magnifi-
cent treatment and he said that our Bridsh export
credits had financed his entire new capital investmen[,
we had sold him the technical expertise to start his
manufacturing business, about which he knew abso-
lutely nothing before, and he was now selling at low
prices to all our old customers and nking away all our
business and putdng our own people out of work. He
was immensely grateful for all this and he wanted to
show that gratitude.
This country I visircd is a military dictatorship; it sells
us a mounting flood of consumer goods under the
generalized system of preferences and absolutely
refuses to have any consumer goods back from us
again; there is no opposition pany and no free trade
unions to put a word in for their own consumers and
workers, so the money we spend on impons of
consumer goods, this police state is free to spend on
more factories for more consumer goods to sell on our
markets and destroy more of our industries. That
makes us complercly dependent for vital impons on a
country which, politically, is utterly unreliable.
Now that is not free trade, it destroys supPort for free
trade in otlr countries which we desperately need if we
are to make free trade work, it destroys suPPoft for
preferences for truly developing countries and, if it is
not to ruin us, we have Bot to put a stop to ir at once.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fernandez.
Mr Fernandez. 
- 
(F) Mr President, this debate on
the Community system of generalized tariff prefer-
ences prompts one first of all to think back to what
were the original aims of the system. There was
cenainly no lack of high hopes 
- 
that is the least one
could say. '$7as the aim not in fact to boost the devel-
oping countries' export earnings, encourage the
process of industrialization and accelerate those coun-
tries' economic growth ?
One figure alone should suffice ro bring out the
hollowness of rhese promises. ln 1977, only 2 0/o of the
Community's total imports came under the system of
generalized mriff preferences, and I would add that,
because of the conditions, the trade advantages
offered to the developing countries have only been
raken up ro rhe rune of 60 o/0, and have in the main
been used to facilitate the global redeployment of
mu Itinational companies.
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It has not escaped our notice that these multinationals
have for a number of years now been setting up subsi-
diaries in the counries of Latin America and South-
East Asia so that they could take advantage of the
derisory pay leveli and the absence of social welfare in
those countries. At the same time, they have also been
responsible for organizing unemployment in Europe,
for the fact is that the system of generalized tariff
preferences has made it easier for the multinationals to
re-export. their products to the Community.
The terms of the GSP were in effect decided on unilat-
erally by the European institutions, which means that,
as far as the Member States of the Community are
concerned, the GSP is an additional means of influ-
encing the choice open to developing countries. I say
'additional' because this whole prooess exists in fact to
facilitate 
- 
both inside and outside the Community 
-the restructuring and redeployment programmes of
the multinationals. During the negotiations on Lom6
II, the Communiry complied with the request put
forward by UNICE, the European emloyers' organi-
zarion, and demanded guarantees for the investments
and profim of these multinationals. This amounted rc
political interference of a kind which the countries of
Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific rightly refused
to countenance.
The esublishment of fairer and more balanced rela-
tions with due regard for the countries' mutual inter-
ests panicularly between developed and developing
countries, has become one of the major issues of the
aBe.
The results of the GSP show that, far from funhering
rhis aim, it has safisfied the wishes of the capitalist
countries prompted as they are by their major
companies' dri've to maximize profits. Generally
speaking, the srructure of rade between the develop-
ing countries and the capitalist countries has remained
the same as in the colonial era. The developing coun-
tries continue to supply raw materials and agricultural
produce at low prices, these being their staple expon
commodities. Vhat is more, the GSP has been set up
at the expense of the poorest among us. The countries
of Africa, the Caribbean and the Pacific have pointed
our that the GSP has, from their point of view, made it
more difficult to export their manufactured products.
Let me conclude, Mr President by reminding the
House of the determination with which the French
Communi.sts and Allies have fought for the establish-
ment of a new world economic and political order,
which is the only way of meeting the need for fairer
and mutually beneficial relations between the develop-
ing and the developed countries.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-3owman. 
- 
Mr President, unfonunately
the Commission's proposal on the guidelines for the
European Community's scheme of generalized tariff
preferences from 1980 onwards could have a very
serious effect on milny Community industries, not
least the chemical industry. As the rapponeur points
out in paragraphs 4 and 5, the poorest developing
countries have benefited least from the GSP and the
mosr developed beneficiaries have benefited most. As
my colleague put it, the GSP is helping the wrong
people in the wrong way. It is also, alas, harming the
wrong people in the EEC in the wrong place, those in
rhe least developed and most disadvantaged regions. It
is interesting to note that whereas the Community
insists that only producr not likely to endanger
Community production may be included in the list of
agricultural products rc be allowed into the Commu-
nity, no such provision applies to industrial products
which could wreak havoc in Europe's indusry, espe-
cially the chemical industry.
It is ludicrous to pretend that the chemical industries
in Brazil or Romania are developing. Indeed the
chemical industries in Yugoslavia, Romania 
- 
which
incidenally last year exceeded its maximum quota for
sodium tripolyphosph^te 
- 
China, South Korea,
Brazil and Mexico do not need the slightest help, as
Sir Fred Catherwood has just said. Yet they will bene-
fit enormously from the Commission's new proposals.
In January last year the 30 0/o import duty on
benzoates from China was removed. They flooded
into the Community and nearly bankrupted several
specialist producers and damaged others who relied
heavily, though not exclusively, on benzoates with a
considerable loss of jobs. To halt the damage, quotas
were put on these benzoates and the flood temporarily
halted. But these are not now included in the provi-
sional list of I I chemicals to be included in the sensi-
tive category, and they most certainly should be.
Moreover, it is vital that these should be a mbchanism
for reimposing duties or reclassifying pro{ucts when
necessary which is both quick-acdng and effective.
The reclassification of-tripolyphosphates to semi-sensi-
tive, which was agreed earlier this year and which
prevented or midgared severe damage to the Commu-
niry chemical industry, has been abandoned. It is
essential that it too should be included in the sensitive
list.
There is sdll time to alter this list and make it more
responsive to the growing problems of the European
Community in chemical industry.
I beg the Commission to do this if it wishes to preserve
this most vital industry from serious damage.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vce-President of tbe Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President,I should like to take this oppor-
tunity to express my thanks for the work put in by all
the committees concerned, for the reports presenrcd
by the committees and for today's debarc.
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The reports and the debate have once again reflected
the sincere commitment this House has always shown
to an effective development aid poliry, a sendment
which has often found tangible forms of expression.
If I may sum up the message of rhis debare in a single
sentence, it is that this system should be improved
wherever possible, particularly in the interests of those
who need the help mosr
Today's debate was concerned with the Commission's
proposed guidelines for the period after 1980, and the
appropriate documents date from March of this year.
In putting forward these guidelines, the Commission's
intention was to prepare the ground for a debate on
matters of principle and of course to lead up to the
decisions which will be needed to put the principles
into practice. The idea was to hold the debate and mke
the necessary decisions in good dme, so that the prac-
dcal work could begin on I January 1981.
This question is on the agenda for the meeting of the
Council of Ministers on 24 November, but if the
practical work is to begin on dme on I January next
year, this House must make its view felt at the
November pan-session.
I do not urant to repeat too much of what has already
been said here, but as far as the principles are
concerned, our firSt priority was to extend the period
and to fix on a period which would enable all the
interested parties 
- 
that is to say, the developing
countries and their exponers, our imponers and the
branches of industry which might be affected by these
imponed products 
- 
rc think and plan over a long
period, and to ensure that this system will remain in
force for a long time. At the same time, we have
introduced the element of regular monitoring.
Secondly, we wanted to help simplify what is at
present an extremely complex system. This we have
done essentially by reducing the number of product
categories, and we hope to be able to simplify the
administrative procedures too. '!7e have heard many
critical comments here on the present sysrcm, the main
cor,nplaints being that it was too complicated and in
many respects well-nigh incomprehensible. I can only
agree with the critics 
- 
hence our wish to simplify
matters.
Thirdly, there is the principle that we should and must
differentiate. Let me be quite clear on this point,
though: when we talk.about differentiation as regards
those countries which are to come within the scope of
the system, our aim is strictly rc differentiate, and not
to divide. \7e think it has become evident over a
period of time 
- 
and this is something we welcome 
-that developing countries have indeed developed to a
point at which, in many sectors and in many products,
they have reached a state of being perfecdy capable of
competing on the world market.
The point of differentiating by reference ro criteria
which you are all aware of is not to reduce our own
expenditure, but to make it possible for the pooresr
countries to derive more benefit from our aid. \7e
believe that those developing countries which have 
-happily 
- 
become genuinely competitive in a panicu-
lar branch of production should make their contribu-
tion towards the development of the poorer develop-
ing countries.
'!7hat Sir Fred Catherwood and others had ro say
earlier concerns this genera[ area. Mr \7elsh asked
why those countries which enjoy preferential arrange-
ments with us 
- 
like the ACP countries and others 
-wish to continue to avail themselves of GSP privileges.
As far as the ACP countries are concerned, this is
panly due rc the fact that, under the GSP, rhey also
derive benefit from industrialized countries vhich have
not signed atreements like the Lom6 Convendon,
such as the United States or Japan. They are afraid
that they might relinquish certain rights ois-d-ais these
countries. In our opinion, these fears are ungrounded.
There is, howev'er, another reason, which is that coun-
tries wish ro preserve tke cohesion and solidarity of
the 77 Group, and fear that by relinquishing their GSP
righrc, they will weaken the Group as a whole. Let me
repeat what I said just nou/: our watchword should be
differentiation and not division, and that applies here
too.
There are problems as regards the implementation of
the systems. Ve heard an urgent appeal for steps to be
taken to ensure a higher level of udlization of the
systems, and we believe that this can be done in pan
by the proposed simplification. Ve should like to
intensify the measures we have already adopted: that is
to say, the organization of seminars to make the
system more widely known, trade-promotion
measures and advertising. These are all things wc
should like to do, provided the necessary budgetary
resources are made available. The Council's attirude in
dealing with the item concerning non-associated
developing countries effectively pulls the financial
carpet away from under our feet in this respect. Ve
hope that we shall see some improvement here.
Ve are concerned that impons of industrial or agri-
cultural products from these favoured counrries might
Benerate more problems in precisely those sectors
where we already have quite enough problems as it is.
Of course, this point has been drawn to our artenrion
by interesrcd sections of the economy. These people
are very much in favour of the intervention of experrs
from the national ministries, and you may resr assured
that the protection of our European interests will be
clearly stressed. The majority feeling in today's debate
seemed to be in favour of granting generous impon
facilities to these countries. 'We have heard dissenting
voices though. I can only conclude rhat the debate on
the application of the guidelines we are debating here
today looks like remaining of topical interest through-
out l98l and beyond.
r,,.,,,''' --'-, r".e.-:",,.,,..:''. "l I
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I should like to say in conclusion that the Community
- 
as the world's largest trading bloc 
- 
has a special
interest in cooperation, and rhar this interest finds
expression in the system of generalized tariff prefer-
ences. Mr Cohen and Mr De Guchr have pointed our
that these are also marker for us. However, over and
above these economic considerations, we 
- 
as a major
ilement in world rade 
- 
have a special responsibiliry.
In our opinion, these guidelines should be an expres-
sion of our determination to meet our responsibilities.
The forthcoming debate in this House on the applica-
don of these guidelines will show wherher we can live
up to this ambition.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voring
time.
15. Regulation on import duties on mixtures and sets
President. 
- 
The next irem is the repon (Doc.
l-443/80), drawn up by Mr Clinton on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-329/80) for a regulation on the determination sf import
duties on mixtures and sets.
I call Mr Clinton.
Mr Clinton, rdpporter,tr. 
- 
In presenting this report,
Mr President, I should like to explain that the
Commission is seeking a Council reguladon on the
determination of impon duties on mixtures and sets,
and that the Council decided on 11 July ro consulr
Parliament. I think it might also be useful for the
benefit of those who might not understand what is
meant by mixtures and sets, to explain that the
mixtures being referred to here are mixtures of agri-
cultural products, mainly mixtures of meats and
mixtures of cereals. Sets are impons of cheese with the
cheeseboard and a knife; and perhaps other things
could be thrown in as well if this were extended a bit
further.
Apparently it is urgent for Parliamenr to deliver its
opinion on this regulation, as it is due to come into
force on I January. As I see it, this is not the only
urgency. The Commission has a problem with the
evaSion of impon duties which they are trying to over-
come. In these circumstances I feel sure that all of us
would be anxious to cooperate.
The problem on which we are being asked for our
opinion could not exactly be described as fraud; but it
is cenainly bordering on fraud. As we know, there are
common customs tariffs on impons of certain products
at various levels for different products. In the case
before us it has been found that products are being
mixed in such a way as not to come under any nriff
heading, or in such a way as to avoid paying the
correc[ import duty. The Commission is trying to
ensure that impon duties being charged correspond to
the actual composition of the mixture.
The tariff classification of these mixtures has given rise
[o some problems, panicularly in the meat sector and
in the processed cereal sector. The Commission now
proposes that in these two sectors, the mixtures in
question shall be assessed in accordance with the
quantity, nature and characteristics of each compo-
nent. If the imponer is unable to establish the neces-
sary paniculars for each component, the import dudes
charged will be those applicable to the components
subject to the highest import duty. The aim is, of
course, to stop some importers from paying a nriff or
levy lower than the one they would normally have to
pay by taking advantage of loopholes or perhaps a
lack of precision in the Common Customs Tariff rules.
The measures proposed are purely rechnical and they
have no political implications.
As rapponeur, I am recommending acceptance of this
proposal. But while making this recommendation, I
am not completely happy, because I feel that the
Commission is not going far enough. !7e have. a
surplus of meat in the Communiry. This year we are
importing approximately a50 000 tonnes of meat. 'S7e
also have surplus in at least some cereals. In these
circumstances I am disappointed that rhe Commission
is not seeking a total ban on mixtures and sets. As I see
it these mixtures are being used not only as a means of
evading impon charges, but they are also providing
employment for people ouride the Community at a
time when we have 7 000 000 people unemployed in
the Communiry. I feel that only ingredienm for
mixtures should be imponed. If this were the case,
checking at the customs frontiers would be a simple
and inexpensive operation.
\7hat the Commission says is rhat the present proposal
aims to apply impon duties on such mixtures accord-
ing to the nature of each component of the mixture.
This procedure cannot avoid giving the national
administration and the trade additional difficulties and
it is therefore proposed to apply the system only in
areas where it is known that problems exist 
- 
that is
Chapters 2 and ll of the Common Cusroms Tariff. If
similar problems are encountered for other prbducts, it
is proposed that the Council should extend the field of
application. Suih an exrcnsion might include products
put up in sets, for example cheeses imponed on a plate
rogether with a knife, and, as I said, if things are going
well enough for these people they might throw in a
fridge.
Furthermore, it is proposed that the Commission, in
accordance with rhe Management Committee, may
adopt specific measures if, as a consequence of a
non-traditional presentation, products are imponed or
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expected to be imponed subject to impon duties
which do not raise the price of the imponed products
to the level which such products should attain on
impon. In conclusion, Mr President, I recommend the
Commission's proposal for adoption, and I hope that
the Commission will also note the views expressed in
this repon.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, the Commission's aim in putting
forward this proposal was to prevenc abuses of the
common agricultural policy. I therefore thank the
rapponeur for recommending acceptance of our
proposal. Mr Clinton raised a number of imponant
questions, such as extending the scope of the proposal
[o cover all mixtures, or introducing new headings in
the Comriron Customs Tariff and revising the field of
application. The Commission has examined these
possibilities. To some extent, they conravene the
provisions of GAfi, or if they were feasible, they
would require subssantial administratjve outlay. \tre
believe that, if our proposal is accepted, we shall be
able to achieve our principal aim of preventing abuses.
Ve therefore thank you for recommending accept-
ance.
President. 
- 
Since no one else wishes to speak, the
debate is closed. The modon for a resolution will be
put to the vo[e a! the next voting time.
16. Verification ofcredentiak
President. 
- 
At its meeting today the Bureau verified
rhe credentials of Mr Coust6, Mrs Fourcade, Mr
Petersen, Mr Turcal and Mr Vi6, whose nominations
had been announced earlier. Pursuant to Rule 3 (1) of
the Rules of Procedure, the Bureau found that these
appointments conformed with the provisions of the
Treaties. The Bureau therefore proposes that Parlia-
ment ratify their mandates.
Since there are no objections, the mandates of Mr
Coust6, Mrs Fourcade, Mr Petersen, Mr Turcat and
Mr Vi6 are ratified.
17. Decision on the eradication of ifican suinefeoer in
Sardinia
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-446/80'), drawn up by Mr Ligios on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-368180) for a decision on financial aid from the
Community for the eradication of African swine fever in
Sardinia.
I call Mr Ligios.
Mr Ligios, r*pporteur. 
- 
(l)Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, at its meeting on 23 to 25 Seprcmber last
the Committee on Agiiculture approved unanimously
the draft repon which I had presented on the
Commission's proposals relating to financial aid from
the EEC for the eradication of African swine fever in
Sardinia.
It is a virus disease which is called African precisely
because in that continent it is found in healthy animals
such as wild boar; it has been endemic in the Iberian
peninsular 
- 
Spain and Ponugal 
- 
for the last 20
years and has reached France on three occasions and
Italy once, in 1969- and in 1978 it appeared in the
islands of Malta and Sardinia, apparendy having been
brought in by a Spanish boat which had discharged
food waste.
It is a contagious disease which is specific, that is to
say exclusive, to swine; it spreads extremely rapidly via
a number of carriers including insects, contaminated
meat, even wrapped 
- 
that is, pork, of course 
- 
and
it is extremely dangerous since it is fatal to 80 0/o of
animals affected.
The difficulty in containing outbreaks of the disease
results from the fact that at present there is no known
vaccine which will check the disease. !flhen it breaks
qu1 
- 
4nd, as far as we know, this is the first oudreak
in Sardinia 
- 
there has been only one remedy, and
that is ro avoid the movement of live pigs or of
pigmeat no matter how it has been treated, and, ulti-
mately, the eradication of focuses of infection, which
means the destruction of the herds, slaughrcring indi-
vidual animals whenever they are infected with the
disease.
In the two years since the outbreak staned, lens of
thousands of pigs have already been slaughtered in
Sardinia, causing great economic harm to a region
which is already depressed. Even so the process of
selective slaughtering of pigs is not ideally suited to
complete conrol of the disease in the reasonably long
term. A number of factors 
- 
that in the predomi-
nantly pastoral economy of Sardinia stock is allowed
to roam freely; that thousands of small herds of pigs
are kept as a sideline to herds of cattle and sheep with
the consequent seasonal transhumance from cold to
warm areas, and finally that throughbut most of the
island there are wild boar and porcupines which are
themselves vulnerable to, and carriers of the disease,
but which, being wild, cannot easily be controlled 
-these all show quite clear just how difficult it will be to
eradicate the disease completely.
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I hope you will allow me to srress this point, Mr Presi-
dent, but it represents a danger which may be underes-
timated in a number of countries and which is a
danger for the whole of the Community. Despite the
precautions and the sanctions 
- 
even penal sanctions
- 
which have been mken by the health authoriry of
the island, the disease could quite easily spread from
Sardinia to the mainland and cause very grave harm to
pig farmers since, I r€peat, there is a[ present no
vaccine which can conquer the disease.
It is for the reasons which I have just explained all too
briefly and inadequately 
- 
but time does not permit
more 
- 
that the regional and national authorities have
established a programme for the complete eradication
of this virus disease within five years, and which has
also been approved by the Commission.
The programme provides for the slaughter of the
entire stock of approximarely 70 000 pigs in the
central province of Sardinia 
- 
the most seriously
affected 
- 
from about 4 500 individual herds. Provi-
sions are also made for the later serological control of
the disease by identifying healthy carriers with a view
to slaughtering them, disinfection and a pest control
campaign against cenain insects which may be carriers
of this virus, for restructuring pig farming in order to
restrict free-range grazing, measures to rationalize the
use and incineration of solid urban waste and, finally,
afrer a year of scorched-earth policy with no herds of
pigs in existence, the reconstitution of the herds.
The expected cost is about 140 000 million lire, in
other words about 116 million EUA. The Communi-
ties' proposed financial contribution is about 30
million EUA, with the understanding that some of the
proposals may be financed by the Guidance Secsion of
the EAGGF.
The Commirtee on Agriculture approved this project
unanimously, and it is now my task on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture to ask Parliament for its
approval.
In conclusion, I should like to make two most
emphatic recommendations to the Commission: above
all- else [o encourage and broaden the scientific
research which will perfect a vaccine to control this
virus, whose spread will go on accelerating with the
ever-wideninB connections and exchanges panicularly
with North Africa and secondly to consider the possi-
bility of creating firebreak zones outside the Commu-
nity as has been done in the case of other epizootic
diseases such as foot and mouth, thus helping in a
campaign outside the Community, as in the case of
Turkey, where aid has led to positive, and even deci-
sive results.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkarnpf.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, I would like to thank the
rapponeur for setting out the essence of the problem
for us and emphasizing that there are not only
economic and social consequences, but also a
Community responsibility which is to combat and
overcome these difficulties. The Commission
welcomes the proposal which has been made here. It
helps to combat swine fever by action in many areas of
the Mediterranean 
- 
not only within the Community
but also in other countries where this disease has
occured. \fle also panicipate in research projects, the
imporrance of which has been pointed out by the
rapPorteur.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote at the next voting
time.
18. Destination of Community aidfor ice seed
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-444/80), drawn up by Mr Jiirgens on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the
destinadon of Community aid for rice seed.
I call Mr Jtirgens.
Mr Jiirgens, rdPporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen 
- 
alas, so few. Anyone looking at
Parliament now might think that the scourge of which
Mr Ligios was speaking of has broken out here in
Parliament, albeit in a different form.
In July 1979 the Commission submitted a proposal to
extend the common organization of the market in
seeds to rice seed with aid of tz.t ECU per 100 kg.
The European Parliament adopted this proposal,
debated it together with the Dalsass Repon and
proposed in addition that this aid be paid not to the
producers but directly to the users, so as to make it
more effective. By means of tY/o Regulations
(Nos 2878179 and2879/79 of 17 December 1979) the
scope of aid rc seed ploducers was extended to cover
ricC seed, and the proposed amount was paid in aid.
But Parliament's proposal to pay this aid m the users
of the seed was not adopted. For that reason Mr
Pininfarina took up this idea again in his motion for a
resolution of 14April 1980 and proposed amending
the aid in such a way that it would be paid to users and
not to producers.
This step has been taken because it fir in with the
basic regulation which was adopted with a view to
t' " "t Fr,
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providing aid for variedes of seed which are Scarce in
the European Community 
- 
grasses, legumes and
oilseeds. In this case of rice the situation is different,
since there is no shonage of cenified rice seed 
-indeed production exceeds consumption.
Only 45 0/o of the rotal area under rice is sown with
certified seed.
The rotal cosr of this aid could have been reduced, and
can still be reduced, by trying ro ensure that the aid is
paid only to the users so that only the users gain there-
by. Otherwise rhere is a risk that produceis m"y see
additional profits in Community aid, wirh the iesult
that rhe price of rice seed may become too high for rhe
users. Thus we wanr to achieve two rhings with the
solution proposed here by Mr Pininfarina 
- 
firstly to
make it possible for growers to ise berter seed and
more certified seed, and secondly to prevent subsi-
dized rice produced for seed from being used for
consumprion as food.
The Committee on Agriculture has studied this prob-
lem and takes rhe view rhat the Community can
achieve considerable savings by granting the aid only
to the users. The Committee on Agriculture thereforl
suppons this motion for a resolurion by Mr Pininfar-
ina, and calls on Parliament ro vore in favour of the
.t:rr. ir demands.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Hafcrkamp, Vce-Presi.dcnt of the Commission.
- 
(Ol Mr President, I thank the rapporteur for his
work, but rc my treat regret I am noi in a position to
say that ve accept all of his repon.
The rapponeur has already menrioned an imponant
reason which we adduced for paying the aidi to rhe
producers rather than ro the users, namely the existing
basic regulation on seeds.
Moreover, one of the basic elemens of our agricul-
tural policy would be fundamentally altered if we were
to pey the aids ro users rather rhan producers. Since
Mr Pininfarina pur forward rhese ideas and proposed
this change in April of this year, a third -practical
reason has emerged which goes beyond queitions of
principle: the aim of the operation has been achieved,
so th-e existing procedure has proved to be satisfacrory.
Ve find that production of cenified seed has increasid
and that an adequate supply at acceptable prices has
been ensured. For example, in Italy this yea/s produc-
tion of cenified seed was 60 0/o higher than ihat for
1969 and thus covered almost 80 o/o of demand.
Moreover, the prices paid by users were lower than in
the early pan of l979.The Commission also conacted
the Iralian intervention atency for rice, which
confirmed that the exisring regulation operarcs satis-
factorily. Consequently our view is that since, in addi-
tion to the questions of principle I have mentioned, we
can see that our aims are being achieved, we should
stick rc our proposal. \7hen the aid for cenified seed
came into force, the Commission commimed itself to
assessing afrer one year how the payment of aid to
producers of rice seed was affecdng the development
of the marker. The Commission ii on the point of
concluding this invesdgaticin, which it initiared. \7e
expecr to be able to submit the results at the beginning
of November, and as soon as they are available, befori
the stan of the nexr financial year, rhe Commission
will propose suitable measures.
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
reqoludon will be pur ro the vorc ar the next voting
tlme.
19. Urgentprocedare
President. 
- 
I have received three motions for reso-
ludons with requests for urgent debate, pursuant ro
Rule 14 of rhe Rules of Procedure:
- 
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-499/g}), tablcd by
Mr l*zzi and others on behalf of the Socialisr Grouj,
on the farc of Mr Simon Malley;
- 
modon for a resolution (Doc. l-5gg/g}), tabled by
five groups, Mr Fanti, Mr Gouthier and Mr pannella,
on the scat of the European Parliament;
- 
motion for a rcsolution (Doc. l-504lg0), tabled by
Mrs Roudy and otlers, on the inclusion of women
members in the new Commission of the, Europcan
Communities.
The reasons supponing these requests for urgent
debate are contained in the documents rhemselves.
I have also received a requesr for urgent debate,
pursuant to Rule l4 of the Rules of procedure, on the
following reporc:
- 
1cpon (Doc.l-505/80), drawn up by Mr Danken on
behalf of the Commimee on Budgets, on the ourcome
of the delibcradons of the Counlil on the proposals
from thc Commission for:
I 
- 
a regulation instituting supplemenary mcasures
to contribute to the solution of the principal
strucure problems affecting the Unitcd King_
dom and hence to the convJrgence of the eeon-
omies of the Member States of the Community;
II 
- 
a_ regulation 
- 
amending Regulation (EEC)
No tt72/75 of tZ May 1975 s'etting up a finan_
cial mechanisrn
The reasons supponing this request for urg6nt debate
are contained in the document itself.
The vorc on rhese requesm for urgent debate will take
place at the beginning of tomorroc/s sitring.
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The proceedings will now be suspended undl 9 p.m.
The House will rise.
(Tbe sitting uas suspended at 7.55 p.m. and resaned at
9 p'*.) .
IN THE CHAIR: MR BRUNO FRIEDRICH
Wce-President
Presidcnt. 
- 
The sitting is resumed.
20. Regulations on agicahural dwelopment
in Nortbern lreknd
President. 
- 
The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-492/80), drawn up by Mrs Barbarella on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-314180) for:
I 
- 
a regulation for the stimulation of agricultural
,development in the less favoured areas of Nonhern
Ireland;
lI 
- 
a regulation on a common measure to improve thc
conditions under which agricultural products in the
cggs, poultrymcat, cereals and cattle feed sectors in
Nonhern Ireland are processed and marketed;
III-ah amcndment to the latter proposal for a regula-
tion.
I call Mrs Barbarella.
Mrs Barbarellq rapporteur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, the
Committee on Agriculture y/as asked rc give its
opinion on two proposals for regulations on Commu-
niry action in Nonhern Ireland.
The first action provides for financing projects to
make structural and infrastructural improvements
through measures to revitalize rural areas: drainage,
land reclamation and the encouragement of cattle and
sheep raising.
The second action provides for financing projects for
the development of undenakings that process and
market eggs, poulry, pigmeat and cattle feed.
It must be pointed out that these two Communiry
adions ere pan of the package of financial and sruc-
tural measures intended to resolve the problem of the
British conribution. The Committee on Agriculturp
did not however consider these actions in this light,
but was more concerned with their effectiveness and
their impact on the Nonhern Ireland situation.
The committee has borne in mind the present
economic and social situation of this region, particu-
larly the fact that Nonhern Ireland has the highest
unemployment rate in Europe, that the traditional
production sectors 
- 
textiles and shipbuilding 
- 
are
going through a serious crisis, that because of the poor
soil and structural inadequacies farmers are unable to
earn a decent living. And it is precisely for these
reasons that the committee feels it is absolutely justi-
fied for the Community rc take acdon which, through
structural and infrastructural improvements, could
conribute to a more general economic revival in the
region. I would remind you, moreover, that a similar
action has already been adopted for'lTestcrn Ireland
which has much in common with Nonhern Ireland as
far as agriculture is concerned.
To sum up, Mr President, the Committee on Agricul-
ture welcomes the intention to continue the poliry of
regional intervention which the Commission has
expressed in these two actions. Parliament encouraged
the Commission to follow this line when it gave its
opinion a few months ago on the package on the
reform of the structural policy.
I would like to point out, however, that with regard m
the first action our committee feels that an integrated,
or intersectoral, plan of action would have been more
suitable for this region.
The growth of the agricultural sector in less favoured
areas can in fact be made easier and in many cases
made possible only if it is supponed by programmes
aimed directly at stimulating economic rather than
agricultural activity. As regards the second acdon, the
Committee on Agriculture feels that measures to
improve conditions for processing and marketing in
rhe sectors specified by the Commission would be
useful, although we consider that this rype of action
could more effectively have been introduced under
Regulation No 355 of 1977, which is already in force
in the Communiry. Nonhern Ireland could then have
contributed io the financing of this pr oject. This might
have made it easier rc avoid possible distonions of
comPetition.
I would like to conclude, Mr President, by saying that
the Committee on Agriculture recommends that the
Council of Ministers adopts the action in Ireland as
soon as possible, but above all 
- 
and I must empha-
size this 
- 
the risk of any possible discrimination
besween farmers within and outside Nonhern Ireland
must be avoided.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hume to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Hurne. 
- 
Mr President, coming from Northern
Ireland, I should like to thank Mrs Barbarella for her
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repon and for the detailed research she has obviously
done into. the background to this reporr. I would
congratulate her in panicular for putting the agricul-
tural problem in the context of Nonhern lreland's
overall economic problems.
She righrly points.our rhar ir is an 
^rea 
with 15.5 0/o
unemployment based on radirional industries which
are in decline 
- 
rcxtiles in panicular and shipbuilding
- 
and an area which relies very heavily on agricul-
ture. Agriculture employs l0 % of all workers in
Nonhern Ireland directly and a funher 3,50/o in
ancillary industries such as the pigmeat and poultry
sectors, which are referred to in these proposals. I was
particularly pleased with the assertion very firmly
smrcd in this repon that the Commirtee on Agriculrure
would welcome an integrated development pro-
Bramme, an intersectorial one for Nonhern Ireland as
a whole involving not jusr, agriculture but industry as
well. I would point our ro the members of the
Committee on Agriculture that just such a proposal is
before this House 
- 
a modon for a resoludon in the
name of the Socialist Group proposed by myself which
is already being reponed on by the Committee on
Regional Policy and Regional Planning. I welcome the
support given it by rhe Commirtee on Agriculture and
I hope that when it comes before this House, the
proposal for an overall development plan for one of
the poorest regions in the Communiry will receive
widespread supporr.
Turning ,to the specific proposals, the agriculrural
industry in Nonhern Ireland in the past year has
entered a serious crisis. There has been a 50 to 60 0/o
drop in farm incomes. l0 % of all workers are
employed in agriculture, as I have said, and 3.5 0/o in
ancillary industries; the beef-breeding herd is steadily
declining; pig and poultry production which employs
5 000 people 
- 
a major industry 
- 
is in serious trou-
ble, not only because of the high cost of feedstuffs, bur
also because eneigy costs are generally 30 to 40 0/o
higher in Nonhern Ireland than in Britain, and trans-
port costs are added as well.
Thus the survival of rhe intensive livestock system is
threatened and many of our small farmers rely on
these for their very existence. More than 50 Vo of our
farmers fall into this category.
But I would like rc make a srong plea ro the Commis-
sion and Council 
- 
even though the proposals for
assistance rc the pig and poulry indusry in Norrhern
Ireland are obviously meeting with some conrroversy
in the Council of Ministers and several Member States
have expressed strong opposition, so much so that
they may not be passed, 
- 
rhar they give active
consideration to the problem of rhis industry in
Nonhern Ireland. against. the background 
. 
of the
serlous economlc sttuatton that exists there and look at
different proposals that might break the deadlock.
One such proposal might be a rransporr subsidy for
feedstuffs and grain imported into Nonhern Ireland
from other EEC countries which are in surplus.
Funher, these proposals are confined to farmers in the
less-favoured areas. I would again like to urge the
Commission and Council to insist thar all areas in
Northern Ireland which qualify under rhe criteria laid
down by the Commission for inclusion in the less-
favoured areas are indeed included before these
proposals come into operarion.
My understanding is that a survey of the marginal
lands there reveals that some 50 Vo increase would be
recommended in the size of the less-favoured areas in
Nonhern Ireland if Commission criteria are applied. I
call for the publication of that survey now and urge
the Commission to insist thar all areas which satisfy
these criteria in Nonhern Ireland are included 
- 
in
other words that the boundaries of rhe less-favoured
areas should be extended in accordance with Commis-
sion criteria before these proposals come into opera-
tion.
Mr President, I welcome Mrs Barbarella's report; I
thank her for the work she has pur into this problem
- 
it is clear thar she has looked ar the Nonhern
Ireland economit problem in a much wider context
and that she sees that rhe agricultural problems are
linked to the overall economic problems in Nonhern
Ireland.
I therefore ask that this repon be adopted and request
the Commission to ensure that not only are rhe
proposals implemenred over a wider area than is ar
present intended but that the finances provided are
used to nckle the problems that Mrs Barbarella
outlines in her repor[ in addirion ro exisring
protrammes.
I undersnnd that this marrer is to come before the
Council shonly, but I thank the Commission for the
speed with which it has brought these proposals
forward. It is only a few month since I asked Commis-
sioner Gundelach in this House whether he was going
to take such action, poinring our rhar other less-
favoured areas had already received such programmes.
I would also thank rhe_ rapponeur for the concern she
has shown for the area of the Community I represent.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Clinton to'speak on behalf of
the European People's Pany (CD Group).
Mr Clinton. 
- 
Mr President, I too would like ro
thank Mrs Barbarella for the trouble she has taken in
preparing rhis report and for the obvious knowledge
she has gained in the course of her studies of condi-
tions in the Nonh of Ireland. She obviously has a very
keen appreciation of the situation there.
I can say first of all that I am reasonably familiar with
conditions in the Nonh of Ireland and I hope that I
can speak objectively and constructively on the propos-
als before us. Unfonunately, Northern Ireland suffers
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from many exceptional problems, and I believe that it
would be the sincere wish of all of us in this House
that every effon should be made to ease and hopefully
to solve as many of these problems as we possibly can.
Nobody has a greater appreciation of these problems
than the last speaker, Mr Hume. He has lived with
them for quite some time.
In making its proposals the Commission has rightly
drawn attention to the very high level of unemploy-
ment and to the level of dependence on agriculture
and ancillary industries. I believe that any measures 
-
and this in one of them 
- 
aimed at providing reasona-
ble living and working condidons for people in the
rural parts of the Community are wonhy of suppon. I
can wholeheartedly accept and recommend the first
part of this proposal relating to the stimulation of agri-
cultural development in the less-favoured areas. Mr
Hume said thar these areas should be expanded, and I
am quite sure that that is so. This is to be done by
improving structures, by improving the land chrough
field drainage, land reclamation, fencing, pasture
improvement and so on. It is also proposed to encour-
age beef cattle and sheep production by providing a
sizeable and special annual premium or headage
payment. This, I believe, is a good approach, and it
should have the effect of reducing milk production in
those areas while at the same time providing a reason-
able income from beef and sheep.
Similar measures have already been taken in. other
disadvantaged areas of the Community, and it is only
right and proper that the North of Ireland should also
benefit from these measures. I am aware that
complaints have been made and objections raised to
the size of the premium proposed for beef and sheep.
But as long as these premia are confined to farmers
who are unable ro reach the comparable income, they
are in my opinion fully justified and should be
supported.'Otherwise these people will have to be
maintained on social welfare benefits. \7e all know
thar
I now wish to comment on the second part of the
proposal relating to aid for the processing sector. Mrs
Barbarella has drawn atsention to some of the difficul-
ties that could arise here. I am very much afraid that if
these measures are implemented, w'e are going to
create problems. The Commission and the Council
should be advised to seek other ways of giving the
same or even a greater level of assistance in such a way
as to avoid an imbalance that will inevitably lead to
disruption of trade and distonion of the market. I say
this with a good deal of experience of how easy it is to
create this imbalance. I have been involved in it for a
number of years as a Minister. The last thing I would
wish rc see is this debate developing into an acrimo-
nious debarc on Panidon and the Border. However,
whether we like it or not, a border exists. As long as
the balance of advantage res$ on one side or the other
of this border, nothing will prevent smuggling and the
raw materials will go for processing to whichever side
has this advantage at any particular time.
It must be said that the vast bulk of the eggs and poul-
rrymeat in the North is produced and processed by
strong, well-established, multinational firms, and this
secror is much more developed than in the other pans
of Ireland. It should be obvious that if exceptional
assistance is provided in this area, the poultry industry
especially will be destroyed in other pans of the coun-
try. The recently approved measures for the Vest of
Ireland, where the position is more acute than in the
Nonh, provide for a maximum 50 0/o in grants, and
these grants are subject tci the constraints of Regula-
rion 355/77.
Another poinr that musr be made is that in the case of
the Vest of Ireland the 50 0/o grants are confined rc
the 
.disadvantaged areas, while in the Nonh the aid
proposed is not subject to Regularion 355/77 and is to
be made available to the whole of the North. As I said
ar rhe outset, I want to see the North getting at least
this level of aid, but I want to see it given in such a
way as not to cause the son of problems I have
referred to. I believe that it is not beyond the wisdom
of the Commission to find such a way. Some people
are inclined to take the easy course and say, 'Give it a
rial and see how it works out'. '$7'hen investment has
been made, however, it is then much more expensive
and much more difficult to find solutions. One of the
ways that occurs to me in which alternative aid could
be provided without causing disruption would be to
extend the Vest of Ireland's structure proposal, where
appropriate, to disadvantaged areas west of the River
Bann in Nonhern Ireland, that is to Derry, Tyrone
and Fermanagh. I am sure the Commission can also
find other ways to ensure that there is no reduction in
the aid now being proposed. Indeed, many good
suggestions have been made by Mr Hume in relation
to this, and also by Mrs Barbarella. I think an inte-
grated approach is what we vant.
It is my intention to vote in favour of the recommen-
dations before us, but I do so on the understaqding
rhat before taking this matter further the Commission
will take another look at this part of the proposal and
also that if their proposals are implemented in full and
the sort of disrupdon I have forecast actually occurs,
speedy action to rectify such a situation would be
taken by the Commission.
Ve discussed this whole matter a[ some length in the
Committee on Agriculture. I thought I explained my
position very well. I thought I was understood when I
explained that I was extremely anxious to see the
North of Ireland getdng as much aid as we could
possibly give it in the unfonunate circumstances in
which it finds imelf. However I am aware that one
representative at least from the Nonh of Ireland came
out afterwards and said I was unfriendly to the North.
I am very pleased to be able to say to this House that I
have always had the most friendly relationships with
the farmers in the North of Ireland and I hope that it
will always be so, because certainly we can settle
nothing by fighting each other on borh sides of the
border.
a- a,l-,:
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President. 
- 
I call Mr John D. Taylor to speak on
behalf of the European Democraric Group.
Mr J. D. Taylor. 
- 
Mr President, Members of the
House, I should like to join with my colleague from
Nonhern Ireland, Mr Hume, in expressing my rhanks
to Mrs Barbarella for the manner in which she
presented her report to rhe House this evening :rnd
also indeed earlier this week at a meerint of rhe
Committee on Agriculture.
As has already been mentioned, the two regulations
before us are differenr in narure. They operate in the
contex[ of a communiry which has a large agricultural
industry, a major ponion of which is concentrared in
the intensive section, namely in pigs and poulry, and,
of course, also in a community which already suffers
from 15 0/o unemployment. The first regulatipn will
meer very little opposition in rhis House. Mr Clinrcn
has said thar he welcomes the first regulation. I rhink
he said thar he welcomes in panicular the premiums to
be paid under the beef and sheep secrion of that regu-
lation which will mean some 57 m EUA for rhe less
favoured areas of Nonhern Ireland over the nexr ren
years. I welcome thar regulation and thank the
Commission for purting it forward.
This morning we decided ro rrea[ chese two regula-
tions as urgenr. This was because the price of feed-
stuffs in Northern Ireland is higher than anywhere else
within the Community. Ve did have a nadonal aid
scheme. Unfonunately that scheme contravened
Community regulations and requiremenrs and had rc
be abandoned, and so the Commission has now come
forward to Parliament and subsequently ro the Coun-
cil with these ahernarive proposals.
The second regulation therefore is designed to help
this major sector of our industry in Nonhern Ireland,
the intensive sector, employing as ir did l5 000 people
when we joined the EEC and today now employing
only l0 000, and still in decline. The number of sows
in Nonhern Ireland has fallen by 41 0/o since wejoined the EEC. The number of laying hens has fallen
by 46 0/o since we joined the EEC, -and indeed rhe
reduction in the laying hen numbers has increased. In
the three monrhs from April to June rhis year it fell by
a funher l0 %. All this emphasises rhe urgent need to
assist the intensive indusrry in our province. If small
farmers are thrown out of pigs, poultry and matters of
that nature there are no other alternative means of
employment, because of the l5 0/o unemploymenr in
our community.
The second regulation has been criticised by Mr Clin-
ton. I wanr ro rake up some of the criticisms he made.
I think he is being somewhat mean in his approach. I
know he said he is going ro supporr it ronight, so long
as it is not passed, !U7ell, thar is jusr an Irish way of
saying things, but certainly ir does not make sense ro
me in Norrhern Ireland. Ve want him to suppon it
rcnight in rhe hope rhat it will be passed, because it is
there ro help all the farmers of Nonhern Ireland.
Now in rhe first place he suggesrcd rhar it should only
apply to the three western counties, Tyrone, Ferman-
agh and Derry. Thar is nor a friendly suggestion, and
it is not a suggestion rhar would be welcomed by farm-
ers throughout Couhties Armagh, Down and Antrim.
He also suggested rhar it should be operated under
Reguladon 355/77. But in fact, as he himself pointed
out, it would operate in the less favoured areas of
Nonhern Ireland, and, as Mr Hume quite correctly
emphasizes, the number of areas designated as less-
favoured areas is too small in our province. !?e want
to see them extended. In fact they are so small at the
moment rhat there are none of rhese processing planm
that we are rying to help located in the existing less-
favoured areas. So if you did it through the panicular
regulation in the way in which Mr Clinton suggesm it
would not help the very people we are trying to
support at this time in rhe province.
He did suggesr that the aid might be an imbalance, it
might lead to smuggling. Mr Presidenr, rhere is no
incentive to smuggle things from Northern Ireland
into the Republic ar rhe momenr because of the MCA
situation. None whatsoever! Any movemenr of agri-
cultural produce from Northern Ireland into the
Republic has a legal incentive. Legal impons qualify
for a refund from the MCAs, so rhere is no incenrive
whatsoever to ger involved in illegal acrivity such as
smuggling.
Now Regulation 355/77, as we heard in the Commir-
tee on Agriculture, is really intended to suppon prod-
ucers. Oui problem in Northern Ireland is that feeding
stuff is not produced in Nonhern Ireland bur comes
from outside Nonhern Ireland. 80 o/o of rhe feeding
stuff for our farming industry comes from ourcide
Nonhern Ireland. So we are helping producers ourcide
Nonhern Ireland rarher rhan those who rear pigs and
hens and have them processed within Nonhern
Ireland. In addition, Mr President, as I understand it
and I think rhe Commission represenrative
confirmed this in rhe Committee on Agriculrure earlier
this week 
- 
Reguladon 355/77 has a ceiling of +OO m
EUA and already there are applications in for over
twice thar amounr. So rhere will be no funds available.
Finally, rhe regulation, as I undersrand ir, expires in
1982. There again ir'would be of shon-term benefit to
the panicular problem which we wanr [o solve in the
Provlnce.
In conclusion. Mr President, I would say rhis: we in
Nonhern Ireland have a serious problem because of
the large intensive secrion of our agricultural industry.
!7e would have liked a scheme similar rc whar the
Italians h.ave got. Vhar we have today is only'second
best. Meie chickenfeed in comparison'to whai the Ital-
ians have got! But at leasr we wanr to see it approved.
"'- I n'Yl,' ,;,'1
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'!7'e want to see no more amendments to it. I therefore
hope that our neighbours from the Republic of
Ireland, all of whom are here tonight 
- 
rather inter-
estingly 
- 
and in particular their Minister for Agricul-
ture, Mr McSharry, who has been opposing these
proposals in the Council of Ministers, will use this as
an opponunity to show sympathy and support for the
agricultural industry in Nonhern Ireland, instead of
just voting for it 'so long as it is not going to be
approved' as Mr Clinton'said. I hope that they will
vote for it here tonight and suppon it in the Council of
Ministers and that there will be more goodwill
between the Republic and Nonhern lreland, which is
somethint we all want.
?resident. 
- 
I call Mr Maher to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Maher. 
- 
Mr President, I would cenainly like to
add my voice to the compliments paid to Mrs Barbar-
ella. I am sure she is surprised that there is so much
heat created about one particular corner of the
Community, but that happens to be the nature of the
situation. As far as I am concerned, I do not want to
do anything to add to the heat, but rather, indeed, to
hold out the hand of friendship, because I think that
both in the nonhern part of the country and the
southern part we should be helping each other and
supporting each other as much as we possibly can.
It is rrue, nevertheless 
- 
and we have to face the facts
- 
that there are dangers that we should try to avoid. I
would like to make my position very clear. I want to
do everyching I possibly can in this Parliament to
support agriculture in the nonh of Ireland. I have had
a long associa[ion wirh the farmers there, maybe in
some ways more close even than the parliamentarians
*ho represent that area, because I was for 9 years
President of the Irish Farmers' Union and had very
close conracts with the Ulster Farmers' Union and
very good friends there. I have very direct contact at
the moment with the cooperative movemen! because I
am deeply involved in the cooperative movement in
the Republic of Ireland. I want to make it absolurcly
clear that I am 100 0/o in favour of doing anything
possible to itnprove the situation there, and I recog-
nize also that the position is serious.
It is, of course, also serious in the Republic, and that is
our problem. In fact, agriculture is in crisis right now
in the Republic. Farm incomes have fallen by practi-
cally 50 % inside 2 years. It might be a little worse in
the nonh of Ireland, but the difference is not great. I
must say too that that situation has been contributed
to by many of the parliamentarians in this House who
bitterly opposed reasonable increases in farm incomes
during the recenr budget. Even people behind me
today who are talking about the crisis in agriculrure
voted against reasonable increases for farmers only
some months ago. Frankly I do not understand this
attitude.'!U7e cannot have it both ways. At one momen[
we are all sympathy for the farmers; another time then
we are failing to support them or, in fact, voting down
proposals which would give them reasonable incomes.
I think it is extremely important that we get rid of this
two-faced attitude, this Jekyll and Hyde attitude,
which ii so common in this Parliament.
Mr President, I do not want to stray off the subject
too much, but I think the coming months are going to
be extremely serious insofar as agriculture is
concerned, certainly in the island of Ireland and,
indeed, on a broader front. To come back rc my
subject, I think it is in the interests of agriculture in the
north of Ireland and in the interests of agriculture in
rhe Republic and, indeed, in the interests of a stable
agricultural policy that measures taken by the
Commission, by the Communiry, do not create dis-
equilibrium in trade. Now I can understand disequili-
brium if it arises in the commercial sense, if one indus-
try is sharper or more effective in the marketplace or
in processing than another. That is fair enough, but I
rhink we should not in any way take the risk of creat-
ing anificial conditions which would lead rc a situa-
tion where one group of producers would be disad-
vantaged as against another group of producers. '$7e
have to accept, Mr President, whether we like it or
not, that in our island, while there is a border in name,
it does not really exist in fact because trade can flow
back and fonh almost at will. It is a fact of life that if
you speak rc the people in the Republic, panicularly in
rhe poultry industry, they will prove to you that
massive quantities of eggs and poulry have been
coming across the border down into the South. !7e
know on the Commission's own admission that the
UK Government has been applying a subsidy to feed
for this particular p.oduct, and the Commission has
moved against them to try to srop them.
Now I would ask the Commission tonight, is there any
question of'the UK Government's paying comPensa-
tion for breaking the law, because they are breaking
the law? You see it is alright to move to stop a tovern-
menr from applying a subsidy like that, but what about
all the damage that has been done in the meantime? Is
there compensation? Or will there be an application
for compensation? That is the kind of problem we are
grappling with. In facr it has aroused the suspicion, as
it were 
- 
and this is unfortunate, I think 
- 
amongst
producers in the South that something like this will
continue to happen. I do not know how long it is
going to be before this subsidy is stopped. I am not
against the subsidy, but I am conceined that it is creat-
ing a disequilibrium in trade and that, of course, is
something that I think we have to be fair, both Mr
Clinton and myself, and speak out about. \7hat I
would like to do is to support. this proposal totally, but
on the basis that on [he southern side we also are
assured of suppon so that there will be a balance kept,
so [hat the effects of the Commission proposal will not
lead to an anificial flow of products from one side of
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the island to the other. That is all we are saying, and
on that basis I too fully suppon this morion.
I further s/ant [o comment on whar Mr Hume has
said. I am also aware rhar there are many areas in the
north of Ireland that rightly should be included in the
disadvantaged regions, and when he or any other
Members come up with this proposal I fully support
them, because I know these regions. I know they are
being discriminated against. And I can rcll you that if
they were in the Republic they would have been
included long ago.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley, non-attached.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, I would like to
congratulate the rapporteur, Mrs Barbarella, for the
very able way in which she put this repon tonight to
this House. She showed that she had grasped the
situation in Nonhern Ireland and had set this marter
in its proper context 
- 
the conrexr of a crisis in
Northern Ireland beset economically with a rate of
unemployment higher than any other part of this
Communipy. I therefore congratulate her on presenr-
ing this repon and on the able way in which she high-
lighted those matters in our economy in Nonhern
Ireland which need m be highlighted in this House.
In dealing with the agricultural industry of Northern
Ireland, we are dealing with the basic and most impor-
tant single industry in that pan of the United King-
dom. Agriculture in Nonhern Ireland employs 10 0/o
of our working population and a funher 4 0/o in ancil-
lary industries. Agriculture in Nonhern Ireland is at
this point of time haemorrhaging to death. Farm
incomes have fallen by 60 0/o in this pasr year, and
even the government has confirmed that. Urgent
measures designed to assist the agricultural industry in.
Nonhern Ireland are therefore imperative. The first
Commission proposal, which is of the greatest finan-
cial significance, is limircd in its application to the
less-favoured areas which means about 40 0/o of the
total land area of the province. The tragedy is this:
that although a survey has been made by the United
Kingdom Governmenr and although there is a very
large number of areas, as the previous speaker from
the Irish Republic has just menrioned, that should be
included, these at the presenr time are not included,
and I would join with Mr Hume in urging the
Commission and the Council of Ministers to publish
this repon fonhwith so rhar these areas can be
included.
I raised this matter in another place, and the British
Government went on record as saying that until their
repon for England and Vales was completed they
were not prepared to initiate the repon for Nonhern
Ireland. So this is a marrer that the Commission and
the Council of Ministers musr ser their mind to. As has
been said by the previous speaker from the Irish
Republic, if these areas had been in the Irish Republic
they would long ago have been designated as less-
favoured areas. \7hat I would like to ask ronight is: if
and when that happens, will the first proposal apply
automatically to those additional areas? And, if so, will
the financial ceiling of 57 million units of accounr be
raised to take account of that extra demand? Vhile
the projects envisaged under the first proposal can
facilitate and encourage the production of beef and
sheep in pans of Nonhern Ireland, they can, unfor-
tunately, do litrle or norhing ro arresr the current
decline in the beef marker, which is making beef-farm-
ing in panicular very unprofitable. The drastic decline
in the beef-breeding herd has conrinued in spite of a
recent EEC breeding-cow subsidy, because the United
Kingdom Governmenr refused to give the permitted
additional subsidy and because the scheme was
restricted to full-time farmers. The new subsidy envis-
aged under Anicle 1 l, which can apply to both pan-
time and full-time farmers, is therefore very welcome
and very necessary. But in order to render real assist-
ance to the many parr-rime beef breeders of Nonhern
Ireland not living in the less-favouied areas, will rhe
Commission give urgent consideration to removing
the restriction on rhe presenr subsidy limiting it to
full-dme farmers?
In moving to the second proposal, let me straighr av/ay
welcome the proposed amendmenr of the original
proposal to include pigmeat as well as poultry and
animal feeds rather than merely cattle feeds. I notice
that 
.under the proposed regulation the EEC would
contribute a maximum of 50 % of the capital cosr and
that the UK Government would be required to contri-
bute at least 10 0/o and the beneficiary at least 25 0/0.
Given the presenr monerary poliry of the British
Government, however, it is clear rhat the UK exche-
quer will not be volunteering to exceed its mandatory
10 0/o contribution, and therefore in realiry this is a
proposal under which the beneficiary will in fact have
to contribute 40 o/o of rhe cost involved. I only trust
that the extent of that demand upon potenrial benefi-
ciaries will nor be so trear as rc be prohibitive in many
cases.
\flhile welcoming the second proposal as a means of
improving the sructure of marker in rhe eggs, poul-
try, pigs and animal-feeds sectors in Northern Ireland,
I must say that an even more positive and necessary
assistance could be given to the whole spectrum of
Nonhern Ireland's inrcnsive livestock sector if the
feed-aid trants were re-esablished. Alternatively, rhe
introduction of an Italian-rype levy-rebate arrange-
ment on cereal grain impons would be of tremendous
assistance. Nonhern Ireland's remoteness and separa-
tion from the rest of the United Kingdom by sea
means that vinually all our feedstuffs have to be
imponed and then our produce exponed. The
economic consequences of this for rhe indusrry are
obvious, and therefore direct assistance to remove the
f l0 per rcnne differential in the price of feedstuffs
between Nonhern Ireland and Great Brirain and
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general freight assistance would be the greatest possi-
ble help that the Community could give to Nonhern
Ireland. And I would welcome the suggesdon made by
Mr Hume along these lines. This is very important.
Before I came to this Parliament this week, I met the
leaders of the Ulster Farmer's Union,who stressed to
me the fact that this industry is in crisis and needs
immediate short-term aid over rhe next few months.
And I will lay that before the Commission tonight. I
would implore the Commission tonight, recognizing
the crisis in agriculture in Nonhern Ireland, to study
this carefully and not allow this great industry in
Nonhern Ireland to die. I regret very much that there
have been remarks made tonight by representatives
from the Irish Republic which I do not think at this
time are at all helpful to the situation. I know they
have their own problems; but I would have thought
that on this occasion, with all the talk of helping hands
across the border and so fonh, they would have been
large enough in their outlook to say they will back
agriculture in Nonhern Ireland and will do their best
to stand with these farmers in their present plight.
I must say to Mr Clinton 
- 
although I think Mr
Taylor perhaps took him up wrongly on this panicular
aspect thar any proposal in this House to set Derry
and Tyrone and Fermanagh in a special category and
not deal with the difficulties of farmers in County
Armagh and County Down and County Antrim would
be greatly resented by the people of Nonhern Ireland.
Mr Clinton said he knew Nonhern Ireland. \7ell, I am
afraid he does not know Nonhern Ireland, for other-
wise he would know that there are less-favoured areas
in County Antrim and especially in the south of
County Down, which borders on the Irish Republic,
and also in the south of Armagh. And to try and divide
the province in the way he proposes would be greatly
resented by all the farming interests in Northern
Ireland.
Tonight this House has had an opportunity of dealing
with an imponant subject, and I trust that even though
those from the south of Ireland are giving it their
blessing with perhaps many reservations, the Council
of Ministers and the Commission will do their best to
help the farmers of Nonhern Ireland and save this
great industry.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Davern to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democram.
Mr Davern. 
- 
Mr President, it is not often that I
find myself in agreement with Mr Paisley. However, I
feel that he misunderstood Mr Clinton's remarks
about the counties west of the Bann. I think Mr Clin-
ton used three names off the top of his head without
having a paper in front of him. '!fle are quite well
aware that, even though there is good land in many
pans of Nonhern Ireland, there are isolated pockets
of very bad land, where people panicularly need to be
supponed.
I think that he should be assured of our support for
Mr Hume's motion to have more disadvantaged areas
of Northern Ireland taken into account. It is not a
political matter, it is a matter of people. Farmers nonh
or south of that border are having a panicularly rough
period at the present time.
Vhile I fully support aid for farmers in Nonhern
Ireland under the first section of this regulation, and
recognize that they need aid as much as any other
section of the Community, I would emphasize that I
have serious reservations about pan II. The first part,
which will deal with the structural areas, can only
improve the lot of farmers and the position of the
farming community generally at a time where
improvement and help are more necessary than at any
other time. As Mr Maher quite rightly pointed out, the
people in this Parliament who, a year ago, came to
Strasbourg determined to attack the farming commu-
nity have succeeded in helping to put down a hard
working group of people in the present year. I hope
they will be around to pick them up afterwards and to
help and encourage them to find the jobs that are nor
available in other sectors.
Ve are fully aware that over 40 0/o of Nonhern
Ireland is a disadvantaged area. The Commission has
recognized this and has tlerefore introduced this
regulation to help alleviarc the problems there. The
recommendation to include Directive 355 was
intended to make sure that the benefits reach the small
producers. This is the scheme that was adoprcd in the
west of Ireland, and this is the method which the
Council used in its regulations. It is the best way of
ensuring that that aid reaches the people for whom it
was intended.
In the second pan of this document, which Mrs
Barbarella has so ably presented, she also mentioned
the lack of Directive 355. Ve in Ireland imported
40 o/o of the United Kingdom's expon of eggs to EEC
countries in the early months of this year alone. Thirty
per cent of the eggs sold in the Irish Republic originate
from Northern Ireland. Indeed, l2o/o of. all poultry-
meat in the Republic comes from Northern Ireland.
Vhile it is true that the agricultural industry in Nonh-
ern Ireland has ir difficulties 
- 
remember we are not
speaking here against Nonhern Ireland 
- 
we wish to
point out that there are difficulties in the Republic too.
To give the aid to processing and marketing will.create
a direct imbalance and funher worsen the position in
the South. If a scheme can be introduced where both
sides can be helped where processing and marketing
are concerned, it will have the full support of all the
members of this Community.
Mr Taylor said that Mr McSharry was opposing this
motion. Mr McSharry is only one of the eight ministers
who oppose it. The eight ministers oppose it not
.;- -: -. h,' 
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because it applies to Nonhern Ireland, but because of
the dangerous precedent ir creates for the rest of the
Community and because of the imbalances rhar ir may
create in orher neighbouring countries.
I hope this opposition will not be seen as opposition to
Nonhern Ireland, bur as an effon to prorecr rhe farm-
ers in the South who are panicularly badly off at this
time, who have nor only their loss of income ro make
up, but who cannot meet their overdrafts and their
interest paymenr this year. In the light of rhis I have
nbled the amendmenr ro rhe repon ro include Direc-
tive 355.
I musr say that I am disappointed with the attitude
adopted by rhe Commission, as I was disappointed the
other day by the stance they adopted in the Commirtee
of Agriculture. Ve keep [eing told by these people,
whomust rhink they are oracles at this srage, thar they
foresee no problems, but if problems arise they wilf
solve than immediately! Knowing rhe lightning speed
with which the Commission, Parliament and the
Council normally act, I wonder in what cenrury rhose
regulations will be recdfied for the Irish farmers who
suffer the adverse effects of this regulation. From a
political point of view, as well as from a trade poinr of
view, all the cross border trade will be rc the detriment
of similar production'in the Republic. Mr Clinrcn
mentioned smuggling. Mr Taylor said that, at the
momen!, it would not be advantageous to smuggle
from the North to the Sourh, but it would be advanta-
geous to smuggle from the South into the Nonh. It
would also make the task of security far harder on
both sides of rhe border, and God knows the people
who try to implemenr security have a hard enough
task as it is!
There is and always has been a large illegal trade
going.on between Nonh and South in such things as
watches, cameras and, indeed, livestock. If the horse is
a bad one you can sell him anywhere! This is going to
encourage illegal activities, which will be cosrly ro
both the authorities in the United Kingdom and the
customs and excise of the Republic.
I would ask Mrs Barbarella, the Commission and the
Council to consider Directive 355. Ir is a safeguard for
the farmers of Nonhern Ireland as much as for the
farmers of rhe Republic. I cannot see rhe Commission
acting quickly enough. As Mr Maher said, will
compensation be paid ro rhose who suffer under this? I
am nor happy that the Commission has studied rhe
matter closely enough. I am aware that negotiations
are going on in other areas which mighr be of help to
us.
Directive 355 requires that the programmes conform
to international and regional programmes 'for the
appropriate sector. I rhink rhis would be much more
appropriate within the North itself and indeed benefit
the agricultural producers who are the people imme-
diately concerned. More panicularly, the provisions of
the regulation are nor applicable ro any other area
except those who need the benefit immediarcly. The
same applies in the case of the wesr of Ireland.
Nobody outside the west of Ireland can benefir from
that scheme. Pan 2 has ensured that the money toes
direcdy to the place it is intended for. I would ask that
Parliament consider my amendmenr ro part 2 es a
gesture of protection rc farmers in both Nonh and
South thereby ensuring rheir incomes.
President. 
- 
I call Mr McCanin.
Mr McCartin. 
- 
Mr President, Members of the
House will perhaps have noticed rhat the few Irish
people in rhis Assembly seem to have infilrated every
group and pany in the House excepr one, and I am
glad to say we have found a very able advocare in Mrs
Barbarella, who has defended an imponant Irish inter-
est in a very able and eloquent way.
I am going to raise some poinrs that have nor yer been
made, I think, in this debate so far. Before I do so, I
would like to complimenr Mr Clinron, who spoke on
behalf of my Broup and who was honest and frank
about his concern for the imbalances and disrcnions
this package might cause. I attended a meeting in
Enniskillen some years ago when Mr Clinton was
Minisrcr for Agriculture and represendng farmers of
the Republic of Ireland in the Council. The president of
a well-known Ulster farmers' association told me that
benefits from membership of the Community were all
going to the Republic of Ireland and rhar they in
Nonhern Ireland had nobody ro pur rheir case, bur
Mr Clinton ries his best to do this. I can assure Mr
Clinton that was also.the view of the Ulster farmers. I
ihink they will nor have forgotten that.
Hence, I welcome rhe firsr proposal in this sec of
measures for the benefit of farmers in Nonhern
Ireland. The reservations I have about ir can equally
apply to the measures for rhe west of Ireland and to
other areas because what I want ro say is of a more
general narure. First, chere are no details beyond the
few figures which indicate a high dependence on agri-
culture in the region and which ser our rhe true posi-
tion in relation to aids and incenrives already available
to the agricultural secror in thar area. If rhis Parlia-
ment, or any committee of this Parliament, or the
Commission, is to study whar can be done by means of
a new scheme to improve faciliries for farming or
processing of agriculrural produce in the wesr of
Ireland, rhe first rhing rhey ought to do is ask them-
selves what aids and incentives already are there. I
would submit rhat we had a very generous and valua-
ble package of aids and incentives available to rhe
farmers of Ulsrcr over a very long period.
I know this because I am rhe only person in this House
who has ever farmed in Ulsrer. I have met the farmers
of Ulster; I have bought with rhem and sold with
I
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them; I have met them in the fairs and markers and I
know exactly what benefirs rhey have enjoyed from
Bridsh policies down the years. It can truly be,said thar
over a long period they have enjoyed a generous pack-
age, and as a result productiviry is higher and farm
structures are far berter than those in the designarcd
areas of the Republic of Ireland, #hich have land and
climate of a similar nature. This is not to weaken the
case for assistance to Ulster, but ro srate what is a fact.
Another serious .complaint I want to make is rhat, in
my opinion, the present set of measures will give the
UK Government the opponunity to withdraw some of
the assistance given to farmers in Ulster. This will be
replaced by money from the European Economic
Community, and the same rhing, I regret to say, will
happen in the case of the measures that have been
proposed for the west of Ireland.
That is why I want to impress on the Council and on
the Commission in panicular, that they should investi-
gate the situation and learn the hard facts before
putting into effect the proposed measures which they
think are an improvement on what was there before.
My next point is this: it is proposed to give assistance
to farmers who cannot achieve a comparable income
under this package without a development plan. I have
Brave reservations about this decision, whether it be
applied in the south of Ireland or in the nonh. It is
quite true that a numbei of farmers, with whatever
assistance they get, and with the resources available to
them, will be unable to plan for a comparable income;
nevertheless, the element of planning cannot, and
should not, be taken out of it.
If, we are to give assistance, and if that assistance is to
be anything more than a mere social welfare handout,
we must expect it to improve productivity. That will
result in the creation of jobs in the service sector and
in the processing sectors. The assistance we give these
regions must encourage the increase in production; it
can have no other purpose. If it does have any other
purpose, it is merely a ma[ter of social welfare.
\Thatever the state of the markets in the Community, I
think there is a case to be made for improved produc-
tivity and increased production in rhese regions, not
only for the farming community but for many other
sectors as well.
Now, my criticism of the second package is not that
expressed by colleagues. I have examined the package
of industrial incentives provided by the UK Govern-
ment for the whole of the Nonh of Ireland over a
period of years and it is without exception the best
that was available ro any region in Europe. 50 0/o
grants were the norm. There were tenerous interest
rates and concessions and there were further grants
related to the level of employment.
In fact, we are only gilding the lily here. Ve are only
proposing improved measures for a situation that is
already a very generous one. I cannot honestly see that
there is very much on offer in the way of improvement
for any of the industries concerned. Again, it simply
gives the UK Government an opportunity to withdraw
some of .the money being spent and to replace it with
EEC funds. This is regrettable.
The last point I want to make is that there are
300 miles of border. This border splits towns, villages,
farms, farmyards and houses. It is not possible to
police all that border. It has never been effectively
done.
All of Ireland is a deficiency area as far as cereal prod-
uction is concerned. Cereal prices yesterday, in north
and south, taking account of the difference in curren-
cies, were about the same. It is not true that Nonhern
Ireland is at a serious disadvantage vis-i-vis the
Republic. But Ireland as a whole is a deficiency area; it
only costs ! 3 to transpon a tonne of barley from the
grain-growing areas of the Republic of Ireland to
Northern Ireland and it costs i 15 to take it from any
pan of the mainland of Europe or Great Britain to
Nonhern Ireland. So all of Ireland, for the purpose of
cereals, must be treated as one area. To do anything
else would create unreasonable distonions.
It has been said that smuggling does not occur at the
moment because of the MCAs. In fact, one well-known
Nonhern Ireland company has stated, and given
figures, that until recently upwards of 7 000 cases of
etts per month were being smuggled. But during the
monrh of August the situation changed. MCAs are
now payable with the result that a million and a half
eggs per month are now crossing the border legally.
However, this seems to make no difference on either
side of the border, because the same number of eggs
were crossing illegally the month before! Should the
situation change next month, you will have a recurr-
ence of the same situation. The truch is that similar
disadvantages exist on either side of the border. The
soil and climate are similar; as are the economic diffi-
culties. '!7e must therefore divide the package in a way
which will be equal and fair to all pans of this region.
If in the European Economic Community we cannot
divide the package in a way which benefir both sides
of the Irish border where similar soil and climatic
conditions exist, how can we hope to bring about
economic convergence between areas like the Ruhr
and the Mezzogiorno. This should not be beyond the
power of this Community or the Commission.
On the other hand the most recent information we
have is that this scheme was put back on the drawing-
board because of the opposition of eight out of the
nine ministers and, rhat they are now investigating the
possibiliry of applying all the measures to the grain
area. For the reasons that I have mentioned I would
strongly advise the Commission and the Council to be
most cautious in the grain sector because of the fact
that all Ireland is a common area as far as the cereal
market is concerned. Anything that we do in favour of
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one side or the other will create distonions and create
problems which will be cosdy to solve.
The last point I want to make is that the question has
been asked as to why farmers should smuggle poulry
or pigs. The reason is that you have a common
marketing authority in Nonhern Ireland, and not all
farmers like to pay tax. Some farmers have not
declared all thpir animals, and for that reason they just
take them down and sell rhem in the Republic of
Ireland. I know the Nonhern farmers. I know all the
things they will do and all the tricks they will play, and
I want to say that I will vote for these measures in the
morning with the reservations that I have mentioned.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp.
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, I would like first to associate
myself and the Commission with the sincere thanks
expressed to the rapponeur for the repon she has
presented to us. After this lively and imponant debate
at such a late hour, I see rhat we are clearly unanimous
in this House in believing that we have an obligation
ro contribute, in a spirit of solidarity, to overcoming
difficuldes wherever they may occur in the Commu-
nity. I note that all speakers have acknowledged that
in Northern Ireland, the area to which the Commis-
sion proposals are intended to apply, there is a panicu-
larly difficult situation. There has also been unanimous
acceptance of the Commission's first proposal. A
number of questions arose, and problems and reasons
for concern were raised, particularly with regard to
the second proposal.
You may be sure that the Commission prepared this
second proposal with great care. If it is adopted, the
Commission will monitor its implementation with
equal care. In preparing the proposal, the Commission
had in mind chiefly agricultural development in this
peripheral area of rhe Community. Ve wish rc pro-
mote this development, panicularly in the sectors to
which this proposal applies. It has also been pginted
out in this debate that these sectors have speical prob-
lems arising from the high cost of imponed feedstuffs.
The only possibility of making these sectors competi-
tive once more lies in improving the conditions under
which these products are processed and marketed. I
think there is also considerable agreement on this
objective.
It has been suggested by a number of speakers that
these measures could be financed more appropriately
under Regulation No 355/77. This opinion is under-
snndable. However, on behalf of the Commission I
must point out once more that implementation on the
basis of that Regulation would be frustrated by the
fact that the funds available under it are limircd. The
specific measure we propose is the only way to achieve
our aim of restoring a cenain competitiveness to this
sector. But there are other reasons why the use of
Regulation No 355/799 would fail to achieve the
desired results. I refer to Anicle 9 of this Regulation,
under which it must be proved that these aids are
intended to be of direct benefit to the producers of the
basic product processed in the region. In the present
case, this condition would not be fulfilled, since feed-
stuffs have for the most part to be imported into
Northern Ireland.
To turn to another idea, it was suggested that an inte-
grated development programme should be imple-
men[ed for all economic sectors in the less-favoured
areas of Northern Ireland. It was said that this would
probably be more effective than the proposed
measures. Vell, at rhe moment we are carrying out
such projects in three cases. They are expressly
planned as pilpt projects, and we will be able co plan
and implement future measures of this or a similar
kind once the results of the current programmes have
been fully evaluated. This will take some time.
However, we are dealing here with a situation in
which we neither wish nor are able to await the results
of pilot projects. Sfl'e want here to give effecdve and
rapid aid.
It has been poinrcd out by Mr Maher that care must be
taken to avoid imbalances in the poultry trade. In that
connection he referred to subsidies in the United
Kingdom. I would like here to refer you to the answer
given by my colleague Mr Gundelach on this whole
problem during this week's Quesdon Time and point
out that in this connection the necessary procedures
for dealing with a contravention of the Treaty are
under way.
Mr Paisley called for further areas of Nonhern
Ireland to be classed as 'less favoured areas' in accord-
ance with Directive No 751258. Addidonal areas can
be defined and adopted by the Community only if a
corresponding application has been made by the
Member State concerned, in this case the United
Kingdom. The study of the problems called for by Mr
Paisley is at present in the hands of the United King-
dom Government and not of the Commission. \7e
cannot anticipare what the result of these studies, or of
any decision by the United Kingdom Government to
make an application will be. However, you may rest
assured that any such application would be assessed
and dealt with by us in accordance with the usual rules
and principles.
Ladies and tentlemen, as you will have noticed, I am
no expert on agricultural questions. But you can be
sure of my full sympathy and suppon for the area of
the Community which we are discussing this evening
- 
an area which is experiencing panicularly serious
difficulties. You can also be sure that the whole
Commission shares this sympathy. In dealing in the
pa$ n/ith other areas we have also honoured this obli-
gation to aid areas of the Community with special
difficulties.
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Concern has been expressed here that solving these
problems might cause new difficulties. You may rest
assured that we wish to solve problems and not to
create new ones. And when the measures which we
have proposed come into force, we shall carefully
monitor their progress and act quickly to improve the
measures and to solve any problems which arise.
'\7hile 
we have every sympathy for, and are currently
concentrating on, the special difficulties which we are
discussing here, we in the Commission have an overall
responsibility for the Community and also an overall
responsibility for this particular sector.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is often said
that help promptly given is wonh twice as much. The
Commission hopes that there will be a rapid and posi-
tive decision on its proposals. It is envisaged that this
question will be dealt with at the meeting of the Coun-
cil of Ministers on l0 November. An extremely wide
range of proposals have been made in this debate, and
rhese, in addition to what we have proposed, provide
suggesrions and can contribute to solutions. You may
rest assured that we shall be glad to look at these
suggestions in a positive light.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote a[ the next voting
time.
21. Directioe on agicalture in the French
ooerseLs departments
President. 
- 
The next item is the report (Doc.
l-489/80), drawn up by Mrs Cresson on behalf of the
Commirtee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-348180) for a directive on the development of agricul-
ture in the French overseas depanments.
I call Mrs Cresson.
Mrs Cresson. 
- 
(F) Ladies and Bentlemen, the repon
which I bring before you this evening is presented on
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture. It relates to a
directive on the development of agriculture in the
French overseas departments, namely French Guiana,
Guadeloupe, Maninique, R6union and Saint Pierre
and Miquelon. I propose [o present this repon to you
in four parts, in an attempt to deal with the various
aspecr of what is a complex problem because it has a
particular geographical and historical background
whose consequences we tend to underestimate. I shall
rherefore deal firstly with the status of the overseas
departments and the reasons for the direcdve we are
discussing today, secondly with their economy, and
more particularly with agriculture, which is the
predominant sector in the economy of the overseas
depanmenr, thirdly with the measures proposed by
the Commission, and finally with the conditions which
will be necessary if the appropriations made available
for these measures are to be put ro good use.
First, v'hat is the status of the overseas departments
and why are EAGGF appropriations being provided
for these depanments?
Now, until 1978 the French overseas depanments
enjoyed a hybrid and ambiguous status within the
European Community. Under the Treaty of Rome
they are sometimes treated on the same basis as metro-
politan depanments, and as such fully integrated into
the Community 
- 
treated, in fact, in the same way as
regions of Member States 
- 
and on other occasions
they are treated on the same basis as the overseas
possessions of the Member States 
- 
what are called
the overseas countries and territories 
- 
where rheir
status is governed partly by the Treaty and panly by
the Convention under which those countries are asso-
ciated with the Community. In other areas it appears
that the very existence of the overseas depanments
was simply forgotten in the Treaty, and the resulting
questions were left to be solved by future legislation.
The ambiguity of this position gave rise to a legal
wrangle. Two points of view were possible: the first,
based on Article 227 (2), maintained that if, within the
two-year limit, the Council had failed to decide on the
terms under which the provisions of that Article would
be applied, the automatically applied in full; the
second 
- 
the Commission's view 
- 
was that the
provisions of the Treaty were not to apply automat-
ically once the two year deadline was passed. \7e had
to wait for a judgment from the Coun of Justice on
10 October 1980, the Hansen judgment, to have a
ruling,on the interpretation of Article 227 (2). Nos, it
is all perfectly clear. All the provisions of the Treary of
Rome and of Community law apply to the overseas
depanments. Vhat this means is that, whereas before
the Hansen judgment the French Government had to
make a special request for certain provisions of the
Treaty to apply to the overseas depanments, since this
judgment the provisions apply automatically rc the
overseas depanments and the French Government
need only act in order to have them adapted to the
special needs of those depanmenrc. As far as agricul-
ture is concerned, for example, the application of the
whole of the common agricultural policy to these
departments must take into account the distances
involved, with the consequent constraints, and the
tropical nature of the depanments' produce. Deails
have not yet been laid down, however, of the system
of practical conrol over the use of EAGGF funds
which the French Government will have to accept
since those funds are henceforth available for the over-
seas departments. It is therefore completely logical
that the Commission's proposal aims to replace funds
from the European Development Fund (which
finances econgmic development programmes in ACP
sates associated with the Community and in overseas
I'
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countries and territories) with funds from rhe EAGGF
Guidance Section, which is responsible for financing
strucural programmes for agriculture within the
Community.
It is easy, when we look ar the economy of the over-
seas departmenrs, ro see just how shaky it is. This
results from a number of factors. First of all the popu-
ladon is young. And shon of work. Young people
emigrate at an. enormous ra!e; official foreiasts pur
migrarion from overseas depanments to metropolitan
France ar 300 000 between 1975 and 1990.
Secondly, rheir economy is shaky because of the
imponance of the services secror compared wirh pro-
ductive sectors: ir accounts for example, for 750/o of
the gross domestic product of Maninique and
R6union. This is a shaky situation because, as in many
Third \7orld countriis, the primary sector relies
largely on a few agriculural products without suffi-
cient diversificadon: bananas, sugar cane, timber,
essenrial oils for perfumes, aubergines. It is also due to
a heavy balance of trade deficit. The overseas depan-
ments expon practically all they produce, and impon
practically everything they need in the way of food
and marcrials. In Guiana, for example, only 10 0/o of
imports are covered by expons, and only 20 0/o in
R6union. Add to that rhe fact that, despite governmenr
promises going back to 1964, the minimum wage is
not based on rhat in metr'opolitan France. In R6union
it is 70 Vo of the mainland minimum, andTO 0/o of the
workers don't even get that. Despite the pressure ro
emigrate, there are more rhan 50 000 unemployed in
R6union and more than 30 000 in Guadeloupe. As I
was saying, there is liwle diversification in agricultural
produce. In Maninique, Guadeloupe and R6union the
principal resource is sugar cane which, apan from
producing sugar, also produces rum. Guadeloupe and
Maninique also produce a very imponant banana crop
which supplies mosr of the French market for bananas.
Maninique also produces pineapples, which run into
competition from other countries, 'panicularly the
Ivory Coast. That is why the Communiry grants aid
for'the production of tinned pineapple in'Mininique.
Aubergines are also a major resource for these two
depanments, but the disadvantage is that they are a
long way away, and that transpon cosrs are conse-
quently high. That is why the Commission has submit-
ted ro the Council a draft regularion for a system of
aid for the marketing of aubergines produced in the
French Vest Indies, ro which this House gave its
approval on 16 November last, although the Council
has not yet reached a decision. In R6union, rice is one
of the staples of rhe local diet, and a special exemprion
from the import. levy has been in effect since 1 January
1978; the subsidy on rice production wirhin the
Community also applies. The depanment of R6union
also produces geranium and vetiver oils for exporr.
Lastly, Guiana produces tropical timbers for expon.
After this quick survey of the economic and agricul-
tural situation in these departmenm, let us now see
what the Commission is proposing. Since agriculrure
in the overseas depanments is clearly backward in
comparison with orher regions in rhe Community, and
since the Community directive on rhe modernization
of agricultural holdings is only parrly relevant ro rhe
situation here, the Commission considers that a special
six-year programme should be established for these
depanments involving a toml of 211 million EUA, of
which 96.5 million are ro come from the EAGGF. The
programme covers the following areas: cooperative
irrigation projects,'land improvemenr, flood protec-
tion work, reafforestation, rhe improvement of decay-
ing forests and measures [o encourage a move towards
stock rearing and new crops, all of which will receive
50 0/o suppon from rhe EAGGF, as well as improve-
ment [o the agricultural infrastructure, which will
receive 40 0/o suppon from the EAGGF since rhe
difference will come from the ERDF. It should also be
noted that the Community has already made conribu-
tions to the overseas depanments, when Maninique
and Guadeloupe were ravaged by. hurricanes David
and Frederick, and the EAGGF Guidance Section was
called in to repair the damage done to agriculture.
The Committee on Agriculture, which has approved
the repon which I have the honour to presenr, consi-
ders that the Commission's proposals should be
approved. Vhat is proposed is that appropriations
from the European Development Fund should be
replaced by appropriations from the EAGGF Guid-
ance Section. This aid will enable France to improve
the agricultural structure of these overseas depan-
men6, reducing the presenr tendency to single-crop
agriculture by diversifying into the producrion of
crops which are ar presenr imported at ruinous cost for
an alrea{y poor population.
It is, however, the view of the Committee on Agricul-
ture that this financial aid alone will not be sufficient
to reduce the serious lack of balance in the agriculture
and the economy of the overseas depanments. Such
aid will not be effective unless a number of condirions
are met.
Firstly there must be stricr control over the use of
EAGGF and ERDF appropriations, which are meanr
to reduce the current wide gap berween incomes,
panicularly rhrough strenuous effons to create jobs
locally in the agriculture and fisheries secrors. The fact
is that the French Government's refusal to allow audir-
ing of the use of ERDF funds denies the Community
taxpayer any proof rhat the amounts spenr are in fact
benefiting the right people.
Secondly there musr be real agrarian reform, aimed at
increasing rhe area of land available for cultivation of
food crops, panicularly by the enforcement of existing
legislation on rhe expropriation of waste and under-
used land.
Thirdly, rhe safeguard clause must be invoked ro
protect overseas depanments' agricultural produce in
the event of market instability.
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The overseas depanmenm, ladies and gentlemen, are
not classic Third Vorld countries nor are they back-
ward regions in an industrial whole. They are French
depanments which exist because of the combined
effects of a colonial system and of an industrial and
commercial system. Agriculture lies at the heart of
their development. The Commission was therefore
right to propose this programme, because while it is
essential that expon crops should continue to be
grown, it is just as essential to make funher land avail-
able for more varied crops and to reduce the ruinous
level of food imports which provide a comfonable
income for a few major companies but which make the
people poorer sdll. On behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture, I therefore ask you to give your approval
to the Commission's decision by supponing this
rePort.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cl6ment to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Development and Cooperation.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) Mr President, the view of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation on this
marter is that although the overseas depanmenm may
form pan of Europe from the political and legal point
of view and although the legislation applied to them is,
despite undeniable inadequacies, bringing them grad-
ually up to the social level of Europe, from the
economic point of view the overseas depanments must
nevenheless still be considered as developing regions.
One figure stands out in this respect; it is, as Madam
Cresson reminded us a moment ago, the fact that in
these depanments 25 0/o of the active population is
unemployed. Add rc that the fact that the agricultural
sector remains far more imponant than the industrial
sector and that the rade figures are completely out of
balance since consumer needs are met out of impons
while expons, which are in any case weak, are still
based on traditional agricultural produce. !7ith that in
mind the European Economic Community should be
treating the overseas departments, which are peri-
pheral and underprivileged regions within the
Community, with the same care as is given to other
underprivileged regions in Europe. Funhermore, the
French overseas departments, although they are an
integral part of Europe, are situated close to African
and Caribbean starcs which are signatories to the
l,om6 Convention, but find themselves competing with
the.ACP states in the market for tropical produce.
Now, the European market has been thrown oPen to
those countries, and their production costs arc very
much lower than those of the overseas departments,
panicularly because wages and social benefits bear no
comparison with those in the overseas depanments.
Under those circumstances it was therefore quite right
for the Community to attempt ro make its own tropi-
cal agriculture more competitive by investing in deve-
lopment which will ultimately improve the employ-
ment situation.
The second point which the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation wishes to make is that Europe's
tropical agriculture should be developed by diversify-
ing crops and vitalizing associated sectors. Diversifica-
tion has become necessary both for basic economic
reasons and because of the present economic situation.
Single crop agriculture entails serious economic risks
depending on market trends and competition. These
risks are made more serious by the hazards of the
climate and your attention has just been drawn, ladies
and gentlemen, to the fact that in the space of one
year, three hurricanes have devasated the economies
of Maninique and Guadaloupe, twice destroying the
banana crop with very serious economic and social
consequences in those two depanments. Under such
circumstances it is essential that the agricultural devel-
opments which are encouraged should bi directed not
, 
only towards exports but-also towards meeting loCal
requirements. At the same time such developments
must, not mean abandoning the traditional crops of
bananas, sugar cane and pineapples. It is not a ques-
tion of robbing Peter.to pay Paul: for the moment
such traditional crops form the foundation of the rural
economy of the overseas depanments, and the best
course is consequently to consolidate ,them at their
optimum level or even, in cenain cases, to give them
additional impetus. Thaq for example, is the case with
sugar cane in Maninique, where funher development
is essential not only to, give the depanment self suffi-
ciency in sugar but also to produce sufficient rum to
satisfy the expon market.
Thirdly, the Committee on Development and Cooper-
ation considers that two sectors associated with agri-
culture should not be netlecrcd: firstly fisheries, aqui-
culture and fish farming, and secondly stockbreeding.
To this end, cenain investments will be necessary.
They would be aimed not only at helping these depan-
fnents move towards'the self-sufficiency they are at
present so very far from achieving, btrt also at develop-
ing expons in this area. \flith regard to stockbreeding
the aim should likewise be self-sufficienry in meat.
The last point which the Commission on Development
and Cooperation considers should receive Parliament's
arrention is the development of forestry in French
Guiana, which implies the development of local infras-
tructures. As I am sure you abeady know, timber and
wood-pulp are the second largest deficit item in the
Community's trade figures after oil. Accordingly, any
real improvement in this deficit must be sought within
the Community, and Guiana offers possibilities which
are wonhy of serious consideration.
These are the objectives which, in the opinion of the
Committee on Development and Cooperation, should
be pursued in a policy of agricultural development in
the overseas depanments. Achieving these objectives
implies improving infrastructures, financing major
studies, obtaining the assisance of the right people
and setting out what modifications to regulations this
exceptional situation requires 
- 
modifications which,
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as I said, the Community can carry our on the basis of
Article 227 of rhe Treaty of Rome and the Hansenjudgmenr \flith this in view, Community expens
should make on-the-spor studies, in conjunction wirh
local elected represenratives and professional bodies
and the French administration. Thar same cooperation
must of course continue when these measures are put
into effect.
\flichout prejudice ro the simultaneous developmenr
which we would wish to see in orher economic sectors,
and in panicular in the industrial sector, Mr President,
the Committee on Development and Cooperation
would, in conclusion, invite this House ro approve rhe
proposal for a direccive which is before us with the
hope rhat, firstly, the French Governmenr will add the
whole of the sum of tt+.5 million EUA provided for
in Anicle 5 of the draft directive and, secondly, in
view of the nature and magnitude of the problems
which remain to be resolved 
- 
panicularly those of
training and the dissemination of technical informa-
iion 
- 
assistance will be sought from rhe European
Regional Development Fund and the Social Fund. In
the view of the Commitree on Developmenr and
Cooperation it goes wirhout saying that the use of
these funds should be subjecr to clear and detailed
audit to ensure the maximum benefir for the people for
whom they are intended. That, ladies and gentlemen,
will be the besr way of giving local employment to a
young popularion which is concerned for irc future.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Manin to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, had my friend and colleague Mr Paul Vergis,
Member for the island of R6union, been able to be
present this evening, he would of course have been
speaking in this debate. He is however detained far
from here by other pressing obligadons. This being so,
I should like to put before you rhe views of rhe French
Communist and Allies on the proposal for a directive
which has been submitted to us.
The agricultural situation in the overseas depanmenrs
is not a cause for concern, it is a disaster. It is not
enough to say that the overseas depanments are
lagging far behind. Neither can one attribute this lack
of advance solely to their population strucrure or to
the size of the services sector 
- 
80 % 
- 
compared
with productive secrors, although it is true rhat agri-
culture only accounrs for 8 Vo of the gross domestic
product. And che trade deficit is not merely the cause
of the present imbalance but the result of a situation
over which, in the final analpis, Mrs Cresson and Mr
Cl6ment drew a discreet veil in their reports.
The present situation 
- 
and we might as well call a
spade a spade 
- 
is the result of colonial pillaging.
Single crop agriculture for export served no other
purpose than to provide supplementary supplies for
the home country, and integrating rhe overseas
depanments has simply made the situation worse. In
Guadeloupe and Maninique we are seeing the syste-
matic run-down of the staple sugar cane industry, with
its production halved since 1960. Even then, the single
crop of sugar cane is ro be replaced by the single crop
of bananas, which are highly unsuited to a hurricane
zone. For the sole benefir of a few big companies 
-like the Compagnie Fruiridre de Marseille which is
directly linked to the Empain-Schneider group 
- 
we
think nothing of replacing one kind of colonial single-
crop agriculrure with anorher, tonlly ignoring rhe
need for marker-garden produce and other food
croPs.
In R6union the productive secrors are declining. The
embryonic industries are disappearing one by one, as
are the very few holdings producing anything but
sugar, which takes 82 % of rhe area under cultivation,
such as geranium and vetiver oils. For example, in
1953 R6union produced 230 ronnes of geranium oil;
in 1979 she produced 75 tonnes. Then there is the
aftermath of hurricane Hyacinth. R6union is produ-
cing only a third as much tobacco as 25 years ago and,
while sugar production has been sragnaring for 20
years, its real value has been declining, since between
1962 and 1973 the value of sugar exporrs from the
overseas depanments fell by 50 % ! Thar observarion
was made in the inroduction ro the French Seventh
Plan.
In fact, the question of sugar cane revenue is not even
considered in the Eighth Plan, in other words the
situation has become worse still. At rhe same time it
should also be noted thar for 20 years neither the
Commission nor the Council has been prepared ro
make regulations ro supporr any of the staple products
- 
sugar, bananas, rum, vanilla, pineapples and so on
of these counries, which were nevertheless
regarded legally as being an inregral part of the
Communiry. On the other hand, the Community taxes
they pay are heavy: in l0 years, for example, Reunion
has paid as much as all'the overseas depanments have
received from the Communiry in 22 years. Let me
repeat that in case any of you missed it: in 10 years
Reunion paid in as much as all the overseas depan-
ments received from the Community in 22 yearsl
So, today, we are being offered a six-year plan wonh
96.5 million EUA to develop agriculrure in the over-
seas depanments whilst ar rhe same rime Commis-
sioner Gundelach is putting forward proposals for a
new reguladon on sugar covering the same period
which would abolish all aid ro sugar producers and
raise the coresponsibility levy to 2.5 0/o on the entire
sugar crop. Ar the end of this period rhe overseas
depanment's sugar will be put in open comperition
with the European beet-sugar crop on the European
market. Such a policy cannot but lead to the decline of
sugar production in rhe overseas depanments.
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The crisis which the overseas depanments are going
through is caused, despite all the preventive measures
which have been taken, by trying to integrare under-
developed countries into a Community of advanced
indusdial countries 7000 or l0 000 kilometres away.
Serious though the situation is, it is now being
suggested thai we should continue on the same path,
"pptylng 
the same sort of technical directives and
soindinl another 96'5 million EUA from the EAGGF
ii', th. n".*t 6 years, after the 72 million granted from
1958 to 1980. As of now we can predict with some
cenainty that the situation will get worse, and it is for
all of these reasons that we shall be unable to associate
ourselves with this proposal for a directive.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Sabl6 to speak on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
one can only deplore the fact that a debate held in
order to release appropriations to help the overseas
departments, whose plight has been described !y the
privious speakers, should be used as an excuse for an
indictment of events long past. The truth is, but that is
not the subject of tonight's debate, that these same
overseas depanments have standards of living which
are seven, eight and ten times higher than those of the
independent states around them in the Caribbean and
whiih are in fact higher than those of many other
countries throughout the tropics' And, quite simply
because these are overseas depanments and notwith-
standing the criticisms which can be levelled at
France's former policies, it is clear that, on several
occasions over the past 25 years and more, the people
have expressed their desire to retain the constitutional
system they enjoy and which indeed enables us to be
here this evening in the European Parliament. . .
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F)After you rigged the ballotl
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F). . . Ah, there my honourable friend
I am afraid you are way off the mark. I in fact repre-
sent a constituency where most of the local councils
are held by the Communists, but at every general elec-
tion I have a overwhelming majority precisely because
the future of Maninique is at stake.
If Paul Vergds was over there with you he would be
showing a little more resPect. This is exactly what I,say
in our o*n Parliament. Your party, even Mr Marchais
himself, keep quiet when I speak in the French Assem-
bly. Anyway, ihat is not what we are here rc talk
about. I must apologize for that incident but it may
have been helpful insofar as it shows my colleagues
just how we and our Communist opponents stand.
Ladies and gentlemen, the proposal Put ro us by the
Commission of the European Communities can be
regarded as the result of the successive visits by expens
to the overseas depanments either to examine the
structural weaknesses in agriculture or as a conse-
quence of natural disasters. I do not wish to labour the
point, but it has even been suggested that the disasters
which have occurred in Maninique and Guadeloupe
were really caused by capitalism and colonialism'
At all events, since the Hansen judgment which finally
disposed of the overseas depanments' ambiguous legal
poiition within the Community, the proposal based on
Anicle 5 of the Council Reguladon of 21 APril 1970
on the financing of the agricultural policy has been
examined in depth by the Committee on Agriculture
and the Committee on Development and Cooperadon
has also given its opinion. This dual process, which
implies full recognition of these departments' legal
righm and the acknowledgment that .h.y ere
gJographically special 
- 
which is indeed in accord-
ance with the judgment from the Court of Justice in
Luxembourg 
- 
Buarantees to this Assembly that every
aspect and ir.ty 
"ont.quence 
of the measures which
are proposed have been considered during the discus-
sionl. The Commission's intention is clearly to make
up for time lost in the wrangles over how the Treaty of
Rome applied, and to allow the peripheral and under-
privileged regions to make lasting changes in their
local economies in line with the irreversible develop-
ment of social legislation on the European model.
Here too I could digress at length, since the people
whom I represent here benefit from French social
legislation, which is amongst the most advanced and
progressive in the world, whilst those independent
itatis which are under the patronage of the honoura-
ble Member are not only economically underdeve-
loped but still in the most abject hunger and misery. - .
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F)How many unemployed have you
got?
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) A good deal fewer than there are in
the counries you runl It comes down to Anicle 39 of
the Treaty 
- 
all these things are relative, Mr Manin.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) Precisely.
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Of course, we are underdeveloped
compared with Europe but we are a lot funher deve-
loped than the countries your people Eovern and it is
something we can be proud of.
It is Article 39 of the Treaty that is being invoked
here, with a view to rising producdvity and individual
standards of living in rural areas,-and -replacing the
EDF with the 'Guidance' secrion of the EAGGF from
1980 onwards in financing structural improvements in
agriculture. It must be remembered 
- 
although I may
be a defender of the constitution I can also criticize,
and I do not hesitate to do so when the French
Government deserves it; indeed these criticisms often
l-
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seem to be effective, since over the years the French
Governmenr has raken heed of rhem, to the sarisfac-
tion of rhe people I represent 
- 
it must bi remem-
bered, then, rhat ever since the Treaties were signed
the overseas depanments have, under the term-s of
Anicle 117, been subject ro various commercial, fiscal
and customs constraints but since on accounl of their
tropical produce they were rreated in rhe same way as
ordinary associated counrries they did nor enjoy the
advantages 
_and perferential treatment shared by brher
regions within Member States of the Communiry. In
fact, alrhough they were members of rhe rich man,s
club they nonerheless remained underdeveloped coun-
tries. Thar is now being changed, albeit 
"giirrt you.will.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) You said it.
Mr Sabl6. 
- 
(F) Indeed, it may be that the anomalous
situation under which these overseas regions were
suffering has been highlighrcd by the Lomi Conven-
tion and the extended policy of cooperation with
Third \7orld countries.
The measures proposed in the Directive we have
before us have already been discussed piecemeal bur
they are now brought toterher in an overall plan for
the development of agriculture which includes rhe
opening commirting 211 million EUA for a series of
programmes over six years, with 95.5 million EUA
coming from the EAGGF and 114.5 million from the
French Government. The measures relate to all the
main sectors 
- 
irrigarion work, land and pasrure
improvements, reafforestation, fisheries, agriiulture,
crop diversificarion and, above all, stockbre-ding. \7e
should be proud thar such an effon is being *"d. to
narrow the gap between regions. This his indeed
already begun in other regions 
- 
nor overseas of
course 
- 
like the l:.alian Mezzogiorno, Corsica,
Lozire and the Causses. Only a few hours ago we
were discussing a motion to assist Northern Iieland
and I shall be voting for that morion romorrow.
It is my view rhar in order ro guarantee the success of
the progqammes which France will be.presenting to rhe
Commission, they must be drawn up in full consulta-
tion with rhe regional assemblies and the professional
bodies in the regions concerned. It is in the final
analysis they who will be shouldering the risks
involved in these programmes. \7hen the French
Eighth Plan is adopred shonly we shall have an excel-
lent opponunity for cooperarion berween central and
regional authorities, supponed by all the information
and documenrarion Brussels can provide to help such a
vast undenaking to succeed
As far as the diversification of crops in concerned 
- 
I
am speaking here more panicularly to the Commission
represenatives, I think that Mrs Cresson has already
raised this quesrion of aubergines and I would like to
remind you rhar this House gave its approval as long
ago as 16 November 1979. So far the Council oT
Ministers has not considered the quesdon and I have
frequendy drawn the French Minister,s atrention ro
this and received the usual promises. This will of
course given cenain honourable Members funher
opponunity ro make accusarions of colonialism. I
personally would like ro see rhis quesrion resolved very
quickly because rhere are thousands of growers wait-
ing on it. At rhe same rime I would lilie to make it
clear, for the benefit of a number of Members who are
legitimarely concerned abour this, thar when we speak
of stockbreeding 
- 
the question was considerj in
commlrtee 
- 
we are not talking about adding to the
Communiry's surplus of dairy products. As far as we
are concerned stockbreeding means improving meat
production, and only meat production, since ln ou,
depanments we are obliged ro impon vas[ amounr of
meat from third countries, which means paying the
agricultural levy and, what is more, paying'foi the
meat with dollars and other hard currencies. -
In conclusion, Mr President, I should like to remind
the House of one last point. Mention has been made
of the resolutior( adopted by the Arusha JointCommittee on the sugar industry. It is true thai the
overseas departmenm' sugar indusry is in a sate of
crisis, and it is easy ro undersand why since because
of social cosrs, wages are very much higher in the
overseas depanments than the derisory wages paid in
the ACP srarcs where rhere is no social secirity. That
gives rise to abnormal market conditions. Even so, the
ACP smres themselves said ar Arusha that the overseas
departments'.sugar industry presented no danger ro
the Community's sugar indusiry. I should ha"e- liked
rc be ab.le. ro say a lot more; unfonunarely I was
distracted by an unforeseen incident. t would simply
like to say that the Commission was right ro ,,..r, rir"t
these measures are being put forwaid because the
overseas 
_depanments are genuinely suffering from
acute underdevelopment. That is undeniably rh..cas.
when they are compared wirh other regions within the
Community, 
.panicularly as far as- agriculture is
concerned. !7hat is more the overseas depan-ents are
suffering on accounr of competition from countries
associated with the Community where wages are low
and there is no social security, and sufferiig precisely
because those countries are signarories to-the Lom6
Convention. It is for all these reasons that I ask this
House to give its unqualified suppon to rhe Commis-
sion proposal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
I would like to say briefly that our
troup, does understand the special problims of the
French Overseas Territories. \fle thinl it quite reason-
able to examin-e special problems of differCnt groups of
people or different areas of the Communit! and tofind practical solutions to those problems rhat are
consistenr wirh orher Community policies. \7e hope
I
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and believe that the proposed dire,ctive will make a
useful contribution to solving the particular problem
of the French Overseas Territories and we therefore
will support the adoption of this report. I would finally
like to thank Mr Clement for having incorporated into
his repon, which was considered by the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, a number of amend-
ments which have made it easier for our group to
suppon it.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Haferkamp. ,
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
- 
(D) Mr President, the Commission proposal seeks
to promote structural improvements in agriculture in
the overseas dipartements. The Commission wishes
thereby to make a positive contribution to overall
economic development in these depanments. In
March 1979 the Commission submitted sructural
proposals to the Council, and in that connection it
inrcred into a commitment which the present proposal
fulfils. It is pleased to be able to do this, and grateful
for the suppon of Parliament in this matter.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. The motion for a
resolution will be put to the vote a[ the next voting
time.
22. Agendafor next sitting
President. 
- 
The next sitting will take place at 9 a.m.
tomorrow, Friday, 17 October 1980, with the follow-
ing agenda:
- 
procedure without repon
- 
decision on the urgenry of three motions for resolu-
dons and a report
- 
joint debate on rhree motions for resolutions on thc
situation facing farmers in the plain of Albenga
, 
- 
motion for a resolution on the floods in France
- 
motion for a resolution on the earthquake in Algeria
- 
motion for a resolution on the terrorist attacks in
Europe
- 
motion for a resolution on the disappearance of young
girls in refugee camps in southeast Asia
- 
motion for a resolution on the conflict between Iran
and Iraq
- 
Gillot repon on the right of establishment in the field
of architecture
10.30a.m.: vote on motions for resolutions on which
.the debate has closed
afier 10.30 a.m.: vorc at the end of each debate.
The sitting is closed.
(Tbe sitting wds closed dt 11.10 p.n.)
, lYr'lE.rq,
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80):
Mr Combe
9. Earthquake in Algeia 
- 
Motion for d reso-
lution by Mr Estier (S), Mr Pendcrs (EPP-
CD), Mr Fergasson (ED), Mr Fanti and Mr
Ansart (COM), Mr Berkhouarcr (L), Mr
krail (EPD) (Doc. I-491/80/reu.):
Mr Pearce (ED); Mr Ortoli (Commission);
Mr Glinne (S); Mr Martin (COM); Mr
Baudk (L); Mr Herman (EPP-CD)
10. Econonic conoergence and the financial
mechanism Report b M, Danhert(Committee on Budgets) (Doc. 1-505/80):
Mr Danker\ rdpportear
Mr Ortoli (Commission)
11. Terroist attachs in Europe 
- 
Motion for a
resolation by Mr Blumenfeld (EPP-CD), Mr
'Glinne (S), Mr Fergusson ([D), Mr Baudk(L), Mr Isradl (EPD) and MrDe Pasqule(Doc 1-493/80):
Mr Sieglerschnidt (S); Mr Tynell (ED); Mr
Seitlinger (EPP-CD); Mr Cbambeiron(COM); Mr Baudis (L); Mr Doublet (EPD);
Mr Almirante; Mr Marshall; Mr Wronesi;
Mr Paisley; Mr Glinne; Mrs Macciocchi; Mr
Ortoli (Commission)
12.Votes
. Sclrutartzenberg report (Doc. 1-724/79):
Restictions of competition in the air trans-
port sector:
Mr Seefeld; Mr Beazly; Mr Scbuartzen-
berg; Mr Seefeld; Mr K. H. Hoffmann; Mr
Schuartzenberg
Procedrral motion: Mr Hopper
Adoption of the resolution
Hofimann report (Doc. 1-469/80): Deoe-
lopment of air transport seruices:
Mr K. H. Hofman4 rapporteur
Procedural motions: Mr Courell; Mr
Bangemann
Mr K. H. Hofrmann; Mr Moreknd; Mr
K. H. Hoffmann
Expknation of oote: Mr Moreknd (ED)
Procedural motion: Mr Moorbouse
Adoption of tbe resolution
Fischbacb report (Doc. 1-457/80): Credit
,nsurdnce:
Adoption of the resolation
Pearce report (Doc 1-$5/80): Generalized
tariff preferetces afier I 98 0 :
Mr Pearce, ratpportear 282
Expknations of oote: Mrs Kellen-
Boutman; Mr lVekh; Mrs Carrettoni
Romagnoli 283
Adoption of tbe resolrtion 284
- Clinton rcport (Doc.1-443/80): Import
duties on mixtures and sets
Adoption of the resolution 284
. Ligios report (Doc.1-446/80): Eradication
of Afican sainefeoer in Sardinia 284
Adoption of the resolution 284
. Jiirgens report (Doc. 1-444/80): Aid for
ice-seed:
268
277
279
279
279
279
280
281
282
282
282
267
268
270
.271
Mr Jiirgens, r4pporteur
Adoption of tbe resolution
284
284
. Barbarelk report (Doc. t-492/80): Agial-
ture in Northern lrehnd;
Mr Cl|ment 2gs
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- Cresson report (Doc.1-489/80): Agiml-
ture in tbe French Ooerseas Dqartmeils
Adoption of the resolntion 285
. Lega u al. motion for a resolation
(Doc. 1-478/80): Farmers in Albenga
Adoption of the resolution 285
Carossino et al. motion for a resol*tion
(Doc. 1-482/80): Farmers in Albenga
Adoption of the resolution 285
. Didd * al. motion for a resolation
(Doc. 1-495/80): Farmers in Albenga
Adoption of the resolution
. Combe et al. motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-485/80): Floods in France:
Procedural motion: Mr Hord
Mr Bangemann
Adoption of the resolution
Procedaral motions: Mr Bangemann; Lady
Elles
. Estier et al. motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-491/80/reo.): Earthquahe in
Algeia:
Procedural motion: Mr Enight
Expknations of oote: Mr Chambeiron
(COM); Mr Glinne (S); Mr Pearce; Mr
Sieglerschmidt; Lady Elles (ED)
Adoption of the resolution
. Dankert report (Doc. 1-505/80): Economic
conoergence and tbe financial mechanism:
Adoption of tbe resolution
- Blamenfeld. et al. motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-493/80): Terrorist attachs in
Europe:
Procedaral motion: Mr Marshall
Adoption of the resolution
Disappearance into prostitution of young girls
in refugee camps in South-East Asia 
-Motion for a resolution by Mrs Fuillet and
Mr Glinne (S) and by Mrs Martin and otbers
(Doc. 1-494/80/reo.):
Mrs Fuillet; Mr Puruis (ED); Mr Collins,
chairman of tbe Committee on the Enoiron-
ment, Public Heahh and Consamer Protec-
tion; Lady Elles; Mr Prag; Mr Collins; Mr de
Coarcy Ling; Mr Ortoli (Commission); Mrs
Fuillet
Adoption of the resolution
14. Conflict between lran and haq 
- 
Motion
for a resolution by Mr Glinne (S), Mr
Blunenfeld (EPP-CD), Mr Scon-Hopkins
(ED), Mr Berkbouuter (L), Mr Isradl (EPD)
and Mr De Pasquale (Doc. 1-497/80):
Mr Habsbarg (EPP-CD); Mr Fergasson
(ED); Mr Beyer de Ryke; Mr Patterson; Mr
Bangemann; Lady Elles 289
287
289
285
285
285
285
285
Exphnations
Andt; Mr
Bangemann;
of oote: Lord O'Hagan; Mr
Moreknd; Mr Courell; Mr
Mr Gifiths; Mr Fortb; Lady
Elles
Adoption of the resolation
Inclusion of women members in tbe neut
Commission 
- 
Motion for a resolution by
Mrs Roudy and others (Doc. 1-504/80):
Mrs Roudy; Mrs Boot
Procedaral motion: Mr Courell
Adoption of tbe resolution
Right of establishment and freedom to proa-
ide seruices in tbe field of architectare 
-Report by Mr Gillot (Legal Affairs Commit-
tee) (Doc. 1-439/80):
Mr Feni, deputy rapporteur
Mr Patterson, drafisman of an opinion
Mr Luster;
(Commission)
Mr Coppieters; Mr Ortoli
Adoption of tbe resolution
M e m be rs hip of Par liament
Me m b e rs b ip of co mmi t t e e s
Dates of the next Pdrt-tession .
Approaal of the minutes:
Mr Kellen-Boumdn; Mr Prag; Mr Bange-
21. Adjournment of the session .
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INTHECHAIR: MRROGERS
Vce-hesident
(The silting opened at 9 a.m.)
Presi&nt. 
- 
The sitting is open.
l. Approoal ofthe minutes
President. 
- 
The minutes of proceedings of yesrcr-
day's sitting have been distributed.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
2. Docaments receioed
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I have received a number of motions for
resolutions tabJed under Rule 25 of the Rules of
Procedure. Details of these can be found in the
minutes,
3. Membership of Parliament
President. 
- 
Mrs Nicole Chouraqui has informed
me in writing of her resignation as Member of Parlia-
ment.
Pursuant to the second subparagraph of Anicle l2(2)
of the Act concerning rhe election of the representa-
tives of the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, the
As-sembly establishes this vacanry and is required to
inform rhe Member Starc concerned. This wil[ be done
immediately.
4. Petitions
Prcsident. 
- 
I have received four petitions, whose
titles and authors can be found in the minirtes of this
sitting.
These petitions have been referred to the Comminee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for considera-
tion.
5. Procedure uithout report
Presidcnt. 
- 
On Monday, I announced the tirles of
those Commission proposals to which it was proposed
to apply the procedure witho* reportlaid down in Rule
27A of the Rules of Procedure. Sincc no Member has
asked leave to speak and no amendments have been
tabled to them, I declare these proposals approved by
the European Parliament.
6. Decision on wgent procedure
Prcsident. 
- 
The nexr item is the decision on
requests for urgent procedure.
I put to the vorc the request relating to the motionfor a
ruolrtion tabled by Mr Lezzi and otbers, on bebalf of
the Socialist Group, on the fate of Mr Simon Matley(Doc. 1-499/80).
The request is rejected.
Pursuant to Rule 25, the morion for a resolution is
refered to the appropriare committee.
Prcsident. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the request
relating to the motion for a resolution ubled by Mr
Glinng, on bebalf of the Socialist Group, Mr Klepsch, on
behalf of the Grorp of the European Peoph\ Pirty, Mr
Scou-Hopkins" on behalf d tb9 Grgry of tbe EyropeanDemoctatic Group, Mr Fanti and Mt Gouthier, Mr
Bangemann and Mr Nord, on behafof tln Liberal atd
Democtatic Grorp, Mr de h Malene, on bebalf of tbe
Group of European hogressive Demooats atd Mr
Pannell4 on the seat of the European Parliamet (Doc,
1-t00/80).
The aurhors of this request have asked rhat rhis item
be placed on the agenda for the second November
1980 pan-session.
I put the requesr for urgenr procedure to the vote.
Urgent procedure is adoprcd.
In keeping with the requesr of the authors, this item
will be placed on the agenda for the second November
1980 part-session.
o*o
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the requesr
relating to the motion for a resolution tabled by Mrs
Roudy and othen, on the inclusion of uomen menbers
in the new Commission (Doc. 1-504/80).
I call ir{rs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, this Housc has
indicated on more than one occasion that it is unani-
+
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mously in favour of demanding that the l3-member
Commission, which at present consists of 13 gentle-
men, should cease to be a male-dominated preserve
and that women should be properly represenrcd on it.
In saying this to you here I am passing on the wish
expressed by the ad hoc Committeb on !7'omen's
Rights, which recently debated this very subject and
which would like rc use the occasion of the appoint-
ment of a new Commission to say once again that it
would be nothing shon of scandalous if this institu-
tion, which incidentally never misses an opponunity to
preach the vinues of democracy, vere [o fail to prac-
tice what it preaches by putting its' words into action
- 
in other words, see to it that women are duly repre-
sented on'the Commission.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Ve know there are 13 male members:
whether they are gentlemen or not we shall find out
during their period of office.
I put the request to the vote.
The request is adopted.
This item will be placed on today's agenda'
J-
President. 
- 
Ve shall now consider the request
relating rc the Dankert rePort ot coflnergeflce and tbe
fina*cial mechanism ( Doc. 1 - t 05/80}
I call Mr Danken.
Mr pmkert. 
- 
(NZ) Mr President, following
discussions between a delegation from Parliament and
the President of the Council, the Committee on Bud-
getary Control is proposing the withdrawal of the
request made by the European Parliament to the
Council to be consulted on the Council decisions
concerning the British settlement.
I would explain the urgency of this as follows: the
Council has agreed with the United Kingdom that the
quesrion of British contributions must be settled finally
before the end of this month, which means that if
Parliament persists in im request for consultation, fresh
difficulties can probably be expected in the Council
which may threaten the agreement itself. To prevent
that, I would therefore like rc see this mawer dealt
with rcday. This ip such an urgent matter that I would
ask you to deal with it befqre 10.30 a.m., so that a vote
can also take place today. As far as the Committee on
Budgetary Conrol is concerned, no debate is neces-
sary on the matter.
President. 
- 
In the motion for urgent procedure,
there is a request that we deal with the matter before
other business so that the vote can take place at 10.30
a.m. as well. This would be reasonable.
I put the. request for urgent procedure rc the vote.
Urgent procedure is adopted.
This item will be dealt with as a matter of prioriry in
the business this morning.
7. Dffialt simationfacingfarmers in Albenga
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is a joint debate on:
- 
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Lega and
otbers, on behalf of the Group of tbe Earopean
People\ Party (CD Grorp) or the sitttation facing
farmers in the pkin of Albenga (Lig*ria) and neigb'
bo*ing areas hit by the natural disaster of 22
September l,980 (Doc. 1-478/80);
- 
the motion for a resolution ubled by Mr Carosino
and others, on bebalf of the Communist and Allies
Group, on the diffait situation facing farmers in
Albeiga (Ligtia) and neigbbouing areas folloaing
tbe floods on 22 September 1980 (Doc. 1'482/80);
and
- 
the motion for a resolrtion tabled by Mr Didd and
others, on the situation facing farmers in tbe phin of
Albenga (Liguria) and neigbbouing areas hit by tbe
natural disaster of 22 September 1980 (Doc. 1-495/
80).
I call Mr Carossino.
Mr Carossino. 
- 
(I) On the night of 22 September
an area of the region of Liguria was suddenly hit by
disastrous floods, leaving many farms under water and
bringing destruction to intensively cultivated areas of
vegetables and flowers. An initial brief survey carried
out by the authorities concerned revealed that damage
rc buildings and crops amounted to well over 80 000
million lire.
In the sricken area are concentrated some of our
region's most modern and advanced farms. Over three
thousand of these farms 
- 
three thousand and forry-
five to be exact 
- 
have been seriously damaged by the
floods. And, contrary to wharcver the Commission
may have been told by a keen official who obviously
did not know the true facts, the farmers affected are
not insured. Already weighed down by heavy commit-
ments enrcred into in the past they are now facing an
additional financial burden as a result of the floods.
The Italian government has already declared the
region a disaster area. Regional authorities in Liguria
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have passed legislation to enable the farms hit by the
disaster to be rebuilt, but all this is not enough given
the scale of destruction. The farmers, for their pan,
have a fight against time on rheir hands because they
cannot afford rc lose rhe winter crop and, with it, the
markets 
- 
mainly in nonhern Europe 
- 
that rhey
have managed to build up over long years of hard
work and sacrifice.
This, then, is why we requested urtenr procedure for
this resolution. Parliament is being invited [o express
its solidarity with the disaster victims and at the same
time rc ask the Communiry institutions to provide
technical and financial aid to back up the efforts being
made by the Italian tovernmenr, the Liguria region
and, above all, the farmers in my area ro cope with the
very difficult task of repairing the damage caused by
the floods.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
8. Floods in France
President. 
- 
The nex[ irem is the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Combe and others, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, on tbe /hods in France(Doc. t-a85/80).
I call Mr Combe.
Mr Coobe. 
- 
(F) Mr President, heavy rains caused
damage on 21 September in several French depan-
ments, in panicular Haute-loire, Lozdre, Aveyron,
Arddche, Gard and Haute-Savoie. These floods, or
rather this disaster, resulted in seven dearhs and
several hundred injured being taken to hospital.
Trucks, traclors, hundreds of cars and caravans were
carried away like driftwood. A concrere bridge span-
ning the Loire was sw'epr away like a toy, pieces of it
being found hundreds of yards away. Roads were
broken up and garden walls completely demolished.
Depaning floodwater left many places several feet
deep in mud. Some places in the Haute-loire around
Gerbier-de-Jonc had 350 lires of rain per square
metre in 24 hours.
First of all I have to thank the Commission for its
initial contribution of 500 000 EUA towards disaster
relief. Ve believe, however, rhat a decision musr be
taken to increase the amounr of financial aid.
Although I have only limited information to hand
concerning just one secror, namely the craft sector 
-and not even rhe most critical one ar rhar 
- 
I under-
stand that I 800 jobs are already threarcned in the
depanment of Haute-Loire alone. Additional aid over
and above rhat already agreed by the Commission
would reinforce rhe effon -being made by the French
Governmenr and would moreover stand as proof of
European solidarity. I hope thar all rhe political groups
will appreciate the magnitude of the task ahead and
suPPorr the motion.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
9. Eartbquake in Algeia
President. 
- 
The next irem is the motion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Estier on behalf of the Socialist Group,
Mr Penders on behalf of the Group of the Earopean
People\ Party (Cbistian-Demooatic Group) Mr
Fergasson on behalf of the European Democratic Gro*p,
Mr Fanti and Mr Ansart on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group, 
.Mr Berkhouuer on behalf of tbe
Liberal and Demociatic Group, and Mr Israil on bebalf
of tbe Group of Earopean Progresioe Democratt, on the
earthquake in Algeia (Doc. 1-491/80/reo.)
I call Mr Pearce to speak on behalf of the European
Democratic Group.
Mr Pearce. 
- 
Mr President, we wanted to take the
chance to mark our sympathy with the victims of this
disaster in Algeria. As we saw the sory unfolding on
our television sets, rhe population all across Europe
was deeply shocked by the evenm there. Ve think it is
wonh taking the opponunity to remark again on the
inadequacy of the funds available to the Commission
to take urgenr action in instances of this kind, at the
speed that is required. The Commission needs the
means to act speedily.
There are two amendmenm down in the name of this
group. These are designed ro rry to remove from the
motion references ro supporr for the government of
Algeria, because it is the people we are talking about.
Ve want to speed relief to the people, not to express
our sympathy or orherwise with the political system of
that counry.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Onoli.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-hesident of the Commission. 
- 
(F)
Mr President, I wish merely ro say rhat the Commis-
sion shares the sentimenr expressed in rhe motion for
a resolution. fu you know, we have placed I mil-
lion EUA at the immediate disposal of our depan-
ments responsible for emergency relief. Almost half of
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this sum has already been paid out rc help finance the
measures being undenaken by the Vorld Council of
Churches and.also the Inrcrnational Famine Relief
Organization, and we have issued all the necessary
directives to ensure that this work can proceed as
quickly and efficiently as possible. I need hardly say
that we shall be keeping an eye on the situation and
will review the matter of additional aid if this should
Prove necessary.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, may I say on behalf
of my group how much we support the way Parlia-
ment as a whole has responded in tabling this motion
for a resoludon and in following it through. Permit me
to hope that whatever initiatives are aken by the
Commission and the Council are matched by similar
initiadves by those Member States of the Community
that have not already mken them or signified their
inrcntion of doing so. I must also add that we for our
pan believe that the wording of the resolution should
conform to the acceprcd pattern for resolutions of this
kind, except where major political considerations
dictate otherwise. It is in fact the practice, when faced
with disasters of this nature, m express sympathy not
only with the people but also with the government
whose responsibiliry it is to conduct the affairs of the
stricken country.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Manin to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Martin. 
- 
(F) May I also take this opportunity to
say how much we Communists in the European
Parliament share the pain and sorrow of the Algerian
people. I would like to say again how deeply we
sympathize with these people in their terrible ordeal.
Algeria has suffered a deep wound, been horribly
ravaged, but she and her government are facing up to
the crisis with tremendous courage. To alk of heroism
at El Asnam today is no exaggeration. This used to be
one of Algeria's most beautiful cities, with unspoilt
villages and settlements dotted all around it. It has
been wiped off the map by one of the most devastating
earthquakes in the annals of history.
Seeing the scale of the disaster and of the human
suffering, seeing the immense wave of solidarity that
has swept the world in a growing dde, what an absurd,
what a shabby and, I do not hesirate to say it, what a
nauseating example of political manoeuvering it seems
to be for Mr Purvis to see fit to take it upon himself to
table these amendments of his. \7hat you have done
does you no credit, Mr Purvis, and I hope for the sake
of the digniry of this House that you will find no one
here to support such amendmens.
Needless to say, we for our part mean to take an
active part in any initiative aimed at helping Algeria
out of her misfortunes. In our European Parliament
too we shall be putting our full weight behind this aid
and also the joint resolution which will be presented
and signed by the chairman and vice-chairman of our
group, our friends Guido Fanti and Gustave Ansan.
In conclusion, I should like to point out that the
French Communist Pany demonstrated their solidariry
with the victims of El funam and the Algerian people
as a whole at a very e'arly date and in a practical
manner.
Our National Conference last Sunday launched a soli-
dariry appeal with Georges Marchais calling upon
Communists to support the Algerian people who are
so close rc us and we have already paid over the first I
million francs. Simultaneously with our own effons,
other great democratic organizations in France, such
as the CGT and the Secours Populaire, have embarked
on their own similar schemes. Immersed as we are in
our own country in promoting the vast and essential
movement of solidariry with the victims of the El
Asnam eanhquake, it goes without saying that we
wholeheanedly endorse the motion for a resolution, to
which we are ourselves signatories.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Baudis to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.
Mr Baudis. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as spokesman for
the Liberal and Democratic Group I wish to join with
the other political groups in this Parliament in exrcnd-
ing our sympathy to the Algerian people in their
su-ffering and also in pledging our support for
whatever relief we can bring to them. Yesterday morn-
ing, as mayor, I chaired a meetint of the town council
of Toulouse and with the unanimous suPPort of all the
political groups the council at my instigation voted
lOO OOO francs to help those still in need of aid in that
devastated city and the area surrounding it. It is our
duty to respond to appeals for help from those in
distress wherever they may be. There is no place in
such situations for any form of discrimination on the
grounds of race or political doctrine. Ve all belong to
the same human race and we have an obligation to
extend our friendship to all, regardless of their colour
or political complexion, and in a spirit of uniry we
ought to vote together for the same resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Parry (CD
Group).
Mr Hcrman. 
- 
(F) Mr President, speaking on behalf
of the European People's Parry I wish to endorse what
my colleagues in the other political groups have
alieady said. \7e support and congratulate the
hr .rt.,v I I
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Commisiion on the measures it has already taken in
anticipation of our appeal. '!7e wanr the Algerian
people to know that they have our deepest symparhy
in these difficult times and where this disaster is
concerned it is gratifying to note that, with perhaps
one slight exception, we in this House have demon-
strated a unanimiry untarnished by political rivalries in
together extending a helping hand in this terible
ordeal.
President. 
- 
The debarc is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
10. Economic conoergence dnd thefinancial mechanism
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr
Danken (Doc. 1-505/80), on bchalf of the Comminee
on Budgets, on the outcome of the deliberations of the
Council on the proposals from the Commission for
I. a regulation instituting supplementary measures to
contribute to the solution of the principal structural
problems affecting the United Kingdom and hcnce to
the convcrgence of the economies of the Member
Statcs of the Community; and
II. a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 1172/76
of ll May 1976 setting up a financial mechanism.
I call Mr Danken.
Mr Daokerq rdppotteilr. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, in the
first place I always find it rather sad when we hold a
debate here and can only say that the Council is
obviously out of sorts. Secondly, I must point our rhar
in paragraph I of the German text of the resolution,
the words 'gebilligt har' have been omitred; Members
will easily see where they ought to be.
To move on to the subject itself: with regard to the
supplementary measures for rhe benefir of the United
Kingdom, Parliament decided in September this year
[o request consultation with the Council if necessary
and 
- 
if the expenditure was not properly controlled
- 
to set up a manatement committee with more than
advisory powers, clearly distinguishable from the
management commitee for the Regional Fund; it also
decided that the expenditure could be classified as
non-obligatory. \fell, the Council decision means rhar
apart from one fundamental point our requirements
for control have largely been met, that the manage-
ment committee has in fact become an ad hoc commit-
tee, not therefore like the Regional Fund committee
but with a more than purely advisory function, and
that there has been no agreement between Council
and Parliament on rhe crucial issue, the classification
of expenditure.
All things considered, there is therefore some cause
for satisfaction, but I would repeat that with regard to
the crucial issue we are sdll nor satisfied. I would even
say that there remains a deep sense of unease, because
the Council is solving its own internal difficuldes and
the difficulties with the United Kingdom at the
expense of the rights of Parliament deriving from the
Treaty of Rome. fu was pointed out earlier, the
Committee on Budgetary Conrol has been left with
the impression, following informal discussions
bervreen a delegation from Parliament and the Presi-
dent of the Council, that if it,insiss on Parliamenr's
being consulted by the Council, the settlemenr reached
on British contributions may still be jeopardized.
Moreover, the committee is convinced that in view of
the atmosphere of suspicion and cold war prevdiling in
the Council, the use of rhe consultation procedure for
this panicular problem would not provide any oppor-
tuniry of ensuring respefi for the rights of Parliament.
The argument that by foregoing consultation Parlla-
ment is also relinquishing its rights is without founda-
tion. \7e can continue to asseft, the attitudes we
adopted in September; in our view rhis means rhar
during the budgetary procedure ve musr ensure rhat
the supplemenrary measures in favour of the Unitcd
Kingdom are still classed as non-obligatory expendi-
ture in the budget by Parliament.
'!7e also believe rhat careful considerarion musr be
given to the ways in which Parliament can ensure thar
its rights are respected if the Council refuses to accepr
this classification in December, If no agreement is
reached with the Council in the framework of the
budgetary procedure, or during the broader consulta-
tion which would then be requested with rhe Council
on the classification, consideration would have to be
given to bringing the matter before the Coun of
Jtrstice. Our case in law would be exremely sront:
expenditure which results from agreements reached on
the basis of Anicle 235 of the Treary cannor be classi-
fied as obligatory expenditure.
Since, however, rhis classification as obligatoqy or
non-obligatory is essentially an internal matter and
does not therefore arise in rhe parliaments of rhe
Member States, it seems better in the first instance to
follow the parh of broad consultation wirh the Coun-
cil, divorced from the sensirive issue of British contrib-
, utions. This is what we propose. Ve also propose to
hold discussions wirh the Council on rhe problems of
restructuring the budget and on ways of preventing
the British settlemenr from being quorcd as a prece-
dent or its operadng being used as an excuse for fail-
ure to carry out any restructuring. This question must,
of course, also be seen in connecrion with rhe budget-
ary procedure for 1981, with a view rc the ordering of
Parliament's priorities.
The proposal of the Commitsee on Budgetary Conrol
is therefore reasonableness itself. I7e hope that this
reasonableness may go some way towards making the
I
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Council once again function properly as an institution
of the Communiry, and that through this the balance
berween the institutions can once more be restored to
some extent.
(Appkuse)
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Onoli.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(O
Mr President, I do not propose to comment on the
motion as a whole or discuss the Commission's own
position on the matrcr. I wish merely to make rwo
observations.
The first concerns paragraph 11. I would point out
that it is not true that the Commission agreed rc
changes in its proposal concerning the nature and role
of the advisory committee. The Commission remained
firm on this point throughout and did not use its right
under Anicle 149 of the Treaty to amend is proposal.
The Commission left it exactly as it stood originally
and it needed a unanimous vot€ in the Council rc
depan from it. I just wanted to set the record straight
for the benefit of Mr Danken and of this House, since
it is after all a matter not without imponance, judging
by the frequent debates on this point.
My second observation concerns what the motion for
a resolution has to say about the discussions that took
place between the Council and Parliament, which
were said to have been helpful in enabling some
progress to be made. As you say, these discussions
took place between the Council and Parliament, in
other words without the Commission, and I do not
think that in a case like this one can make a valid
distinction between the formal conciliation procedure
and the preliminary talks, the purpose of which in fact
is to lay the groundwork for the conciliation proce-
dure and give the sort of outcome that you yoursclves
envisaged, that is to say withdrawal of the request for
conciliadon.
In the circumstances we find such a situation regretta-
ble, not just for institutional reasons but for practical
reasdns as well, because it makes it exremely difficult
for the Commission, which at any given time may have
to draw up new proposals, to use its offices to help the
procedure along towards its desired conclusion if it is
not at all times kept up to date with the situation as it
develops. I therefore appeal to Parliament, and we are
'making the same appeal to the Council, to ensure that
such a situation is never allowed to arise again.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.
ll. Terroist attachs in Ewope
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a resolu'
tion by Mr Blamenfeld and others, on tenoist attachs in
Europe (Doc. I -493/80).
I call Mr Sicglerschmidt to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.
Mr Sicglers.hmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I believe it
imponant to begin by emphasizing that no distinction
may be made between people who seek to attain politi-
cal objecdves by criminal means. It makes no differ-
ence from which corner a bomb is thrown. Ve must
take steps in our Member Statcs to combat such acdvi-
ties.
On the other hand we must acknowledge that terror-
ism in our counries comes from a variety of sources.
Ve have terrorist acts from within 
- 
we might call it
home-made terrorism 
- 
and we have rcrrorist acts
from outside. Ve have seen this in the past few years.
One group, the PLO, which has now fonunarcly
become much less active, has shown how terror can be
imponed into our counries from outside.
Vhilst that may be so, ladies and gentlemen, ve must
beware of closing our eyes to the fact that terrorist
acts do not always come from one or two directions.
Italy has been avare for a long time of the existence of
right-wing extremist terrorism. In other countries of
the Communiry we still have to get used to the idea.
There are some people who do not want rc accept the
facts and cannot conceive that right-wing extremists
can do such things. And then, as we have seen, they
blame the PLO or the GDR, in the belief that what
should not happen cannot happen. Nevenheless,
right-wing extremists can and do perpeuatc such acts,
as they have shown. Our Italian colleagues are only
too well placed to confirm this.
'$7hat is needed now is that the security forces of those
counries in which right-wing terrorism has emerged
only recently should react appropriately and effec-
tively rc such acts. And in this connection it may be
that the approach may not be the same as when one is
dealing with the Baader-Meinhof group or PLO
terrorists.'
Funhermore, our Member Sates and their govern-
ments mus[ recognize that ideological influences from
outside also play their pan. I should like to say quite
plainly, Mr President, that in a vast country such as
the Unircd States the existence of a small group calling
itself the NSDAP may seem bizarre. For us, however,
ir is less amusing when they disseminate leaflets in the
Federal Republic or show up there in uniform. I
believe therefore that our tovernments must also work
together closely with democratic countries outside the
Communiry in an effon to counrcr these activities. I
'l'
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am delighted to learn from the press rhar all these
issues are to be discussed shonly at a meeting of the
ministers of the interior of the Community Member
States as well as of some countries outside the
Community. I regard this as most imponant. Parlia-
ment should come out explicitly in suppon of the call
for this meeting to be held as soon as possible.
Going beyond executive measures, it is undoubtedly
true that information on anti-democratic ideologies
needs to be provided, in panicular for the young, so
that people do not fall into the hands of such rerror-
ists. In other words, education is needed on racism,
xenophobia and anti-Semitism. However, Mr Presi-
dent, that alone is not enough. It has been said many
times before and I want to say it again now, if you
want to prevent people, especially young people, from
indulging in such terrorist activities, you must give
them values. The opposite of values is destruction. If
we in these countries want to protec ourselves againsr
destructive tendencies, we must inculcate credible
values, and I emphasize the word credible. But we
must all, ladies and gentlemen, realize that in order m
inculcate credible values we have to convince others
that if necessa ry we are prepared to make sacrifices for
these values. I know that rhis is perhaps not a fashion-
able thing to say rhese days, bur it must be said. For
otherwise we shall not be able to impan these values in
a credible manner.
Vhen we speak of these great values, of freedom,
justice and solidarity, then we should not allow these
right-wing extremists to use and abuse 'Europe'. Just
as we have seen the term 'Europe' misused in the
service of the shameful cult of apanheid in South
Africa, where park benches are marked 'Europeans
only', we are now struck by the way in which these
groups in France and the Federal Republic of
Germany make use of the word 'Europe'. No, ladies
and gentlemen, Europe belongs rc all democrar, it
belongs to all men of good will, but cerainly not to
those who employ bombs to establish a dictatorship!
Ve are determined to protect this European Commu-
niry of freedom, jusdce and solidarity against our
enemies, but, ladies and gentlemen, in a manner
consonant with the basic values of freedom, justice
and solidarity. !7'e must keep these values alive, in
accordance with a proverb that is very pertinent to this
situation: The letter killeth but the spirit giveth life.
(Apphusefron the lefi)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Tyrrell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Mr Tyrrell. 
- 
Mr President, whenever a terrorist
bomb explodes, whether it be in Bologna, Munich
Anrwerp or Paris, the bodies of the victims are likely
rc be damaged; but, more than that, the spirit of every
decent Community citizen is also liable ro be
damaged. In Iondon last week there were tc/o funher
bomb outrages. In Ulster one is used to it as a weekly
or even more frequent occurrence, and this week there
was yet another rcrrorist outrage. I agree with Mr
Sieglerschmidt that it makes no difference whether
these acts are perperarcd by the extreme left or the
extreme right. Both are equally evil.
\7e offer our sympathy to the maimed, we offer our
sympathy to the relatives of those whose lives have
been prematurely terminated by the acts of the terror-
isa. But sympathy is not enough. The elected repre-
sentatives of the peoples of the Communiry must ask
themselves whether they are doing all they can to put
an end to these ourageous and inhuman acts.
The Legal Affairs Committee is preparing a report, of
which I have the honour rc be rapponeur, and one
hopes that it will deliver that report to the Parliament
for debate before the end of the year. But I would
invite the government responsible for law and order in
the Community to search their consciences and ask
themselves whether they are dping all they can.
It is novr nearly a year since the President-in-Office of
the Council, during the Irish presidency, rcld this
House that he expected, by the end of December, the
nine Member States to have signed the Dublin
Convention on the suppression of rcrrorism. That
convention is still not in force. I understand from
unoffical sources that two countries are holding back
- 
France and the Republic of Ireland.
In June, the Council of Justice Ministers produced a
penal convention. That is not yet in force. I under-
stand, again from unofficial sources, that one country
is holding back. That is Holland. I urge the govem-
ments of all the Member States rc consider whether
their objecdons to these ways forward could not bc
overcome in the inrcrests of those who are damaged
by these ourages.
The yays forward are not easy to see in detail, but
some of them are quite clear in their general direction.
Clearly, the first and foremost is to improve exuadi-
tion procedures. Secondly, there is room for improve-
ment in the criminal procedures: the taking of witness
satements in one country for usc in another; the abil-
iry to compel a witness in one Community country to
Bo to another o give evidence in a criminal trial.
There is need for improved police cooperation. The
Commissioner of the City of London police in his
annual repoft in June this year deplored the lack of
cooperation berc/een police forces and sressed the
delays that occur. This is an area in which rapid
progress has rc be made. There is a need for increased
cross-frontier information. Again this is an area in
which progress could surely rapidly be made. The
Police Commissioner vas not referring specifically to
terrorism. He was also referring to other crimes of an
international narure; e.g. fraud and drug smuggling.
But what he had to say applies equally to terrorism.
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ln 1976, the Council of Justice Ministers first decided
rhat they would discuss these problems. So far there
has been very liwle, if anything, to show. Progress has
been painfully slow. Now there are three goals that
they should be aiming at. First is the certainry of
detection; second, when detected, the cenainry of
capture; third, when captured, the cenainry of punish-
ment. Only when these are achieved, or within sight,
will these sub-human wreckers desist from the inhu-
man activities which they perpetrate on the innocent
citizens of this Community.
So I hope that this resolution, which has the suppon
of five of the groups in this House, will again jog the
Council of Ministers into taking such action as they
can immediately and into speeding up their proce-
dures, so that these long-term goals to which I have
referred come within reach of realization.
(Appkuse)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Seitlinger to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (CD
Group).
Mr Scidinger. 
- 
(F) Mr President, mindless terror-
ism has killed in Europe. Ve in the European People's
Parry have always condemned terrorism in any shape
or form and we vigorously reaffirm our condemnation
of ir here today. The anti-Semitic attack in the rue
Copernic in Paris, directed against a place of worship,
has aroused universal indignation among the French
people.
I am sure our Parliament is equally unanimous in its
condemnation of and outraBe at this crime. And-Semi-
tism, no less than any other form of racism or terror-
ism, is a monstrous violation of human digniry. It is no
more tolerable now than it was almost a half-century
ago and we are determined to prevent any resurgence
of it. All the people of France and all the peoples of
the Communiry must put aside their differences and
close ranks in the face of this threat.
I do not need to tell you that the peoples of Europe
attach great imponance rc the values of human dignity
and freedom but we have to undersmnd that demo-
cratic freedoms do not come as a once-and-for-all gift
of the gods but have continually to be earned by the
civic effon of the peoples of Europe. Let us not
respond to violence but rather let us demand justice
under the law. Let us eradicate the seeds of intoler-
ance, terrorism and racism.. Les us build together a
sociery founded on justice and brotherhood. Essendal
to this is the setting up of the European judicial area.
Mr Tyrrell, you are v/rong to imply that, as regards
this matter, France has anything in particular to
answer for. Quite the contrary. It was our colleague,
Jean Lecanuet, when he was Minister of Justice, who
took the initiative in organizing a European judicial
area. The French Government is stepping up its efforts
to get some kind of effective Communiry anti-terrorist
organization off the ground. !7e appeal to the govern-
ments of all the Member States not [o countenance
any threat to our democratic freedoms or to our Buar-
anteed fundamennl rights.
(Applause)
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Chambeiron to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Chambeirot. 
- 
(F) Mr President, my friends
and I have always taken and will always take every
opportunity to carry on our fight against anti-Semi-
[ism, neo-nazism and racism. This is why, incidentally,
we supponed the demonstration organized the day
before yesterday by the staff of the European Parlia-
ment followint the recent outrages.
I should like this House to know that the French
people showed by a powerful demonstration whac
their amitude is to all forms of racism and above all
what they thought of official complacenry with regard
to fascist and nazi ideologies. A few days ago I heard
one of our ministers warning against confusing terror-
ism with the expression of cenain political ideologies.
Let me say quite categorically that I do not believe
fascism and neo-nazism are political views that have
any place in a democratic sociery.
(Applause)
However, I should also like to make one or two obser-
vations. It is not enough simply to talk about combat-
ing terrorism of fascism. It is not so very long ago that
we had former war criminals sitting in this fusembly
who had been responsible for deponing thousands of
Jews and had incited people to racial hatred, and it
needed persistence and relentless pressure on our part
to remove them from these benches. But what we
should have been doing all along is trying to under-
stand what fascism and neo-nazism are all about!
Speaking of our consant preoccupation with these
problems, I should also remind you that it was at our
instigation that this House voted against the inroduc-
tion of a satute of limitation on nazi war crimes.
'\7hat this means is that we have not the least intention
of relaxing our effons. I am well aware that there are
those who fancy that these relatively recent events will
be forgotten with the passage of time. If we are the
ones who each day, every moment keep alive the
memory of the fact that some thirty or fony years ago
there were men who were prepared to plunge the
world into hatred and war, there are also people
around rcday who continue to propagate these crimi-
nal ideologies 
- 
and that is something we will not
tolerate.
But I must say also 
- 
and I am somewhat disturbed
by some of the proposals I have been hearing 
- 
that
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we ought nor to use rhe victims of the attacks in Paris,
or Munich or anywhere else to promote the cause of
the so-called European judicial area. As I have
watched this concept being developed I have
wondered if its real purpose is to help suppress rerror-
ism or is it simply an artempr to shon-circuit our
democratic freedoms. In our view, the only effective
way to counter racism, neo-nazism and fascism is by
strengthening democracy. Ve must realize that the
best way to eradicate an evil rhat has plagued us and
that has plagued the societies of Europe and the world
for forty years is by developing our democradc free-
doms. And if we have that attitude, if we always have
that attitude, I believe we shall be fulfilling a task for
which our electors senr us here, that is daily ro srreng-
then our democratic freedoms and ensure that the
kind of sociery we wanr rc build rests on the solid
foundations of democracy and justice.
PrcsidenL. 
- 
I call Mr Baudis to speak on behalf of
the Lib6ral and Democratic Group.
Mr Baudis. 
- 
(F) Mr Presidenr, we have always
spoken out against any form of dictatorship over the
last few decades, regardless of whether the men wore
black shins, red shins or brown shiru. The terrorism
of the right provokes and feeds the terrorism of the
left and subversive elements of questionable allegiance
often infiltrat€ these various splinter groups, all of
which have in common the fact that rhey preach
racism, dictatorship, the coming of a Fiihrer or a Duce
and use the mosr atrocious violence rc undermine
European democracy, which is the very cemenr rhat
holds our Communiry together. The Members of this
Parliament, elected rc it by people from every part of
the political specrrum of wesrcrn Europe, have a right,
mqre than that, a dury to condemn these acts. But ir is
not enough just to offer sympathy. Thesg acts musr be
put an end to, and put an end to quickly. Thc railway
station at Bologna, a democratic ciry, the deaths at rhe
Munich beer festival 
- 
rymbol of a people's joy 
-the terrible slaughter ar rhe synagogue in the rue
Copernic: so much innocent blood spilt!
Mr President, on behalf of my Liberal colleagues I
have to say that whilst ideas musr be allowed free
expression, no one has the right repeatedly to commit
these monsrous crimes which musr be mercilessly
punished. The activiries of the more or less clandestine
groups responsible for these atrocities must be
stopped. And when we come to the European judicial
area, it is essential to have increased cooperarion
betc/een police and securiry forces in the exchange of
information and in their relentless purcuit of every
offender in the Communiry.
Today, the European Parliament commits itself unani-
mously to the task of breaking fascism, nazism and
terrorism. The governmenr for their part must adopt
whatever measures may be necessary to ensure that the
resolution we shall be passing does not remain, like so
many others, simply a pious wish.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Doublet rc speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
Mr Doublct. 
- 
(F) On behalf of the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democras I should like to endorse
the sentimenr that have.been expressed, panicularly
by MC Seitlinger and Mr Baudis. I shall be bricf
because strong feelings require few vords. France has
too often in the past set an example of courage and of
the defence of freedoms nor to make it perfectly plain
to everyone now rhar she also stands for everything
that is being expressed in relation to Europe as a
whole. !7hat is needed is a determination to prcvenr
any kind of ideology, wherever it may emanate, from
being disseminated through violence of any kind, no
matrcr by whom, from ever again finding its expres-
sion in acts that are repugnant from every point of
view. That is why we feel so strongly and why we
endorse wholeheanedly rhis motion for a resolution
for, in the cirumstances, if there is cause for indigna-
tion there is above all call for resolute acdon.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Almirante .
Mr Almirantc. 
- 
(I) Mr Presidenr, together with Mr
Romualdi, on behalf of all the nadonal panies of the
right in Italy, I declare my support for the motion for
a resolution tabled by Mr Blumenfeld without any
mental reseffarions in respect of any acss of rcrrorism,
whether by the right, the left, or even by the cenre,
because in our countries, including mine, there is
much talk of official killings and government responsi-
biliry.
I venture to ask the House and in panicular the Coun-
cil of Minisrcrs if we might see some more positive
action, because ready as we are rc express our indig-
nation and revulsion ar rhese acts of tcrrorism it seems
we are less ready ro propose and draqr up practical and
radical measures to deal with them. The President of
the Council, Mr Thorn, repllng earlier in this pan-
session rc a quesdon on this very point, spoke of a
convention for rhe suppression of terrorism, of a
European judicial area, of an extradition rreary. And
yet, take this mater of extradition, just recendy some
quite deplorable instances have come to light where,
because applications for extradition were refused,
terrorists have been allowed to go free, to go on
committing their crimes and to organize terrorism, not
only, but chiefly, in Italy. Terrorism is not a sponta-
neous occurrencel terrorism is organized. Europe is in
a position to say exactly who is organizing it. They say
the PLO is behind some of ir, some is being organized
from behind the Iron Cunain. Vell-known poiiticians
say they know but up to now no detailed investigation
1
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has ever been carried out. It is our belief that Europe
can only be born once terrorism is dead and we are
convinced that Europe has a definite opponuniry to
eradicate this blight.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Marshall.
Mr Marchall. 
- 
Mr President, these terrorist attacls,
which h,ave been condemned by every speaker in this
House, are repugnant to the very principles of this
Community and strike at the very hean of Europe.
Murder because of a person's religious or political
beliefs is repugnant to everyone of us. Some of these
attacls ere very much a reminder of an unhappier era
in our past. Ve have seen in Anwerp young Jewish
boys attacked simply because they were Jews and not
even because they were Zionists (they were, indeed,
opposed to Zionism). Ve have seen in Paris an attack
on worshippers at a synagogue. Fonunately, both of
these attacls misfired; otherwise there would have
been hundreds of people killed simply because of their
religious beliefs.
These attackts warrant the strongest possible condem-
nadon from everyone in this House, but it is not suffi-
cient to condemn the sick souls responsible for perpe-
tuatint these heinous crimes. This Communiry and
our govermenE must entage in cenain immediate acts.
First of all, we ought to be willing to re-examine our
policy rcwards the Middle East, because I believe that
ihe Venice Declaration, which gave a cloak of respect-
abiliry to the PLO, lent a slight measure of respectabil-
iry ilso to the methods as well as the objectives of that
organizadon. I feel that we must very soon and very
closely re-examine the policy we adopted then.
Secondly, I believe that the penalties for terrorism
must be of the heaviest. Those who are willing to kill
others because of their beliefs must not be surprised if
others believe that they also ought rc die' Terrorists
who kill and maim innocent women and children are,
I believe, suitable for only one penalty, and that is the
death penalry.
Finally, there must be much greater coordination
between' member governments. There must be
nowhere in the Communiry which is regarded as a
haven for terrorists and murderers' I do not believe we
can say that at the Present time. Ve have to remember
that the terrorists cooperate one with another. \7e see
that they train each other, organizations whose only
thing in common are the methods they are willing to
apply to attain their objeca are quite willing to train
each other and feed on each other's violence. All too
often one act of terrorism merely whets the aPPetirc of
other terrorists to achieve even viler acts on the Euro-
Pean scene.
Mr President, those who perpetuarc these crimes are
the enemies of everything we in this House stand for.
There has to be an unrelenting war by all free men and
all free tovernments against terrorists, because we can
be assured of one thing: if we relent in the war against
terrorists, the terrorists will not relent in the war upon
us, upon democracy and upon everything this House
and this Communiry stands for.
(Applaase)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Veronesi.
Mr Veronesi. 
- 
(I) The memory of what happened
' in Bologna is sdll fresh in my mind. For me, who was
born in- that ciry, where I have lived all my life and
where I hope to end my days, for me, as I say, this is
an opportuniry that I simply could not deny. myself rc
convey once atarn my sympathy with the victims and
to declare my group's unqualified suPPort for the
resolution before us. I should like at the same dme to
thank our President, Mrs Veil, for her kindness and
understanding in sending me a rclegram in which she
expressed her sympathy with the ciry and with the
victims of the massacre in the most moving terms.
Bologna, a ciry dating back rc a very early civilization
and with a great democracic tradition, was chosen for
this attack bicause it stands as a rymbol of a rystem of
government that is deeply commitrcd to democratic
principles and to strengthening democracy itself.
Public reaction to this disasrcr, however, was, I
believe, a reassuring one. I am referring to the way the
whole ciry came sponaneously and immediately to
help in the rescue work and to comfort the infured
and, more than anything else, the massive popular
demonstration in the sueets of Bologna by a million
Italians demanding strong measures against terrorism'
The fact is that rcugh measures are required and in
our view not all has yet been done that should have
been done, either in our country or in the way of
international cooperation. Ve need to tighten uP our
securiry measures but without democrary being under-
mined. Indeed, it is only by strengthening it that we
can ensure that the people have a vested interest in the
fight against terrorism. That is what we are demand-
ln8.
I should like at the same dme to refer to another
rcrrorist network, one that has been acdve for a very
long time, panicularly in our country, but which also
op"iater in other pans of the wold. I am speaking of
the Mafia, with their illegal trafficking, of big financial
barons, who do not hesitate to kill or to use violence
in asserting their domination over society. Ve need to
wage an all-out war on these organizations, too,
which often have the protection of people in high
places. Southern Italy is daily the scene of blood-
letting as a result of Mafia violence.
; , , ';--.'
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For shis 
-reason, Mr President, while reaffirming our
support for rhe morion, we are also calling for d-eter-
mined action against every form of violence and
terrorism and a continuing campaign to educate young
people in the vinues of democracy, rolerance, friend-
ship and solidarity.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Paisley.
Mr Paisley. 
- 
Mr President, I am glad that the
United Kingdom has been specially highlighted in this
resolution. That pan of the United Kingdom which
has been so terribly scourged with terrorism is Nonh-
ern Ireland, which I represent in this House. During
the last I I years, Nothern Ireland has faced a vicious,
diabolical and bloody onslaught of violence, spear-
headed by the Irish Republican Army and rheir
fellow-travellers. This has largely been a sectarian
onslaught. The vast majoriry of the victims have been
Protestants, although it must be stated that, as a result
of the IRA campaign, there has been triggered off a
campaign of retaliadon against the Roman Carholic
population, many of whom have been brutally killed
by murder-gangs.
The overall figures are staggering: 2O5O people have
been murdered. This, in relation ro the size of popula-
tion, is equal to over 75 000 in Great Britain or in
France. Of these 2 060 persons, I 481 have been civili-
ans, 94 have been police officers serving with the
Royal Ulster Constabulary, 45 have been reserve
pan-time police officers, 105 have belonged to the
Ulster Defence Regiment and 334 have been members
of the regular army. This year alone, there have been
53 people murdered. Ar the momenr, rhe Irish Repub-
lican Army are carrying out a genocide of Protesants
in the border areas, especially in Fermanagh and
Armagh. In Fermanagh, some 50 Protestants, promi-
nent heads of families, leading businessmen and farm-
ers, have been savagely done to death, many in the
presence of their wives and families.
The ragedy of it all is this, rhat there is no extradition
between the Republic of Ireland and Nonhern
Ireland. Those who do these murders find a safe haven
in the Irish Republic. I would call today for a proper
extradition convenrion similar ro the European
Convention on Exrradition so that no pan of this
Community affords a safe haven for terrorists of
whatever ilk. This is one sure way of cuning out this
malignant cancer of the body politic.
(Applause)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Mr President, rhe mosr imponant
political reaction to terrorist atrocities, whatever
movement rhey may be inspired by, is spontaneous
public rewlsion and universal condemnation of extre-
mist violence. No matter how tough t,he measures
drawn up by legislators and the authorities concerned,
they will be useless unless they have the unswerving
support of the people. The Socialist Group would likc
therefore to take the opponuniry offered by rhis
debarc to pay triburc again to the public spirit of all
those who, after each of rhe attacks which we shall be
condemning again today, immediarely and massively
demonstrated their utter rejection of rhese acts. Rejec-
tion not only of these acts of senseless brutaliry but
also, and above all, of rhe ideologies and political
dogmas that inspire them.
Ve are, Mr President, in complete agreement with
everything in the resolution. It will not have escaped
anyone's norice rhar the second indent calls upon our
Parliament ro express its indignation ar rhe terrorist
acts being committed in the various countries of the
European Communiry, especially.in Italy and in the
Unircd Kingdom, and the United Kingdom as every-
one knows includes Northern lreland.
Let me say on behalf of all members of my group that
we utterly condemn the rcrrorist atrociries to which
the tragic situation in Ireland has given rise, whether
they are perpetrated in Nonhern Ireland irelf or
anywhere else in the United Kingdom. \(e are bound
to say, however, that we do not see the problem
simply in terms of mainaining law and order but
rather, and what is cenainly more imponanr, in terms
of political reforms and a positive commitment to
promote social justice.
Paragraph 2 of the resolurion calls upon legislators
and the competenr authorities to pay panicular atrcn-
tion to the dangers of a resurgence of fascism, racism,
xenophobia and anti-Semitism. May I say, inciden-
tally, that the Council has shown a remarkable lack of
urtency in following up a specific suBtesrion that I put
to it in writing some monrhs ago and which was aimed
at harmonizing or filling the gaps in our various
national legislations in response to the need to esab-
lish a moderate but also realistic penal code for the
whole Communiry to cover ac$ inspired by anti-Semi-
tism and other forms of incitement to racial haued. I
have in mind 
- 
taking an example from outside my
own country 
- 
somerhing along the lines of the
French Law of I July 1972.I hope, Mr President, that
the adoption by our Parliament 
- 
I hope unani-
mously 
- 
of the resolution, including paragraph 2 of
course, will give the Council the opponuniry to review
the problem wirh a view to harmonizing the different
national legislations by reference to the highesr stan-
dard.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mrs Macciocchi.
Mrs Macciocchi. 
- 
(/) Mr Presidenq I should like rc
add my voice in support of the resolurion submiced by
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my colleagues and to say at the same time that, in my
opinion, what stands out most clearly in it is the refer-
ence to the attack in the rue Copernic in Paris. It is
imponant to understand that this rcrrible problem of
anti-Zionism, which has reared its head again in
France with the bla* of a terrorist explosion, is also
linked with another serious problem which has been
debated in this House on other occasions and perhaps
needs to be debated again, namely anti-Semitism. In
fact, I think this is too serious a problem for it to be
dealt with superficially in a general debate. The inci-
dent in Paris is dramatic evidence of a renewed and
calculated campaign against what might be called the
Jewish 'third world' inside France, a sort of gakg
which of course has no barbed wire around it but is
nonetheless still a gakg that derives from the ideologi-
cal barbed wire placed around men and women
through ignorance, through lack of knowledge of
historical fact and as a result of deep-seated feelings
which from time to time rise to the surface.
And so, the kind of mindless terrorism from which
France is suffering at the moment has, in my view,
deep and serious historical roots to which we in the
European Parliament must respond with determina-
tion. In inviting the speaker who will wind up the
debate to say whether or not he agrees with our
proposals I should like to move that a full debate be
held on the problem of anti-Semitism. Our Parliament
must have an opponunity for a debate, perhaps even a
cultural one, within the Committee on Culture and
Educadon and today's resolution could sene as an
extremely useful basis for a much fuller repon to be
submitted to Parliament in the near future. That is all I
wanted to say. I give my unqualified support for a
resolution that condemns all forms of terrorism but
specifically, at this point in time, condemns terrorism
that has the Jews in France as its target and that has
caused feelings to run so deep not just in this country
but throughout Europe, in which the fight against
fascism and the anti-fascist movement have gained
strength and vitality.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Onoli.
Mr Ortoli. 
- 
(F) Vce-President of the Commission.
Mr President, we are in an area in which the Commis-
sion has no jurisdiction, but this is not a matter of
jurisdiction. '$flhen we set out to create the Commu-
nity our aim was to create a union of democracies.
The objective of terrorism is to destroy democrary.
'We cannot tolerate either racism or and-Semitism.
That is *hy, leaving any question of juris-
diction aside, it is my duty to associate the Commis-
sion and each one of the Commissioners 
- 
and
myself personally 
- 
with the revulsion and indigna-
tion expressed by Parliament. It is my duty to say how
much we hope that what you will be voicing today will
be followed by us all with equal determination, indi-
vidual or collective, whether by the States or their citi-
zens: !7e are faced here with a comrion dury!
Prcsident. 
- 
The debate is closed.
The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-dme.
IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vce-Presi.dcnt
12. Votes
President. 
- 
The next item comprises the votes on
those motions for resolutions on which the debate is
closed.
Ve begin with the Scbanrtzenberg report (Doc. 1-724/
79): Restrictions of competitiot in tbe air-transport
sector,
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I and
2)
On paragraph 3, I have three amendments:
- 
Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr Albers and others
and rewording this paragraph as follows:
3. Approves, thcreforc, in principle, the submission by
the Commission of a memorandum on the develop-
ment of air-uanspon services in the Community
containing a number of suggested measures designed
to increase competition in this sector.
- 
Amendment No 9, tabled by Mr K. H. Hoffmann
on behalf of the Group of the European People's
Party (CD) and rewording this paragraph as
follows:
3. . . . and urges the Commission to work for the appli-
cation of the provisions on competition in the EEC
Treary with the necessary derogations;
- 
Amendment No 7, abled by Mr Beazley and
replacing the phrase 'a steady process of deregula-
don' with the following text: 'the application of the
rules of competition of the EEC Treary, which
should be applied'.
These amendmens are mutually exclusive.
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Seefeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, after discussing the
ma[ter with the rapporteur I am withdrawing Amend-
ment No I in favour of Amcndment No 9.
,T! t
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Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Bea4ley.
Mr Bcazlcy. 
- 
Mr President, Amendment No 7 is
withdrawn.
Presidcnt. 
- 
That means that only Amendment No 9
is left.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Schwartzcnbcrg, rapporteut 
- 
(F) Favourable.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9)
Prcsident. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 10, tabled by Mr K. H. Hoffmann, on behalf of
the European People's Parry (CD) and rewording this
paragraph as follows:
'. .. airlines of the Member Statcs, produccs a fare
sysrcm that lacks . . .';
'S7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Schwartzenbetg, ropporteilr. 
- 
(n Favourable.
(Parlhment dopted Amendment No 14 tben paragrapb
4, thas modified)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 5; I have three amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Albers and othcrs
and rewording this paragraph as follows:
5. Stresses the pan playcd by indcpcndent airlincs in
reducing tariffs.'
- 
Amendment No 8, tabled by Mr Moorhouse and
Mr Hopper on behalf of the European Democratic
Group and adding, after the word 'resulted', the
phrase:'at least initiall/;
- 
Amendment No 11, abled by Mr K. H. Hoffmann
on behalf of the European People's Parry (CD) and
rewording this paragraph as follows:
'... has temporarily rcsulted in considerably lower
fares...'1
I call Mr Seefeld.
Mr Secfeld. 
- 
(D) Mr President, in this case too,
after discussing the matter with the rapporteur, I can
withdraw Amendment No 2.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Hoffmann.
Mr Hoffmenn. 
- 
(D) After talking with the rappor-
teur I am withdrawing Amendment No 11.
(Parlhment adopted in succession Amendment No 8,
paragraph 5, thus modified, and paragraph e)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Albers and others and rewording
this paragraph as follows:
7. Hopes that access to the schedulcd air-transpon
market in the Communiry will be liberalizcd to some
extcnt. . . (remainder unchanged);
\7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?
Mr Schwarurtberg, rapportear. 
- 
(n Favourable.
(Parliament adopnd in succession Amendment No 3,
paragrapb 7, thu modified, and paragrapbs 8 to 12)
Prcsident. 
- 
On paragraph 1.3, I have Amendmcnt
No 4, tabled by Mr Albers and otherc and dcleting the
words 'but stricdy defined'.
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Schwertzcnbcrg, r4pporteur. 
- 
@Favourable.
(Parliame* ahpted in succession Amendment No 4,
paragraph 13, thus modified, andparagrapb tl)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 15, I have Amendment
No 5; tabled by Mr Albers and others and rcvording
this paragraph as follows:
15. Insiss that" for thc purpose of exercising control over
Satc aid, account must be taken of specific cosa
which are direcdy relatcd to the operation of routcs
provided by airline companies in thc public intcrest;
stresses in this conncction the r6le which the comp.n-
ies can play in regional development and hopcs that
regional scrvices, which are ofrcn unsatisfactory, *'ill
be improved;
Vhat is thc rapponeur's position?
Mr Schwrtzetbetg, rapporte*r. 
- 
(F)Favourable.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No J and paragrapbs
16 to 18)
Presi&nt. 
- 
On paragraph 19, I have Amendment
No 6, tabled by Mr Albers and others and rewording
this paragraph as follows:
19. Accepts that thc neccssary (4 words delcted) increascd
compctition . . . (remainder unchanged);
'!7hat is the rapponeu/s position? 
i
' 
': rt'\ {"" ,, "" '
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Mr Schwartzcnbetg, rapporteur. 
- 
(F) Favourable.
(Parlkment adopted in succession Amendment No 6,
paragraph 19, thus amendcd, and paragraphs 20 to 23)
Presidcnt- 
- 
I call Mr Hopper on a point of order.
Mr Hoppcr. 
- 
.I 
want rc ask for a roll-call votc.
Presidcnt. 
- 
fue you speaking on behalf of your
group or on behalf of 20. Members?
(Ooer 21 Members rise to theirfeet)
President. 
- 
The vore on rhe motion for a resolution
as a whole will therefore be by roll-call, and for this
purpose we shall use the electronic voting-rystem.
(The oote was tahen)
The resolution is adopted.t
**o
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
\7e proceed to the Hofmann report
(Doc. 1-469/80): Development of air-transport sen)ices.
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I to 4)
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 1, tabled by
Mr Cottrell and adding the following rcxt at the end
of the paragraph: 
.
and, in panicular, suggests to the Commission that the
restrictive practices of the IATA organization are
contrary to the interests of consumers and thc airline
industry and, therefore, require action under the compcti-
tion anicles of the Treary of Rome;
Vhat is the rapponcur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmern, rapporteur, 
- 
(D) I recommend
rejection.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Cottrell on a point of order.
Mr Cottrcll. 
- 
I submimed a request rc the Bureau
for a roll-call vote on this amendmenu
President. 
- 
Can you mobilize 21 Members?
(Owr 21 Members rose to theirfeet)
I,call Mr Bangemann on a point of order.
t OJ No C 291,10.11. 1980. For the details of all roll-call
vorcs, see the minutes of this sitting.
Mr Bengc-rr"'. 
- 
(D) Mr Presidenq could you
please ask the rapponeur whether, in expressing an
opinion on these amendmenr, he is speaking on
behalf of the committee or in his own name, for these
are of course two quite different things !
Presidcnt. 
- 
I shall not pur this quesdon to the
rapport€ur, since a rapporreur automadcally speaks on
behalf of his committee. It is for the commistec to raise
this matter if is wishes. I assume that rhe rapponcur is
speaking on behalf of his committee and that if he
does not do so, he draws anention rp rhe fact.
(By a roll-call oote, canied oilt bl means of tbe elec-
tronic-voting systen, Pdrliament rejected Amendment
No 1. It tben adopted pardgrdpb 5 and paragrapbs 6 to 9)
On paragraph 10, I have mro amendments, each
replacing this paragraph with a new texr:
- 
Amendment No 7, abled by Mr Moorhouse and
Mr Hopper on behalf of the European Democraric
Group:
10. Believes that competition will have the effect of:
(a) reducing fares significandy:
(b) giving the citizens of Europe a much vider choice
of serviccs, especially in the less dcveloped regions.
(For example, expericncc in the Scottish islands
and in the English regions has shown conclusively
that small privately-owned airlines provide a
berter, more frequent, and a cheaper servicc tfian
national airlines);
(c) encouraging expansion q,ithin the airline industry
and rhe aircraft manufacturing industry, thus
increasing employment and wages in Toulouse,
Bristol, Munich, Amsrcrdam, Dordrecht and else-
where; and congratuletcs the Mayor of Stras-
bburg, Mayor Pflimlin, and the French Govern-
mcnr on declaring Suasbourg-Entzheim a free
airpon and significendy contributing rc rhe libcr-
alization of air transpon within the European
Community;
- 
Amendment No 12, tabled by Mr Moreland:
10. Points out that thc full implementation (vithout any
exception) of the provisions on competition of the
EEC Treary could mean that:
- 
any airlinc could be frcc to introduce or discon-
tinue any servicc, at any time and at any farc, as
far as the air sovereignry of the Member Statcs
extends;
- ^ny 
airline operator could, byvinue ofcost advan-
tagcs prevailing in his country, oust from a pani-
cular route any othcr company that did not have
these cost advantages;
- 
shifu in employment could occur to thc bcnefit of
countries *'ith the lowest costJevels;
- 
less profitable routcs could bc in danger of being
closed and the Community could thus no longer
"- "/ ,: '1
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fulfil its socio-economic responsibilitics and obli-
gations;
!flhar is the rapponeur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmann, rapporteuL 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, I should like on behalf of the Commimee on
Transpon to make a statement on the amendment
tabled by the European Democratic Group. The first
pan of this amendment was rejected already in
committee. Thereupon a new final senrcnce was added
in which Mr Pflimlin was explicitly congratulated on
what he had done. The Committce on Transpoft states
explicitly that it congratulates Myor Pflimlin on what
he has done, is grateful rc him for declaring Stras-
bourg airpon to be a free airpon, thus making it easier
for Members of this House to get to Strasbourg. But
the amendment as a whole is rejected.
(Apph*se and la*gbter)
President. 
- 
Please confine yourqelf to explaining
the amendment.
tlr K. H. Hoffmann, r4PPorteun 
- 
(D) Now we
come to the amendment by Mr Moreland. I would say
on behalf of the Commiuce on Transpon shat if Mr
Moreland would agree so retain the first line of the
old rcxt 
- 
that was in fact the view of the Committee
on Transpon 
- 
then the other changes would become
acceptable as they would in fact correct a translation
error. That would mean, therefore, that in para-
graph 10 the original text smnds in the first subpara-
graph, whilst the remaining subparagraphs are
changed in accordance with Mr Moreland's sugges-
tlons.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, I accept what the
rappofteur has said. If the word is 'could' in the four
subparagraphs of the English text and 'would' in the
first sentence, we shall be satisfied. Thaq I think, is
what was actually agreed in committee, but was
mistranslated. I therefore withdraw my amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7 and adopted
paragraph t0)
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 11, I have Amendment
No 8, tabled by Mr Moorhouse and Mr Hopper on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and replac-
ing this paragraph with the following text:
ll.Velcomes the Commission's determination to draw
up a regulation applying rules of competition to air
transport similar to those for other branches of trans-
pon and economic life;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmann, raPporteur. 
- 
(D) The amend-
ment was rejected in the Committee on Transpon.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 8 and adopted in
succession paragrapbs I 1, 12 and 13)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 14, I have Amendment
No 2, tabled by Mr Cottrell and adding the following
new founh indent:
(iv) measures to restrict those aspects of the IATA organi-
zadon which are contrary to the competition anicles
of the Treaty of Rome;
\[hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmann, rapPortetlr. 
- 
(D) The amend-
ment was rejected aheady in committee.
(Parliament rejeaed Amendment No 2 and dopted
paragrapb tl)
Prcsident. 
- 
After paragraph 14, I have Amendment
No 4, tabled by Mr Moreland and adding the follow-
ing new paragraph:
l4a.Vhile welcoming the r6le that IATA (Internationel
Air Transpon Association) has played, panicularly in
establishing safery regulations and the arrangemens
for thc intcrchange of tickea bemreen airlines, regards
many of the restrictions placcd on airlines through
IATA in the sen iccs provided to passcngers as being
petty and unnecessary, and urges the Commission to
take into account the position of IATA when making
proposals on improving the serviccs to passengers
travelling by air within the Communiry;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffman', rdpportear. 
- 
(D)This was also
rejected aheady in committee.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted
paragrapbs I5 to 17)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 18, I have Amendment
No 10, tabled by Mr Moorhouse and Mr Hopper on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and replac-
ing this paragraph with the following text:
18. Is of the opinion that no viable alternative has as yet
been proposed to the present system for fixing tariffs
and that the Commission should apply iuelf as a
macter of urgenry to a study of the question;
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
IVI1 K. H. flgffmann, rapporter4r. 
- 
(D) I accept rhis
amendment. It expresses the views of the committee
more clearly and precisely.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No I 0)
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President. 
- 
On paragraph 19, I have Amendment
No 11, tabled by Mr Moorhouse and Mr Hopper on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and delet-
ing this paragraph.
'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr. K. H. Hoffmann, rdpporter.tr. 
- 
(D) The amend-
ment was rejected in committee.
I
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1l and adopted
paragrapb 19)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 20, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Moorhouse and Mr Hopper on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and delet-
ing this paragraph.
\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) The amend-
ment was rejected in committee.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted in
succession paragraphs 20 and 21 to 28)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 29 | have Amendment
No 5, tabled by Mr Morelrnd'and replacing this para-
graph with the following text:
29. Believes airlines can improve productivity and, conse-
quently, reduce costs and tariffs, by improved
management, better organization and more satisfac-
tory industrial reladons, and that there should be no
reason to reduce the level of employment in the indus-
try;
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr. K. H. Hoffmann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) The amend-
ment was rejected in committee.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted in
succession pdrdgraph 29 and pdrdgrdphs 30 and 31)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 31, I have Amendment
No 5, tabled by Mr Moreland and insening the
following new paragraph :
3la.Urges greater attention to be given by the airlines and
airpons ro facilities for travellers with special needs or
requiring special facilities such as the elderly, the
handicapped and mothers with children;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) Mr Presi-
dent, I regard this amendment as very imponant.
Urifonunately it was not contained in my preliminary
draft repon, nor was it discussed in the Committee on
Transpon. I cannot therefore make a recommendation
on behalf of the committee. Personally, however, I
would urge this House to adopt this amendment, for
Mr Moreland has put his finger on a very important
social issue which should be covered.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 6, then p4rdgrdphs
32 to 35)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 37, I have Amendment
No 13, abled by Mr von Bismarck and rewording this
paragraph as follows:
37. Is convinced that competition in aircraft manufacture
can and should be increased by improving the effi-
cienry of European manufacturersl expresses deep
concern.. .; (rest unchanged)
'\fhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr K. H. Hoffmann, rdpporteur. 
- 
(D) This amend-
ment contains a valuable addition to paragraph 37. On
behalf of the Commitrce on Transpon I can therefore
recommend accepBnce.
(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 13,
paragraph 37, thus nodified, and paragraphs 38 to 40)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moreland for an explanation
of vote on behalf of the European Democratic Group.
Mr Moreland. 
- 
Mr President, it is no secret that
my group was a little disturbed by the original motion
put before this Parliament. '!tre felt that the rapporteur
was concentrating too much on the phantom of the
American experience and not enough on the Commis-
sion's memorandum. Indeed, I endorse the Commis-
sioner's remark that the words relating to America
tend to generate more heat than lighu Ve were a little
surprised that cenain parties we have always thought
of as rampant when it comes to competition were
more muted.
However, we are more satisfied with this motion,
particularly with the agreement to the change of para-
graph 18.
In the earlier stages of our debate in committee, Mr
Hoffmann referred rc myself and Mr Moorhouse as
revolutionaries. I have been called many names but
never a revolutionary. He also referred to the Socialist
Group as conservatives 
- 
and I am sure, if I may refer
to my British colleagues at the moment, that they are
rather wishing they were.
(Load kaghter and appkuse)
j i-''' r'[
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On behalf of my group, Mr President, I would like to
say that we think the rapportcur has done an excellent
job over the last year with the public hearings and the
work he has put in. Lct us not forget, as the Commis-
sioner said, that this is only the first stag'e. He has
accepted this report as giving him an impetus for the
future in this area, and therefore we will suppon this
rePort.
(Applaasefiom the centre andfrom the ight)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Moorhouse on a point of
order.
Mr Moorhouse. 
- 
Mr President, may I ask for a
recorded vote on the whole of the resoludon?
(Ooer 21 Members rose to support tbk request)
President. 
- 
The vorc on the motion for a resolution
as a whole will accordingly be by roll-call. Ve shall
use the electronic voting-system.
(The oote was taken)
The resolution is adopted.l
&
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the frschbach report (Doc. 1-457/
80): Credit insurance.
The resoludon is adopted.l
f"
President. 
- 
\7e proceed to the Pedrce report (Doc.
1 - 4 5 5/8 0 ) : Generalized tarif preferencet
(Parliament adopted the preamble)
On paragraph 1, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by
Mr Cohen on behalf of the Socialist Group and
replacing this paragraph with the following text:,
l. Velcomes the fact that the Commission has produced
a guidelines document on its inrcntions for thc coming
years but finds the analysis of the first 10 years of GSP
too lacking in detail to give a clear impression of the
real significance of GSP for the developing countries;
'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Pearce, rapporteilr. 
- 
I am in favour.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4 and ther para-
grapb 2)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 3, I have Amendment
No 5, tabled by Mr Cohen on behalf of rhe Socialist
Group and replacing this paragraph with the following
text:
3. Draws attcntion to the low utilization of rhe GSP
offer (60 o/o) and is of the opinion that increases in the
size of thc offer musr be accompanied by an intcnsive
information campaign to enable expofters on the
, developing counuies to make bettcr use of the possi-,
biliries;
Vhat isthe rapporteur's position?
1 '\
Mr Pearcc, rdpporteur. 
- 
I am in favour of this
amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 5)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 4, I have swo amend-
ments rewording this paragraph:
- 
Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr Cohen on behalf
of the Socialist Group:
4. Notes that the countries that presently take most
advantage of GSP are generally those which are
semi-industrialized rather than the poorest and that,
as far as the poorest are concerned, trade under GSP
is sometimes only concentratcd on a few products;
(remainder deleted)
- 
Amendment No 2, tabled by Sir David Nicolson
and others:
4. Notcs. . . a few products; urges that the benefits
accorded to countries which are becoming more pros-
perous should be diminished and that the levcl of
benefit remaining should rclate to the level of thcir
acceptance of the principles of the GAfi designed to
funher the freedom of trade;
'![hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Peerce, fttpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the amend-
ment from Mr Cohen does not accord with the senti-
ment of the committee and I think it should therefore
be rejected. Amendment No 2 is in fact a restarcment
of the original rcxt and should therefore be accepted.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and, adopted
Amendment No 6)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 7, tabled by Mr Cohen on behalf of the Socialist
Group and rewording this paragraph as follows:
5. Requests the Council, when adopting the.GSP for the
next few years, to design the system in such a way that
flexible application is possible depending on the level
of industrialization of the beneficiary countries, and
requests the Commission, when implemcnring the
' 
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President
sysrcm, to allow for differences in the level of indus-
trialization;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Pearce, rdpporter4t. 
- 
Mr President, the sense of
this amendment is in conformity with the view of the
committee although the deledon, which is its effecq
would not be. I think, therefore, that the committee
would probably want to accept this amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 1, tabled by Sir David Nicolson and Mr'!7elsh and
insening the following new paragraph:
5a. Recommends that those developing countries which
do not enjoy the benefit of other preferential agree-
ments with the Communiry and are not members of
the Lom6 Convention should have defacto priority of
access,to the advanages of the GSP;
\7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Pearce, tutpporteur. 
- 
Mr President, the sense of
this was not fully discussed by the committee, but
since it is largely a restatement of the present position
I would recommend the House to vote for it.
(Parliament adopted Amendmeit No 1)
Presidcnt. 
- 
On paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 8, tabled by Mr Cohen on behalf of the Socialist
Group and replacing this paragraph with the following
text:
6. Stresses that the poorest countries can frequenrly only
be helped by preferences for agricultural products.ind
therefore urges the inclusion of more agricultural
products in the system;
Vhat'is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Pearce, rdpportear. 
- 
I am in favour of this
amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 8)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 6, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Sir David Nicolson and others and
insening the following new paragraph:
6a. Notes that the granting of tariff concessions is not the
only merhod by which the Community can assist
developing countries and urges the Commission to
devise other insrumens which will cncourage invest-
ment in the developing world;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Pearce, rdpporteur. 
- 
The committee would be in
favour of the first pan of this, Mr President. It did not
fully discuss the second paft, but on balance I would
recommend the House to accept it.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3, tben paragrapbs
7 and 8)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 9, I have Amendment
No 9, mbled by Mr Cohen on behalf of the Socialist
Group and replacing this paragraph with the following
new text:
9. Supporu thc autonomous narure of GSP but asks for
detailed informadon on the real significance of the
system and therefore requests the Commission, as a
follow-up to the guidelines submitted to Parliament,
to prepare a funher document outlining this signifi-
cance;
Vhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Pearcc, ntpportear. 
- 
I am in favour of this
amendment.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9, tben para-
grapb t0)
President. 
- 
After paragraph 10, I have Amendment
No 10, tabled by Mr Modiano and inserting the
following new paragraph :
10a. Is concerned at the excessive duration of the GSP
(five years), since it prevents any adjustments which
might be necessitated by developmenu in the inter-
nal economic situadon of the Member States, gives
the more compedtive recipient countries and
impedes the Commission's objective of ensuring a
fair allocation of the benefits;
'!7hat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Pearce, ft,pporterlr. 
- 
I believe the sense of this
amendment is quite contrary to the views of the
committee. I am therefore against it.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 10)
President. 
- 
I can now give the floor for explana-
tions of vote.
I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr President, I did unex-
pectedly have an opponuniry of speaking in this
debate, but although in favour of many of the provi-
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sions in this repon, I do feel that it is against cenain
very important Community industries, notably those in
rhe regions and panicularly the chemical industry.
Accordingly, I do not feel able to vote in favour of it,
rhough I shall notvote against.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Velsh.
Mr Velsh. 
- 
Mr President, we moved Amendment
No 2 because we felt it introduced a very badly
needed sense of reality into this report. I regret very
much that the House did not see fit to accept it, and
therefore I personally shall abstain in this vote.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli. 
- 
(I) Mr President, we
decided that our vote would depend on the adoption
of a series of amendments and we can now smte that
we shall be voting in favour.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution, as
amended, to the vorc.
The resolution is adoptedl.
;!..
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Clinton report (Doc. 1-443/80):
Import duties on mixtures and sets.
The resolution is adopted.r
**r,
President. 
- 
I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Ligios report (Doc. 1-446/80):
Eradication of African sanine-feaer in Sardinia.
The resolution is adopted.l
,,'i-
President. 
- 
Ve proceed rc the Jiirgens report (Doc.
1 -44 4/8 0) : Aid for ice -seed.
(Parliament adopted the first four indents of the pream-
blr)
On the fifth indent, I have Amendment No l, tabled
by Mr Gautier and replacing 'recalling' with 'having
regard to'.
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Jiirgens, fttpporteur. 
- 
(D) Yes, I would ask for
the first two amendments to be adoprcd.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No I by sitting and
standing. It then adopted tbertfih indent, thus nodified)
President. 
- 
On the sixth indent, I have Amendment
No 2, tabled by Mr Gautier and replacing 'recalling
finally'with 'having regard to the fact'.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 and the sixtb
indenl thus modified)
After the sixth indent, I have Amendment No 3, tabled
by Mr Gautier and insening the following new indent:
- 
having regard to the fact that the present system of aid
has produced favourable resuls and is in accordance
with the common organization of the market in seeds.
'!flhat is the rapponeur's position?
Mr Jiirgens, rdpportettr. 
- 
(D) I cannot recommend
accepmnce of this amendment, for although Mr
Haferkamp yesterday said that he would be giving us
some figures he has not in fact yet done so. I recom-
mend.rejecdon of this amendment.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1, I have Amendment
No 4, tabled by Mr Gautier and replacing this para-
graph with the following text:
1. Considers that for the coming rice year the Commis-
sion should retain the criteria by which the aid provi-
ded for under the above-mentioned regulation is
granted, and expects from the Commission, after the
rice year is concluded, a written repon for the
Committee on Agriculture on the effectiveness of this
aid system;
Vhat is the rapporteur's position?
Mr Jiirgens, rapporteur. 
- 
(D) On behalf of the,
Committee on Agriculture I can only recommend
rejection of this amendment, for it would bring about
precisely the opposite to that which we are requesting
in the resolution.
(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4 and adopted
paragraphs 1 and 2 in succession)
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution, so
amended, to the vote.
The resolution is adoprcd.1
' 
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President. 
- 
\7e proceed to the Barbarelk report
(Doc. 1-492/80): Agicalture in Nortbem lreknd.
I call Mr Cl6menr.
Mr Cl6ment. 
- 
(F) Mr President, since the Commis-
sion announced last night rhat it would take immediate
acdon if implementadon of im proposal resulted in the
slightest imbalance, rhe amendments to Mrs Barbar-
ella's repon ubled by che Group of the European
Progressive Democrats are all wirhdrawn.
President. 
- 
I accordingly put the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole to rhe vote.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
I pur ro rhe vore the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Cresson report (Doc. 1-489/80):
Agicalture in tbe French Ooerseas Departments.
The resolution is adopted.r
President. 
- 
Ve proceed to the three motions for
resolutions on the difficult situadon facing farmers in
Albenga.
I put the Lega et al. motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-478/
80) to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
I put the Carossino et al. motion for a resolution (Doc.
1-482/80) to the vore.
The resolution is adopted.r
I put the Didd et al. motionfor a resolution (Doc. 1-495/
80) to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
{!
President. 
- 
!7e proceed rc the Combe et al. motion
for a resolution (Doc. I-485/80): Floods in France.
I call Mr Hord on a point of order.
Mr Hord. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to call for a
roll-call vote, under Rule 35, on this motion as a
whole.
(Ooer 21 Members rose to sapport this requcst)
President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) Mr President, rhere must be
a slip here. In the first indenr'Hautes-Alpes and Gard'
should be added afrer'Aveyron and Arddche'.
President. 
- 
You are right.
The vote will be by roll-call and we shall use the elec-
tronic voting-system.
(The aote anas taken)
The resolution is adopted.r
I call Mr Bangemann on a point of order.
, Mr Bangem'nn. 
- 
(D) Mr President, may I remind
the Conservative Group, which, as we know, is very
keen to cut State spending, that every electronic votl
costs money, since ir uses electriciry.
(kughter)
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
I should like to point out that our
views on the use of urgent procedure are well known
and that it is up rc Parliament and the Commission to
order their affairs so that we are not kept here on a
Friday morning always votinB on motions under this
procedure.
(Appkusefrom the European Democtatic Group)
I would add that when people put their names ro a
resolution, they should be here to support it, panicu-
larly if it is urgent.
President. 
- 
Thank you, lady Elles.
It may be safely assumed, Mr Bangemann, rhat
prolonging the debate with this kind of discussion also
costs current.
(Laughter)
I think tady Elles is right to point our thar ir does look
rather bad if those who table resoludons are nor
present when the vot€ is taken, unless they have a
goodreason for being absent.
(Apphusefron tbe E*ropean Democ:ratic Group)
*
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Presidcnt. 
- 
!7e proceed rc the Estier et al. motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-491/80/reo.): Ear'thqaahe in
Algeia.
(Parliament adopted the preamble)
I call Mr Enright ori a point of order.
Mr Euight. 
- 
On the grounds that I am in favour of
increased public expenditure, I ask for a roll-call vote
on the whole of the motion for a resolution.
(Laagbter. Ooer 21 Members rose to support thk reqaest)
President. 
- 
On paragraph 1, I have sc/o. amend-
ments:
- 
Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr Purvis on behalf of
the European Democratic Group and deleting the
words'Government and'; and
- 
Amendment No 2, ablcd by Mr Purvis on bchalf of
the European Democratic Group and deleting the
words'solidarity and'.
(Parliament a.dopted Ameadment No I by sitting and
standing. It then adopted in saccession Amendment No 2,
pdrdgrdph 1, thas modified, and paragrapbs 2 to 4)
I can now give the floor for explanations ofvote.
I call Mr Chambeiron to speak on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group.
Mr Chambciron, 
- 
(D Mr President, in view of the
tragedy we have witnessed in Algeria, with thousands
of deaths and many thousand men, v/omen and chil-
dren injured or homeless, it should have been possible
for this fusembly to have expressed, in a dignified
manner, ia solidariry not only with the Algerian
people but also with its governmen[. That would have
been proper, and it is what we have done in other
cases. The adoption of Amendment No 1 by Mr
Purvis is scandalous. By doing so we have introduced
an odious political element in what should have been a
demonstration of digniry. In the circumsances I
cannot votc in favour of this texq which has been
totally pervened by the adoption of the amendment.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Glinne rc speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.
Mr Glinne. 
- 
(F) Earlier on I set out our ieasons for
opposing the amendment by Mr Purvis. Nevertheless,
we shall vote in favour of the resoludon, since its
purpose is to helpthe Algerian people.
Prcsidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Pearce.
Mr Pcarcc. 
- 
I shall be voting in favour of this reso-
lution, but I think it is wonh remarking that we have
had a demonstration rcday of the views of those in our
midst who wish to spend public money for irs owrr
sake. I think Mr Enright has done a service to the
whole House and to the listening public by stating that
he is prepared to spend public money, even if it serves
no good purpose at all. If we wasted less money in that
way, we should, perhaps, have more money to spend
on aiding the victims of disastcrs.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.
Mr Sicglcnchmidt. 
- 
(D) Mr President, I shall be
voting in favour. I should neveftheless ask those who
tabled the amendment deleting the word 'solidariq/
whether they are really prepared only to offer their
sympathy but would withhold money from Algeria.
This is a very remarkable affair.
Presidcnt 
- 
I call Lady Elles to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.
Lady Ellcs. 
- 
Mr President, I would not have got up
to give an explanation of vote, since this matter has
already been debated; but since there have been others
who have commentrd, I will suppon very strongly thc
amendment put down by Mr Purvis and point out to
rhe House that when there are major disasrcrs of the
kind that have happened in Algeria, where thousands
of people are suffering, it is not a matter of supponing
or not supponing a government. I do not think that
that should enter into it. Ve are not having a political
discussion, we are discussing aid to people who are
suffering.
Prcsident. 
- 
The vorc on the motion for a resolution
as a whole will be by roll-call, and we shall use thc
electronic voting-rystem.
(Tbe oote wa uken)
The resolution was adopted.t
--,,
Prcsident. 
- 
I put rc the vote the motion for a reso-
ludon conmined in the Dankert repott (Doc, 1-505/80):
Economic conoergeflce and the financial mechanisn
The resolution is adopted.t
&
Presidcnt. 
- 
\7e proceed rc the Blamenfeld et il.
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-493/80): Tero*t
attacks in Eutope.
I call Mr Marshall on a point of order.
I
h
/
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Mr Marshall. 
- 
I would like to ask for a roll-call
vote on this modon.
(&ter 20 Members rose to sapport this request)
Presi&nt. 
- 
The vorc will accordingly be by roll-
call, and we shall use the electronic voting-sysrem.
(The vote uas tlker)
The resolution is adopted.t
13. Disappearance into prostitution ofyoang girk in
refagee umps in Sottth-EastAsia
Presidcnt. 
- 
The nexr irem is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mrs Fuillet and Mr Glinne on behalf
of the Socialist Group and by Mrs Manin and others,
on the disappearance into prostitution of young girls
in refugee camps in South-East Asia (Doc. l-494/
80/rev.).
I call Mrs Fuillet.
Mrc Fuillet. 
- 
(F) Ve decided yesterday rhar rhere
was a case for this morion for a resolution to be
adopted urgently. I knew I could appeal to the human-
itariag feelings of everyone in this House, with just
one or two exceptions. Prostitution among young girls
in a state of profound moral distress consrirutes a
permanent sdgma on the dignity of these children,
affecting their future reintegration into society. !7e
cannot remain insensitive ro rhe arocities committed
against these defenceless human beings. \7e stand 
-
as we have said, as we have written, and therefore as
we have proclaimed to the world 
- 
for the defence of
human rights. The Foreign Ministers of rhe European
Communiry and the Associarion of South-East Asian
Nations have issued a Joint Statement in which it was
agree.d that cooperation between the rwo organiza-
tions 'should serve the peoples' interests by promoting
prosperity, social justice and respect for human rights'.
I tell you quite plainly that human rights are being
grossly violated. These refugee childrert from Sourh-
East fuia 
- 
Vietnamese, Laotians, Khmers 
- 
are to
be found in canips along the Thai-Kampuchean
border, panicularly in camps No 007 and No 204.
Yes, my Conservative friend, we are indeed worlds
apan. I speak to you from the hean and you come
back at me with staristics. You say rhere are only 25 0/o
of young girls in these camps but, Mr Purvis, if there
were only I 0/o that would be enough for us to act. In
any case, the exact figure is 28 o/o.The High Commis-
sioner for Refugees can offer no explanation for this
situation. That is the reply I had from him in rhe last
few days. All the while, unfonunately, the siruation
persisgs and, after all, what you are proposing in your
amendment is to allow it to continue as it is. Every-
thing we have said has been fully confirmed for us by
the Nadonal Association for the Receprion of Refugee
Children.
Vhat in fact are we asking? !7e are calling upon the
Commission and the Council to draw up a reporr on
this shameful traffic. 'We are asking rhe Commission
and the Council rc cooperare with the High Commis-
sioner for Refugees with a view rc finding a speedy
solution. '$7e are not in fact asking very much. Ve
wanl [o know the ruth about this vile traffic so that
with the cooperation of the bodies concerned we can
pur a stop to this scandal.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Purvis on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group.
Mr Purvis. 
- 
Mr President, Mrs Fuiller completely
misunderstands my position on rhis marrer. She wanm
to help solve a problem; so do I, if there is one; bur
before we do anything, before we make empty state-
ments and gestures, we mus[ find our what the prob-
lem is. I am therefore wholly in accord with Mrs Fuil-
let and anyone else who wants ro deal with this prob-
lem, once we establish what it is. My object is to
establish precisely what the problem is. Do not depend
on rumour, or myrh, or lobbying; find out what is.
That is why I would like rc move my amendment ro
Mrs Fuillet's,motion, which is rhat the Commission
make the necessary investigations and repon to us
exactly what the problem is and what we can do about
rt.
Secondly, as I undersrand it, rhere is a considerable
traffic in girls from South-East Asia. I do not say rhat
they come from camps or whatever into Europe itself.
But many of them do end up in prostitution in Europe.
Let us look at the beam in our own eye and find out
why this is happening, who is doing it and what we
can do to prevent it.
So, Mrs Fuillet, I would ask you for your suppon for
my approach, which is the pragmaric one, so rhar we
really do something about it and do not just make yet
another empry gesture. Let us ger dou/n ro rhe nuts
and bolts and son this out once and for all.
President. 
- 
I call M.r Collins.
Mr Collins, Chairman of the Committee on the Enoi-
ronnent, Public Heahh and Consumer Protection. 
-Mr President, I would like to inform the House thar in
the last two or three weeks I have been in touch with
the High Commissioner for Refugees on this very
point. I have had a reply from him and as far as I
remember 
- 
I did not bring the letter with me because
I did not know rhis vraqgoing ro be on the agenda 
-his reply took the following form: there are problemsI OJ No C 291, 10. 11. 1980.
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because, although the female populadon in the camps
seems fairly low, and certainly lower tlran might be
expecrcd, there is considerable movement in and out
of the camps. He was sufficiently disturbed by 
-y
letter to get in touch with the governments concerned
and to institute some kind of investigation and inquiry.
Before the House comes to any conclusion, it should
take note of that reply.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Elles. 
- 
Mr President, I merely want to say
that one or two of our members have also been in
touch with the Unircd Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees, who is obviously the person to write to.
But in fact his letter did not starc the precise terms that
have just been mendoned. He merely said that the
number of girls coming into the camps was very much
lower than boys. The quesdon is: what happens on the
way?
There is no question of implying that the Thai
Government or lhose responsible for the refugee
camps were behaving in a reprehensible manner.
An invesdgation is being carried out, but not only in
the refugees camps. I would like to make this quite
clear. If somebody is going to try and quote a letter
from a person of the high standing of the Unircd
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, it is not as
difficult as all that to bring along a copy.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
I think there is so much confusion on
this matter, Mr President, that if a full investigation is
needed, it is quite clear that many Members do not
know very much about the situation. There are several
kinds of camps. There are Linited Nations camps
which are guarded day and night. There are holding-
cenres from which the United Nadons staff with-
draws at night and where there is indeed a treat deal
of movement and Pol Pot troops of the so-called free
Kampuchean forces maraude, recruit and take girls
away. No one knows exactly what the r6le of cenain
Thai organizations is. I think it would be a great help
if a full investigation were made. That is really the
only conclusion we ought to come to. I did in fact
raise the question with the Commission, which has a
delegation in Bangkok. I raised it as vice-chairman of
the South-East Asian Delegation in July. I was hoping
for information from that source. Perhaps if ure now
press it officially we shall tet the information we badly
need.
Prcsident- 
- 
I call Mr Collins.
Mr Collins. 
- 
V.ry briefly, Mr President. I really do
resent the tone of Lady Elles's reply. It is quite unne-
cessary to treat Members of this House, or indeed the
whole House, as though it were a kind of primary
school of which she was the headmisuess. This is quite
unreasonable. Nobody suggested that the motives of
the governmenr were anything less than honourable.
Nobody imputed rc anybody motives other than those
of the very highest standard. All I was saying was that
rhe High Commissioner was in fact investigating the
matter. He had been in touch with the governments
concerned, and that was the end of it. If Lady Elles
appears to think that I was suggesting that there was a
deliberate plot on behalf of cenain interests in South-
East Asia or anywhere else, that is her affair. I wish
she would not communicarc her doubts to the House
or treat the House in this way.
Presidcnt. 
- 
I call Mr de Courry Ling.
Mr de Courcy Liog. 
- 
Mr President, I think it
would be a useful precedent to esublish in this House
that documents as imponanr as rhe lerrer from the
United Nations High Commissioner should be tabled
as parliamentary docume no doubt with the
author's permission in each case.
President. 
- 
I think that that is a matter for the
Bureau.
I call Mr Onoli.
Mr Ortoli, Wce-President of tbe Commission. 
- 
(F)
Mr.President, we are in complete rympathy with the
motives in tabling this motion for a resolution. The
only difficulry is that I do not quite see how, with the
resources we have, we can draw up the kind of repon
asked of us. And I am genuinely sorry to havq to say it
because I am, like you, deeply sensitive m the disress
in South-East fuia and to rhe very painful and all but
unbearable problems that you refer to in your resolu-
tion. But I shall see what can be done. I shall see to it
personatly. fu I say, I doubt if we have the physical
resources for it. In any event, we shall contact the
High Commissioner for Refugees to find out what is
going on, to see how we can help and make him aware
of our shared concern over the painful problem that
has been raised here today.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Fuillet.
Mrs hillct" 
- 
(F) I thank Mr Onoli and ask for,
nothing more. Perhaps you should look again at the
end of the resoludon. I ask you for an enquiry, if that
is possible, and if it is not, let us acknowledge our
impotence. But I also ask you rc approach the High
Commissioner. I believe Parliament will enhance its
reputation by adopdng this resoludon.
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President. 
- 
The debate is closed. ![e shall now
consider the motion for a resolution.
I have Amendment No 1, nbled by Mr Purvis on
behalf of the European Democratic Group and replac-
ing che entire motion for a resolurion with the follow-
ing text:
The European Parliament,
- 
while welcoming che work being done by rhe
UNHCR, the International Commicee of rhe Red
Cross, UNICEF, the Save the Children Fund and
many other established charities in managing rhe refu-
gee camps and helping ro return refugee children rc
their families,
- 
expressing concern over repons of prosritution,
1, Requests the Commission [o repon rhe facts about the
situadon of these children in camps in South-East
Asia;
2. Requests the Commission to report on the work of
those agencies in Europe which are promoting rhe
exponing of children for adoption;
3. Instructs its President ro forward this resolution to the
Commission.
(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)
This means, in effect, that an entirely new resolution
has been adopted.r
14. Conflict benDeen lran and lraq
President. 
- 
The next item is the motion for t resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Bhmenfeld on behalf of tbe Group of tbe
European People\ Party (CD), Mr Scott-Hopkins on
behalf of the Earopean Democratic Groap, Mr Berhhou-
u)er on bebalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, Mr
Isradl on behalf of the Group of Europedn Progress;oe
Democrdts and Mr De Pasquale, on the conflict between
Iranand lraq (Doc. 1-497/80).
Mr Glinne waives his right to speak, on the grounds
that the nature of the text requires no explanation.
I call Mr Habsburg to speak on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Pany (CD).
Mr Habsbur1. 
- 
@) Mr President, the conflict
between Iran and Iraq directly affects Europe. And I
am thinking only to a small extenr about oil, even
though our economy depends on it. Much more
important is the spiritual and cultural bond forged by
histoqy. One cannot walk through the streets of Bagh-
dad without feeling at home, despite all the differ-
ences. '!fle can only hope that the bloody conflict will
soon come to an end. 'Ve cannot bring this ebour by
giving up our neutrality, bur we can do so by being
constantly prepared to offer our good offices, and
especially at a dme when, as we saw yesterday, others
abandon this role for uanspardndy domestic polidcal
reasons.
The European People's Parry therefore endorses the
urgent resolution on the conflict berween Iraq and
Iran, although at the same time it suppons the Patter-
son amendment for the deletion of paragraph 3, since
the existing wording is, probably unintentionally,
one-sided. Legally, the situation at the frontier
between lraq and Iran is far from clear. The agree-
ment concluded some dme ago with the Shah cannot
be regarded as equitable. Time and again people
appear to lose sight of the religious tensions between
Sunnites and Shi'ites, not least in the light of the
Ayatollah Khomeini's depressing fenaticism. It urould
therefore be improper for us to take sides, even indi-
rectly, on the issue of the flontier, for by doing so we
should jeopardize Europe's chances of helping to
restore peace in the Middle East and deract from the
weight of our resolution.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Fergusson to speak on behalf
of the European Democradc Group.
Mr Feryrsson. 
- 
Mr President, in supporting, or
trying rc 'suppon, this resolution on behalf of the
European Democratic Group, I vould like to say first
that the war berween Iraq and Iran 
- 
as all students
of defence should note 
- 
is a sobering reminder that
in this world when military capability is weak, or
appears weak, when a countrly's will to defend itseH
and its interests slacken or appear to have slackened,
it invites attack. That is an important lesson for the
Community and for the \7esl
During Question-time on \Tednesday, Mr Thorn
declared, in reply to a question about the threat to the
Communiq/s interests posed by the Gulf war, where
dozens of European ships are trapped, that the EEC
had no competence there. If that is so, then the soon€r
the Diligent report on the safery of our sea-lanes and
the sources of oil and vital materials comes before us
here the better. Ve have much to say about what
should be achieved through political cooperation. If
we do not look after our own interests, nobody else
will. \7e hope that Mr Diligent will expand the scope
of his examination to include the threats to our survi-
val, not just those arising from great-power confronta-
tion, but also from localized conflicts as well.
Mr President, we are against, the use of force, on
wharcver pretext, to solve disputes. Ve believe in
negotiation in this case, as in all others, Sfe suppon
what the Foreign Ministers, meeting in cooperation int OJ No C 291,10.1l. 1980.
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New York on 23 September, said about this very
matter, and we therefore gladly support this resolu-
tion.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.
Mr Beyer dc Rykc. 
- 
(F) Mr President, as co-signa-
tories to the motion we naturally suppon it. But I
should like rc give special emphasis, as indeed others
have done before me but with rather more force, on
paragraph 4. kt me read it m you again: It proposes
that 'the Member Statcs of the European Community
make available their good offices in order to re-estab-
lish peace'. Ladies and gentlemen, there are places in
the world where nations, where States have divergent,
contradictory and, let us admit it, sometimes legiti-
marc inrcresr. In expressing the desire to see Europe
speak with one voice we are embarking on an endless
quest for a political will that most often melts away
even before it has a chance to c4rstallize. It is like the
rock of Sisyphus: we keep rolling it up the hill and it
keeps rolling down again. Now, on this question, we
Europeans have rc face up to a very real and imminent
threat m our economic survival. Therefore, and I
make no apologies for srying this, I should like Mr
Thorn, President of the Council 
- 
and I am making a
point of using his title, in connection with which some
speakers had objections to make ycsterday 
- 
m be
entrusted by the Member States of the Communiry
with a mission of mediation. A mission of mediation,
cenainly, but also, and perhaps more to the point, I
should like Mr Thorn to be entrusted with a mission
of warning. lrt him go and tell the belligerents on
behalf of Europe that any blocking of the Suaits of
Hormuz would not be tolerated by' us and would be
regarded by us as a clsus belli. As you kirow the
French navy has units positioned in the Gulf at the
present time. I should like other countries of the
Communiry also to have a naval presence in the Gulf.
Here we have a unique opponunity to give proof of
European uniry. Not long ago President Caner
pledged that the United States would intenrene if their
interests were threatened. And quite frankly, my dear
colleagues, it is inconceivable that Europe should once
again be found wanting in a situation in which she has
more, much more, to lose than the United States.
Vhen threatened one must be prepared to defend
one's interests, and for Europe tlat means to pursue
the path of mediation, cenainly, and we must let every-
one understand as much, but it also means taking a
resolurc stand against anything that could put a stran-
glehold on Europe. It is urgent to wait, as an Italian
statesman, Cavour, once said. lZell, as far as I am
concerned, it is urgent to act. That is what I am asking
Mr Thorn, President of the Council, to do. That is
what I am asking the European Starcs to do in rhe face
of this threat to our vital interests. To live is to exist. It
is up to Europe now to show that she exists.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Panerson.
Mr Pettcrson. 
- 
Mr President, this is the kind of
thing that happens when timetables are carried over
for a whole day and Members are not given time to
move their amendments.
Very briefly, one clearly supports the thrust of this
resolution. But the impact will be very much greater if
this Parliament is not seen to be taking sides. The
wording of paragraph 3, as it stands, makes it almost
impossible to avoid doing so. If the phrase 'retire
behind their previous frontiers' is retained, that implics
support for one side; but if it is deleted, as the othcr
amendment sugtests, then it implies support for the
other side. Therefore, I think that for the sake of the
force of this resoludon, it would be betrcr to deletc
paragraph 3 altogether.
Presi&nt. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
IvIr Bangemaon. 
- 
(D) Mr President, this last
remark forces me to rise again. I do not believe that
Mr Patterson's interpretation is correct and I must
contest it. \7e are not taking sides here. 'What we want
is that this war should be brbught to an end. That is
the plain and in fact only purpose of this resolution.
And in this connection.may I just say why I shall not
support the amendment. Ve have here a joint motion
for a resoludon drafted jointly by all the polidcd
groups. Ve read, for example, 'Mr Blumenfeld on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Parqy'
and 'Mr Scott-Hopkins on behalf of the European
Democratic Group'. It may be that none of us are
totally in agreement with every detail, but if we wint
to arrive at a joint stance then we must be prepared
now and again to leld on individual poina.
(Applause)
It is in my view not right that attempts should subse-
quently be made to amend this joint stanse. I shall
therefore ,vote against these amendments and defend
the joint position.
Presi&nt 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Ellcs. 
- 
Mr President, I would just point out
that this amendment by Mr Patterson was put down
on his own account. Vhatever aBreemenr groups
come to, I do demand the absolurc right for any
Member of this House to put down in his own name
any amendmenr he wishes without binding his group
ln any way.
Presidcnt. 
- 
The debate is closed. !7e shall now
consider the modon for a resolution.
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President
(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 and
2)
On parigraph 3, I have rwo amendments:
- 
Amendment No l, abled by Mr Pattcrson and delct-
ing this paragraph; and
- 
Amendment No 2, tabled by Mr Habsburg and others
and deleting the words'retire behind their previous
frontiers'.
(By sitting and standing Parliament adopted Amend-
ment No 1, a a resrh of afiich Amendment No 2fell. h
ther dopted pardgrdpbs 4 lnd 5)
I can now give the floor for explanations of vote.
I call Lord O'Hagan.
Lord O'Hagan. 
- 
Mr President, I am sorry to delay
the Housc. One day 
- 
I hope it will not be soon 
-s,hen this Parliament is wound up, it will be put on its
gravestone that it killed itself by talking on subjects
over which it had no control. The urgent procedure
was a scandal. It is getting worse. This House negleca
its proper dury. The Council is waiting for many
opinions which we have not discussed either in
committee or in plenary siwing, and this House is
losing the resped of the public because we neglect so
much of our real work and spend so much time
indulging ourselves in votes like this morning's. How
many lives have been saved by the debates this morn-
ing? How many children have been saved from prosti-
tution and how many people have been prevented
from killing each other in the Iran-Iraq war? Mr Presi-
dent, that is my explanation of vote . I shall continue to
annoy whoever is in the chair on a Friday by making
these points until this Parliament reforms itself and
stops degrading itsclf in the eyes of public opinion, in
the eyes of the Council, the eyes of the Commission
and the eyes of our electorate.
Presidcnt. 
- 
Lord O'Hagan, I must point out that
you are wrong in suggestitrg that the Parliament is
behindhand in dealing with matters that have to be
considered in plenary siming. True, there are delays in
the committees, but the plenary sitting as such has no
backlog. I wish to make this quite clear, since this
matrcr was carefully considered yesterday by the
Bureau, as criticism along these lines had been going
rhe rounds: you are mismken.
I call Mr Arndr
Mr Arndt. 
- 
(D) I am very sorry indeed, but I feel
bound to make a declaration on the vorc on the reso-
lution on the conflict berween Iran and Iraq. Ve have
witnessed a last-minute attempt by rwo political
groups to push through what appears to me to be
largely personal views. By doing so they are destroying
the unanimiry of this House.
(Appkuse)
If this Parliament wants to conduct its proceedings in
a sensible way in the long run then in situations whcre
the political group chairmen or spokesmen reach
atreements you cannot have people going back on
them, since this destroys the uniry of the House. On
the basis of the statement made by Lady Elles I
assumed that the amendment tabled was not supponed
by her group. Subsequently, however, the whole of the
Broup, with just one or two exceptions, vorcd for the
amendment, thus destroying the unanimiry of the
House. I saw their votes. I also saw that among the
Christian Democrats, despite assurances to the
contrary given yesterd ey 
- 
I spoke yesterday evening
with Mr Blumenfeld on the matrcr 
- 
votes were
suddenly cast another vay. I am therefore not in a
position to vorc for this motion for a resoludon, for in
my view arrangements rbached by the political groups,
on which everyone relies, just cannot be maintained in
this way. I am therefore going to vorc against the
motion in its present form.
President. 
- 
I also wish to point out that it narurally
seems very questionable whether we should att€mPt to
solve world problems by making use of Rule 14.
I call Mr Moreland.
Mr Morcland. 
- 
Mr President, I should like to point
out that this Parliament is not run by a cabal of group
leaders !
(Cries of 'Hear, hear'and apphuse)
It is run by the Members of this Parliament in the ulti-
-ate, and indeed we have been reminded of that fact
by the Chair on occasions. Indeed, I am temprcd rc
say that some of the motions that arise from group
agreements, although I often agree with the basic
spirit, could sometimes be better written. I do think
that it is the absolute right of any Member of this
Padiament to put down amendments on any motion
agreed besween the groups. It is obvious from this
morning's vote that the majority of this Parliament is
not very happy with cenain aspects of the motion, and
we should have the right to vote on that.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Cottrell.
Mr Cottrcll. 
- 
Mr President, I merely wish to
support, by way of explanation of vote, the rpmarks
made by my colleague, Mr Moreland. I want to point
out the hypocritical situation which I can see from this
side of the House, but which Mr Arndt cannot,
perhaps, see from his side. I would ask him to turn his
head and look at the tundra behind him! \Ihere are
the Members who, he claims, suPPort the decision
taken by his own group bureau? They are not there,
Mr Arndt. They have desened their duties and this
Parliament and they have all gone home, leaving you
behind.
,i r.r ra, , , 
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President. 
- 
I call Mr Bangemann.
Ittl [ant6mann . 
- 
(D) Mr President, I am asron-
ished by the conception of democracy entenained by
our colleagues from rhe European Democratic Group.
Several days have been spent in negotiations on this
text among the individual political groups. In my
troup, et eny rate, we talked about it and vorcd on it. I
can tell you that not all the members of my group were
in agreement with this rext.'$tre said, however, that if ajoinr position could be reached on this imponant issue
then we mus[ pur personal preferences aside. That
must also have taken place in your group. In other
words, when your group discussed the maner and
decided on it you must have come !o a majoriry view.
If not, then I must ask you, Lady Elles:
(Tbe speaher continued in Englisb)
\Zhy did Mr Scott-Hopkins put his signature to rhar
text in the name of your group? Now, if you or some
of your group were not satisfied with the texr and if a
personal request was made today rc change the text, I
could understand it, but when the whole of your
group present here supports the amendmenr rhis
destroys the credibiliry of your group. That is the
problem.
(Mixed reactions)
Secondly, why is the chairman of the Socialisr Group
here and why am I here with only a small number of
Members representing my group? Yotr might call us
'the thin red line' . . .
(Laughter)
'S7hy, dear friends? Because everybody in our groups
trusted us and you to see rc it that nobody would
change the text. You are breaking that agreement
between us. If I had known that all your group would
support the amended text, I should have had a whip
sysrcm in my group and ordered everybody m be here.
Ve shall do so next rime, and then you will be
defeated because you are in the minoriry!
President. 
- 
In order to avoid the 'explanations of
vo[e'continuing until the plane for London has left, I
intend to close the list of speakers.
I call Mr Griffiths.
Mr Griffiths. 
- 
Mr Presidenr, I do not wanr ro ger
involved in the dispute about agreements made
between group leaders and how we should vore as
Members in this Chamber. I want, by way of explana-
tion of vote, to point out what has actually been done
rc this morion. Ve have been told that having para-
graph 3 in it means thar the two feuding panies estab-
lish a ceasefire, redre behind their previous lines and
begin negodations, and that that paragraph somehow
makes it unfair to one of the sides involved in this
conflict. Now, let us be quite clear rhat one side did
commit an act of aggression. The reasonable thing to
do if you are going m have a ceasefire is that rhe
previous internationally agreed boundaries . . .
President. 
- 
Mr Griffiths, there is a difference
between continuint the debare and having an explana-
tion of vote .
Mr Griffiths. could be supponed, and because
this has been taken out of rhe morion for a resolution I
will vote against.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Forth.
Mr Forth. 
- 
Today some quite remarkable theories
have been advanced on rhe way this House should
work, and in this explanation of vorc I wish ro starc
that I am going to abstain on this morion but. at least I
shall be here to do so. To be told that somerhing
cobbled together u/ithin the groups earlier this week
binds me as a Member who has bothered to attend
here is quite a new, remarkable and very unsettling
theory of the way this House works. I have dways
believed that if I were elected it would be to cast my
vote and to cast it on imponanr marrers. I believe some
of these matters are imponant and I am here to cast
my vore. To be told that I must do as I am told, or as
my group or anyone else agreed earlier in the week, is
quite scandalous. I will not accepr this sorr of direcdve
from anyone.
I further welcome the suggestion made a shon time
ago by Mr Bangemann that he will encourage more of
his colleagues to be here on a Friday. I would welcome
them here.
(Apphrse)
I should like to see more of my colleagues here on a
Friday. Then this Parliament could really tet down ro
some serious work and cast some credible vorcs
instead of what is going to happen here today. So I,
Mr President, shall abstain on this morion, because I
do not think it should have been before the House in
the first place. But at leasr I was here to casr my vote
and that is what I shall do.
President. 
- 
I call Lady Elles.
Lady Ellcs. 
- 
Mr President, I only rise since my
group has been mentioned as wanting in rheir demo-
cratic dury. I think this is exactly the one group in the
House which is actually fulfilling it. Ve are here to
vote on a motion. '!7'e are here to decide whether we
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agree with the motion. Of course there are group
arrangemenff, but I cannor ask my group ro vorc in
any way which is against their conscience. Every
member of my group, regardless of rhe whip, has a
free right to vote in any way he wishes and I would
like to see my group voting differently 
- 
for, against
or abstaining 
- 
on any morion that comes to this
House, as they are entitled to do so. I would remind
the House that I at least have the privilege of having
very many Members behind me today regardless of
whether or not they have to catch a plane and go
home and have a nice weekend. That cannot be said of
any of the other groups in this House.
President. 
- 
I put the motion for a resolution as a
whole, so amended, to the vore.
The resolution is adopted.l
15. Inclusion ofutomen members in
theneu Commission
Prcsident. 
- 
The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mrs Roudy and others, on the inclu-
sion of women members in the new Commission of the
European Communities (Doc. I -504180).
I call Mrs Roudy.
Mrs Roudy. 
- 
(F) Mr President, I have nothing to
add. Everyone knows that women are not by nature
given to talking too much! And those who doubt it
need only come to these debates to be convinced. As
everyone is familiar with the resolution I shall say no
more about it. However, since we have a representa-
tive from the Commission with us, I should like rc
know if the present Commissioners are now persuaded
that it is absolutely essential to begin breaking down
this male ghetto, which has up to now been a source of
some dissatisfacdon.
President. 
- 
I call Mrs Boot.
Mrs Boot. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I am glad that I also have the chance of drawing
atrcntion once atain m the fact that this Parliament
has repeatedly insisted that women should be
adequately represented in the Commission. You are
well aware that women can give a new look to political
institutions. '!7e consider it absolutely essential for
women rc be included in the new Commission,
because it must become a reflection of the true impon-
ance of women in the world. More than 15 0/o of the
members of this Parliament are women, and therefore
we wan[ to stress this point panicularly once again.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed. \7e shall now
consider the motion for a resolution.
I call Mr Cottrell on a point of order.
Mr Cottrell. 
- 
In view of the diminishing attendance
in the House, Mr Presidenq I should like to establish
whether a quorum exists.
President. 
- 
Mr Cottrell, in order to comply with
your request, I must determine whether rcn Members
support it.
(Feaner than nine Members rose to sr.ppott tbis request)
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote.
The resolution is adopted.l
15. Right of establishment andfreedom to providc
selices in thefield of architecture
Presidcnt. 
- 
The next item is the repon by Mr
Gillot, on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, on
the exercise of the right of esablishment and freedom
to provide services in the field of architecture (Doc.
r-43e/80).
I call Mr Ferri.
Mr Fcrri, depaty rapponeur. 
- 
(I) Mr President, as
you know, my colleague Mr Gillot, who is the author
of this repon adopted unanimously by the legal
Affairs Committee, is unable to be here today on
account of a prior commitment. It is my privilege
therefore, as chairman of the committee and in
response to his personal request, to present this report
on his behalf.
The purpose of the repon is to ask for a second
consultation of Parliament on the proposal for a direc-
tive on the mutual recognition of architects' diplomas.
The resoludon which we are submitting for your
approval to some exrcnt toes beyond the scope of this
matter in order to consider a problem of great impon-
ance relating to the constitutional position of our
Parliament and, in panicular, the right to be consulted
on legislative procedures in the Communiry.
Mr Gillot, who is President of the Archirccs'Associa-
tion in France, completely put aside his own legitimate
interests throughout the long time he spent on this
matrcr in committee and he has drawn att€ntion to the
political aspect of the problem, which, as I have said,
concerns the constitutional position of Parliament. In
this panicular case, the problem has special relevance
because it concerns a legislative process of theI OJ No C 291, 10. 11. 1980.
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Communiry extending over an abnormally long period
- 
more than 12 years 
- 
marked by changes to the
directive itself and by changes in the socio-economic
climate, which is one of the relevant factors the direc-
tive must take into account.
The rapponeur has pointcd out that, although the
essential procedural requirements have been complied
with, the consultation of Parliament appears in fact to
have no more than rubber stamp value, given 
- 
as I
say 
- 
the lapse of more than 12 years berween Parlia-
ment's opinion and the Council decision and given
that economic and social conditions have been chang-
ing rapidly during that time. The l2-year delay iself
would, in our opinion, probably jusdfy our Parliament
taking action. But I must also point out that the
Commission of the European Communides has itself,
through its own representatives, admitted to the kgal
Affairs Committee that undeniable changes had been
made to the text on which Parliament gave its opinion
after being consulrcd in 1967. Now, as you know, the
Court of Justice has had occasion to decide that
Parliament must be consulted by the Council in the
event of any substantive changes.
I have to tell you, in any case, rhar the Lcgal Affairs
Committee will in the next few months be taking a
close look at the whole quesdon of the role of the
consulmdon procedure in relations beween Parlia-
ment, the Commission and the Council. Mr Prag has
already been appointed rapponeur on this problem. It
would, in our view, be a mistake not to take a clear
and definite stand on this occasion now since we have
a cut-and-dried case of an abnormally long period
having elapsed since the first consultation 
- 
more
than 12 years 
- 
aking into account the changes in
the socio-economic situation and the modifications
made, as the Commission now concedes, rc the direc-
tive submitted, which is now awaiting a Council deci-
sion.
The Council, which is the body that takes legislative
decisions, cannot 
- 
in our view 
- 
ignore Parlia-
ment's demand to be allowed to participatc effectively
in the legislative process and in this case it would seem
that Parliament's effective panicipation has been
reduced to nothing.
These are the reasons why the resolution does not go
into the substances of the proposal but confines itself
to asking the Council to consult Parliament again on
the basis of the dme elapsed, the change in the socio-
economic conditions in the Communiry and the
changes made to the text of the directive.
I hope the House will give its unanimous support on
this point, as did the l,egal Affairs Committee, because
what we are vigorously defending here are the rights
that have been recognizedby the Treaties and which
we have a dury to defend not only as Members of the
European Parliament but also out of respect for those
who elected us rc it.
I should like to conclude, Mr President, by payrng
ribute on behalf of the committee on which it is my
privilege to serve as chairman, and also on my oqrn
behalf, for the truly excellent work Mr Gillot has done
in his regrettably shon time on our committee, and
also in Parliament.
President. 
- 
I call Mr Patterson to give the opinion
'of the Committee on Youtlr, Culture, Education,
Information and Spon.
Mr Pattenoo, drafisnan of an opinion 
- 
Mr Presi-
dent, I hope this contribudon will not prove as contro-
versial as my last, although I have to say at the very
beginning that I suppon the view of the chairman of
the lrgal Affairs Comrpittce that this is a matter of the
very highest imponance. The whole constirutional
position of this Parliament is affected, and had this
debate been placed much earlier in the agenda it
would have been more in accordance with the dignity
of this House. But rc make it the very last item is a
reflection, I am afraid, on 
.the way our agenda is
drawn up.
Now this whole matter presenc a paradoxical contrast
berween treat hasrc and great delay. My committce
was asked for an opinion by the Legal Affain
Committee, but because the report was put on this
agenda by urgent procedure we had no option in my
committee but to do what I am no*, doing 
- 
namely,
rc give an oral opinion under Rule 44 (4).
The reason for this haste was the rumour thqt the
Council wishes to adopt the directive before the end of
this year; and this itself is odd, because the Council
has delayed on rhis matter since as long ago as 1967.
There are two issues at stake: the first is the constitu-
tional matter as to whether Parliament should be
consulted again, and the second is the content of uhc
direcdve 
- 
what should be the qualifications entiding
you to call younelf an architect. On the first matter, I
can do no better than quotc Mr Gillot himself. The
first question to be asked is whether the Council can
adopt a draft directive which has been in gesadon for
13 years, on which Parliament gave its opinion 12
years ago and which deals with a problem that has
evolved enormously in 10 years and undergonc
numerous substantial amendmenr, without consulting
Parliament a second time. Nocr the Commission has
argued, and continues to artue, that the changes that
have taken place are of form only and not of sub-
sance. Here, I am afraid, my committee and, I
suspecr, the kgal Affairs Committec were in some
difficulry, because we have been unable formally to get
hold of any of the documents since 1968, when Parlia-
ment last debarcd the mattcr. The Commission says
that rhese documents are the propery of the Council
and that Parliament should be content with having
given its opinion in 1958; but there are rumours of
i
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drafu which have been discussed in Council this May
and this June and no doubt later still. '$7hat is more,
my own national parliament, the House of Commons,
debated this mauer in a later draft in 1978, and yer we
arc informed by the Commission rhat we cannor
formally have these documenr 
- 
which is in itself, in
my opinion, a trave reflecdon on the way it views rhis
House.
But are these changes matters of form or substance?
'Vell, the original purpose of the directive was to abol-
ish restrictions on establishment for architects based
on nationaliry, and it is impohant ro note at this point
that in different Member States rhere are different
situations. For example, in the United Kingdom
anyone 
- 
you, me or Onoli 
- 
can pracdse as an
architect, but only those who are qualified can call
themselves architects; whereas, for example, in France
since 1967 the practice is also controlled by monopoly.
So, the original purpose of the directive, in these
circumstances, was to create freedom of esablishment
for this profession. However, in 1974, two cases came
before the Court of Justice 
- 
the Reiners case and the
Van Bisnbergen case 
- 
and the Coun held that Ani-
cles 52 and 59 of the EEC Treaty were directly appli-
cable. I now quote from the Commission's own docu-
ment, which Mr Davignon has circulated:
In these circumstances, there was no longer any need
for directives abolishing such restrictions. Conse-
quently, the Commission formally withdrew its
proposal on 4 November 1974.
And he went on:
However, thc proposal withdrawn by the Commission
contained provisions of a general nattrre which should
be re-presented.
Now I know that only pans of the original directive
were withdrawn, and it could be claimed that the
general part remains; but the Commissioner himself
has used the form of words that it 'was withdrawn'. If
the original directive, therefore, was withdrawn, I
cannot see how the Commission or the Council can
now argue that it should not now be re-presented for
consultation to the Parliament on these grounds alone.
But this is not all. If you look at the so-called general
provisions, which are said by the Commission to have
been retained from the original, on which Parliament
was consulted, you will find there have been big
changes here too. In the original, there was to be a list
of architectural diplomas, awarded in the Member
Sutes, which were to receive mutual recognition, but
now we have something quite different. \7e have mini-
mum qualitative and quantitative criteria which
diplomas should in future meet in order to be recog-
nized and permit the exercise of an architect's activi-
des in the host country. Now if one needs further
proof that a substantial change of subsance and not
one of form has taken place, one has only to go irtto
the problems which this particular matter has raised
among the architectural profession itself, and I shall
come to these very shortly. At the moment, however, I
draw the attention of the Commission to rhe fact that
the new draft, which we hear of by rumour, would
institute an advisory committee on standards. Now,
whatever else they may claim, they cannot claim that
this advisory committee was in rhe original draft on
which Parliamenr was consulted; and it is pardy the
very functions of this advisory commirree, about which
we have not been consulted, that worry the architects
in my own country, the United Kingdom. So I think
the case which the legal Affairs Committee and Mr
Gillot make so cogently, and which my committee
endorses, has been made sufficiently, and the
Commission should take note.
(The President urged the speaker to conchdc)
I am concluding, Mr President. I only want to point
out, on the substance, that it is significant that every
single architectural body, including the Liaison
Committee of Architects of the Commoir Market, are
very worried by the direction this direcdve is now
,taking. Even the German architects are upset by it,
even though the main stumbling-block is, of course,
the qualification of German Fachhochschule grad-
uates.
Now what is the correct solution? In this situation, the
Commission should withdraw the direcdve until next
year. I have it from my own government that it is
unlikely that the Council can reach a decision now
until after the entry of Greece, by which time a new
situation will have arisen. In view of the opposition of
the architectural profession, of the confusion which
has arisen and of the fact that this Parliament has a
right to be consulted, I appeal to Mr Onoli, who, I
understand, is replfng, to announce the s'ithdrawal of
this draft directive and re-presenation in the New
Year. 
\
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Luster.
Mr Lustcr. . 
- 
(D) Mr Preside nt, one might think that
the obvious'can be left unsaid.
(Interjection: Hear, hear! Hear, hear!)
Presumably the subject matter of this debate is so
uncontroversial for our Parliament that it places this
imponant point 
- 
and here I go along with Mr
Patterson 
- 
right at the end of the agenda so that it
is, as usual, considered in a vinually empry Chamber.
And this, ladies and gendemen, is at least the third
time within a shon period that we find ourselves in a
similar situation.
Ve had the case of liabiliry for defective products,
which concerned the Council, not the Commission.
Ve had recendy the question of Pariiament's interven-
l1
I
I
I
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ing in an action before the Coun of Justice, where
again the Council had failed to obtain our opinion.
Expressions of dissatisfaction are not enough, we musr
make it plain that we are not prepared to tolerate this
situation. '!fl'e want to have good relations with the
Council and we are not accusing it of malice. Ve do,
however, take the view that the Council is not mking
Parliament seriously. Vhen it allows l2 years to go by
since Parliament delivered iu opinion before acting,
that means that two things have changed in the mean-
time: In the first place, the proposal for a regulation
has changed. But even if the rcxt of the regulation had
been identical then it is not merely possible, but in fact
highly probable that changing circumsances would
make it necessary to look at the proposal in a new
light. From the legal smndpoint this amounts to a
breach of good faith if the principle of. rebas sic standi-
bus is no longer applied.
On behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group, there-
fore, I should like to repeat what has already been said
here by the depury rapporteur and chairman of the
Legal Affairs Committee, namely that we do not urish
to be treated in this way. That is, after all, a perfectly
legitimate point of view. And so, ladies and gendemen,
even if I have to say it at this late hour 
- 
and, like
you, I have had to sit it out here and allow my plans to
be disrupted 
- 
I should like rc state quite plainly on
behalf of my group that we shall not accept such treat-
ment. In connecdon with another matter the Advo-
cate-General recently observed in an opinion that
whilst the Treades reduce the European Parliament's
involvement in Communiry legislation to a purely
advisory and deliberative power, it would be unaccept-
able if this panicipation by the citizens of the Member
States in law-making, weak as it is and restricted to
individual cases as it is, were rendered vinually mean-
ingless by a decision to by-pass it altogether without
such a decision incurring legal consequences. And it
appears that we now have another such instance with
the Council preparing to decide on this proposal
12 years after Parliament delivered its opinion. I felt it
my dury to make this point today. I know that I am
supponed in my view by all the members of my group,
and indeed I hope that it is shared by everyone in this
House.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Coppieters.
Mr Coppieters. 
- 
(NL) Mr President, I am certainly
inclined ro agree with Mr Lustcr that this is a test case
for the Council's attitude to Parliamenr's role of pani-
cipation, but I do not think we should go any funher
into that now.
This repon could simply become a missed opportun-
ity, on the one hand because in the 12 years thar rhis
question has been dragging on, clear principles have
never been applied 
- 
and only federalist principles
can provide a solution here 
- 
and on the other hand
becuse in these 12 years neither the Commission nor
the Council has done its dury,
First of all, it may be pointed out that education and
architecture as a reflecdon of culture are the responsi-
bility of the regional authorities in federal States and
of the central authorities in centrally governed Statcs.
There is no reason to object to this; let us therefore
stop talking about comparative studies of qualiry.
On the other hand 
- 
and this is where our task really
lies 
- 
the discussion must lead to a comparison of
educational standards in general. There is no need to
do chis case by case, but the Communiry can and must
compare the standards of secondary education,
non-universiry higher education and universiry educa-
tion in recent years.
Now, ladies and gentlemen, let us not deceive
ourselves. The introduction of freedom of movement
has simply led to the free movement of cheap labour,
and in no c/ay to that of persons with an intellectual
training. I think that this needs rc be said for oncc,
aftcr we have been left empry handed for 12 years.
Moreover, in 1958 we made the mistake of talking
only about architects, whereas in most Member States
rhis profession is closely connected with that of engi-
neering. I am speaking from experience, because in the
Belgian Parliament I have seen.how the question of
architecrure has been shelved for years because of its
links with the raining of engineers. If this had been
taken into account in 1968, we should now be a good
deal funher forward.
If we want to reconcile freedom of movement with
autonomy in education, the natural thing would be a
framework directive stating what degree of knowledge
corresponds to what level of education, and once there
is talk of equivalent standards, automatic recognition
can easily be built in. Otherwise we shall be contin-
ually relapsing into the perpeual argument that archi-
tectural training in one or another neighbouring coun-
try is inferior to our own. And when will we stop
doing that? If we do not succeed in this, then we must
know exactly how things stand, so that an arrante-
ment can be worked out for those countries which do
recognize each other's standards as equivalent
Because there is no quesdon of setting up a European
authority in this sphere we must simply find out who is
prepared to do what, and that is why this report,
however well it may be drawn up, and not through the
fault of the rapponeur or of the committee, could
simply become a missed opponuniry after 12 years,
which really would be deplorable situation.
Prcsident. 
- 
I call Mr Onoli.
Mr Ortoli Vce-Presidcnt of the Commission 
- 
(F)
Mr President, I shall intervene only very briefly in this
debate since the motion for a resolution under discus-
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sion is addressed rc the Council. It is for the Council,
in fact, under the terms of the Treaty, to consult or
reconsult Parliament on proposals submitted to it by
the Commission.
Having said that, Mr President, we quirc understand
the desire expressed by Parliament on many occasions
m be allowed rc give a fresh opinion on proposals rhat
have been under discussion in the Council for several
years and whose text, even though the substance of the
Commission's initial proposals has not been affected,
has inevitably seen some changes in relation to the
rcrms of this proposal.
The position therefore is fairly clear. In such cases we
are prepared to continue to keep the appropriate
parliamentary committees as fully informed as possible
of the state of progress on our proposals within the
Council, on the clear understanding that, legally
speaking 
- 
since c/e are talking about law 
- 
this
does not give us the power on such occasions ro pass
on documents or information to which we are nor
allowed access and which are the property of the
Council. \7e have looked at this specific problem. I
will put to one side rhe general question posed by Mr
Ferri, and I understand that the Legal Affairs Commir-
tee 
- 
in fact it seems to me rhat is where the hean of
the matter lies 
- 
should wanr ro study the problem as
a whole. I shall therefore refrain from commenting on
that aspect. I will simply say that as rhings stand at the
moment the Commission has no inrcndon of with-
drawing its proposal for a directive. Of course, having
listened to what has been said in this debate, I shall put
the situadon to my colleagues. After 12 years it is
imponant for us to act quickly. I have taken note of
the questions that have been raised 
- 
for the most
pan they are not addressed ro us 
- 
and shall repon
back to my colleagues on the anxiedes you have
expressed.
President. 
- 
The debate is closed.
I put the modon for a resolution to the vorc.
The resolution is adopred.l
17. Membersbip of Parliament
President. 
- 
The compercnr French authorities have
informed me that Mr Frangois-Marie Geronimi has
been elected a Member of Parliament to replace Mrs
Chouraqui, who has resigned.
I welcome the new Member and remind the House
that, pursuant to Rule 3 (3) of the Rules of Procedure,
any Member whose credendals have nor yet been veri-
fied provisionally takes his seat in Parliamenr and on
im committees with the same rights as orher Members.
18. Membership ofcommittees
President. 
- 
I have received from the Socialist
Group a request for the appointment of Mr Jalton to
the Committee on Budgets, to replace Mrs Gaspard,
and from the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats a request for the appointment of Mr de
Lipkowski to the Committee on External Economic
Relations and of Mr Geronimi to the Legal Affairs
Committee.
Are there any objections?
These appointments are ratified.
19. Dates of the next part-session
President. 
- 
There are no other itcms on our
agenda. I thank the representatives of borh Council
and Commission for their contribution to our work.
The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sirtings be
held in Luxembourg during the week from 3 to 6
November 1980.
Are there any objections?
That is agreed.
20. Approaal of the minutes
President. 
- 
Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minuses of proceedings of this sitting, which were
written during the debates.
Are there any comments?
The minutes of proceedings are approved.
I call Mr Kellett-Bowman.
Mr Kellett-Bowman. 
- 
Mr Presidenq during this
part-session there has been a record number of meet-
ings taking place outside the hemicycle. I do not wish
to comment on the validiry of holding so many meet-
ings, but I think the House should place on record its
Bratiilde to the staff 
- 
the interpreters, the ushers
and everybody else 
- 
who have coped with all these
extra meetings. I think they have done a tremendous
job!t OJ No C 291, 10.11. 1980.
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President. 
- 
I fully support your contratuladons and
your thanl$, Mr Kellett-Bowman.
I call Mr Prag.
Mr Prag. 
- 
Mr Presidenq if, as you say, there are no
delays and no problems in presenting reports to the
'plenary sittings, perhaps you could have an explana-
tion for me next time of why my ovln report on linked
work and training in the Community was not dealt
wirh at this pan-session and will not be dealt with in
November and probably not in December either.
President. 
- 
Mr Prag, that is not what I said. Vhat I
said was that all matters that had been forwarded to us
by the Council and the Commission and had been
dealt with in committee had been considered in good
time in plenary siming. If there arc any delays with
regard to matters which the Treety obliges us to deal
with, these have not occurred,during the transition
'from 
committee to plenary sitting but exclusively in
the committees themselves. I was not refering to
own-iniriative repons ar\d other proposals: that is
quite another matter.
I call Mr Bangemann.
Mr Bangemann. 
- 
(D) As I was sitting here listening
to these last few speeches, it occurred to me that under
Rules of Procedure it takes at least ten Members go
ask the President rc establish whether there is a
quorum. But what fuappens when only nine Members
are present? Are these nine Members, who are not
allowed to request that a quorum be established,
chained rc the rocls like Prometheus and obliged to
condnue with the proceedings?
(I-augbter)
Presidcnt. 
- 
Rule 33 (1) of the Rules of Procedurc
starcs:
Parliamcnt may deliberatc, settle its agenda aod
approve the minutcs of proceedings, whatcvcr thc
number of Membcrs present.
In other words, the problem should not arise.
21. Adjournment ofthe session
President. 
- 
I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.
The sitting is closed.
(The sitting ans closed at I p.m.)
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